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THE SUPERCRITICAL POMERON IN QCD
ALAN R WHITE
High Energy Physics Division Argonne National Laboratory
IL  USA
Deepinelastic diractive scaling violations have provided fundamental in
sight into the QCD pomeron suggesting a single gluon inner structure rather
than that of a perturbative twogluon bound state This talk outlines a
derivation of a highenergy transverse momentum cuto conning solu
tion of QCD The pomeron in rst approximation is a single reggeized
gluon plus a wee parton component that compensates for the color and
particle properties of the gluon This solution corresponds to a supercritical
phase of Reggeon Field Theory
 Introduction
A complete understanding of the pomeron in QCD requires the solution of the theory
at highenergy Although highenergy perhaps suggests a perturbative starting point
essential physics is clearly absent in the QCD perturbation expansion In particular
it is wellestablished that connement and chiral symmetry breaking are low energy
properties that are essential in the physical solution of QCD but are not present in
perturbation theory We will also focus on two high energy experimental properties
of the pomeron which are not present in perturbation theory In small momentum
transfer processes the pomeron is approximately	 a Regge pole while in large Q
 
deep
inelastic scattering it looks remarkably like a single gluon

 In this talk I will outline
a highenergy solution of QCD in which these high energy properties of the pomeron
are closely related to the lowenergy nonperturbative properties of connement and
chiral symmetry breaking
It is eighteen years since I rst proposed
 
identifying a supercritical phase of
Reggeon Field Theory RFT	 with a semiperturbative picture of the QCD pomeron
The suggestion was that in the supercritical phase the pomeron is a single reggeized	
gluon in a soft gluon background After many tries I have nally found a detailed
derivation

of this connection between RFT and the QCD pomeron In this talk I will
outline the derivation and show how the desired nonperturbative properties emerge
In the course of this work I have gradually realized that many fundamental prop
erties of the physical solution of QCD are deeply interrelated with the nature of the
pomeron As I will brie
y elaborate at the end of this talk I now believe that my
pomeron solution also solves in principle the problem of nding a lightcone wee parton
distribution for physical states which reproduces all the properties normally associated
with a nonperturbative vacuum Such a distribution is believed by many

to be be
hind the success of the constituent quark model in describing lowenergy QCD It also
potentially provides a deeper origin of the parton model in QCD than that provided by

the factorization properties of leading twist perturbation theory
Multiregge theory provides the framework for my analysis By using reggeon uni
tarity equations
 
wellknown Regge limit QCD calculations
  	
can be extended to
obtain multiparticle amplitudes involving multiple exchanges of reggeized gluons and
quarks in a variety of Regge channels In particular we can study amplitudes in which
reggeon bound states and their scattering amplitudes appear Presently this is impossi
ble in any other formalism	 In Fig  we show qualitatively how we expect pion Regge
pole amplitudes for scattering via pomeron exchange to emerge from the multiparticle
reggeon diagrams describing the scattering of multiquark states We will nd that new
reggeon helicity
ip vertices that I have calculated play a vital dynamical role in such
amplitudes
Fig  The Anticipated Formation of Pion Scattering Amplitudes
In fact the hadron amplitudes we obtain are initially selected by a volume	 infra
red divergence that appears when SU	 gauge symmetry is partially broken to SU	
and the limit of zero quark mass is also taken The divergence is produced by quark
loop helicity
ip vertices involving chirality violation cf instanton interactions	 The




 We show that the divergence produces what we will call a
wee parton condensate which is directly responsible when the gauge symmetry is
partially broken	 for connement and chiral symmetry breaking The pomeron is in
rst approximation	 a reggeized gluon in the wee parton condensate and so is obviously
a Regge pole Although we will not give any description of supercritical RFT

in
this talk we do nd that all the essential features are present We brie
y discuss the
restoration of SU	 gauge symmetry It is closely related with the critical behaviour of
the pomeron

and the consequent disappearance of the supercritical condensate We
note that the large Q
 
of deepinelastic scattering provides a nite volume constraint
that can keep the theory locally	 in the supercritical phase as the full gauge symmetry
is restored A single gluon in the background wee parton condensate	 should then be
a good approximation for the pomeron

 MultiRegge Theory
This is an abstract formalism based on the existence of asymptotic analyticity domains
for multiparticle amplitudes derived
  
via Axiomatic Field Theory and Axiomatic
SMatrix Theory All the assumptions made are expected to be valid in a completely
massive spontaneouslybroken gauge theory Since we begin with massive reggeizing
gluons this is eectively the starting point for our analysis of QCD We can very brie
y
list the key ingredients as follows
i Angular Variables
For an Npoint amplitude we can introduce variables corresponding to any Toller dia
gram ie any tree diagram drawn as in Fig  that involves only threepoint vertices
The result
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 SO	 A set of N  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Fig  A Tree Diagram with Three Point
Vertices
ii	 MultiRegge Limits
These limits are dened by z
j
   j We will also be interested in HelicityPole
Limits in which some u
jk
  and some z
j
  In a helicitypole limit a smaller


























































iv	 Asymptotic Dispersion Relations



























































the multiregge limit The resulting separation into hexagraph	 spectral components
is crucial for the development of multiparticle complex angular momentum theory

v	 SommerfeldWatson Representations of Spectral Components





































































































































These representations give the form of the asymptotic behaviour in both multiRegge
and helicitypole limits In particular in a maximal helicitypole limit in which
the maximal number of u
jk
  only a single analyticallycontinued	 partialwave
amplitude appears
vi	 tchannel Unitarity in the Jplane
Multiparticle unitarity in every tchannel can be partialwave projected diagonalized



















































 together with the phasespace
R
d and the nonsense poles










   generate multireggeon thresholds ie Regge
cuts
vii	 Reggeon Unitarity
In ANY Jplane of any partialwave amplitude the threshold discontinuity due to
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be written in terms of two dimensional  k

 integrations anticipating the reggeon dia
gram results of direct schannel highenergy calculations
  	
 The generality of reggeon
unitarity makes it particularly powerful when applied to the partialwave amplitudes
appearing in maximal helicitypole limits
 Reggeon Diagrams in QCD
Leadinglog Regge limit calculations of elastic and multiregge production amplitudes in
spontaneouslybroken	 gauge theories show
  	
that both gluons and quarks reggeize
ie they lie on Regge trajectories Nonleading log calculations are described by

reggeon diagrams involving reggeized gluons and quarks In fact reggeon unitarity
requires that higherorder calculations produce a complete set of reggeon diagrams
Gluon reggeon diagrams involve a reggeon propagator for each reggeon state and

















































corresponds to reggeon unitarity ie iteration of the colorzero
















































   
We are interested in the infrared limit in which the gluon mass M   We will
eectively assume that two wellknown leadingorder properties of this limit generalize
to all orders The rst property is that infrared divergences due to the gluon particle
poles in the reggeon states interactions and trajectory function exponentiate to zero
all diagrams that do not carry zero color in the tchannel The second property which
actually requires appropriate behavior of the gauge coupling in higher orders	 is that the
infrared nitenes of colorzero reggeon interactions implies canonical scaling 	 Q
  
	
for color zero reggeon amplitudes in the limit that all internal transverse momenta are
scaled to zero
 Reggeon Diagrams for HelicityPole Limit Amplitudes
For our purposes maximal helicitypole limits of multiparticle amplitudes are the
most interesting to study Because the SommerfeldWatson representation involves only
a single partialwave amplitude reggeon unitarity straightforwardly implies that reggeon




planes in general contain lightlike
momenta 	 As an example we introduce variables for the pt amplitude corresponding
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  is a non
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Fig  Variables for the pt Amplitude

Reggeon unitarity determines that the
helicity
ip limit is described by reggeon dia
grams of the form shown in Fig  con
tains all elastic scattering reggeon diagrams
The T
F
are new reggeon helicity
ip ver
tices that play a crucial role in our QCD anal
ysis These vertices do not appear in elastic
scatttering reggeon diagrams	
Fig  Reggeon Diagrams for the pt
Amplitude
 Reggeon HelicityFlip Vertices
The T
F
vertices are most simply isolated kinematically by considering a nonplanar
tripleregge limit which for simplicity we will dene by introducing three distinct light
cone momenta This limit actually gives a sum of three T
F
vertices of the kind discussed
above

 but in this talk we will not elaborate this subtlety	 We use the tree diagram

















































Fig  a	 A Tree Diagram and b	 a quark loop
coupling for three quark scattering
We consider three quarks scattering via gluon exchange with a quark loop coupling















































































































wherem is the quark mass We denote theOm
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where R is independent of m This noncommutativity is an infrared anomaly due






is also ultraviolet divergent It is one of a general set of quark loop reggeon
interactions that have ultraviolet divergences and so require regularization We do this
by introducing PauliVillars fermions that maintain the reggeon Ward identities that
ensure gauge invariance

 Note that we take the regulator mass m

 afterm 
This implies that the initial theory with m 




































showing that imposing reggeon Ward identities for m 
  leads to a slower vanishing as
Q  when m  




survives only in very special reggeon vertices ie vertices coupling reggeon states with
anomalous color parity We dene color parity C
c







for gluon color matrices We say that a reggeon state has anomalous color parity if
the signature 	 determined by whether the number of reggeons is even or odd is not
equal to the color parity Note that the reggeized gluon and the BFKL two reggeon
state both have normal color parity	
We will be particularly interested in the anomalous odderon threereggeon state








that has    but C
c




















appears in the triple coupling of
three anomalous odderon states as
in Fig  The quantum numbers
of the anomalous odderon state im
ply that in this case the survival
of Om
 
	 processes as m  could
be reproduced by the chirality vio
lation of instanton interactions In
Fig  An Anomalous Odderon
Triple Coupling
our case the presence of such nonperturbative interactions in the massless theory is due
to our regularization procedure for reggeon interaction vertices

 A Quark Mass InfraRed Divergence
A vital consequence of the anomalous behavior of T
F  

as Q  is that an addi
tional infrared divergence is produced as m 	 in massless gluon reggeon diagrams








	  is part
of the integration region However the T
F
only appear in vertices coupling distinct
reggeon




in Fig  In this diagram an anoma
lous odderon reggeon state is denoted
by while
denotes any normal reggeon state
Fig  is of the general form illustrated
in Fig  except that we are allowing
the vertices V
i
to involve more com
plicated external states than a single
scattering quark The canonical scal
ing of the anomalous odderon states
gives the infrared behaviour























































 regular vertices and reggeon propagators
Depending on the behaviour of the V
i
it appears that a divergence potentially occurs




  However in general gauge invariance produces

a cancelation
of this divergence by a similar divergence of diagrams related to that of Fig  by reggeon
Ward identities for the reggeons within the anomalous odderon states
We can preserve the divergence of the diagram of Fig  and eliminate the possibility
of a cancelation if we partially break the SU	 gauge symmetry to SU	 In eect
introducing the symmetry breaking mass scale provides a scale for the logarithmic quark
mass divergence Note also that the topology of an instanton is dened with respect
to an SU	 subgroup As a result we anticipate that this partial breaking enhances the
signicance of topological eects associated with the anomaly	 We can show that other
diagrams can not cancel the quark mass divergence discussed above if is any SU	
singlet combination of massless gluons with C
c
    ie a generalized SU	
anomalous odderon	 and is a normal reggeon state containing one or more SU	
singlet massive reggeized gluons or quarks	 We can then regard Fig  as containing




We must also discuss specically the behavior of the V
i




  when Q
i
  This in itself would be sucient to eliminate





the divergence is present and in fact occurs similarly in a general class of diagrams
as we now discuss We consider a diagram having the general structure illustrated in





  and assuming
that reggeon Ward identities



































Thus giving as m 	 an
Fig  A General Divergent Diagram
overall logarithmic divergence In general this divergence occurs in just those multi
reggeon diagrams which contain only SU	 color zero states of the form coupled
by regular and T
F  

vertices as in the examples we have discussed
	 Con
nement and a Parton Picture
We dene physical amplitudes from divergent diagrams by extracting the coecient of
the logarithmic divergence The resulting reggeon states and amplitudes produce a
connement phenomenon in the following sense A particular set of colorzero reggeon
states is selected that contains no massless multigluon states and has the necessary
completeness property to consistently dene an SMatrix By completeness we mean
that if two or more of this set of states initially scatter via QCD interactions the nal
states contain only

arbitrary numbers of the same
set of states Since the diver
gence involves zero k

for the
anomalous odderon component of
each reggeon state an anoma
lous odderon condensate is gen
erated The general picture is il




ponent physical reggeon states
have a nite momentum nor
mal parton component carrying
Fig  The Parton Picture
the kinematic properties of interactions We emphasize that the scattering of the
k

  condensate is directly due to the infrared quark triangle anomaly
The breaking of the gauge symmetry has produced physical states in which the
partons are separated into a universal weeparton component and a normal reggeon
parton component which is distinct in each distinct physical state However the con
densate has the important property that it switches the signature compared to that of
the normal parton component We note the following important reggeon states
 There is a pomeron whose normal parton component is a reggeized gluon This
is a Regge pole with   C
c
  and intercept 
 
 A boundstate reggeon formed from two massive SU	 doublet gluons gives an
exchangedegenerate partner to the pomeron ie a Regge pole with   C
c

  The SU	 singlet massive gluon lies on this trajectory
 Hadrons have a constituent quark normal parton component
All the features of supercritical RFT are present but we will not discuss the details
Although we have not specically discussed quark reggeons the hadron reggeons they
form are vital Stability of the quark parton component within the condensate pro
duces chiral symmetry breaking which determines that hadrons are not eigenstates of
color parity This is necessary if the exchange of a pomeron with C
c
  is to describe
elastic scattering
 Restoration of SU Gauge Symmetry
We make only a few brief comments on this obviously important subject Because of
complimentarity

 restoring SU	 symmetry which involves decoupling a color triplet





 Restoring the symmetry involves removing the mass scale that distinguishes
normal nite momentum	 partons from wee zero momentum	 partons and produces
the reggeon condensate Mapping the partially	 broken theory completely onto super
critical RFT implies that the condensate and the oddsignature partner for the pomeron

disappear simultaneously The result is then the critical pomeron

 The weeparton
condensate will be replaced by a small k

 wee parton critical phenomenon that merges
smoothly with the large k

normal or constituent	 parton component of physical states
just as originally envisaged by Feynman

 Note that because of the odd SU	 color
charge parity of the pomeron the twogluon BFKL pomeron will not contribute	
Mapping partiallybroken QCD onto supercritical RFT has further consequences
In particular it implies that the  

scale mixes with the symmetry breaking scale and
becomes a relevant parameter for the critical behavior It then follows that after the
symmetry breaking scale is removed there will for a general number of quark 
avors	
be a  
c









implies it is in the supercritical phase We conclude that the supercritical
phase can be realized with the gauge symmetry restored if  

is taken small enough
However 	
PI
	 and the mass of the exchange degenerate composite reggeized gluon
will be functions of  

 In deepinelastic diraction large Q
 
will act as a local	 lower
k

cuto and produce a nite volume eect that can keep the theory supercritical
as the SU	 symmetry is restored




  We will not discuss here why we believe this
requires a specic quark 
avor content It is interesting that for any quark content we




 and go deep into the supercritical phase We obtain a picture
in which constituent quark hadrons interact via a massive composite gluon and an
exchange degenerate pomeron	 Connement and chiral symmetry breaking are realized
via a simple universal wee parton component of physical states This is remarkably
close to the realization of the constituent quark model via lightcone quantization that
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Abstract
We present a combined QCD analysis of recent data produced by the H and ZEUS col
laborations on the diractive and leading proton deep inelastic positronproton scattering
structure functions in the framework of fracture functions
Introduction
In recent years considerable attention has been paid to deep inelastic leptonproton scattering
processes with either an identied leading proton in the nal state or of diractive nature
presumably dominated by the single dissociative process  

p  Xp Both kinds of event dier
considerably in the kinematical regions where they are produced and also in the nonperturba
tive mechanisms or models used to describe them ie meson exchange in the rst case and
pomeronreggeon exchange in the second Consequently their description is usualy done within
disjointed frameworks and in terms of unrelated structure functions the leading proton and
























































Here q P  and P

are the momenta of the virtual boson the incident and the nal state proton
respectively Both the cross section and the structure function dened in this way include an
implicit integration over a given range for the transverse momentum of nal state proton
Analogously to equation 	 the dierential cross section for diractive deep inelastic scat
































  and the variable  is used instead of x As in the previous case an integration
over the transverse momentum of the nal state proton is implied In this context it is customary




instead of the transvere momentum
In reference  the use of fracture functions  for the description of leading hadrons pro
duced in the target fragmentation region has already been discussed in relation to the analysis
of very forward neutrons observed by the ZEUS collaboration There it was shown that ne
glecting contributions coming from the current fragmentation region what is usually dened as
the leading proton structure function F
LP  

 is just the fracture function contribution to the
semiinclusive cross section We refer to  for details about the kinematics and the relation

with current fragmentation contributions By the same arguments when the diractive cross
section is dominated by the single dissociative process  

p  Xp so there is a proton in the nal
state the contributions to it are again given by the same fracture function as in 	 however in










available data also dier considerably in the ranges covered in the variable  	
    	 in
the case of diractive structure functions and very small values 	  	 for leading proton
data
Dierent kinematical regions correspond to dierent behaviours and to dierent underlying
models The standard interpretation for the diractive cross section is given in terms of pomeron
exchange whereas for leading proton the usual picture is that in which pions are exchanged For
both cross sections a formidable sets of data have been obtained by the H collaboration  

however the comparisons between model predictions and data have been found to be rather poor
unless a large number of additional elements is included
In the language of fracture functions both the leading proton and the diractive regimes
are complementary features of one and the same thing The approach then suggests a bridge
between both regimes Even more as throught the Altarelli Parisi equations the evolution in Q

at a given value of  is a priori sensitive to the entire  dependence at the initial scale there is
at least an intermediate region where the dierent regimes cannot be considered independently
As for structure functions in totally inclusive deep inelastic scattering QCD does not predict
the shape of fracture functions unless it is known at a given initial scale This nonperturbative
information have to be obtained from the experiment and eventually can be parametrized
nding inspiration in nonperturbative models as it the case for ordinary structure functions
Parametrization









at a given initial scale Q


from a global analysis of available data we select in the rst place a
relatively simple functional dependence in the variables  and x
IP
 but with enough exibility
as to reproduce the data accurately If one were only interested in the diractive regime the
natural choice would be a simple pomeronic ux in x
IP


























where the label s stands for the singlet contribution assumed to be the dominant one Analo






























These kinds of parametrization give relatively good rst approximations to the description of
the corresponding data sets however it seems unlikely their survival in a more precise analysis
For example the pomeron ux factorization hypothesis 	independence with respect to  and
Q

 is a rather strong assumption not even true for the kinematical range of the available data
This has been explicitly shown in recent analyses and in fact is apparent from gure  where




behaviour for large values of  	  	 which is then suppressed for
intermediate values and nally is changed to something like a positive power of x
IP
at low 
In order to take into account small departures from the initial approximations and also to
combine both behaviors in such a way that for large  and low x
IP
	diractive regime the
pomeron picture dominates while for low  and large x
IP
the pion picture emerges we propose











































Eventually the parametrization can be made even more exible allowing free exponents  and  
over the factors  and 	 respectively in the ux or even a more elaborated x
IP
dependence
In order to analyze data sets corresponding to dierent ranges of the variable t throughout
the present analysis we take as universal the exponential behaviour in t measured by the ZEUS
collaboration and rescale accordingly the data to a common range given by that of the dirac
tive data of H For this reason the parametrization obtained through the tting procedure
corresponds to that particular range and has to be rescaled for the computation of any other
observable
The above mentioned phenomenological parametrizations leads to simultaneous QCD ts












 as shown by
the solid lines in gures a and b  The values found for the parameters are given in table 
































































































Figure  a H Diractive Structure Function b ZEUS LP Structure Function
It is worthwhile noticing that within this approach the resulting bare distributions 	parton
distribution of the exchanged object show very sensible features as soft quark and gluon dis
tributions and a clear dominance of the latter 	gure a When combined with the respective
dependent uxes these distributions lead to very singular diractive components due to a


































As shown in gure c gluons carry much more impulse than quarks specially in the case of
the pomeronlike component and at low scales The evolution damps down this gluon dominance
suggesting a large fraction of valencelike gluons in the pomeron component which is not so
apparent for reggeons Putting both components together 	gure d the ratio depends strongly
on the value of x
IP
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Figure  a Parton densities b Total Flux c Ratio between the total momentum carried by
gluons and quarks for both components d The same as c but with both components added
ZEUS Measurement
In order to check the parametrization obtained in the previous section and also our assumption
about the tdependence in the following we compare results obtained using the parametrization
with preliminary data presented by the ZEUS colaboration not included in the t
The ZEUS collaboration has measured the faction of DIS events with a leading proton in the
nal state taking special attention to the dependence in the variable t  At least two dierent
analyses have been presented corresponding to dierent ranges in t After the adequate rescaling
in t of the parametrization for the fracture function we obtain a remarkable agreement with the
data as shown in gures a and b The main dierence between both analyses are the ranges
of the variable t by each of them
Conclusions
We have shown that an approach based on fracture functions motivates and also allows an uni
ed description of both leading proton and diractive deep inelastic cross sections A simple
parametric form for this function gives a very accurate description of the presently available
data providing a smooth interpolation between the extreme behaviours as in ZEUS data The
analysis also hints some non perturbative features such as a strong gluon dominance in the
pomeronic component with a characteristic valencelike behaviour
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Abstract
We present our study of the diraction in charged current DIS We analyse the
perturbatively tractable excitation of heavy quarks emphasizing the peculiarities
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The study of diractive electromagnetic Deep Inelastic Scattering in QCD has
rapidly advanced in last years   for a recent review see  Successful
quantitative predictions for diractive DIS are now available  the pQCD
factorization scales for dierent components of the diractive Structure Func
tion have been derived  breaking of the diractive factorization and of the
DGLAP evolution for diractive SFs have been understood and a large pertur
bative intrinsic charm in the pomeron has been established  the prediction
of large perturbative higher twist contributions has been obtained 
The study of diraction in charged current CC DIS ep  p

X will permit
a further test of this approach Rapidity gap events in CC DIS have already been
observed at HERA 	 and with amassing more data on CC DIS a detailed com
parison between the experiment and models for diractive DIS will be possible

 Because of the parity nonconservation in the CC case one has a larger
variety of diractive SFs compared to the neutral current electromagnetic EM
case To the lowest order in pQCD CC diractive DIS proceeds by the Cabibbo
favoured excitation of the u

d and cs dijet states The unequal mass cs is a
particularly interesting testing ground where to investigate diractive factoriza
tion breaking A selftagging property of charm jets gives better access to various




The subject of this proceeding is the derivation of the above stated features of
CC diractive DIS and the discussion of its dierences respect to EM diractive




X already observed by






We start with necessary denitions In diractive CC e

p scattering the exper
















secondary proton with the transverse momentum p

 t  p


  is the angle
between the e e












and   xx
IP
are the standard diractive DIS variables







X In the parity conserving EM DIS the exchanged photon have either





































and q	s  q	t   In the paritynonconserving
CC DIS the exchanged W
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 Then the polarization state of the
W
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is the Fermi coupling m
W
is the mass of the W boson One can then















































































































 are C and
Podd and vanish in EM scattering In the following we will not consider the










Only relatively large x  

are easily accessible in CC DIS 	
 As the
experimental selection of diractive events requires x
IP
 the kinematical
relation   xx
IP
implies that the experimentally observed CC diractive DIS










We focus on the cs excitation analogous considerations apply to u

d In what
follows z and  z are the fractions of the lightcone momentum of the W

carried by the charmed quark and strange antiquark respectively

k is the relative























 being the charmed strange quark mass







introduced in 	 Combining the formalism of 	 with
the treatment of charm leptoproduction in  we obtain integration over the
azimuthal orientation of
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blows up at x
IP





































































































































































































































































































 is the unintegrated






































































































 is more convenient for the practical calculations based





  have a narrow peak at    with the unit area under

























	 of interest in the present study For applications of the above formalism
to the EM case see  Also despite the somewhat dierent appearance
the socalled soft color interaction model by Buchm uller et al  is essentially
identical to the above described picture of diractive DIS for more discussion on
that see 









the factorization scale depends on z and then one expects dierent cross sections
whether the charmed quark is produced in the forward F or the backward B
hemisphere with respect to the W momentum in the rest frame of the diractive































 The pQCD scale is perturbatively large for large  even
for light !avours and for the charm component of the diractive SF it is large for
all  see below
Evaluating the light quark component of the diractive SF at not so large 
one needs a model for the smallQ






 in the following we will use the same form used in Ref  which at
large k

coincide with the GRV NLO parameterization 	
For what concerns quark masses we assume m
c






  MeV Variations of the charm mass by " have a little eect on the

















one needs to know the p


dependence of the dirac









As it was shown in  for heavy !avour excitation for the perturbative





!avour contribution the diraction slope B
D
exhibits at not so large  a slight
dependence but for the purposes of this present exploratory study we can sim
ply take B
D
ud   GeV


Various studies of diractive DIS as DIS o pomerons in the proton have
assumed diractive factorization The latter is not supported by QCD studies
 and the present study of charm excitation in CC diractive DIS oers more
evidence to this eect Nevertheless wherever that would not lead to a grave
confusion we will speak of the perturbative intrinsic partons in the pomeron
Separation of the pQCD subprocess of W

  cs into the excitation of
charm on the perturbative intrinsic strangeness in the pomeron and excitation
of antistrangeness on the intrinsic anticharm is not unambiguous and must be
taken with the grain of salt In the naive parton model in the former process
charmed quark will carry the whole momentum of the W

and be produced with
z   In contrast in the latter process it is the strange antiquark which carries
the whole momentum of W








as a compromise boundary between the two partonic
subprocesses However the full !edged pQCD calculation leads to broad z distri
	
butions for a related discussion of denition of the strangeness and charm density
in N N inclusive DIS see  As a purely operational denition we stick to
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 comes from terms  z

in  and  It is domi
nated by the forward production of charm wrt the momentum of W

in the








come from terms   z

 is dominated by the forward
production of strangeness the backward production of charm but still receives
certain contribution from the forward charm production
All the considerations of Ref  for the longitudinal and transverse dirac






















   Expanding the brackets of
Eqs
  in Eq and using the approximation  the k

integration in 
gives dominant contributions to the transverse SF coming from the lowk

region






one nds for the low scales dominated contribution









































































 dominated contributions come





























































 in a rst
approach we restrict ourselves to the genuine contributions and its rst higher
twist corrections
The higher twist corrections to F
D
T
receive thus both contributions from the





 The rst term in Eq	 is substantially
	
the same which has been discussed in Ref  for EM current and it remains rele




factor is partially compensated








Let us now consider the longitudinal cross section The most important con








expansion 	 which is
identical to that in the EM case The k

integrated cross section is completely












integration to a logarithmic accuracy we nd the twist expansion of the


















































 does not depend on !avours we predict
a restoration of the !avours symmetry at asymptotically large Q

 Again the

















in a broad range of Q

of the practical interest see Fig 
In 		 the leading twist term is the same as for NC diractive DIS However
in the CC diractive DIS because nonconservation of weak current extra higher
twist contributions to F
D 
L
come from the expansion of B
L
always substantially
dominated by the perturbative region
Further terms both twist and higher come from the term  A
L
in 
They receive large contributions from the low k

region In particular they as

























































Whereas the components coming from A
L
is low scale dominated it gives
	
comparable contributions as the leading twist in the small Q

region The









components are shown in Fig 	
Due to the symmetry z   z of Eqs   	 one nds similar results
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explicitly depend on  and the x
IP




















 with process independent !ux of
	




 and the x
IP





is not conrmed by pQCD calculation The diractive factorization breaking in




















is suppressed by the mass of a heavy quark it is still substantial and it is














As an illustration of the diractive factorization breaking in Fig 
 we show
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  For this reason diractive SFs exhibit strong threshold eects























































We have also calculated the contribution to diractive SFs from the top
antibottom excitation With m
t
  GeV and m
b
 	 GeV our result








b contribution is about 
times smaller than the cs one making very dicult to observe this component at
HERA
Naively one would expect F
D 

  for a quarkantiquark symmetric target
as the Pomeron is Indeed because A

z and for equal mass case B

z too
are antisymmetric about z 


 the contribution from u

d excitation to F
D 

vanishes upon the integration over the ujet production angles In contrast to











  Our predictions for F
D 

are shown in Figs  and 
Up to now we have discussed the intermediate and large  regions the small 
one is on the other hand dominated by the socalled triplepomeron component
In this case diraction proceeds via excitation of the soft gluoncontaining qqg
and higher Fock states of the photon As it has been discussed to great detail
in 
 at  	  and only at  	  and with certain reservations one can
apply the standard parton model treatment to diractive DIS For instance the
conventional fusion of virtual photons with the gluon from the twogluon valence
state of the pomeron becomes the driving term of diractive DIS
For this component the results for the diractive SF of light quarks coincide
once the opportune couplings of weak interaction are substituted to the EM ones
with those presented in Ref  However for the charmstrange part it must be
considered that now a charm quark always appears together with a strange one
















 electromagnetic DIS thresholds in
analogy to our discussion concerning the usual DIS  Referring to the notation
of  one nds A
cs
 	
We have presented the calculation of charged current diractive structure
functions in QCD and carried on a comparison with electromagnetic case Both
charged current and electromagnetic diraction share the property of diractive
factorization breaking For instance we nd dierent x
IP
dependences of the in
trinsic u d strangeness and charm composition of the pomeron Futhermore we
predict for CC even a dierent x
IP
dependence for the production of charm quark
in the forward and backward direction




 and the large higher twist contributions to the longitudinal
structure function These predictions will be testable with the accumulation of a

	
larger statistic on CC diraction at HERA
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Abstract In standard Regge theory the contribution of the tripepomeron am

























 this form which is based on factorization does not scale
with energy	 From an analysis of pp and pp data from xed target to collider energies
we nd that such scaling actually holds signaling a breakdown of factorization	 Phe
nomenologically this result can be obtained from a scaling law in diraction which is
embedded in the hypothesis of pomeron ux renormalization introduced to unitarize
the triple pomeron amplitude	
INTRODUCTION
In Regge theory the high energy behavior of hadronic cross sections is dominated
by pomeron exchange  For a simple pomeron pole the pp elastic total and
single diractive 	SD


























































































is the coupling of the pomeron to the proton g	t












is the fraction of the momentum of the proton carried by the pomeron and s

is




In analogy with Eq  the term in brackets in 	










































where we have used g	t
  g	
 since it was found experimentally that g	t
 is





























 is interpreted as the pomeron ux Thus pp dirac
tion dissociation can be viewed as a process in which pomerons emitted by one of
the protons interact with the other proton 
The function F 	t
 represents the proton form factor which is obtained from





 However this simple exponential
expression underestimates the cross section at large t Donnachie and Landsho
proposed  that the appropriate form factor for pp elastic and diractive scatter





















where m is the mass of the proton When using this form factor the pomeron
ux is referred to as the DonnachieLandsho 	DL
 ux















 is  GeV
 
at t   
 GeV

 consistent with the slope
obtained from elastic scattering at small t






the unitarity based Froissart bound which states that the total cross section
cannot rise faster than  ln

s Unitarity is also violated by the sdependence















 as well as by the sdependence of the integrated diractive cross
section which increases with s as  s

and therefore grows faster than the total
cross section
For both the elastic and total cross sections unitarization can be achieved by
eikonalizing the elastic amplitude  which takes into account rescattering ef
fects Attempts to introduce rescattering in the diractive amplitude by including
cuts  or by eikonalization  have met with moderate success Through such
eorts however it has become clear that these shadowing eects or screening
corrections aect mainly the normalization of the diractive amplitude leaving
the form of the M

dependence almost unchanged This feature is clearly present
in the data as demonstrated by the CDF Collaboration  in comparing their














measured diractive dierential pp cross sections at
p
s  and  GeV with
pp cross sections at
p
s   GeV
Motivated by these theoretical results and by the trend observed in the data
a phenomenological approach to unitarization of the diractive amplitude was
proposed  based on renormalizing the pomeron ux by requiring its integral
over all  and t to saturate at unity Such a renormalization which corresponds to
a maximum of one pomeron per proton leads to interpreting the pomeron ux as
a probability density simply describing the  and t distributions of the exchanged
pomeron in a diractive process
In this paper we show that the hypothesis of ux renormalization provides a
good description not only of the sdependence of the total integrated SD cross sec
tion as was already shown in  but also of the dierentialM

	or 
 and t distri




	above the resonance region

and   
 	the coherence region 
 all available data for p p	p
 X  p	p

at small t can be described by a renormalized triplepomeron exchange amplitude
plus a nondiractive contribution from a reggeized pion exchange amplitude
whose normalization is xed at the value determined from charge exchange ex
periments pp  Xn A good t to the data is obtained using only one free
parameter namely the triplepomeron coupling g	

We also show that the t   cross section at small  displays a striking scal














 where the coecient C is
sindependent over six orders of magnitude in contrast to the  s

dependence
expected from the standard triplepomeron amplitude This scaling behavior is
predicted by the renormalized ux hypothesis and provides a stringent and suc
cessful test of its validity
DATA
The data we use are from xed target pp experiments  from ISR pp exper
iments  from SppS Collider pp experiments  and from pp experiments
at the Tevatron Collider 
An important input to our analysis is provided by the data of the CDF Collab
oration  on dierential cross sections for pp  pX in the region of   






s   and  GeV The experiment was per
formed by measuring the momentum of the recoil antiproton using a roman pot
spectrometer No tables containing data points are given in the CDF publication
The data which are presented in gs  and  of  were tted with a Monte
Carlo 	MC





























The rst term in this equation is the triplepomeron term of Eq  The second
term was introduced to account for the nondiractive background A connection

to Regge theory may be made by observing that    	
 corresponds to pion
	reggeon
 exchange with a Regge trajectory of intercept 	





does not appear in reference  and is introduced here to account for the
fact that we refer to the cross section for pp  pX and do not include that for
pp pX as was done by CDF The slope of the pomeron trajectory 

 was kept





 and the values of the remaining parameters
were determined from the ts
The CDF MC simulation took into account the detector acceptance and the
momentum resolution of the spectrometer Using the information provided in 
we corrected the data of gs  and  of  for detector acceptance which
was obtained from g  of  and then evaluated the cross sections d

ddt
at t   
 GeV

 The results are presented in Fig  The curves in this
gure represent Eq  convoluted with a Gaussian resolution function of  whose
width was determined from the momentum resolution of the spectrometer at each



















































































As seen in Fig  expression 	
 provides an excellent t to the acceptance
corrected dierential cross sections including the unphysical region of negative 
values Thus once the detector experimental resolution is accounted for the low
 	or equivalently the low M


 cross section is completely compatible with that






    

 into the resolution dominated very low region using the triple
pomeron dierential cross section shape This behavior rules out the hypothesis
of low  	low M


 suppression suggested by some authors 
Three important results from the CDF ts to the data should be emphasized
 Only the IPIPIP term and a nondiractive contribution are required by the
ts An upper limit of  was set on a possible contribution of a IPIPR
term to the total diractive cross section at
p
s   GeV From this result

















This limit is  of the value of R used in the t by Erham and Schlein 
	see also comments in 


 The parameter  was determined for the rst time from the distribution of
single diraction dissociation and was compared to the  obtained from the
sdependence of the total pp cross section  The CDF results are



















The values obtained from the dd distributions are within the quoted
uncertainties consistent with the value determined from the rise of the to
tal cross section as would be expected for pomeron pole dominance The






 Using the relation   M

s the IPIPIP 	rst
 term in Eq  can be written







































where in standard Regge theory    Treating  as a free parameter




s     and  GeV CDF obtained   
	 







increase of the diractive cross section with energy is necessary to pre
serve unitarity and was predicted in   by calculations including shadowing
eects from multiple pomeron exchanges More recent work based on eikonal
ization of the diractive amplitude  or on the inclusion of cuts  shows that
shadowing can produce substantial damping of the sdependence of the cross sec
tion but has no appreciable eect on theM

dependence These predictions are in
general agreement with the conclusions reached by the CDF ts to data However
the damping predicted by the eikonalization model is not sucient to account for
the observed sdependence of the total single diraction cross section the predic
tions of the model based on cuts are in better agreement with the data 
PHENOMENOLOGICAL APPROACH
Triplepomeron renormalization
The CDF measurements showed that just like at Fermilab xed target and
ISR energies the shape of the small M

	small 
 behavior of the diractive
cross section at the Tevatron Collider is described well by the IPIPIP amplitude

displayed in Eq  The total diractive cross section obtained by integrating


















 For    which is the value for simple pole exchange 
sd






leading to violation of unitarity With the experimentally determined value of
   the diractive cross section remains safely below the total cross section as
s increases preserving unitarity
As we have seen in the previous section introducing shadowing corrections can
dampen the increase of the diractive cross section with s and thereby achieve
the desired unitarization while preserving the M

dependence of the IPIPIP am
plitude as required by the data However the shadowing models do not account
completely for the sdependence of the data and the two models mentioned above
do not predict the same amount of sdamping of the cross section In addition
these models are very cumbesome to use in calculations of single diraction dou
ble diraction and doublepomeron exchange processes
The calculational diculties of unitarity corrections in the standard approach
are overcome in the pomeron ux renormalization approach proposed by Gou
lianos  The renormalized ux approach is based on a hypothesis rather than
on an actual calculation of unitarity corrections and therefore can be stated as
an axiom
The pomeron ux integrated over all phase space saturates at unity
The renormalized pomeron ux f
N
		 t



























 is the integral
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For a detailed discussion of the role of the scale parameter s

in determining the value of s








































In the energy interval of
p
s   to  GeV the standard ux integral
varies as  s

 Thus the renormalization of the ux approximately cancels the
sdependence in Eq  resulting in a slowly rising total diractive cross section
Asymptotically as s the renormalized total diractive cross section reaches
a constant value
Pion exchange contribution
The form of expression 	
 suggests that at high  the dominant nonIPIPIP
concontribution to the cross section could be due to pion exchange In Regge

















 is the pion ux and 
	p
	s
 the p total cross section




















































































A one parameter t to diraction
Motivated by the success of expression 	
 in describing the Fermilab xed
target and ISR data we have performed a simultaneous t to single diraction





















in which the rst term is the renormalized triplepomeron amplitude Eq  and
the second term is the pion exchange contribution Eq  Results from our t
in which only the triplepomeron coupling g
IP IP IP
 is treated as a free parameter




Figure  shows the result of a simultaneous t 	solid lines




data of E  and CDF  using Eq  with only the triplepomeron
coupling as a free parameter The overall normalization of the data was allowed to
vary within 	 to account for possible systematic eects in the experimental
measurements The shift in the normalization of the data at each energy that
resulted in the best t is given in each plot The individual contributions of the
triplepomeron and pion exchange terms are shown by dashed curves
















 for the triplepomeron term and those given above for the pion


















Figure  shows a t of Eq  to ISR data  of dd versus  at xed t In this
t the experimental resolution was taken into account by convoluting Eq 




 The parameters used
in Eq  were those derived above and the overall normalization of the data was
allowed to vary within the experimental systematic uncertainty of  
Total diractive cross sections
In Fig  we compare experimental results for the total diractive cross section




 with the cross section calculated from
the triplepomeron term of Eq  	solid line
 using the triplepomeron couplig
evaluated from our t to the dierential cross sections Within this region of 
the expected contribution of the pion exchange term is less than  at any given
energy The data points are from references 
There are two points that must be kept in mind in comparing data with theory
 Normalization of data sets
The overall normalization uncertainty in each experiment is of O	

 Corrections applied to data
Deriving the total cross section from experimental data invariably involves
extrapolations in t and  from the regions of the measurement to regions
where no data exist Since in making such extrapolations dierent exper
iments make dierent assumptions about the shape of the t and or the 
distribution we have made appropriate corrections to the available data to
make them conform to the same assumptions Our corrections which are of

O	
 are described in detail in an expanded version of this article being
prepared for publication
In view of the systematic uncertainties in the normalization of the various data
sets as evidenced by data from dierent experiments in overlapping sregions in
Fig  the predictions of Eq  are in excellent agreement with the corrected
experimental cross sections
A SCALING LAW IN DIFFRACTION
The renormalization of the pomeron ux to its integral over all available phase
space can be viewed as a scaling law in diraction which serves to unitarize the
triplepomeron amplitude at the expense of factorization A stringent test of this



























 The t   data points were obtained from the t   
 GeV















 The excellent agreement between data and theory over six
orders of magnitude justies our viewing the pomeron ux renormalization hy
pothesis as a a scaling law in diraction
CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that experimental data on diractive dierential cross sections
d

ddt for pp  Xp and pp  Xp at energies from
p
s  to  GeV
as well as total diractive cross sections 	integrated over  and t
 are described
well by a renormalized triplepomeron amplitude and a reggeized pion exchange
contribution whose normalization is kept xed at the value determined from
pp Xn
The renormalization of the triplepomeron amplitude consists in dividing the
pomeron ux of the standard Reggetheory amplitude by its integral over all
available phase space in  and t Such a division provides an unambiguous nor
malization of the pomeron ux since the energy scale factor s

 which is implicit
in the denition of the pomeron proton coupling 
IPpp
	
 that determines the
normalization for the standard ux drops out Thus the renormalized pomeron
ux depends only on the value of 
min
and on the pomeron trajectory which is
obtained from ts to elastic and total cross sections Therefore the only free pa
rameter in the renormalized triplepomeron contribution to soft diraction is the
triplepomeron coupling constant g
IP IP IP








The scaling of the pomeron ux to its integral represents a scaling law in dirac
tion which unitarizes the diractive amplitude at the expense of factorization A



















behavior which is in
dependent of s over six orders of magnitude in agreement with expectations from
the ux renormalization hypothesis and contrary to the  s

behavior expected
from the standard theory based on factorization
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which include the resonance region of      GeV

s is presented in Fig 

c
of   or Fig c of   original publication This gure shows that the tintegrated
cross section which at high M

values has a rather at M

dependence extrapo
lates smoothly into the low M







and then falls gradually to become zero at the pion production threshold Taking
M

    or     as the minimum value forM

and integrating down to this
value using the triplepomeron formula provides a very good approximation to the
integrated cross section over the resonance region
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ddt at t    GeV





ddt for p p	p
 p	p





s     and  GeV are compared with the result 	solid line
 of a
simultaneous one parameter t with a renormalized IPIPIP amplitude and a pion
exchange contribution The dashed lines represent the individual pomeron and
pion contributions To account for systematic uncertainties the normalization of
each data set was allowed to vary within	 of its nominal value the parameter
N	data
 represents the shift in the data normalization for which the best t was
obtained










ddt for pp pX measured at the ISR at various
values of
p
s and t The solid lines are ts obtained using a renormalized IPIPIP
amplitude and a pion exchange contribution convoluted with the experimental 
resolution which dominates the shape of the distributions at small  The overall
normalization of the data was allowed to vary within the experimental systematic
uncertainty of  

Total single diraction cross section for
pp 	 p pp 	X
comparison with theoretical predictions
Figures  Total single diraction cross sections for p	p
  p p	p
 X versus
p
s compared with triplepomeron predictions based on pomeron pole dominance
in standard Regge theory 	dashed line
 and on the renormalized pomeron ux
model 	solid line
 The cross sections were corrected for eects due to extrap
olations in t and  as discussed in the text Note that the typical systematic









dt at t  
comparison with theoretical predictions






dt for p  p	p
  p	p
  X at t 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curves show the standard ux predictions The t   data were obtained by ex
trapolation from their t   
 GeV

values after subtracting the pion exchange
contribution

DIS AND DIFFRACTIVE STRUCTURE FUNCTIONS IN THE QCD DIPOLE
MODEL
C Royon
CEA DAPNIA Service de Physique des Particules
Centre dEtudes de Saclay France
The QCD dipole picture allows to build an unied theoretical description based on
BFKL dynamics of the total and diractive nucleon structure functions We use a
four parameter t to describe the  H proton structure function F
 
data in the
low x	 moderate Q
 
range Without any additional parameter	 the gluon density
and the longitudinal structure functions are predicted The diractive dissociation
processes are also discussed within the same framework	 and a new prediction for
the proton diractive structure function is obtained
 Introduction
Considering the phenomenological discussion on the proton structure functions measured by
deepinelastic scattering of electrons and positrons at HERA it is striking to realize that the








and on the other











are in general distinct Indeed most models







use a QCDinspired hard Pomeron parametrisation
related either to a DGLAP






On the other hand the models proposed for the diractive component of the quark structure
function are for most of them relying on a soft Pomeron picture of diraction assuming a
pointlike structure of the Pomeron considered as a compound particle
	

However the quest for an unifying picture of total and diractive structure functions based
on a perturbative QCD framework is a challenge The interest of using the QCD dipole approach


for deepinelastic structure functions is to deal with an unied approach based on the BFKL
resummation properties of perturbative QCD Indeed starting from an unique nonperturbative
input in terms of a primordial proton distribution of dipoles at low scale Q

 it is possible to
compute the theoretical predictions
 
for the 	transverse and longitudinal
 quark and the gluon
distributions as functions of x and Q

 In the same framework it is also possible to compute the
two components of the dipolemodel predictions for hard diractive structure functions namely
the inelastic component
 
	hereafter named component I




 as recalled later on
 BFKL dynamics in the framework of the QCD dipole model
To obtain the proton structure function F





 valid at high
energy 	small x
 in order to factorise the 	 g	k
   q q
 cross section and the unintegrated













































where h  Q


and c are respectively the 	 g	k
   q q
 cross section the Mellintransform
probability of nding an onium of transverse mass M





and the time scale for the formation of the interacting dipoles
 	
 We can use this







 functions The detailed
calculations can be found in
 























 It can be shown that this approximation













   that is in the kinematic











































It is be possible to compare the results with the values of 
P
predicted by theory Finally we



















































































t and prediction for F
G
and R
In order to test the accuracy of the F

parametrisation obtained in formula 	
 a t using the




 We have only used




to remain in a reasonable domain of validity of the QCD dipole
model The result of the t is given in Figure  The 

is  for  points and the values of
the parameters are Q

 GeV  N   and c   while 
P
  Commenting
on the parameters let us note that the eective coupling constant extracted using 	
 from 
P
is    close to 	M
Z

 used in the H QCD t It is an acceptable value for the small
xed value of the coupling constant required by the BFKL framework The running of the
coupling constant is not taken into account in the present BFKL scheme This could explain
the rather low value of the eective 
P
which is expected to be decreased by the next leading
corrections The value of Q

corresponds to a tranverse size of  fm which is in the correct
range for a proton nonperturbative characteristic scale The value of N determines the amount


















The parameter c sets the time scale for the formation of the interacting dipoles It denes the
eective total rapidity interval which is log		x
 log c the constant being not predictible 	but
of order 
 at the leading logarithmic approximation
















 Note that we obtain a prediction in agreement with the 	indirect

experimental determination for F
L
 
 but somewhat lower than the center values Thus it would
be interesting to obtain a more precise measurement of F
L
to test the dierent predictions on
the Q

evolution as already mentionned in Ref
 

 Diractive structure functions
The success of the dipole model applied to the proton structure function motivates its extension
to the investigations to other inclusive processes in particular to diractive dissociation We
can distinguish two dierent components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Figure 
 Results of the parameter t of the H proton structure function the t has been performed using




 We note a discrepancy at high x	 high Q
 
due	 in particular	 to the absence of
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Figure 
 Comparison of our prediction for the longitudinal structure function F
L
and the H data The prediction
is somewhat lower than the measurement	 but more precise data are needed to make more precise tests

 the inelastic term 	triplepomeron
 which represents the sum of all dipoledipole interactions
	it is dominant at large masses of the excited system

Let us describe in more details each of the two components The triplepomeron term domi




is the proton momentum fraction carried by the pomeron
 
 This component integrated over t the momentum transfer is factorisable in a part depend
ing only on x
p
	ux factor






























































































The important point to notice is that a	x
p

 is proportional of ln	x
p
 The eective exponent






 is found to be dependant on x
p






coming from a and is sizeably smaller than the BFKL exponent This is why we can describe
an apparently soft behaviour 	a small exponent in x
p

 with the BFKL equation which predicts
a hard behaviour 	the exponent in x
p
is close to 
 This is due to the fact that the eective
exponent is smaller than the real one It should be also noticed that the structure function F is
directly proportional to the proton structure function





























































































































































 The elastic component behaves quite dif
ferently
 
 First it dominates at    It is also factorisable like the inelastic component
but with a dierent ux factor which means that the sum of the two components will not be
factorisable This means that in this model factorisation breaking is coming partially from the
fact that we sum up two factorisable components with dierent ux factors The  dependence
is quite at at large  due to the interplay between the longitudinal and transverse compo





dependent Once more a R measurement in diractive processes will be an interesting way to
distinguish the dierent models as the dipole model predicts dierent  and Q

behaviours
The sum of the two components shown in gure  describes quite well the H data There





 from the F

t In this study it has been decided to let free the normalisation in front of each component
The quasielastic component was calculated using the approximation of big impact parameters

which is not valid in the important region where the impact parameter b is of the order of
the size of the original dipoles
 
and therefore the results given in the formula  cannot be
treated as precise predictions of the QCD dipole picture 	ie of BFKL dynamics
 First the
asymptotic formula for large impact parameter ignores entirely the singularities of the dipole
dipole amplitudes which become important when the impact parameter is of the order of the
size of the colliding dipoles This defect leads to a serious underestimation in the normalization
of the calculated crosssections However the conformal invariance of the BFKL dynamics
insures that the general dependence on kinematic variables remains  to a good approximation
unaected Second it was assumed that all the primordial dipoles are of the same size r


which does not take into account the distribution of their sizes Further more the singledipole
crosssection ignores entirely the distribution of the transverse position of the primary dipoles
in the nucleon ie it ignores the eects of the nucleon formfactor





























Since this procedure can at best be considered only as an exploratory search we did not try to




to see if one can obtain a qualitative
agreement of 	





  One sees that a general description of the data is quite reasonable for x
P
 
except in the region of large  where the Q

dependence of the quasielastic component is not
fully adequate At low  and high x
P
 the eects of the secondary reggeons can also be clearly
seen The most striking point is that we describe quite well the factorisation breaking due to
the resummation of the two components at low and large 
 	
 The full line is the sum of the
two components the dashed line the inelastic one 	which dominates at low 
 and the dotted
line the elastic one 	which dominates at high 

We nd this result rather satisfactory given the present status of the theoretical calculations
Thus although the nal answer must wait till more precise QCD dipole calculations are available
our tentative conclusion is that the existing data on rapiditygap events do not rule out the BFKL
dynamics as a correct description of the diractive phenomena involving virtual photons Indeed




The results described in the present contribution come from a fruitful collaborationwith ABialas
HNavelet and RPeschanski I also thank RPeschanski for reading and comments on the
manuscript
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Matching of Hard and Soft Diraction in Reggeon Approach
AB Kaidalov
Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Physics
Moscow Russia
A connection between smallx deep inelastic scattering DIS and high
energy hadronic interactions is discussed Properties of the Pomeron in QCD
are reviewed An important role of multiPomeron exchanges for supercritical
Pomeron is emphasized It is argued that in DIS these contributions are much
less important and energy behavior of the structure function in DIS is related to
the bare Pomeron intercept It is shown that the model based on these ideas is in
a perfect agreement with recent results from HERA Diractive production in soft
interactions and DIS is discussed  Shadowing corrections to the structure function
of a nucleon are calculated and found to be small in the region of x  	
  
 A
good agreement with experimental data on the shadowing of structure functions
of nuclei is obtained It is shown that investigation of hadronic 
nal states in
DIS can give an important information on dynamics of this process Predictions
for inclusive spectra and multiplicity distributions of 
nal hadrons in DIS are
formulated and compared to experimental data
I INTRODUCTION
I shall discuss possible relation of low x physics in DIS and highenergy hadronic interac
tions It is closely related to the problem of universality of the Pomeron
In DIS it is possible to study dierent asymptotic limits For Q
 
  and x   the usual
QCD evolution equations can be applied and Q
 
dependence of the structure functions can be





is formulated On the other
hand if Q
 
is xed and x    	or ln	x
   
 the asymptotic Regge limit is relevant The





 are large This is a transition region between perturbative and nonperturbative dynamics
in QCD and its study can give an important information on the properties of connement and
its relation to the QCD perturbation theory The asymptotic Regge limit in DIS can be related
to highenergy limit of hadronic interactions and is described in terms of the Pomeranchuk
singularity One of the most important problems in DIS and high energy hadronic interactions
is to understand the structure the main properties of this singularity and its origin in QCD
The Pomeron in QCD is usually connected to gluonic exchanges in the tchannel In the
N expansion  the Pomeron corresponds to the cylinder type diagrams 	for recent reviews
of the models based on Nexpansion in QCD and reggeon approach see refs 
 In this
approach the Pomeron is related to the hadronic states made mostly of gluons 	glueballs

There are few attempts to calculate the Pomeron trajectory from nonperturbative QCD
Simonov  using the method of vacuum correlators has calculated the masses of the lowest




 Straightline extrapolation of the
trajectory to the point t   gave an intercept of the Pomeron 
P
	
    
Another approach to the evaluation of the Pomeron trajectory in QCD is connected to





   the most important diagrams are of a ladder type with reggeized gluon exchanges











The coupling constant 
s
in this approximation is not running and it is not clear which
value of the coupling enters into eq	
 but for any realistic value of 
s
the value of   
Thus in this approximation there is a fast increase of cross sections with energy
This approach however has several drawbacks
a
 The amplitudes in the impact parameter representation increase with energy as s

and uni
tarity is violated at high enough energies For    this happens at not too large ln	s

b
 The formulae of LLA approximation were obtained for multiregge kinematics when all ra
pidity dierences between pairs of produced gluons are large However it was demonstrated by
explicit calculations  that for realistic values of 
s
average rapidity dierence between neigh
bouring gluons are   and multiregge formulae are not applicable
c
 In the LLA approximation when 
s
does not depend on virtuality the average transverse
momenta of produced gluons increase with energy  This justies use of the perturbation
theory for calculation of these processes However this result is unstable under higher order
QCD corrections For running coupling constant transverse momenta of produced gluons do
not increase with energy asymptotically  and results for the intercept of the rightmost sin
gularity in the jplane crucially depends on the behaviour of amplitudes in the region of small
transverse momenta where QCD perturbation theory is not applicable
d
 The diagrams with more than two reggeized gluons in the tchannel increase with energy
even faster than the twogluons ladder and though they contribute to amplitudes with higher
powers of 
s
all such diagrams should be taken into account at very high energies
More accurate estimate of all these eects was obtained recently after next to leading
corrections to the BFKL Pomeron was calculated  This estimate shows that these correc
tions are large and decrease the value of the intercept strongly The resulting value of   
 A resummation of higher order corrections is needed for better estimate of perturbative
contributions to the Pomeron intercept
Thus I come to the conclusion that at present it is impossible to determine the parameters
of the Pomeron fromQCD however there are good reasons to believe that Pomeron in this theory
is supercritical ie    Below I shall try to determine the parameters of the Pomeron from
a study of high energy interactions of hadrons
II REGGE THEORY AND HADRONIC INTERACTIONS
In the traditional reggeon approach it is assumed that the Pomeron is a Regge pole
accompanied by the cuts connected to the multiPomeron exchanges in the tchannel These
cuts are important to restore the unitarity of the theory Reggeon diagrammatic technique 
and the AGK cutting rules  allow one to calculate contributions of manyPomeron exchanges
to scattering amplitudes and to relate them to the properties of multiparticle production
What is the value of the Pomeron intercept from phenomenological analyses of high energy
hadronic interactions In the simplest model where only the singlePomeron exchange is taken
into account the intercept determined from analysis of 
tot








 which characterizes an energy









 This model leads to a violation of unitarity as s    and it fails to describe
multiparticle production and energy behavior of inelastic diractive processes 	see below

An extensive phenomenological analysis which takes into account multiPomeron ex
changes 	see eg refs 





 indicated above With an account of eikonal type diagrams 
P
	
   	 
 For more complete set of diagrams which include interactions between exchanged
Pomerons an even larger value of the intercept 
P
	
   is obtained 
In this approach many characteristics of high energy hadronic interactions are well de
scribed  MultiPomeron exchanges are very important for understanding of many qualita
tive features of experimental data For example a fast increase of inclusive spectra of particles in
the central rapidity region can be reproduced only if multichain congurations which are due to
cutting of multiPomeron diagrams are taken into account For pure pole model the density of
produced hadrons in the central region would be energy independent at large s Experimentally
in ppinteractions it increases with energy approximately as s

with   
Another manifestation of multipomeron exchanges is an existence of important long range
correlations 	for example forwardbackward correlations
 They are rmly established experi
mentally at high energies Long range correlations are closely related to broad multiplicity
distributions The models based on the reggeon diagrams technique and AGKcutting rules give
a good quantitative descriptions of multiplicity distributions including violation of the KNO
scaling at very high energies






Experiments at HERA give new possibilities for investigation of the Pomeranchuk singu







 s increases at large Q
 
observed experimentally 
raises a question whether there are two dierent Pomerons  soft and hard However from
discussion of the Pomeron in QCD above it follows that there are no theoretical reasons for
hard Pomeron with large value of the intercept Even if these dierent Pomerons would exist
the rightmost singularity in jplane would be a mixture of these two objects It will contribute
to both soft and hard processes
I shall assume that there is one 	physical
 Pomeron pole with the same 
P
	
 as it was
determined from highenergy hadronic interactions with an account of manyPomeron cuts On
the other hand the eective intercept which depends on relative contribution of multiPomeron
diagrams can be dierent in dierent processes
Analysis of structure functions of nucleons along these lines has been carried out in ref
 It was emphasized that contribution of Reggecuts due to manyPomeron exchanges 	Fig





  or in hadronhadron collisions 	eikonal type diagrams
decrease as powers of Q
 

 Thus in DIS shadowing eects due to cuts are small 	in the range
of x  
 
accessible at present
 and cross sections are sensitive to properties of the bare










































































































































The rst part corresponds to seaquarks contribution and has Pomeron asymptotics at








due to a change of cuts contribution with Q
 
 We can expect that 	
  







    In ref  	Q
 














 The parameters have been determined in ref  from a t to 
tot
p









	the parameter e has been put equal to  in ref







   
 Distribution of gluons was written
in the form similiar to the one of sea quarks












 can be used for better determination of the parameters For the new set
of parameters  a description of all data on structure function F is very good 	Fig



















FIG  Energy dependence for the total cross section of interaction of a photon with a proton for
dierent virtualities Q

of a photon The results of 
ts with the original CKMT model full lines and
with the modi
ed version of the model  are shown
Thus in this model a faster 	than for real photons or hadrons
 increase with energy of




is mostly due to a fast decrease of
reggecuts contributions An extra energy increase at higher Q
 
is related to the eects of QCD
evolution
IV DIFFRACTIVE PRODUCTION IN HADRONIC INTERACTIONS AND DIS
Let us consider now diractive production of hadrons at very high energies Description
of these processes in Reggemodel can be found in reviews  A dierential cross section




































































 is the total cross section for Pomeronparticle  interaction rst introduced
in ref  Note that this cross section is dened by eq	
 which relates it to physically
measurable quantity This denition is convenient because 
tot
P 
has a usual Regge asymptotic




In this limit the cross section for diraction dissociation is described by the tripleRegge

























































































have been determined from analyses of
diractive production of hadrons in hadronic collisions 
In the pole approximation with    the total cross section of inelastic diraction





This problem is solved by inclusion of cuts For example in ref  much slower increase of 
SD

consistent with recent experimental result was predicted even for     Observed decrease




can be easily understood in the models with cuts which satisfy
unitarity As s  elastic scattering amplitude corresponds in the impact parameter space to























Diractive dissociation of a virtual photon 	g
 can be described in a pole approximation
by eq	



















































































and t is the invariant momentum transfer from the initial to nal
proton 	x
p











is the structure function of the Pomeron The variable  plays the same role for the Pomeron
as x for the proton
The factor before F
P
in eq	
 can be considered as the Pomeron ux factor It was





 is dened by eq	
 and its normalization
is connected to a particular choice of the ux factor However other denitions 	other choices
of the ux factor
 are equally possible
For large Q
 
the structure function of the Pomeron can be expressed in terms of quarks
distributions in the Pomeron  Due to an uncertainty in the choice of the ux factor
mentioned above the partonic distributions dened in this way in general do not satisfy the sum
rule which follows from energymomentum conservation 






on Regge factorization in the region of small  and an information on tripleRegge vertices r
i
PP
from hadronic interactions The data from HERA  allow now to perform a test of eq	

and more precise determination of partonic distributions for the Pomeron Analysis of HERA
data on diractive production  with an account of contributions from secondary 	f	 	   

trajectories leads to the values of the eective Pomeron intercept close to  and practically
independent on Q
 
 This is in an agreement with the model of ref  where it was emphasized
that for these reactions large virtuality does not inuence the eective intercept which should
be only slightly below the value of the bare Pomeron intercept 	in the investigated kinematical
region
 Another interesting nding at HERA is a at distribution of quarks in the Pomeron
and rather hard distribution of gluons The last result follows from a study of a Q
 
dependence





 and diractive production of
jets indicate that the Pomeron is mostly gluonic object with a large fraction of its momentum
carried by gluons
It is important to emphasize that the main twist contribution to the diraction disso
ciation of a photon happens only due to large size congurations in the partonic uctuation
of a photon Thus experimental observation that the ratio of the diraction dissociation of a
photon to the total inelastic cross section is practically Q
 
independent shows that the large
size congurations are present even in a highly virtual photon
The following qualitative picture of interaction of highly virtual photons with proton in
the small x region 	Fig
 can be deduced from studies of structure function F and diractive























































































FIG  Inelastic cuttings of the diagrams of Fig a Totally inelastic 
nal state b Diractive
dissociation of a virtual photon
It is convenient to formulate it in the proton rest system or in any system where photon
moves with very large momentum At very large Q
 
a photon dissociates rst to the quark
antiquark pair of small size with rather large virtuality and transverse momentum Due to the
process of emission of gluons characteristic for QCD evolution the virtuality of partons gradualy
decreases and nally reaches the hadronic scale This happens at some rapidity distance y from
the rapidity of the initial photon Starting from this rapidity multiple production of quarks and
gluons 	and hadrons as well
 is similiar to the case of soft hadronic interactions 	Figa
 As
usual diractive scattering happens as a shadow of inelastic interaction 	Figb
 This picture
gives a possibility to understand qualitatively all the features of the data on the behaviour of
the structure function F diractive production in DIS and properties of the multiparticle nal
states in DIS
V SHADOWING EFFECTS FOR NUCLEONS AND NUCLEI
In the reggeon theory  a shadowing correction to a total interactions cross section due
to exchange of two Pomerons 	in the approximation when it is small
 is equal in magnitude
and is opposite in sign to the cross section of diractive scattering Thus we can obtain a
reliable estimate of this correction by calculating the total cross section of diractive production
of hadrons in DIS including double diraction dissociation Its ratio to the total 

pcross
section was calculated in ref  and is   at x  
 	
 A study of the shadowing eects
for structure functions of nuclei in the small x region provides a stringent test of this approach
The shadowing eects are enhanced for nuclei 	 A
	

 and lead to deviations from A

behavior




is directly expressed in terms of






























































Higher order rescatterings are model dependent 	but rather small for not very heavy
nuclei

























































Note that this quantity is sensitive to the diraction production cross section in DIS at
t and thus provides an extra information compared to the present HERA data which are
integrated over t Theoretical predictions  for nuclear shadowing based on the model for
diraction dissociation of ref  are in a good agreement with NMCdata on nuclear structure
functions at very small x  including recent data on Sn target  	Fig

VI PROPERTIES OF HADRONIC FINAL STATES IN DIS
An important imformation on the mechanism of lowx DIS can be obtained from a study
of hadronic nal state produced in this process In the current fragmentation region properties
of produced jets can be calculated using QCDperturbation theory A study of the central
rapidity region is important in order to establish the nature of the Pomeron Due to AGK
cancellation  inclusive cross section is determined by the pole diagram only and should
behave as s

 Same energy behaviour have inclusive spectra in all hadronic interactions On
the other hand a density of produced hadrons which is a ratio of inclusive cross section by the
total inelastic cross section has a completely dierent behaviour for hadronic reactions and DIS
In hadronic interactions large multiPomeron eects lead to a much slower increase with energy
of the total cross section compared to the inclusive one and density of hadrons in the central
region quickly increase with energy On the other hand if our interpretation of the dierence in
energy bahaviour in hadronic reactions and DIS is correct then cross section for DIS is essentially
determined by the pole diagram only and should behave as a function of x in the same way as
inclusive cross section As a result density of produced hadrons in DIS should have weaker













































































































































FIG  Theoretical predictions for shadowing of nuclear structure functions at small x
The model based on universality of the Pomeron gives parameter free predictions for
densities of charged particles and multiplicity distributions in the central rapidity region of
DIS  To calculate contributions of rescatterings in DIS one can use the quasieikonal
model which gives a good description of highenergy hadronic interactions In this model all






















independent and from HERA data follows that C  
The weights of multiparticle congurations with dierent numbers of cut Pomerons can
be expressed in terms of the rescatterings using AGKcutting rules  In order to calculate
multiparticle production the QGSMmodel  or the DPMmodel  can be used Both models
reproduce well multiplicity distributions in hadronic interactions and lead to predictions for
multiparticle production in DIS without any new free parameter It should be emphasized that
the models can be used in the central rapidity region and in the proton fragmentation region but
not in the photon fragmentation region where eects due to perturbative cascade are important
The predictions of such an approach  are shown in Figs   The model gives a perfect

description of the HERA data   This result supports the universality of the Pomeron in soft
and hard processes
FIG  Densities of charged hadrons for dierent pseudora
pidity intervals Lower points correspond to      upper
points are for     
FIG  Multiplicity distribution of charged particles pro
duced in DIS at W GeV and for     
VII CONCLUSIONS
Investigation of smallx physics at HERA provides a new information on a relation be
tween soft and hard processes and will help to establish a link between nonperturbative and
perturbative QCD
Reggeon diagrams technique is a very useful tool for investigation of lowx physics Prop
erties of the Pomeron can be studied by using experimental information on both structure
functions diractive production of hadrons and hadronic nal states in DIS
ManyPomeron exchanges are important for a consistent picture of diractive processes
in hadronic interactions and in DIS

The model based on the hypothesis of universality of the Pomeron in soft and hard
processes gives a good description of multiparticle production of hadrons in the central rapidity
region of DIS
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QCD Amplitudes in the HighEnergy Limit
Vittorio Del Duca
Particle Physics Theory Group Dept of Physics and Astronomy
University of Edinburgh Edinburgh EH JZ Scotland UK
Abstract
Dijet production with a rapidity gap between the jets is considered as
a test ground for the production of a heavy Higgs boson via weakboson
fusion at hadron supercolliders It is argued that in order to perform a




calculation including the relevant collinear enhancements which give struc
ture to the jets Such a calculation needs not be exact but must include the
full leading power in s

t of the rate of dijet production in the highenergy
limit The QCD amplitudes must be determined to the corresponding ac
curacy Accordingly the scattering amplitudes necessary to compute the
full leading power in s





  Rapidity gaps between jets
In recent years stronginteraction processes characterised by two large and dis
parate energy scales which are tipically the squared centerofmass energy s
and the squared momentum transfer t with s   t have been extensively anal
ysed The interest stems from the presumption that their description in terms of
perturbativeQCD calculations at a xed order in the coupling constant 
s
might
not be adequate and that a resummation at all orders of 
s
of large contribu
tions of the type of lnst performed through the BFKL equation 	
 might be
needed
These processes can be divided in two categories a inclusive processes like
deeply inelastic scattering DIS at small x
bj
 dijet production in pp collisions at
large rapidity intervals forward jet production in DIS b diractive processes like

diractive DIS diractive vector meson production or dijet production in hadron
collisions with a rapidity gap between the tagging jets
The last of these processes dijet production with a rapidity gap is an example
of double hard diraction and is characterised by two large and disparate energy
scales the squared parton centerofmass energy s and a momentumtransfer scale
of the order of the squared transverse energy of the jets E

 
 and by a soft scale 
s

the threshold energy for the detection of secondary hadrons within the rapidity
gap This process has been studied both at the Tevatron Collider 
 and in pho
toproduction at HERA 
 Since the formation of a rapidity gap can happen only
through the exchange of a colour singlet which could be modeled by the BFKL
resummation  
 it is obvious in that respect the interest for dijet production
with a rapidity gap
However the main motivation for the analysis of dijet production with a ra
pidity gap is to use it as a test ground for the production of a heavy Higgs boson
at hadron supercolliders 
 A Higgs boson is mainly produced via gluon fusion
g g  H mediated by a topquark loop The Higgs boson then decays mainly
into a pair of W or Z bosons Such a signal though is going to be swamped by
theW W QCD and the t

t backgrounds A heavy Higgs boson is also produced via
weakboson fusion W W Z Z  H though at a smaller rate 
 however such
a production mechanism would have a distinctive radiation pattern with a gap in
parton production in the centralrapidity region because no color is exchanged
between the quarks that emit the weak bosons  

Producing a rapidity gap at the parton level is not sucient though since
the gap is usually lled by soft hadrons produced in the rescattering between the
spectators partons in the underlying event Accordingly Bjorken 
 introduced
the gap survival probability  jS

j  ie the probability for a gap formed at the
parton level to survive the rescattering between the spectators partons The gap
survival probability deals with the soft ie low transversemomentum physics
of the scattering between the two hadrons therefore it can only be estimated
using nonperturbative models  
 within perturbative QCD the necessity of
fullling the factorization theorems 	
 would always allow for the emission of
soft hadrons in the rescattering between the spectators partons 

In addition at the CERN LHC collider the requirement of running at very
high luminosity will yield overlapping events in the same bunch crossing which
are an additional source of soft hadrons and will further and hopelessly sup
press the gap signal A way out of this deadlock is to require a gap in minijet

production 		 	
 rather than in softhadron production This has the further
advantage of dispensing with the gap survival probability because the production
of soft hadrons in the rescattering between the spectator partons is unrestricted
since the transverse energy of the minijets is of O	 GeV
Modelling dijet production with a rapidity gap at the parton level is not easy
a rapidity gap in partonparton scattering could be produced via  W Zboson
exchange in the crossed channel however their rates turn out to be too small 	

Single gluon exchange in the crossed channel on the other hand is likely not
to produce a gap because the exchanged gluon being a color octet radiates o
more gluons Exchanging two gluons in the crossed channel in a colorsinglet
conguration is the simplest way of producing a gap at the parton level However
this is an O
 
s
 process for which no detailed calculation is available yet
Bjorken 
 made an estimate of the order of magnitude of the rate for two






In the limit of s  

t Chehime and Zeppenfeld 	




the bremsstrahlung pattern of a gluon emitted in partonparton scattering with
twogluon singlet exchange they found that if the transverse momentum p
 rad
of
the radiated gluon is of the same order as the transverse momenta p
 jet
of the
tagging jets then the gluon is radiated mainly in the centralrapidity region like




 then the gluon is radiated mainly
in the forward direction this is in agreement with the classical expectation that
if the bremsstrahlung gluon is hard it has a short wavelength and may resolve the
color structure of the twogluon exchange if it is soft its resolving power is low
and sees the two exchanged gluons as a color singlet
In addition in the limit of s  

t the leading logarithmic LL contributions
in lnsj

tj to the radiative corrections to dijet production with a rapidity gap
can be resummed at all orders of 
s
through the BFKL equation Resumming
the leading virtual radiative corrections to onegluon exchange in partonparton
scattering one obtains a Sudakov suppression 
 namely the production rate
decreases exponentially as the rapidity gap width y  lnsj

tj increases On
the contrary the resummation of the leading virtual radiative corrections to two































 which is initially approximately at due to the competing

eects of y in the exponential in the numerator and in the cube in the denom
inator then it increases exponentially with y This is in qualitative agreement
with the data 
 which show that the rate of dijet production with a rapidity gap
falls o exponentially at small gap widths when the scattering is dominated by
onegluon exchange and it attens out at larger gap widths when the scattering
starts being dominated by twogluon singlet exchange However no nal rise of
the gap production rate is observed
The BFKL resummation used in ref  
 as well the analysis of ref 	
 in
the highenergy limit s 

t are not suitable for a detailed study of jet production
because they are leading order analyses and their jets are leading partons This
drawback is even more acute for dijet production with a rapidity gap because the
experiments measure the pseudorapidity gap width 
c
 between the edges of
the jet cones which diers from the pseudorapidity dierence  between the
jet centers by the cone sizes R 
c
  R The BFKL approximation is not
able to distinguish between  and 
c

In order to examine the gap fraction as a function of the gap width between
the jetcone edges while accounting properly for the cone structures we need
a nexttoleading order calculation which includes though the basic features of
colorsinglet exchange As we have mentioned the simplest calculation of this kind
for the dijet production rate with a rapidity gap is O
 
s
 At the moment an exact
calculation of this kind is unfeasible because one needs to know twoloop parton
parton scattering amplitudes which have not been computed yet However we
want to argue that in order to analyse the basic features of colorsinglet exchange
it is not necessary to have an exact O
 
s
 calculation instead it should be enough
to know the full leading power in s

t of the rate of dijet production with a rapidity
gap This will contain all the collinear enhancements which give structure to the
jets Such calculation is not available yet either however albeit daunting it
should be much simpler than an exact O
 
s
 calculation of dijet production
In the next section we shall show that all the relevant collinear enhancements
which appear in the exactO

s
 calculation of dijet production are already present
in the nexttoleadinglogarithmic NLL corrections to the partonparton scat
tering amplitudes

 QCD amplitudes in the highenergy limit
Let us consider the BFKL resummation 	
 ie the LL approximation in lnsj

tj
applied to dijet production the QCD amplitudes we need in order to compute
the BFKL resummation are of two kinds a virtual corrections to partonparton
scattering in the highenergy limit s  

t and in LL approximation b real cor
rections to partonparton scattering in the multiRegge kinematics ie in the
strong rapidity ordering of the produced partons when the scattering amplitudes
are integrated over the phase space with multiRegge kinematics they yield the
right power of lnsj

tj to match the virtual corrections in LL approximation The
strong rapidity ordering constrains the scattering amplitudes not to have collinear
singularities because the squared invariant mass m

ij
 of any two produced par











j accordingly the LL
approximation lacks the running of the coupling constant which must be consid
ered xed Infrared singularities though are present in the amplitudes both real
and virtual but they cancel after these are put together to compute the radiative
corrections to dijet production
 QCD amplitudes in multiRegge kinematics
A treelevel multigluon amplitude in a helicity basis can be written as a sum
over colorordered permutations of a color factor times a subamplitude which is






















































are respectively the colors and the helici
ties of the gluons the s are the color matrices in the fundamental represen
tation of SUN
c
 the sum is over the noncyclic permutations of the color or




 and all the momenta are taken as outgoing In particular for




















































with i and j the gluons of negative helicity

Before considering multiparton amplitudes in multiRegge kinematics we need
to recall how a partonparton scattering amplitude factorises in the highenergy











 in the limit s  j

tj The corresponding amplitude
is cf ref 	







































































 and the helicityconserving vertices
g
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fkg The helicityip vertex C

is subleading in the high
energy limit



























































































where we have labelled the incoming quarks as outgoing antiquarks by convention
and the antiquark is p
a
in eq and p
b



































The antiquarkgluon q g  q g amplitude is found accordingly 	
 The quark















































The amplitudes     have all the eective form of a gluon exchange
in the t channel and dier only for the relative color strength in the production
vertices 	
 This allows us to replace an incoming gluon with a quark for instance



































and similar ones for an antiquark and or for the lower line
Next we consider the production of three gluons of momenta p
a
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The amplitude 	 has the eective form of a gluonladder exchange in the t
channel Again we may replace an incoming gluon with a quark via the substi
tution 	 As we shall see in sect  no quarks may be produced along the
ladder since that would involve quark exchange in the t channel which is sup
pressed in the kinematics 		 Eq	 generalizes to the production of n gluons
in multiRegge kinematics  in a straightforward manner 	 
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by exchanging the hjki spinor products in eq 	 with kj
 products The eikonal





 Note that the
soft factorization of eq 	 does not carry on the full amplitude  Indeed for
















































































































The square of the amplitude 	 integrated over the phase space of the inter
mediate gluon in multiRegge kinematics 		 yields an O
s
lnsjtj correction
to gluongluon scattering Because of eq 	 the real correction is infrared diver
gent To complete the O
s
 corrections and to cancel the infrared divergence
one needs the 	loop gluongluon amplitude in LL approximation The virtual
radiative corrections to eq  in LL approximation are obtained to all orders in

s







































 The infrared divergence in eq 	 can be regulated in  dimen
sions with an infraredcuto mass Alternatively using dimensional regularization






























Adding the 	loop gluongluon amplitude multiplied by its treelevel counterpart
to the square of the amplitude 	 integrated over the phase space of the inter
mediate gluon cancels the infrared divergences and yields a nite O
s
lnsjtj
correction to gluongluon scattering

 Real NLL corrections to QCD amplitudes
In order to compute the NLL corrections to the BFKL resummation 
 one
needs a to compute the virtual corrections to NLL accuracy b to relax the
strong rapidity ordering in the real corrections by allowing any two partons to
be produced with comparable rapidities I shall illustrate how this comes about
in a xedorder calculation by considering the NLL O
s
 corrections to parton











 and to be specic









































































































































as in eq  and the production vertex g
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i is dened in eq and the momentum ex















subleading in the highenergy limit






the production vertex g








































































 thus the amplitude  reduces to the
amplitude in multiRegge kinematics 	 as expected
The collinear factorization for a generic amplitude occurs both on the subam
plitude and on the full amplitude 	
 since in eq  color orderings where the
collinear gluons are not adjacent do not have a pole Hence in the collinear limit
for gluons i and j with k
i
 zP and k
j















































Accordingly in the collinear limit k

 zP and k

 	  zP  using the Jacobi
















































































































































































In the soft limit k

  using the factorization of the subamplitude 	

























































































































































































and the eikonal factors for k

 obtained from eq 	 by complex conjugation
























































































































the antiquark the production vertex g

g  qq in curly brackets A dened
















































































g  qq in eq  vanishes
ie as anticipated in sect 	 quark production along the ladder is suppressed in
the multiRegge kinematics
Like the purely gluonic amplitude  also a generic amplitude with a qq pair














































































































































































In the soft limits k

  or k

  the vertex g

g  qq in eq  yields at
most a squareroot singularity whose square once integrated over the phase space
does not yield an infrared divergence in accordance to the general feature that
there are no infrared divergences associated to soft fermions













































































































the nalstate quark and the production vertex q g

 q g in curly brack





















































































the amplitude  reduces to eq	 with




In the collinear limit k

 zP and k

 	 zP  the coecient B eq 


















































































































































In the soft quark limit k

  the vertex q g

 q g in eq  yields at most
a squareroot singularity and thus as seen previously it does not yield an infrared
divergence In the soft gluon limit k























































































































In the same fashion as eq  the amplitude for q g  q g g can be analysed
	

 Virtual NLL corrections to QCD amplitudes
The virtual radiative corrections in NLL approximation can be obtained from
the oneloop fourparton amplitudes 
 As examples I shall give here the

gluongluon and the quarkquark amplitudes In NLL approximation it suces
to consider the dispersive part which in dimensional regularization and for the









































































































given in eq  N
f
the number of quark avors c














	 HV or CDR scheme
 dimensional reduction scheme 

with HV the t HooftVeltman or CDR the conventional dimensional regular
ization schemes 
 The last term in eq  is the MS ultraviolet counterterm































in agreement with eq 	




































































































































We have argued that in order to perform a detailed analysis of dijet production
with a rapidity gap we need an O
 
s
 calculation including the relevant collinear
enhancements which give structure to the jets Such a calculation needs not
be exact but must include the full leading power in s

t of dijet production in
the highenergy limit The QCD amplitudes must therefore be determined to the
corresponding accuracy We have shown this in detail for the scattering amplitudes
necessary to compute the full leading power in s





A Spinor Algebra in the MultiRegge kinemat
ics




into n  gluons
of momenta p
i



































































where to the left of the semicolonwe have the  and  components and to the right
the transverse components y is the gluon rapidity and  is the azimuthal angle
between the vector p
 


























For each massless momentum p there is a positive and negative helicity spinor
jpi and jpi so we can consider two types of spinor products
hpqi  hp jqi
pq
  hp jqi 
 	

Phases are chosen so that hpqi  hqpi and pq
  qp
 For the momentum





















































































 The other type of






where the  is used if p and q are both ingoing or both outgoing and the  is
used if one is ingoing and the other outgoing
In the multiRegge kinematics the gluons are strongly ordered in rapidity and




















Then the momentum conservation  in the 
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Accelerator Detectors and CosmicRay Ambiguities
C G S Costa
LAFEX  CBPF
 LISHEP  Rio de Janeiro February 	 

Ambiguities on the interpretation of results on cosmicray physics related to
the indetermination of both the chemical composition of primary cosmic rays and
the dynamics of particle interactions in the fragmentation region are discussed
Measurements of particle production at and near zero degrees  at extreme values
of rapidity  can overcome these uncertainties Experiments of this nature are
possible at the Fermilab Tevatron and will be possible at the CERN Large Hadron
Collider
I INTRODUCTION
Over the past decades cosmicray physics has accumulated some intriguing observations
which have deed explanation and are known as the cosmicray anomalies 	
 Some of
those anomalous observations have attracted attention not only of cosmicray physicists but
also of the accelerator physics community 
Among the unexpected results found in cosmicray experiments we have the inconsistent
relation between detected energy and the number of electrons among air showers and emulsion
chamber events HADRON experiment and Japanese Emulsion Chamber Collaboration the
anomalous hadronic meanfreepath called the longyingcomponent TienShan experiment
the anomalous heavy avor production JACEECollaboration and the short attenuation length
of secondary hadrons ChacaltayaPamir Collaboration In addition there are some old un
solved questions For example there is a collection of exotic events  such as Centauros
AntiCentauros MiniCentauros MiniClusters Chirons Geminions and HaloEvents detected
by the BrazilJapan Collaboration or JACEE  lacking explanation for over the past 	 years
It is noticeable that all indirect measurements down the atmosphere have a common under
lying problem which is the indetermination of the origin and composition of primary cosmic
rays up to the highest measured energies In addition the connection between the nature of
the primary particle and the actual experimental observation  away from the top of the atmo
sphere  requires a detailed understanding of particle interactions at very high energies and at
forward scattering angles Since there is still no information available from accelerator based
experiments on this domain we are faced with an intrinsic ambiguity on the interpretation of
the results obtained through those cosmicray experiments The ambiguity is governed by our
poor understanding of two basic elements a the dynamics of multiparticle production which
dictates the behavior of the inelasticity K ie the fraction of the collision energy going into
the production of secondaries and b the composition of the primary cosmic radiation which
translates itself through the average mass number A of the primary particles Therefore from
now on we refer to this problem as the Inelasticity K  Mass Number A  Uncertainty or
simply KAU In what follows we discuss the implications of the KAUproblem and discuss how
accelerator measurements can help to overcome this uncertainty
II THE KAUPROBLEM
To better appreciate the extension of the KAUproblem we consider as an example two
sample models of particle production investigating the constraints on the choice of the primary
composition posed by the attempts to describe dierent sets of cosmicray data We start




Model 	 Feynman Scaling Violation with Proton Primary





























where y is the rapidity of the secondaries and the Feynman variable x is given by the ratio of
the energy E of the secondary particle to the incident energy E

 The parameters in Eq 	















 Under this model
which clearly violates Feynman scaling in the forward region the average inelasticity hKi is a
decreasing function of energy
Assuming a proton primary spectrum at the top of the atmosphere taking hAi  	 it is pos
sible to describe experimental data obtained in large emulsion chambers at dierent atmospheric
altitudes using rigorous analytical solutions of the diusion equations for the hadronic cascade
therein produced Consider for example the visibleenergy spectrum of charged hadrons in air
showers detected at Mt Fuji  atmospheric depth of  gcm

 depicted in Fig 	 The
dashed line represents the calculation adopting Eq 	 as the multiparticle production spectrum
and hAi  	 The same model can be applied to quite a dierent situation Primary protons or
leading nucleons produced in the rst interaction with the nucleus of air can propagate deeper
into the atmosphere to produce very energetic showers Those are detected in high altitude
emulsion chamber experiments as a bundle of well collimated particles called family events
Figure 
 shows the integral energy spectra of particles for the family Ursa Maior  detected by
the BrazilJapan Collaboration at Mt Chacaltaya  gcm

 Also shown is the calculation
based on Eq 	 represented by the dashed line We observe that the data in Figs 	 and 
 are
described quite well adopting the model with violation of Feynman scaling and proton primary
composition at the top of the atmosphere Model 	 Other data are also described within the
same frame of assumptions of this model
Model 
 Approximate Feynman Scaling with Heavy Primary
Guided by the features of QCDinspired models approximate Feynman scaling in the fragmen
tation region and an inelasticity slowly varying with energy and obeying the behavior of air













with a  	
 and n  
  From this model the average inelasticity hKi is independent of
energy over a broad range and its value is in agreement with QCDbased models
The attempt to describe the energy spectrum of hadronic cascades measured by Mt Fuji
based on Eq 
 and assuming a proton primary spectrum at the top of the atmosphere is not
successful Instead the correct adjustment  requires the primary composition to have an
average mass number of hAi    or hlnAi  
 	 The result is represented by the
solid line in Fig 	 It is noticeable that this value of hAi is consistent with the results obtained
from underground multimuon measurements carried out by the MACRO Collaboration and the
Soudan experiment Particles propagated down the atmosphere through Eq 
 describe very
well the familyevent Ursa Maior  as seen from the solid curve in Fig 
 This model can also
be applied to reproduce other sets of air shower data such as the hadronic and electromagnetic
energy spectra detected at Mt Kanbala atmospheric depth 
 gcm

 and the electromag
netic components at both Mt Fuji and at Mt Chacaltaya  Similarly good agreement is
achieved between the data and the calculated integral spectra as well as the energyweighted
lateral spread of the event Centauro VII Mt Chacaltaya and for the Pamirs family event
PC  We therefore conclude that a fairly possible scenario for interpreting cosmicray





The hypothesis that all high energy cosmic rays are protons and that particle production
obeys Feynman scaling cannot accommodate the data In such a model energy is not dissipated
fast enough to match the observations For achieving faster dissipation in the atmosphere we
need either to consider an abundant particle production by violation of Feynman scaling as in
Model 	 or to subdivide the energy between nucleons of heavy nuclear primaries as in Model

 Here lies the source of the ambiguity and from the knowledge available at the moment we
have no clue for deciding in favor of Model 	 or 
 This is the essence of the KAUproblem In
fact our conclusion goes far beyond the particular choice of the model either  or  presented
here Very similar reasoning has been envisaged on dierent occasions in the past 
Looking retrospectively there seems to be no way out of this ambiguity for both cosmic
ray and current acceleratorbased experiments Cosmic rays lack information on the primary
composition at energies above the knee of the primary spectrum and accelerator experiments
systematically miss the crucial detection range at the very forward fragmentation region
Therefore the answer lies in the future
There is a new generation of accelerator based experiments under consideration that could
 and should  be used as appropriate tools to investigate cosmicray related phenomena
Experiments relevant to cosmicray observations are already possible at the Fermilab Tevatron

p
s  	 TeV corresponding to a laboratory energy E

 	  	

eV for a proton on
a stationary nucleon and will be possible at the CERN Large Hadron Collider LHC with
p








As summarized by L W Jones 	 some recent results from Tevatron experiments related
to forward particle production are of particular interest For example we have the data analysis
from Minimax the investigation of rapidity gaps by the D Collaboration and the studies of
diractive Wproduction by the CDF Collaboration There are also groups suggesting new ex
periments for the Tevatron A Zero Degree Detector would measure the spectrum of neutral and
charged particles at very forward angles from the Collider in the C area The physics agenda











 and total charged particles from zero degrees to angles of
several mrad at all energies up to
p
s  
 TeV The possibility of adding particle identication
would allow charged pions kaons and protons to be distinguished A Forward Proton Detector
would make use of calorimetry tracking and high luminosities available at the D detector to
facilitate studies of the structure of the pomeron including its dependence on diractive mass
and momentum transfer the determination of the quark gluon content of the pomeron the
search for diractive production of heavy objects such as Wbosons and the studies of hard
double pomeron exchange A full investigation of hard diraction and of double pomeron events
by means of such a detector would improve the studies of the nature of pomerons carried out by
rapidity gap techniques The relevant point is that cosmicray exotic events such as Centauros
may be related to diractive phenomena 		
The commissioning of the LHC opens new possibilities to explore There is the proposition of
a Forward ELastic and Inelastic eXperiment named FELIX 	
 This full acceptance detector
would be able to measure almost completely the energy and the particle ow in pp collisions
over the entire kinematics range down to zero degree production angle Such an experiment
would be aimed at the detailed investigation of strong interactions diractive processes elec
troweak rapidity gaps elastic scattering and of particular interest it would pursue the precise
measurement of forward particle production at the LHC energy range which goes well above the
cosmicray knee In addition interactions are to be produced on either protonproton pp
protonion p A and ionion A A regimes will elucidate the essential feature of protonair
and nucleusair interactions in the atmosphere Altogether the detector would have a special
suitability to measure the rapidity density distribution of secondary particles dNdy covering
the region in phase space from which most of the cosmicray information comes from
Accelerator experiments as mentioned above will bring in the missing piece to solve the long

lasting KAUproblem deciding between Model 	 or Model 
 or anything else In that way
accelerator based measurements will give the key to unveil intriguing questions concerning the
composition and origin of the highest energy primary cosmic rays
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 Hadron Induced 
 Showers
FIG  Energy spectrum of hadronic showers detected at Mt Fuji Experimental data   
 are
compared to the calculations with Model   scaling violation and proton primary dashed line
 and
Model   Feynman scaling and heavy primary solid line
 Fine dashed and solid lines are calculated


















FIG  Hadronic Integral energy spectra of the superfamily event Ursa Maior detected at Mt Cha
caltaya Experimental data  
 are compared to the calculations with Model   dashed line
 and
Model   solid line


Pomeron Flux Factor and Diractive W
and Jet Rates
R J M Covolan  M S Soares
Instituto de Fsica Gleb Wataghin
Universidade Estadual de Campinas UNICAMP
	
 Campinas SP Brazil
Abstract Experimental rates of W and dijets diractively produced at the Tevatron
Collider have recently become available We use parametrizations of the pomeron
structure function obtained from HERA data by two dierent schemes to compare
theoretical expectations with the measured rates
I INTRODUCTION
The IngelmanSchlein IS model  the 	rst approach proposing the idea of
hard di
raction predicted that dijets could be produced in pp di
ractive inter
actions This kind of reaction was supposed to occur as a twostep process in
which
 a pomeron is emitted from the quasielastic vertex
 partons of the pomeron interact with partons of the incoming proton pro
ducing jets
One notes that the 	rst step refers to a soft process while the second one is typically
hard In the expression proposed to calculate the dijet di
ractive crosssection
the interplay between the soft and hard parts is simply conceived as a product








































 has become known as the
pomeron ux factor and is usually obtained from the Triple Pomeron Model 
while 
pIP jj
 the cross section pomeronproton leading to dijets is calculated
from the parton model and QCD In order to perform these calculations one has
to know the pomeron structure function This is the subject of Section 
The idea of hard di
ractive production proposed by the IS model gave rise to a
new branch of hadron physics inspiring a lot of phenomenological studies as well

as motivating projects of new experiments On the phenomenological side this
concept was extended to processes like di
ractive production of heavy avours
W  Z DrellYan pairs see for instance refs  In  appears the suggestion
of the ux factor as a distribution of pomerons in the proton A particular form
















which is usually referred to as DonnachieLandsho
 ux factor
Most of these processes were incorporated at the events generator POMPYT
created by Bruni and Ingelman  A more recent analysis of di
ractive dijets
and W production can be found in 
As for experimental results the UA Collaboration has recorded the 	rst obser
vations of di
ractive jets  This success has inspired other experimental e
orts
in this direction However subsequent analysis revealed a disagreement between
data and theoretical predictions which was referred to as discrepancy factor
Goulianos has suggested  that this discrepancy factor observed in hard di
rac
tion has to do with the well known unitarity violation that occurs in soft di
ractive
dissociation and that it is caused by the ux factor given by the Triple Pomeron
Model In order to overcome this diculty he proposed a procedure  which con



































Meanwhile new data coming from HERA experiment has put the problem of
the pomeron structure function in much more precise basis by measuring the
diractive structure function ie the proton structure function tagged with ra
pidity gaps    More recently yet new di
ractive production rates has
become available from experiments performed at the Tevatron by the CDF and
D collaborations   
This paper consists of a phenomenological analysis in which theoretical pre
dictions of dijets and W di
ractively produced are presented and compared to
the experimental rates These predictions take for the pomeron structure func
tion results of an analysis performed previously  by using HERA data In
such an analysis both possibilities of ux factor standard and renormalized are
considered

II POMERON STRUCTURE FUNCTION FROM
HERA
The measurements of diractive deep inelastic scattering performed by the H










































 t is the diractive structure function details on the no
tation and kinematics can be found in  In these measurements R
D
was


















  t dt 
The di
ractive pattern exhibited by the F
D
 
data  strongly suggested that












This property is not revealed by data obtained more recently in a extended kine
matical region by the H Collab  but in such a case the violation of factoriza
tion basically takes place in the region not covered by the previous measurements
and can be attributed to the existence of other contributions besides the pomeron
Based on the IS model one can interpret the quantities given in the above equa
tion as gx
IP
 the integratedovert ux factor and F
IP
 
 the pomeron structure
function
Our procedure to extract F
IP
 
from HERA data is basically the following 
 We assume that the factorized expression  and consequently pomeron
dominance applies to the kinematical range covered by data given in 






 t dt both forms
the standard  and the renormalized one  are considered







































 The quark and gluon distribution are evolved in Q
 
from a initial scale by
the DGLAP equations





 three possibilities were
considered

DL DL REN REN
hardhard freedelta hardhard freezero
a
 

















     
b

     
TABLE  Fit parameters for the pomeron struc
ture function The procedure used to establish these


















































The detailed description of these 	ts and results can be found in  Since for
the case of renormalized ux it was dicult to establish the gluon component a
fourth possibility was used in which the initial distribution of gluons was supposed
to be null Four of these 	ts were selected from  to perform the calculation of
the di
ractive rates presented here The parameters used in such calculations are
shown in Table 
III DIFFRACTIVE PARTON MODEL
In this section we present the expressions we have used to calculate the rates
for di
ractive production of W and jets From the parton model the generic
























where the parton a of the hadron A interacts with the parton b of the hadron B
to give a W or a pair of partons c d in the case of dijets

A W production





























































































s  s M
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C Diractive Dijets and W production
In order to calculate the di















































































































































In all of these calculations the parametrizations used for the proton structure
function were taken from ref 
IV RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The experimental rate for di
ractive production of W is  R
W
  
  Table  summarizes the experimental data from   referring to the
di
ractive production rates of dijets as well as the kinematical cuts used to obtain
these data
In Figs we present the rapidity distributions of jet cross section obtained
with di
erent parametrizations for the pomeron structure function and for both
ux factors

CUTS CDF RapGap CDF Roman Pots D	 
		 D	 	
rapidity    y   
    y   














min 	 GeV 	 GeV  GeV  GeV
RATES 	 		 jj 		 		
	 		 
  j j
TABLE  Experimental data of diractive production of dijets and kinematical cuts In the rst
column the rate includes contribution of a third jet The number given below indicated with an
asterisk is the rate corrected to dijets only
The experimental data are shown again in Table  in comparison with the rates
obtained from our theoretical calculations The results obtained with the standard
DonnachieLandsho
 ux are indicated by D ! L while the columns indicated
as REN give the results obtained with the renormalized Goulianos ux By
looking at these results we can note the following
 The rates obtained with standard ux are much larger than the experimental
values being that these discrepancies are more pronounced for hard gluon
distributions
 Generally speaking the rates obtained with the renormalized ux are very
close to the experimental data
 The experimental rate for the case of dijetsCDF obtained with rapidity
gaps increases when one excludes the contamination with the third jets see
Table   second column thus we see that the renormalized ux generally
underestimates the rates except for the case of jetsCDF obtained with roman
pots in which the contrary happens
 A lack of W"s is noticed in the renormalized case in spite of the fact that the
pomeron structure function for this case implies that the quark component
is pratically the double of the gluon component 

D  L D  L REN REN
EXPERIMENT RATES
hardhard freedelta hardhard freezero
Jets  CDF RapGap 	 		   	 	
jj
Jets  CDF Roman Pots 		 		 
  	 	
Jets  D	 	 GeV    	
 	
Jets  D	 
		 GeV 	 		   	 	
Ws  CDF RapGap  	   	 	

TABLE  Production rates  all values are given in percentages
V CONCLUDING REMARKS
The results of W and dijet production rates presented in this paper show that
in order to make the theoretical predictions obtained with the pomeron struc
ture function extracted from HERA data compatible with experimental data of
such rates a renormalization procedure or something alike is indispensable Of
course this conclusion is conditioned by the presumptions that underlie the ap
proach used here that is the IngelmanSchlein model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FIGURE  Rapidity distribution of dijet pro
duction Kinematical cuts corresponding to the
CDF experiment 
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FIGURE  Rapidity distribution of dijet pro
duction Kinematical cuts corresponding to the
CDF experiment 
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FIGURE  Rapidity distribution of dijet pro
duction for 
		 GeV Kinematical cuts corre
sponding to the D	 experiment 














FIGURE  Rapidity distribution of dijet pro
duction for 	 GeV Kinematical cuts corre
sponding to the D	 experiment 
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Abstract
The most important consequence of Pomeron being a pole is the factorization
property However due to Pomeron intercept being greater than  the extrapo
lated single diraction dissociation cross section based on a classical triplePomeron
formula is too large leading to a potential unitarity violation at Tevatron energies
It is our desire here to point out that the avoring	 of Pomeron plays the dominant
role in resolving this apparent paradox	
Talk presented at LAFEX Workshop on Diractive Scattering 
LISHEP Rio de




One of the more interesting developments from recent collider experiments is the
nding that hadronic total cross sections as well as elastic cross sections in the near
forward limit can be described by the exchange of a soft Pomeron	 pole
 
ie the














t The Pomeron trajectory has two important features First its
zeroenergy intercept is greater than one 
P

           lead
ing to rising 
tot

s Second its Regge slope is approximately 

P
    
GeV

 leading to the observed shrinkage eect for elastic peaks The most impor
tant consequence of Pomeron being a pole is factorization For a singly diractive


















 t where M

is the missing mass variable
and   M





 t is the socalled Pomeron ux	 and
the second term is the Pomeronparticle	 total cross section With    it
has been observed

that the extrapolated pp single diraction dissociation cross
section 
sd
 based on the standard triplePomeron formula is too large at Tevatron
energies by as much as a factor of    and it could become larger than the total
cross section
Let us denote the singly diractive cross section as a product of a renormal










Several phenomenological suggestions for this modication factor have been made
 It was argued by K Goulianos

that agreement with data could be achieved
by having an energydependent suppression factor
Z




so that a new Pomeron ux	 F
N








 t is always nor





  for s  s and N
s   for
s  s where
p
s   GeV 
 An alternative suggestion has been made recently by P Schlein

by intro
ducing a ux damping	 factor
Z
 t s D

This factor has the following features 
i D
  























In view of the factorization property for total and elastic cross sections the ux
renormalization	 procedure which breaks factorization appears paradoxical On





 appears equally mysterious We shall refer to this as Dinos paradox	
Finding a resolution consistent with Pomeron pole dominance for elastic and total
cross sections at Tevatron energies will be the main focus of this study
 
A natural expectation for the resolution to this paradox lies in implementing
a large screening correction to the classical triplePomeron formula However this
appears too simplistic In the absence of a new energy scale a screening factor
of the order    if obtained would apply both at Tevatron energies and at




as pointed out by Goulianos Since a successful triplePomeron
phenomenology exists up to ISR energies a subtler explanation is required We shall
assume that any screening eect can supply at the most a    suppression
and it cannot serve as the primary mechanism for explaining the paradox
TripleRegge phenomenology has had a long history It has enjoyed many suc
cessess since early seventies and it should emerge as a feature of any realistic
representation of nonperturbative QCD for high energy scattering In particular
it should be recognized that up to ISR energies triplePomeron phenomenology
has provided a successful description for the phenomenon of diractive dissociation
A distingushing feature of the successful lowenergy triplePomeron analyses is the
value of the Pomeron intercept It has traditionally been taken to be near  which
would lead to total cross sections having constant asymptotic values	 In contrast
the current paradox centers around the Pomeron having an intercept great than 
eg    
Instead of trying to ask how can one obtain a large suppression factor at Teva
tron energies	 an alternative approach can be adopted We could rst determine
the triplePomeron	 coupling by matching the diractive cross section at the high
est Tevatron energy A naive extrapolation to lower energies via a standard triple
Pomeron formula would of course lead to too small a cross section at ISR energies
We next ask the question
 Are there physics which might have been overlooked by others in moving down
in energies
 In particular how can a high energy t be smoothly interpolated with the
successful low energy triplePomeron analysis using a Pomeron with intercept
at  ie    
A key observation which will help in understanding our proposed resolution con
cerns the fact that even at Tevatron energies various subenergies	 eg the miss
ing mass squared M

 and the diractive gap	 
 
 can remain relatively small
comparable to the situation of ISR energies for the total cross sections Our analysis
has identied the avoring	 of Pomeron
	
as the primary dynamical mechanism
for resolving the paradox A proper implementation of nalstate screening cor
rection 
or nalstate unitarization assures a unitarized gap distribution	
with avoring setting the relevant energy scale We nd that initialstate screening
remains unimportant consistent with the pole dominance picture for elastic and
total cross section hypothesis at Tevatron energies In fact we shall concentrate
in the present discussion mostly on the avoring and will comment only briey on
screening 
A more complete treatment of nalstate screening can be found in the
Ref   and we nd that the eect turns out to be small
 Soft Pomeron at Low Energies
In order to be able to answer the questions we have posed it is necessary to rst
provide a dynamical picture for a soft Pomeron and to briey review the notion of
HarariFreund	 duality
 HarariFreund Duality
Although Regge phenomenology predated QCD it is important to recognize that
it can be understood as a phenomenological realization of nonperturbative QCD in
a topological expansion	 eg the largeN
c
expansion In particular an important
feature of a largeN
c








  GeVc it was recognized that the imaginary part of any hadoronic
twobody amplitude can be expressed approximately as the sum of two terms
ImA
s t  R
s t  P 
s t
From the schannel point of view R
s t represents the contribution of schannnel
resonance while P 
s t represents the nonresonance background From the t
channel point of view R
s t represents the contribution of ordinary	 tchannnel
Regge exchanges and P 
s t represents the diractive part of the amplitude given
by the Pomeron exchange Three immediate consequences of this picture are
 
a Imaginary parts of amplitudes which show no resonances should be dom
inated by Pomeron exchange 
R    and P   constant
 
b Imaginary parts of A
s t which have no Pomeron term should be domi
nated by schannel resonances
 
c Imaginary parts of amplitudes which do not allow Pomeron exhange and
show no resonances should vanish
Point 
b can best be illustrated by partialwave projections of N  N scattering
amplitudes from welldened tchannel isospin exchanges Point 
c is best illus




















n The nearequality of these two cross sections from
the tchannel exchange view point reects the interesting feature of exchange de














 one nds that the nearconstancy for the







 Shadow Picture and Inelastic Production
A complementary treatment of Pomeron at low energies is through the analysis of
inelastic production which is responsible for the nonresonance background men
tioned earlier Diraction scattering as the shadow of inelastic production has been
a well established mechanism for the occurrence of a forward peak Analyses of data
up to ISR energies have revealed that the essential feature of nondiractive parti
cle production can be understood in terms of a multipertipheral clusterproduction
mechanism In such a picture the forward amplitude at high energies is predomi
nantly absorptive and is dominated by the exchange of a bare Pomeron	
In a shadow	 scattering picture the minimum biased	 events are predom
inantly shortrange ordered	 in rapidity and the production amplitudes can be
described by a multiperipheral cluster model Under a such an approximation









 one nds that the resulting elastic amplitude is dominated
by the exchange of a Regge pole which we shall provisionally refer to as the bare
Pomeron	 Next consider singly diractive events We assume that the missing
mass	 component corresponds to no gap events thus the distribution is again rep
resented by a bare Pomeron	 However for the gap distribution one would insert
the bare Pomeron	 just generated into a production amplitude thus leading to
the classical triplePomeron formula
Extension of this procedure leads to a perturbative	 expansion for the total
cross section in the number of bare Pomeron exchanges along a multiperipheral
chain Such a framework was proposed long time ago

with the understanding that

the picture can make sense at moderate energies provided that the the intercept
of the Pomeron is near one 
    or less
However with the acceptance of a Pomeron having an intercept greater than
unity this expansion must be embellished or modied It is quite likely that the
resolution for Dinos paradox lies in understanding how such an eect can be ac
comodated within this framework consistent with the Pomeron pole dominance
hypothesis
 Bare Pomeron in NonPerturbative QCD
In a nonperturbative QCD setting the Pomeron intercept is directly related to the
strength of the shortrange order component of inelastic production and this can
best be understood in a largeN expansion
 
In such a scheme particle production
mostly involves emitting lowmass pions	 and the basic energy scale of interactions
is that of ordinary vector mesons of the order of  GeV In a onedimensional mul
tiperipheral realization for the planar component	 of the largeN QCD expansion
the high energy behavior of a nparticle total cross section is primarily controlled




































At next level of cylinder topology the contribution to partial cross section increases








































 and Eq 




In a nonperturbative QCD setting having a Pomeron intercept near  there
fore depends crucially on the topological structure of largeN nonAbelian gauge
theories
 
In this picture one has 
R
     and g






 one can also directly relate 
R
to the average mass of typical vector mesons
Since vector meson masses are controlled by constituent mass for light quarks and
since constituent quark mass is a consequence of chiral symmetry breaking the
Pomeron and the Reggeon intercepts are directly related to fundamental issues in
nonperturbative QCD This picture is in accord with the HarariFreund picture
for lowenergy Regge phenonemology
Finally we note that in a Regge expansion the relative importance of secondary


























    
The importance of this scale y
r
is of course well known When using a Regge
expansion for total and twoboby cross sections secondary trajactory contributions
become important and must be included whenever rapidity separations are below
   units This scale of course is also important for the tripleRegge region
There are two relevant rapidity regions one associated with the rapdity gap	
y  log 
 





 Conict with DonnachieLansho	 Picture
It has become increasingly popular to use the DannachieLandsho picture
  
where
Pomeron intercept above one ie    Indeed it is impressive that various

cross sections can be tted via Pomeron pole contribution over the entire currently
available energy range However it should be pointed out that DonnachieLansho
picture is not consistent with the HarariFreund picture at low energies
It can be argued that the dierence between these two approaches should not
be important at high energies This is certainly correct for total cross sections
However we would like to stress that this is not the true for diractive dissocia
tion even at Tevatron energies This can best be understood in terms of rapidity
variables y and y
m
 Since y y
m
  Y  Y  log s it follows that even at Tevatron
energies the rapidity range for either y or y
m
is more like that for a total cross
section at or below the ISR energies Therefore details of diractive dissociation
cross section at Tevatron would depend on how a Pomeron is treated at releatively
low subenergies
 Soft Pomeron and Flavoring
Consider for the moment the following scenario where one has two dierent ts to
hadronic total cross sections
 
























for y  y
f

That is we envisage a situation where the eective Pomeron intercept	 
eff

increases from  to    as one moves up in energies In order to have a smooth











 Modern parametrization for Pomeron residues typically





     mb However before the advent of the
notion of a Pomeron with an intercept greater than  a typical parametrization






     mb accounting for a near constant Pomeron
contribution at low energies This leads to an estimate of y
f
  corresponding to
p
s   GeV This is precisely the energy scale where a rising total cross section
rst becomes noticeable
The scenario just described has been referred to as avoring	 the notion that
the underlying eective degrees of freedom for Pomeron will increase as one moves
to higher energies

and it has provided a dynamical basis for understanding the
value of Pomeron intercept in a nonperturbative QCD setting
	
In this scheme in
order to extend a Regge phenomenology to low energies both the Pomeron intercept
and the Pomeron residues are scaledependent We shall review this mechanism
shortly However we shall rst introduce a scaledependent formalism where the
entire avoring eect can be absorbed into a avoring factor R
y associated with
each Pomeron propagator
 E	ective intercept and ScaleDependent Treatment
In order to be able to extend a Pomeron repesentation below the rapidity scale
y  y
f
 we propose the following scaledependent scheme where we introduce
a avoring factor for each Pomeron propagator Since each Pomeron exchange is
always associated with energy variable s 
therefore a rapidity variable y  log s














y has the properties
 
eff













	     for y  y
f

For instance exchanging such an eective Pomeron leads to a contribution to the
elastic cross section T
ab







 This representation can now be ex
tended down to the region y  y
r




y in the next Section when we discuss phenomenologi
cal concerns
To complete the story we need also to account for the scale dependence of
Pomeron residues What we need is an interpolating	 formula between the high
energy and low energy sets Once a choice for 
eff

y has been made it is easy











 It follows that

























is the amplitude according to a high energy	









is a avoring	 factor The eect of this modication can best be illustrated via
Figure 
This avoring factor should be consistently applied as part of each Pomeron
propagator	 With the normalizationR

   we can therefore leave the residues
alone once they have been determined by a high energy	 analysis For our single
particle gap cross section since there are three Pomeron propagators the renormal






 It is instructive
to plot in Figure  this combination as a function of either  orM

for various xed
values of total rapidity Y 
 Flavoring of Bare Pomeron
We have proposed sometime ago that baryon pair	 together with other heavy





 for soft Pomeron
dynamics and this eect can be responsible for the perturbative increase of the
Pomeron intercept to be greater than unity 
P

      
  One must
bear this additional energy scale in mind in working with a soft Pomeron
	
That




  one must restrict
oneself to energies s 
 s
f
where heavy avor production is no longer suppressed
Conversely to extrapolate Pomeron exchange to low energies below s
f
 a lowered
eective trajectory	 must be used This feature of course is unimportant for
total and elastic cross sections at Tevatron energies However it is important for




will sweep right through this energy
scale at Tevatron energies
Flavoring becomes important whenever there is a further inclusion of eective
degrees of freedom than that associated with light quarks This can again be illus
trated by a simple onedimensional multiperipheral model In addition to what is
already contained in the LeeVeneziano model suppose that new particles can also
be produced in a multiperipheral chain Concentrating on the cylinder level the

























where q denotes the number of clusters of new particles produced Upon summing













   and    g

f
N  That is in a nonperturbative QCD setting
the eective intercept of Pomeron is a dynamical quantity reecting the eective
degrees of freedom involved in nearforward particle production
	
If the new degree of freedom involves particle production with high mass the
longitudinal phase space factor instead of 
log s
q
 must be modied Consider the
situation of producing one N

N bound state together with pions ie p arbitrary
and q   in Eq 
 Instead of 
log s
p 










is an eective mass for the N

N cluster In terms
of rapidity the longitudinal phase space factor becomes 
Y 	 
p 
 where  can
be thought of as a onedimensional excluded volume	 eect For heavy particle
production there will be an energy range over which keeping up to q   remains
a valid approximation Upon summing over p one nds that the additional contri
















Y 	  where 
low
P
   Note the
eective longitudinal phase space threshold factor	 
Y 	  and initially this
term represents a small perturbation to the total cross section obtained previously










is the average rapidity required for producing another heavymass cluster this is
the only term needed for incorporating this new degree of freedom As one moves
to higher energies longitudinal phase space suppression	 becomes less important
and more and more heavy particle clusters will be produced Upon summing over
q we would obtain a new total cross section described by a renormalized Pomeron
with a new intercept given by Eq 
 
We assume that at Tevatron the energy is high enough so that this kind of
threshold	 eects is no longer important How low an energy do we have to go
before one encounter these eects Let us try to answer this question by starting
out from low energies As we have stated earlier for Y 
    secondary tra
jectories become unimportant and using a Pomeron with     becomes a useful
approximation However as new avor production becomes eective the Pomeron
trajectory will have to be renormalized We can estimate for the relevant rapidity













is associated with leading particle eect ie for proton this is primariy
due to pion exchange 
f
is the minimum gap associated with one heavymass clus





     so that with  q 

min
   we expect the relevant avoring rapidity
scale to be y
f
    
	 A Caricature of High Energy Di
ractive Dissociation
Both the screening function and the avoring function depend on the eective























































 A convenient parametrization for 
eff
we shall adopt is 
eff










can be written as 













 We arrive at a simple






















   we have 
o





     are reasonable range for these parameters
 

The most important new parameter we have introduced for understanding high





 We have motivated by
way of a simple model to show that a reasonable range for this scale is y
f
    
Quite independent of our estimate it is possible to treat our proposed resolution
phenomenologically and determine this avoring scale from experimental data
It should be clear that one is not attempting to carry out a fullblown phe
nomenological analysis here To do that one must properly incorporate other
tripleRegge contributions eg the PPRterm for the lowy
m
region the P







GeV  There are also interference terms eg RPP  to take into account What
we hope to achieve is to provide a caricuture	 of the interesting physics involved in
diractive production at collider energies through our introduction of the avoring
factors
 
Let us begin by rst examining what we should expect Concentrate on the
triplePomeron vertex g
 measured at high energies Let us for the moment


















 With       and y
f
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     mb
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Denoting the overall multiplicative constant for our renormalized triplePomeron










	  With 

p
   mb we therefore expect K
to lie between the range    mb


We begin testing our renormalized triplePomeron formula by rst determining





s  GeV value With    
f
  this is done for a series of
values for y
f
     We obtain respective values forK     
consistent with our avoring expectation As a further check on the sensibility of







the values        respectively This should be compared with the
CDF result of 
Having shown that our renormalized triplePomeron formula does lead to sensi
ble predictions for 
sd
at Tevatron we can improve the t by enhancing the PPR
term as well as RRP terms which can become important Instead of introducing a
more involved phenomenological analysis we simulate the desired low energy eect
by having 
o





This is shown in Figure  The ratio  ranges from   
which is quite reasonable The prediction for 
sd
at LHC is   md









exactly as expected Interestingly the triplePomeron coupling quoted in Ref 

g
   mb

 
 is actually a factor of  larger than the corresponding low energy
value
 
Note that this dierence of a factor of  correlates almost precisely with the
ux renormalization factor N
s    at Tevatron energies
 Final Remarks
In Ref  a more elaborated treatment has been caried out where both the avoring
and the nalstate screening eects were considered We have shown given Pomeron
as a pole the total Pomeron contribution to a singly diractive dissociation cross


























 The rst term S
i
 represents initialstate screening correction We have
demonstrated that with a Pomeron intercept greater than unity and with a
pole approximation for total and elastic cross sections remaining valid initial




 The rst crucial step in our alternative resolution to the Dinos paradox lies in
properly treating the nalstate screening S
f

 t We have explained in an
expanding disk framework that the nalstate screening sets in at a rapidity
scale determined by the avoring scale y
f




 We have stressed that the dynamics of a soft Pomeron in a nonperturbative
QCD scheme requires taking into account the eect of avoring	 the no
tion that the eective degrees of freedom for Pomeron is suppressed at low
energies As a consequence we nd that F
Pa

























 t where R is the avoring	 factor discussed in
this paper
It should be stressed that our discussion depends crucially on the notion of soft
Pomeron being a factorizable Regge pole This notion has always been controver
sial Introduced more than thirty years ago Pomeron was identied as the leading
Regge trajectory with quantum numbers of the vacuum with 
    in order
to account for the near constancy of the low energy hadronic total cross sections
However as a Regge trajectory it was unlike others which can be identied by the
particles they interpolate With the advent of QCD the situation has improved at
least conceptually Through largeN
c
analyses and through other nonperturbative
studies it is natural to expect Regge trajectories in QCD as manifestations of
stringlike	 excitations for bound states and resonances of quarks and gluons due
to their longrange conning forces Whereas ordinary meson trajectories can be
thought of as open strings	 interpolating qq bound states Pomeron corresponds to
a closed string	 conguration associated with glueballs However the di$culty of
identication presummably due to strong mixing with multiquark states has not
helped the situation in practice In a simplied onedimensional multiperipheral
realization of largeN QCD the nonAbelian gauge nature nevertheless managed to
reemerge through its topological structure
 
The observation of pole dominance	 at collider energies has hastened the need
to examine more closely various assumptions made for Regge hypothesis from a
more fundamental viewpoint It is our hope that by examining Dinos paradox
carefully and by nding an alternative resolution to the problem without deviating
drastically from accepted guiding principles for hadron dynamics Pomeron can
continued to be understood as a Regge pole in a nonperturbative QCD setting
The resolution for this paradox could therefore lead to a reexamination of other
interesting questions from a rmer theoretical basis For instance to be able to
relate quantities such as the Pomeron intercept to nonperturbative physics of color
connement represents a theoretical challenge of great importance
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as the basic energy scale through out this paper
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 	 and avoring scale y
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Figure  Renormalization factor due to avoring alone	 Z
f






	 as a function of
rapidity y  log 
 
for various xed center of mass energies These curves correspond to parameters
used for the solid line in Figure 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Figure  Various ts to representative single diraction dissociation cross sections extracted from Ref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Abstract We present the rst design of the D roman pot to be used in the forward
proton detector at D 
INTRODUCTION
The D forward proton detector  is intended to be used for di	ractive studies
at D
 The detectors shall be positioned as close as possible to the beam without
disturbing the beam
 In order to achieve such requirement the detectors are
housed in stainless steel containers that can move towards and away from the
beamline by the action of a mechanical system designed to allow movements with
a great accuracy and precision
 These containers known as roman pots also
keep the detector out of the accelerator ultra high vacuum and make it easier
to maintain and replace the detectors should it be necessary
 The movement of
the pots allow the complete removal of the detector from the beam area or the
positioning of detectors in di	erent distances from the beam

Roman pots were rst used at CERN in the early seventies  and have been
used in di	erent experiments ever since 

THE D ROMAN POT AND CASTLE
The whole system of pots supporting and driving mechanism usually referred
as the castle must be design to work in the TEVATRON ultra high vacuum
UHV conditions
 That requires all parts to be made of L stainless steel as
well as special care in the welding
 The pots must also present as little material

as possible to the scattered proton that should go through the pot and hit the
detector
 The solution is to have a thin window   mm thick that must however
withstand the UHV without bursting out
 A considerable problem we have to
face is the minimum space available to install the detectors
 To open space in
the TEVATRON lattice some magnets will have to be moved and the lattice itself
changed
 Technical constraints limit the available nal space to about  inches
per castle

Our rst design consists of assembling two platforms parallel to each other and
connected by a set of actuators and linear guides
 The actuators work in tandem
and move one platform relative to each other
 Linear guides assure the parallelism
of the platforms regardless of their relative position

The roman pot is attached to the moving platform while the xed platform
remains xed to the castle
 The pot is surrounded by a bellows that connects
the two platforms
 Thanks to this arrangement the pots can move into the UHV
while the interior of the pot where the detector sits remains out of the vacuum

The whole system is driven by step motors and a set of gears
 We expect to be
able to move the pot with a precision within   mm and be able to repositioning
the pot within a few microns
 Positioning sensors LVDTs will be used to monitor
the distance between both platforms
 The detector can easily be inserted into the
pot or removed through the opening at the moving platform





The following photos show a real size plastic model of our current design

Figure  shows the complete castle
 One can see the four sets of platforms with
all the driving mechanism with chains sprockets gears and the step motor
 The
foreground ange is where the beam pipe connects to the castle
 The opening
at the top of the pot is also visible
 Figure  shows a frontal view of the system
as viewed by the incoming beam
 This castle houses four roman pots distributed
around the beampipe each one of them free to move independently of the others

Figure  shows details of the driving mechanism
 One sees the bellows that
connects the two platforms and the position sensor the long sticking piece at
the left with a wire at the end used to monitor the distance between the two
platforms what gives a direct measurement of the pot position
 Figure  shows
details of the interior of the castle with the beam pipe bellows removed for easy
view
 One sees the pots in the interior of the castle and the thin window of the
bottom pot

The system is designed for easy servicing
 Each platform assembly can be
removed without breaking the vacuum
 Figures  and  show how this is done

First we remove the screws attaching the moving platform to the top of the
pot then the screws between the xed platform and the castle are removed
 The

FIGURE  FPD castle general view
FIGURE  FPD castle frontal view
FIGURE  FPD castle driving system detail FIGURE  FPD castle pots detail

whole system of platforms and driving mechanism is removed

FIGURE  FPD castle removing platforms FIGURE  FPD castle platforms removed
Figure  shows the FPD pot
 The bellows has been disconnected from the lower
ange so the system can been seen
 This constructions guarantees the ultra high
vacuum in the interior of the castle while the detector sits inside the pot where
it is inserted through the opening at the top
 The choice of a square box for
our roman aims to the make the better use of the restricted space we have
 The
vacuum system that is still under study
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CONCLUSIONS
The basic design is done and a full size working model is completed
 We are
still considering some other design options and starting minimization studies
 A
complete prototype is about to be built


FIGURE 	 FPD pot
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Abstract
We present the rst results of detector R  D done for the proposed
Forward Proton Detector at D From a menu of options we have chosen a
scintillating ber based detector with multianode photomultiplier readout
  Physics Motivation
The interest in diractive scattering has been growing since the observation of
diractive production of jets by the UA collaboration	 This observation came
in support of the recently introduced 
eld of hard diraction in which the dirac
tive scattering is accompanied by high transverse momentum objects	
In principle such kind of events could be treated in terms of parton language
de
ning a partonic structure for the exchanged object	 Diractive events can also
be characterized by rapidity gaps regions of the phase space with no particles	
This is due to the colorless nature of the exchanged object	 Diractive kinematics
are summarized in Fig	 	
The experimental diculty in observing these events is that the scattered
proton tends to remain in the beam pipe and can not be detected using the
typical collider central detectors	 For that it is necessary to add special forward
particle detectors to the central assembly at very small angles or large distances
from the collision point	
Although rapidity gap techniques give some information on the diractive
event only the addition of a forward particle detector would allow access to the
full kinematics of the scattered particle	
 











Figure  Kinematic variables in diractive scattering	 Here t corresponds to the
fourmomentum transfer
p
s is the center of mass energy x
p
is the fractional
momentum carried by the scattered proton and M
x
is the diractive mass	
Other motivation for adding a forward particle detector follows
 The Interest in Hard Diraction has been growing dramatically due to recent
results from HERA H ZEUS and Tevatron CDF D	
 For the next  years much of this physics can only be done at the Tevatron
collider	 Diractive systems with masses greater than  GeVc
 
can be
produced at Tevatron compared to only  GeVc
 
at HERA	
 Some processes like diractive dijet production are well established but not
accurately measured	
 Other processes like hard double pomeron exchange are not yet observed
but are likely to exist	
 There are chances for discovery of new physics like centauros glueballs etc	
 Since there is little data on elastic scattering except at small t such a detec
tor could extend our knowledge to the high portion of the t spectrum	
 The Forward Proton Detector
The Forward Proton Detector is a series of momentum spectrometers that make
use of machine magnets in conjunction with position detectors along the beam line
in order to determine the kinematic variables t and  of the scattered protons
and antiprotons	 The position detectors have to operate a few mm from the

beam position and have to be moved away during the machine injection time	
Special devices called Roman pots are designed to house the position detectors
allowing for remotely controlled movement with good accuracy	 The Roman pots
for the Forward Proton Detector are described in a separate work presented at
this conference	 The greatest challenge for the use of these devices in our case
is the limited space available around the D interaction region	
Figure  shows a schematic representation of the location of the Roman Pots
with respect to the D collision point	 Spectrometers are labeled with respect
to the analyzing magnet used	 While the dipole spectrometer has detectors only
in the horizontal direction quadrupole spectrometers have detectors in both hor
izontal and vertical directions in order to maximize the acceptance	
This layout requires a total of  position detectors for both dipole and quadrupole
spectrometers	 It gives us the ability to trigger on both scattered protons and
antiprotons while the hard scattering products are measured using the full D
detector	
 Detector Goals
In order to characterize the hard diractive events we need to be able to measure
its kinematic variables to a good precision	 However external factors like the
beam dispersion uncertainty in beam position multiple scattering and Roman
Pot positioning limit the attainable resolution	 Hence a point resolution of about
m is sucient for the Forward Proton Detector	 Some desirable characteris
tics for this detector are listed bellow
 Overall eciency close to 
 Modest radiation hardness	 The detector will be operating at approximately
  is the beam standard deviation from the beam axis so the expected
radiation dose for one year of running is only 	 Mrad	
 High Rate capability	 The detector needs to be live at every beam crossing	
 Low sensitivity to accelerator background in particular particle showering
along the beam pipe or magnets	
 Small dead area closer to the beam	 This is particularly important since
the protons are scattered at very low angles so the detector acceptance is
heavily dependent on its position relative to the beam axis	

Figure  Schematic placement of the position detectors around the D collision
hall	 The labels A and P represent the antiproton and proton side detectors re
spectively while Q S and D label the quadrupole separator and dipole magnets	

 Detector Options
We have considered several options for the position detector some of which are
listed bellow
 Silicon Microstrip Detector
 Microstrip Gas Chamber MSGC
 Scintillating Fiber Detector
In Table I we present some of the advantages and disadvantages of each of
these detector options	
Table  Detector Options for the FPD
Detector Pro Con
Silicon Superior Dead Area
Resolution Trigger




Silicon microstrip detectors have very good resolution and can operate at high
rates however they have a high costchannel and problems with dead area at the
bottom of the pot mm where acceptance is crucial	 Also the readout time
for this detector is not fast enough to use it in a Level  trigger which we 
nd
necessary in order to reduce the event rates to an acceptable level	
MSGCs suer from an even worse dead area problem as compared to sili
con detectors	 Reducing this dead area could be possible but it would involve
considerable eorts in Research and Development R  D	
Scintillating Fiber Detectors do not present the dead area problem and can be
read out using fast devices like photomultiplier tubes or photodiodes	 A drawback
of these detectors is the small light yield obtained from 
bers that have a small
enough diameter to give the desired position resolution	 This can be seen from
equation  which expresses the light yield as a function of several parameters
including the length of the 
ber material traversed by the particle	
This problem can be overcomed by the use of very ecient photon detection
devices like the Visible Light Photon Counter VLPC the Avalanche Photo
Diode APD the Image Intensi
er with CCD readout and the Multi Anode Pho
tomultiplier MAPMT among others	 A comparison of the Quantum Eciency






er  CCD  
MAPMT  
APDs are still in a development stage especially for our application which
requires multiple channels in a single chip	 Image Intensi
ers with CCD readout
cannot operate at the high rate needed by our detector	 VLPCs which were devel
oped within the D collaboration are by far the best option in terms of quantum
eciency but the cost and complications of the cryogenics associated with it led
us to the far simpler MAPMT	 These devices have a reasonable sensitivity high
gain and can be operated at very high rates	 We have chosen to use Hamamatsu

H  channels MAPMT which has single photoelectron PE sensitivity and
good gain stability between channels	
Within the 
ber framework we have investigated several options as detection
elements
 A thin piece of scintillator tile connected to clear 
bers for readout	




ber bundle straight from the detector area to the MAPMT	
 Scintillating 
ber bundle connected to clear 
ber for readout	
We have decided to use square 
bers as opposed to round due to the fact
that the former type gives an increase of about  in the light output	 We use
	mm square 
bers giving about m point resolution which is close to the
desired value	 The 
bers were bundled in groups of four since earlier studies have
indicated that such an arrangement would give around  photoelectrons	 In all
cases one end of the detector element was aluminized to increase the light yield	
Figure  shows a schematic drawing of the test setup used to compare dierent







collimated to the 
ber dimension	 A single channel of the Hamamatsu H 
channel MAPMT read out the four 
ber bundles	 Single PE calibration was done
using a short pulse through a blue LED	
Results show a clear advantage in using scintillating 
bers in comparison to a
scintillator tile	 This could be due to a possible lower trapping eciency for the
thin tile	 We have also noticed that the thin tiles are very fragile often developing
several fractures even being handled with extreme care	 Figures   and  show
the integrated charge for each of the options tested	
Figure  b shows the net eect of having the aluminized end of the detector
cut at a 
o
angle	 Having the 
ber planes oriented at this angle U V planes
instead of X Y would decrease the radius for the 
ber bending resulting in a
more compact Roman Pot with the additional advantage of avoiding complicated
pressure compensating mechanisms for this device	 We can see that the eect of
plane orientation is minimal	
The setup using scintillating 
bers spliced to clear 
bers was chosen bearing
in mind the eects of the halo background in the scintillating 
bers alone and
also a slight decrease in the optical crosstalk with this setup	 A comparison be
tween Fig	 and Fig	 b shows that the scintillating plus clear 
ber combination
actually improves the light output due to the shorter attenuation length of the
smaller scintillating 
ber	 Preliminary eciency measurements done using the
chosen setup range from 	 This measurement does still have a residual
photon background from the radioactive source and we are working on a cosmic





Figure  Source setup for testing FPD detector elements D	 T and T are
trigger scintillators	 D is readout by a MAPMT see text	
<NPE>=3.0LED Calibration.
(a) (b)
Figure  Integrated charge from MAPMT readout of detector elements	 a
shows the LED calibration of the single photoelectron peak	 b is the charge







Figure  Integrated charge fromMAPMT readout of detector elements	 a shows
the distribution from four 	mm thick by cm long scintillating 
bers aluminized
at one end and b shows the same arrangement but with the aluminized end cut
at a 
o
angle with respect to the 
ber axis	
on the cutting mirroring and splicing procedures which have to be monitored
carefully	 The 
nal detector con
guration is shown in Fig	 	 There will be 
planes in  views U V and X in order to minimize ghost hit problems	 The 
bers
will be mounted on a thin plastic frame amounting to  channels per detector
and a total of  channels in all spectrometers	 Each channel corresponds to
 scintillating 
bers which 
ts nicely in the cm x cmpixel size of the H
MAPMT	 A total of  MAPMT will be needed for each detector which repre
sents the major component in the detector cost	 This detector will allow us to
make highstatistics and precise measurements of hard as well as inclusive dirac
tive processes studying the dependence of these processes on kinematic variables	
The combination of that with measurements in the central D detector will allow
us to distinguish between dierent models for the pomeron structure	
 Conclusions
After considering several alternatives a scintillating 
ber based detector with
MAPMT readout was chosen as the best option for the FPD considering all
the aspects of acceptance costs radiation hardness and trigger capabilities	 A
prototype detector is being built at FNAL for resolution studies and will be tested
using a cosmic ray and if available a test beam setup	 The FPD will add to the

<NPE>=7.4
Figure  Integrated charge distribution from MAPMT readout of a detector
element consisting of  scintillating 
bers 	mm thick by cm long cut at a 
o
angle in one side and glued to cm long clear 
bers as a waveguide	

already existing diractive physics program of D being completely integrated
to the existing detector	
The 
eld of Hard Diraction is in clear need of more precise data for a better
understanding of the diractive phenomena and the FPD will certainly help to
achieve this goal	
The arrangement of quadrupole and dipole spectrometers that we have cho
sen will extend the kinematic range of previous detectors helps us in a better
understanding of alignment and background issues and could also be used for
luminosity measurements	
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 I. INTRODUCTION
 A triplet of Roman pots was installed near CDF for the last Collider run to
detect antiprotons coming from the collision point.  Figure 1 shows an schematic of
the pots and figure 2 is a schematic of the accelerator elements between the collision
point and the pots    This paper will discuss some of the  issues that lie at the interface
between the accelerator and the experiment.  First we will discuss the basic issues
with installing a device to make sure the device does not interrupt machine
operations.  Next we will derive in a very simple manner some of the matrix elements
that appear in various discussion of diffractive physics with one example for a
quadrupole spectrometer and one example for a dipole spectrometer.  In particular we
show how to approximately check for aperture constraints.  Finally we will discuss
closed orbit measurements and losses.
Figure 1.  Schematic of the Roman Pots. Note the wall
thickness between the active area of the pots and the beam.
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Figure 2.  Schematic layout of the magnetic elements
and the Roman pots near the B0 interaction region
II. INSTALLATION
One of the very first concerns of any change to the machine is vacuum.  Our
pots were baked out at 100 degrees C and bench tested with  good results, however
the detectors were then installed for bench calibration and   hence we did not with to
rebake in the tunnel to above 50 degrees C.  Figure 3 shows the pumpdown of the
pots after installation and indicates that they would make the desired goal of 1E-8
Torr.  One fact that was in our favor was the cryo pumping of the magnet strings, this
is indicated by the sharp drop on figure 1 when the gate valves to the rest of the ring
were opened.  This fact will help all insertions, however the insitu bakeout may still
be necessary and thought should be given to this possibility.  The next concern is that
the pots would physically disturb the beam and reduce the aperture.  This concern was
handled by having the surveyors in the tunnel carefully calibrate the position sensors
with respect to the accelerator coordinate system.  The position sensors in our case
were Linear Voltage  Differential Transformers, LVDTs.
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Figure 3.  Pump down of the pots, note the abrupt fall when we opened the
system
to the cryopumped region.  The projected level was reached and met the specs.
There is a more subtle concern with any change to the machine and that
involves the interaction of the electromagnetic field of the beam with  its
environment.  If you change the environment you change the interaction of the beam
with possibly deleterious effects. We measured the frequency response of the pots
(both in the withdrawn and inserted positions) by using a bead pull technique [ 1].
Figure 4 shows the frequency response of the pots ( in the withdrawn position) and
indicates that  the modes that are present are at a high enough frequency that the beam
spectrum should not be able to interact with them.   In our case this is reasonable
since the pots in the withdrawn position are similar to a beam pipe and with the pots
inserted there is even less chance to trap flux.  The little insert in the figure shows an
example of a pillbox after the passage of a charged particle with some trapped flux
left behind.
               0 Hz
3 Ghz
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 Figure 4.  Frequency response of the pots in the retracted position. The insert
is a schematic of a pill box response to the passage of a charged particle.
III. MATRIX ELEMENT CALCULATION
In proposals for Roman pot installation one usually finds some general
arguments that utilize a matrix description of the elements from the collision point to
the pots.  We will present here a simple description of what some of the matrix
elements mean. One represents a ray by a column vector whose components (for the
non bend plane, vertical in our case) are the position and angle.  The effect of
different components are represented by  matrix multiplication upon the ray vector.
Let us begin with the quadrupole triplet.  The focusing effect in a single plane of an
arbitrary system of quadrupole lenses and drift spaces can be represented as a drift
space of length Z1 followed by a thin lens of strength f


























where Z1 + Z2 is not the length of the system,  Z1 and Z2 are used to define the
location of the principal planes of the system.  If the system is preceded and followed
by drifts of lengths L1 and L2, we define p = L1 + Z1 and q = L2 + Z2; the condition
for a point to point focus is similar to a simple geometrical optics case:
                                               1/p + 1/q  = 1/f.
In our particular example Z1 = Z2 = 4.717m and Z1+Z2 = 9.434m which is not equal
to the system length of 14.342m.  However the principal planes are close enough to
the geometrical center of the triplet for us make some crude ray tracing  estimates of
the acceptance of the pot system which enable us to show that the aperture restrictions
(beam pipe size, separators)  near the triplet preclude the full use of the pots. This is
demonstrated by placing a thin lens at the center of the triplet and observing that a ray
from the focus to the vertical edge of the pot would clip the separator (shown in


























































where the inner three matrices represent the triplet and the outer two represent the
distance from the interaction point to the triplet and the distance from the triplet to the
pots respectively.
In the horizontal plane we again can find a decomposition similar to the
vertical for the effect of the triplet however the principal planes are not so simply
located.  Hence we shall provide a simple derivation of the (1,3) and (2,3) matrix
elements in the proposal, where now we include as the third element of our ray vector





























































In our case there are three Tevatron dipoles between the collision point and
the pots and each dipole bends the nominal beam by an amount 2*Π/774 = .008178
radians where 774 is the number of Tevatron dipoles.  Hence from the simple formula
Θ = .3B*L/p
where the angle is in radians, the magnetic  field B is in Tesla, the length is in meters,
and the momentum is in GeV/c, we find
dΘ = (.3B*L/p*p)dp = Θ*dp/p = 3*.008dp/p = .024dp/p.
From the simplified expression for the change in position after a bend string
d ~LΘ/2,
we find
ΔX = Δd = L*dΘ/2 = L/2*Θ*dp/p = 9.6*.024*dp/p = .23*dp/p.
These expressions are useful for making estimates of acceptances for
momentum near the beam momentum, detailed studies need ray tracing programs.
IV. CLOSED ORBITS
The proton and antiproton closed orbits are separated due to the action of the
electrostatic septa.  There are some technical difficulties associated with measuring
the antiproton closed orbits at the Beam Position Monitor (BPM) near the pots during
a store due to the greater intensity of the proton bunches and the fact that proton and
antiproton bunches are relatively close in time.  Therefore several checks were
performed to see if the antiproton  closed orbit measurements made sense.  Several
separator on/off comparisons were taken during the course of the run for proton only
stores. The effect of the separators on the protons can be calculated from first
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principles [ 3] and compared to the on/off data.  However one can also take
antiproton and proton orbits and subtract them; the difference should be twice as large
as the effect on the protons only.  Hence for the Tevatron house that contained the
pots we have compared proton only separator on/off data,  theoretical predictions, and
half the proton-antiproton separation.  Figure 5 shows horizontal results and Figure 6


































Figure 5. Horizontal Plane.  A comparison between the calculated
effect
 of the electrostatic separators and two experimental measurements of 

































Figure 6. Vertical Plane.  A comparison between the calculated effect
of the electrostatic separators and two experimental measurements of
the beam centroid using BPMs near the pots.
The most important result given in this paper is depicted in figure 7.    During
the initial installation of the pots and after changes in running conditions (900 GeV to
315 GeV and back) the losses at the experiments were monitored as a function of pot
position.  The data in figure show the losses as a function of the distance of the edge
of the pot from the centroid of the proton beam (unfortunately the proton beam was























Pot holder distance from proton beam (mm)
Figure 7.  Losses monitored at D0 due to the insertion of the pots at CDF.
The losses are in ratemeter counts for a D0 monitor whose ACNET name
is D0HLP and the distance is from the edge of the pot (holder) to the
centroid of the proton beam.
The next plot shows the same data where the distance has been scaled by 1.82
mm = βε  where the normalized horizontal emittance,ε , was taken to be 21Π  mm
mrad, and the beta function ,β , was 151m.  The best fit to a gaussian would give a
sigma of 1.88 mm.  Please note that the sigma which would normally be quoted is .74
mm (Fermilab convention, 95% of beam)  The data is replotted on a semilog scale
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(Pot holder distance from proton beam/1.82mm)**2
Figure 8.  Losses monitored at D0 due to the insertion of the pots at CDF.
The losses are in ratemeter counts for a D0 monitor whose ACNET name
is D0HLP and the distance is from the edge of the pot (holder) to the
centroid of the proton beam scaled by 1.82 mm. The curve is a ~gaussian
 fit to the data.
[1] P. Colestock, D. Sun private communication
[2] D. Carey, The Optics of Charged Particle Beams. Harwood Academic
Publishers
[3] ACNET Page C92
Proposed Forward Detectors
for Diractive Physics in CDFII
Konstantin Goulianos and Stefano Lami
The Rockefeller University
New York NY  USA
Abstract A program of studies on hard diraction and very forward physics with
CDFII has been proposed which foresees adding to CDF two very forward Mini
Plug calorimeters designed tomeasure the energy and lateral position of both electro
magnetic and hadronic showers The MiniPlugs will consist of lead	liquid scintillator
read out by wavelengthshifting 
bers arranged in a pixeltype towerless geometry
suitable for calorimetric tracking We present here testbeam results obtained with
a  radiation length prototype For positrons in the range  GeV the energy
resolution was measured to be  	E   	
p
E   and the position resolution
 mm 	
p






A program of studies on hard diraction and very forward physics with CDF
in run II foresees the reinstallation of the Roman Pot Spectrometer successfully
used in run  C  	 to detect leading antiprotons
 and adding two forward
calorimeters to cover the pseudorapidity region   jj   Fig   left	 shows
DIPOLE MAGNETS
ROMAN POTS
    at 57 m
p- CDF
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as a function of the distance from the beam at the
Roman Pot site the distance varies linearly between the  and  mm lines
a schematic view of the threedetector Roman Pot antiproton spectrometer in
stalled in the beam pipe during run  C  	 Each pot contained two trigger
scintillation counters and two XY scintillating ber arrays read out by Multi
Channel PhotoMultiplier Tubes MCPMTs	 The Roman Pots were positioned
about   m apart from one another at an average distance of  m downstream
from the CDF interaction region along the antiproton direction During data tak
ing the detectors accepted antiprotons that deviated by more than   mm from
the beam line
 corresponding to x
F
       x
 p
 	 For run II these
detectors will be placed closer to the p beam line and thereby gain acceptance at
lower values
 down to      x
 p

 where the crosssection is dominated
by Pomeron exchange see g  right for Roman Pots acceptance	
Fig  shows one quadrant of the CDFII conguration The MiniPlugs will be
placed downstream of the Plug Upgrade calorimeters within the region screened
by the muon toroids
 extending the calorimetry coverage all the way down to the
beam pipe
The physics topics to be addressed by the MiniPlugs include studies of hard
diraction







3.5 < η < 5
RAPIDITY GAP
     COUNTER
5 < η < 6.2
FIGURE  Schematic view of CDF in Run II showing the position of the MiniPlug
 
jet production The latter can probe both the smallx and largex regions of
the proton structure function
 which are of great interest The xvalue of the







 the cross sections for symmetric same 	 jets of E
jet
T
 GeV are given
in g  for sameside SS	 and oppositeside OS	 dijet events For   the






 	 for SSOS	
dijets
The MiniPlug design combines a low cost construction with an ecient and
high resolution position determination MonteCarlo predictions of the MiniPlug
expected performance and results obtained from a test of a MiniPlug protype in a
test beam at the Brookhaven National Laboratory in   are described elsewhere
 
 The following sections describe the prototype design and the results obtained


































































            WLS - FIBER
(to multi-channel phototube)
FIGURE  Conceptual design of a
MiniPlug calorimeter
The MiniPlug is a calorimeter designed
to measure the energy and
 without using
any shower maximum detector
 the lat
eral position of both electromagnetic and
hadronic showers initiated by high energy
particles incident at small angles relative
to the detector axis
A MiniPlug consists of a set of par
allel lead plates immersed in liquid
scintillator The scintillation light is
guided by wavelengthshifting WLS	
bers to multichannel photomultiplier
tubes MCPMTs	
The bers are inserted in holes drilled in the lead plates as shown in g

and are arranged in a unique towerless geometry suitable for calorimetric track
ing of particles in the very forward region of collider experiments in a moderate
luminosity environment like that of CDF at Fermilab
The ber pulseheight centroid provides the position of the shower initi
ating particle As interacting hadrons release on average   of their en
ergy in the form of 

s
 a  interactionlength deep tracking calorime
ter can be used to measure the energy and position of both elec
tronsphotons and hadrons A set of bers which do not sample the
rst  radiation lengths of the detector can be used to tag the hadrons
MCPMT
Delrin optical connector
     (MCPMT "cookie")
Black sleeve (heat shrinking spaghetti)
WLS fiber (Kuraray Y-11(350)M 0.83 mm dia.)
Stainless steel rod, 1/4" dia.
Delrin 1/4 " spacer, 1/2" dia.
Liquid scintillator (Bicron 517L)
Lead plate, 15 cm x 15 cm x 3/16" thick, laminated on both sides with 0.5 mm  reflective Al sheets
Delrin plate on which the fibers are glued















FIGURE  Left Schematic side view of a MiniPlug prototype Right Front view
Each group of four 
bers in a square is read by the same MCPMT channel All the squares were
instrumented at the  test beam as well as the single 
bers at the center of the squares as
indicated the shaded squares are those instrumented at the BNL test beam  The xdirection
in the text corresponds to the vertical direction in this view
A schematic view of a MiniPlug prototype is shown in g The prototype con
sists of  parallel lead plates
 with dimensions   cm x   cm and  mm thick

spaced  mm apart The plates were laminated with  mm thick aluminum
 
sheets of  reectivity glued on the lead with epoxy Multiclad WLS Kuraray
Y  	M bers with a  mm diameter are inserted into an array of aligned
holes through the entire depth of the detector The holes have   mm diameter
and were drilled through the leadaluminum plates with a CNC machine The
whole plateber assembly was immersed in mineral oil based Bicron  L liq
uid scintillator The MiniPlug prototype comprised about  radiation lenghts or
about   interaction length
The prototype was housed in a square steel tube between two 

thick alu
minum anges Orings in grooves in the anges provided the sealing for the
liquid scintillator A 

diameter hole in one of the anges allowed the bers
to be guided to a black delrin cookie that served as an optical connector to
the MCPMT The cookie had  holes to match the MCPMT photocatode glass
face A reective aluminum sheet was pressed against the farends of the bers
to reect the light back into the bers
Fibers were grouped as shown in gright	
 with four bers in the corners of a
square being read by one MCPMT channel providing what in the following we will
call for simplicity a tower with a size of  cm x  cm The bers in the centers
of the squares were read individually In a nal design of a calorimeter of  
radiation lenghts or   interaction lengths
 these single bers will penetrate
the calorimeter only through a certain distance from the back
 stopping short of
reaching the rst  radiation lengths In this way they will not be sensitive to
electronphoton showers and therefore will provide a hadron tag In the present
prototype the bers were brought all the way to the front of the calorimeter to
test the idea of tagging hadrons with one ber per tower
The MiniPlug prototype was read with a Hamamatsu H MCPMT as 
towers and   single bers g	 A good transverse uniformity in response has
been obtained on beam tests by integrating the signal over a radius encompassing
several towers around a Seed Tower the tower with the largest pulse height	 The
radius is determined by the eective attenuation length of the liquid scintillator

which depends on the number of reections Bench measurements yielded an
eective attenuation length of  mm for a scintillator thickness of  mm 
The Hamamatsu H MCPMT was tested and calibrated at Rockefeller
with a green LED signal illuminating all the  photocathode pixels The LED
was embedded in a lucite light mixer bar
 which distributed the light uniformly
among  clear   mm dia bers These bers guided the light to a delrin cookie

which was optically coupled to the MCPMT The response variation of the light
mixer was measured by reading the light from each hole of the light mixer cookie
using a ber coupled to a regular PMT prior to gluing all  bers
 and was
found to be uniform within    Our test results agree with the Hamamatsu






 so that in the new position each channel was illuminated
by a dierent ber The dierence of the two responses for each channel was found
to be consistent with the light variation over the  bers
  
TEST BEAM SETUP
The MiniPlug prototype was moved to the MT test beam area at Fermilab in
May  
 where it was exposed to electron
 hadron and muon beams Sets of
drift chambers before and after the bending magnets were used to measure the
momenta of the particles The momentum resolution of these drift chambers was
 The position measurement had an error of  m in both directions
perpendicular to the beam for each chamber
All the MCPMT channels were read out using custom CDF electronics
 which
have been described in detail elsewhere  The beam was directed into the central
tower of the calorimeter and the energy of the particle was obtained by the ADC
count sum of the Seed Tower and the adjacent towers within a circle of radius 


  or  all towers	 cm Sets of data were also taken with the MiniPlug shifted
by    tower perpendicular to the beam
 and at angles of 
  and   degrees
between the beam and the calorimeter axis
A    cut on a gaussian t to the momentum spectrum of the beam particles
was applied at each nominal beam momentum The trigger scintillation counters






FIGURE  The integrated sig
nal from all the towers for 
GeV muons 
tted with a Landau
function
The response of the MiniPlug calorimeter to
positron
 hadron and muon beams was stud
ied with the MCPMT high voltage set at  
KV
 where the gain was   x  

 Fig
shows the signal for   GeV muons the real
momentum from the drift chambers was actu
ally    GeV  in the following we will always
refer to the nominal value of the momentum	

tted with a Landau distribution When the
energy was summed over all the towers of the
prototype
 the light yield was found to be
   pesGeV positrons	 and  pesMIP
muons	
 equivalent to   pesMIPlayer If
we considered only the single Seed Tower

we obtained    pesMIP or   pesMIPlayer The relation between the
average ADC count sum over all the MiniPlug towers and the beam momentum
is shown in g  for positrons in the range   GeV left	 and for pions in the
range   GeV right	 For the positrons the deviation of each point from a
linear t is better than   Good linearity was observed also for ADC sums
over smaller circles around the Seed Tower
 down to a radius of  cm
For the pions interacting in the MiniPlug
 the energy resolution is found to be
about   independent of pion energy see below	 However
 as seen in g 

the mean values are still tted very well with a straight line and
 apart from the
measurement at  GeV
 the points are within  from the linear t We notice
 
FIGURE 	 The relation between ADC counts and beam momentum for positrons in the
range  GeV left and pions in the range  GeV right
from these plots that the energy released by the pions is about one third of the
positron energy for the same beam momentum
 as expected
ELECTRON ENERGY RESOLUTION
We studied the energy resolution at six
dierent energies of the positron beam

from as low as  GeV up to   GeV
In g the E in percentage is plot
ted for the dierent energies The data
are well tted by a resolution function
E     
p
E   All the
towers formed by a group of four bers
were used in this measurement When
the ADC counts were summed over a
circle of smaller radius
 the stochastic
term did not change appreciably
 but
the constant term increased
 especially
for low energies
 due to leakage outside
the circle
FIGURE 
 MiniPlug energy resolution for
positrons of momentum in the range 
GeV
ELECTRON POSITION RESOLUTION
The position of a particle can be measured from the Center of Gravity CoG	
of the shower prole A typical lego plot for ADC counts over the XY plane of
the MiniPlug is shown in g for single events from a  GeV positron
 a  GeV
pion and a   GeV muon
We studied several algorithms in order to optimize the position resolution and
minimize the well known systematic eect of the nite detector segmentation
when using a small number of towers The best results were obtained by using a
 
FIGURE  Typical single event ADC count distributions in the MiniPlug for a  GeV
positron a  GeV pion and a  GeV muon from left to right
corrected CoG over a raw of ve towers only
 with the Seed Tower signal weighted
by a factor 
 or by using over three towers the form
  x  x
Seed
  R   R	   R  R	  W
based on a Lorentzian lineshape t to the shower prole
 where R  and R










 and W is the
tower eective size  cm	 These two methods gave very similar results
Fig  shows the bidimensional po
sition R	 reconstructed by the Mini
Plug relative to the Beam Cham
ber position for  GeV positrons
The standard deviation of this dis
tribution of residuals is    mm
In g   left	 we plot the posi
tion resolution for positrons in the
range   GeV
 where a weighted
CoG over ve towers was used The
points are well tted with the func
tion    mm 
p
E With a
Lorentzian lineshape over three tow





FIGURE  Position resolution for 
GeV electrons
RESPONSE TO PIONS
The MiniPlug prototype is only one interaction length deep Thus
 the ADC
count distribution obtained with a pion beam shows a MIPlike Landau peak at
low counts for pions traversing the entire calorimeter and a Gaussian tail mainly
due to the energy deposited by the photons from 

s created in the primary in
teraction The response to  GeV pions is shown in g 
 
FIGURE  MiniPlug position resolution for positrons in the range  GeV Similar
results were obtained by using either a weighted CoG over 
ve towers left or a Lorentzian
lineshape 
t over three towers right
To study the energy resolution
 we ap
plied a cut
 for each pion beam energy

to reject the Landau peak in the Seed
Tower ADC spectrum
 and selected the
events entirely due to interacting pions
Results for these events are shown in
g  the energy resolution is about

 constant over a momentum range
from   to  GeV The resolution is
dominated by uctuations in the neu
tralcharged pion ratio In the nal
design with two interaction lengths
 a
GEANT simulation predicts an energy
resolution of  for interacting pi
ons
FIGURE  MiniPlug response to  GeV


 The MIPlike response to noninteracting
pions at low ADC counts is followed by a Gaus
sian tail for interacting pions
FIGURE  The MiniPlug energy resolu
tion for interacting pions is constant over a mo
mentum range from  to  GeV
FIGURE  Position resolution for 
GeV pions
We also studied the position resolution for interacting pions A typical residual
distribution is shown in g  for   GeV pions the resolution is   mm Over




E using the weighted CoG technique g 
 left	 and  mm 
p
E
using a Lorentzian prole t over three towers g 
 right	
FIGURE  MiniPlug position resolution for pions in the range  GeV A weighted
Center of Gravity technique over 
ve towers left or a Lorentzian pro
le 
t over three towers
right was used to determine the position
THE MINIPLUGS IN CDFII
Two MiniPlugs have been proposed for CDFII to be placed in the forward
region about  meters from the center of the detector g	 The MiniPlugs
will cover about two units in pseudorapidity
 extending the Plug coverage all
the way down to the beam pipe In g 
 four test beam events
 two from 
GeV pions and two from  GeV electrons
 are displayed in an XY LEGO plot
whose dimensions are approximately those of the nal MiniPlug design This plot
illustrates that the MiniPlug can be used to count several individual particles and
measure their energy
FIGURE  Two  GeV pions and two  GeV electrons from TB data have been mixed




We have recently studied  the jet energy resolution of the MiniPlug calorime
ters in the CDFII conguration of g using a simulation based on the GEANT
MonteCarlo program 
Each MiniPlug module comprised about  radiation lenghts and  interac
tion lenghts The jets were produced in pp collisions at
p
s   TeV using the
HERWIG  MonteCarlo program The jet energy resolution was studied by pass
ing individual particles of a jet through the MiniPlug module and summing the
response to each particle of the jet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               r vs. φ
FIGURE 	 MiniPlug response to jets For each event an isometric lego plot left and
colorcoded front view right are shown
Fig   shows the MiniPlug response to typical jets For each event an isometric
lego plot left	 and colorcoded front view right	 are shown For convenience in
representation
 the impact point of a particle was expressed in polar coordinates
r and 
 relative to the center of the MiniPlug front surface Fig  a shows the
distribution of the incident jet energy The distribution of the number of particles
in a jet is presented in g  b Fig  c shows the percent fraction of the initial
jet energy registered in the scintillator from this distribution we evaluated the jet
energy resolution to be 	E   The zposition of the rst shower vertex

the average longitudinal shower prole and the average transverse shower prole




Results for the jet E
T
resolution in the MiniPlug are presented in g   Fig  a
shows the initial jet E
T
distribution The reconstructed jet E
T
is plotted in g  b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 Distributions for jets incident on the MiniPlug
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FIGURE  a Initial jet E
T
distribution b reconstructed jet E
T
 c fraction of the initial
jet E
T
reconstructed in the MiniPlug
 
CONCLUSIONS
We successfully tested a prototype of the proposed CDFII MiniPlug Calorime
ter The response to positrons in the range   GeV and to charged pions in
the range   GeV shows good linearity
 which for positrons is better than
  The energy resolution was measured to be E     
p
E  
for electromagnetic showers Our main goal of measuring with high precision the
lateral position of both electromagnetic and hadronic showers has been achieved
with resolutions of  mm 
p
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CDF II Luminosity Monitor
Presented by S Klimenko University of Florida
on Workshop on Diractive Physics LISHEP Rio de Janeiro 
for the CDF collaboration
Abstract
This paper describes a new luminosity monitor for the CDF
II detector To estimate the luminosity we propose to mea
sure the average number of inelastic pp interactions with
gas Cherenkov counters at small angles The results from
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 Luminosity monitor prototype 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The rate of pp interactions in the collision region is an important parameter in
understanding the performance of the Tevatron Collider and the CDF detector
 CDF can estimate the luminosity being provided by the collider by measuring






where  is the average number of pp interactions per bunch crossing	 
in
is the
total inelastic crosssection	 L is the luminosity	 f
BC
is the rate of bunch crossings
in the Tevatron
To extract the luminosity we have to know 
in
 Theoretical models are unable
to predict this cross section accurately	 so we have to rely on the experimental
measurements that take advantage of the optical theorem to make a luminosity
independent determination of the pp scattering cross section 
The rate of new or rare physics processes measured relative to the rate of
pp interactions allows an accurate estimate of the crosssection for the processes
of interest The rate of pp interactions can also be used to estimate the Tevatron
luminosity during accelerator commissioning	 operation	 and machine studies
 Gas Cherenkov counters
Recently we have investigated the possibility to build the luminosity monitor using
low pressure gaseous Cherenkov counters placed at small angles  
o
 inside the
endplug calorimeter of the CDFII detector 	 
The luminosity monitor would be a well segmented array of the counters 
per side placed between the beam pipe and the endplug calorimeter Figure
 shows the location of counters inside the 
o
hole Each counter consists of
a cone	  m long and few centimeters in diameter	 made of aluminized mylar
The cones are oriented with their small end pointing to the interaction point
The Cherenkov light produced by charged particles in the gas inside the cone is
collected at the large end of the cone and is registered with a fast PMT Since
the Cherenkov angle  is small   
o
for isobutane at normal pressure the
light experiences only few reections at grazing angles to the cones wall	 and is
collected to the PMT very eciently for particles going along the cones axis
To increase the light collection eciency the PMT has a quartz window The
signal in this case can be as large as  photoelectrons pe The number














    point beampipe
Figure  Schematic view of the luminosity monitor
The coecient N

takes into account the light collection eciency and quantum
eciency of the PMT All emitted photons arrive at the end of the cone at the
same time resulting in an excellent intrinsic time resolution
The proposed approach has obvious advantages over the traditional one based
on scintillators Primary particles from pp interactions go along the cones axis
and produce a large signal	 whereas secondary particles produced in the beam pipe
and plug calorimeter cross the counter at angles and hence have short paths inside
the cone and give a small amount of light Additionally the light is not collected
well in this case because of larger reection angles Figure 
 shows the simulated
amplitude distribution in the Cherenkov counters for inelastic pp events One
can clearly see a peak corresponding to one primary particle The contribution
from secondary particles is peaked at zero values of the amplitude Thus	 the
proposed detector can discriminate between primary and secondary particles by
the amplitude of the signal
The amplitude from Cherenkov counter does not have Landau uctuations
the Cherenkov threshold is high enough not to see electrons Therefore the
amplitude resolution is determined mainly by the photoelectron statistics Figure
 shows the total Cherenkov amplitude distribution in one cone for  pp interac
tions per bunch crossing In this case the signal is formed by the contribution of
all particles crossing the counter One and two particles are resolvable in the Che
renkov counter because of the good amplitude resolution for a  photoelectron
signal This ability is signicant for the luminosity measurement since a detector
counting particles does not saturate at high luminosities as it does in the case of
counting hits
In addition the Cherenkov counter has a momentum threshold  GeVc for


Figure  Simulated amplitude distribution for a particle from minimum bias
pp interactions in the Cherenkov counter The solid line corresponds to all parti
cles	 and the hatched histogram corresponds to the primary particles The gray
histogram is the contribution from all secondary particles	 and the contribution
from the plug is shown in the black histogram
pions in isobutane at normal pressure and therefore it is not sensitive to low
momentum particles The counter also does not see particles coming from behind
because they emit light in the opposite direction
 Luminosity monitor prototype
We have built a prototype gas Cherenkov counter and tested it with  GeV pion
beam at Fermilab  The main goals of the testbeam studies were to measure the
light yield and time resolution for dierent types of gases and photomultipliers
Figure  shows the luminosity monitor prototype used in the test beam The
prototype was assembled inside an aluminum tube  cm in diameter and 
cm long tted with gas tight endplates The tube served as a gas volume The
essential parts of the prototype the cone	 the collector and the PMT with its
base were placed in the gas volume and were aligned along the axis of the tube by
means of special supports with a precision of a millimeter The anges had gas
inlets and gas tight high voltage and signal connectors The gas system was able
to maintain a stable pressure in the gas volume in the range of  atm


Figure  Total amplitude distribution from the Cherenkov counter for  pp in
teractions The signal is formed by all particles crossing the counter
  Cones
The cones were wrapped as a spiral structure out of a sheet of aluminized mylar
 micron thick The thickness of aluminum layer was approximately  nm The
dimensions and the shape of the sheet were calculated to make the large diameter
of the cone  cm and the smaller diameter	  cm	 with a total length of 
cm Since the thickness of the mylar was not enough to maintain the shape	 the
cone was made out of two layers of mylar In the nal system we will use 
micron thick mylar The aluminized side of the material forming the inner surface
serves as a mirror 

  Collectors
The collector serves to gather the Cherenkov light from the large end of the cone
 cm diameter to the PMT photocathode active area  cm diameter We
tested two types of conical collectors with dierent surfaces The rst collector
was made out of the same aluminized mylar as the coneThe second collector was
made of lucite The inner surface of the collector was polished to optical quality
and covered rst with  nm of Al and then with  nm of MgF
 
 This kind of
surface provides better reectance in the ultraviolet part of the spectrum 	 







We investigated several PMTs with the appropriate for our nal detector dimen
sions  cm diameter and good time resolution We selected three dierent
PMTs from Hamamatsu R
	 RQ	 R All of them had the quartz
windows In addition to this three we used the PMT XPQ to measure the
light yield of dierent gases and the R
  to read out the scintillating coun
ters
 Testbeam setup
We studied the prototype Cherenkov counter in the testbeam area MT
 at Fermi
lab from June to August  Normally  GeV pions were used for the studies
Figure  shows the schematic view of the testbeam area Two scintillating counters
SC one upstream of the Cherenkov counter and one downstream were used for
triggering and for time resolution measurements of the Cherenkov counter The












Figure  Schematic view of the testbeam area
Signals from all three counters were fed into readout electronics The charge
measurement was made using  of the raw signal The other  of the signal




 Light yield from isobutane and PMT window
First we measured the counter light yield for the conguration with the XPQ
PMT and with no collector because this PMT had a large photocathode which
covered the large end of the cone The contribution of the light from the PMT
window has to be subtracted to determine the light yield from the gas alone This
contribution can be directly measured by removing the gas Under vacuum only
the window produces the Cherenkov light Figure 
 shows the amplitude of signal
as a function of radius from the PMT center for isobutane at  atm upper
curve and for vacuum  atm	 lower curve The lower plot on the same gure
shows the dierence between the two signals which corresponds to contribution
from the gas The at part of this distribution at small radii less then  mm
corresponds to the situation when a particle traverse the full length of the cone
The observed signal is  pe per  atm of isobutane N

  pecm that
agrees well with expectations
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Figure 
 The upper plot shows the amplitude of signal versus radius for isobutane
at  atm upper curve and for vacuum  atm lower curve The lower plot
shows the dierence between the two signals which corresponds to the contribution
from isobutane alone XPQ case
The amplitude distribution for small values of radius  mm is shown in
Figure  Both the gas and the PMT window contribute to the signal	  pe


The histogram has a normal distribution and eectively does not have tails The





 pe The dierence can be accounted for the allowed range in
radius  mm and imperfect alignment
  46.47    /    37
Constant   211.7   6.156
Mean   243.1  0.4194
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Figure  Amplitude distribution for small values of radius  mm for isobutane
at  atm Both the gas and the PMT window contribute to the signal
 Light yield for dierent radiators
We studied the relative light yields for various gases	 which are given in Table 
We assign an uncertainty about  to all these measurements Considering the
dierent refractive indices	 the results agree reasonably well with expectations






















measured yield  
  
  
expected yield     
 
Table  Relative light yield for dierent gases with respect to the isobutane
radiator
  Light yield with small PMTs
Figure  shows the light yield for the RQ PMT which has a  mm diameter
One can clearly see the prole and edge of the PMTs window here as well The


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Figure  PMT RQ Upper plot shows a prole histogram of signal versus
radius for a run with isobutane at 
 atm upper curve and for a run with
vacuum  atm lower curve The lower plot shows the dierence between two
signals which corresponds to the contribution from isobutane alone

light yield in this conguration is smaller then for the XPQ PMT because
of the loss in the collector The collector eciency was measured to be  and
 for plain Almylar collector and for one covered with MgF
 
respectively
 Light yield in the PMT window
The PMT window proles were measured via their light yield in vacuum and
are presented in Figure  In the PMT center the window thickness is  mm
for the R
 and R and  mm for the other PMTs These results show
that the Cherenkov light yield in synthetic quartz is about  photoelectrons per
millimeter
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Figure  Light yield from the PMT window as function of radius
 Time measurements
Time resolution studies were carried out for dierent PMTs by measuring the





between the upstream and downstream counters T
ud
 Their linear combination







































In Figure  the results of the time resolution measurement are shown for
the R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P1  0.4290  0.2068E-01




















s   54.19    /    26
Constant   668.3   13.42
Mean  0.9412E-03  0.9692E-03
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Figure  PMT R





tude The middle plot shows the dependence of 

C
on the number of photoelec










for amplitudes between  and  photoelectrons


















shows that both scintillating counters have the same timing














contribution from the PMT and a constant term in resolution









for amplitudes between  and  photoelectrons
For a Cherenkov amplitude of  photoelectrons the time resolution was mea
sured to be  psec	  psec and  psec with uncertainty of   for R
	
RQ and R respectively The constant term for all three photomultipliers
was measured to be less then  psec and the time resolution is limited by PMT
itself
	 Conclusion
We have successfully tested a detector for luminosity measurements in pp colliders
based on Cherenkov counters The testbeam studies showed that the proposed
CDF II luminositymonitor is a robust and reliable device which gives excellent am
plitude and time resolution Even the simplest design solutions for light collection
worked remarkably well Light yields larger than  pe at  atm of isobutane
have been obtained with a number of PMTs and light collection schemes that
could be used in the nal design A time resolution better than  psec has been
measured for the R
 PMT and better than  psec for the RQ PMT In
both cases the resolution was limited by the PMT
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Abstract A summary of studies is presented towards minimization of beam loss
in the critical locations at the Fermilab Tevatron to reduce background rates in the
collider detectors and to protect machine components Based on detailed Monte
Carlo simulations measures have been proposed and incorporated in the machine
to reduce acceleratorrelated instantaneous and residual background levels in the
D and CDF detectors Measurements performed are in good agreement with the
predictions Most recent results on acceptance and background rates in the D and
CDF forward detectors are presented and discussed in detail
INTRODUCTION
In Run I the Tevatron reliably provided    GeV pp collisions with a






 Work is progressing to upgrade the ac
celerator and detectors into even more powerful research tools in Run II 	
 The
high performance of the Tevatron both in the xed target and collider modes is
achievable only with a dedicated beam cleaning system embedded in the lattice
Recent proposals to add new Forward Proton Detectors FPD to both D and
CDF which are strongly coupled with the accelerator lattice make the detector
machine interface issues of primary concern Only sophisticated simulations of
beam loss in the interaction regions IR and showers induced in accelerator and
detector components resulting in increased backgrounds along with coherent
studies of detector acceptance give a clue on the feasibility of these new detec
tors The most recent results on a beam collimation system and acceptance and
background rates in the D and CDF detectors for Run II are presented and
discussed in this paper
 
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In the Tevatron as in any other accelerator the creation of beam halo is un
avoidable Proton antiproton scattering in the interaction points IPs in beam
gas interactions and on the limiting apertures the diusion of particles due to
various nonlinear phenomena out of the beamcore as well as various hardware
and software errors all result in emittance growth and eventually in beam loss
in the lattice 	
 This causes irradiation of conventional and superconducting
SC components of the machine an increase of background rates in the detec
tors possible radiation damage quench overheating of equipment and even a
total destruction of some units A very reliable multicomponent beam collima
tion system is the main way to control beam loss and is mandatory at any SC
accelerator providing 	

 reduction of beam loss in the vicinity of IPs to sustain favorable experimental
conditions
 minimization of radiation impact on personnel and environment by localizing
beam loss in the predetermined regions and using appropriate shielding in
these regions
 protection of accelerator components against irradiation caused by opera
tional beam loss and enhancement of reliability of the machine
 prevention of quenching of SC magnets and protection of other machine com
ponents from unpredictable abort and injection kicker preresmisres and
unsynchronized abort
In the early Tevatron days the rst collimation system was designed 	
 on the
basis of the marsstruct 	
 fullscale simulations of beam loss formation in
the machine The optimized system consisted of a set of collimators about m
long each was installed in the Tevatron which immediately made it possible to
raise by a factor of  the eciency of the fast resonant extraction system and
intensity of the extracted GeV proton beam The data on beam loss rates and
on their dependence on the collimator jaw positions were in excellent agreement
with the calculational predictions
We have since rened the idea of a primarysecondary collimator set and shown
that this is the only way to use such a system in the TeV region with a length of a
primary collimator going down to a fraction of a radiation length The whole sys
tem should consist then of a primary thin scattering target followed immediately
by a scraper with a few secondary collimators at the appropriate locations in the
lattice 	
 The purpose of a thin target is to increase amplitude of the beta
tron oscillations of the halo particles and thus to increase their impact parameter
on the scraper face on the next turns This results in a signicant decrease of


































FIGURE  Tevatron Run II collimators
overheating and mitigating requirements to scraper alignment Besides that the
scraper eciency becomes almost independent of accelerator tuning there is only
one signicant but totally controllable restriction of accelerator aperture and only
the scraper region needs heavy shielding and probably a dogleg structure The
method would give an order of magnitude in beam loss reduction at multiTeV
machines but even at the Tevatron we have got a noticeable eect Recently
the existing scraper at A was replaced with a new one with two mm thick
Lshaped tungsten targets with mm oset relative to the beam surface on the
either end of the scraper to eliminate the misalignment problem resulting in
reduction of beam loss rate upstream of both collider detectors 	

Beam Collimation for Tevatron Run II
A new sophisticated beam collimation system has been designed for the Teva
tron Run II Fig  It consists of a set of the primary and secondary collimators
both for nominal momentum and omomentum halo interception Lshaped pri
mary collimators shave the proton and antiproton beams as shown in Fig 
Proton halo phase space at the corresponding secondary collimator is shown there
also Ellipses represent a  beam envelope A vertical line shows the location of
the collimator jaw After the rst interaction with a primary collimator large am
plitude particles are intercepted by the secondary collimators but some fraction
survives and will interact with the primary collimator again on the next turns
With primary collimators at  and secondary ones at  it takes  turns on
average to intercept an outscattered particle with the secondary collimator Par
ticles with amplitudes  are not intercepted by the secondary collimators and
survive for another  turns until they increase amplitude in the next inter
actions with a primary collimator The halo tail is extended beyond  Halo
































































































FIGURE  Proton beam primary collimator D left and horizontal phase space at
secondary collimator D
 right
Beam loss distributions in the Tevatron are presented in Fig  for proton and
antiproton directions Antiproton collimators intercept  

ps in the proposed
system that is ve times lower than the proton scraping rate and results in about
ve times lower acceleratorrelated background in D and B Beam loss rates
in the IRs are  lower if one puts the secondary collimators at  but one
needs to verify if such a  oset is reliable and stable
DETECTOR INTERFACE ISSUES
At superconducting hadron colliders the mutual eect of the radiation envi
ronment produced by the accelerator and experiments is one of the key issues in
the interaction region and detector development 	
 The overall Tevatron and
D and CDF detector performances are strongly dependent on details of such an
interface Eorts were made at Fermilab to optimize the D and B regions with





































FIGURE  Proton beam halo in the Tevatron aperture left and its distribution at D
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FIGURE  Beam loss distributions in the Tevatron for proton left and antiproton right
directions
D and CDF Forward Proton Detectors
Two new forward detectors have been recently proposed as new subdetectors of
the D and CDF collider detectors the for Tevatron Run II see e g 	
 These
detectors use the Tevatron magnets along with points measured on the track of
the scattered proton to determine the proton momentum and angle They consist
of quadrupole spectrometers which tag outgoing protons or antiprotons with a
minimum t and a dipole spectrometer which detects particles with a minimum
p see Fig  The D FPD includes four Roman pot units with four pots
each placed in the D straight section and two single units in the C location
The four units are upstream and downstream of the separators with A referring
to outgoing antiproton side and P to outgoing proton side Fig  Each unit
consists of four square   cm
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FIGURE    proton beam envelopes in D left and B right Roman pot locations are
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FIGURE  Horizontal acceptance of the CDF dipole spectrometer Roman pots P at  
left and quadrupole spectrometer P P at   and   right
on each side of the beam The C units are placed only inside the accelerator
orbit The Roman pot positions are adjustable in the x or y directions and can
be moved according to the beam halo conditions in the Tevatron
Calculations of both D and CDF forward detector acceptances were done via
tracking of particles ejected from the IP with various momenta and angles for
several congurations Horizontal acceptances of the CDF dipole and quadrupole
spectrometers are shown in Fig  The calculated values are quite acceptable and
naturally go down with the Roman pots at larger distancies from the beam axis
Beam Loss and FPD Hit Rates
Realistic simulations of beam loss formation in D and B with beam collima
tion system and forward proton detectors in place followed by full simulations of
induced hadronic and electromagnetic cascades were performed with the mars
struct code system 	
 It turns out that the accelerator related background
in the collider detectors is originated by beam halo loss in the Tevatron and FPD
components within  m from the IPs see Fig  	
 The limiting apertures
are the 
max
region in the nal focus quadrupoles and the Roman pots placed at
0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 30.0 35.0
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FIGURE 	 Beam loss source term in the B beam pipe a energy deposition density b
high energy hadron ux

 D and  B
Some halo particles can pass through the Roman pot detectors several times
inducing excessive hit rates in the pots themselfs and in the main B and D
detectors Calculations show that beam loss and hit rates are decreased by a factor




 The price one pays is
decreased FPD acceptance see Fig  Therefore the Roman pot positions will
be chosen to compromise the main detector background and the FPD acceptance
Hit rates in the D and CDF FPDs depend strongly on the Roman pot dis
tance to the beam axis Table  gives halo hit rate in the FPDs for several
combinations The source term is driven by proton interactions with the primary
collimators D and D and at lower rate with the secondary collimators
D F E  and A For the antiproton beam the sources are
the primary collimators F and F and at lower rate collimators F
E  D and F The Roman pot detectors are at 
x
for the proton beam
and 
x
for antiprotons Moreover the antiproton intensity intercepted by the
collimation system is  times lower compared to the proton intensity Therefore
antiproton background in the Roman pots amounts to only  of the total back
ground and backgrounds in the D detector due to Roman pots on the proton
side are about two orders of magnitude higher compared to the antiproton side
Backgrounds in D and CDF
Calculated with marsstruct acceleratorinduced hit rates in both Fermilab
collider detectors are in good agreement with measurements see e g 	
 and
Fig  With no Roman pots the acceleratorinduced background is at most
a few  of the background from pp collisions 	
 The D subdetectors most
sensitive to acceleratorrelated background are the forward muon spectrometer
and the SVTX vertex detector marsstruct simulations were done for 
 
TABLE  Halo hit rate in 

ps at the D and
CDF Roman pots for several secondary collimator po
sitions with respect to the closed orbit All CDF Ro
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 combining the magnetic elds
pots electrostatic separators quadrupole and dipole magnets tunnel shielding
and the nearbeam D detector components Typical results on neutron  ux in
the Tevatron tunnel and in the D forward muon system are shown in Fig  One
sees that with the  FPD neutron  uxes are higher by about a factor of eight
A dierence in charged particle  uxes directly responsible for hit rates is not so
big A ratio of hit rate in the forward muon chambers with FPD to that without
FPD is calculated to be  for pots at  and  for pots at  implying a total
increase in background rates of at most  and  respectively
The situation is rather similar for the central detector Figs  and  show
calculated with marsstructgeant photon  uxes in the D SVTX with and
without FPD for the Run II parameters 	
 One sees that the accelerator related
 ux being at maximum r cm  of that due to ppcollisions is about ten
times larger with FPD at  At larger radii r cm all components of the
accelerator background in the central detector are negligeble compared to ones
from IP because of the selfshielding by the detector body
CONCLUSIONS
Beam losses in the Tevatron can be reliably controlled via a new sophisticated
beam collimation system Tracking studies show that both D and CDF FPDs
have quite good acceptance for detecting scattered p and p Calculations conrm
that halo background is not a problem for hard diractive processes Realistic
marsstruct simulations show that the increase of background rates in the for
ward muon system due to beam halo interactions with Roman pots is at most
 for pots at  and a few  for pots at  With  ns time resolution in the
pixel trigger counters and a  ns gate one can easily distinguish between hits
from halo and from ppinteractions marsgeant simulations give very similar
numbers for D SVTX
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FIGURE 
 Calculated and measured azimuthal distributions of hits in the rear plane Run
I a radially integrated b inner and outer radial bins





 in the D region with the collision hall at path length
 cm for baseline left and Roman pots at   right
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A small experiment to study the production of particles in the very
forward direction at the Tevatron C intersection region is described With
the collision point within an accelerator superconducting dipole magnet
next to the straight section neutral particles of all energies and charged
particles up to close to the beam momentum produced at and near zero
degrees to the beam direction can be analyzed The design the physics
and the status of this proposed experiment are discussed
  Motivation and Background
The proposal for the experiment described below has been developed primarily by
Michael J Longo of the University of Michigan This proposal has been submitted
to Fermilab as P  The experiment has also been presented and discussed
at a Fermilab conference last autumn 	
 this presentation has drawn heavily on
those two earlier documents
Since the era of the liquid hydrogen bubble chambers in xedtarget beams at
Fermilab there have been no completely inclusive systematic studies of particle
production at and near zero degrees Excluding pp elastic scattering the exper
iments cited below and reviewed by Voyvodic  represent a virtually complete
list of counter experiments which have observed particles at zero degrees




 GeV proton production of neutrons xed target
CERN  GeV cm neutron production ISR
 GeV cm  
 
production SppS    mr
One observation from these studies was that above a few hundred GeV ap
proximately a fourth of the forward baryons from a pp collision are neutrons Al
though particle production is peaked in the central region of pseudorapidity space
the energy ow is peaked sharply forward and backward in the cm system In
the approximation that the transverse momentum distribution is independent of






Thus the energy fraction carried by produced secondaries outside the detection
coverage of typical  

detectors dened here as corresponding to    	 or

  	 mr is surprisingly large From Pythia simulations this fraction is about
 at the CERN SppS  at the Tevatron collider and  at the LHC
A major motivation for this experiment is simply the desire to explore a new
region of parameter space
 a region of rapidity space comparable to that covered
by the central detectors of D and CDF Of course such a study will certainly
constrain QCD calculations of secondary particle distributions and of inelasticity
distributions Theoretical questions addressed by experimental data in this kine
matic area are discussed in the FELIX Letter of Intent submitted to the CERN
LHC  A measure of the extent to which these data are missing can be appre
ciated by comparing the predictions of the various Monte Carlo models currently
in use The Karlsruhe cosmic ray group has made a systematic study of these
Monte Carlos and observed that they generally agree to the   	 level in
the central region  and agree with data However in the forward region where
there is no data they disagree signicantly 
A manifestation of this uncertainty is seen in the discussion of inelasticity








is the energy of the incident proton in a cosmic ray collision with an
air nucleus and E
s
is the energy of the most energetic secondary hadron usually
a baryon At xedtarget energies of    GeV K is about equal to 	
However various collision models and Monte Carlos for extrapolation to energies
equivalent to the Tevatron collider and above dier by over a factor of two This
is clearly seen in the gure from a paper by Wlodarczyk  reproduced in Figure

This uncertainty over the inelasticity is of more than academic interest Costa
has discussed the explicit ambiguity between K and the average mass number of
primary cosmic rays  He points out that at energies above about  TeV
our knowledge of primary cosmic rays is totally derived from surface observations
under at least  gcm

of atmosphere of air showers muons and surviving
hadrons The interpretation of these observables in terms of energy is reasonably
unambiguous but there is a fundamental ambiguity between the primary atomic
composition and K Therefore a clean measurement of this K parameter at the
Tevatron collider equivalent to a collision of a 	  

eV proton with a sta
tionary nucleon would greatly improve our understanding of primary cosmic ray
composition
Another motivation for these measurements comes from the continuing reports
by the cosmic ray community of anomalous phenomena in this region of energy 
pseudorapidity space The Centauro phenomenon has been discussed frequently
and has inspired the searches for Disoriented Chiral Condensates DCC  Other
anomalies include the anomalous forward production of heavy avors  the
Chiron phenomenon the longying component etc These phenomena are

Figure  The energy dependence of inelasticity K in pp reactions inferred from
a variety of cosmic ray data dotted line boxes and from dierent theoretical
models identied in the Wlodarczyk reference
discussed more extensively in the FELIX LOI  where additional references are
given
 Experimental Details
This experiment proposes to observe neutrons and gammas from neutral pions
produced at zero degrees by locating the p  p intersection region within a su
perconducting bending magnet of the machine lattice as sketched in Figure 	
Here it is seen that the zero degree neutral secondaries reach a detector about
 cm outside the circulating beams at the opposite end of the straight section
more than adequate for a calorimeter which will contain the lateral spread of the
hadronic cascade In this situation the interaction point is moved to a point 

Figure 	 Experimental conguration for 
 
neutral measurement Note the
transverselongitudinal scale ratio of  The interaction point IP is about
 m from the center of the straight section
m from the center of the C straight section
By shifting the intersection point closer to the center of the C straight sec
tion dierent ranges of positive and negative secondary momenta with production
angles at and near 
 
may be studied as illustrated in Figures  and  Note that
the zero degree production refers to the antiproton direction hence the produced
negatives include the beam inelastic ps A summary of the ranges of momenta
of positive and negative as well as neutral secondaries produced at 
 
and small
angles for dierent locations of the intersection point relative to the center of C
is given in Table I
The two gammas from a  GeV  
 
are separated by about  cm at the
calorimeter detector  m from the production point
 hence both gammas are
detected for most high energy  
 
s produced near 
 
 However this suggests that
it would be practical to look on opposite sides of the beam pipe for decay products
of more massive shortlived objects such as the J and the  Figure  is a
sketch of the intersection point and detector conguration for such studies
Data would also be collected in K
s
and  production In this context the
cosmic ray reports of anomalous heavy avor production at forward directions
based on data from balloonborne detectors referred to above can be checked
Monte Carlo studies have been carried out to explore the invariant mass resolution





Table  Range of momentum accepted at p
T
  and p
T
range for a typical
momentum for various IP locations Momenta are in GeVc
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Figure  Conguration for the study of 
 
production of 	 GeVc and 
GeVc positive secondaries Lower momenta can be studied with the IP moved
farther to the left
and  !s have been simulated according to PYTHIA and GEANT The resulting
resolutions all appear quite favorable The importance of angles close to 
 
can
be appreciated by noting that neutrons will normally be produced with transverse
momenta of less than a few hundred MeVc
 for neutrons of several hundred GeV
this corresponds to a separation of less than a milliradian from 
 
 A search will
also be made for evidence of other unusual phenomena such as DCC
 Background
Studies of the backgrounds anticipated have been modeled assuming particle
distributions at the primary interaction beambeam or beamgas as generated
by PYTHIA and then propagating the reaction products according to GEANT
simulations From these simulations the particle background in the detectors
appears manageable This is in accord with experience with MiniMax also in the
C collision area where it was learned that the most critical element was the thin
window between the intersection point and the detectors Here the situation is in
fact much more favorable because the collisions occur within a bending magnet
and most of the reaction products are swept into the magnet structure before they
leave the dipole In addition the vacuum in the superconducting dipole is very

Figure  Arrangement for the study of approximately  GeVc negative
production at 
 
 Here the IP is  m from the center of C Up to  GeVc
negatives at 
 
can be measured with the IP at 	 m
good  

torr so that beamgas interactions should not be a problem The







corresponding to an event rate of about  Hz In any case absolute rates are
not a problem The detector relying primarily on calorimetry with a threshold
of about  GeV will be insensitive to the soft particle albedo which may diuse
into the straight section
 Detectors
The detectors would be calorimeters made of highZ absorber plates interleaved
with scintillator sheets with proportional wire chambers inserted at several depths
to localize the XY vertex coordinates of the converting hadrons and gammas
Neutral hadrongamma separation would be obtained from the longitudinal de
velopment of the cascades The calorimeters would be preceded by wire cham
bers to track the incident charged particles and muon chambers would follow
the calorimeters Two calorimeters and associated chambers would be used one
on the inner side and one on the outer side of the ring An energy resolution
E

for electrons and !s and of E

for hadrons E in GeV has
been assumed based on general experience Additional thin counters and wire
chambers would be located just outside the vacuum chamber thin windows for
luminosity monitoring and for the tracking of charged secondaries
	
Figure  Proposed conguration of two detectors for 	particle nal states The
transverselongitudinal scale ratio here is 	 The symmetric decay of a 
GeVc J or a  GeVc  produced at 
 
is illustrated
 The Tevatron Interface
The primary requirement of this experiment on the Tevatron accelerator struc
ture is the special vacuum chamber required at the exit of the Cmagnets at the
beginning of the straight section From experience with MiniMax this can be
readily accomplished During MiniMax operation Lambertson magnets for fast
Tevatron beam extraction were located in the C straight section
 it is assumed
here that these would have been removed as they appear to be incompatible with
BTeV 
The accelerator rf can be tuned so as to move the beambeam intersection point
to any chosen azimuth around the machine This is essential for this experiment
in order to have the collision point within the magnets 	 to  meters from
the center of the straight section however it carries the consequence that such
operation is not compatible with simultaneous running of CDF and D As a
totallyinclusive experiment in all of its phases data would come very fast
 millions
of events per hour Hence the integrated accelerator time required to complete
the experiment would be certainly less than a week Detector testing and tuning
could easily be done on a parasitic basis
From Dr Martin!s presentation at this conference the resumption of Tevatron
operation will be scheduled near the end of  However Dr Kutschke dis
cussing the schedule for BTeV also at this conference noted a planned completion

and installation of that detector in the C area only in 	 Hence there now
seems to be a very suitable window of opportunity for the installation running
and completion of this experiment
 Status and Conclusions
This proposal was submitted to the Fermilab Program Committee in September
 and was not accepted It is the intention of this small collaboration to re
submit the proposal with the more recent clarication of the Tevatron schedule
and the stronger scientic case for this physics We would particularly like to
welcome potential collaborators who would be interested in joining in this modest
albeit potentially exciting experiment
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ZEUS Roman Pots hardware and calibration
Amedeo Staiano
Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare Torino  ITALY
Abstract The Leading Proton Spectrometer of the ZEUS detector at HERA has been developed and
it is currently used to reconstruct proton tracks with p
T
  GeV     mrad The detector is made
of silicon strip detecting planes positioned inside the proton beampipe by means of moving Roman
Pots 
In the following we describe the layout and discuss the detector characteristics the trigger system the
reconstruction principles calibration and performances of this detector
 
  Layout of the Leading Proton Spectrometer
The LeadingProton Spectrometer is made of  measurement stations S   S see Fig   placed
at distances ranging between  and  meters from the ZEUS experiment interaction point




limited acceptance overlap Stations S  S approach the beam from one side one detector
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Fig  Layout of the HERA Sud Left proton beamline The relevant beam elements are horizontal
bending dipoles BH BS and BT vertical bending dipoles BU and quadrupoles QS and QR
Magnets preceding BH are electron beam focusing quadrupoles and have a small inuence on the proton
beam
packet moving horizontally whereas stations S S approach the beam from two sides two
detector packets moving vertically Each packet contains  single sided silicon  strip detectors










 A seventh plane is reserved for the LPS
rst level trigger detector







strips The shape of the silicon planes is straight along three edges and with an elliptical
cutout along the side which approaches the beam The shape of the cutout depends on the
distance of the detector from the IP and it is designed to follow the   proton beam prole
An artistic view of the LPS with the characteristic elliptical cutout of the detectors is shown in
Fig 
The spatial resolution is    m















The detectors are single sided silicon  strip planes with n type silicon in the substrate and p
implant on the strips The  strips are DC connected to the front	end amplier The full depletion
voltage ranges




 to  Volts At the depletion voltage the leakage current
 before irradiation
 was typically of
the order of few nA The single strip capacity has been measured to be   pFcm Detector
planes were rejected when  strips had a leakage current    nA Within these requirements
the overall yield was  The elliptical cutout was done
 depending on manufacturers
 either
with a diamond wire or with a laser In both cases the geometrical precision along the edge was
typically    m
The rst level trigger detectors 
 shown in Fig  as small trapezoids on the upper pots
of the S spectrometer
 were built by EURYSIS They dier in the layout with respect to
standard LPS detectors since the pitch is considerably wider   m and the bias schememakes
use of the punch through eect in order to deplete the detector while leaving the connection to









Fig  The LPS detector
 Mechanics
The detector packet is placed in the proximity of the proton beam	pipe by means of Roman
pots   The Roman pots are stainless steel vessels with  mm thick walls and   m thick
window in front of the detectors They are connected to the beam	pipe with a bellow
 which
 
can be moved transversely to the beam direction in order to approach the beam while keeping
the detectors at atmospheric pressure The bottom part of each pot is shaped to reproduce the
geometry of the silicon planes
 in order to keep a minimum dead region between the edge of the
detector and the pot bottom This dead region varies typically between   and  mm
Detectors are positioned in their nal data taking locations with two independentmovements

a large range and fast movement
 which brings the detectors from the parking position
  cm
away from the pot
 down to the pot bottom
 and a slow movement to position the pot inside
the beam	pipe The precision required on the knowledge of the position is   m
 which is




 and with linear
transducers in stations S and S A third movement
 perpendicular to the beam direction

allows the centring of the detectors with respect to the beam centre
The vacuum attraction force is  kN and it is compensated
 in order to allow movements
with a mechanical constant tension spring system in stations S 
S
S
 and S and with a
nitrogen pneumatic system in stations S and S these two stations used in an earlier experiment
at CERN and adapted to the HERA beam line 
 Frontend Electronics
The front	end electronics is made of two  channels VLSI chips
 the amplier TEKZ 
which is directly connected to a multiplexerpipeline digital chip Digital Time Slice Chip
 

both designed at University of California Santa Cruz The TEKZ chip has been built in bipolar
technology and it is
 schematically
 a preamplier followed by a comparator with programmable
threshold The preamplier has been designed to be able to sustain large currents coming from
the silicon detectors after irradiation
 and the bipolar technology
 together with the use of small
npn emitters   x   m
 allows good radiation tolerances
The amplier has gain  mVfC
 and oset  mV These values bring to
SN with    pF input load
 where the relation between the noise and the input load




 The shaping time is 
s
 nsec
 and the power consumption is
 mWchannel
The Digital Time Slice Chip has been built in radiation hard CMOS technology Its main
tasks are the multiplexing the  input to a single four bits serial line
 and sincronous pipelining
of the events in order to wait for the  sec time required by the ZEUS global rst level trigger to
deliver the trigger decision to the components The clock frequency which controls the pipeline is
  MHz Accepted rst level trigger data can be either transferred to the LPS readout electronics
which is the current way of operation
 or to a second buer in the DTSC where they are stored










 without observing degradation in the characteristics of the signal
 
The two chips
 together with the silicon detectors
 are mounted on a 	layers Cu	Invar board

which has the functions of both mechanical support and electrical service for bias and data lines
of the two chips The material chosen has thermal properties similar to silicium The electronic
cooling is done by gluing a small copper pipe  mm diameter to the hybrid
 close to the DTSC
The cooling system is capable of reducing the temperature from 
o




C when the water is owing
 Readout Electronics
Data coming from the front	end electronics is fed in the LPS read	out system
 built with
full custom VME boards The system is made of   Read	Out Controller 
  Read	Out
Multiplexer 
 and  Serial Readout Controller 
The ROC is used to control and monitor the DTSC data ow The monitoring is done by
reading the relevant informations in the mirror pipeline built in the module which reproduces
the buer of the DTSC The module allows the monitoring of various quantities
 cardinality of the rst level trigger event  bits
 Bunch Crossing Number cardinality  bits
 L  ambiguity  bits
 Pilot Bunch identier  bits
 Read	out type  bits
 rst event number identier  bits
 Serial read	out status   bit
These controls are crucial in monitoring the sincronicity of the system Any dierence in the
status of the mirror buer with respect to the status if the DTSC buer is reported as error
The ROMUX is a module located in the HERA tunnel
   m away from the detectors
It receives signals directly from the front	end system and transmits the signals after a further
multiplexing there is   ROMUXpot directly to the SRC The ROMUX allows quality controls
on data transmission
 and test of the read	out chain with or without the front	end part active
The main task of the SRC is the transfer of data from the LPS ROMUX to the ZEUS data
acquisition through the VME bus Each SRC connects up to  serial buses
 corresponding to a
maximum of  DTSC There is one SRC for each pot The DTSC can be read	out following any
programmable sequence
 which allows exclusion of bad DTSC from the read	out chain Another
task of the SRC is the  suppression of the data
 which allows data compressionWith an average
occupancy of   the average dimension of one event is     	bit wordsevent
 The LPS First Level Trigger
The LPS is equipped with special silicon detector planes which are used to provide a rst level
trigger The trigger system 
 as the reconstructing spectrometers
 is split in two parts the

trigger system of the S 	S	S spectrometer
 partially installed in  
 and the trigger system
of the S	S	S spectrometer
 installed and operating since  
 The SSS First Level Trigger System

















are respectively the momenta of the outgoing and of the incoming proton
Since the geometrical area where tracks with x
L
  dominate is a limited portion of the
LPS detectors
 the trigger detectors have been designed as small trapezoid see Fig  in the
left and right corners with respect to the proton beam
Fig  Position of the trigger detectors left and right trapezoid in the 	gure with respect to the main
detector
In each corner there are two overlapping trigger detectors
 with orthogonal orientations
vertical and horizontal
 each segmented in  strips with   m pitch The strips are AC
coupled to the front end electronics and biased via reach through eect  The signal is amplied
using the TEKZ
 the same chip used in the main detector The signals coming out of the TEKZ
are fed in a module TRSLPS placed close to the detector
 which transforms the unipolar signal
in a dierential ECL signal and sends it along   m to the read	out room The trigger logic
is formed here
 in one VME crate which contains three type of boards
 LPS	PIPE
 LPS	MAX
and LPS	GFI The LPS	PIPE board has several functions Receives the trigger detectors signals
 
and split them to scaler counter
 used to monitor the rate and eventually give an alarm
 to the
pipeline buer
 which is an exact copy of the DTSC and ROC buers
 which is used to store the
events waiting for the L  trigger signal
 and to the coincidence matrix which sits in the LPS	
MAX board
 where the trigger logic is made The LPS	MAX board contains the coincidence
matrices built with Full Programmable Gate Arrays These matrices allow the requirement of
linear correlations between hits belonging to trigger detectors with same projections
 placed in
two or three dierent stations The system can also produce a trigger signal based on the simpler
logic of Fig 
 which has been used in ZEUS in the last three years
The LPS	GFI module receives the trigger bits from the LPS	MAX logic boards
 forms the
trigger word and sends it to the Global First Level Trigger system of ZEUS
Typical rate of the trigger shown in Fig  is  kHz The trigger purity is high and amounts
typically to 
	 The SS	S
 First Level trigger System
A dierent approach has been used for the S 	S	S system
 since at the value of z where this
spectrometer is located 
 the hits for all values of x
L
are spread all over the detector acceptance

and it is therefore impossible to design planes with dedicated acceptance In order to minimize
the cost
 the trigger detectors for this part of the spectrometer are made of the standard planes
used for the main detector However
 in order to minimize the number of read	out channels
 and
make use of the same read	out electronics used for the S	S	S trigger system
   strips are
bonded to the same amplier channel TEKZ
 making an eective pitch of   mm for this
detector The increased capacitive load to the preamplier input increases the noise level to a
maximum of  ENC
 which corresponds to SN
The trigger logic in this spectrometer is slightly modied with respect to S	S	S
 since the
two adjacent trigger planes in each pot have the same orientation A coincidence between the
two planes is required making use of the trigger matrices of the LPS	MAX board and imposing
that the cardinality of the hit strips is ji  jj  
 Data Taking
The LPS has been commissioned and it is operating in the ZEUS detector since   The
amount of luminosity collected with the LPS is shown in Tab  
The routine operations of this detector is dominated by the positioning of the detectors
 with
a movement system that has to be safe positioning of the pots at   of the proton beammeans
minimum distances of  mm from the beam
 remotely controlled
 fast both in insertion and
in extraction when an alarm is triggered The LPS is inserted in the nal data taking position
by the shift crew at the beginning of each run
 immediately after the end of the beam tuning for
luminosity optimization
 and removed and put in its parking position just before the beam dump
















Fig  Trigger logic for the triple coincidence No Momentum Cut Trigger

















Table  Experimental results on the measurements of b in photoproduction
trigger detectors
 ForwardNeutron Calorimeter trigger rates a detector placed   m upstream
of station S
 beam position monitors and beam loss monitor rates The insertion time
 which
is at minimum  min
 depends critically on the proton beam conditions For this reason

the automatic positioning occurs only after a movement setup which allows control of proton
beam position
 backgrounds and beam collimators positions The time spent in the positioning
is crucial with respect to LPS integrated luminosity
 since this occurs at the beginning of the
luminosity period
 when the time dependence of the luminosity is steeper The LPS data taking
integrated eciency during   reached a maximum value of 
 Reconstruction
The LPS pattern recognition proceeds through the following steps

 noisy channel suppression
 combination of clusters in single planes to obtain coordinates in each pot
 combination of couples of coordinates belonging to dierent pots
 track tting through couples of coordinates



































 S and S it is clearly visible a region
 in the horizontal edges of the detectors
 in
the proximity of the elliptical cut
 with high hit density These hits belong to tracks which have
momenta very close to the incoming proton momentum x
L
   Tracks with lower values of
x
L
are bent vertically in the upper part of the S and S detectors
 and focused horizontally
 as
can be seen in the vertical central band in the hit distribution on detector S
 Track Correlations
Track momentum is reconstructed using the magnetic beam elements
 dipoles and quadrupoles
Using some beam optics approximation
 as the magnet apertures in a beam line is limited with
respect to the magnet length





 of a track in the beam pipe at a
given z is related to the position and angle of the track at a dierent value of z let us use z  


























































The Transport Matrix T
a

 function of the longitudinal momentum of the track
 contains all
the informations related to the beam	line quadrupoles
 whereas the vector B
a
describes dipole
components dipoles and o	axis quadrupoles By solving equation   for two stations ab
 one




































which are two independent linear correlations




















are also functions of the
vertex position Therefore
 once xed the vertex position
 equations  represents a line	sheaf
with both slopes and intercepts functions of x
L
 As an example one can see in Fig  and in
Fig  the hits in the S	S correlation plane and the corresponding line	sheaf for the x and y
projection respectively The momentum resolution can be obtained from these two gures In




 and therefore the momentum resolution
 which depends from the detector resolution 
  m and the region in the S	S plane where the hit is located There is however an ambiguity
region
 where hits are equidistant to lines with very dierent values of x
L
 This ambiguity is
resolved in the horizontal projection see Fig 
 where although the momentum resolution is
lower
 there are not ambiguity regions
When a track passes through three stations
 the solution is found by merging the two stations
correlation solutions With this method
 which is implemented in the reconstruction program us	
ing lookup tables  
 the best momentum resolution obtained is
p
p
  The reconstruction















Fig  Horizontal hit distribution and correlation in SS The values of x
L
are drawn on the corre
sponding lines The higher density of hits along the X
L
  line is due to the cross section kinematic
peak
	 Alignment of the spectrometer





elements and reconstruct tracks
  magnetic eld of all beam elements between the IP and the last LPS station
 position of quadrupole axes
 position of detector strips
 tilt of the proton beam at the IP
The rst two quantities are known by direct measurement with   resolution
 and ne tuned
at the end of the LPS alignment
The alignment is made rst on the S	S	S spectrometer
 and later on on the S 	S	S
spectrometer
 which is aligned with respect to S	S	S   
Position of detector strips The rst step in the determination of the LPS position in the
ZEUS experiment reference frame

























Fig 	 Vertical hit distribution and correlation in SS The values of x
L




  in triple coincidence S	S	S These tracks are straight lines in the horizontal plane

and straight line in the vertical plane when considered in the nominal beam reference frame see
Fig  Once all planes of each pot of the LPS have been individually aligned with respect to
each other
 in the single pot reference frame
 up and down pots are aligned to each other
 using
tracks passing through the acceptance overlap The control of the up	down relative alignment
as a function of the run number is a cross check of the pots motor calibration At this point the
three pots are aligned with respect to each other using the same sample of triple coincidences
with x
L
  The relative alignment of the three stations having been dened
 the LPS is aligned














































see Fig  leaves  free parameters for spectrometer translations and rotations





































 Dierence between linear extrapolated coordinate in S from SS and the S reconstructed
coordinate before alignment The tail in the yprojection plot is due to x
L








































Fig  Vertex distribution calculated from triple coincidence 	tting as a function of x
L
 The straight line
represents the average CTD 	tted vertex The asymmetry in the y distribution is due to a contamination
of beam halo tracks which have been excluded from the 	t
Determination of the proton beam tilt at the IP The determination of the proton beam
tilt as a function of the run number is crucial in order to be able to determine the correct p
T
of the LPS reconstructed track This calibration is possible using a sample of the LPS tagged
elastic channel p   	

p In this class of events the transverse momentum of the 	

is fully

































 distributions which are
shown in Fig  
The value of 

x
is found to be 

x





  mrad with oscillation of up to  mrad during one year of data taking
The sample of reconstructed elastic 	

is also used to determine the beam centre with respect
to each pot
 by tting the transverse component of the 	









Constant   938.4
Mean -0.1878
Sigma   39.55

















Constant   467.1
Mean   4.148
Sigma   94.27










Fig  Total transverse momentum distribution for a sample of elastic events p  

pThe














 the dominant eect in these distributions is due to the beam emittance The
nonGaussian tails of the distributions are due to events with Q

 









  are by denition the position of the beam spot in each pot The positions are recorded







































































 spectrometer The S 	S	S alignment can be in principle carried
on in parallel to S	S	S following the same steps However its alignment can be simplied and
extended to those cases in which one of the three pots was not operated using tracks which
pass through the the two quasi	independent spectrometers For this purpose
 special runs are
taken
 where the S  pot is inserted  mm closer to the beam as compared to normal operations
in order to have a good margin of overlap with S	S	S Once S  is aligned with respect to
S	S	S
 the S and S pots are aligned with respect to it
	 Alignment validation and resolutions
All the steps described in the previous sections are done from data coming from a single long
run   HERA ll and one single insertion of the Roman pots in position The parameters
evaluated in the alignment of a single run are checked for all runs
 and only those runs which
pass some validation criteria are accepted The quantities which are evaluated for each run are
the following
 the peak of the x
L













have to be peaked at  MeV
 the average tted vertex position
 as determined from the LPS is compared with the same
quantity as determined from the CTD
 the average value of 

dof 





 the positions of the pots with respect to the beam for the acceptance evaluation
The x
L
distributions as reconstructed after alignment are shown in Fig   A Gaussian t
to the x
L

















The Leading Proton Spectrometer of the ZEUS experiment has been the rst Roman pot system
installed and operated at HERA The detector
 made of two quasi independent spectrometers
stations S 	S	S and stations S	S	S is made of silicon  strip detectors
 which allow coor	
dinate reconstruction with precisions up to   m The detector is equipped with a rst level
trigger system
 which also serves as radiation monitoring unit
 and is operated from the ZEUS
control room with data taking eciency of  The track reconstruction needs a minimum
of two stations signal The redundancy of the system and the low noise in the detector the
average number of clusterevent is     leads to a reconstruction eciency  The
alignment of the spectrometer is done with dedicated event samples
 and the determination of
the beam tilt
 for the transverse momentum measurement









































	dof distribution The shape of the distribution is due to the large number of dof used in
the 	t The average 

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distributions for SSS and SSS spectrometers after alignment
p  	







 reaches the limit
due to the beam emittance
  
With these characteristics the LPS has been shown to be a powerful tool in the investigation
of diraction phenomena   and beyond  
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ABSTRACT
In summer  a silicon tracker 	BPT
 has been installed
in front of the Beam Pipe Calorimeter 	BPC
 at ZEUS
for a precise measurement of the proton structure function
F
 
in the transition region between photoproduction and DIS
This paper reports on the performances of the BPT during
 data taking and its physical impact in terms of
background rejection and control of systematics
The resulting extension of the BPC  acceptance both to
high y and to low y is also discussed

  Introduction











  The ZEUS  and H  Collaborations have
extended the measurement of F
 
down to a Q
 
value of  GeV
 
 One of the
most interesting features of the recent data is the persistence to the lowest Q
 
of the rapid rise of F
 
with decreasing x The predictions of Gluck Reya and
Vogt 	GRV
  which result from the dynamic generation of parton densities via
nexttoleading order 	NLO
 perturbative QCD 	pQCD
 DGLAP evolution of






broad agreement with this observation It is surprising that leading twist NLO




 Other global t analy
ses based on NLO pQCD such as those performed by MRS  and CTEQ 
typically have much higher starting scales Q
 

    GeV
 
 It then becomes
an interesting question to determine at which Q
 
the behaviour of F
 
becomes
dominated by nonperturbative contributions F
 
















for x  At xed Q
 

the rapid rise of F
 
with decreasing x is equivalent to a rapid rise of the total 
 
p























 the power 
 is between  and    In contrast the total cross




only a modest rise with W  
    consistent with the energy behaviour
of the total pp crosssection Regge theory has been used successfully by eg
Donnachie and Landsho 	DL
  to describe the energy dependence of the total
crosssection for hadronhadron scattering and real photonproton scattering but






To study the transition from the hadronic type behaviour atQ
 







 the kinematic coverage of the
ZEUS detector was substantially extended starting in  with the installation
of a new beampipe calorimeter 	BPC

The BPC is an electromagnetic scintillator sampling calorimeter located at




layers consist of  mm wide and  mm thick scintillator strips alternating each
layer in the horizontal and vertical directions The vertically oriented scintillator
strips provide the X position measurement and the horizontally oriented strips
the Y measurement Typical position resolution are of the order of  mm The
BPC covers positron scattering angles relative to the incident direction of  to 
 
The ZEUS righthanded coordinate system is dened with the origin at the nominal inter
action point by the Z axis pointing in the proton beam direction and the X axis horizontally
pointing towards the center of HERA

mrad At these small angles the maximum possible scattered positron energy is
equal to the beam energy  GeV The beam pipe has lowmass window 	
radiation length 	rl

 in front of the BPC to allow positrons to exit the beam
pipe with minimal interference The typical geometrical acceptance is 
Using  pb

















s   was
performed The F
 
results are shown in Fig  as a function of x for dierent Q
 
bins Also shown in Fig  are the data from the E experiment at similar
Q
 





 One observes a rise of F
 
by a factor  to  from x near


to x around 








are shown taken from previous H and ZEUS publications    and
from E They illustrate the rapid rise of F
 
with decreasing x as Q
 
increases
Curves from various theoretical models are overlaid In general DL and CKMT
predictions are  and  lower than the data respectively while the BK
prediction is  higher No attempt was made to modify the parameters of
these models to t the data The value of F
 
given by GRV is approximately 











the GRV predictions reproduce the rapid rise of F
 
 but tend to lie
somewhat above the data The ABY parametrisation which included preliminary
ZEUS BPC F
 
results in the parameter t gives a reasonable description of the
data







and at higher Q
 
taken from previous ZEUS
analyses and from the H and E experiments as a function of W
 
 The total
crosssection for real p scattering is also shown    The curves in Fig 
show the expectations from the soft Pomeron model of DL 	dotted curve
 and the
pQCD model of GRV 	dashed curve









   independent of Q
 
 The GRV model predicts




 Although the DL model curve is below the













 the GRV model produces a







that is in better agreement with the data
 The BPT a tracker for the BPC
In order to improve the BPC performance to put even stronger constraints on
the theoretical models the installation of a tracker in front of the calorimeter
was proposed 	see  
 The construction of this detector 	called Beam Pipe
Tracker or shortly BPT
 is the result of a collaboration between  institutes
DESY UCSC the University of Bonn and the University of Torino
The BPT consists of single sided ion implanted silicon microstrip detectors
with AC coupling and punch through biasing produced at Eurysis Messtechnick
Detector specications are listed in Tab 

Topic Specication
Bulk material N type high purity silicon
Resistivity    kohmcm
Thickness  m
Full depletion 	FD
  V typically
Active area    mm
N of channels 
Element pitch  m




    A
o
Oxide edge width  m between last guard ring and edge
Operational voltage   FD
Element capacitance  pFcm
 
Total leakage current 	FD
 typ  nA max  nA
Dynamic biasing resistor   Mohm




Table  Specications of the Siplanes produced by Eurysis Messtechnik for the
BPT

The planes are assembled inside a carbon ber structure that guarantees me
chanical robustness and lightness together with exibility in the composition of
the requested detector ensemble geometry A detailed scheme is illustrated in
Fig  there one can see the prole of the structure and the plane locations For
 data taking the  most far apart Xmeasuring planes have been installed
The detector is mounted directly on the front face of the BPC by mean of
a stesalytecarbon ange and longitudinally lls up the  cm gap between the
positron exit window and the calorimeter itself 	see Fig 
 The detector cross
section was very much constrained by the actual overlap of the  rear sections
of the main ZEUS calorimeter the available space was about  mm
 
 The
projection of the beam pipe exit window on the BPC front face  cm downstream
xed the plane size to get full acceptance Having the silicon plane size xed
very little space was left in the transverse plane We have then chosen to place
the frontend electronics and the full hybrid support for each plane detached from
the detector itself and kept at precisely  degrees with respect to it using special
kevlar bracets The connection between strips and readout channels has been
made through a dedicated cable glued and bonded both on the diode side and
on the readout chip side The cable produced at the photolitography laboratory
of CERN consists of m upilex substrate with  electroplated copper strips
covered by a thin layer of gold to guarantee excellent electric contact
 The BPT Frontend Electronics
The silicon planes are connected through the upilex cable to multilayer hybrid
Printed Circuit Boards 	PCB
 which support the frontend electronics It consists
of an analog amplier and comparator chip 	TEKZ
 and of a digital chip with
pipeline and event buering 	DTSC
 as shown in the upper lefthand part of
Fig 
The design requirements include high rate capability 	the time between two
bunch crossing in HERA is  nsec
 high channel density low noise low power
and high radiation resistance all calling for specialized VLSI technology The
BPT readout is directly interfaced to that of an another ZEUS component ie
the Leading Proton Spectrometer whose scheme has been taken as a reference for
this project 
 The frontend circuit
The multilayer printed circuit board is realized with interleaved layers of PCB
copper and invar in order to maximize thermal dissipation It serves as mechanical
support for detectors and electronics as distribution network of detector and
electronic power lines as fanout for driving out the signal lines and as well as a





 The analog chip
The analog chip 	TEKZ
  has been fabricated in bipolar technology It is
a  channels ampliercomparator chip The shaping time is    ns and the
overall gain is about  mVfC
A study of the performance of the frontend electronics has shown that the
noise is well reproduced by a curve of type Noise     	 Ce

 where
the capacitance C 	in pF
 mainly depends on the strip length The resulting
signalnoise ratio for the BPT is above  for  MIP
The second stage of the TEKZ consists of a selfresetting comparator 	dead
time 
  ns after  hit
 with threshold settable from remote
The power dissipation is  mWchannel and a good radiation resistance is
obtained by the use among other things of small npn emitter dimensions 	 m
x  m
 Quantitively no variation in noise and gain has been measured up to a





output level is injected into the DTSC pipeline at the machine clock frequency
	MCLK   ns

 The digital chip
The digital chip 	Digital Time Slice Chip  DTSC
  performs pipelining and
buering of the data ow
The chip has a stage pipeline and a stage Level  buer The length of
the pipeline is determined by the time required by the Global First Level Trigger
from ZEUS 	GFLT
 to take its decision and in addition by the time needed by
the signals to travel across the system The storage time in the pipeline is  x
   sec
The TEKZ and DTSC are bonded together and handle  strip channels each
so for each plane 	 strips
  chips are needed Being the transverse dimension
of the BPT hybrid limited by the rear calorimeter edge only  rows of chips could
t We have then fanout  strips on  readout channels by reading together
group of  strips of the highestX chip since this has little eect on the relative 
resolution of the tracker
 The BPT performance in  	
The tracker has been installed in summer  and  pb

of data have been




pendent analysis are under way to extract the structure function F
 
from these
data The performance of the detector are listed in Tab 
The noise observed correspond to  hitsplanebeam crossing and less than
 dead channels The planes have been operated at a threshold of about  MIPs
and this results in a tracking eciency of 

Item  Topic Specication
 position resolution   mm
 angular resolution   mrad
 alignment accurancy   mm
 eciency for MIPs  
 signal to noise for MIPs    
 eective threshold   MIPs
 signal length	including readout
  ns
 radiation length of rst  counters  
 radiation stability  krad
 TLT available
Table  Performance specications of the BPT
The physical impact of the BPT on the BPC physics is summarize in the
following
 Measurement of physical quantities x and Q
 























where  is the angle of the scattered electron with respect to the electron
beam direction E is the scattered electron energy and A is the electron
beam energy In  analysis  is measured using the vertex position in
Z from the CTD 	the ZEUS central tracking chamber
 and the X and Y




resolution is thus dominated by the energy resolution
of the calorimeter in the range of  However if there is no vertex
information from the CTD the width in Z of the interaction vertex due to
the proton beam prole then dominates the Q
 
resolution degrading it to
roughly  This is the case of lowmass diraction events where the CTD
vertexing eciency may be relatively low and not wellmodeled Reliance
on a CTD vertex for a measurement could introduce a dominant source of
systematic error
It is therefore useful to have an independent measurement of  with a
nominal requirement of  precision that will also work when the CTD
is not able to reconstruct the vertex  In Fig  the Z coordinate of the
vertex reconstructed by the BPT is shown In the same gure the CTD
vertex is also shown The events with low angle tracks escape the central
tracker chamber and this is visible in the righthand plot as a spike at Z
The BPT detects these events and this allows to have better control of

systematics and to extend the ducial  cuts toward low y region as can
be seen in Fig 
 Background rejection There is now considerable experience with the back
grounds in the BPC
The most dicult backgrounds are fake electrons 	mainly photons
 from
photoproduction events and from initialnal state radiation o kinematic
peak events Using the BPT as a neutral particle veto signicantly reduce
this contribution as can be seen in Fig  This allows to extend the BPC
ducial region toward high y 	see Fig 
 which implies the possibility of





In addition there is a contamination from real electrons originating from
egas events and omomentum electrons upstream of the interaction point
This contribution can be now eliminated by reconstructing the Z position
of the vertex with the BPT
 Impact position determination The usual method of determining the elec
tron impact position on the BPC is via an energy weighting of BPC strips
All such methods introduce systematic shifts in the position measurement
The BPT allows an independent determination of the impact position with
a resolution signicantly better than that obtained by the BPC
The global eect in terms of systematic error improvement that one obtaines
by combining the tracker information with the calorimeter one is summarized in
Tab 
The systematic error as one can see can be reduced up to a factor  when
one moves to high y

 Conclusions
In summer  a new silicon tracker has been installed in front of the BPC
at ZEUS and  pb

has been collected twice as much the data used for the
determination of F
 
in  This paper reviews the main features of the BPT
project and outlines the performances of the detector in  In particular it
allows to extend the ducial BPC acceptance region by almost  both to low
y by vertex recostruction and to high y by background reduction Moreover the
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Table  Bin by bin comparison between BPConly measurement and BPCBPT
one in terms of systematic error Bins which are unmeasurable have been assigned
a systematic error of  
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 as a function of x for dierent Q
 
bins The data from
ZEUS BPC  analysis are shown as solid dots with E H	 and
previous ZEUS points shown as open squares open circles and
solid triangles respectively New points from H	
	 at low Q
 





is displayed in the  GeV
 
panel additional points at 
and  GeV
 
not shown Curves from the models of DL CKMT
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as a function of
W
 
 The data from ZEUS BPC  analysis previous 	 ZEUS
analyses H	 and E are shown The total crosssection for real
photonproton scattering from ZEUS H	 and photoproduction
experiments at low W are also shown The predictions of DL and
GRV  at the ZEUS Q
 
values are indicated by the dotted and
dashed curves respectively

Figure  The prole of the BPT carbon ber structure and the positions








































































































































































































































Figure  A view of 	 BPC setup Electrons or positrons exit the
beampipe through the window and hit the BPC The BPC con
sists of a North side  positive X and a South side  negative X
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Figure  The BPT allows to extend the kinematic region covered by the
BPC in 	 both to higher values of y with even new bins toward
lower Q
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Figure  The ZEUS 	 vertex distribution reconstructed by the BPT
compared with the CTD one It is rst of all remarkable the
quality of the BPT vertex Moreover there exist a class of events
 low angle tracks the CTD is not able to reconstruct  visible
in the righthand plot as a spike at Z   that are recovered
using the BPT This improves the Q
 
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Figure  The  E  p
z
 distribution for 	 data when  above only the
BPC information is used and  below when a track in the BPT is
also required It is impressing how strongly the photoproduction
background is reduced allowing moreover to get a much better
agreement between data and Montecarlo This results in an ex
tension of the BPC acceptance toward high y

Zero Degree Calorimeters for RHIC Their Role
and Performance
Sebastian N White
Brookhaven National Laboratory Upton New York 
March  
  Introduction
Zero Degree Calorimeters ZDCs are now being built for the RHIC heavy ion
experiments They will subtend an angle of     mr about the forward direction
on each side of the interaction regions
The calorimeters are designed to measure beam energy neutrons emitted in
the breakup of the nuclear remnant that misses the interaction zone  socalled
	spectator fragment	 The usefulness of this measurement was evaluated in a
test carried out at the CERN SPS




 MeV  their energy is fully contained in the ZDCs
The calorimeters will also be the principle device used for luminosity moni
toring during heavy ion runs The inclusive correlated emission of neutrons in
each beam direction corresponds to a large cross section calculable with small
uncertainty
In this paper we present in outline the cross section calculation and describe
the experimental measurement of neutron multiplicity vs impact parameter
A tungstenCerenkov ber sandwich calorimeter design was developed and
prototyped for this project and evaluated in a high energy proton beam at the
CERN SPS Initial results on performance of this device are presented
 Role of the calorimeters
In Heavy Ion collisions the collision impact parameter is in principle a measur
able and useful quantity In the search for new states of matter under conditions of
extreme density and temperature it will be useful to characterize collisions using
global measurements which dont bias the signal of interest
In order to compare results from dierent experiments we also seek measure
ments of global event properties which use common instrumentation

In xed target experiments at the AGS and CERN SPS Global event prop
erties corresponding roughly to impact parameter were measured using central
multiplicityEt and the complementary energy ow from the noninteracting ion
remnants which remain undeected in the beam downstream of the collision As
expected large central energy E
t
 was strongly anticorrelated with the forward
	zero degree	 energy
  Event Characterization with a neutron Calorimeter
At RHIC we will measure only the zero degree energy that is emitted as neutrons
since the forward direction can be accessed only downstream of the magnets that
separate stored beams at each interaction point Charged fragments will be de
ected along with the stored beam In order to conrm the eectiveness of the
zero degree neutral energy measurement at future colliders RHIC and LHC a
special test of this restricted measurement was carried out within the NA exper
imental setup at CERN By applying a magnetic eld to the region downstream of
the interaction target we were able to seperately measure the degree of correlation
between Et or equivalently impact parameter and the zero degree energy in the
form of neutrons as oppposed to the total zero degree energy
In the NA run centrality	 of 
GeVn Pb  Pb target collisions was
measured simultaneously using a large angle ring	 calorimeter and a forward
ZDC calorimeter   m downstream of the target A magnet between the
target and ZDC separated the fragments so that dierent species could be mea
sured independently The resulting geometry shown in Fig
 is identical to the
conguration around the RHIC neutron detector location The fragment	 region
corresponds to the orbit of one stored beam
The results of this test  demonstrate a strong correlation between neutron
energy and impact parameter It was also found that the average number of
spectator neutrons is large and varies from   n at  impact parameter to  
n at intermediate impact parameters In other words central Au Au or Pb
Pb  collisions are always accompanied by beam energy neutrons in both beam
directions
   Mutual Coulomb Dissociation and Luminosity Moni
toring
The Coulomb dissociation of a single beam nucleus in collisions of identical beam
species has already been considered in some detail for RHIC  This process
is of interest because it is one of the limiting factors aecting beam lifetime
However we do not consider it interesting as a diagnostic tool since it is not
easily distinguished from 	single beam	 backgrounds On the other hand we
nd that a simple extension of the WeizsackerWilliams treatment for this process
reveals a large component of mutual dissociation
 The coincident detection of

neutrons along each beam direction makes the process cleaner and suitable for
Luminosity monitoring
The cross section for heavy ion dissociation may be accurately expressed in
terms of the experimentally known photodissociation cross sections 
ph
 of

























Since we want to calculate the mutual dissociation cross section for the two
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We neglect for the moment the fact that Pb approaches unity at grazing






















 the resulting cross sections are sensitive to impact parameter cuto b

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 fermi we found 
cd
 barns at RHIC
top energy with gold beams and  barns at LHC top energy with Pb beams
The sensitivity to impact parameter cuto can be essentially eliminated if
we sum over both Coulomb and Nuclear contributions to the correlated neutron
emission cross section This simplies the picture both experimentally and theo
retically Theoretically the picture is simpler because once Heavy Ions overlap the
neutron emission probability due to nuclear interactions saturates This nesses
the issue of minimum impact parameter for the Coulomb calculation Experimen
tally the picture is simpler because we need only measure the cincidence rate of
neutrons in each beam direction
 Experimental Considerations Detector Require
ments
The spectrum of emitted neutrons determines the design criteria for the luminosity
monitor detectors Their lab energy and angular distributions were calculated
from photonuclear data More than half of the inclusive dissociation cross section





So the measured linewidth will be determined by the detector resolution which
we therefore require to be    
 GeV
The angular distribution is limited to a cone of 
mr opening angle at RHIC
top energy  cm at the 
m location of the detectors in RHIC The neutron
calorimeter response should be at over this area The nal requirement on the 
calorimeters comes from the possibility to locate the interaction point from time




Installation of Zero Degree Calorimeters at RHIC is made possible by the existence
of a warm beamtube section between the magnetic elements in the machine which
steer beams from the two rings into headon collisions at each interaction region
The beam geometry and the detector locations are illustrated in Fig 
The available space is limited laterally by the space between the beamtubes to
  
 cm A major consideration in the design of the ZDCs is therefore that they
be compact and exhibit a minimum nonuniformity of response near the detector
edges Since simulations and beamtests have demonstrated that a cerenkov rather
than scintillator sampling calorimeter has a narrower response to hadronic showers
 we chose a design with alternating absorber and Cerenkov ber layers The
bers PMMA for the prototypes and early running at RHIC and more radiation
hard silica bers for later stages of RHIC running are formed into layers ribbons
in which Cerenkov radiation is produced and channeled to a PMT when traversed
by shower particles within a limited angular cone
We chose a design with ber layers oriented at 
o
to the beam direction 
because this orientation leads to the highest light yield and the best discrimination
against background particles entering from the back of the calorimeter
Our simulations showed that a hadronic shower resolution of   at 

GeV can be achieved with a 
 cm wide by  deep module with mm thick
Tungsten sampling layers
We also tested performance with a  prototype and obtained essentially iden
tical results The  design has since been selected for our project Finally an
inexpensive Copper version of the calorimeter was also built and tested but we do
not report those results here
 Prototype Test
We tested the prototype modules in the fall  proton run at CERN The test
was performed during the month of November as part of the NA run For
calibration purposes a small muon component present in the beam was selected
for part of the data

 Testbeam Results
The design of the prototye modules is illustrated in Fig  The modules each
 nuclear interaction lengths long were placed on a movable stage just upstream
of the NA ring calorimeter The modules were read out with  	 Hammamatsu
PMTs R and their anode signals were run over  ft of rg coaxial
to a passive splitter which divided the signal equally between a leading edge
discriminator and an LRS a ADC The discriminator output was used to
record time of ight in a  psec resolution CAMAC TDC
For the purposes of this run beam Muons were used to obtain relative calibra
tion of the calorimeter depth segments Phototube gains were adjusted so that
muon peaks in all modules appeared in the same adc channel
Also a measure of the photoelectron yield of each module was performed by
using lineshape and assumed Poisson statistics Tests on ber ribbons prior to
building the calorimeter gave  p e 	mm of ber thickness Initial tests with
cosmic muons at BNL also gave in the range of roughly 
 p e	module  Since one
module has   mm thick ber layers these results are reasonably consistent
Measurements at CERN with muons in the testbeam gave approximately 

pe	module Since the energy loss in one module is estimated to be of order 
GeV it is clear that photostatistics have a negligible contribution to the module
energy resolution at 
 GeV
In this exercise all modules were gain balanced using the 
 peaks Calibration
energy thus has no free parameters relating the weight of depth segments
An led asher system was also installed During RHIC operation we plan to
use the asher system to monitor gain However in the NA test muon runs
were available so frequently that there was no need to also take low rate asher
data
 Energy Linearity of the Calorimeter
Having preset the gains data were taken with 
 and 
 GeV protons The
gaussian ts to the pulse height distributions shown in Fig  at the  energies
yield 
	  
  in excellent agreement with linear response
From a t the resolution rms of gaussian t vs energy there is evidence for
a signicant constant term of order 
  This is about the level that was found
in CMS tests with copper modules with varying sampling frequency
 Response map of the calorimeter
Figures  and  show variation of amplitude and sigma over the face of the detec
tor Also displayed is the response obtained with only  modules  lambda and
for the ipped calorimeter where the beam was actually incident from the back
of the detector The scanning was done both along hosizontal X and vertical
Y axes of the calorimeter

 Timing resolution
The time measurement of the calorimeter modules was corrected for pulse height
slewing oline
Using the time dierence distributions between modules 
 and  and from time
distributions relative to a beam counter we nd that module 
 the rst  gives
the best timing resolution and obtain 
t
  psec
Based on this time resolution we calculate that the interaction point in a
typical event can be determined to of order  cms
 Conclusion
Zero Degree Calorimeters will play an important role in experiments at Heavy
Ion Colliders Modules designed for the RHIC experiments have been tested in a
proton beam and shown to meet energy and timing resolution goals
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 Fragment distribution at the forward calorimeter in the NA test

Figure  Beamline geometry around the interaction regions showing the beam
splitting dipoles and the zdc detector placement

Figure  ZDC Design

Figure  Energy Linearity Tungsten Calorimeter

































Response vs. Distance from Readout - W
Figure  Vertical scan vs pulse height and resolution


































Transverse Scan (10 cm total width) - W
Figure  Horizontal scan vs pulse height and resolution

HIGH RATE COUNTER FOR NEAR BEAM REGION
RIDzhelyadin
Institute for High Energy Physics ProtvinoRU Russian Federation
email dzhelyadinmxihepsu
ABSTRACT
This contribution concern to recent study of high rate counter
prototype that use quartz radiator for

Cerenkov light detection
This type of detector has many attractive features eg fast
signal response for high rate applications no Landautail in sig
nal spectra contrary to ordinary scintillator low sensitivity to
neutrons and soft gammas due to absence of hydrogen atoms in
quartz and threshold behaviour of

Cerenkov light emission
The measurement results are presented on radiation hardness
of quartz and comparison of its signal spectra is made to plastic
scintillator response for neutron and gamma irradiation
Experimentally observed yield of   	 photoelectron per
mip o
  cm thick quartz radiator as well as MonteCarlo calcu
lation of

Cerenkov light collection features are presented
An application for near beam region as a fast counter work
ing in hostile neutron and soft gammas environment as well as a
preshower detector for electronpion separation are discussed
  Introduction
Experimentally di
ractive physics is characterised by particle detection in near
beam region both in xtarget and collider experiments Being surrounded with
calorimeter and other detector this region usually su
ers from radiation back
ground dominated by neutron and soft gammas Under this environment ordinary
plastic scintillator counters degrade their performance after few megarad of irra
diation To solve this inconvenience other detector approach have been considered
 based on optical quartz radiator with Cerenkov light detection
The quartz is known as high radiation resistant and transparent material Its
properties studied previously  show good transmittance in visible light wave
length even for inexpensive fused quartz samples Some attractive features of
quartz radiator like extremely fast signal response and less sensitivity to neutrons
compared to hydrogen containing plastic scintillator could be utilized in near beam
detectors

 Quartz radiation damage
Russian industry manufactured di
erent quartz samples were taken for the anal
ysis of radiation damage The details of this study could be found elsewhere 
Here we briey remind some results relevant to tests presented hereafter

















































































Figure  QU type quartz radiation damage study The sample was irra
diated by
 
Cs source Each consecutive measurement have been
obtained after double the accumulated dose
Two optical quality QU fused quartz samples of dimensions      
cm

have been catted and polished at IHEP optical workshop One of them were
exposed by
 
Cs radioactive source with dose rate    Krad per hour Starting
with minor dose of   	 Krad the transmittance were measured through  cm side
using SF spectraphotometer within wavelength band    nm Each
consecutive measurement double the accumulated dose resulting in maximal dose
of  Mrad Fig  show the systematic degradation in transmittance of QU
sample only in ultraviolet region but transparency remain almost unchanged for
visible light above   nm
The second sample were exposed up to  Mrad accumulated dose in vicinity
of the internal target station of Serpukhov  GeV proton accelerator during one
month run The transmittance degradation in this case appear to be the same
within few percent that have been interpolated from source irradiation data
May be it worth to mention one of the possible application of fused quartz as a
simple accumulated dose detector in Mrad dose range
	
 Quartz counter beam test
The quartz counter response was tested on muon beam The setup layout is shown
on Fig  Both quartz radiators were in optical contact with corresponding PM
window
Figure  The beam test layout Both quartz radiators are in optical con
tact with corresponding PM crystal quartz to DUVP and fused
quartz to FEU with ordinary glass window Two scintillator




Two small scintillator counters dene beamspot of  	 cm

and their coin
cidence triggered ADCs for the

Cerenkov light pulse measurement The trigger
counters were able to be displaced in lateral to beam direction allow to measure
the light yield on the distance to PM window
Fig a show the single particle

Cerenkov light spectra for relativistic particle
dashed histogram Other histogram on the same gure illustrate the expected
spectra for two three and four particle Those were generated from single particle
data by the random summing
The signal dependence on the distance between particle trajectory and PMs
window shown on Fig b appear to be at within  This behavior corre
sponds to the expectation that

Cerenkov light induced by particle crossing nor
mally the rectangular radiator has to be captured inside quartz and reach the



































Figure  Left The

Cerenkov light spectra for  cm thick quartz counter
induced by single dashed histogram   and particles
Right

Cerenkov light yield in number of photoelectrons depend
ing on lateral particle distance to PM window
 MonteCarlo simulation
The simple MonteCarlo program have been developed to describe

Cerenkov light
propagation in quartz radiator according to geometrical optics rule Fig left
show the relative arrangement of PM and quartz radiator

Cerenkov light quanta
were assumed to contribute in detected signal provided they hit after series of
reections the region of optical contact between PM and quartz surface hatched
on the picture Otherwise light quantum leave the quartz volume and lost
It worth to mention that

Cerenkov light generated by particle hitting the
quartz surface normally is to be captured inside radiator volume and reach PM
photocathode Small attenuation was assumed of the order of few meter in light
propagation as well as internal reection eciency of 	 to take account of
polishing quality and edge chamfer
Fig right represent an angular dependence of the light collection Relativistic
particles were assumed to hit the center of quartz radiator at di
erent angles The
prominent peak of the order of    mrad around normal direction appear due
to the quartz refractive index is above
p
 In fact it varies n     	 for


















Figure  MonteCarlo study of angular dependence Left The PM and quartz radi




Cerenkov light angular dependence on relativistic par
ticle trajectory
 Responce to neutron and gamma irradiation
Qualitatively it is clear that quartz radiator has to be less sensitive to neutron and
soft gammas compared to scintillator To check this statement the response for
two radiators of identical dimension made of quartz and plastic scintillator have
been measured in the setup shown on Fig 	left
The plutoniumberyllium source contained in  cm diameter stainless steel
cylinder surrounded by aluminium box have been used to produce neutrongamma
ux on radiator placed  cm apart and attached by optical grease to PM FEU
 	 cm diameter window The neutron ux of    

nssteradian for


































The PM signal was amplied and recorded by the pulseheight analyzer Two
set of measurements were performed with and without  cm thick lead absorber
placed between source and radiator to change relative contamination of irradia
tion The primary neutron ux was attenuated by factor  and gamma ux 
	 times
Several calibration measurements have been needed to adjust signal scale be
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Figure 	 Left The schematic view of quartzscintillator comparison setup The Pu
Be source located  cm apart from radiator produce an average neutron





in wide energy band extended up to 
 MeV with






with energy  MeV
Right The counting rate depending on the threshold for two radiator
quartz and plastic scintillator The threshold is measured in minimum
ionizing particle units mip The bottom curve on both 	gures represent
the cosmic ray rate 
 counts The upper curves correspond to two
set of measurement with and without absorber
light yield As a consequence the measurements for quartz radiator were per
formed at high voltage applied to PM of 	 KV and for scintillator one 
 KV
The calibration procedure include the following measurements
 the single photoelectron signal response 





clear  MeV peak 
 study of the PM gain dependence on HV using the Xray source of 
KeV oscilloscope tube have been used with NaITl crystal attached to
PM window Clear multipeak signal was observed that corresponds to
several Xray gammas capture in the crystal Changing the high voltage all







 with    
and overall scale linearity check

At least but not last the cosmic ray spectra have been recorded for  
 hours both with quartz and scintillator The clear single relativistic particle
bump observed in both cases and its position correspond to the calibration results
The comparison results on the neutrongamma irradiation for quartz

Cerenkov
counter and scintillator one presented on the Fig 	right show the drastic di
er
ence as it was expected At the threshold of one mip quartz counting rate becomes
comparable with cosmic rate despite of 	  





For higher threshold the counting rate for quartz is several order of magnitude
lower than for ordinary scintillator counter This feature of the

Cerenkov counter
could appear to be the most competitive advantage in nearbeam region applica
tion associated usually with hostile neutron and gamma radiation environment
 Preshower prototype beam test
One of the obvious application of the quartz

Cerenkov counter could be the





























Figure  Quartz counter preshower detector Signal spectra in Q and Q for elec
trons and pions
The simple prototype of this kind of detector have been assembled see Fig left
It consist of  cm thick lead converter surrounded by two fused QU quartz
counters each of  cm thick Two FEU PMs were in optical contact with
	
quartz at less than   of its surface Electron and pion beam of  GeVc mo
menta pass through detector from the left rst inducing the signal in counter Q
then starting the electromagnetic shower development for electron in converter
that was detected by counter Q
Both signal from Q and Q was digitized by charge integrating ADCs The
signal spectra are shown on Fig right
The Q spectra are almost the same both for electron and pions Small excess
in large signal for electrons could be accounted for by backsplash from converter
Completely di
erent picture seen on counter Q Hadron spectrum is slightly
wider than for single particle because of interactions in converter and in Q but















Figure  Probability to detect signal above threshold in Q for electron and pion
beam
To present this result quantitatively the threshold curves are shown on Fig 
They present the fraction of the total event number with signal detected in Q
above given threshold for electron and pion particles No any cut applied to Q
signal It is seen that rejection factor of    easily could be achieved with
	
threshold of 	 	 mip and keeping the electron detection eciency above 
 Summary
The use of fused quartz as a

Cerenkov light radiator for charged particle detector
has many attractive features
 it is optically transparent with attenuation length of the order of few meters 
 it has high radiation resistance in the visible light wavelength range above
   nm 
 it has very fast signal response that allow high rate application 
 contains no hydrogen that results in less neutron sensitivity and better per
formance in hostile radiation environment 
 it has  KeVc

energy threshold for electron detection and as a result is
less sensitive to soft gammas 
 it has no Landau tail in signal spectrum specic for relativistic particle
ionization detectors that allow better multiparticle separation 
 it is sensitive to particle trajectory within   mrad cone around normal
direction that gets better signal to noise ratio for high energy detector 
 it is available and easy in detector construction
Most of these features are crucial in near beam applications where di
ractive
physics domain is usually reside in
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Diractive production of DrellYan pairs and heavy avors
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Partonic interpretation of highenergy reactions is known to depend on a reference
frame Particularly DrellYan process looks in the rest frame of the target like
freeing of the projectile l

l uctuation rather than qq   l

l annihilation The
lightcone representation for DrellYan reaction is very similar to that for DIS
and exposes a substantial contamination of soft interactions which turn out to
be dominant in diractive production of lepton pairs and in nuclear shadowing
We estimated the fraction of diractive events in the total DrellYan cross section
which scales in M
 
 and found a substantial violation of factorization The same
approach is developed for diractive production of heavy avors
Lightcone representation for DrellYan reaction
DrellYan mechanism of lepton pair production in hadronic collisions at low x
 
   has much
in common with deepinelastic lepton scattering at small Bjorken x
Bj
 
 Actually the fac
torization theorem is a reection of such a similarity However it is useful for our purpose
diraction nuclear shadowing	 to use the lightcone representation for DrellYan process

 In
the rest frame of the target proton the projectile beam hadron is surrounded by a parton cloud
which contains sometimes a lepton pair The freeing of this lepton pair by means of interaction















































are related to the Feynman x
F















s where M is the eective mass of the lepton pair F
h
q
x	 is the quark






	 is the lightcone distribution function
for the ql

l Fock component of the projectile quark in the mixed r
T
  representation where
r
T
is the transverse separation between q and the center of gravity of the l

lpair and  is the
fraction of lightcone momentum of the projectile quark carried by the l
































There is a close similarity between the distribution functions for a qq uctuation of a virtual
photon

and 	  This is because the energy denominators corresponding to uctuations

 
 qq and q  q

ll are very similar
q ql

l	 in 	 is the cross section of freeing the l

lpair uctuation via interaction with the
target Surprisingly it turns out to be equal to the total interaction cross section of a colorless











We included here a possible dependence of the gluon density in the target on x
 
 In Born
































Here 	q is the transverse momentum of the exchanged gluons m
g
is the eective gluon mass
which takes care of connement F q	 is the twoquark formfactor of the nucleon
Expression 	 is infrared stable due to color screening as dierent from the quarknucleon
total cross section which is divergent One should realize that q  ql

l	 is not an interaction
cross section of a single colored quark but a production cross section which frees the uctuation
The former is infrared divergent but the latter is nite Indeed a uctuation can be produced
on mass shell only if the interaction amplitude of the projectile Fock states with and without
the uctuation are dierent otherwise the coherence of the projectile is not disturbed





of the projectile quark is freed due to interactions with the target which occur prior and after
the interaction with the target The impact parameters of the quark before and after radiation
pair are separated by a distance r
T
 The corresponding color screening factor turns out to be




Naively one would expect that a typical transverse separation for a heavy l

l uctuation is
of the order of M
 
 This however might be not true it depends on  According to 	 the











Thus very rare asymmetric l







 is a hadronic mass
scale are produced via soft interaction This soft contribution to the l

l production cross section




	 This is explained in the Table 
which represents the cross section hi averaged over dierent uctuations weighted as in 	 by
the distribution function W 
Table  Contributions of soft and hard l

l uctuations of a quark




































We discriminate conventionally for the sake of simplicity all the uctuations to two kinds
soft and hard The Table shows that soft ones have the sameM
 
dependence since the rareness
of their appearance is compensated by the large cross section This is a manifestation of the
aligned jet model of Bjorken and Kogut


for DrellYan lepton pair production
Nuclear shadowing
This gives a hint to calculation of nuclear shadowing for l

l production In the lowest order on












































The mean value h
 
i here is dominated by soft uctuations according to Table  It has the
same M
 



























































The longitudinal momentum transfer q
L
depends on the nal ql

l eective mass and approxi










 GeV the value of q
L
is too large and the formfactor completely suppresses any nu
clear shadowing An onset of nuclear eects was observed for the rst time only in the experiment
E at GeV

in a good agreement with formula 	
 














  In this case one













Nuclear shadowing of DrellYan pairs in heavy ion collisions becomes quite strong in this regime
a factor of  or less for heavy nuclei	 what creates a severe problems for using J suppression
as a probe of quarkgluon plasma Indeed central nuclear collisions do not allow any absolute
normalization of the cross section This is why J production is usually compared with Drell
Yan pair background which is supposed to exhibit no nuclear suppression At higher energies
this assumption is not valid any more
Diraction
Nuclear shadowing discussed above has a close relation to diraction

 The latter is also given



























This cross section is however dierent from the case of DIS what is marked by the tilde in
	 The Pomerons gluons can be attached not only to the quark radiating the lepton pair but
also to other projectile spectator partons however one of the gluons must be attached to the



























q	   F q	  	
The last factor shown in bold makes 	 dierent from 	 It takes into account color screening
of the DrellYan process by the spectator partons This is not a big eect for small r
T
when large
q suppresses the projectile hadron formfactor F
h
q	 However diraction as was demonstrated
above is dominated by soft interactions ie by large r
T
of about the size of the hadron
Therefore the last factor in 	 substantially suppresses the share of diraction in the total
cross section compared to that in DIS known to be about  Using 	 and 	 and assuming


















These calculations were done for a proton beam This dierence between DIS and DrellYan
reaction is a direct manifestation of violation of factorization in diraction There is also another
source of deviation from factorization which brings an additional suppression to fraction 	
It is the factor of survival probability There is an extra condition in DrellYan reaction for the
spectator quarks in the projectile hadron to have no inelastic interaction This can be roughly




The lightcone dynamics of heavy avor production is very similar to that for DrellYan reaction
except the pair of heavy quarks can participate in the interaction with the target This can be
taken into account by a simple replacement
 
in 	 using the formula for the dipole cross


















This replacement is valid only in the leadingtwist approximation otherwise the Q

Q separation
which is of the order of M
 
must be taken into account Note that freeing the Q

Q pair by
means of only direct interaction with this pair considered in

	 is the leading twist eect in the
total production cross section but is the higher twist eect suppressed by M
 
	 in diractive
production see Table 	 To calculate diractive production of heavy avor one should perform
a replacement analogous to 	 for er
T
	 in 	  	
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There is no theoretical reason to think that the spinip component of the Pomeron
is zero One can measure the spinip part using Coulombnuclear interference
CNI Perturbative QCD calculations show that the spinip component is sensi
tive to the smallest quark separation in the proton while the nonip part probes
the largest separation According to HERA results on the proton structure func
tion at very low x the energy dependence of the crosssection correlates with the
size of the color dipole Analysing the data from HERA we predict that the ratio
of the spinip to nonip amplitude grows with energy as rs   x
  

violating Regge factorisation of the Pomeron
How to measure the Pomeron spinip
The Pomeron contribution to the elastic scattering amplitude of a spin   particle has a form
f
P













The function rs t characterises the Pomeron spin	
ip to non	
ip ratio In the case of NN














If the Pomeron is a Regge pole factorisation holds the spin	
ip and non	
ip amplitudes
have the same phase ie r is pure imaginary Either this is true or Re r   Indeed a real

















which is measured to be less that  at high energies On the other hand even if jrj is quite
large the polarisation may be small provided that factorisation approximately holds As soon
as the polarisation is insensitive to the Pomeron spin	
ip it makes it dicult to measure r in
elastic hadronic scattering
A unique way to measure r is study the polarisation eects due to interference of electro	
magnetic and hadronic amplitudes CNI 	 Coulomb	Nuclear Interference

 The corresponding











































   

Here     is the anomalous magnetic moment of the proton
It was assumed in

that Imr   otherwise one should replace

      Im r 
This provides a parallel shift of the function  up or down dependent on the sign of Im r
Therefore measurement of A
N
in the CNI region seems to be a perfect way to study r First
very crude measurements were performed by the E Collaboration

at Fermilab with GeV
polarised proton beam The results are in a very good agreement with the predictions 	






Im r 	   
Much more precise measurements are expected to be done with polarised proton beams at RHIC
Another available source of information about the Pomeron spin	
ip is data on polarisation
in 
 
p elastic scattering which have a reasonable accuracy at energies GeV  The dominant
contribution of the 
	Reggeon and Pomeron interference cancels in the sum of the polarisations
The rest is due to Pomeron and f 	Reggeon interference Its value can be used for an upper
bound on the Pomeron spin	
ip assuming that f has no spin	








pion exchange was used for the Pomeron	nucleon vertex It was found that the intermediate
nucleon and  essentially cancel each other in the iso	scalar t	channel exchange but add up in
the iso	vector channel They found Im r  
The two gluon model for the Pomeron was used in
 
to evaluate the Pomeron spin	
ip
part A quark	gluon vertex conserves helicity This fact led to a wide spread opinion that the
perturbative Pomeron has no spin	
ip This is not however true The quark momenta are
directed dierently from the proton momentum due to transverse motion of the quarks There	
fore the proton helicity is not equal to the sum of the quark helicities and helicity conservation
for the quarks does not mean the same for the proton
What distances in the proton are probed by the spinip Pomeron
It was found in
 
that the quantity r is extremely sensitive to the choice of the proton wave
function For a symmetric 	quark conguration all the contributions to the proton spin	
ip
amplitude cancel Only if the proton wave function is dominated by an asymmetric quark	
diquark conguration is the spin	
ip amplitude nonzero
 
 The smaller the qq separation
in the diquark is the larger is the spin	




We conclude that the spin	
ip part of the Pomeron probes the smallest distances in the
proton The smaller the minimal quark separation in the proton the higher the virtuality of
the gluons in the Pomeron has to be in order to resolve this small distance At the same time
the non	
ip part of the Pomeron probes the largest quark separation in the proton and remains
nearly the same even if the diquark size tends to zero
The energy dependence and HERA data
One of the main discoveries at HERA is the Q

dependence of the eective Pomeron intercept
the higher is Q

 ie the smaller is the size of hadronic 
uctuations in the virtual photon the
more the virtual photoabsorption cross section grows with energy
As soon as the spin	
ip and non	
ip parts of the Pomeron probe dierent scales in the
proton one should expect dierent energy dependences To nd the correlation between the

eective Pomeron intercept and the size of the photon 
uctuation we can use the factorised























The constant c is of the order of one so we x c  
The dipole cross section which depends on the transverse qq separation r
T
and the Bjorken














 x can be interpreted as an eective Pomeron intercept since it is nearly






















We use the t





 The result for r
T
 is
shown in g  for few values of x
Figure 	 The eective Pomeron intercept as function of the dipole size as
found using  and HERA data solid curves at dierent values of x shown
at the curves The dashed curves are the guessed extrapolation to the soft
hadronic limit 
  
It extends only up to r
T
  fm due to the restriction on Q

 We know however that
the r
T
 keep monotonically decreasing at larger separations down to the value   
typical for soft hadronic interactions The dashed curves showing the interpolation is just our
guess We see that for the diquark size which is usually believed to be   fm the eective
intercept of the Pomeron spin	
ip ranges within r
T
    fm     Therefore
the fraction of the spin	










This quite a steep growth can be easily detected with polarised proton beams at RHIC which
energy range covers including xed target experiments GeV

	 s 	 GeV

 The
value of rs more than doubles in this interval This eect can be detected in the Coulomb	
nuclear interference region in the pppp experiment planned at RHIC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 	
Abstract This talk is an attempt to clarify for experimentalists what do we theo
rists mean when we are saying Pomeron I hope that in this talk they will 	nd
answers to such questions as what is Pomeron what we have learned about Pomeron
both experimentally and theoretically what is the correct strategy to study Pomeron
experimentally and etc I also hope that this talk could be used as a guide in the zoo
of Pomerons
soft Pomeron hard Pomeron the BFKL Pomeron the Donnachie 
Landscho Pomeron and so on The large number of dierent Pomerons just reects
our poor understanding of the high energy asymptotic in our microscopic theory 
QCD The motto of my talk which gives you my opinion on the subject in short
is
 Pomeron is still unknown but needed for  years to describe exper
imental data  This is a status report of our ideas hopes theoretical approaches
and phenomenological successes that have been developed to achieve a theoretical
understanding of high energy behaviour of scattering amplitude


I HIGH ENERGY GLOSSARY
In this section I am going to dene terminology which we use discussing high
energy processes Most of this terminology has deep roots in Reggeon approach
to high energy scattering and it will be more understandable after my answer to
the questionwhat is the soft Pomeron Although I cannot explain right now
everything I think it will be very instructive to have a high energy glossary in
front of your eyes since it gives you some feeling about problems and ideas which
are typical for high energy asymptotic
To make easier your understanding I give here the picture of a high energy
interaction in the parton model  see Fig 
< n >
}N
FIGURE  The high energy interaction in the parton model

In the parton approach the fast hadron decays into pointlike particles  partons




 the interaction with the target However
during time t all these partons are in a coherent state which can be described by
means of a wave function The interaction of the slowest parton wee parton 
with the target destroys completely the coherence of the partonic wave function
The total cross section of such an interaction is equal to

tot




 N  ux of wee partons 
 
 
 the cross section of the interaction of one wee parton with the target 
One can see directly from Fig that the ux of wee partons is rather large
since each parton in the parton cascade can decay into its own chain of partons
If one knows the typical multiplicity  n  of a single chain  say dotted one in




where  n   
ln s
y
and y is the average distance in rapidity for partons in one




 Therefore we have nally


 n   
 










Finally Eq  can be rewritten in the form

tot










where P is a coecient which depends only on the quantum numbers and variables
related to the projectile and which is a physics meaning of probability to nd the
parton cascade of Fig in the fast hadron projectile However our picture
should be relativistic invariant and independent of the frame in which we discuss





























is the energy scale which says what energy we can consider as high one
for the process of interaction High energy asymptotic means s  s
 
and namely
the value of s
 
is the less known scale in high energy physics
It should be stressed that the value of 
 
does not depend on any variable
related both to projectile and	or target It only depends on density of partons in
the partons cascade or in other words on the parton emission in our microscopic
theory
  Reggeon
The formal denition of Reggeon is the pole in the partial wave in tchannel
of the scattering process For example for 	

 p elastic amplitude the




 p  p













where z  cos
 and 
 is the scattering angle from initial pion to nal proton
antiproton Reggeon is the hypothesis that f
l





























 is the intercept of the Reggeon and 

R
 is its slope It turns
out that such hypothesis gives the following asymptotic at high energy  see
Refs   
A
P




































  it describe the exchange
of the resonance namely
A
R






























   Summarizingwhat I have discussed I would like to emphasize
that the Reggeon hypothesis is the only one which has solved the contradic
tion between experimental observation of resonances with spin larger than 
and a violation of the Froissart theorem which at rst sight the exchange
of such resonances leads to
 Soft Pomeron
Actually soft Pomeron is the only one on the market which can be called
Pomeron since the denition of Pomeron is
Pomeron is a Reggeon with the intercept close to   or in other
words 
P
    	   
I want to point out three extremely important experimental facts which were
the reason of the Pomeron hypothesis
 There are no resonances on the Pomeron trajectory
 The measured total cross sections are approximately constant at high
energy
 The intercepts of all Reggeons are smaller than  and therefore an
exchange of the Reggeon leads to cross sections which fall down at high
energies in the contradiction with the experimental data
It should be stressed that there is no deep theory reason for the Pomeron
hypothesis and it looks only as a simplest attempt to comply with the exper
imental data on total cross sections The common belief is that the soft
Pomeron exchange gives the correct high energy asymptotic for the processes
which occur at long distances  soft processes  However we will discuss





We say Pomeron structure when we would like to understand what inelastic
processes are responsible for the Pomeron exchange in our microscopic theory
In some sense the simplest Pomeron structure is shown in Fig in the parton
model Unfortunately we have not reached a much deeper insight than it is
given in the picture of Fig
 Donnachie  Landsho Pomeron
The phenomenology based on the Pomeron hypothesis turned out to be very
successful It survived at least two decades despite of a lack of theoretical
arguments for Pomeron exchange Donnachie and Landsho  gave an
elegant and economic description almost all existing experimental data 
 assuming the exchange of the Pomeron with the following parameters of
its trajectory
   
P







The more detail properties of the DL Pomeron we will discuss below At
the moment we can use these parameters when we are going to make some
estimates of the Pomeron contribution
 Hard Pomeron
Hard Pomeron is a substitute for the following sentence the asymptotic
for the cross section at high energy for the hard processes which occur at
small distances r

 of the order of Q where Q is the largest transverse
momentum scale in the process The hard Pomeron is not universal and
depends on the process The main brick to calculate the hard Pomeron
contribution is the solution to the evolution equation  DGLAP evolution 
 in the region of high energy The main properties of the hard Pomeron
which allow us to dierentiate it from the soft one are






















 crucially depends on Q

 Recall that it is not the case for
the soft Pomeron or any Reggeon
 although the energy and Q

behaviour of the hard Pomeron is quite
dierent from the soft one the space  time picture for it is very similar to
that one which is shown in Fig 
The procedure of calculation of the hard Pomeron is based on the per
turbation theory Indeed for hard processes we have a natural scale of






is the typical mass scale for soft




 can be considered as a




 	   with respect to which we develop the per
turbation theory Generally speaking any physics observable  let say the











































































































Taking only the leading term with respect to L L
n
 in Eq  we arrive























The practical way how we perform summation in Eq  is the DGLAP
evolution equation  and LLA is the same as the solution of the DGLAP
evolution equation in the leading order  LO DGLAP  Taking a next term
in L in Eq  of the order of L
n 
in addition to the leading one we can
arrive to the gluon structure function in the next to leading order NLO
DGLAP  As I have mentioned the DGLAP evolution equation gives a
regular procedure for calculation 
I think that it is instructive to show here the hard Pomeron contribution








 see Ref 
 for example It turns out that in this case P
n
x has a
leading term of the order ln
n
x reducing the problem to summation of






























The summation over nwhich we can also perform using the DGLAP evolution
equation in so called double log approximation  DLA gives
 
It should be stressed that this change is not so obvious but fortunately for this particular case




























































One can see from Eq  that the real asymptotic or the hard Pomeron is
quite dierent from the Reggeon  like behaviour and could be approximated





believe that this fact should be known to any experimentalist even if he
















 The BFKL Pomeron
The BFKL Pomeron is what we have in perturbative QCD instead of soft
Pomeron The method of derivation for the BFKL Pomeron is designed spe










is the starting scale for QCD evolution To nd the BFKL asymp














































The change of the order of two operations sum and limit looks even more
suspicious in this case since we have no arguments based on renormalization
group For M
n


















































Actual summation has been done using the BFKL equation  and the answer
for the series of Eq  is the leading order solution to the BFKL equation







x in Eq  we
can calculate a next order correction to the BFKL equation NLO BFKL 





















































 The value of x
B
 
 which characterize the energy from which we
can start to use the BFKL asymptotics cannot be evaluated in the BFKL
approach Two parameters 
L
and D are well dened by the BFKL kernel 
see  
Two terms in the exponent in Eq  have two dierent meaning in physics
i the rst one reects the power  like energy behaviour and therefore re
produces the Reggeon  like exchange at high energy ii while the second one
describes so called diusion in log of transverse momentum and therefore
manifest itself a new properties of our microscopic theory  dimensionless
coupling constant in QCD
Below we will explain in more details all characteristic features of the BFKL
asymptotics
 Regge factorization
Regge factorization  dont mix up it with hard factorization  is
nothing more than Eq  for a Reggeon exchange Eq  says that the
amplitude of elastic or quasielastic  like an amplitude for the diraction
dissociation reaction  process can be written as a product
As t  g  projectile excitation of projectile 
O

g  target excitation of target 
O
P Reggeon propagator  
In Eq  only Reggeon propagator depends on energy s  and momentum
transfer t  while all dependence on quantum numbers and masses as well
as on other characteristics of produced particles are factorized out in the
product of two vertices It is easy to see that Eq  leads to a large
number of dierent relations between measured cross sections
I give several examples of such relations to demonstrate how Regge factor
ization works








	 p  
Of course it is impossible to check Eq  since we cannot measure 
tot
		










 Consts  
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 p p  M  p B
SD
 p p  M  p 

SD
 p 	  M  	 B
SD














I think that these examples are enough to get the spirit what the Regge
factorization can do for you You can easily enlarge the number of predictions
using Eq 
 Factorization theorem  hard factorization
Any calculation of hard processes is based on the factorization theorem
 which allows us to separate the nonperturbative contribution from large





 from the perturbative one hard cross
section 
hard
 For example the cross section of the high p
t
jet production
in hadron  hadron collisions can be written schematically in the form























   

hard
in Eq  should be calculated in the framework of perturbative QCD
and not only in the leading order of pQCD but also in high orders so as
to specify the accuracy of our calculation Practically we need to calculate
the hard cross section at least in the next to leading order to reduce the
scale dependence which appears in the leading order calculation as a clear
indication of the low accuracy of our calculation Of course we have to adjust





 Secondary Reggeons  trajectories 
We call secondary Reggeons or secondary trajectories all Reggeons with inter
cepts smaller than  There is a plenty of dierent Reggeons with a variety
of the dierent quantum numbers However they have several features in
common
 A Reggeon describes the family of resonances that lies on the same
Reggeon trajectory 
R
t Note that the Pomeron does not describe any
family of resonances In Fig  you can see the experimental  and f trajec
tories








 t  


FIGURE  The experimental    f and a trajectories




both in scattering  t    and resonance  t   regions see Ref 
for details and for discussion of corrections to Eq   It is interesting
to note that the value of the slope  

R
  is the same for all secondary
Reggeons with the same quark contents  For the Reggeons that corresponds





 see Fig 
However for Reggeons with heavy quark contents the slope is smaller 
 For Reggeons we have duality between the Reggeon exchange and the
resonance contributions  shown in Fig 
The direct consequence of the duality approach is an idea that any Reggeon
can be viewed as the exchange of quark  antiquark pair in the t  channel  see
Fig  Therefore the dynamics of the secondary Reggeons is closely related
to nonperturbative QCD in quark  antiquark sector while the Pomeron is
the result of the nonperturbative QCD interaction in the gluon sector
  Shadowing Corrections  SC 
To understand what is the shadowing correction  SC  and why we have
to deal with them let us look at Fig more carefully Actually the simple
formula of Eq  is correct only if the ux of wee partons N is rather
small Better to say that this ux is such that only one or less then one of
wee partons has the same longitudinal and transverse momenta However




A  =  Σi =   Σi







M + B → M + B
FIGURE  Quark diagrams for meson  meson and meson  baryon scattering









where  is the probability for the second wee parton to meet and interact
with the target All wee partons are distributed in an area in the transverse

























Now let us ask ourselves what should be the sign for a 

contributions to
the total cross section The total cross section is just the probability that an
incoming particle has at least one interaction with the target However in
Eq  we overestimate the value of the total cross section since we assumed
that every parton out of the total number of wee partons N is able to
interact with the target Actually in the case of two parton interaction the
second parton cannot interact with the target if it is just behind the rst one
The probability to nd the second parton just behind the rst one is equal 
which we have estimated Therefore instead of ux N of wee partons in
Eq  we should substitute the renormalized ux namely
RENORMALIZED FLUX  











The dierence between ux of wee partons and the renormalized ux of
wee partons if this dierence is not very large we call shadowing and	or
screening corrections In other words
the shadowing corrections for the Pomeron exchange is the Glauber
screening for the ux of wee partons
The analogy and terminology become more clear if you notice that Eq 
















If  	  we can restrict ourselves to the calculation of interaction of two
wee partons with the target However if    we face a complicated
and challenging problem of calculating all SC We are far away from any
theoretical solution of this problem especially in the soft interaction What
we know will be briey reviewed in this paper

   Saturation of the parton  gluon  density
Saturation of the parton gluon  density  is a hypothesis about the
renormalized ux of wee partons in the region where ux N is much large
than unity More precisely we assume that the value of  reaches the uni
tarity maximum     and ceases to increase Fig  gives a picture of
the parton density in a target which corresponds this hypothesis From this
picture one sees that the unitarity limit can be reached at suciently large
virtualities Q

 short distances  in the region of applicability of pQCD It
allows us to evaluate better the ux N and parameter 




















  the number of partons  gluons in the parton cascade N
 R

is the radius of the area populated by gluons in a nucleon
 GG is the gluon cross section inside the parton cascade and was eval
uated in Ref 
Actually at present we know xG and R

well enough  to estimate the
kinematic region where the ux of wee partons becomes large This is the
line see Fig 
xQ

    
We will discuss below the physics of this equation
  Semiclassical gluon eld approach
In the region where N   we can try to develop a dierent approach
 it semiclassical gluon eld approach Indeed due to the uncertainty
relation between the number of particles and the phase of the amplitude of
their production
N      
we can consider   

N
	  Therefore we can approach such parton
system semiclassically It means that the parton language is not more suited
to discuss physics and we have to nd an eective Lagrangian formulated
in term of semiclassical gluonic eld A remarkable theoretical progress has
been achieved in framework of such an approach  but we mention this
rather theoretical approach here only to illlustrate the richness of ideas that
brought to the market the experiments in the deep inelastic processes mostly




 κ >> 1
κ << 1
 κ = 1






 Impact parameter  b
t
 representation




l  k  b
t

where l is the angular momentum in s  channel of our process and k is the
momentum of incoming particle at high energy High energy means that we
consider the scattering process for k a   where a is the typical size of
the interaction
The meaning of b
t
as well as useful kinematic relations for high energy scat










Δx Δk  ≥  1;  Δ x  ≈  a; Δk = k  sinθ ≈k θ
k θ a ≥ 1 ; θ  ≥ ⎯ < <   11ka
FIGURE 	 Impact parameter b
t
and useful kinematic relations for high energy scattering

Formally the scattering amplitude in b
t










































































  s  channel unitarity
The most important property of the impact parameter representation is the
fact that the unitarity constraint looks simple in this representation namely











s b  
where G
in
is the sum of all inelastic channels This equation is our master
equation which we will use frequently during this talk
  A general solution to the unitarity constraint
Our master equation  see Eq   has the general solution
G
in













where opacity ! and phase   s b are real arbitrary but real functions
The algebraic operations which help to check that Eq 




































The opacity ! has a clear meaning in physics namely e
 
is the probability
to have no inelastic interactions with the target
One can check that Eq  in the limit when ! is small and the inelastic
processes can be neglected describes the well known solution for the elastic
scattering phase analysis For high energies the most reasonable assumption
just opposite namely the real part of the elastic amplitude to be very small
It means that    and the general solution is of the form
G
in











We will use this solution to the end of this talk At the moment I do not
want to discuss the theoretical reason why the real part should be small at
high energy  I prefer to claim that this is a general feature of all experimental
data at high energy


  The great theorems
Optical theorem
The optical theorem gives us the relationship between the behaviour of the
imaginary part of the scattering amplitude at zero scattering angle and the
total cross section that can be measured experimentally It follows directly
from Eq  after integration over b Indeed


































We call the Froissart boundary the following limit of the energy growth of

















 The coecient C has been calculated
but we do not need to know its exact value What is really important is







is the minimum transverse momentum for
the reaction under study Since the minimum mass in the hadron spectrum






calculation gives C  
mb
















where  is the mass of the lightest hadron  pion
It consists of two steps







    







ln s  
Note that at high energies the value of b
 
t
does not depend on the exact value
of ! in Eq 

 Eq  for the total cross section we integrate over b
t
by dividing the










 Neglecting the second part of the


















































This is the Froissart bound
Pomeranchuk theorem
The Pomeranchuk theorem is the manifestation of the crossing symmetry
which can be formulated in the following form one analytic function of two
variables s and t describes the scattering amplitude of two dierent reactions







   and t  
The Pomeranchuk theorem says that the total cross sections of the above two
reactions should be equal to each other at high energy

tot
a  b  
tot
a  b at s    
if the real part of the amplitude is smaller than imaginary part
  The  black disc approach
The rough realization of what we expect in the Froissart limit at ultra high
energies is so called black disc model in which we assume that
!   at b  Rs 
!   at b  Rs 
The radius R can be a function of energy and it can rise as R  ln s due to
the Froissart theorem




 i"R  b  
G
in















































































Comparison with the experimental data of the black disc model shows that
this rather cruel model predicts all qualitative features of the experimental
data such as the value of the total cross section and the minimum at certain
value of t furthermore the errors in the numerical evaluation is only  
# This model certainly is not good but it is not so bad as it could be
Actually this model as well as the Pomeron approach is the rst model that
we use to understand the new experimental data at high energy
  Generalized VDM for photon interaction
Gribov was the rst one to observe  that a photon  even virtual one














is the photon virtuality and m is the mass of the
target This life time is much larger at high energy than the size of the target
and therefore we can consider the photon  proton interaction as a processes
which proceeds in two stages  see Fig
a Transition 

 hadrons which is not aected by the target and there
fore looks similar to electron  positron annihilation
b hadron  target interaction which can be treated as standard hadron
 hadron interaction for example in the Pomeron  Reggeon  exchange
approach 
γ∗
τ = 1/ m xB ←tint→
FIGURE 
 Two stages of photon  hadron interaction at high energy

These two separate stages of the photon  hadron interaction allow us to use












 the target size Based on this idea we can write a








































 s is proportional to





are the vector states with masses M and M

 For the case of




 s is the total cross section for
V  p interaction Experimentally it is known that a diagonal coupling of
the Pomeron is stronger than an odiagonal coupling Therefore in rst



















FIGURE  The generalized Gribovs formula for DIS
















































The notation is illustrated in Fig where M












s is the cross section for the
hadronic system to scatter o the nucleonic target
Experimentally RM

 can be described in a two component picture the
contribution of resonances such as   J	% %

and so on and the contribu
tions from quarks which give a more or less constant term changes abruptly











is the charge of the quark and the summation is done over all active quark
team
If we take into account only the contribution of the   meson   meson  
and J	% resonances inRM

 we obtain the so called vector dominancemodel
 VDM 





































is the mass of vector mesonQ








 is the value of the R in the
mass of the vector meson which can be rewritten through the ratio of the
electron  positron decay width to the total width of the resonance Of course
the summation in Eq  can be extended to all vector resonances  or
even we can return to a general approach of Eq  and write a model for
the odiagonal transition between the vector meson resonances with dier
ent masses  We have two problems with all generalization of the VDM
i a number of unknown experimentally values such as masses and electro
magnetic width of the vector resonances with higher masses than those that
have been included in VDM and ii a lack of theoretical constraints on all
mentioned observables These two reasons give so much freedom in tting of
the experimental data on photon  hadron interaction that it becomes unin









behaviour of the total cross section Such a behaviour is




dependence at large values of Q

 ie scaling 
The solution of this puzzle as well as the systematic description of the pho
ton  proton interaction can be reached on the basis of Gribov formula but
developing a general description both soft and hard processes The rst
and oversimplied version of such description was suggested by Bodelek and
Kwiecinski  and more elaborated approaches have been recently devel
oped by Gotsman Levin and Maor  and Martin Ryskin and Stasto 
  Ditraction dissociation
The experimental denition of the diractive dissociation processes
Diractive dissociation processes are processes of production one 
single diraction SD or two groups of hadrons  double dirac





in Fig  much less than
the total energy  M

	 s and M

	 s 
In diractive processes no hadrons are produced in the central region of
rapidity as it shown in Fig This is the reason why diractive dissociation








φ ←ln M12→  ←ln M22→
FIGURE a Lego  plot for double diractive dissociation

The above denition of diractive processes is the practical and	or exper
imental one From theoretical point of view as was suggested by Feinberg
 and Good and Walker  diractive dissociation is a typical quantum
mechanical process which stems from the fact that the hadron states are not
diagonal with respect to the strong interaction Let us consider this point
in more details denoting the wave functions which are diagonal with respect
to the strong interaction by %
n
 Therefore the amplitude of high energy















where brackets denote all needed integration and T is the scattering matrix















































One can see that Eq 






















 This process we call diractive dissociation The total
cross section of such diractive process we can nd from Eq 

















































where we regenerate our usual variable energy s and impact parameter
 b
t





























Eq  has clear optical analogy which clarify the physics of diraction
namely the single slit diraction of white light Indeed everybody knows
that in the central point all rays with dierent wave lengths arrive with the
same phase and they give a white  maximum This maximum is our elastic
scattering However the conditions of all other maxima on the screen with
displacement a depend on the wave lengths  asin
  k   All of them
are dierent from the central one and they have dierent colours Sum of all
these maxima gives the cross section of the diractive dissociation
 Pumplin bound for SD
The Pumplin bound  follows directly from unitarity constrain of Eq 






















Assuming that the amplitude at high energy is predominantly imagine we




















After summing over all n with weight C

n

















































  Unitarity limit of SD for hadron and photon induced reactions




   see Eq   It means that at high energy the





































 says that 
SD

  at high energies Performing integration over
b
t











It should be stressed that we should be careful with this statement for photon
 real or virtual  induced reactions As we have seen in Gribov formula we
have an integration over mass For each mass we have the same property of
the diractive dissociation as has been presented in Eq 
 However due to
integration over mass in Eq the ratio of the total diractive dissociation




















 Survival Probability of Large Rapidity Gaps
We call any process a large rapidity gap  LRG process if in a suciently
large rapidity region no hadrons are produced Historically both Dokshitzer
et al  and Bjorken 
 suggested LRG as a signature for Higgs produc
tion in WW fusion process in hadronhadron collisions The denition of
the survival probability   S

  is clear from Fig b Indeed let us con





   where  is the typical mass scale of soft
processes  and with LRG between these two jets Therefore we consider the
reaction
































j   To
produce two jets with LRG between them we have two possibility

a This LRG appears as a uctuation in the typical inelastic event How












is the number of particles per unit in rapidity Therefore LRG means
that y  L 
b The exchange of colourless gluonic state in QCD is responsible for the
LRG This exchange we denote as a Pomeron in Figb The ratio the
cross section due to the Pomeron exchange to the typical inelastic event
generated by the gluon exchange  see Fig b  we denote F
s
 Using the
simple QCDmodel for the Pomeron exchange namely the LowNussinov
 idea that the Pomeron  two gluon exchange Bjorken gave the rst
estimate for F
s
 # This is an interesting problem to obtain a




is not the survival
probability F
s
is the probability of the LRG process in a single parton
shower
However each parton in the parton cascade of a fast hadron could create its
own parton chain which could interact with one of the parton of the target
Therefore we expect a large contribution of inelastic processes which can
ll the LRG To take this multi shower interaction we introduce the survival
probability  S

  see Figb 
To calculate  S






in the rst hadron  see Eq 





in the second hadron do not interact inelastically and therefore they cannot







































j do not interact inelastically
























































































 in hadron     respectively The deep inelastic





























Unfortunately there is no calculation using a general formula of Eq 

What we have on the market is the oversimplied calculation in the Eikonal
model  see Ref   in which we assume that only the fastest partons from
both hadrons can interact





FIGURE b Typical LRG process 

I S O F T P O M E R O N
II THEOREMS ABOUT POMERON
In this section we collect main properties of the soft Pomeron which we have
discussed in the previous section
 There is only one Pomeron
It means that only soft Pomeron has a chance to be a simple Regge pole
Reggeon  see previous section for details




    	  
Being a Reggeon the Pomeron has all typical features of a Reggeon written
in Eq  and presented in Fig  They are







 Denite phase 
 Increase of the radius of interaction 
 Shrinkage of the diraction peak 
Increase of the radius of interaction
Eq  can be rewritten in the impact parameter representation taking the








































One can see that the typical impact parameters turns out to be of the order
of Rs This fact means that the radius of interaction increases with energy
Shrinkage of the diraction peak
























 This phenomena we call the shrinkage of the diraction peak
It should be stressed that this shrinkage has been observed in many soft
reactions but it seems to me that the value of 

P
 has not been determined
yet from the experimental data
 Pomeron  gluedynamics at high energy 
There is no resonances on the Pomeron trajectory This is the principle
dierence between the secondary Reggeons and the Pomeron In duality















The common believe which is
based on the experience with duality approach and QCD calculations is that
The Pomeron  glueballs  gluon interaction at high energy

FIGURE  The total cross section in the Pomeron approach in the Donnachie  Landsho
approach  full line  and in the Eikonal model dotted line
 There is no arguments for a Pomeron but it describes experimental
data quite well
Fig shows that the Pomeron exchange is able to describe the experimental
data on total proton  proton scattering at high energy Of course this is
an example More systematic description of the data one can nd in Ref 
or	and in original Donnachie  Landsho papers 




The charm of the Pomeron approach is in the relation between the elastic
or 	 and quasi  elastic reactions  like diractive dissociation for example
 and the multiparticle production at high energy The simple picture for
the Pomeron exchange presented in Fig was is and unfortunately will
be our practical tool for application of the Pomeron phenomenology to the
processes of the multiparticle production
In spite of the simplicity of this picture we would like to mention that it
appears in simple but strict approximation so called leading log s approxi
mation In this approximation we sum all contributions to Feyman diagrams







 neglecting smaller terms
It should be stressed that this approach reproduces the main property of




































FIGURE  The Pomeron structure in g

 theory  parton model 













 Pomeron  only multiparticle production with  N   ln s 
 Uniform rapidity distribution of the produced particles 
 Average transverse momentum of produced particles does not depend on
energy 
 There are no correlation between produced particles 
 Poisson multiplicity distribution 
0 y
n
yi y1  Y = ln(s/μ2)
y
FIGURE  Uniform distribution in rapidity in g








FIGURE  Random walk in the transverse plane in g

 theory  parton model 

 Increase of the interaction radius due to the random walk in impact pa
rameters 
The increase of the interaction radius is seen in Fig and follows directly from
uncertainty relation and from the fact that the mean transverse momentum of






    
where  k
t
 is the mean parton momentum Therefore each emission changes


















average number of emission N   ln s the radius of interaction
R















ln s  
III DONNACHIE  LANDSHOFF POMERON
In practice when we say soft Pomeron we mean so called Donnachie  Land
sho Pomeron Donnachie and Landsho suggested the simplest picture of high
energy interaction  the exchange of the Pomeron which is a Regge pole Note
that the Donnachie  Landsho approach to high energy scattering is

more complicated than the exchange of the Pomeron They also in
cluded a week shadowing corrections as we will discuss below I want to
stipulate that in this section I discuss only the DL Pomeron but not the DL ap
proach In their simple picture Donnachie and Landsho gave the most economic
and elegant description of the experimental data mostly related to the total and
elastic cross sections From tting procedure they found that the DL Pomeron
has the following features
  The Pomeron intercept   
P
     















 t can be used to t the experimental data 
 The additive quark model  AQM  can be used to to nd the t  dependence
of the Pomeron  hadron vertices In AQM the Pomeron vertex is proportional to
the electromagnetic form factor of the hadron
IV SEVEN ARGUMENTS AGAINST D  L POMERON
In spite of the wide use of the DL Pomeron or may be because of this the
DL Pomeron is seriously sick Here we want to list seven arguments against
the DL Pomeron which we think show that DL Pomeron  and DL approach
which we will discuss below is close to its last days of existence In what follows
we try to separate the DL Pomeron from DL approach which includes not only
the Pomeron but also week SC




    just around
the corner  
From Fig one can see that at
p
s  GeV the DL Pomeron violates
the schannel unitarity constrain  see Eq   The success of the descrip
tion of the experimental data on total and elastic cross section is mostly due




   in Fig  is much smaller
than the total area However the fact that a
el
is close to unity should reveal








 which is quite dierent from the
Pomeron one 
In Fig 




 which we calculated from the s




















 One can see that G
in
turns out











  see Fig one can see that this






























parton model see Fig that the exchange of the Pomeron is closely related
to the multiparticle  multiparton  production is broken in the DL ap
proach In other words the most charming feature of the Pomeron approach
as a whole namely the ability of the Pomeron to describe both elastic and
inelastic processes turns out to be inconsistent in the DL approach For
me it is too high price for the t of the elastic and total cross sections even
if it is a simple one

 The DL Pomeron and DL approach cannot describe the s
dependence of the diractive dissociation cross section measured
at CDF 
































while experimentally  the energy dependence of this ratio is quite dierent
as Fig demonstrates Week SC of the DL approach cannot change this
conclusion It turns out that SC should be as strong as in the Eikonal model
or even stronger to describe the CDF data on SD
 The parameters of the DL Pomeron do not t data quite well 
The parameters of the DL Pomeron were mostly tted from the scattering




with spin  which was not found experimentally On the other hand the
experimental data especially new HERA data on photon  proton scattering
show that the shrinkage of the diraction peak  

P
  is dierent for
dierent particles 
 The DL Pomeron and or DL Approach cannot describe the CDF
data on double parton cross section 
We will comment on this below after discussion of the shadowing corrections
We will show that the double parton cross section is closely related to the
collision of the two parton showers which are absent in the DL Pomeron and
too small in the DL approach
 The DL Pomeron and or DL Approach predicts Survival Prob
ability for LRG processes    and therefore cannot describe the
measured LRG processes at the Tevatron 
As we have discussed in section  the origin of the survival probability is the
fact that there are many parton shower interactions with the target If we
have only the exchange of the Pomeron or in other words onlyy one parton
shower interaction the survival probability is equal to unity Experimentally
 this survival probability is at least  and it shows a substantial s
 dependence  see Ref  for details  In DL approach this survival
probability is close to unity since the value of the SC that they suggested is
too small
 The DL Pomeron and or DL Approach cannot reproduce the
Glauber Shadowing for hadron  nucleus interactions 
It is well known that the Glauber Shadowing can be described in the Reggeon
approach as the multiPomeron exchange of the incoming particle with nu
cleons in a nucleus In DL approach such multiPomeron exchange is sup
pressed On the contrary for nucleus  nucleus interaction DL approach gives
the Glauber formula since the exchange of the Pomerons between dierent
nucleons from dierent nuclei are not suppressed Therefore in the DL ap
proach the Glauber shadowing for hadron  nucleus and nucleus  nucleus
interactions look quite dierent In the extreme case of the DL Pomeron

approach they predict that

tot








V SHADOWING CORRECTIONS  SC 
In this section I discuss the shadowing  screening absorption  corrections to
the Pomeron exchange Formally speakingin the Reggeon approach such correc
tions can be pictured as the exchange of many Pomerons see Figsa  b for
examples The only question that we should answer is how can we sum all these
complicated diagrams&
A Several general remarks
 There is no Pomeron without SC 
It means that there is no any theoretical idea why many Pomeron exchange
can be equal to zero Therefore our main strategy in operating with the SC is
to nd the kinematic region in which the SC are small to develop a technique
how to calculate the SC when they are small and to built a model  better
theory of course but practically this is a problem for future to approach SC
in the kinematic region when they are large
 SC follow from the schannel unitarity 
To understand why SC follow from the schannel unitarity let us generalize
the solution to the unitarity constrains of Eq  using the hadronic states
which are diagonal with respect to strong interaction and which have wave
functions %
n
 as we did discussing the diraction dissociation processes in
the previous section  see Eq   Eq   For each of this state we
have a unitarity constrain of Eq 





































Let us assume that !
n





























































































































































































As we have discussed in the framework of converged theories or in the parton
model the one Pomeron exchange corresponds to the typical inelastic event
with production of the large number of particles Therefore we can associate









All terms which are proportional to !

describe the two Pomeron exchange
and they induce the SC




























is the contribution of the Pomeron exchange to the total cross











































Fig shows that in the wide range of energy    and therefore
we can consider the single Pomeron exchange as a good approximation only
with the errors of about # I do not think we need to argue that such an
approximation cannot be considered as a good one
 The scale of SC from the inclusive correlation function 
It is well known  see for example Ref   that the Reggeon approach gives







































is the double inclusive cross section for the reaction




  anything 










 LR  

These two terms in Eq 
 correspond to two Reggeon diagrams in Fig
















 is the intercept of the
secondary Reggeon trajectory  see Fig  and 
R
   The second
term is closely related to the shadowing correction to the total cross section







Therefore if we can separate the long range rapidity correlation from the
short range one we will measure the value of the SC
The CDF collaboration at the Tevatron did this The CDF measured the
process of inclusive production of two hard jets with large but almost





 is the scale of soft interactions and with values of rapidity that are
very similar Such pairs cannot be produced by one Pomeron exchange or
in other words in one parton shower collision if the dierence in rapidity of































FIGURE  The rapidity correlation function R in the Reggeon approach 

parton shower interaction and their cross section can be calculated using the






  jets  
incl




where factorm is equal  for dierent pairs of jets and to  for identical pairs
The experimental value of 
eff
     mb 










  #  
 The scale of SC from diractive dissociation at HERA 
As we have discussed the value of the SC crusially depends on the size of the














 in the rst diagrams for the SC  see Figs 












The HERA data on diractive photoproduction of J% meson  give a
unique possibility to nd R

 Indeed i the experimental values for the
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 DIS with the proton in the additive quark
model for the proton 

the cross section for J% diractive production with and without proton
dissociation are equal Neglecting the t dependence of the upper vertex in
Fig we can estimate the value of R





or in other word it approximately in  times smaller than the radius of the
proton Using Eq  and this value for R

we obtain that   #
B Weak SC  Donnachie  Landsho approach 
Let us ignore everything that I have discussed in the previous section about
the size of the SC Let us pretend that we have not learned Eq   Eq 
and let us try to estimate the value of the SC using only experimental data In
my opinion this was the logic of the Donnachie  Landsho approach Indeed





therefore they could expect that the value of SC would be small However they
had to introduce the SC to describe the t dependence of the elastic cross section
Indeed the experiment shows a clear structure in t dependence  a minimum at
t   GeV

 see Fig  Everybody knows that such a structure is very
typical for interaction in optics as well as for interaction of any waves with the
target with denite size However the Pomeron exchange does not reproduces
this typical diractive structure The reason for this is clear since the Pomeron
corresponds to predominantly inelastic production and strictly speaking the elastic
cross section should be considered as small in pure Pomeron approach The t
structure appears in the Pomeron approach only due to the SC To understand
this let us consider a model with one and two Pomeron exchanges Namely this




 dependence of the Pomeron exchange give by Eq
 holds
also for medium energies

















































Returning to t representation we have

















































 One can see that
at suciently large 't' the second term in Eq  becomes more important
and at jtj  jt
 
j the amplitude has a zero which actually manifests itself as a





   Donnachie and Landsho tted the data using a formula of Eq  
type 
It should be stressed that this small amount of SC gives about    # contri
bution to the total cross section and therefore can be neglected It is interesting





in the DL approach with the SC One can see that the unitarity will be
violated only at
p
s  TeV see Fig 
C Minimal SC  Eikonal approach 
We assume in the Eikonal approximation that the hadron states are diagonal
with the strong interaction As we have discussed  see Eq   Eq   in
this case 
SD
  Therefore the Eikonal approach has a well dened precision





 Fig shows that this estimates give errors of the order of    # This
is an improvement in comparison with the single Pomeron exchange or with the
DL approach with their weak SC but it is not a perfect approach
Let me list here all pluses and minuses of this approach I hope that the honest
discussion of them will lead us to a better understanding of the main theoretical
problems in high energy scattering
  s 
 The Eikonal approach is the rst thing that we have to do to comply the
unitarity constraints  see Eq   Indeed this approach is the consistent
way to take into account two main processes i the inelastic interaction with
the typical Pomeron  like event with large multiplicity of produced particles
and ii the elastic cross section The structure of the typical structure of the
nal state is pictured in Fig



















in Donnachie  Landsho approach 	 The values of energies
are the same as in Fig


 Y = ln(S/μ2)
y
0





FIGURE  Structure of the nal state in the Eikonal approach


 The Eikonal approach gives what we expect from the wave picture of the
interaction Everybody knows that light  or any other wave process  in
teraction with the target gives always a white spot in the middle of the
shade Therefore we cannot even dream to be consistent with the quantum
mechanique without the Eikonal approach Of course you can calculate the
elastic cross section in the DL approach considering the elastic cross section
as a small perturbation However we have to check how small the calculated
elastic cross section using the unitarity constraints of Eq  and recon
structing from it the total and inelastic cross sections Fig 
 shows that





 The Eikonal approach is certainly the simplest way of calculating of SC and
can be used for the rst estimates of how essential they could be The simplest
is not always the best and we will show below that the Eikonal approach has
a serious pathology
 The Eikonal approach describes well the experimental data on total and
elastic cross sections  see Ref 
 and Figs and  
  s 
 In the parton model the Eikonal approach means that only the fastest parton
interacts with the target This is a very unnatural assumption and in my
opinion it is a great defect of this approach





  # and
they are not small
 The Eikonal approach cannot explain the CDF data on double parton inter
action and it give 
eff
 mb  see Eq   which is in about two times
large that experimental value  see Eq   Eq  
 The intristic problem of the Eikonal model is the energy behaviour of 
SD
at large masses M

  s We will show below that in this region of mass





and it exceeds the value of the total
cross section 
tot
  ln s This is our payment for simplicity and unjustied
 adhoc  assumption that only the fastest parton interacts with the target
The main assumption of the Eikonal approach is the identication the opacity
!s b
t
 with the single Pomeron exchange namely
!s b
t





















































   
Eq  is certainly correct in the kinematic region where ! is small or in
other words at rather small energies or at high energies but al large values of

bt
 Therefore the Eikonal approach is the natural generalization according to
schannel unitarity of the single Pomeron exchange Using Eq  and Eq 
 Eq  one can obtain  see Ref 













































Here the notations of Maple were used for the generalized hyper geometrical
functions Figs  and  show that the Eikonal approach is able to describe the
experimental data
The Eikonal approach gives a very simple procedure how to calculate the sur
vival probability of LRG processes  see our high energy glossary  Indeed in
this approach the general formula of Eq 






















































 is the prole function for the hard processes for two jets pro


















 In the framework of this simple parameterization all inte

















interaction area for soft collisions
interaction area for hard collisions
   
a  is incomplete gamma function
Fig
 shows the Eikonal model prediction for  S

 which are in a good
agreement with the D data and reproduce the energy behaviour of the LRG
rate see Figb 
The key problem in the Eikonal approach is diraction production which has
not been included in our unitarization procedure This is a more complicated
way to express that DD is equal to zero in the Eikonal approach However we
can treat the diraction dissociation as a perturbation considering that its cross
section is much smaller than the elastic one Fig shows that such an approach





 # The rst step is to consider the triple
Reggeon diagram of Figb type A
PPP
 The second one is to take into account
the rescatterings of the fast partons which suppress the value of A
PPP
 Actually
the resulting cross section has the same form of the survival probability for LRG










( W = 1800 GeV )
( W = 546 GeV )
FIGURE 	  S
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denotes the radius of the
proton  Pomeron vertex while r

 










Eq  describes experimental data much better than the single Pomeron
exchange after adding a secondary Reggeon contributions It shows that we are
on the correct way The most important feature of Eikonal approach description is
the attering of the energy dependence However in Fig we plot the integrated
cross section over M










was integrated in the region   M

 s We cannot





















































  ln s  
Eq 
 shows that there is no way to incorporate the diractive production in
the Eikonal model since the small parameter of such an approach cannot be
small
This example is the most transparent illustration of the dicult problem in
taking into account the SC  the description of high mass diraction
D Correct SC  	 
Certainly we do not know an answer to the question what is a correct procedure




The idea of this model is very simple to take into account the diractive
dissociation in the same Eikonal way as elastic rescatterings Doing so we assume























  which follows from the normalization of the wave
function The wave function of the diractively produced bunch of hadrons should
be orthogonal to %
hadron












The elastic and single diraction amplitude in this model can be rewritten using
Eq 




































































Assuming the simplest eikonal form for !
n
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It is obvious from Eq   Eq  that we introduce three new parameters








They are correlated with the total cross section of the diractive dissociation
and its t dependence At rst sight it is strange that we have to introduce three
parameters not two The third parameter 
 
is closely related to the cross section
of elastic rescattering of the hadrons produced in the diractive dissociation
The meaning of all parameters is clear from Fig 
We can rewrite Eq   Eq  in more convenient form using the experi
mental fact that the exponential parameterization works quite well for dierential
cross section of DD Indeed we can assume that

PFIGURE 




































we use the parameterization of Eq  In such a parameterization

















































Fig  shows the result of tting of energy behaviour of dierent soft ob




















































   GeV
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for elastic and diractive scattering We think that it happened because of
the fact that we took eectively into account the integration over produced mass
in our parameterization
Fan diagrams Schwimmer resummation 
The technical problem that we are going to solve here is the resummation of
all fan diagrams see for example Fig b and Fig a it is interesting
to mention that there is a problem which can be solved by such a resummation
namely the interaction of a fast hadron with heavy nuclei  see Refs   





is the Pomeronnucleon vertex and A is the atomic number Therefore the









the vertex for triple Pomeron interaction  Neglecting all momentum transferred














we can write a simple equation which sums all fan diagrams The graphic
form of this equation is presented in Figb and it has the following analytical

















































Fig a Fig b












Fig c Fig d









FIGURE  Fan diagrams for nucleon  nucleusa interaction a an example and b the
graphic form of equation for summation of all fan diagrams


Taking derivative with respect to Y and using Eq  we can reduce this























 The solution should satisfy the following initial condi




































































































































 which is the border between the above two









form factor is so small that we are in the region of the second constraint







































 From Eq 











 p Y lnAY  

 The cross section of the diractive dissociation turns out to be constant at
large M

 s Therefore this approach has no such diculties as Eikonal
and	or QuasiEikonal Model The reason for this is quite simple In the
Eikonal model we took into account only the rescatterings of the fastest
parton see Figa  in the parton cascade The fan diagrams describes
the interaction of all partons with the target as it can be seen from Figb

 Eq  gives a nice illustration that we can have an increase in the radius
of interaction without assuming any slope for Pomeron trajectory
The fan diagrams gives a rather selfconsistent approach which heal a lot of
diculties but the main problem is to justify this approach I gave one example
 hadron  nucleus collision for which the problem can be reduced to summation
of the fan diagrams You will see more in this lecture
To nish with hadron  nucleus interaction we have to treat G
P
as opacity in
the eikonal formula !  G
P
see Eq   Eq  
II H A R D P O M E R O N

VI EVOLUTION EQUATIONS AT X   

A Parton cascade and evolution equations
As it has been mentioned  see Eq   Eq   hard Pomeron is nothing
more than the high energy behaviour of the scattering amplitude at short distances
that follow from the pQCD In spite of the fact that solution of the evolution
equations gives nothing like the Regge pole  Pomeron the parton cascade picture
 see Fig  is still correct for interpretation Let me derive for you Eq  and
show you that that simple equations Eq   Eq   work quite well for the
hard Pomeron too












































 and the extra k

t
comes from the gluon propagator You can check
that Eq  gives the only possible dimensionless combination Recall QCD is
dimensionless theory
To calculate the probability to emit n W
n











and to nd the probability to emit arbitrary number of gluons we have to sum












































To obtain the deep inelastic structure function we have to integrate over all pos


















is the virtuality of the probe The largest contributions we can obtain from the
phase space in which both integrals with respect xi and k
	





































Therefore we have a strong ordering in transverse momenta and fractions of
energy Taking into account Eq  and Eq  we can easily rewrite  in
the simplest case neglecting k
































































































 and y  lnx
B




parameter L   and therefore only suciently large n will be dominant in
Eq  Since










































which being substituted in Eq  gives the estimate for the average n namely
 n   
p
L  









For running coupling constant the only dierence is the redenition of the vari





















FIGURE  Parton cascade and evolution equation  Feyman diagrams

B Why do we use evolution equations	
The rst question is what is the meaning of  n  To answer this question we
need to look in the picture of our cascade more careful Let us assume that the
number of wee partons N is not extremely large or in other words there is only
one wee parton with denite fraction of energy x
i
 and transverse momentum
k
ti
 In this case only one wee parton interacts with the target and all others
gather together without loosing their coherency In the Feynman diagrams they
contribute to the renormalization of mass and coupling constant in QCD This is
shown in Fig
In Fig  one can see that  n  means the average number of cells in our
ladder diagram or in other words in our evolution equations On the other
had  n  is the average number of produced jets  mini  jets  in the whole
region of rapidity accessible in the experiment I found very instructive to plot
what we know from HERA experiment about the value of  n   see Fig 
In Fig   n  is plotted down to x  
 
and looking at this plot we can
see that
  n  increases mostly due to cascading rather in Q

than in lnx 
 The maximum value of  n  is about  
  n  is the total multiplicity of produced jets and	or minijets Therefore
the average density of produced jets  minijets is less than d  n  dy 
 This number suggests that we need to calculate only the Feynman














 High energy resummation is only a way to get N without calculating  n 

The main conclusion from this discussion is very simple we have to use the
evolution equations only because it is the only known way how to calculate N
without evaluation of  n  However if we will nd a way to calculate  n 
we will be able to predict our structure functions with better accuracy restricting
yourselves by calculation only limited number of diagrams
VII SC FOR HARD POMERON
The main outcome of our previous discussion is the fact that N   at high
energies It happens both for hard  see Eq  and	or Eq  and soft
processes Therefore in the collisions at high energy the new interesting system
of parton has been created with large density of partons For the hard processes
all these partons are at the short distances where the coupling QCD constant is
small enough to be use as a small parameter However we cannot apply for such
a system the usual methods of perturbative QCD because the density of partons
is large In essence the theoretical problems here are non perturbative but the
origin of the non perturbative eects does not lie in long distances and large values
of 
S
 which are typical for the connement region
A Which parton density is large	
The quantative estimates of which density is high we can obtain from the









 where R is the size of the target 
em
is the ne
structure constant  see Ref  for explanation why we have 
em
 This




















p where DD stands for diractive dissociation This
inequality leads also to Eq 
Therefore
 If  is very small 	   we have a low density QCD in which the parton
cascade can be perfectly described by the DGLAP evolution equations 
 If    we are in the transition region between low and high density QCD
 In this region we can still use pQCD but have to take into account the
interaction between partons inside the partons cascade

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FIGURE  Contours for    and  for the GRV gluon density and HERA kinematic
region

 If    we reach the region of high parton density QCD where we need
to use quite dierent methods from pQCD
First we want to make a remark on parton densities in a nucleus Taking into








































   
Therefore for the case of an interaction with nucleii we can reach a hdQCD
region at smaller parton density than in a nucleon 
Fig gives the kinematic plot xQ

 with the line    which shows that
the hdQCD eect should be seen at HERA
B Two dierent theoretical approaches
To understand these two approaches we have to look back at Fig which gives
you a picture of high energy interaction in the parton approach In Eq  N
is the ux of partons The main idea of SC is the fact that this ux should be
renormalized in the case of high parton density Indeed if the number of wee







 we do not need to take into account the interaction of these two
partons two times Let me recall that the total cross section is the number of
interaction but not the number of partons It means that if the rst of two partons
has interacted with the target the total cross section does not depend upon the

fact did the second interact or not It is obvious that the probability to have two















is the area which is populated by partons with the fraction of energy
x
i
 Therefore we have to renormalize the ux
RENORMALIZED FLUX  N
REN
 N  f   P

g  















which is a Glauber formula for SC in the limit of small SC
If N   we expect that the
renormalization of the ux
will be small and we use an






 AGK cutting rules 
However when N   we have to
change our approach completely from the
parton cascade to one based on
semiclassical eld approach since due to
the uncertainty principle N  
we can consider the phase as a small
parameter Therefore in this kinematic
region our magic words are
 Semiclassical gluon elds 
 Wiezs)ackerWilliams approximation
 Eective Lagrangian for hdQCD
 Renormalization Wilson group
Approach
It is clear that for N   the most natural way is to approach the hdQCD
looking for corrections to the perturbative parton cascade In this approach the
pQCD evolution has been naturally included and it aims to describe the transition
region The key problem is to penetrate into the hdQCD region where  is large
Let us call this approach pQCD motivated approach 
For N   the most natural way of doing is to use the eective Lagrangian
approach and remarkable progress has been achieved both in writing of the ex
plicit form of this eective Lagrangian and in understanding physics behind it
 The key problem for this approach was to nd a correspondence with pQCD
This problem has been solved 
Fig shows the current situation on the frontier line in the oensive on hdQCD
C The picture of interaction
To understand the picture of interaction in the region of small x it is better to by
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 At x approx  a few parton are distributed in the hadron disc If we






then the distance between partons in the transverse
plane is much larger than their size and we can neglect the interaction between
partons The only essential process is the emission of partonswhich has been taken
into account in QCD evolution As x decreases for xedQ

 the number of partons
increases and at value of x  x
cr
 partons start to populate the whole hadron
disc densely For x  x
cr
the partons overlap spatially and begin to interact
throughout the disc For such small x values the processes of recombination
and annihilation of partons should be as essential as their emission However
neither process is incorporated into any evolution equation What happens in the
kinematic region x  x
cr
is anybody*s guess We suggested that parton density
saturates ie the parton density is constant in this domain
D The GLR equation
The rst attempt to take into account the parton  parton interaction in the
pQCDmotivated approach was done long ago  It was based on the simple idea
that there are two processes in a parton cascade see Fig  i the probability
of the emission of an extra gluon is proportional to 
S
 where  is the density of









and ii the annihilation of a gluon or in other words a process in which the













 where r is the size of the parton produced in the annihilation






 Therefore in the parton cascade
we have

















At x   only emission of new partons is essential because  	  and this
emission is described by the DGLAP evolution equations However at x   the
value of  becomes so large that the annihilation of partons becomes important
and so the value of  is diminished The competition of these two processes
we can write as an equation for the number of partons in a phase space cell 



































































This is the GLR equation which gave the rst theoretical basis for the considera
tion of hdQCD This equation describes the transition region at very large values
of Q

 but a glance at Fig shows that we need a tool to penetrate the kinematic
region of moderate and even small Q


E Glauber  Mueller Approach
We found that it is very instructive to start with the Glauber approach to SC
The idea of how to write the Glauber formula in QCD was originally formulated
in two papers Ref  and Ref  However the key paper for our problem
is the second paper of A Mueller who considered the Glauber approach for the
gluon structure function The key observation is that the fraction of energy and
the transverse coordinates of the fast partons can be considered as frozen during
the high energy interaction with the target   Therefore the cross section
of the absorption of gluonG

 with virtuality Q




























































 is the cross section of
the interaction of the GG pair with transverse separation r
t
with the nucleus















































































and prole function Sb
t















Obviously the Mueller formula has a defect namely only the fastest partons
GG pairs interact with the target This assumption is an artifact of the Glauber
approach which looks strange in the parton picture of the interaction Indeed
in the parton model we expect that all partons not only the fastest ones should
interact with the target At rst sight we can solve this problem by iteration
Eq  see Ref   It means that the rst iteration will take into account
that not only the fastest parton but the next one will interact with the target
and so on
F Why equation	
We would like to suggest a new approach based on the evolution equation to
sum all SC However we want to argue rst why an equation is better than
any iteration procedure To illustrate this point of view let us dierentiate the
Mueller formula with respect to y  lnx and   lnQ

 It is easy to see that
































The advantages of Eq  are
 Everything enters at small distances 
 Everything is under theoretical control 
 Everything that is not known  mostly non perturbative  is hidden in the
initial and boundary condition
Of course we cannot get rid of our problems changing the procedure of solu
tion Indeed the nonperturbative eects coming from the large distances are still
important but they are absorbed in the boundary and initial conditions of the
equation Therefore an equation is a good  correct  way to separate what we




We suggest the following way to take into account the interaction of all partons
in a parton cascade with the target Let us dierentiate the b
t
integrated Mueller























































Therefore we consider 
G
on the lhs of Eq  as the observable which is
written through the solution of Eq 


























g  F 
G
 
This is the equation which we propose
This equation has the following desirable properties




 absorbing them in xGy 
as well as all contributions of the order of 
n
 Therefore this equation solves
the old problem formulated in Ref  and for N
c
  Eq  gives
the complete solution to our problem summing all SC 
 The solution of this equation matches with the solution of the DGLAP evo
lution equation in the DLA of perturbative QCD at    
 At small values of       Eq  gives the GLR equation Indeed
for small  we can expand the rhs of Eq  keeping only the second
term Rewriting the equation through the gluon structure function we obtain
the GLR equation  with the coecient in front of the second term as
calculated by Mueller and Qiu  
 The rst iteration of this equation gives the Mueller formula  see Ref  
 In general everything that we know about SC is included in Eq  






























FIGURE  The estimates of SC based on Eq
 

H The size of SC
In Fig we plot our calculation for the DGLAP evolution equation for the
Glauber  Mueller approach for the GLR equation and for the new evolution
equation We can conclude that
 SC even in the Glauber  Mueller approach are essential for the gluon struc
ture function 
 The Glauber  Mueller approach considerably underestimates the value of
SC 
 The GLR equation leads to stronger SC than the solution to Eq  
 The new evolution equation does not reproduce the saturation of the gluon
density in the region of small x which the GLR equation leads to 
We rmly believe that the new evolution equation gives the correct way of
evaluation of the value of SC However the dicult question arises why the SC
have not been seen at HERA& Our answer is
 The value of SC is rather large but only in the gluon structure function while
their contribution to F

is rather small  see Fig  and cannot be seen on
the background of the experimental errors 
 The theoretical determination of the gluon structure function is not very
precise and we evaluate the errors as #  and the SC in xG is hidden in such
large errors 
 The statement that SC have not been seen is also not quite correct Our
estimates 
 show that the contribution of SC is rather large in the F

slope














 for detail 

( - t1,- z1) ( - t’1, -z’1)
( - t2,- z2) ( - t’2, -z’2) L(ρ) + j(ρ)
L(ρ) + j(ρ)
A + L(A)
( - t3,- z3) ( - t’3, -z’3)




time ( z )
t’1 - t1   > >   t’2 - t1   > > t’3 - t3  > > t’i - ti
(0,0)
FIGURE  The space  time structure of the parton cascade

I Eective Lagrangian Approach
Deeply in my heart I rmly believe that there will be a bright future for the
eective Lagrangian approach in which one combines the physics of hdQCD with
the formal methods of the quantum eld theory and gives a way to incorporate
the lattice calculation for the nonperturbative observables However the pa
rameter or better to say a new scale Q

 




x   only can be found in the pQCD motivated approach since the
eective Lagrangian was only derived and justied assuming this new scale
Here I would like to show what kind of physics have been used to obtain the
eective Lagrangian The space  time picture of the parton cascade is given in
Fig The main and very important feature of this cascade is that in the region
of low x  in so called leading log 	x approximation of pQCD  is the fact that
a parton with higher energy in the cascade lives much longer than a parton with




This parton lives much shorter time than all partons emitted before Therefore all
these emitted before partons will have enough time form a current which depends
on their density We assume that this density is large and because of this fact
our current actually is a normal classical current Finally the Lagrangian of the
interaction of the parton emitted at time t








where A is the eld of a parton emitted at t


 However we can consider a parton
emitted at t  t

	
and include the previous one in the system with density  The
form of Lagrangian should be the same This is a very strong condition on the
form of Lagrangian so called Wilson renormalization group approach In Ref
 this approach has been used to obtain the eective Lagrangian


III T H E B F K L P O M E R O N
VIII THE BFKL PARTON CASCADE AND ITS
EVOLUTION
The BFKL Pomeron  is an asymptotic of the scattering amplitude in pertur
bative QCD in the kinematic region where the log scale L  
S
lnx  






 Practically this means that we calculate the same diagrams as before but
in the kinematic region where Eq  holds while there is no special require
ments for transverse momentum integration  there is no Eq   Of course







First thing that I would like to stress is the fact that the origin of the lnx





Eq  comes from the phase space Therefore if we write the optical the






































































































that the integral over k
ti


















































with  n  
L
lnx Note that factor in front can be obtained just from
dimension of the total cross section and the fact that the scattering amplitude


















It is interesting to point out that the simple feature of QCDnamely the fact
that we have a dimensionless coupling constant in QCD In such theory each
emission leads to the change of the ln k
t







  d  











 d n  









   d  n   d
L
lnx  D lnx  

Therefore the transverse momentum dependence of the scattering amplitude is





  given by Eq 

















































and D   
S
have been found in the BFKL approach to perturbative QCD
 It should be stressed that we have used heavily a fact that out theory has
no dimension scale Actually it has because the QCD coupling depends on the
transverse momentum Therefore strictly speaking Eq 
 is valid only for
xed QCD coupling







This section will be a bit more formal than everything that was before Never
theless I would like to share with you a beautiful result that the soft Pomeron
might be the BFKL Pomeron with running QCD coupling  connement
The natural function for which the BFKL equation can be written is the gluon
density y q





















the leading order y is equal to y  lnx but in the next to leading order this
variable turns out yo be much more convenient
























K( q, q’ )
Gω(q, - q )
Gω(q, - q) Gω(q, - q) Gω(q’, - q’)




























 y q q
 
  
where all notations are clear from Fig















































































































































f should be found from initial nonperturbative parton distributions
Using the expansion of f at f 


 one can see that we are able to take the

























   
B Running QCD coupling
The previous subsection was written mostly because I would like to point out
that the running QCD coupling leads to a result which is very important since it
gives the only theoretical way that I know to obtain the Pomeron  a Reggeon with
intercept bigger than  Indeed let us consider the BFKL kernel to be proportional
























   

is the position of Landau pole in 
S
where QCD coupling constant becomes very


























This equation can be easily rewritten as the dierential equation in double Mellin
















The solution of homogeneous equation  Eq 
 without the last term  can be
easily found and it has the form  see Refs  for details 

















Function +g should be specied from initial or boundary conditions The value
of f
 
can be arbitrary since its redenition is included in function +g Unless it
is specially stipulated f
 
 
Let us nd a Green function of the BFKL equation with running QCD coupling
 G
r
y r  which satises the following boundary condition
G
r
y r  
G
r
y r  r
 
  y  y
 

This Green function allows us to nd us the solution of the BFKL equation for












 r  r
 
 Indeed

















Such a Green function is very useful for study of the boundary condition for
the DGLAP evolution Using G
r








 We can distinguish two cases with dierent solutions
 The integral over y
 
depends mostly on properties of input function G
in

 The integral over y
 
is sensitive to the Green function In this case we can
claim that the energy behaviour of our boundary condition is dened by the
BFKL dynamics
Therefore this Green function  G
r
y r  can provide us with an educated guess
for the energy dependence of the boundary condition in the DGLAP evolution
equations 





 see Eq 




















 Therefore to satisfy the boundary condition of Eq 
























































































Airy function is an analytical function which has zeros and a singular behaviour














 Therefore we have
two possibility to take the integral over  see Fig which shows the structure















 Singularities in 	plane for the BFKL equation with running QCD coupling

 To draw contour through the saddle point 
 To close contour on the zeros of the denominator 













large values of q

 r  it moves to the left Therefore for large r the rightmost




  the zero of the denominator Closing contour on pole
at   
 




and all r dependence enters
only in the value of residue
For not very large r the saddle point contribution turns out to be dominant and













































 One can see that Eq  gives a ReggeBFKL












the last term in exponent appears which has clear non  Regge behaviour

C Summary
The BFKL Pomeron in pQCD gives an example of a dierent asymptotic be
haviour of the scattering amplitude than the Regge pole soft Pomeron  It is
very instructive to understand that the space  time picture of the BFKL Pomeron
is very similar to the soft Pomeron and a dierence is only in the particular
properties of the QCD cascade

For the running QCD coupling the BFKL asymptotics depend on the non per
turbative QCD initial condition which in general generates a soft Pomeron
asymptotic behaviour at large values of virtuality
Certainly the BFKL Pomeron is our window to nonperturbative regime and we
need more experience especially with the BFKL asymptotic in the nexttoleading
order approximation  see Refs   to make a reasonable educated guess about
high energy asymptotic in nonperturbative QCD
X MY SEVERAL LAST WORDS
In this talk I tried to explain what we have in mind when we are saying
Pomeron This is only an introduction in which I had to avoid many impor
tant details I feel pity that I did not discuss the open theoretical questions and
how the experimental measurements could help us to solve them However this
is an interesting subject but certainly it cannot be considered in such an intro
ductory talk I also apologize that in the last section about the BFKL Pomeron
I was using mathematics too much but I did this only to show you the only one
example how a soft Pomeron can appear in QCD
I am very grateful to A Santoro who invited me to his conference in Rio de
Janeiro and without whom this talk will never be written I thank all my brasilian
friendsFrancisco Caruso Helio del Motta Maria  Elena Pol and Ronald Shellard
whose hospitality recall me once more that I left a part of my heart in Rio My
special thanks go to E Gotsman and U Maor who started with me reanalyze
the situation in soft interaction more than ve years ago and who spoke through
my talk too but with my full responsibility for all inconsistency here
I would like to acknowledge the kind hospitality of the Theory Group at DESY
where this paper was completed

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Measurements of the total cross section for real and virtual photons on protons at centerof
mass energies in the range from  GeV to  GeV with photon virtualities up to  GeV
 
are presented For real photons this cross section can be described by Reggemotivated
models while for virtual photons perturbative QCD can be applied The measurements of
the two HERA collider experiments ZEUS and H open the possibility to investigate the
interplay between the two theoretical approaches in the transition region as well as the
highenergy behavior of the cross sections The results of total cross section measurements
are discussed in the above context
  
  Introduction
The highenergy behavior of the total cross sections for various hadronhadron processes show
very similar rises with the centerofmass energy W as shown in Fig  This behavior can be






















It is found that this ansatz also describes the photonproton cross section for real photons which
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Figure  Total cross section as a
function of laboratory beam momen

































Figure  Kinematic range in Q
 
and x covered by DIS
experiments
In deep inelastic scattering processes DIS the application of perturbative pQCD is possible
due to the presence of a hard scale In DIS the hard scale is given by the photon virtuality
Q
 
 This presents the interesting opportunity to compare Reggemotivated models with pQCD
calculations and to look for their potential relations
At HERA  GeVpositrons collide with  GeV protons resulting in a centerofmass energy
of   GeV The kinematic range covered by the experiments including data up to  is
shown in Fig  As follows from Eq  the range in y is equivalent to a range in W from  GeV
to  GeV The wide coverage in these variables oers a unique possibility to investigate the
highenergy behavior of the total cross section for photonhadron interactions as a function of
photon virtuality Q
 
 This report provides a review of recent results and a discussion of the
global features of the total cross sections
  
 Kinematics of ElectronProton Scattering







the negative square of the four momentum transfer between electron and quark
the fraction of the proton momentum carried by the struck quark
the relative energy transfer from the electron to the proton in the proton rest system and














Schematic view of the highenergy scattering process ep 
eX  illustrating the variables W and Q
 
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 for longitudinally and transversely polarized photons



















































For the total cross section measurements in PHP to be presented below y is between  and
 for the ZEUS experiment and between   and  for the H experiment Therefore Q
 
min





DIS measurements presented here are restricted to the region y   Therefore the Q
 
min





























































is the sum over the quark and antiquark densities in the proton Only onephoton
exchange is considered here so we neglect the structure function F

 The evolution of the
  
proton structure function F
 






can be calculated in pQCD as well and is a small correction to the total



















This means the measurement of the proton structure function F
 
as a function of x is equivalent
to measuring the total 	

p cross section as a function of x Making use of relation  this can







  Taking this into account together and integrating over the accepted range in
Q
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Ignoring the second term in the square brackets yields the WeizsackerWilliams approxima
tion 	 which for the present experimental situation overestimates the ux of photons by
approximately  	
The above formulae show how the total cross section in PHP and DIS are related and how
the latter is related to the parton densities whose evolution in Q
 
is calculable in pQCD It
should be pointed out that the distinction between DIS and PHP in the following is based on
experimental constraints rather than dierent theoretical approaches
 Experimental Techniques
Details of the experimental techniques of structure function measurements from the collabora
tions H and ZEUS can be found elsewhere   	 as well as details on the structure function
measurements at low Q
 
 	 and the total cross section measurements in PHP  	
For medium and high Q
 
DIS events both the scattered electron and the hadronic system are
measured in the main detector for low Q
 
DIS the electron is measured in a small calorimeter
close to the beam pipe outside the main detector  m away from the interaction region while
the hadronic system is measured in the main detector For PHP the electron is detected in a
small calorimeter about  m away from the nominal interaction point the hadronic system is
measured in the main detector
For DIS the electron and the hadronic particles produced in the interaction are used for event
classication and for measuring the kinematic variables Due to this combination of information
from the electron side and the hadron side no single systematic uncertainty dominates over the
whole phase space Instead one can roughly summarize the situation as follows at high W sys
tematic uncertainties arise primarily from the electron side while at low W they come mainly
from the hadron side The combined statistical and systematic uncertainties are typically a few
percent reaching more than  percent at the very edge of the accessible phase space
In the PHP case the electrons and the hadrons are used to trigger the event as well as for event
classication but the kinematics is calculated from the electron only Therefore the systematic
error is dominated by two contributions rst the uncertainty in the acceptance of the electron
calorimeter secondly the uncertainty in the MC simulation of the topology of the hadronic
nal state produced which introduces an uncertainty in the acceptance of the main detector In
contrast to the situation in DIS the acceptance varies strongly with the event topology in PHP
 
While the determination of the acceptance of the electron calorimeter is a technical aspect the
uncertainty in the modelling of the hadronic nal state also reects our limited knowledge of the
underlying physics process The investigation of these processes is an important eld of study
at HERA
It should be stressed here that from an experimental point of view there is no major dierence
between DIS and PHP In the following events with the scattered electron in the main detector





while the W range reaches from  GeV to  GeV For PHP events the
scattered electron is measured in a calorimeter close to the beam pipe   m away from the
interaction point for the ZEUS experiment and    m for the H experiment This corresponds
to a lower limit on Q
 




 The meanW is determined by the position of
the electron calorimeter and the energy range of the scattered electrons which reaches from 
GeV to  GeV for the ZEUS measurement and   GeV to  GeV for the H experiment
The total cross sections in PHP are determined for a single value of W
 Results from Deep Inelastic Scattering
The measurement of the proton structure function F
 
is one of the major achievements of HERA
Several measurements have been performed taking advantage of the increasing luminosity and
improved detectors and reconstruction methods 	 The results shown here are prelim
inary results from the H collaboration The low Q
 
data shown in Fig  is from the running
period  	 compared to previously published data The high Q
 
data shown in Fig  is
from the running periods  and  	 A QCD t has been performed to the low Q
 
data
and then extrapolated to the high Q
 
regime The very good agreement found is an impressive





















































H1 95 (NVTX) Prel.
H1 96 Prel.
NMC
QCD Fit 96 Prel.





 at low Q
 
 The
line shows the result of a QCD t to the data
H Preliminary






shows the QCD t to the low Q
 
data ex




As the focus is on the highenergy behavior of the total cross section it is instructive to inspect
the slope of F
 
with respect to x for xed Q
 
 This is equivalent to investigating the total cross
section as a function of W as explained in sect  In Fig  the slope 

e	
is shown which is












x   




































as a function of Q
 

As can be seen in Fig  the slope of F
 





it approaches the value which is found in hadronhadron scattering The gap between the
DIS measurements and the PHP measurements is covered by structure function measurements
using the ZEUS beampipe calorimeter 	 The results of this measurement are shown in Fig 
They are compared to recent models which aim to describe the transition from PHP to DIS
The DonnachieLandsho ansatz 	 which assumes a power behavior as shown in Eq  the
CKMT model 	 which introduces a Q
 
dependence of this powerlaw rise of the cross section
with W The Q
 
dependence is tted using NMC data The BK ansatz 	 which is based on
 
the generalized vector meson dominance model the ABY model 	 which combines NLOQCD
ts and a soft component and the F
 
calculated from the GRV parton densities  	 which are
tuned in such a way that they reproduce the transition from a slow to a steep rise of the cross
section None of these approaches is able to describe the cross section in the transition region
It should be mentioned that the ABY model uses the BPC data to x its parameters while the
GRV parton densities were tuned even before the HERA DIS data was available The fact
that none of the models can reproduce the cross section in the transition region between DIS and
PHP without explicitly using the measurements to constrain the parametrizations indicates that
neither pQCD nor Reggemotivated models alone are able to describe the underlying physics








 Results from Photoproduction
Measurements of the total cross section in PHP have been performed by ZEUS 	 and by
H  	 At present only measurements for a single value ofW for each experiment are available
The results are presented in Fig  together with results at lower values of W 	 Also shown
are curves for the DL parametrization as in Eq  for two values of 
P
  and  representing
the uncertainty on this value from hadronhadron data  	







Figure  Results on the total photoproduction cross section
In contrast to the situation in DIS the systematic error in PHP is dominated by two con
tributions the error arising from the uncertainty in the acceptance of the electron calorimeter
and the uncertainty of the acceptance of the main detector as described in Sect   The exact






    stat syst b at W 
  GeV
From the b systematic error
 b are due to uncertainty on the electron calorimeter acceptance and
 b are due to the model dependence of the main detector acceptance





   stat syst b at W 
  GeV
From the b systematic error
  b are due to uncertainty on the electron calorimeter acceptance and
 b are due to the model dependence of the main detector acceptance
The results are in agreement with the DL ansatz for hadronhadron data but the magnitude of
the uncertainties do not allow a determination of 
P
with an accuracy comparable to that from
the hadronic cross sections
 Behavior of the Total Cross Section








and the W range from  GeV to  GeV As neither QCD nor Regge models
are able to describe the behavior of the total cross section over the complete phase space we use
the most recent update of the ALLM  	 parametrization to demonstrate some features of
 
the measured cross section The basic idea of this parametrization is to describe the total cross






































 which are assumed to have energy
dependences similar to those of the pomeron and reggeon parts in the DL ansatz A Q
 

dependence is introduced in such a way that the behavior is compatible with QCD expectations
at high values of Q
 
and on the other hand reproduces the measured cross sections for PHP This
ansatz is able to describe the data in the whole kinematic region covered by the measurements
Fig 








Figure  Measured cross sections compared to the
ALLM t Also shown the cross sections calcu






















Figure  The change of the value of

P
due to the inclusion of low Q
 
data
A major dierence of the recent update of the parametrization 	 compared to the initial
one 	 is visible at low Q
 
Fig  and Fig  and is the result of the inclusion of the new
data 	 in this region
It is important to note that the intercept for the pomeronlike part F
P
 






 the result of ts to hadronhadron data accounting for the fact that the errors





are not small enough to
extract this value from HERA data alone
This parametrization can be used to characterize the behavior of the total cross section In
Fig  the Q
 
dependence of the parameter 
P
is shown This parameter 
P
as calculated
from the t parameters can then be compared to 

e	
as derived in Sect  from the data
The result is shown in Fig  We see that there is good agreement between the methods
However at the highest Q
 




what is calculated from the ALLM parameters This points to systematic uncertainties in
determining this quantity which is of particular interest because its behavior as a function of Q
 
can also be addressed theoretically by means of pQCD  	 A second dierence between the old
 




 which is signicantly
lower in the  version In summary it can be stated that the change in the behavior of the
cross section as a function of Q
 
from at to a steep rise is a gradual one which develops over a
wide range in Q
 
 Interpreting the steepness of the rise as an indication whether we are in the
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Figure  Comparison of 
 as de
termined from the data 	 and the
slope calculated from the ALLM
parametrization




As was shown in the previous sections the DIS results allow the determination of the dependence
of the total cross section on W and Q
 
and its comparison to pQCD calculations On the other
hand the results on total cross section measurements in PHP allow comparisons with hadron
hadron data and Reggebased models To gain more insight into this an attempt was made





 It should be stressed that the errors on the
F
 
values and hence the cross section values in single bins are not necessarily much smaller
than the error on the total cross section in PHP However in DIS we benet from the fact that
the large W range covered by the experiments constrains the rise of the cross section while in






we have to use an appropriate model to do this extrapolation In the























The t shown in Fig   yields M 
     GeV 	
The result of the extrapolation is shown in Fig  The error bars shown include the
systematic and statistical uncertainties of the F
 
measurement and the contribution to the error
due to the assumption about F
L
 They do not include eects due to model dependences of the





 More details on this can be found in 	
The result of the extrapolation is in agreement with the direct measurements However the
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 compared to PHP mea
surements
not yet included Fitting a parametrization like Eq  results in 
P

  if the low energy




   with 
R
set to  
if the t is applied to the extrapolated BPC data only It should be stressed that the t to
the extrapolated data alone is feasible because they cover a wide range in W while the direct
measurement of the total PHP cross section does not Both values are in agreement with
hadronhadron data  	

 Conclusions and Outlook
The total cross section in PHP shows a moderate rise with W compatible with the rise of
the hadronhadron cross section In DIS this rise becomes steeper with increasing Q
 
 A











 The change of the slope takes place gradually over the entire Q
 
range




 from which the total cross section is calculated










are in agreement with direct measurements and with results from
hadronhadron data
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collider LEP Opportunities exist to explore diractive scattering in  interactions both at LEP





has been suggested as a denite footprint for BFKL dynamics
  Introduction
The dominating crosssection for hadron production at the electronpositron collider
LEP ie at energies above the Z
 









hadrons crosssection is about two orders of magnitude larger than
the corresponding annihilation crosssection Each electron emits a photon	 as depicted
in Fig 
























can be described by the photon virtualities and by the square of the invariant mass of










 Depending on Q

the scattered electron
can be detected in the experiments	 since
Q
















are the scattered electron energy













depend on the experiment	 and are typically of the order of  GeV and
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Three classes of interactions are usually distinguished single tag or e scattering	
for which one photon is suciently o mass shell such that the electron can be detected
a
Talk presented at the LAFEX International School of High Energy Physics Session C Workshop on
diractive physics LISHEP	
 Rio de Janeiro

experimentally antitagged or  scattering	 for which both photon virtualities are low
such that the electrons remain in the beampipe and escape detection double tagged
or ee scattering	 for which both scattered electrons are detected
Single tag events are very instrumental in probing the hadronic structure of the
photon see eg

 In this paper we will mostly address physics issues with anti
tagged and double tagged events Antitagged or  events resemble	 via the VDM

mechanism which describes the coupling of photons to vector mesons with the same
quantum numbers	 to a large extent hadronic interactions such as pp or meson  p or
p collisions The dominating processes at low energies are soft hadronic collisions
Additionally hard partonic scattering processes occur	 like in hadronhadron scattering	
which include some additional photon specic diagrams	 involving the direct coupling
of photons to partons

so called pointlike or anomalous and direct processes Hence
the nature of  scattering processes is generally rather complicated but contains a
wealth of information on hadronic interactions and the hadronic nature of the photon
A basic question is whether the energy dependence of total hadronic  crosssection
behaves the same as the one for hadronic interactions The latter has been measured
over a large centreofmass energy range	 up to almost  TeV	 and is known to rise for
large energies roughly proportional s
  
 Furthermore	 a large diractive component of
the crosssection is expected	 which can be explored to study the properties of diractive
exchange
The study of virtual photonphoton scattering has recently been discussed as a def
inite probe of the hard BFKL pomeron

 The BFKL evolution equation describes
scattering processes in QCD in the limit of large energies and xed	 but suciently
large momentum transfers In the past years	 the BFKL pomeron has been intensively
investigated	 in particular in the context of smallx deep inelastic electronproton scat
tering at HERA However	 despite clear hints

	 the presence of so called ln 
x terms in
deep inelastic scattering at HERA has not been unambiguously established yet Here we








 It appears that the total virtual photonphoton crosssection
is a particularly sensitive measurement of the presence of BFKL dynamics Also the
production exclusive vector meson production in  scattering	 with large mass J
or at large momentum transfers can reveal BFKL eects
In this paper we will discuss available data and prospects wrt these topics	 both





 Total    CrossSection
Before LEP the total hadronic  crosssection has only been measured for  centreof
mass energies W below 
 GeV Recently the L collaboration

at LEP has published












 GeV A preliminary result
of the OPAL collaboration of the total hadronic  crosssection in the range 
  W 








 GeV and 
 GeV	 is reported in


Both LEP collaborations have performed a similar analysis Events are selected for
which no scattered electron is detected	 and which have a relatively low total energy
deposited in the central detector	 in order to suppress annihilation events The anti


tagging condition is an eective upper limit Q

max




This condition is met when the scattering angle 
tag
of the electron is less than the angle

max
  mrad OPAL or 
max
  mrad L between the beam axis and the
inner edge of the acceptance of the detector	 or if the energy of the scattered electron
is smaller than the minimum energy of  GeV OPAL or  GeV L required for a
tagged electron

















 GeV For L the luminosity
amounts to  pb
 






 GeV data sample
A cut W
vis
  GeV OPAL or  GeV L is applied	 reconstructed from all visible
hadrons in the central detector The selected event samples contain about  events
OPAL and  events L




programs are used for this purpose	 which contain a complete descrip
tion of the soft and hard  scattering channels	 based on somewhat dierent assump
tions The detector response of the Monte Carlo events is simulated	 and the events are
reconstructed with the same software as used for the data It allows to study the invisi
ble fraction of W 	 due to hadrons lost in the beampipe or detection ineciencies in the
central detectors The correlation between W
vis
and the generated invariant mass W
















Figure  Correlation between W
vis




  GeV for MC
events The vertical bars show the standard deviation spread of the W
vis
distribution in each bin For
illustration purposes the points have been shifted by  GeV
The major diculties in performing such an analysis with the present detectors at
LEP are the corrections to reconstruct the true energy W 	 as given above	 and the
fact that putative diractive contributions have generally a low acceptance	 typically
below  In particular the quasielastic channel    		 is very dicult to detect	
since the 	 mesons are essentially aligned in the beam direction	 and the decay pions
remain mostly close to the beampipe To reconstruct W and correct for acceptances	

an unfolding program is used
The dierential crosssection d

ee








 hadrons is related
to the crosssection 


for the process    hadrons using the luminosity function L
























































 The crosssection for real photons Q

  is derived by using
appropriate form factors F Q

 which describe theQ
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Eg for the OPAL measurement the uncertainty of the extrapolation to Q

  is





This uncertainty is not included in the systematic error of the measurement
The total hadronic crosssection 


for the process    hadrons is shown in
























Engel and Ranft (PHOJET)
Figure  








The inner error bars which are sometimes smaller than the symbol
size give the statistical errors and the outer error bars the total errors The data further are compared
to model predictions based on a DonnachieLandsho t to total crosssections

 The solid line gives
the prediction using equation  The dotted line is the model of Schuler and Sjostrand
	
 The model of
Engel and Ranft

used in PHOJET is shown as dashed line
changing of event selection cuts	 variation of the detector energy scales within the cali
bration uncertainty	 luminosity and trigger eciencies and background uncertainties It

should be noted that for both experiments the errors are strongly correlated between the
W bins In the region W  
 GeV the LEP measurements are in agreement with the






The OPAL and L measurements extend the W range and show independently a
rise of the cross section in the range 
  W  

 GeV	 which is characteristic for
hadronic crosssections However	 it is apparent that the L and OPAL measurements
dier systematically by about 	 somewhat outside the given errors An identied
dierence in the analysis is the model used for the nal acceptance corrections OPAL
average of PHOJET and PYTHIA L PHOJET only	 which leads to a systematic
dierence of  in the right direction However it does not explain the full dierence
The total crosssection 






	 based on soft pomeron phenomenology	 one would expect
that the energy dependence of the  crosssection behaves roughly as in hadronic
collisions	 ie a universal high energy behaviour The model of Schuler and Sjostrand

on the other hand would anticipate a stronger rise of the crosssection as a result of
additional photon specic diagrams	 in particular the anomalous contribution    qq	
absent in pure hadronic interactions
In the DonnachieLandsho model


	 the total crosssections 
 for hadronhadron









s is the centreofmass energy of the hadronhadron or p interaction The rst
term in the equation is due to pomeron exchange and the second term is due to reggeon
exchange

 The powers   

 and    are assumed to be
universal and result from a t to available total crosssections These are taken from

together with the process dependent t values of the parameters X and Y  Assuming
factorisation of the pomeron term X	 the total  crosssection can be related to the pp





























from Schuler and Sjostrand is shown as well	 and exhibts as expected a steeper rise
compared to  The prediction of Engel and Ranft

which is implemented in PHOJET
is also plotted It is in good agreement with the L measurement and signicantly lower
than the OPAL measurement It has a much steeper rise at large W compared to the
two other models At this stage this steep rise cannot be ruled out by the data
Progress can be made by measurements at larger W which could become available




Linear Collider Here measurements could be extended to W   GeV	 or even
up to the kinematical limit when an e andor  interaction region	 using Compton






Since  collisions act to a large extend as hadronhadron collisions	 diractive com
ponents in the crosssection are expected In fact	 the two Monte Carlo models for 
events PYTHIA and PHOJET include diractive scattering The experimental accep





needs an experimental check Furthermore	 diraction is presently again a subject of
high interest in high energy hadronhadron and virtual photonhadron interactions
Studies in photonphoton scattering can provide an important new eld for high en
ergy diractive studies One can benet in particular from the varying beam energy
and photon virtuality to further explore the nature of diraction Diraction studies in


 scattering can provide interesting additional information on the partonic content of
diractive exchange	 as studied at present at HERA Diraction is discussed both for




Linear Collider	 and based upon Ref
 

Since soft processes cannot be calculated within perturbative QCD	 it is dicult to
obtain a reliable estimate for the expected crosssection for photon diraction dissocia
tion
Simple Regge factorization arguments imply the following relations for diraction





































































the total crosssection in ab collisions The average slope characterizing the diractive






































  as indicated by low energy measurements

	
















 and an interpolated cross








    nb for W   GeV
photonphoton collisions This crosssection refers to one side only	 to get the total
crosssection for diraction dissociation it has to be doubled
Applying vector dominance arguments	 the inuence of the photon virtualities on
the diractive crosssection of weakly virtual photons can be estimated Supposing
that photon 







































































denote the 	 meson mass and the virtualities of the photons	
respectively

Finally it should be mentioned that a crosssection of similar size is also expected
















	 about  
 of all  events are expected to belong to diraction  either quasielastic vector
meson production or diraction dissociation
Experimentally	 events with diraction dissociation can be identied using the ra
pidity gap technique In nondiractive reactions	 rapidity gaps between the nal






of diraction dissociation at xed W is almost independent of the width

gap
of such rapidity gaps Hence diractive particle production can be measured trig









Figure  Photon single
diraction dissociation and
the expected pseudorapid
ity distribution of nal state
hadrons
The limited angular detector acceptance of the main detector makes the measure
ment of both edges of the gap dicult As shown by the HERA Collaborations
	
	
the measurement of the socalled 
max
distribution can be used instead to obtain exper
imental evidence for diraction The variable 
max
is dened as the pseudorapidity of
the most forward going hadron entering the central detector part	 see Fig  In case of




























which is almost independent of 
max
 Events
with a small 
max
value correspond to diractive nal states characterized by a large
rapidity gap Clearly this type of analysis will be the rst step in opening a eld









scattering and roughly its fraction of the total crosssection A
second generation of analyses will have to try to use forward veto techniques	 similar to
those applied for experiments at HERA These can then lead to precision measurements
of diractive structure functions





based on the PHOJET Monte Carlo event generator Only events with forward activity
ie at least 
 GeV energy deposit in the forward tagging detector are considered
Particles with large pseudorapidities could be measured with the planned small angle



















Figure  The 
max
crosssection for LEP as calculated using the Phojet MC event generator in two
photon collisions with W   GeV full curve The dotted curve shows the results of calculations for
nondiractive  interactions
hadrons in the entire pseudorapidity range allowed by phase space The combination of
a forward detector with the central main detector parts is well suited to nd evidence for
diraction it is also unimportant whether there is a gap in the pseudorapidity coverage
between these detector parts In other words	 the variable 
max
used here measures the
pseudorapidity edge of the multihadronic system produced in the central main detector	
and is measured wrt forward trigger
The prediction of the 
max










 GeV with an invariant  mass
W 	  GeV The 
max
distribution is obtained using the hadrons produced at pseudo
rapidities in the central range      Only events having also hadrons produced
in very forward direction      are considered These particles can be measured
with a small angle tagging calorimeter as installed at the LEP detectors This trigger on
forward going particles is important to suppress the major background to the diractive
signal due to highly asymmetric  collisions where the 
max
variable would refer to the
edge of the nondiractively produced hadronic nal state In diractive events with a
large rapidity gap	 the particles produced in the very forward region are decay products
of diractively produced vector mesons Note that it is not necessary to reconstruct
these vector mesons The exponential suppression of the rapidity gap in nondiractive
events is clearly seen dotted curve Almost all events with 
max
  belong to dirac
tion diraction dissociation and quasielastic vector meson production
A prediction of the 
max
crosssection is shown in Fig  for bremsstrahlung photon








  GeV The

max























Figure  The 
max
cross
section for the LC as calcu
lated using the Phojet MC
event generator in two pho
ton collisions with W
vis

 GeV full curve The
dotted curve shows the re
sults of calculations for non
diractive  interactions
central range      Only events having also particles produced in very
forward direction      are accepted	 as before A cut on the visible invariant
mass W
vis
  GeV was applied The visible invariant mass W
vis
is calculated from
all particles entering the central and the forward detector As for the case at LEP	
the exponential suppression of the rapidity gap in nondiractive events is clearly seen
dotted curve In Fig  the dierent diractive contributions are shown separately
for the same kinematics and cuts as used in Fig  For W
vis
  GeV	 the 
max
region from  to 
 is clearly dominated by single diraction dissociation of the
photon along the z axis whereas for 
max
  quasielastic vector meson production
becomes important Hence one can constrain the contribution of these components
Furthermore	 quasielastic vector meson production events could be identied on an
eventbyevent basis by reconstructing the decay products of the backward scattered






We consider now the exclusive or semiexclusive production of neutral mesons V
   V V

    V X 
in the region jtj 
W







 For the production of the vector meson V
vacuum quantum numbers are transferred from the photon to the meson The energy
dependence of these processes is expected to be determined by the pomeron singularity
The results discussed here are taken from the LEP working group	 as reported in
































  GeV into nondiractive nondi and
diractive contributions quasielastic vector meson production qel single diraction dissociation of
the photon parallel to the z axis sd single diraction dissociation of the photon antiparallel to the
z axis and double diraction dissociation dd
In lowest order of pQCD the processes  are described by diagrams with two
quark exchange Their contribution to the crosssection d
dt decreases as W
 
with
increasing W  However	 the contribution of the diagrams with the gluon exchange does
not decrease with W for t xed For the production of vector mesons V the lowest
nontrivial diagrams of pQCD corresponds to the twogluon exchange The lowest order
calculations LO provide a lower limit of the expected event rates	 since	 at high enough
energies	 higherorder terms in the perturbative series become large In the appropriate
kinematical region at LEP the perturbative series needs to be summed to all orders

























t ln A corresponding strong enhancement over the twogluon
exchange results is thus anticipated In the case of J production there exists also a
prediction

which takes into account the coupling of the reggeised gluons to the ccJ
system
Table 
	 taken from Ref


	 presents the number of expected events for LEP
based on the two regimes LO and LLA described above Since one does not know at
which energy the asymptotic predictions become valid it is expected that the number of
experimentally observed events will be bracketed by the two sets of predictions There
are important uncertainties on these numbers as reported in Ref


	 and some more
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luminosity of  pb
 
 The







The values for the  crosssections in lowest order in Table 
 are the following for
the J production the total crosssections obtained in Ref

is used	 for 	
 
the cross
section corresponds to the region t 	 jt
min
j In the calculations	 the photonphoton




 Furthermore	 results are given for the cross
sections demanding the meson to emerge at angles larger than 
min
 For the estimation
of the eects of BFKL pomeron theK factor calculated for the process     via two
cc pairs
 
was used To show the strong dependence of the results on the limitation of
K	 two sets of numbers are given last row	 for K   and for K   The numbers
obtained with the constraint on 
min
are calculated with a xed value of 
s
 
whereas for the other numbers running 
s
was used
Hence	 it appears that the study of exclusive diractive phenomena may yield inter
esting information on the nature of the pomeron	 in particular on the presence of BFKL
eects in the crosssection Studying these channels remains however an experimental











interactions which is experimentally




scattering The measurement of this
crosssection requires the double tagging of both outgoing leptons in the forward di
rection By varying the energy of the tagged leptons it is possible to probe the total









collider For suciently large photon virtualities we have a situation with only
large momentum scales	 similar to the forward jet measurement at HERA

 In other
words	 photons with large virtualities are objects with small transverse size	 and it is
exactly this situation for which the BFKL approximation should be considered most

reliable The energy dependence of this crosssection	 therefore	 should be described by
the power law of the BFKL pomeron This is basically an equivalent situation discussed
before for the exclusive vector meson production	 where the scale there was given by















































crosssection for this nal state i e
the event rate for the process under discussion falls o very rapidly with increasing
photon masses Therefore	 one cannot aord to have too large photon virtualities As
a compromise	 the range of  to GeV





subprocess	 one can in principle go up to almost the full collider energies Note that
this can cover a region where corrections to the BFKL pomeron	 in particular those
which are expected to restore unitarity	 are no longer small
	

The dierential crosssection for dierent values of the logarithm of the subenergy
















	 have been calculated
	

 Here	 in analogy to DIS


























the fourvectors of the photons and electrons respectively	 as indicated in the basic
diagram shown in Fig  In order to illustrate the BFKL power law	 the crosssection




 Fig  shows the results for both LEP at the Z
 
mass and
























The full curves represent the BFKL result and the dashed lines denote the Born 
approximation no gluon production between the two fermion pairs For the BFKL
























































































 as a function of the rapidity
Y  log ss


 The full curves denote the BFKL calculation and the dashed lines represent the Born
approximation no gluon production between the two quark pairs The two curves on the left in each





ing at large rapidity large y
i
 due to the photon ux factors In the Born crosssection




crosssection at large rapidity Y  The
BFKL predictions are well above the Born curves	 up to more than an order of mag




 to  GeV
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 mrad  
 mrad  
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 mrad  
 mrad 
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 mrad  
Table  Total event rates per pb
 




















Linear Collider are calculated taking
















The event rate calculations are based upon Monte Carlo integration of the phase space	







Collider and  pb
 
LEP are shown in Fig 
 Experimental restrictions have









colliders using double tag events The Q

value of the virtual photon emitted from the lepton is given by Eqn
 The variable

































































Linear Collider and  pb
 
LEP
with detector cuts in angle taken into account The range E
tag
  GeV log ss








was chosen The acceptance cut is 
tag
 mrad The large dashed and solid lines are BFKL















 	 and for the detector angles 
tag
  mrad	 Fig 





Linear Collider a few integrated event rates for dierent 
tag
values have been
computed	 as shown in Table  These clearly demonstrate the critical importance of
small angle electron tagging for experiments at the future Linear Collider Given that
several tens of inverse femtobarns will be collected per year with a Linear Collider	
a 
tagmin
value of  mrad or larger will only allow to establish the BFKL eect	
while 
tagmin
values of  mrad or smaller open the interesting possibility of making
detailed dierential studies of BFKL dynamics	 and should therefore be a goal for future
detectors








this kinematic region there is no DGLAP evolution between the two quark loops	 and the






this may be a rather crude approximation	 and in a future step our analysis will

have to be rened by using a background calculation based upon DGLAP evolution
This diculty is circumvented by introducing an additional cut parameter 	 limiting











 	  


This cut can easily be applied experimentally because double tagged events are selected
The BFKL sample will be cleaner for 	 approaching 
 Lowering 	 of course restricts
the phase space and thus lowers the number of events expected The high luminosity of




Linear Collider will nevertheless make a value for 	 reasonably close
to 
 aordable
In Table  event rates are presented for an acceptance angle of 
tag
  mrad	
an integrated luminosity of 
 pb
 
	 and dierent values of 	 The tagging energy
of the electron E
tag
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Table  Total event rates for pb
 






other cuts are as above Given are numbers of events for BFKL and for Born contributions in brackets




Linear Collider	 the numbers look
very promising even for the smaller values of 	 The crosssection based upon the
BFKL calculation is still a factor of about 
 larger compared to the Born crosssection
Requiring larger E
tag
values reduces the crosssection considerably	 but the event rate












 GeV and an integrated
luminosity of  pb
 
	 for some realistic experimental conditions eg for OPAL It




Linear Collider	 which compensates the crosssection and partially for the luminosity
If E
tag
values below  GeV can be exploited experimentally	 this process can already
be explored at LEP Note that the luminosity assumed above is what each LEP
experiment collected in 
	 and about  pb
 
is expected for each experiment for
the lifetime of LEP Hence there is a clear opportunity for LEP to explore this eld
 Conclusions
The total crosssection of the process    hadrons in the range 
  W  

 GeV
has been measured at LEP The rise of the total  crosssection characteristic for the
high energy behaviour of total hadronic crosssections is observed A simple model
based on Regge factorisation and a universal DonnachieLandsho t to the total cross
sections of p and pp data describes the data reasonably well There is however a
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 mrad the other cuts are as above Given are numbers of events for BFKL and for
Born contributions in brackets
Diractive processes in  appear experimentally accessible	 both at LEP and the
Linear Collider Present detectors at LEP are however not optimized for this type of
studies




crosssection and exclusive production of heavy
vector mesons or vector mesons with large jtj are expected to be sensitive to BFKL
eects A study of the expected rates of the former shows that already data at LEP
can contribute to this discussion
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Diractive Heavy Flavour Production at HERA
LRWest
School of Physics and Astronomy The University of Birmingham Edgbaston Birmingham B TT
United Kingdom
 May  
Diractive heavy avour production has been studied at HERA via the obser
vation of either D
 
 J or  	S mesons for charm production and the observa
tion of 
 mesons for beauty production Measurements have been made in both
photoproduction and electroproduction and when the proton remains intact or
breaks up These results are then used to test models which describe diractive
heavy avour production in perturbative QCD
I INTRODUCTION
Charm and beauty are produced in positronproton collisions at HERA predominantly as a
cc or b

b pair in the current system The relevant process for this paper is
ek  pP   ek
 
  Xx  Y P
 
 
where X is either a small mass system or a vector meson and Y is the 	nal state of the proton
In di
ractive interactions there is no colour transfer between system X and system Y  The








 t  q  x
 










and z  P xP q The reaction can be either elastic where Y remains a proton
and the elasticity z   or proton dissociative where the proton breaks up into a low mass state
and z is close to  Measurements are made for both photoproduction and electroproduction
where Q
 
  and Q  GeV
 
respectively
The results presented are based upon data recorded by the H  and ZEUS  detectors
between  and  when positrons with energy GeV and protons of energy GeV
were collided headon in HERA These results are then used to test a Regge based model of
DonnachieLandsho
  and a number of models which describe di
ractive heavy avour
production in perturbative QCD 


















by both H  and
ZEUS  The transverse momentum p
t
 of the D

is required to be larger than GeV and





ractive signal from the H
ZEUS data is observed by requiring j
D
 
j    M
Y
























is the pseudorapidity of the forward most energy cluster in the calorimeter Figures a and











 from the H 
data and the ZEUS  data respectively Using 	ts to these distributions    events are







pb and  


pb respectively The two crosssections cannot be directly
compared because the kinematic ranges of the measurements are di
erent If the 
max
cut is
removed from the ZEUS analysis   of the observed signal is found to be di
ractive
A prediction of the di
ractive D

production crosssection is done using the RAPGAP Monte





The prediction for the H kinematic range is found to be approximately  pb which is
consistent with the H measurement

III PHOTOPRODUCTION OF ELASTIC J
Elastic J photoproduction has been studied by both H  and ZEUS  using




where l is either an electron or muon Measurements of the




These measurements can be used to test the Regge based model of DonnachieLandsho
 
which predicts shrinkage ie the slope of the exponential dependence increases with increasing
W
 p








For small values of jtj the crosssection is found to have an exponential t dependence and a





from the ZEUS data and in the
range   W
 p
 GeV b    GeV
 
from the H data To look for evidence
of shrinkage the slope of the exponential dependence is measured at di
erent values of W
 p

This can be seen from 	gure a where the average p
 
t






b such that results  for lower W
 p
can also be compared The data is consistent with both
the prediction of the DonnachieLandsho
 model with shrinkage and a at W
 p
dependence
Hence the HERA measurements alone cannot yet make a strong statement on the evidence of
shrinkage
The J decay angular distributions measured by both H and ZEUS are found to be con
sistent with schannel helicity conservation not shown






gives a value of 
         from the H ZEUS
measurements The prediction of the DonnachieLandsho
 model fails to describe the steep
energy dependence which is observed in the data
Attempts to describe elastic J production in perturbative QCD pQCD use the exchange of
a gluon ladder in the leading log approximation  The crosssection in this model in leading
order is proportional to the square of the gluon density of the proton Hence in 	gure b the









However only the shape of the predictions are reliable as the higher order corrections and non
perturbative e
ects have not been taken into account when calculating the curves The pQCD
model gives good agreement with the data when the gluon density parameterisations of MRSA
 

CTEQ and GRV which have a strong rise of the gluon density with decreasing values of x are
used
IV ELECTROPRODUCTION OF ELASTIC J
Elastic production of J in electroproduction has been measured by both H  and
ZEUS  The W
 p





and can be seen in 	gure a The measured 
 for these two Q
 
values are found
to be consistent with that measured in photoproduction
The dependence of the crosssection on Q
 
has also been measured and can be seen in 	g







to the HERA data gives a value of n   which
is consistent with previous measurements for other vector mesons  A pQCD model 
which is an extension of the pQCD model of  is found to give good agreement with the
data
V PHOTOPRODUCTION OF J WITH PROTON DISSOCIATION
J production has been studied in photoproduction when the proton dissociates 
in the kinematic range of   W
 p
 GeV For small jtj an exponential t dependence

with b    GeV
 
and a steep energy dependence similar to elastic production is
observed
These results have been extended to larger values of jtj  for the same kinematic region
of W
 p
 For jtj  GeV
 
the crosssection for J photoproduction with proton dissociation











have also been determined and are shown in 	gures a




is seen to deviate from the exponential dependence at low jtj dashed line of 	gure a and
become atter
For large jtj predictions from a perturbative QCD model  using the BFKL evolution
equations  are compared to the data This model can predict the crosssection and the
W
 p
and t dependence The only uncertainty in this model is what value should be used for
the strong coupling constant 
s
 This is assumed to be a constant and hence is denoted as 
s

Using the measured crosssection the preferred value of 
s
for the pQCD model is found to be

s
   and using this value the pQCD model is found to give good agreement with
the data in both the t and W
 p
dependences
VI PHOTOPRODUCTION OF QUASIELASTIC  	S
The photoproduction of S has been observed using the  and  H data 












where l is either an electron or a
muon Mass distributions of the signals can be seen in 	gures   a to   d The quasielastic
crosssection de	ned as z   for an average W
 p
of GeV has been determined to be
	p   SY          nb where the last error is due to the uncertainty in
the branching ratios of the S decays
The quasielastic S crosssection is compared to the quasielastic J crosssection to
give a ratio of 	p   SY 	p   JY          where again
the last error is due to the uncertainty in the branching ratios In 	gure   e the H ratio
result and results from previous 	xed target experiments  are plotted as a function of
W
 p
and are found to be consistent with each other A prediction of this crosssection ratio has
been determined using pQCD  to be  at W
 p
 GeV which is consistent with the
H measurement
VII PHOTOPRODUCTION OF QUASIELASTIC 

First evidence for  in photoproduction has been observed in the ZEUS  to  data




in the kinematic range
  W
 p
 GeV The quasielastic crosssection de	ned as M
Y
 GeV is determined to








ractive heavy avour production has been observed via the production of D

 J
S and  at HERA Measurements have been made for both photoproduction and electro
production and for when the proton remains intact or breaks up Predictions from models of
di
ractive exchange using pQCD are found to give good agreement with the HERA measure
ments
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FIG 	 The photoproton crosssection measurements for elastic J production as a function of  a
W
p
where curves of the form  W

p





where a t to the data and
the predictions of  are also shown







































a function of W
p
compared to prediction of the DonnachieLandsho model with shrinkage and a at
W
p
dependence and  b the crosssection measurements of gure 	 a converted to x  g x using the
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|t|>1 GeV2 :  pQCD model with α_ s=0.207
|t|<1 GeV2 :  Non-pQCD model
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a b
FIG  The dierential electronproton crosssection measurements for J production with pro
tondissociation as a function of  a p

t
where the dashed line is the expectation from a single expo
nential tted to the low jtj data and the solid line is the prediction from a pQCD model using BFKL
formalism  and  b W
p
where the measurements are for jtj  GeV

and the curves are predictions
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Also shown is  e the ratio of the J and  	S crosssection measurements as a function of W
p
compared with results from earlier xed target experiments












For the D Collaboration
We present results from a search for event topologies consistent with Hard
Double Pomeron Exchange in pp collisions We observe a class of events containing
jets and two forward rapidity gaps at both  GeV and  GeV center of mass
energies and use the D	 calorimeter and forward scintillator arrays to establish
an excess of these double gap events with respect to a smooth background of
events with jets and low particle multiplicity in the forward regions The E
T
spectrum of the leading jets in the double gap events is compared to inclusive
jet production and found to be in good agreement at each center of mass energy
although other event characteristics such as jet azimuthal correlations and jet
multiplicities show the double gap events to be strikingly quieter
I INTRODUCTION
The concept of pomeron exchange originally provided an excellent description of the total
elastic and diractive cross sections for hadronhadron scattering at high energies 	
 Re
cently the study of diraction or hadron interactions described in terms of pomeron exchange
has expanded into the realm of hard scattering with the availability of high energy hadron beams
at CERN HERA and FERMILAB
 Today the accessible range for products of diractive in
teractions includes high P
T
jets 	 and W boson production 	

Typical pp interactions at Tevatron energies produce a large number of particles with a rather
uniform distribution in pseudorapidity
 

 We dene rapidity gaps as large intervals typically
of length    which contain no particles
 Such large rapidity gaps are highly suppressed in
typical QCD scattering where color is transferred between interacting partons
 Long rapidity
gaps are governed by the exchange of a color singlet
 Such exchanges are dominated by the
pomeron and by denition the presence of large rapidity gaps in the data can be used to
indicate a diractive process

Double pomeron exchange DPE is dened as a process where two hadrons scatter quasi
elastically producing a central mass which is separated by large rapidity gaps from the outgoing
hadrons
 A class of events consistent with double pomeron exchange was rst observed at




interactions 	 however at the ISR there was insucient energy
to produce hard scattering in DPE events
 UA previously made attempts to observe DPE




 Although they did nd a class of events consistent with double pomeron exchange
they were unable to show that these events did not arise from multiplicity uctuations in color
 








 This paper presents recent results from the D collaboration on a study of
double pomeron exchange at two center of mass energies
 We search for nal states of the form
p p  jet jetX in which the two jets are separated from the beamline by large rapidity
gaps

There is considerable theoretical interest in identifying and measuring hard double pomeron
exchange HDPE where hard indicates a high Q

scattering of the pomerons for example the
production of high P
T
jets
 HDPE measurements will shed light on the viability of pomeron
exchange models and the structure of the pomeron especially when combined with complemen
tary hard diractive measurements at HERA and the TEVATRON
 The clean events produced
in HDPE have also generated interest in using it as a channel to study heavy avor and search
for new particle states
 Measurements of hard scattering cross sections in DPE events will
determine whether this is a useful mechanism for studying these topics at future accelerators

II HARD DOUBLE POMERON EXCHANGE
While a satisfactory description of the pomeron P remains elusive a number of models have
been proposed to describe the available data
 Ingelman and Schlein 	 proposed the rst model
used to describe hard diractive data
 In this model the pomeron is treated as a quasiparticle
with a structure function which is emitted from the proton and carries a portion of the protons
momentum according to a probability distribution called the ux factor
 A parton from the
pomeron then undergoes a hard scattering with a parton from the antiproton
 This model can
be easily generalized to pomeronpomeron collisions as in Eq
  which demonstrates explicitly





































 t the ux factor is the probability of nding a pomeron in the proton with momentum














includes the pomeron structure functions and a QCD scattering matrix element
 Typically
the pomeron is assumed to carry about  or less of the protons momentum because above
this limit other Reggeon exchanges rapidly dominate over the pomeron
 This ruleofthumb
limit allows pomeronpomeron center of mass energies of up to GeV for pp interactions
at GeV
 While this model serves as a useful phenomenological description of hard
diractive interactions Collins Frankfurt and Strikman have also demonstrated the expected
breakdown of factorization of the pomeron within perturbative QCD 	

HPDE may also be described by a nonfactorizable form where the pomeron exchange is
thought of as a two gluon exchange process rather than as a particle exchange see for exam
ple 	
 In this model the nal state is exceptionally clean since there are no Pomeron
beam jets  the nal state consists only of the high transverse momentum jets and two scattered
protons
 It is also interesting to note that this is taken to be a leadingtwist mechanism 	 as
is the case for a two body scatter in QCD

Another possibility is that what we call the pomeron in hard diraction is in fact standard
QCD but that soft color interactions on a longer time scale cause the formation of rapidity
gaps 	




Using the D detector 	 we examine the process p p  jet jetX and search for the
presence of two forward rapidity gaps along the directions of each of the initial beam particles

This analysis primarily utilizes the uraniumliquid argon calorimeters which provide coverage in

pseudorapidity up to jj  
 The transverse segmentation of the projective calorimeter towers
is typically 	   
 Two forward scintillator arrays Level detector which cover
the region   jj   are also used to tag inelastic collisions and rapidity gap events

Due to the large cross section of inclusive jets it is necessary to prescale inclusive jet trig
gers
 Therefore a specially designed trigger was employed to increase eciency for double gap
events
 Events used in this analysis are required to pass a trigger which in addition to a jet
requires a forward gap tagged by the Level detector at the hardware trigger level
 Software
triggers require the events to have a jet with greater than GeV of transverse energy for
GeV center of mass data
 This trigger had a prescale about  times smaller than an
inclusive trigger without the gap requirement and greatly improved our eciency for triggering
on single gap events
 An additional trigger which required two rapidity gaps at the hardware
level was used to keep full acceptance for double gap events for runs in which the single gap
trigger was prescaled





characteristic of cosmic ray events and multiple pp interactions are re
moved from the sample as well as events for which either of the leading two jets fail standard qual
ity cuts 	








The two leading jets are further required to be produced within jj  
 The gap tagged at
trigger level is reinforced with more calorimeter and Level information
 Components of the
forward calorimetry are used to tag particle production" the electromagnetic calorimeter in
the region      and the hadronic calorimeter in the range     
 Particles
are tagged by the deposition of more than MeV of energy in an electromagnetic calorimeter
tower or MeV of energy in a hadronic calorimeter tower
 Because the last layer of the hadron
calorimeter at the limit of our forward acceptance is composed of stainless steel and produces
much less noise than the uranium sections the threshold for particle detection was reduced to
MeV of energy
 Each of these thresholds was chosen to maximize sensitivity to particles while
keeping noise which can ruin rapidity gaps at negligible levels

For events consisting of two good jets and one rapidity gap the number of towers n
CAL

above the energy threshold and the number of hits in Level n
L
 are measured on the side





distributions opposite the trigger gap for GeV
are shown in Fig
 
 A clear peak at low multiplicity is observed above a fairly at background
in qualitative agreement with expectations for an HDPE signal
 Using a larger rapidity interval
on each side      to measure the multiplicity gives consistent results

Figures  and  show various characteristics of the double gap events compared to a central
dijet sample with no rapidity gap requirement
 In these distributions the double gap events are
required to have zero hits in both the calorimeter and Level detector on each side
 Figure a
shows that the vertex distribution for the double gap events is identical to that of the inclusive
sample
 Fake rapidity gap events resulting from cosmic rays beamgas interactions or detector
eects would not exhibit this property
 The azimuthal angle between the leading two jets 	
is shown in Fig
 b and has the characteristic backtoback peak expected for dijet production

The peak at 	  
 is more pronounced than for inclusive events presumably due to less
radiation in events with two rapidity gaps
 The lack of radiation is also reected in Fig
 a
which shows the number of jets is sharply peaked at two unlike the inclusive sample which has
a more pronounced tail out to larger jet multiplicities
 Figure b shows that the jets in double
gap events are much narrower than inclusive jets
 The jet width is dened to be the E
T
weighted
RMS value of clustered calorimeter tower locations around the axis of the jet
 This dierence
could be due to some property of the jets produced in double gap events however it could also



























FIG  Multiplicity distributions of calorimeter towers n
CAL
 and Level	 hits n
L
 opposite a





































1 1.25 1.5 1.75 2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3
FIG  Vertex distribution for GeV data a  distributions for GeV data b Distri
butions for an inclusive event sample are shown in the histogram and double gap events are shown as
the circles
It is interesting to examine the E
T
spectrum of jets produced in the diractive events
 This
distribution can give insight to the viability of various pomeron models
 Figure  shows the E
T
spectra of the two leading jets for an inclusive sample with two central jets greater than GeV
solid histogram a sample with the additional requirement of a single forward rapidity gap
dashed histogram and the sample of double gap events open circles
 All three spectra are in
good agreement where data are available implying that the dynamics of leading jets produced
in the rapidity gap events appear similar to those of inclusive QCD production
 The diractive
data do not reach high enoughE
T
values to clearly violate the  ruleofthumb
 However since

the eective center of mass energy in the IngelmanSchlein scheme is limited by the pomeron




 Assuming the pomeron carries only a small fraction of the protons momentum a
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FIG  Multiplicity of jets with E
T
 GeV for GeV data a Jet width distributions for
GeV data b Distributions for an inclusive event sample are shown in the histogram and double
gap events are shown as the circles









Double gap and jet sample
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FIG  E
T
distributions of the leading two jets for three data samples at GeV An inclusive
sample requiring j
jet
j   is shown in the solid histogram The distribution with the added require
ment of one forward rapidity gap is shown in dotted line and the distribution for double gap events is
shown in circles
When the pp center of mass energy is lowered to GeV the factorizable pomeron model

would predict maximum energies of only about GeV in the pomeronpomeron center of mass

It is very unlikely to nd high P
T
jets produced in typical hadron collisions at this energy
 A
parallel analysis using pp data taken at GeV however yields similar results to the above
analysis at GeV
 Figure  shows calorimeter tower multiplicity versus Level multiplicity
opposite a tagged rapidity gap for the GeV data
 We observe an excess of double gap
events
 Figure  shows the vertex and 	 distributions for the inclusive and double gap samples

The double gap events exhibit the properties of good physics events and are inconsistent with
the possible sources of background listed in the discussion of the GeV analysis
 The jet
multiplicity and width distributions shown in Fig
  display similar properties to the GeV
data

Figure  shows the E
T




spectra for jets in the events with rapidity gaps are again observed
to be similar to the inclusive pp scattering
 The E
T
spectra for the double gap events appear
harder than allowed by the  ruleofthumb for the pomeron momentum fraction
 However
it should be noted that corrections for E
T
smearing eects due to nite jet E
T
resolutions are




























FIG  Multiplicity distributions of calorimeter towers n
CAL
 and Level	 hits n
L
 opposite a
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FIG  Vertex distribution for GeV data a  distributions for GeV data b Distribu
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FIG  Multiplicity of jets with E
T
 GeV for GeV data a Jet width distributions for
GeV data b Distributions for an inclusive event sample are shown in the histogram and double
gap events are shown as the circles










Double gap and jet sample
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FIG  E
T
distributions of the leading two jets for three data samples at GeV An inclusive sample
requiring j
jet
j   is shown in the solid histogram The distribution with the added requirement of
one forward rapidity gap is shown in dotted line and the distribution for double gap events is shown in
circles
IV CONCLUSION
We have observed a class of events with two rapidity gaps and high E
T
jets in the D detector
in pp collisions at center of mass energies of  and GeV
 There is an excess of double gap
events
 These events are qualitatively consistent with double pomeron exchange
 In the future
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We have studied events with a highx
F
antiproton and two central jets with
E
T
  GeV in CDF in p	p collisions at
p
s 
  GeV We nd an excess of
events with a rapidity gap at least  units wide in the proton direction which
we interpret as dijet production in double pomeron exchange events
I INTRODUCTION
Double pomeron exchange DPE events  contain two large rapidity gaps where by large is
meant not exponentially damped on a scale of order one unit of rapidity A region 	  
or better
	y as large as 
say  units with no hadrons is dominated by pomeron exchange in the tchannel
with little background from other processes 
nondiractive or reggeon exchange For a region
	  only  units wide reggeon exchange dominates One cannot distinguish these processes on an







    distribution of leading particles of identical type to the incoming particle 
eg p   p




approximately due to pomeron exchange Also if one selects a large 
eg  units region of
rapidity and counts the hadrons the multiplicity n distribution sometimes shows two distinct
components One is like a negative binomial distribution 
nbd and represents nondiractive
events 
and some diractive events where the pomeron did not span the whole 	  region the
other a peak at n In the measurements reported here we used both methods we triggered
on a high x
F
p and observed the twocomponent n distribution on the opposite side









s   GeV  at the SppS 

p
s   GeV and is  at the Tevatron 

p
s   GeV
Requiring two forward rapidity gaps of at least  units is approximately equivalent to requiring
the beam particles to both have x
F
  and that limits the central masses to  GeV at the
ISR  GeV at the SppS and  GeV at the Tevatron Of course this is merely a rule of thumb
there is no hard limit just a smaller and smaller signalbackground if you push the mass higher
The DPE process was discovered at the ISR and used there  for glueball searching if pomerons
are predominantly gluonic at low Q
 
this should be an ideal hunting ground furthermore the





 as the pomeron has
vacuum quantum numbers
At the SppS UA  made a study of events triggered on two forward rapidity gaps 
  j j 
 together with a localised central energy deposition 
eitherE
T
  GeV in an electromagnetic
cluster or E
T
  GeV in an electromagnetic  hadronic sum Unfortunately one cannot derive
from this data the relative amounts of DPE signal and background it was lacking the control
samples which did not require forward gaps
The data presented here from CDF benet greatly from the higher
p
s the detection of the
forward p and the study of forward multiplicities without any trigger requirements Experiment
D  also presented at this meeting evidence for jets in DPE triggering on a rapidity gap on
one side central jets and observing the twocomponent multiplicity distribution 
zeros  nbd
on the other side

II APPARATUS AND POT TRACKING
The Collider Detector at Fermilab 
CDF consists of a large central detector with tracking in
a solenoidal eld and calorimetry over       to measure jets For the last two months
of the last Collider Run 
Ic which nished in February  we installed three Roman Pot
detectors to detect quasielastically scattered antiprotons These were placed on the inside of
the Tevatron ring  m from the intersection point Antiprotons with      are bent
into the pot detectors by the traversed dipole eld Three pots are placed  cm apart to
measure the deected track in scintillating ber trackers Some details of these detectors their
use in triggering and reconstructing forward tracks are given in another talk at this meeting 
Data were taken for this study with a potinclusive trigger 
pot track together with a beam
crossing PX
The active edge of the pot detectors was about  mm from the beams The acceptance region
is  at t   from    to  this  range shrinks as t increases out to about  GeV
 

Outside this region the acceptance drops due to the restricted  coverage The acceptance drops
rapidly at    particles with smaller momentum hit the beam pipe upstream and shower






III  GEV POTDIJETS DATA SAMPLE
For this study we used K events triggered on a coincidence of the  pot trigger scintillators
with a beam crossing PX Of these we selected K with exactly one reconstructed vertex
with jz
vertex
j   cm We then required that the pulse heights of the pot trigger counters are
consistent with a single mip and that we reconstruct a single track with  x and  y hits
K events survive After some minor cleanup cuts we have K goodPX events of which
 PJJ have at least two jets with E
T
  GeV The  of the pot track using the central
vertex as origin is reconstructed no cut is applied but nearly all events have     
and jtj   GeV
 

We then required low multiplicity N
BBC

west   in the element Beambeam counters

BBC with       on the same 
west side as the pots as well as a signal consistent with
no particles in a small angle microplug calorimeter with       in the same region
The above selections leave us with  PJJ events with E
T
above  GeV for each of the two
jets
A similar dijet selection 
JJ events was made on a minimum bias data sample with of course
no selection on forward tracks or multiplicity As noted in  for dijets above  GeV the E
T
spectra are very similar The 	 distribution between the two leading jets is slightly more
peaked backtoback in the PJJ than in the JJ events The jets are shifted in rapidity away
from the pot track One expects a shift rst because of the moving cm of the pomeronproton
collision together with any eect due to the distribution of the partons in the pomeron which
is expected to be harder than the x
Bjorken
distribution of the partons in the proton These two
eect tend to cancel which could explain the similar E
T
spectra of the jets However if the
cancellation were complete then of course the mean   of the jets would also be the same so it
is only partial

FIG  East side BBC vs Caltower multiplicity
distribution for PJJ events  GeV dijets
FIG  East side BBC vs Caltower multiplic
ity distribution for Monte Carlo Double Pomeron
 POMPOMPYT with a at distribution
IV DOUBLE POMERON SIGNAL
We now look on the opposite 
east side to the pot track for events with a rapidity gap over and








east for these PJJ events the BBC counters cover      
and the calorimeter towers are in the region       The E
T
cut on the towers was chosen
to be  dependent to minimize noise while maximizing sensitivity to particles The empirical
formula for the cut was 
GeV   j j for   j j   and   j j for
j j   There can still be some noise hits among all the towers in the search region The
data show a spike in the 
 bin not explicable in terms of an extrapolation of the bulk of the

SDE events There are  events in that bin out of the  in the whole sample where the
surrounding bins have about  events
The shape of the distribution in Fig and how to extract a signal and background can
be understood with the help of a Monte Carlo simulation For this we modied the program
POMPYT which was made to include single diraction in PYTHIA to simulate DPE 
POM
POMPYT Each incident beam particle can emit a pomeron with a dened ux and dened
structure functions and the pomeronpomeron collision is treated like a hadronhadron collision
to produce jets The resulting simulation of Fig for a pomeronwith a atgluon distribution
is shown in Fig We note the strong signal in the 
 bin but actually only  
 of
the DPE events with    for  GeV 
 GeV dijets are in this bin




plot beyond the rst two bins
leads us to use this distribution extrapolated to 
 as a reasonable estimate of the background
to DPE but to put a generous systematic uncertainty on it The plot is shown in Fig and
we take  events for the DPE signal and    events for the background in this bin The
statistical signicance of the signal is clearly overwhelming If we select dijets above  GeV
rather than  GeV the diagonal entries are        from a total number of 
events in the PJJ sample

FIG  Top Numbers of events with i towers and j BBC
counters occupied where i  j is the vertical  horizontal axis
on the east side  opposite the highx
F
antiproton Bottom Dis
tribution along the diagonal i 
 j showing the DPE signal in the
rst bin
Taking the fraction of JJP events with a 
 gap PJJG and considering the 
 dif






    
stat 
syst
where G  gap 
ie no detected particles

 for       the two jets are above  GeV in
E
T
 and P means a pot track with     
Note that if the gap on the east side extends all the way from     to the unobserved
beam proton the latter should have from 	   ln 
p
  Further considerations such
as uctuations in the rapidity gap edge detector e ciency eects and    y etc allow higher
values of 
p









 allowing a range from  GeV to  GeV for the present studies We are
at present studying this calorimetrically




predicts that only  of all the DPE events will be in the 
 signal bin with a at gluon
pomeron 
we are now studying the eect of other pomeron structures Secondly we are not yet
ready to say what fraction of the PJJ events are due to pomeron exchange although we believe
that it is large POMPOMPYT as a phenomenologicalmodel has the incoming protons emitting
pomerons with a certain ux and they have an input partonic structure The acceptance for
DPE PJJ events depends on the pomeron!s structure In CDF we previously measured JJG
 
Particles above the dependent E
T
thresholds described above in the tower region the BBC counters




 and diractiveW  WG events By comparing these rates we extracted the fraction
g
gq
in the pomeron nding     similar to the slightly lower fraction found at HERA
 However we nd fewer diractive events than the HERA data lead us to expect 
together
with the pomeron  quasiparticle paradigm including factorisation in the calculations by a
Discrepancy factor D    In order for POMPOMPYT to agree with our measured
ratio 
 in the 
 bin we need to apply a factor D
 
 then the agreement is good with
POMPOMPYT predicting 
The cross section for events at
p
s   GeV with a p with      two jets
above  GeV E
T
and a gap 
just counting the excess  events on the p side       is
   nb
V KINEMATICS
Taking the  events in the 
 signal bin we see no appreciable dierence in the  or
t distributions when compared with the SDE events ie those with medium or even high





and 	 distributions for the DPE candidates single diractive events and non
diractive events
FIG  Top E
T
jet spectra for leading jet
DPE compared with SDE and nondiractive events
Middle DPESDEND comparison for  distribu
tions Bottom DPESDEND comparison for 
distributions
FIG  Top E
T
jet spectra for leading jet
DPE compared with POMPOMPYT Middle DPE
DataPOMPYT comparison for  distributions




distributions are equal the  distributions show the expected boosts 
symmetric
about     for nondiractive pushed to positive   for PJJ and pushed back to slightly
negative   for PJJG and the 	 distribution shows that the DPE events are even more peaked
backtoback POMPOMPYT with a at gluon distribution for the pomeron reproduces well
see Fig the shapes of the E
T
   and 	 plots

VI CONCLUSIONS
In a sample of
p





  and two jets
with E
T
  GeV we have observed a clear excess of events with a rapidity gap from   
on the p side About  of the PJJ events are in this PJJG class
We developed a DPE version of POMPYT to understand the signalbackground levels in
the data According to this Monte Carlo if the pomeron structure is atgluonic  of
the DPE events with   x
F

p   and   x
F

p   fall in this 
 bin The
rate of events is consistent with having to apply the previously determined discrepancy factor
between diraction in pp and ep collisions  D   twice D
 
 to get the correct rate This
is expected with the renormalized ux hypothesis of Goulianos 
The jets have the same E
T
spectrum as SDE and nondiractive jets they are however more
backtoback in 	 following a systematic trend Perhaps simply the more of the rapidity range
of an event is taken by gaps the less additional jet activity is allowed The jet   distributions
show the expected boosts
Finally we would like to note that these data were taken in the last four weeks of the last
Collider run with triggers that were heavily downscaled and not optimum for this physics
In Run II starting in the year  factors of 

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PROBING HARD COLORSINGLET EXCHANGE AT D
J Perkins
University of Texas  Arlington TX  USA
E	mail
 perkinsfnalgov
for the D Collaboration
We present latest preliminary results on hard colorsinglet exchange in proton
antiproton collisions The fraction of dijet events produced via colorsinglet ex
change is measured as a function of jet transverse energy pseudorapidity separa
tion between jets and protonantiproton centerofmass energy The results favor
a colorsinglet fraction that increases with increasing quarkinitiated processes
 Introduction
A signature for dijet production via hard colorsinglet exchange is a rapidity gap no particles





 at a rate of  and 	 respectively We present
new measurements of the fraction of colorsinglet exchange in dijet events as a function of
jet transverse energy E
T
 pseudorapidity separation 
 between the two leading E
T
jets
and protonantiproton centerofmass energy 
p
s These measurements probe the colorsinglet
dynamics and its coupling to quarks and gluons A color singlet that couples more strongly to
quarks gluons is expected to produce a higher lower colorsinglet fraction as the proportion
of initialstate quark processes increases ie increasing Bjorken x Bjorken x increases with
decreasing
p




Models of a colorsinglet state that couples more strongly to gluons consist of the exchange of
two perturbative gluons

 The simple twogluon picture has been expanded to include certain
dynamical eects using a leadinglog BFKL approximation

 These eects predict a rising
colorsinglet fraction at large jet 
 separation
Models of a colorsinglet state that couples more strongly to quarks include the QCDbased
soft color rearrangementmodel

and a model based on the exchange of a hard U gauge boson
that couples only to quarks
	

The colorsinglet fraction calculated from models for the exchange of a hard color singlet
ie a twogluon singlet or U boson includes the probability that the rapidity gap is not
contaminated by particles from spectator interactions This survival probability S  	
 
   
is expected to be independent of the avor of the initiating partons in the hard scattering











 Measurement of the ColorSinglet Fraction
Data from two centerofmass protonantiproton energies of
p
s  		 GeV and 	 GeV are
used in this analysis Jets are reconstructed using a cone algorithm with cone radius of 	 in
  space For the comparison between the 	 and 		 GeV samples two oppositeside jets
with E
T




 three oppositeside dijet samples at 		 GeV are used with jet E
T
 
 and 	 GeV In all samples the two jets are required to have jj   and 
  
The particle multiplicity in the central rapidity region within jj   is approximated by
the multiplicity n
cal
 of localized 	 	 in 
 
 transverse energy deposits above 		




For the comparison of the 	 and 		 data the leading edge of each n
cal
distribution is
tted using a single negative binomial distribution NBD The fraction of rapidity gap events

is calculated from the excess of events over the t in the rst two bins n
cal
 	 or  divided by
the total number of entries The rapidity gap fraction is equal to  		stat 	syst
at
p
s  	 GeV and 	 		stat 	syst at
p
s  		 GeV The systematic errors
are dominated by the t uncertainties The ratio R of the rapidity gap fractions at 	 and
		 GeV is equal to   
To avoid large uncertainties in the colorexchange background subtraction when measuring
the colorsinglet fraction as a function of E
T
and 





 and dene the D colorsinglet fraction f
D





  The results are shown in Fig  The systematic errors include
eects from background estimation The measured colorsinglet fraction shows a slight rise as a




 Comparison to the ColorSinglet Models
We compare our results to colorsinglet models using herwig  which includes parton show
ering and hadronization of the nal states and allows detector simulation Monte Carlo samples
were generated using cteqm parton distribution functions Jets were reconstructed at the
particle level using a cone algorithm with cone radius of 	 Detector eects were simulated by
smearing the jet E
T
and  according to D jet resolutions The two leading jets were required
to have jj   and 
   just as in the data samples
herwig  includes a BFKL twogluon exchange process based on the calculations of Ref
 and a tchannel photon exchange process
We also construct a set of nave color factor models in which the color singlet dynamics is
assumed to be described by single gluon exchange but may have dierent color factors depending





color factors for quarkgluon and gluongluon processes compared to quarkquark processes
C
qq




 In the softcolor rearrangement model
initial quarks have fewer color combinations and thus a higher probability of being rearranged







We t the Monte Carlo models to the E
T
and 
 dependence of the colorsinglet fraction
in the data The results of the ts plotted as a function of the mean dijet E
T
 are shown in Fig
 Assuming a survival probability independent of E
T
and 
 the data favor quarkinitiated
colorsinglet models A singlegluon model can not be excluded
 Conclusions
We have presented new information on the fraction of dijet events produced via colorsinglet
exchange in pp collisions The measured colorsinglet fraction decreases with protonantiproton
centerofmass energy consistent with a recent prediction for the energy dependence of the
survival probability
 
 The colorsinglet fraction increases slightly as a function of jet transverse
energy and pseudorapidity separation between jets Assuming that the survival probability does
not depend on the above variables the data are qualitatively consistent with a colorsinglet
fraction that increases with increasing initial quark content
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Figure  The colorsinglet fraction a as a function of the second leading jet E
T
GeV plotted at the average jet
E
T
for that bin	 b as a function of 
 between the leading E
T
jets Statistical inner error bars and statistical
plus systematic errors outer error bars are shown The error band at the bottom shows the normalization

















Figure  Monte Carlo ts to the measured colorsinglet fraction f
 D
as a function of second leading jet E
T
GeV The normalization is allowed to oat

Rapidity Gaps Between Jets in  p Collisions at HERA
B E Cox
Department of Physics and Astronomy University of Manchester Manchester M PL England
 March  
Diractive scattering in the presence of a large momentum transfer is an
ideal place to study the pomeron in a region accessible to perturbative QCD
calculations Such studies have focused on 	rapidity gaps between jets
 We
review the results of the H and ZEUS collaborations at HERA and discuss the
problems associated with this approach We propose a new approach in which we
study double dissociation at high jtj We conclude that this more inclusive study
avoids many of the drawbacks of measurements involving gaps between jets
I INTRODUCTION
The strong interaction is at present understood in two distinct and separate regimes the short
range hard partonic interactions to which perturbative QCD calculations are applicable and the
long range soft interactions described by the phenomenology of Regge theory Both frameworks
have proved outstandingly successful and yet both have remained essentially disconnected QCD
has as yet been unable to reproduce Regge theory as it must if it is to be regarded as the
complete theory of the strong interaction
In the Regge region the scattering process is described in terms of the tchannel exchange of
mesons and at higher energy by the pomeron which in modern language has come to mean
any strongly interacting colourless object with vacuum quantum numbers The contribution
of such processes to the total DIS cross section has been measured in detail by the ZEUS and
H	 collaborations and quanti




Tantalising departures from Regge theory expectations have been seen and may signal the onset
of QCD corrections to the Regge picture as the pomeron is forced into regions of phase space
where pQCD is relevant
A natural 
rst step towards any eventual QCD understanding of Regge behaviour would
seem to be a pQCD understanding of the pomeron and in recent years much progress has been
made In particular the rapidity gaps between jets process suggested for study by Mueller
 Tang  restricts the experimental phase space to a region where QCD eg in the form
of the leading logarithmic approximation LLA of BFKL  is applicable In this paper we
review the rapidity gaps between jets measurements made by the H	 and ZEUS collaborations
at HERA Similar measurements have been made at the Tevatron experiments   and
all experiments certainly see a signal for a gap producing mechanism above the expectation
from normal QCD processes The rapidity gaps between jets approach however falls short
of providing a quantitative test of the theory which in the form of the LLA is itself far from
complete  With this in mind we present a new more inclusive experimental approach 
which will provide data better suited for precise quantitative comparisons with theory
II RAPIDITY GAPS BETWEEN JETS IN P COLLISIONS AT HERA
The cross section for leptonproton collisions at HERA is dominated by photoproduction
where the lepton radiates a quasireal photon which then interacts with the proton In this
case the photon behaves more like a hadronic object described in terms of parton distribution
functions and a parton from the photon interacts with a parton from the proton The generic
QCD Pomeron scattering process at HERA is shown in 
gure 	 For colour singlet exchange

there is no colour connection between the outgoing partons and so these events are characterised
at the hadron level by an absence of energy ow or the existence of a rapidity gap between
the two systems X and Y By demanding jets in both the X and Y systems we ensure that the
momentum transfer across the rapidity gap is suciently large that pQCD is applicable The
experimental signature for this process is shown in 
gure b
A rapidity gap can also be produced in events where the hard scatter is mediated by an object
with net colour ie a quark or gluon by multiplicity uctuations in the hadronic 
nal state
In order to distinguish between these and genuine colour singlet mediated scattering events the
gap fraction is introduced The gap fraction f is de
ned as the proportion of events
containing two or more high E
T
jets for which there is a gap in rapidity between the two highest
E
T
jets as a function of the jet  jet separation  For processes involving the exchange of
objects with net colour the naive expectation the assumption that the multiplicity uctuations
obey simple Poisson statistics is for f to decrease exponentially with increasing  If
colour singlet exchange also plays a role the gap fraction is expected to level o at some value
of 
The gap fractions measured by H	 and ZEUS fully corrected for detector eects are shown
in 
gure  A detailed description of the event selection and correction procedures can be found
elsewhere 	 		
In the case of H	 photoproduction events were selected by detecting the scattered positron in
the electron tagger of the H	 luminosity system located  m from the interaction point in the





 The photon  proton centre of mass energy is restricted to the range 	  W   GeV
to avoid regions of low electron tagger acceptance In the ZEUS analysis photoproduction events
were selected by requiring no scattered positron candidate in the main calorimeters restricting




 The photon  proton centre of mass energy is
restricted to the range 	  W   GeV




   GeV Jet pseudorapidities     ln tan are restricted to the range   
      ensuring that the jet cones are completely contained within the calorimeters
A gap event is de
ned as an event in which there is no calorimeter cluster of energy E 




In summary the gap fraction is observed to fall exponentially throughout the region  
   whereas an excess of events above the exponential fall o is observed in the range
     Integrated over this latter interval the measured value of f lies more than
two standard deviations above the exponential fall o This excess can be interpreted as the
result of the exchange of a strongly interacting colour singlet object
III THE DRAWBACKS OF THE GAPS BETWEEN JETS APPROACH
The drawbacks of the gaps between jets approach as a means of testing the BFKL formalism
are related to two experimental limitations The Mueller  Tang cross section for colour singlet





























where y is the rapidity dierence between the outgoing partons from the hard scatter The
key feature is the exponential rise in the cross section with y This means that the larger the
experimental reach in rapidity the clearer the characteristic BFKL rise in the cross section
becomes The 

factor in the exponent is calculable in the theory In Regge language it is






 although there are
large next to leading order corrections  which make this quantity theoretically uncertain

Also note that at leading order the scale of 	
s
is unknown and hence 	
s
becomes essentially
a free parameter to be 
t to data A major drawback of the gaps between jets approach is the
inability to access large rapidity dierences If two jets of cone radius 	 unit of rapidity must
be contained within the calorimeters and a typical calorimeter spans no more than  units of
rapidity the reach in y is clearly limited Furthermore the requirement of two jets with E
t
 
GeV restricts jtj   GeV
 
 whereas the pQCD cross section may well hold to jtj  	 GeV
 

We are therefore throwing away the overwhelming majority of the events available for analysis
It is clear that there should be a better way to investigate this region of high jtj diraction
IV A NEW APPROACH AT HERA
A solution to both these problems has been suggested by Cox  Forshaw  The hadronic

nal state is split by the largest rapidity gap in the event into two hadronic systems X and Y

gure 	 In terms of the jet measurement system X is the backward or photon side jet and Y
is the forward or proton side jet The scattered electron is tagged in the electron tagger limiting
Q
 
to  	 GeV
 
 The entire kinematics of the event are constrained by the measurement of
the scattered electron giving the vector of the photon and the vector of the X system which
at HERA is boosted into the detector and hence well measured We now have the advantage
that we can allow the Y system to move completely outside the detector since we do not need
to measure it increasing the largest observable gap size to over  units of rapidity
With the hadronic 
nal state split into two systems as described above the kinematics of























 t    X
 
and W is the p centre of mass energy









 This cut can be implemented without needing a very precise measurement





measured as described above and determined primarily by experimental resolution
The resulting sample is the sample of interest This way of de
ning the sample has the very
important advantage that it is easy to implement theoretically and is quite insensitive to hadro
nisation eects which de
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p  XY  at 
xed W
 











 with a weak depen
dence on the photon parton distribution functions It should be noted that this prediction is
dependent only on the exponential form of equation 	 not the details of the leading order
BFKL equation which gives the prediction for the pomeron intercept 

 This measurement
therefore oers the possibility of measuring directly the hard pomeron intercept to all orders
in the theory
The Mueller  Tang colour singlet cross section has been implemented into the HERWIG 
Monte Carlo 	 allowing a simulation up to hadron level including the background expected




xedW is shown in 
gure  for both standard photoproduction and photoproductionwith colour
singlet exchange for W   GeV   M
y
 	 GeV and jtj   GeV
 
 For the colour singlet
sample 

is an input parameter into HERWIG here chosen to be 	 Also shown in 
gure













Results from CDF  D  ZEUS 	 and H	 		 all show evidence of an excess of gap
events at high jtj over what would be expected from noncolour singlet exchange processes The
data however are not at present sucient to allow precise quantitative comparisons between
theoretical models The new approach suggested by Cox  Forshaw  avoids many of the

drawbacks of the gaps between jets measurements and provides a well de
ned cross section
for comparison with theory
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FIG  The underlying hard scattering process at parton level  a and its signature at detector level
 b Parton 	a
 is from the incoming photon and parton 	b






































2 2.5 3 3.5 4
a b
FIG  The corrected gap fraction f  H  data  a are solid points The inner error
bars show the statistical errors and the outer error bars show the sum in quadrature of the statistical
and systematic errors The prediction of the HERWIG simulation without a colour singlet exchange
component is shown together with statistical errors as the open points ZEUS  data  b are solid

























































 p  XY  at xed W for HERWIG colour singlet  photoproduction  a and photo
production alone  b for a luminosity of  pb
  









t shown as the solid line
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Dijets with a Central Rapidity Gap
at
p
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Abstract Preliminary results on dijet production with a rapidity gap between jets
in pp collisions at
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Results on dijet events with a rapidity gap between jets JetGapJet at
tributed to strongly interacting colorsinglet exchange CSE have been reported
by CDF 	 and D
 	 for pp collisions at
p
s GeV at the Tevatron and
by ZEUS 	 for   p collisions at HERA In this paper we report preliminary
results of JetGapJet production at
p
s GeV and compare them with those
at  GeV After a brief review of the  GeV results we present the the new












  a search was
made for events with a rapidity gap in the region of jj   between the jets
The background of normal coloroctet exchange events that happen to have a
rapidity gap in this region due to mupliplicity uctuations was evaluated by using
as a template the tracktower multiplicity distribution of a sample of dijet events
with the two jets in the same hemisphere 	 The multiplicity of the sameside
SS dijet events was evaluated within a larger region jj   to ensure the
same mean multiplicity as that of the oppositeside OS event sample Figure 
shows the track and tower multiplicity distributions for OS and normalized SS
dijet events and their asymmetries The asymmetry is dened as the binbybin
dierence over sum of the corresponding multiplicities The ratio of JetGap
Jet to all events was evaluated from the excess OS over SS events in the low

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(d)
FIGURE   ab Multiplicity distri
butions for OS  solid j j   and SS
 dashed j j   dijet events  cd
the asymmetry  binbybin di	erence
over sum of the distributions in  a
and  b
 The low multiplicity excess
































































FIGURE  Normalized  to be unity
on average ratios of gap  solid points
and control samples  open circles over
all events versus  a the average E
T
of
the two leading jets  b the E
T
of the
third jet and  c half the   separation
between the two leading jets

In addition to measuring the overall ratio R CDF studied the properties of a
sample of  gap events with zero tracks and   or  towers within jj  
This sample contains an estimated  normal coloroctet exchange events in
which the gap is due to multiplicity uctuations For this reason the properties
of the gap events were compared with those of a control sample consisting of
events with   or  tracks and up to  towers Figure  shows normalized ratios
of gap and control sample events to all events as a function of the average E
T
of
the two leading jets the E
T
of the third jet and the separation of the two lead
ing jets The gap and control samples behave similarly Within the statistical
errors the colorless exchange fraction is independent of jet E
T
and  decreasing






The measurement of JetGapJet production at
p
s GeV is based on 
OS and  SS dijet events with jj
 
  and E
 
T
  GeV A lower E
jet
T
threshold was chosen at  than at  GeV so that jets at the same values at
the two energies correspond approximately to the same xvalues of the scattered
partons
The data analysis was modeled after the analysis of the  GeV data The
CSE signal is seen in Fig  which is the counterpart of Fig 
FIGURE  Multiplicity distri
butions  a for tracks and  b for
calorimeter towers in the regions j j 
 for OS  solid lines and j j 
   for tracks  towers of SS dijet
events  dashed lines  cd the asym
metry  binbybin di	erence over sum
of the distributions shown in  a and
 b
 The low multiplicity excess is at
tributed to colorless exchange

FIGURE  TOWERS vs TRACKS
 a in the region j j   for OS and
 b in the regions j j     for
tracks  towers of SS dijet events
 The
SS distribution is normalized so that





  is equal to that for OS
events
 Two views of the same distri
bution are shown in  a and  b


Figure  shows two views of TOWERSvsTRACKS lego plots in the region
jj   for OS and j
tracks
j   j
towers
j   for SS events The SS 
regions were chosen larger so that their mean multiplicity is the same as that for
OS events within jj   The data analysis yielded the CSE fraction
R
JGJ




  GeV j
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j are shown in Fig  for gap and control sample events The
denition of the data samples and of the normalization are the same as those in
the  GeV case Fig  The gap sample consists of   or one vertex
events in the bins with zero tracks and   or  towers in Fig a These events
contain a background of  events  as estimated from an extrapolation from
larger multiplicity bins guided by the distribution of the SS lego plot of Fig b
The control sample consists of low multiplicity OS events with  tracks and
 towers Both gap and control sample distributions in Fig  are normalized to
be unity on average to facilitate comparison of their shapes As in the  GeV
case the gap and control sample distributions are similar Assuming that the




and  dependence as the control
sample we have scaled the number of events in the control sample to  of the





distributions from the corresponding gap sample distributions the same was done
for the  GeV data samples where the background was  Distributions for
 and  GeV data after background subtraction are compared below
COMPARISON OF  WITH  GEV RESULTS
A meaningful comparison of dijet production characteristics at two energies
can be made using the x and x
T
variables of the scattered partons which are


























Figure  shows a x distributions two entries per event and b x
T
distribu
tions for the backgroundsubtracted gap samples of  and  GeV Both
distributions are consistent with being at over the range of the measurement

FIGURE  Normalized  to be
unity on average ratios of gap  solid
points and control sample events
 open circles over all events versus  a
the average E
T
of the two leading jets
 b half the   separation between the
two leading jets
 The gap sample con
tains an estimated  background

FIGURE 	 Comparison of distri
butions of the ratio of CSE events to
all events for
p
s and  GeV
 a x of the two leading jets  two en
tries per event  b x
T
of the two lead
ing jets
 The overall normalization has
been scaled to correspond to the value




New results were presented on dijet events with a rapidity gap between jets
produced in pp collisions at
p
s GeV at the Tevatron and compared with
published results at
p
s GeV The JetGapJet event topology is presumed
to be due to strongly interacting colorsinglet exchange A candidate for such an
exchange is the pomeron which is exchanged in soft 	 and hard 	 diraction




  jj   and E
jet
T
   GeV at
p
s 
 GeV the fraction of JetGapJet to all dijet events was found to be R
JGJ







    Not withstanding its statistical signicance the observed
increase of the JetGapJet fraction with decreasing energy is consistent with
theoretical expectations 	
The x and x
T






measured values at  and  GeV and their distributions were presented
and compared Within errors the distributions at both energies are at indi
cating that the colorsinglet pomeron! and coloroctet couplings to quarks and
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Diractive physics and DCC formation in cosmic ray events
C E Navia
 
and C R A Augusto
Instituto de Fsica Universidade Federal Fluminense 	
 Niteroi RJ Brazil
A systematic study of cosmic ray protons inducing  hadron families and
detected in emulson chamber experiments at mountain altitudes is presented
Our main objective is the extraction of nonstatistical uctuations in the neutral
fraction distribution in pion multiple production through the use of the Robust
Observables in  hadron families visible energy above  TeV	 From the com
parison with simulated generic families it is seen that there are peculiar clusters of
pions with large asymmetries in the neutral pion fraction distribution absent in
the arti
cial generic families A qualitative explanation of this eect is provided
by assuming copious production of pions in the farforward angular region from
a channel to DCC generation in nuclear collisions
I INTRODUCTION
The primary attraction of the study of the hadrons interaction through  hadron families
produced by the cosmic radiation in the atmosphere and detected through emulsion chambers
at mountain altitudes of the point of view of particles physics is the high energy and allows
the knowledge of the phenomenon of particle production in the farforward region still not very
explored by the current collider accelerators
When a particle of the primary cosmic radiation for example a proton spreads for the atmo
sphere it dissipates its energy in several successive interactions with the nuclei of the atmosphere
losing its identity at the same time secondary particles are originated in these interactions form
ing an air shower The high energy particles hadrons electrons and photons concentrated very
close to the shower core and that they arrive at the observation level forming a group is called
of  hadron family
Emulsion chambers are electron shower detectors which are widely used for the mountain ex
periment of large exposure such as Chacaltaya Pamir Mt Fuji and Kambala 	 The chamber
is particularly suitable for observation on high energy particles of the electromagnetic compo




MSU Moscow State University Group 	 has installed at Pamir several thick lead chambers
 cm Pb that is to say thick sandwiches of lead plates and photosensitive layers piled up
to the height of  cm that give the opportunity for a study of the hadronic component of a
family with high precision
Besides secondary particles pions and gamma rays in a family depend strongly on the
characteristics of nuclear interaction in the fragmentation region or in other words due to the
high detection threshold energy in experiments with emulsion chamber the investigation of high
energy interactions are essentially limited to the projectile fragmentation region This situation
is opposite to accelerator collider experiments because the secondary particles emitted with
smaller angles farforward region they cannot be detected because they are emitted inside
of the collider pipe as well as in most of the cases the trigger used is sensitive essentially to
inelastic nondiractive events observed in the central region
Cosmicray experiment have shown strong experimental evidences of unusual events in the
PeV energy region with unbalanced condition in the charge ratio called as Centauro events So
far strictly speaking there are only two very clean events like Centauro 	 and in most of the
cases the successive nuclear interaction and the stochastic electromagnetic processes in a family
 
Talk presented by C E Navia at Workshop on Di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

smear out the original characteristic of t he pions and the dierences with the others generic
standard families will not be seen easily However Chacaltaya and Pamir Collaborations 	
have reported that around  of the families are rich in hadrons both in multiplicity and in
energy fraction far above the uctuation tail of the simulational distribution
It is possible to see also that in most of the cases the main interaction means the interaction
that more contributes to the detection of a family it happens to a small height above the chamber
this fact in spite of the contaminations and uctuat ions preserves some of the characteristic of
the main interaction that can be observed through a careful systematic analysis In particular
the so called robust observables has been proposed in order to analyze data from MiniMax
experiment a search for DCC at the Fermilab Tevatron collider 	 The analytic and Monte
Carlo simulation calculation have shown that these quantities are sensitive to the DCC admixture
in multiple pion production
We show in this paper that the most of the families can be examined under the supposition
that they can be a consequence of forward reaction products formed in the beam fragmentation
into a very high mass system The present analysis is on the basis of 
 families with visible
energy above  TeV found in  m
 
year of exposure at Pamir
II KINEMATIC OF CENTAURO EVENTS
The experimental data of the pseudorapidity     ln tan distribution in Centauro





cosh    	
 
 
centered in    these characteristic strongly support a diractive formation and the the sub
squent isotropic decay of a exotic reball in secondaries It is remarkable that the experirmental
values of    are in agreement with the diract ive model predictions to the pseudorapidity
of reball in the cms frame expresed as    ln
p
sM where M is the reball mass
The Fig summarizes the situation where the experimental pseudorapidity distribution of
Centauro events is compared with MonteCarlo calculations described completely in 	
III A POSSIBLE DINAMIC FOR CENTAURO EVENTS
Recently there has been a growing interest in the possibility of producing disoriented chiral
condensates DCCs in a high energy collision 	 This supposition allows to explain peculiar
events with large isospin uctuations and that ar e knows as Centauro and antiCentauro events
in cosmic ray experiments 	
In bases of a semiclassic frame and of the  model 
	 the formation of a DCC in one
hadronic collision it can be explained using a reball shell In a hadronic collision  a re ball
with a mass M
X
it can be formed in the leading particle region the re ball initially small in
size it can develop for a big macroscopic volume R  fm and the interior of the re ball
cools quickly before the hadronization happens Under this circumstance the re ball interior
region can be characterized by a state of a dierent vacuum that is the chiral orientation of
the vacuum leans of the original direction for other direction DCC formation  This vacuum
relaxes that is to say it point for the original direction again emitting pions called here as








  distribution is not









In the tevatron energy 
p
s  GeV that is an overlapping energy with the energy of
the families the spontaneous production rate of a DCC is esteemed as   on the average in

the leading particle region 
	 But in the whole inelastic channel this value represents less than
 
Even so the rate of production of a DCC can have a signicant increase because there is the
possibility of a DCC to be induced for a strong electromagnetic eld under certain circumstances
as described in 	
IV ROBUST OBSERVABLES AND DCC FORMATION
In the paper 	 has been shown that there are robust observables with sensitivity to DCC
admixtures in multiple production The robust observables are construed through the ratio of
factorial moment and they are sensitive to the character of the distribution pf of the fraction



































If a distribution f of the neutral to all pions ratio is governed by a binomial distribution
and peaked at f   as is observed in standard pion production called also as generic pion
production it is found for all index i   and j   the following relation
r
i
generic   
and if a distribution f is like pf  
p
f linked with a DCC formation in the semiclassical







thus values of r
i
below  with statiscally signicance can be a indication of events with a DCC
formation overlaying generic events
However to estimate the eciency of these algorithms for the sensitivity to DCC admixture
taking in count experimental bias a MonteCarlo calculation is inevitable The eect on the r
i
of an admixture of DCC in generic Phytia events in the MiniMax calorimeter is sumaarized in
the FIG
V ROBUST OBSERVABLES ON GAMMAHADRON FAMILIES
The detection of a family in emulsion chamber it requests that the main interaction let us
say the interaction that more contributes for the detection of the family dont happen far above
the chamber As the atmospheric depth at mountain altitudes is v ery large   gcm
 

only light nuclei and especially protons inducing the families is expected to the Pamir level
because they only have large probability to penetrate the atmosphere close to the observation
levelthis means that the atmosphere plays the role of lter against heavy components so that
most of the particles detected in the form of a family come from proton primaries at the top the
atmosphere nearly irrespective of the primary abundance On the other nand in spite of the
eect of penetration uctuation contamination in a family to be large the height of the main
interaction is small in most of the families
The considerations above exposed allow to do a heuristic systematic study through the ex
traction of the robust observables in  hadron families and to see the possible formation of
clusters with large asymmetries in the pion neutral fraction as is expected under the assumption
of a DCC formation in the main interaction of a family The data are compared with generic







are shown respectively as a function of the visible family energy

VI SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper the ratio of factorial moments robust observables r
ij
 are extracted from
 hadron families generated by cosmic rays interactions in the atmosphere and observed in
 m
 
year of exposure of thick  cm Pb emulsion chambers at Pamir This thickness is large
enough to make the detection probability of high energy hadrons close to 
Results of a systematic analysis show that most of the families detected in great atmospheric
depths is originated by protons and same being a family the result of a repetition of complex
processes it is still possible to obtain information of the main interaction since in most of the
cases they happen close to the detector The data are compared with generic articial families
and it is found that only the experimental families are compatible with the possibility of peculiar
clusters of pions with l arge asymmetries in the neutral pion fraction distribution absent in the
articial families
A possible causes of the result above shown can be examined under the supposition that
they can be a consequence of forward reaction products formed in the beam fragmentation
into a very high mass system and subsequent evolution to a Disoriented Chiral Condensate
That is maybe the main cause that explain why the DCC generation not was noticed at collider
experiments same if the energy of the collision to be high enough that is to say compatible
with the energy of the cosmic rays families
We are with the expectation that these peculiar processes in the farforward angular region
of the cosmic ray hadronic collisions it may to be conrmed in the next accelerator generation
like LHC at CERN and RHIC at BNL as well as in the upgrade D and CDF detectors at
FNAL
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FIG  Pseudorapidity distribution histogram represent Chacaltaya experimental data on the basis
of seven centauro events The dashed and dotted lines are obtained from simulation calculation
FIG  Eect on the robust observables r
i 
 of an admixture of DCC in generic Phytia events as is
expected in the MiniMax calorimeter


FIG  The robust observable r
  
 as a function of the visible family energy
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Elastic Scattering with Spin
A Penzo
Sezione INFN and Dipartimento di Fisica Trieste  Italy
Abstract
Elastic pp pp scattering at the highest energies embodies the diraction process
and probes current views on the Pomeron evolving from a simple Regge trajec
tory essentially imaginary and helicityconserving into a more elaborate structure
connected with QCD in terms of multigluonexchange and pointlike coupling with
quarks whose more complex features should be reexamined at the level of helicity
amplitudes Existing elastic scattering polarization data have stimulated discussions
on possible 	diractive	 spin
ip contributions that do not necessarily decrease with
increasing energy or momentumtransfer Characteristic patterns of spin asymme
tries for pp elastic scattering are described and discussed in terms of current models
The interest to extend these measurements to higher energies with polarized protons
colliding in RHIC is emphasized
  Introduction
Elastic pp pp scattering is a paradigm in the study of the diraction process at
the highest available energies The special role of the elastic channel contributing
about 	
 of the total cross section can be interpreted in terms of the optical
theorem as the shadow of many inelastic channels open at high energies in this
respect the elastic amplitude is considered to be mainly imaginary and helicity
conserving This reects in the phenomenological features of a simple Pomeron
	
P Reggeexchange with vanishing spinip leading to expect decreasing polar
ization asymmetries with increasing centerofmass energy
p
s
The bulk of data from ISR SppS and Tevatron colliders on total and dieren




by a single Ptrajectory with intercept higher than  To satisfy the Froissart
Martin bound this phenomenological Pomeron has to be complemented by multi
ple Pexchanges which are required also to describe the dip region The Pomeron
has been connected with QCD concepts
 
in terms of multigluonexchange and
pointlike coupling with quarks 	gluons exchange C   would correspond to
a hard bareP the C   amplitude of gluons exchange C   would
correspond to an oddsignature partner of the Pomeron and might be identied
with the Odderon O proposed for dierent reasons some time ago

 Experi
mental studies are accumulating evidence for hard features of diraction present
indications of the Odderon are still controversial
Within this recent theoretical and experimental evolution in the picture of
diraction the complex structure at the constituents scale of the Pomeron should
be probed also at the level of helicity amplitudes For example an additional
triplegluon O exchange might provide the necessary phase dierence with P
to obtain an essentially energyindependent spin asymmetry for hard scattering
at high momentumtransfer QCD predicts conservation of costituents helicity
in partonic subprocesses with sizable spin correlation eects in elastic scatter
ing at high energy and large jtj Optical geometrical models

 that have been
originally used for describing diraction processes are coupled to the exchange
representation by unitarity requirements satised by summing tchannel unitar
ity diagrams up to higher orders in quantum eld theory or schannel unitarity
by using appropriate eikonals in impact parameter representation Also in this

case characteristic spin eects at high energy are predicted


Existing elastic pp scattering polarization measurements performed mainly
with xed polarized targets extend only up to
p
s  	 GeV Future projects
at RHIC





 GeV Polarization studies in this energy domain would be of utmost
interest in order to explore the emerging new picture of diraction and its spin
dependence Present results suggest that polarization eects might play a role
in elastic scattering processes at very high energies and large jtj values Signi
cant information can be obtained already by considering the behaviour of existing
elastic pp asymmetry data in the labenergy range between 	 and 

 GeVc
This is an interesting transition region where the total cross section 
T
reaches a
minimum just above 
 GeVc followed by its characteristic rise at higher ener
gies the dip structure in the dierential crosssection appears around 	

 GeVc
and close to this energy the realtoimaginary ratio 

of the dominant nonip
amplitude at jtj  
 goes through zero changing sign from negative to positive
These features can be at least qualitatively accounted for considering that in
this region the contributions from Reggeexchanges R corresponding to trajec
tories with lower intercept become negligible compared to the dominant purely
diractive Pexchange The spindependence of pp elastic scattering changes in
this region as well acquiring features that are also characteristic of a dirac
tive regime without however trivially vanishing as implied by complete helicity
conservation
 Discussion of the Spin Observables
Polarization data in pp elastic scattering are currently discussed using the s
channel helicity amplitudes 
i
i     In order to explicitly display the

tchannel exchange characteristics at high energy combinations of the 
i
ampli




schannel Amplitudes tchannel Exchanges






































The N and U amplitudes correspond respectively to natural and unnatural
parity exchanges the subscripts 
  and 	 correspond to the total schannel he










































  When spin dependence is considered a variety of addi
tional pp elastic scattering observables can be dened in terms of these amplitudes
The most commonly discussed are listed below labels N and L refer to the spin
orientation respectively along the normal to the scattering plane or along the par
ticles direction S represents the transverse direction in the scattering plane The












































the doublespin asymmetry parameters with polarized beam and target or col






























































In general the symmetry properties of the NN interaction have various im
plications that simplify signicantly the behaviour of the spin dependent ampli
























 thus implying A
N
 
 at jtj  























 with polarized beam on unpolarized target is identical with


















of both the scattered and recoil protons measured trans





The available set of polarization data on the elastic pp asymmetry A
N
at low and
intermediate jtj  
  	 GeVc
 








 GeVc by a variety of experiments
	
 Despite some
points with limited statistical precision and indications of systematic dierences
at nearby energies the overall trend of these data is consistent and shows the
following general features Fig  	
 a positive analyzing power A
N




creasing like s up to s  
GeV
 
 with a possible atteningo around

positive values of a few percent up to the highest energies










reaching a negative minimum followed by a sharp zerocrossing in
the region where the diractive dip in the dierential crosssection develops
around jtj   GeVc
 
 the trend at larger jtjvalues seems to remain
positive or possibly decreases to zero for jtj  	 GeVc
 






and a coherent description
of A
N
emerges at least at su ciently small jtj In terms of Reggeexchanges pp
elastic scattering at very high energy and small jtj is dominated by the Pomeron
generally considered to be mainly imaginary and helicity conserving the spinip
amplitudes should therefore be controlled by lowerlying trajectories leading for
instance to a polarization asymmetry decreasing like s

	     as shown
in Fig 	 at low s and jtj The data in the range of   

GeVc seems to
indicate little energy dependence but with small values of A
N
 that might be




negative values were not predicted within standard Regge pole models However
with appropriate residue parametrizations or with eikonalized amplitudes Regge
models succeed in describing the overall trend of the data quite satisfactorily


The features outlined above have stimulated also a number of discussions on a
possible spinip contribution N

that does not necessarily decrease as
p
s in
creases originating from various mechanisms like peripheral pion contributions
diquark components in the proton instanton eects or Odderon contributions
















at small jtj where jN

j should decrease to zero as
q
jtj because of angular momen
tum conservation at jtj 
 with little energy dependence At larger jtj values

this ratio could become larger indications from present data can be obtained by
analysis of dierent jtj regions
A Analysis of Smalljtj Data
Data on pp elastic scattering from existing experiments at high energies using
in most cases unpolarized beams and polarized targets do not extend in general
below jtj  
GeVc
 
 where the elastic recoil proton loses most of its energy
in the solid polarized target and cannot be reliably detected at lower jtj the
asymmetry A
N
is expected to decrease towards zero as
q
jtj because of angular
momentum conservation at jtj 
 In the CoulombNuclear Interference CNI re




in pp elastic scattering around
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GeVc values measured for 
L





from an analysis of forward elastic scattering cross section data
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 with relative contributions to A
N
of about   	 The relative weight of





















is the asymmetry when
























energy dependence of the maximum value of A
CNI
N





univocally This prediction has been tested by E

 using the 	

GeVc polarized proton beam at FNAL and a recoil
sensitive scintillator target to measure for the rst time A
N









 not readily accessible in previous experiments at
these energies The data from this measurement

are shown in Fig  together
with data from previous experiments at larger jtjvalues and agree with the theo







 This analyzing power has been considered as a basis of a polarimetric
method applicable also for the polarized RHIC project

 Within experimental
accuracy the results do not discount the possibility of a nonzero spinip hadronic












In the region 
	  jtj  
 GeVc
 





 GeVc indicate little energy dependence with small positive A
N
at
low jtj changing sign around jtj  
 GeVc
 
 This trend of the data can be











tddt in the small jtj region the dominant I

t amplitude is positive while
R

t close to zero at jtj  
 around 	

GeVc negative at lower energies and
positive at higher energies is estimated to become negative at larger jtjvalues








varying functions of jtj respectively positive and negative as indicated by the low
jtj analysis above A
N
will be positive at smalljtj values where the second term













describes the behaviour of the asymmetry in the 




and represents an upper limit on the extrapolation of the hadronic asymmetry at
smaller jtj values It also provides the possibility of a modelindependent estimate







and their properly weighted sum are shown in Fig  for 	

 GeVc where
data exist at su ciently small jtj
C The Dip Region and Largejtj Behaviour
The dip mechanism in pp pp scattering is thought to originate from a delicate
conspiracy of single Pexchange PP cut and triplegluon O exchange respon
sible for the striking dierence of pp and pp behaviour there

 whose helicity
structure would be complex and interesting to disentangle At the position jt
D
j of
the dip corresponding to a zerocrossing of the asymmetry Fig  the imaginary
part of the hadronic nonip amplitude I

t is supposed to go through zero and
therefore the values of the dierential cross section ddt
D
 shown in Fig are



























At large jtj the behaviour of the dierential crosssection appears to be








mechanisms based on constituents hard scattering processes giv

















 GeVc indicate a jtj
	
dependence compatible with the second regime




 	GeV at jtj     GeVc
 
 the
sdependence at xed jtj seems quite weak thus favouring also the last hypothesis
as the dominant one at high energies
Concerning polarization eects within sizable statistical errors the existing
data display a positive A
N
at jtjvalues beyond the dip region remaining ap
parently positive at larger jtjvalues with little or no energy dependence or
possibly decreasing to zero for jtj  	GeV
 
 For hard scattering at high
momentumtransfer QCD implies conservation of costituents helicity in partonic
subprocesses with the denite consequence of predicting vanishing singlespin ef
fects in elastic scattering at high energy and large jtj Conversely an additional
triplegluon O exchange might provide the necessary phase dierence with the
Pomeron to obtain an essentially energy independent spin asymmetry
 
 data are
too scarce and errors too large to allow any denite conclusion on the largejtj be
haviour of A
N
 new results from RHIC are badly needed to settle these questions
 Behaviour of Other Spin Observables







 could be measured up to rather large jtj
values In this case it will also be possible to further investigate the puzzling obser




From these measurements it appears that two protons interact harder when their
spins are parallel However it is not clear if this eect would persist at high
energies
The perturbative QCD prediction of helicity conservation is reected in sizable


























agree with this prediction in sign but not in magnitude Various





conclude either to nonapplicability of perturbative QCD to exclusive
processes or to helicity nonconservation in hadronic exclusive processes even in
case of helicity conservation at constituents level
 Conclusions
To be fully successful the emerging picture of diraction in the framework of
QCD should account for spin phenomena in elastic scattering as well The spin
dependence of pp elastic scattering doesnt appear to vanish at the largest ener
gies where data exist on the contrary the nontrivial patterns of the singlespin
asymmetry A
N
at large jtj values measured at these energies and of the double
spin parameters at lower energies strongly endorse an experimental program to
measure such observables with high precision in order to answer open questions
such as
 does diraction display spinip contributions!
 can Odderon signatures be found with polarization!
 does hard scattering produce strong spin correlations!
The best opportunity for performing a program of this type is to use the
RHIC polarized proton beams for a dedicated elastic scattering experiment both
		
in collider mode and with a gas internal target spanning a very wide
p
s range
and with high luminosity
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at  and  GeVc weighted average of the two energies the




Fig  Energy dependence of A
N
weighted average for three regions in jtj
	
Fig  jtj dependence of A
N
in CNI and lowjtj regions in the  GeVc










and  is A
N
 the properly weighted sum of the previous two









Fig  Behaviour of A
N
and crosssection at the dip position in the momentum range
 GeVc weighted average
Fig  Energy dependence of the pp dierential crosssection at the dip position The





as suggested by geometrical
models
	
Light Vector Meson Production at HERA
J J Whitmore
For the ZEUS and H Collaborations
Pennsylvania State University University Park PA USA
Abstract
This talk summarizes the exclusive production of the  
 
  and  vector
mesons in e

p collisions as observed by the ZEUS and H collaborations
at HERA Mass distributions helicity decay distributions and cross sections
are presented as functions of the center of mass energy W  and momentum




Why study exclusive vector meson production at HERA
One of the processes at HERA that has generated much interest is the study of






is a vector meson VM In this talk









 and  have been observed and other talks at this workshop
will consider some of these mesons However some 
 
 J and 
 
data will be
included in some of the compilation plots shown here
The interest in VM production stems from several facts	
 It is a di
ractive process involving the elastic dissociation of a highly virtual
particle the photon that can be studied at high center of mass energies
 Since di
raction is commonly described by the exchange of the pomeron it
could provide information on the nature of the softhard pomeron












 It is one of the few calculable exclusive processes for pQCD
 There can be three di
erent scales involved in the process each of which can
be varied from small to large perturbative values In this way one can hope

































Figure 	 Schematic diagrams of exclusive vector meson production at HERA a For
elastic proton and b for proton dissociation
















momentum transfer squared see Figa
 M
V
is the vector meson mass



















at the proton vertex
unless measured directly with a proton spectrometer and
 W is the 	

p center of mass CM energy	 W

 q  P 


Each of the three scale variables may be varied separately so as to study the
reaction in one of four di
erent environments	





  small mass	
 	p    p
 HARD ie small Q

  small or large mass large jtj	
 	p    Jp











p    Jp
 HARD ie small Q











Year    SV   m  m
H   
ZEUS    
Table 	 Data samples in pb

 for both H and ZEUS
The last possibility will not be discussed in this talk see other contributions to
these proceedings although some of these data as well as other xed target lower
energy light VM data will be used for comparison The latter include results from	
Ballam et al  Gladding et al  E  EMC  NMC  Cassel et al 
Joos et al  and Dakin et al  In addition published results from ZEUS 
and H  will be used
 Data Measurements and Reactions
Table  shows the data in pb

 to be discussed in this talk that have been collected
by the two HERA experiments with e

at  GeV and p at  GeV
Measurements of VM production at HERA are based on three main features	
 Reconstruction of the decay charged particles is performed using central track
ing detectors
 No extra energy is allowed in the main detector other than the  decay
particles or the scattered e

if there is one in the main detector
 The scattered e

may or may not be observed in various components of the
detector this will be Q

dependent and is discussed below











depending upon whether or not and how the scattered e

is detected may be
dened as follows	
 Untagged photoproduction	 Q








case the scattered e
 


















at large jtj In order to measure
jtj without observing the scattered proton one must observe the scattered e
 

In the ZEUS experiment this is done with the  m tagger see Fig  









accomplished in the ZEUS experiment by observing the scattered e
 
in the
Beam Pipe Calorimeter BPC located close to the beam pipe  and

a b
Figure 	 Candidate events for exclusive vector meson production a at low Q

in the
ZEUS detector Note the absence of any particles other than the two decay products
of the vector meson b at high Q

in the H detector Note the additional third track
















































experiments this is accomplished by observing the scattered e
 
in the main
detector see Fig b 
 Theoretical Expectations
We will consider three general types of predictions	
 The Vector Dominance Model  in which the photon uctuates into a VM





 VDM predicts a Q



























 Donnachie and Landsho
s work  which is based on Regge theory with a
soft pomeron trajectory 
IP
t     
 
t with    and 
 
  If
one then uses the optical theorem which probably does not apply here for





























 and a Q

dependence of the cross section
 these will be referred to as the soft pomeron expectations
 In other recent QCDinspired models of Nemchik et al  Brodsky et
al  and Ryskin 	
 pomeron exchange is expressed in terms of gluon exchange
 the VM is produced dominantly by longitudinally polarized 	s
























 Untagged photoproduction of   and  at Q

   
Neither the scattered e
































































































































mass distributions for di








mass distribution for di
erent regions in jtj 
There is a clear skewing from that expected for a pure BreitWigner resonance
shape This skewed mass distribution can be understood in terms of an interference
between resonant  and nonresonant  production see Fig a which can be
parameterized in two di
erent ways	


































B is the nonresonant amplitude and is taken to be a constant tting with
this form ZEUS nds M

    MeV and !

    MeV The con
tribution from the nonresonant amplitude jBAj is found to depend on jtj
as expected in the S oding model The resulting dependence is displayed in






Figure 	 a Schematic diagram of the interference between resonant  and non
resonant  production b Values of the Soding upper and RossStodolsky lower
parameters as a function of jtj 



















one nds that the parameter k varies with jtj as shown in Fig b lower 
In both parameterizations the skewing of the mass distribution decreases as
jtj increases demonstrating that the nonresonant contribution is decreasing with
increasing jtj
  jtj distributions for  and  at Q
 






GeV Fitting the mass spectra in bins of jtj yields the jtj distribution for exclusive 





for  production that b














In a similar kinematic range H nds a good t to a single exponential with
b

     GeV














 one nds 
 
IP








  GeV  These parameters are consistent with the expectations from
the soft pomeron as is the energy dependence of the cross section see the next
section

























GeV  and b  production as a function of jtj 
ZEUS has determined that b
	
 	     GeV

 somewhat smaller
than that for the 
  Untagged photoproduction cross sections versus energy
A compilation of the cross sections for total 	p interactions and the elastic pro
duction of    and J are shown in Fig b Fitting just the ZEUS elas
tic  cross sections to the form  W








This parameterization is consistent with the expectations from the soft pomeron
   The curves in Fig b are based on the soft pomeron and are drawn




   Helicity decay distributions
From the decay products of the vector meson one can measure the VM spin state











































is dened in Fig a in the rest frame of the  and the angle 
h
is
dened as the azimuthal angle of the decay 





the probability that the produced 
 
has helicity zero r


is related to the size































Figure 	 a The slope parameter b

 as a function of the CM energy W  b
Photoproduction cross sections for all measured vector mesons as a function of the CM
energy W  Also shown is the 	p total cross section For references to the low energy


















Figure 	 a Denition of the angle 
h
in the rest frame of the  b The helicity
decay angular distributions for  production 
















    ZEUS 
Table 	 Matrix elements determined from tting the helicity decay distributions for




 is related to the interference between the helicity nonip and singleip







  and r







angular distributions  and Table  lists the values obtained
from tting these data to the above expression for the matrix elements Table 
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 Tagged photoproduction at large momentum
transfers
For these studies the scattered e

is detected in the ZEUS  m tagger This












  GeV 
 Mass distributions at large jtj
Note that these cross sections include both the elastic and the proton dissociation
Fig b nal states Fitting the  mass distributions in regions of jtj see Fig
  to the RossStodolsky form ZEUS obtains the values of n k shown in
Fig a This gure adds the high jtj data to those shown in Fig b lower
From this gure we conclude that there is good agreement between the di
erent
data samples and that	
 the values of n   as jtj increases beyond  GeV


 indicating that the nonresonant term and skewing are disappearing at large
jtj
 Cross section ratios at large jtj
Measurements of the cross sections for   and J production are made for
di
erent jtj regions  Note that at high jtj it is mostly 	p   V X Fig b
rather than V p In Fig b the ratios of the  to  and the J to  cross sections
are plotted versus jtj In both cases the rise in the ratio signals a trend towards an
approximate restoration of SU avor symmetry shown as the horizontal dotted
lines at  and  respectively This can therefore be considered as an indication
for jtj entering as a hard scale in the process
 Helicity distributions at large jtj











  GeV 
The resulting  and KK mass distributions are shown in Fig   As































cay distributions and the ts are shown in Figs  and   for  production
Similar plots for  can be found elsewhere  From the gures one concludes




behavior that the VMs have helicity  At large jtj for





































0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
a b
Figure 	 a The RossStodolsky parameter n as a function of jtj     b
upper Ratio of the  cross section to that for  production and b lower ratio of the
J cross section to that for  production as a function of jtj In b the horizontal
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Figure 	 The upper plot shows the cos
h
decay distributions for  production in
di
erent jtj ranges  The lower plot shows the values of r
 
  
vs jtj as determined




deviates from the value of zero that would be expected by SCHC This
suggests an interference between the helicity nonip and doubleip amplitudes in
 production
 Tagged electroproduction of   at small and large
Q
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  GeV 











  GeV 
 Mass distributions
The mass distributions for the three sets of data are shown in Fig  As Q

increases the nonresonant term and the mass skewing are decreasing This is more
clearly seen in Fig  which displays the RossStodolsky parameter n versus Q

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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Figure 	 The upper plot shows the 
h
decay angular distributions for  production in
di
erent jtj ranges  The lower plot shows the values of r
 

vs jtj as determined
from tting the upper plot
ZEUS 1995 PRELIMINARY
Mππ (GeV) Mππ (GeV)































































































































from ZEUS  and c from H  at three Q

values from top to
bottom   and  GeV

 The lefthand plots show ts to the RossStodolsky
form and the righthand plots to the Soding form












erential cross section ddt and the resulting t to an exponential are
shown in Fig a  The slope parameter b is compared in Fig b with
other data     as a function of Q

 It can be seen that b decreases as
Q

increases up to   GeV

 Beyond that there seems to be little variation At
the present time the data are insu"cient to study shrinkage an increase of b with

















see Fig  Again one can analyze the distributions in terms of the elements of the
 spin density matrix If one assumes schannel helicity conservation and natural

















































































Figure 	 a Di











GeV as a function of jtj  b A compilation of the slope parameter b from an
exponential t to  production as a function of Q

 	   The range of jtj































































cos  Expt Ref
    ZEUS 
    ZEUS 
      H 

















Table 	 Values of r
 
  
and cos for both H and ZEUS
The data for cos
h











form at high Q

is readily apparent  Table  shows
the values of r
 
  
and cos obtained from tting the decay angular distributions A
clear increase of r
 
  
is observed indicating that R is increasing with Q

 We note
that cos is close to its maximum value The e
ect of this interference term can be
seen in Fig a 
Other matrix elements  r









cos If SCHC holds and only natural parity exchange exists then the
following relation is expected	 r


   r
 
  
 Table  shows the measured
and expected values In general the angular distributions and matrix elements are
consistent with SCHC and natural parity exchange for jtj 
  GeV










Assuming SCHC the resulting values of R as dened in the previous section are
shown in Figb as a function of Q

 R increases from close to zero for
photoproduction Q





 The curves from Martin
et al  with four di























      ZEUS 
      ZEUS 
      ZEUS 
      ZEUS 
      H 
      ZEUS 
Table 	 Values of r


for both H and ZEUS
























Figure 	 a Distribution of cos
h
as a function of $ showing the e
ects of the




for  production as a function of
Q

	 The curves are from Martin et al  for W   GeV













Figure 	 a Ratio of the  cross section to that for  production The dotted line





 to that for  production as a function of M

V
 the square of the mass of the
VM Values at the same M

V
labelled with their Q






values yielding lower values of the ratio
 Ratio of  at large Q
 
Fig a shows the ratio of the  to  cross sections as a function of Q

  
 The data rise with increasing Q

 in a manner similar to that which was
observed as a function of jtj This again suggests an approach to SU restoration
 as the scale here Q

 increases Fig b shows the ratio as a function of
the square of the mass of the VM  As expected the ratio decreases with






dependence of the cross sections
The ep cross section can be expressed in terms of the transverse and longitudinal





































  at HERA is the ratio of longitudinal to transverse photon uxes Usually














Figure 	 Total 	





 as a function of Q

for a low
W   GeV   and b high W   GeV     The curves correspond







 normalized to the Q

  data points
	





























where SCHC has been assumed in the last equality The data are shown in Fig 
for two di
erent values ofW  It is clear that the Q

dependence is well described by
Q









with n at both low   GeV and high   GeV
CM energies The curves show this function normalized to the photoproduction
data points
	 W dependence of the cross sections
Fig a shows the 	





 as a function of CM
energy W for di
erent values of Q

 Published data at variousW values have been
interpolated to the xed Q

shown in the gure using the Q

dependence quoted
by each experiment 
The measured W dependence depends upon a comparison with di
erent exper
iments However this is complicated by the fact that there are some disagreements
between experiments eg between E and NMC at Q

  and  GeV

and
ZEUS and H at Q

  and  GeV

 Due to the normalization uncertainties
in xed target measurements we just do a t within one experiment Fig b































Figure 	 Total 	

p   p cross section as a function of W for xed Q

 a A
compilation of data The lines are drawn to guide the eye to the energy dependence











 BPC    
    
    
    
    
There is a clear indication for a Q

dependence of  within a single experi










p   p cross section is shown in Fig a      Here the





this depends upon a comparison between di
erent experiments NMC vs HERA
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H1b)
b = 2.1 ± 0.5 ± 0.5 GeV-2




Figure 	 a Total 	

p   p cross sections at xed Q

as a function of the CM
energy W  The lines are drawn to guide the eye to the energy dependence b P

t
distribution for  production in proton dissociation events  see the text for an
explanation of the curves

	 Tagged Electroproduction of   in Proton Dis

sociation
Both ZEUS and H have studied the properties of  production when the proton

























  GeV for H 
H events are selected if more than  GeV is detected in the forward   
part of the main detector the lefthand side of Fig b two pairs of hits in their
Forward Muon Detector or one hit in the Proton Remnant Tagger PRT ZEUS






Fig b shows the P

t

















 a t yields b
pdiss
    GeV

for











p   X to 	

p   p is      over the H
kinematic region Within uncertainties no dependence of this ratio on W or Q

is
observed The ZEUS analysis of photoproduction events nds a similar value for





Fig a shows the Q

dependence of the proton dissociation  production cross
section backgrounds have been subtracted for this gure The resulting t to a
Q
n




Fig b shows the cos
h
angular distribution for  proton dissociation The t
shown in the gure yields r
 
  
      again similar to the elastic
value indicating that the s are mostly produced longitudinally polarized

H1
a) γ * p → ρ Y
 f(Q2) = Const * Q-n
 n  = 5.8 ± 1.1 ± 0.8




 = 0.79 ± 0.10 ± 0.05
a b
Figure 	 a Q

dependence of the cross section and b the cos
h
distribution for
the production of  mesons with proton dissociation 

  Tests of the factorization hypothesis
These 	
































































should be the same for all di
ractive processes
Evaluating the ISR pp and the H 	

p data yields 	
f












p indicating consistency with factorization

 Conclusions
    and J signals are observed in photoproduction Q

  and   and





 For the reactions	 	p  p 	p  p and 	p  p the data are consistent
with soft pomeron expectations	
 The cross section  rises slowly W
 

 The slope parameter b is large   GeV

 and probably shrinks with
W and
 the vector mesons are transversely polarized and SCHC holds
 However for 	p  Jp  the data are not consistent with a soft pomeron
since	
 the cross section rises fast  W


 This dependence is consistent
with gluon exchange pQCD calculations
 When we study the process 	p  VN at large jtj we nd that	
 the nonresonant contribution resulting in a skewing of the  mass
distribution    with increasing jtj
 there is an increase in RV as jtj increases This signals an approach
to restored SU expectations These facts suggest that
 large jtj might provide a hard pQCD scale
 When we study the processes 	

p  p and 	

p  p at high Q

	
 the nonresonant contribution resulting in a skewing of the  mass
distribution    with increasing Q


 the energy dependence of the data is inconsistent with the soft pomeron
prediction and
 the ratios of the V
 
to  cross sections increase with Q


Conclusions for Exclusive Vector Meson Production	
 When there is only a SOFT scale Q

  small M

V
 small jtj we observe
properties such as a weak rise in the cross section withW  that are consistent
with the soft pomeron





 we observe a strong rise
with W  inconsistent with the soft pomeron
Open questions	







are indications that jtj is a possible hard scale from the mass skewing and VM
production ratios to fully answer this we need to study the W dependence
of the cross section at xed large jtj
 How small is small and how large is large scale The W dependence and the
mass skewing suggest that 	








The transition appears to occur   GeV


Clearly there is more to do to study the transition between soft and hard VM
production%
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Monte Carlo Implementations of Diraction at HERA
H Jung
Physics Department Lund University PO Box    Lund Sweden
 March  
The Monte Carlo implementation of dierent approaches for diractive scat
tering in e  p collisions  resolved IP  pQCD soft color interactions is described
with emphasis on the construction of the hadronic nal state	 Simple models
for proton dissociation and exclusive vector meson production are described	 A
comparison of the dierent approaches is given	
I INTRODUCTION
Before the rst observation of events with large rapidity gaps in deep inelastic scattering at
HERA in  	
 diractive reactions have been studied and were implemented into Monte
Carlo programs
The POMPYT 
 Monte Carlo program is based on the IngelmanSchlein ansatz 
 assuming
a partonic structure of the pomeron IP and is suitable for a description of the full hadronic nal
state in diractive e  p scattering
The DIFFVM 
 Monte Carlo program describes elastic vectormeson production assuming
the vector meson dominance model with a parameterization of the vectormeson proton scatter
ing cross section based on hadron hadron scattering
The EPJPSI 
 program a Monte Carlo for inelastic J production also included a sim
ple model for elastic J production together with a simulation of inelastic diractive J
production both based on the IngelmanSchlein ansatz 

Shortly after the observation of large rapidity gap events at HERA the RAPGAP 
 Monte
Carlo program and a improved version of the POMPYT 	
 Monte Carlo program became
available Like POMPYT RAPGAP was originally based on the IngelmanSchlein ansatz 

and suitable for a description of the full hadronic nal state in diractive e p scattering With
the same ansatz diractive nal states were later also included in the Monte Carlo program
ARIADNE 

In  a new approach to describe events with large rapidity gaps was proposed by Edin
Ingelman and Rathsman 
 and Buchmuller and Hebecker 		
 Independently both
groups attempted to explain the production of large rapidity gap events by interactions of the
colored partons from the hard interaction process with the color eld of the proton This
interaction was described by the socalled soft color interactions SCI 
 or within a semi
 classical approach 		
 respectively
In the meantime substantial progress in the theoretical understanding of diraction has been
made which enabled a subset of diractive scattering to be described in terms of perturbative
QCD Vector meson production see for example 		




 and charm 
 for a more complete list of references and a summary see

 The perturbative QCD approach for high p
T
exclusive dijet processes and heavy quark
production has been implemented in the RAPGAP 
 Monte Carlo Vectormeson production





In a completely dierent approach the pomeron IP is assumed to have direct couplings to
quarks This has been calculated and implemented in the Monte Carlo program VBLY 

In the following I shall concentrate on the two Monte Carlo programs RAPGAP 	 
 and
LEPTO  
 RAPGAP is discussed as a representative of multi  purpose Monte Carlo pro
grams including a description of the resolved pomeron model according to the IngelmanSchlein

ansatz and the pQCD description for diractive qq production Both the resolved pomeronmodel
and the perturbative QCD description are successfully describing present data on hadronic en
ergy ow and particle spectra as well as high Q
 
production of J mesons LEPTO is the only
alternative model attempting to describe rapidity gap events with the soft color interaction ap
proach without involving the concept of a Pomeron A comparison of the dierent approaches
resolved pomeron pQCD and SCI is made for a few experimental observables
II KINEMATICS AND THE TOTAL CROSS SECTION






represents the elastically scattered proton
or a low mass nal state and X stands for the diractive hadronic state the cross section can































































the four vectors of the incoming scattered electron the Bjorken x variable x  Q
 
y  s with




 are the four vectors of the incoming scattered
proton q  e   e
 
is the four vector of the exchanged photon and IP  p   p
 
corresponds to
the four vector of the pomeron In analogy to Bjorkenx one can dene 	  xx
IP
 In terms of

























being the invariant mass of the diractive 






p system Independently of the underlying picture of diraction x
IP
and 	 can be dened
However the inclusive structure function F
D
 
or equivalently the 


p cross section provides
no direct information concerning the hadronic nal state In order to construct a Monte Carlo
describing the hadronic nal state the structure function F
D
 
has to be interpreted in terms of
partonic subprocesses
 Resolved pomeron a la Ingelman and Schlein




can be written as the product of the probability
of nding a pomeron f
p IP





















In analogy to the quark  parton  model of the proton 	 can be interpreted as the






 can be described in terms of momentum weighted quark density functions in
the pomeron
 pQCD calculation of diraction
The pQCD calculation of diraction is applicable mainly to exclusive high p
T
dijet pro
duction but in the model of 	
 estimates on the total inclusive diractive cross section
are given The calculation of diractive dijet production can be performed using pQCD




of the qq jets 		




The process is mediated by two gluon exchange Dierent assumptions on the nature of
the exchanged gluons can be made in 		
 the gluons are non perturbative in 	

they are a hybrid of non perturbative and perturbative ones and in 
 they are taken
from a NLO parameterization of the proton structure function 	
 The cross section is


















  	 In the case of heavy quarks the cross section is nite for
all p
T












mass of the heavy quark
Due to the dierent gluon density parameterizations dierent x
IP
dependencies of the cross
sections are expected and further discussed in 
 where also numerical estimates are
presented
 Semiclassical approach of Buchmuller McDermott and Hebecker
Buchmuller et al 		











semi  classical approach where the partons of the hard scattering subprocess interact with
the color eld of the proton The cross section of the rst process turns out to be of similar
structure as in the pQCD calculation of 
 and is proportional to a constant which can
be interpreted in the semiclassical approach as the proton gluon density squared The qqg
process is described with a usual boson gluon fusion subprocess but involving an eective























being free parameters Note that with C
g
  the gluon density only
depends on x
IP
 Moreover in this approach only a x
IP
dependence appears in contrast
to other models where a x

IP
is present In order to account for nonzero t the dipole
form factor of the proton is applied
 Soft Color Interaction SCI
In this approach events with large rapidity gaps are produced by soft color interactions that
change the color charge of the partons originating from the hard interaction process 

before fragmentation No pomeron is explicitly introduced All parameters in this model
are determined by nondiractive deep inelastic scattering except the probability for a
soft color interaction R
SCI

III THE PARTONIC FINAL STATE
In this section I shall rst describe the procedure to obtain a model of the hadronic nal state
in diraction using diractive parton densities which I shall call the resolved pomeron model
Here it is not necessary to assume factorization as in the IngelmanSchlein ansatz Then I shall
describe the MC implementation of the perturbative QCD approach and in which way it diers
from the resolved pomeron model At the end I shall discuss the soft color interaction SCI
model
A The partonic nal state in the resolved pomeron model


























 the parton density function of quark













 With such a denition the hadronic nal state in diractive processes can be constructed














q  qg QCDC and 


g  qq BGF In this procedure the
incoming parton a quark or a gluon has zero transverse momentum except from a possible
small intrinsic k
T
 leaving a remnant behind which does not take part in the hard interaction
and therefore also has zero or small k
T







 where both quark and antiquark participate in the hard interaction and
therefore have nite k
T
 without leaving a remnant behind
FIG	 	 Basic processes for inelastic diractive lepton nucleon scattering	 Indicated are the color
strings and the pomeron remnant	 a	 shows the QPM process  
th order 
s





 for photon gluon fusion  the crossed diagram is not shown	 The pomeron remnant




 QCD Compton process  the crossed diagram is not shown
is shown	 The pomeron remnant is the same as in a	


















 t the total cross section
can be described in terms of scattering o a virtual photon on a quark or antiquark However
this quark may have been originated from another parton producing a dierent hadronic nal
state The process where an initial parton carrying a momentum fraction x
i
 splits into other
partons which then undergo hard scattering with the photon can be simulated in QCD parton
showers based on the leading log DGLAP 
 splitting functions in leading order 
s










q  qg QCD  Compton Fig c is obtained when the exact O
s
 QCD matrix elements
for these processes are included
The decision whether to generate a QPM or a st order 
s
event is based on their relative
cross sections at a given x and Q
 
 Technically for each event the cross section for BGF light
quarks BGF heavy quarks and QCD  Compton has to be obtained from a numerical integration
including the proper parton densities If the scale chosen for 
s
and the parton densities is either
Q
 
or the invariant mass squared of the two hard partons s then the matrix elements can
be integrated analytically over one degree of freedom leaving only a one dimensional numerical
integration to be done If however the scale is p
 
T
or any function of it then 
s
and the parton
densities cannot be factorized and a time consuming two dimensional numerical integration has
to be performed As an alternative the QCD probabilities can be calculated once and stored in
a grid This approach is faster but less accurate Both options for obtaining the O
s
 QCD
probabilities are implemented in RAPGAP and LEPTO where for the latter only the scale Q
 
is implemented




other variables like s and z or

t has to be specied The minimum p
cut
T
is at least restricted by
the requirement that the sum of the order 
s
processes has to be smaller or equal to the total





 Note that if a too small p
cut
T
is used the prediction from
the st order 
s
matrix elements might be unreliable since 
s
might be too large to justify the

use of pQCD
Having thus constructed the hard scattering subprocess up to order 
s
 higher order correc
tions may be simulated by initial and nal state parton showers Because of the strong ordering












generated by the matrix element processes
This ends the construction of the hard partonic nal state leaving the construction of the
nal sate proton or proton dissociation to be done The hadronic nal state is then constructed
by handing the partons over to a fragmentation program like JETSET 

B Perturbative QCD approach to diraction
The cross section for ep  e
 
qqp has been calculated in 		




has to be applied to regulate the collinear divergence of the matrix element In
the case of heavy quark production 
 the cross section is nite even for small p
T
because
of the heavy quark mass
Since both the quark and the antiquark participate in the hard interaction they both receive
the same transverse momentum in the 


IP system without producing a remnant and both
nal state partons are allowed to further radiate partons in the nal state parton shower This
has to be contrasted to the resolved pomeron model where also a qq nal state appears in a
QPM process but there the quarks have vanishing transverse momentum except from a small
intrinsic p
T
 in the 


IP center of mass system and a pomeron remnant is present Another
striking feature of the exclusive qq production in pQCD is a very special azimuthal asymmetry




These processes have been implemented in RAPGAP allowing dierent parameterizations of
the gluon density of the proton to be used
C Soft color interaction
A detailed description of the soft color interaction model can be found in 
 Here only
the main characteristics are presented




g  qq After the hard scattering process and the initial and nal state QCD radiation took
place the partons of the hard scattering process travel through the color eld of the proton and
there is a certain probability for soft color interactions which can change the color structure
without changing the kinematics of the process The probability for soft color interactions
R
SCI
is the only free parameter in this model where R
SCI





 	 at a scale of  GeV which is representative for the region
below the perturbative cuto Large rapidity gap events can be produced since it can happen
that the hard scattering subprocess becomes disconnected in color space from partons of the




is generated from the  s dependence of the BGF process Also the t distribution follows
in general an exponential form determined by the Gaussian width of the distribution of the
intrinsic transverse momentum of the partons in the proton for details see 

The SCI model allows a smooth transition between nondiractive to diractive scattering
including also a simulation of Reggeon and  exchange processes without introducing these
exchanges explicitly
IV A SIMPLE MODEL FOR PROTON DISSOCIATION
In this section a simple model for proton dissociation implemented in RAPGAP and based
on ideas from PYTHIA 
 is described When a proton dissociates it can split into a quark
	
qp
and diquark di   q
p
system The pomeron is assumed to couple to a single quark q
p
only
and therefore the outgoing quark q
 
p
carries all of the momentum transfer t resulting in a nite
transverse momentum The quark to which the pomeron couples carries a momentum fraction 
of the protons initial momentum The momenta of the initial quark q
p

























 p and q
IP
 being the photon quark proton and pomeronmomentum



































is already known from the interaction 
IP and 	
 
can be generated according to the quark
density of the pomeron
Instead of using explicitly the parameterization of parton densities in the pomeron which
have been obtained from F
D
 
 a more simple ansatz is chosen since the scale at which proton
dissociation happens is too small typically of the order of jtj   GeV
 
 to be used in parton
density function parameterizations For 	
 






































with a chosen such that  	
 
 a  	 and c determined by the ratio of masses of the
remnant quark and diquark system The rst option corresponds to a hard quark density of
the pomeron These parameterizations are actually used as the probability functions even in
nondiractive scattering and have been taken from LEPTO 

V VECTORMESON PRODUCTION
In RAPGAP vector meson production is naturally included in diractive scattering This is
easiest seen for J production Suppose we have a system of a cc quark pair plus possibly














then only Js can be produced 
c
production is not possible because of spin constraints
Technically vectormesons are produced in the fragmentation program JETSET 
 with the
additional restriction that only spin  mesons are generated However there is an uncertainty in
the normalization of the cross section depending on the actual value ofm
c
used The production
of the light vectormesons   and  proceeds in a similar way to that of the J with the


































































	 The solid line shows the prediction of the
soft color interaction model LEPTO 	 with R
SCI
 
	 For comparison also the result from the
resolved pomeron model is shown using the Q












































and xed W the variables x
IP







and 	 The eective Q
 
dependence of the 


p VMp cross section is
stronger  Q

 than expected from 






In this section I shall compare the dierent approaches to describe diraction and compare
them with data where available
A Inclusive structure function F
D

In Fig 	 the prediction for the diractive structure function F
D
 
of the SCI model using
R
SCI
  as implemented in LEPTO  
 is compared to the measurement of H 
 It
is remarkable that this model with essentially only one free parameter R
SCI
is able to describe
the general trend of the data However in the low Q
 
and low 	 region this model overshoots the
data For comparison the results from the resolved pomeronmodel are also shown in Fig 	 The
fact that this model describes the data is not surprising since the Q
 
evolved parton densities





The total cross section of the perturbative QCD approach is not shown since it depends on
the p
T































FIG	 	 The spectrum M
Y
for e   p events with x
IP
 





  y  
   Q

 
	 In a the RAPGAP predictions for dierent parameterization of the




 as described in the text are shown	 In b the solid line shows the









Experimentally proton dissociation can be studied when the systemM
X
 associated with the

 vertex and the system M
Y
 associated with the proton vertex can be separated This can




of the p  dissociative system in e p diractive events obtained from
the RAPGAP Monte Carlo is shown in Fig a The dierence between the dierent options for
P 	
 





  GeV a  M
Y
spectrum is obtained both for RAPGAP and LEPTO
and only at larger massesM
Y




observed Even with proton dissociation switched on a proton will emerge after fragmentation
when the momentum transfer is small and the mass of the q  di   q system remains below the
threshold for multiparticle production
The SCI model automatically also simulates proton dissociation since the color ow between
the hard scattering and the proton remnant can be broken anywhere in rapidity In Fig  the
M
Y
spectrum obtained from LEPTO  is shown Also in the SCI model a general  M
Y
spectrum is obtained however the ratio of proton  elastic to proton dissociative events is
dierent to that obtained from RAPGAP

C Hadronic energy ow
In Fig  the energyow in diractive scattering predicted by the various models is compared
to the measurement of H 	
 The prediction of the SCI model dashed line in Fig  is very
close to the prediction of the resolved pomeron model in RAPGAP solid line and both give a
good description of the data The SCI model is rather successful in describing properties of the
hadronic nal state in diraction without involving the concept of a pomeron
Also shown in Fig  is the energy ow predicted from the perturbative QCD calculation
dotted line as implemented in RAPGAP The gluon density was taken from the GRV HO
parameterization and p
T
  GeV was required for the nal state quarks Both nal state
quarks were allowed to emit further QCD radiation There is a remarkable agreement between
this prediction and the data considering that it has no free parameter left In the lowest M
X
bin at central rapidities 

  a small dip is observed which is understood as a consequence
of the nite p
T
cuto for the nal state quarks One has to note that no free parameter is left
in this calculation It is a great success that the energy ow can be understood in terms of
perturbative QCD
From the comparison of the dierent approaches to describe diraction with data on the
hadronic energy ow no nal conclusion on the underlying physics process can yet be made
All the very dierent approaches describe the available data reasonably well Dierent and more
sensitive measurements are obviously needed to dierentiate between the various approaches
D  asymmetries of jets and heavy quarks
The very specic signature of the perturbative QCD calculation becomes apparent only when
more detailed nal state properties are considered One of the main dierences of the pertur
bative QCD calculation to both the resolved pomeron model and as well as to the SCI model is
the absence of a pomeron remnant This a signature can be investigated with exclusive high p
T
di  jet events In that case the invariant mass of the jet  jet system s
jj
is identical to the total
invariant mass of the diractive system M
 
X
 However depending on the jet algorithm used to
identify the high p
T
jets a certain fraction of hadronic energy might not be associated to the
jets which might cause a problem for the identication of exclusive di  jet events
For a study of the eects of dierent jet algorithms the following kinematic cuts are ap






  and p
jet
T




 with a y
cut
such that two hard jets with k
T
 	 GeV and a possible remnant
jet are reconstructed in the Breit frame labeled invariant k
t







is obtained as shown in Fig  with the solid line histogram For an ideal jet reconstruction
R
jj
  is expected However one sees large eects due to the jet reconstruction The results us
ing dierent jet algorithms like cone type jet algorithm 




are also shown in Fig  For comparison also the distribution obtained from a BGF type process




The most striking feature of the perturbative QCD calculation of diractive qq nal state is
the  asymmetry between the lepton and the quark plane in the 


p center of mass system
It is dicult to identify the quark  jet at hadron level therefore the jet with the largest p
T
is used The azimuthal asymmetry of the two gluon exchange mechanism obtained after jet
reconstruction is shown in Fig  where also a comparison with the azimuthal asymmetry
expected from a diractive BGF process with one gluon exchange from a resolved pomeron is
given Even at the hadron level the dierence between the two approaches is clearly visible

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as a function of the pseudo rapidity in  dierent
regions of M
X
 in GeV indicated as measured by H 	 The solid line is the prediction of RAPGAP
in the resolved pomeron mode using t  of the H parameterization of F
D 

	 The dashed curve
is the prediction of LEPTO 	 using R
SCI
 
 with the GRV structure function of the proton	 The


















 BGF inv. kt











for exclusive dijet production according to the pQCD calculation	 The solid line is
obtained using the k
T
jet algorithm with a y
cut
such that two hard jets with k
T
	  GeV and a possible
remnant jet are reconstructed in the Breit frame  labeled inv	 k
T
 the dashed line with the inclusive k
T
jet algorithm and the dotted line with the cone jet algorithm	 For comparison the distribution obtained
from the resolved IP model using BGF processes are shown with the dasheddotted line	 Please note
that the normalization of the distributions is arbitrary	
However one has to be careful using this pQCD description of high p
T
dijet production since











the contribution from qqg nal states are expected to become dominant Such
a calculation is just being performed 

As the calculation of a diractive qq state can also be extended to heavy quark production

 the diculty of identifying high p
T
dijets may be avoided by the observation of D

mesons In Fig a the  asymmetry is shown forD

mesons produced by the two gluon exchange
mechanism and compared to the prediction from a BGF process in the resolved pomeron picture












  GeV and j
D

j  	 This process may thus also be used to dierentiate between the
two approaches One should note that the dierent  distribution observed here as compared
to ones from the jets is due to the cuts in the laboratory system used by the experiments to
identify the D





cut the  distribution looks the same as for the jets
































 RG res. pom.
 b.
FIG	 	 a The  asymmetry of one jet with the electron plane for high p
T
di jet events in the region

  y  












	  GeV	 The solid line shows the prediction from
the two gluon exchange mechanism after jet reconstruction at the hadron level	 The dashed line shows
the  dependence from a BGF type process in diraction  one gluon exchange	 In b the  asymmetry
of the quark with the electron plane is shown for comparison	 The predictions are obtained with the
RAPGAP Monte Carlo	
E Vectormeson production
The cross section for vector meson production depends crucially on the underlying subprocess
For the calculation the charm mass was set to m
c
  GeV First I shall describe J pro







 of the H collaboration 
 This
parameterization is based on a signicant diractive gluon density Within the model described
before and implemented in RAPGAP J production at large Q
 
as measured by H 
 and
ZEUS 
 can be well described both as a function of Q
 
and W Fig  solid line It is
remarkable that a  Q

dependence of the photon proton cross section appears consistent
with the data which is usually interpreted as a higher twist eect Using diractive parton
densities this Q
 




 since as shown before changing Q
 
is equivalent with changing 	 for a xed mass of the
vectormeson
In the perturbative QCD approach heavy quarks can be produced and as mentioned before
the cross section is essentially proportional to the gluon density squared For heavy quarks
no restriction on the p
T
of the quarks is necessary and therefore the model of vector meson
production described above can be applied In Fig  the prediction from this calculation using
the GRV HO parameterization of the gluon density in the proton is shown with the dashed
line The cross section agrees rather well with the data both in shape and normalizationThe
calculation agrees well with the data and also with the approach using a parameterization of
diractive parton densities However one should keep in mind that the diractive gluon density
obtained from scaling violations of F
D
 


































 RG res. pom.
 b.
FIG	 	 a	 The  asymmetry of the D

jet with the electron plane in the kinematic region


  y  


















j  	 The solid line
shows the prediction from the two gluon exchange mechanism after hadronization	 The dashed line
shows the  dependence from a BGF type process in diraction  one gluon exchange	 In b the  asym
metry of the quark with the electron plane is shown	 The predictions arc obtained with the RAPGAP
Monte Carlo	
A smaller value for the charm quark mass gives a larger phase space and a larger cross section
in addition to a change in the scale for 
s
and for the parton distribution functions which
is essentially set by the charm quark mass Dierent choices of the charm mass result in an











similar uncertainty in normalization is also found for the color singlet model of inelastic charm
production including the non relativistic wave function of the J  meson 


Given these uncertainties both approaches are in fair agreement If transverse and longitudi
nally produced vector meson can be separated dierences between the two approaches should
show up since in the perturbative calculation the longitudinal part becomes large at large Q
 

which is not expected in the resolved pomeron approach
One should note that the energy dependence of the cross section in the perturbative approach
emerges naturally from the gluon density in the proton whereas using a parameterization of
diractive parton densities the x
IP




it is a success that the energy dependence obtained from F
D
 




















FIG	 	 The   p cross section for exclusive J production as a function of W  a and as a
function of Q





 t 	 The dashed line is the prediction from the pQCD calculation using the model of J production
described in the text	 In all predictions the charm mass was set to m
c
  GeV	 The H  and





are preliminary H data 	
VII SUMMARY
The implementation of very dierent models for diraction in deep inelastic scattering has
been described It is found that available data on hadronic nal state properties are reasonably
well described by the resolved pomeron model using a parameterization of diractive parton
	
densities by the soft color interaction model and the perturbative QCD calculation involving
two gluon exchange It is shown that the dierent models can be distinguished if dierential
distributions are considered One particular example is diractive charm production in deep
inelastic scattering where the  dependence of the cross section shows a very dierent behavior
in the two gluon exchange model compared to the resolved pomeron model
It has been also shown that vector meson production can be nicely described within a simple
approach both using the resolved pomeron model and the pQCD calculation via two gluon
exchange
Model predictions for the proton dissociative system have been presented in two dierent ap
proaches within RAPGAP and the soft color interaction approach implemented in LEPTO 
Both models gave similar predictions
As more precise data on the hadronic nal state in deep inelastic diraction are expected
soon it might be possible to distinguish and separate the various approaches to diraction and
new and interesting insights into the structure of the proton are expected
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Abstract Leading baryon production in ep interactions at Q






has been studied at HERA by the H and ZEUS Collaborations Energy
and momentum spectra are shown and preliminary determinations of tslopes and
inclusive structure functions are presented
I KINEMATICS AND DETECTORS
At HERA DESY  GeV protons collide with  GeV electrons or
positrons The process of leading baryon LB production is shown in Fig 	A
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FIGURE  A Diagram for the reaction ep  NX	 B H and ZEUS forward hadron
detectors
exchanged at the lepton vertex  the four momenta p and p
 
of the incom
ing and outgoing proton the cm energy in the p system W 
 q  p
 
and xy the standard Bjorken variables The kinematical variables associ









 which represents the frac
tion of the proton beam momentum carried by the LB after the interaction

t 


























 which represents the four momentum









mass squared of the hadronic system when excluding the baryon
H	 and ZEUS are equipped to detect both high rapidity neutrons and protons
Neutrons are detected by a calorimeter placed at 
o
with respect to the incoming
proton beam axis at a distance from the interaction point IP of 	 m for H	 and
	 m for ZEUS see Fig	B The H	 Forward Neutron Calorimeter 	 is made
of  hexagonal towers of  interaction lenghts 
I
 thick consisting of layers
of lead and  m long scintillating bers Two segmented planes of hodoscopes
in front of the calorimeter are used to veto charged tracks The ZEUS Forward
Neutron Calorimeter  is a leadscintillator sandwich calorimeter of 	 
I
 with










The proton tracking systems of both experiments consists of detectors installed
in roman pots which can be moved close to the beam The H	 system Forward
Proton Spectrometer uses 	 mm  scintillating bers with two orientations placed
at 	 and  m from the IP With a resolution of  	 mm in both projections
this detector has an acceptance   for p





GeV The ZEUS Leading Proton Spectrometer  is made of  roman pot stations
located between  and  m from the IP each containing  planes of silicon 	strip









  in the range   x
L
 	






II PROPERTIES OF EVENTS WITH A LEADING
BARYON









for H	 with a leading proton or a leading neutron has been measured
as a function of various kinematical variables by both experiments and found to
be constant within the current experimental accuracy see for example Fig  for
the H	 FNC results
A comparison of leading baryon energy spectra for dierent kinematic regimes
is shown in Fig  In Fig A the uncorrected neutron energy spectra for DIS
photoproduction Q
 
  and beamgas events in which the proton interacts
with residual molecules of air inside the beampipe are shown The three spectra
have the same shape indicating that the leading neutron production mechanism
does not depend on Q
 
nor on the projectile The independence of the leading
proton production on Q
 




denotes the proton mass and p


is the transverse momentum of the scattered proton
neutron

FIGURE  H 

 Preliminary data observed ratio of events with a neutron with E
n

 GeV relative to all DIS events	 as a function of Q

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ZEUS  preliminary
FIGURE  ZEUS 

 Preliminary data A Leading proton spectra in DIS and Photopro
duction	 B Leading neutron spectra in DIS	 photoproduction and beamgas events
ZEUS has also determined the size of the diractive and nondiractive contri
butions to leading baryon production  An analysis based on an optimized cut










shows that for values of x
L
 
only  of the events with a leading baryon are produced diractively More
over the amount of diractive contribution is compatible for both leading proton
and leading neutron events

An event is accepted as diractive with an eciency  

 if either the pseudorapidity of the
most forward energy deposition in the central detector is less than  or a pseudorapidity gap
of at least  units is present between the forward edge of the detector and the most forward
energy deposition between
   

III MEASUREMENT OF THE T SLOPE AND F
LP

ZEUS has studied the t dependence of events with leading baryons as a function
of x
L
 In each x
L






 The tted values of the tslope b are shown in Fig A The
results for leading proton and leading neutron production are in good agreement
suggesting a similar production mechanism for x
L
  The Q
 
independence
FIGURE  ZEUS Preliminary A The slope of the neutron and proton t distributions in
bins of x
L
for DIS events B The slope of proton t distributions for DIS and photoproduction
events Errors are statistical only
of the production mechanism can be also checked by comparing the values of
the slope b for DIS and photoproduction events Fig B The data have been
compared with various models but none can describe the full x
L
spectrum 
Pionexchange in which the virtual photon scatters o a pion generated at the




is consistent with the data in
the interval   x
L
  while diractive models describe the leading proton
data in the range x
L
 
The H	 Forward Proton Spectrometer has been used to measure the cross section




X in the range
p

 MeV   GeV  E
 
p

















in the innite momentum frame represents the fraction of the proton momentum




 the fraction of the exchanged object
momentum carried by the struck parton The exchanged object depending on the







when integrating over the unmeasured quantity t as
shown in Fig  Following meson exchange models one can test a factorization












 by using a parametrization for

































































































  in bins of x and Q

as function of 




corresponds to a condence level of 	
for the factorization hypothesis
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The decay distributions of  
 
and  mesons diractively produced by tagged
virtual photons from the  GeV HERA positron beam impinging on an internal

He target have been measured with the Hermes spectrometer Both the scattered
positron and the two outgoing hadrons from the vector meson decay were detected
in coincidence and exclusive elastic events selected for analysis The decay angular
distributions give information on the tensor polarisation of the vector meson The
data conrm the hypothesis of s	channel helicity conservation 
SCHC and give








that are consistent with
the trend suggested by other experiments

I Introduction and Kinematics
Elastic vector meson lepto	production is assumed to occur via the mechanism
shown in Fig  where the scattered positron interacts with the target through a
virtual photon of invariant massQ

 and the nal state contains only the positron






















*virtual photon (γ )
Figure  Elastic Vector Meson production
When the process is diractive it can shed light on both the hadronic compo	
nents of the photon and the diractive scattering of vector mesons from nucleons
or nuclei In the Vector Dominance Model 
VDM which is expected to be valid
at lower photon energies the photon behaves like a superposition of the lightest
vector mesons which then diractively scatter from the nucleon At higher ener	
gies it is more useful to picture the photon as uctuating into a qq pair which
then interacts with the target by the exchange of a colourless object such as the
Pomeron
In order for the reaction to be elastic the mass 
M
final
 of the nal state of
the target must be equal to its initial state mass 
M
targ
 Although the nal state
of the target is undetected its mass is deduced from other measured kinematic










 and note that for elastic vector meson production
E will go to zero
The interaction between the virtual photon 
whose 	momentum is q and the
target nucleon or nucleus is depicted in Fig  where v is the 	momentum of
the vector meson and t  
q  v

is the square of the 	momentum transfer to
the target 
Denitions of kinematic quantities were given in an earlier talk on
the Hermes experiment by Dr Dueren at this workshop We expect diractive








is the minimum value of t that arises when
the vector meson is produced co	linear with the virtual photon in the   target
centre	of	mass systemWith this denition diractive production occurs when t
 
is close to zero






Figure  Vector Meson production by virtual photon
The decay angular distributions of the diractively produced vector mesons
reveal their tensor polarisation which is related to the virtual photon polarisation
In this experiment the kinematics of the scattered lepton determine the photon
polarisation parameter  which is the ux of longitudinal photons normalised
to unit ux of transverse photons Hence by measuring the vector meson decay
angular distributions in coincidence with the scattered lepton we are able to
deduce R which is the ratio for vector meson production cross sections from




We are interested in discovering the relationship between the polarisation 
or
rather the helicity of the diractively produced vector meson and the polarisation
of the virtual photon Because the vector meson is massive its helicity depends on
the reference frame in which we choose to dene it however previous experiments
have shown that only the s	channel helicity frame 
in which the quantisation axis
is chosen as the vector meson direction in the   target centre	of	mass system
leads to amplitudes which are not strongly t	dependent
Now the   target centre	of	mass frame is identical to the hadronic centre	
of	mass frame in the nal state 
Fig  where we choose the Z	axis along the

direction of the virtual photon the Y	axis perpendicular to the plane containing
the vector meson and photon and the X	axis perpendicular to the Y and Z axes
In this frame 

V
is the polar production angle of the vector meson relative to the
virtual photon direction and  
the azimuthal vector meson production angle


















Figure  The Hadronic Centre	of	Mass Frame
In order to characterize the decay angular distribution we now dene the
vector meson rest frame 
Fig  obtained from the previous reference frame by
a boost along the vector meson direction into its rest frame The z	axis is now
dened to be opposite to the direction of the recoiling target the y	axis stays
the same as before and the x	axis is perpendicular to y and z In this frame the








A complete derivation of the decay angular distribution in terms of the cou	
plings between the polarisation states of the photon and the helicity states of the




 where       represent unpolarised transverse photons the
two directions of linear polarisation and circular polarisation respectively Pure
longitudinal photons are represented by    The remaining      are
attributable to longitudinal	transverse interference At xed beam energy it is
not possible to separate longitudinal and transverse couplings at constant Q

and





















Figure  Vector Meson Rest Frame























     

Rather than give the full very complicated formula for the decay angular
distribution W
cos	 in terms of the matrix elements r

ik
 we quote the single
angle distributions obtained by integrating W
cos	 over the other two angles
on which it depends














































This distribution is sensitive to the coupling of circular longitudinal and
transverse photons to the linear polarisation of the vector meson
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 As a sum over nal
state polarisations is taken W
 measures the out	of	plane dependence of









 can be identied with








The number of independent parameters to be determined is considerably re	
duced if the assumption is made that in the hadronic centre	of	mass the helicity
of the vector meson is the same as that of the photon a hypothesis called s	
channel Helicity Conservation 
SCHC Previous experiments are in agreement





















































 and we are left with
only three independent helicity amplitudes The azimuthal dependence can be
expressed as a function of       
the polarisation angle or angle between
the decay plane of the meson and the plane of linear polarisation of the photon
Then the complete angular distribution can be expressed as a function of  and
reduces to
W 










































 sin 	 sin   

The further assumption of natural parity exchange 
meaning that the par	
ity transfer is 
	
J
where J is the angular momentum of the particle or system
of particles exchanged between the target and the photon	vector meson system
constrains the transverse vector mesons to be completely linearly polarised along











The data described here were taken during  when HERA operated with
a  GeV polarised positron beam An internal gas target of polarised

He







and coincident hadrons were detected in the HERMES magnetic spectrometer
which was discussed in an earlier talk at this Workshop by Dr Dueren and is

described in  The momenta of the detected particles were determined from
tracking chambers before and after the  Tm magnet with a resolution of about
 The four particle	identication detectors 
a threshold gas Cerenkov detector
a Transition Radiation Detector 
TRD a lead	scintillator pre	shower detector
and the lead	glass total energy electromagnetic calorimeter gave good discrimi	
nation between positrons and hadrons The Cerenkov detector also provided 
K
separation for momenta above  GeVc
IV Analysis of the Data
Events with exactly one identied positron and two oppositely charged hadrons
were selected from  deep inelastic! triggers requiring at least  GeV deposited in
the calorimeter Exactly three full tracks were required with ducial cuts to
ensure they came from the target and fell safely within the acceptance of the
spectrometer The following constraints were applied to the data













In order to identify  
 

 mesons the invariant massM
h
 of the detected hadron
pair was reconstructed assuming they were both pions 








 GeV  

For the  the further requirement was applied that one of the hadrons be identied
by the gas Cerenkov detector as not being a pion
As discussed earlier we are interested in selecting elastic diractive events
which are characterised by small values of E and t
 








jEj  GeV  






in Figs  and  The  
 





mass applied the E distribution is as shown in Fig  The peak around
E contains both elastic production from

He and quasi	elastic production
from nucleons 
 the so	called coherent and incoherent contributions respectively
which cannot be distinguished with our resolution The distribution in t
 
shows
the expected shape with stronger peaking near t
 
 from the softer form factor
of

He compared with the nucleon




and E cuts applied
V Corrections for Background
Background can arise from both diractive and non	diractive processesWe
rst consider three kinds of diractive background which may be distinguished
as follows







b diractive production of  mesons which then decay to two charged pions
c double diractive dissociation in which the outgoing target remnant breaks
up following diractive vector meson productionThis process is expected to
result in a similar helicity structure for the gamma	vector meson vertex
None of these diractive backgrounds can be rejected experimentally and neither
corrections nor estimates of their possible contributions to systematic uncertainties
have yet been made


















and E cuts applied
The non	diractive background arises primarily from hard scattering of the
virtual photon by partons followed by hadronisation of the target fragments
This process is described by the Lund fragmentation model A Monte Carlo
program 
called HMC was written in which the Pepsi physics generator 
based
on the Lund model was used in conjunction with a Geant	based package to








 HMC events were selected and subjected to the same
analysis criteria as the data thereby producing a sample of simulated background
events This sample was normalised to the data in the inelastic region dened by
E  GeV Both data and background distributions are shown in Fig  By
this extrapolation of the non	diractive background under the elastic peak the
background was estimated to be about  in the signal region and was subtracted
from the data
VI Acceptance Correction and extraction of amplitudes
In order to account for the detector acceptance the same GEANT	based de	






































 events dark circles showing the
elastic peak near zero The open circles show the estimated contribution from non
diractive fragmentation
































and the virtual photon production can be expressed in terms of the real photo	

















































































The energy dependent width "
M
and skewing parameter n
skew
  are taken
from  The events are generated exponentially in t
 
and weighted to account for
the coherent contribution at low t
 

To make the acceptance corrections and extract the physical amplitudes the








Monte Carlo events are generated with no  dependence and with























 as given in  and the following  matrix elements are taken













































The rst  matrix elements all appear in the 	dimensional distributions 
Eqs 
while the last is observable only in angular correlations All additional matrix el	
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    
    

where  is the phase dierence between the longitudinal and transverse ampli	
tudes Furthermore the matrix elements describing the out	of	plane response are


























   
   

The  free matrix elements are adjusted to minimize the total 

between the data
and the Monte Carlo model for the reconstructed cos 	   and  	dimensional
distributions
VII Results
Having optimised  matrix elements  the comparisons between the measured
angular distributions and the Monte Carlo model are shown in Figs  for
dierent values of Q

 Results are shown only for the  	meson the analysis of the
	meson data is not yet complete
The extracted matrix elements are shown in Figs  as a function of Q






Figure  The angular distributionW cos  in dierent regions of Q

 The solid lines
are from Eq  evaluated with the best 	t matrix elements The average values of Q

are shown in GeV


Figure  The angular distributionW  in dierent regions of Q

 The solid lines are
from Eq 









shown in Fig  are consistent with the relation given by Eq 
 which
is valid if only natural parity transfer occurs The matrix elements shown in
Fig  are consistent with zero the prediction of SCHC Assuming that SCHC is
valid one can extract the ratio of the longitudinal to transverse production cross


















Figure  The angular distribution W  in dierent regions of Q

 The solid lines
are from Eq  evaluated with the best 	t matrix elements The average values of Q

are shown in GeV


The value of R is shown plotted as a function of Q

in Fig  it is consistent
with the results of other experiments on protons indicating that within experi	
mental precision the value of R is the same for

He as it is for protons Gauge
invariance implies that R
Q

 and dimensional arguments suggest that the
longitudinal cross	section dominates at high Q

 The dashed line in Fig  is a
t to the world dataOur results are consistent with this t







are shown dark circles
in the left and right 	gures respectively The inner error bar represents the statistical
error The outer error includes the systematic error added in quadrature Previous
measurements from DESY NMC EMC ZEUS and H are shown for comparison see
Fig  for the meaning of the dierent symbols






 are shown dark
circles in the left and right 	gures respectively The inner error bar represents the
statistical errorThe outer error includes the systematic error added in quadrature Pre
vious measurements from DESY NMC and ZEUS are shown for comparison see
Fig  for the meaning of the dierent symbols
VIII Conclusions

















Eq  dark circles The inner error bar represents the statistical error The outer
error includes the systematic error added in quadrature Previous measurements are
shown for comparison
and centre	of	mass energies  W   GeV The extracted spin	density matrix
elements for  	mesons are consistent with s	channel helicity conservation and only
natural parity exchange in the t	channelThe derived value of R the ratio of
longitudinal to transverse cross sections rises with increasing Q

and is consistent
with other experimentsThe 	meson data are still being analysised

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IN pp COLLISIONS AT HIGH ENERGY
AA Arkhipov
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Protvino  Moscow Region Russia
Abstract
It is shown that the suggested threebody forces approach to the dy
namics of oneparticle inclusive reactions allows to excellently describe the
data on the pp single diraction dissociation crosssections at high energies
PACS numbers m 	
t 	y
Keywords pp inclusive reactions diraction dissociation elastic scattering
total crosssections slope of diraction cone numeric calculations t to the data
interpretation of experiments
  Introduction
Although nowdays we have in the framework of local quantum eld theory a gauge
model of strong interactions formulated in terms of known QCD Lagrangian its
relations to the so called soft hadronic physics are far from desire Obviously
understanding this physics is high interest because it has intrinsically fundamental
nature
In  the experiments at the Serpukhov accelerator reveald that the K
 
p
total cross sections increased with energy Increase of the pp total cross sections
has been discovered at the CERN ISR and then the eect of rising total cross
sections was conrmed at the Fermilab accelerator
In spite of more than 
 years after the formulation of QCD we still can not
obtain from QCD Lagrangian the answer to the question why all hadronic total
cross sections grow with energy We cannot predict total cross sections in an
absolute way starting from fundamental QCD Lagrangian as well mainly because
it is not a perturbative problem
It is well known eg that nonperturbative contributions to the gluon propa
gator inuence the behaviour of soft hadronic processes and the knowledge of
the infrared behaviour of QCD is certainly needed to describe the soft hadronic
physics in the framework of QCD Unfortunately today we dont know the whole

picture of the infrared behaviour of QCD we have some fragments of this picture
though see eg Ref 
More or less all physicists argue now that the rise of the total cross sections is
just the shadow of particle production
Through the optical theorem the total cross section is related to the imaginary
part of the elastic scattering amplitude in the forward direction That is why the
theoretical understanding of elastic scattering has the fundamental importance
From the unitarity relation it follows that the imaginary part of the elastic
scattering amplitude contains the contribution of all possible inelastic channels in
twoparticle interaction It is clear therefore that we cannot understand elastic
scattering without understanding inelastic interaction
Among all possible inelastic interactions there is a special class of processes
which are called single diraction dissociation Single diraction dissociation is the
scattering process where one of two particles in the initial state breaks up during
interaction producing a system of particles in a limited region of pseudorapidity

Good and Walker have shown  that single diraction dissociation is pre
dicted by the basic principles of quantum mechanics However both the elastic
scattering and single diraction dissociation cannot correctly be calculated in
QCD due to the nonperturbative nature of the interactions
The most popular theoretical description of elastic and diractive scattering is
based on Regge phenomenology which represents elastic and diractive scattering
by the exchange of the Pomeron a color singlet Reggeon with quantun numbers
of the vacuum It should be noted the denition of the Pomeron as Reggeon with
highest Regge trajectory 
P
t that carries the quantum numbers of the vacuum
is not only one

There are many other denitions of the Pomeron Pomeron is
a gluon ladder  Pomeron is a bound state of two reggezied gluons  BFKL
Pomeron 	  
 soft and hard Pomerons   etc This is because the
exact nature of the Pomeron and its detailed substructure remain such as that no
one knows what is it
Nevertheless in the near past simple formulae of the Regge phenomenology
provided marvellously well description of experimental data on soft hadronic
physics




 and  GeV  carried out by CDF group at the
Fermilab Tevatron collider has shown that the popular model of supercritical
Pomeron does not describe the existing experimental data




		 mb measured at
p
s  
 GeV  is extrapolated by the supercritical
 
Pseudorapidity is dened as      ln tan where  is the polar angle of the produced
particle with respect to the beam direction Pseudorapidity is frequently used as an approxima
tion to rapidity

For supercritical Pomeron 
P
	   
    
   	 is responsible for the growth of
hadronic cross sections with energy

Pomeron model to 
pp
SD
 	  mb at
p
s   GeV  while the measured























s   GeV the experimental 
pp
SD
   

 mb is 

times larger than the value 
pp
SD
   mb obtained by the extrapolation






 GeV down to
p
s   GeV with the
help of the supercritical Pomeron model
The emerging situation can be considered as a supercrisis for the supercrit
ical Pomeron model

Obviously the foundations of this model require further
theoretical study and the construction of newer more general phenomenological
framework which would enable to remove the discrepancy between the model
predictions and experiment In relation to this one should note the paper 
where an attempt to save the supercritical Pomeron model has been undertaken
see also Ref 
Another approach to the dynamical description of oneparticle inclusive re
actions has been proposed in 	 The consideration presented in this paper
revealed several fundamental properties of oneparticle inclusive crosssections in
the region of diraction dissociation In particular it was shown that the slope of
the diraction cone in pp single diraction dissociation is related to the eective
radius of threenucleon forces in the same way as the slope of the diraction cone in
elastic pp scattering is related to the eective radius of twonucleon forces It was
also demonstrated that the eective radii of two and threenucleon forces which
are the characteristics of elastic and inelastic interactions of two nucleons dene
the structure of the pp total crosssections in a simple and physically transparent
form
The main point of our approach is that the experimental measurement of the
inclusive cross sections in the region of diraction dissociation at high energies
provides a unique possibility to study a new type of interactions or a new type of
forces namely threebody forces This point of view on the inclusive reactions is
unconventional and it is not discussed in the literature
In the work 	 a more detailed analysis of the experimental data on pp total
crosssections and the slope of the diraction cone in elastic pp scattering has been
performed This allowed us to extract the eective radius of threenucleon forces
Here it will be shown that the suggested approach to the dynamics of oneparticle
inclusive reactions gives an excellent quantitative description of the experimental
data on pp single diraction dissociation crosssections at high energies
First of all let me briey present the basic statements of threebody forces
approach to the dynamical description of oneparticle inclusive reactions

Recent experimental results from HERA  lead us to the same conclusion

 Threebody forces in relativistic quantum the
ory
Using the LSZ or Bogoljubov reduction formulae in quantum eld theory 	 we




















connected part of the 	 	 scattering amplitude
   
C
Fig 
In the framework of singletime formalism in quantum eld theory 		 we
construct the 	  	 scattering amplitude T

E o energy shell with the same













The three particle interaction quasipotential V

Eis related to the oshell 	
	 scattering amplitude T













There is the same transformation between two particle interaction quasipotentials
V
ij














It can be shown that in the quantum eld theory the three particle interaction















E is called the threebody forces quasipotential V

E repre
sents the defect of three particle interaction quasipotential over the sum of two
particle interaction quasipotentials and describes the true threebody interactions
The threebody forces scattering amplitude is related to the threebody forces












It should be stressed that the threebody forces appear as a result of consis
tent consideration of threebody problem in the framework of local quantum eld
theory

 Global analyticity of the threebody forces scat
tering amplitude
























































 e  S
	
are two unit vectors on vedimensional sphere describing the congura
tion of threebody system in initial and nal states before and after scattering
We will denote the quantity T
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The unitarity condition for the quantity F

with the account for the introduced































































s is the threebody phasespace volume S
	
is the volume of unit vedimensional
sphere H

denes the contribution of all inelastic channels emerging due to three
body forces













 e  F

s  cos
where all other variables are denoted through 
Now we are able to go to the formulation of our basic assumption about the
analyticity properties for the threebody forces scattering amplitude 	 	


We will assume that for physical values of the variable s and xed values of 
the amplitude F

s  cos is an analytical function of the variable cos in the
ellipse E

s with the semimajor axis
z







and for any cos  E

s and physical values of  it is polynomially bounded in
the variable s M

is some constant having mass dimensionality
Such analyticity of the threebody forces amplitude was called a global one
The global analyticity may be considered as a direct generalization of the known
analytical properties of twobody scattering amplitude strictly proved in the local
quantum eld theory
At the same time the global analyticity gives us the generalized asymptotic
bounds For example the generalized asymptotic bound for Oinvariant three
body forces scattering amplitude looks like 	 	
ImF







































is dened by the power of growth of the amplitude F

at high energies 	 M





It is well known that the Froissart asymptotic bound allows for its direct exper
imental verication because with the help of the optical theorem we can connect
the imaginary part of   scattering amplitude with the experimentally measur
able quantity which is the total cross section So if we want to have a possibility
for the experimental verication of the generalized asymptotic bounds n  	
we have to establish a connection between the manybody forces scattering am
plitudes and the experimentally measurable quantities For this aim we have
considered the problem of high energy particle scattering from deuteron and on
this way we found the connection of threebody forces scattering amplitude with
the experimentally measurable quantity which is the total cross section for scat
tering from deuteron 	 Moreover the relation of threebody forces scattering
amplitude to oneparticle inclusive cross sections has been established 	
I shall briey sketch now the basic results of our analysis of high energy particle
scattering from deuteron
 Scattering from deuteron
The problem of scattering from twobody bound states was treated in works
	 	 with the help of dynamic equations obtained on the basis of singletime


formalism in QFT 	
 As has been shown in 	 	 the total cross section in


















































































is the Glauber correction or shadow eect The Glauber shadow correction




represents the contribution of the threebody forces to the
total cross section in scattering from deuteron The physical reason for the ap
pearance of this quantity is directly connected with the inelastic interactions of
incident particle with the nucleons of deuteron Paper 	 provides for this quan









































where q is the incident particle momentum in the lab system rest frame of
deuteron #















N  p n
M
N
is the nucleon mass The function R is expressed via the amplitude of the
threebody forces T























In 	 the contribution of threebody forces to the scattering amplitude from
deuteron was related to the processes of multiparticle production in the inelastic
interactions of the incident particle with the nucleons of deuteron This was done





was shown to be governed by the energy behaviour of the corresponding
inclusive cross sections
Here for simplicity let us consider the model where the imaginary part of the








































s are free parameters which in general may depend on the total
energy of threebody interaction Note that the quantity f
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In the model all the integrals can be calculated exactly in the analytical form




























































































It follows from the Froissart theorem and generalized asymptotic bounds 









Hence we come to the asymptotic equation 	

tot
s  Bs R


s  s 
It is remarkable that the quantity R


 which has the clear physical interpre
tation can at the same time be connected with the experimentally measurable




 Threebody forces and diractive dissociation
processes
From the analysis of the problem of highenergy particle scattering from deuteron
	 the formula connecting oneparticle inclusive cross sections with the imaginary


































" q  
where the function s describes the screening eects due to initial and 
nal states interaction see details in 	 	 	 and references therein For this














s is the slope of the forward diraction peak in the elastic scattering from
nucleon
Besides from the generalized asymptotic theorem  it follows the asymptotic









The conguration of particles momenta and kinematical variables are shown in
Fig  The variable s in the RHS of Eq is related to the kinematical











The simple model for the threebody forces considered above gives us the fol














































If we take the usual parameterization for oneparticle inclusive cross section in the












































Eq 	 shows that the eective radius of threebody forces is related to the slope
of diraction cone for inclusive diraction dissociation processes in the same way
as the eective radius of twobody forces is related to the slope of diraction cone
in elastic scattering processes
If we take into account Eq 	 then it follows from the Eq	 that the slope
of diraction cone for inclusive diraction dissociation processes at xed energy
decreases with the growth of missing mass This property agrees qualitatively well
with the experimentally observable picture
Hence physically transparent notion of the eective radius of threebody forces
introduced previously as a pure mathematical objectconnected with the global
analyticity of threebody forces scattering amplitude brings us to the tangible
physical interpretation that helps us to create physically visual picture and rep
resentation for inclusive diraction dissociation processes at the same level as we
can understand and represent elastic scattering processes at high energies
Besides that the relation  together with linear equation  for three
body forces scattering amplitude may be the basis of powerful dynamic apparatus
for constructing the dynamical models of theoretical description of the inclusive
reactions
Now we can extract the eective radius of threenucleon forces from the exper
imental data on pp total crosssections and the slope of diraction cone in elastic
pp scattering
 Fit to the data on the p p total crosssections
As a rst step we made a weighted t to the experimental data on the pp total
crosssections obtained from COMPASPPDS database

 The values which were
used are listed in Table I


































are free parameters We accounted for the experimental errors
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i











The COMPAS database named Particle Physics Data System  PPDS can be reached via






















The t result is shown in Fig 	
The quality of the t can be checked by the extrapolation of the formula 	












s  	 TeV   	
 
 mb 	







s  	 TeV    
 mb 
	 Fit to the data on the slope of diraction cone
in elastic p p scattering

Compared to the data on the pp total crosssections the experimental data on the
slope of diraction cone in elastic pp scattering is certainly less comprehensive
Therefore at the rst stage we tted the experimental data on the dierential
crosssections in elastic pp scattering from Ref 
 from this t we extracted
the values of the slope of diraction cone at ve dierent energies As a tting
function we used the linear exponent
d
dt
 A expBt 

where A and B were considered as free t parameters The obtained t parameters
and the values of 

are listed in Table II
The obtained ve values of the slope together with the other experimental
values from COMPAS database were used to build a weighted t of the slope as
a function of energy Table III shows the list of the tted data The following



















has been xed by  from the t to the pp total crosssections
The parameterization  is suggested by the asymptotic theorems of the ax









   GeV

 
The tting curve is shown in Fig 


 The eective radius of threenucleon forces
and p p single diraction dissociation crosssections

It was pointed out in section  that in paper 	 the asymptotic relation between
the slope of diraction peak in elastic pp scattering and the pp total crosssections
has been obtained The relation looks like

tot







s in the RHS of  is responsible for the inelastic processes
in pp interactions It has a physically transparent notion of the eective radius of
threenucleon forces
We can use  to extract the quantity R


s from the experimental data on
the pp total crosssections and the slope of diraction cone in elastic pp scattering
























 is plotted in the same Fig  together with the t to Bs Fig
 also shows the points denoted by diamonds for R


s obtained earlier 	 
It is a remarkable fact that the quantity R


s denes the slope of the dif
fraction cone in the pp single diffraction dissociation inclusive crosssections As
it was shown above in the region of diraction dissociation oneparticle inclusive













































Making the corresponding asymptotic estimates we can easily obtain the following



























































Obviously we cannot use the equation 

 for the extrapolation down to the
lower energies This formula is an asymptotic one and one needs to account
for the preasymptotic terms when extrapolating to the lower energies However
we can easily take into account the lower energies by introducing the constant
preasymptotic term in the numerator of formula 












































are to be found from the t to the
experimental data The experimental values for pp single diraction crosssections






 	  

The t result is shown in Fig 

It is remarkable that the tting curve goes excellently over the experimental
points of SDF group at Fermilab
The experimental data on pp single diraction dissociation cross sections are
plotted in Fig  together with the pp data The rhombes correspond to the data
of Armitage et al  triangles to the data of Albrow et al  and circles to
the data of Schamberger et al 
We made a new t taking into account all pp data and pp single diraction













Dashed curve in Fig  corresponds to this new t
One can see that the t results is mostly determined by the experimental points
of the CDF group at Fermilab which have the least statistical errors and among
all points show the most regular dependence on the energy of hadrons collision
We see also that the account of lower energies data slightly correlates the
asymptotic behaviour of single diraction cross sections at high energies
 Conclusion
We have shown that from the generalized asymptotic theorems a la Froissart 	 it
follows a simple formula which allows to match the experimental data on pp single
diraction dissociation cross sections at high energies including lower energies as
well
At present only the suggested approach allows to quantitatively describe the
observed behaviour of pp single diraction dissociation cross sections
As it has been shown above the phenomena of exceedingly moderate energy
dependence of single diraction dissociation cross sections on s observed by CDF


at Fermilab is a manifestation of unitarity saturation of threenucleon forces at
Fermilab Tevatron energies I think this fact is to be compared with the discovery
of the increase of pp total cross sections at CERN ISR and of the growth of K
 
p
total cross sections revealed at Serpukhov accelerator
Some time ago many high energy physicists thought that the increase of total
cross sections was due to the same increase of single diraction dissociation cross
sections Now we know that this thought is wrong and moreover we understand













  s 
It should be noted especially that analyticity and unitarity together with dynamic
apparatus of singletime formalism in QFT provide the clear answers for asymp
totic behaviour both the elastic scattering and single diraction dissociation at
high energies which correspond to the experimentally observable picture
I hope that it will be possible to test the obtained results at higher energies
such as those of the LHC collider and even more higher
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Table I The pp total crosssections
statistical and systematic errors added in quadrature
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Dierential dijet rates have been measured in interactions of the type ep eXY
at HERA by the H and ZEUS detectors The component X of the hadronic nal
state is required to be well separated in rapidity from the system Y containing
the nal baryon Furthermore the mass of the system Y M
Y
 is small M
Y

 GeV in the case of H	 and the magnitude of the squared four
momentum
transferred at the proton vertex are small jtj   GeV
 
in the case of H	 Cross

sections are presented for the production of two jets belonging to the system X
each with transverse momentum P
jet
t
  GeV H	 and P
jet
t
  GeV ZEUS	
relative to the photon direction in the rest frame of X  The jet pseudorapidities

jet




















H	 In the photoproduction case the cross
section dependence on the fraction
of the momentum of the photon participating in the jet production shows evidence
for the presence of a resolved as well as a direct
photon component in the hard
diractive scattering Measurements of the cross
section as a function of the
fraction of the momentum of the object participating in the production of the
jets are presented and compared to predictions using NLO DGLAP ZEUS	 and
LO DGLAP H	 evolved pomeron parton density parameterisations

I INTRODUCTION
In diractive interactions at HERA high p
T
jet production has been observed by the H










 This followed the observation of high p
T
jets in diractive pp interactions by
the UA experiment	
 after the proposal of Ingelman and Schlein 	
 This was the rst exper
imental evidence suggesting a partonic structure for the pomeron Whereas in UA the proton
antiproton was tagged and its momentummeasured online at HERA the diractive events are
tagged by the absence of activity in the region of the forward detector This so called rapidity
gap trigger corresponds in nearly  of the cases to a single proton going down the beam pipe
The momentum fraction carried by the pomeron x
P






the dierence between the pseudorapidity of the edge of the gap and the pseudorapidity of the
proton 	
 In general the rapidity gap trigger at HERA permits to study the diractive scat
tering both in photoproduction and at large Q
 
using events of the type ep eXY where the
hadronic systems X and Y are separated by a large region of pseudorapidity devoid of hadronic
activity Both collaborations H and ZEUS have continued the study of large rapidity gap

events The contribution to the proton structure function of the process ep eXY where the
mass of the system Y M
Y
 and the magnitude of the squared momentum transfer at the pro
ton vertex j t j are small has been measured dierentially in x
P














 In the following we shall present results obtained by
the H and the ZEUS collaborations

II H ANALYSIS




 extracted from the  H data M
Y
  GeV and j t j
GeV
 
 shows that the pomeron exchange is dominant at small x
P
 with the exchange of reggeons
becoming increasingly important as x
P
increases At the present level of precision the x
P





at a xed small value of x
P
can be considered in terms of the evolution of a structure function
for the pomeron Assuming that the QCD evolution for   is governed by the DGLAP 	









 yields the parton distribution of the
pomeron at a scale of  GeV
 
 Under the hypothesis of diractive factorisation this parton
distribution is expected to universally describe diractive interactions wherever perturbation
theory may be applied In order to test these ideas large rapidity gap events that contain a high
transverse momentum dijet system in the component X of the hadronic nale state have been




GeV entails the possibility to make perturbative QCD calculations of the underlying twobody
hard interaction processes Thus the data could be compared to model based predictions using
the pomeron structure function at a scale given by the transverse momentum p
T
of the outgoing
partons The analyses are performed in the rest frame of the system X the transverse momenta
being dened with respect to the photon direction The results presented here are based on
data obtained in  from the collision of  GeV positrons with  GeV protons with an
integrated luminosity of  pb

in photoproduction and  pb

in electroproduction In both
cases the condition x
P











 Jets with a
transverse momentum cut p
T
  GeV are selected using a cone algorithm with radius R in
the   	 plane
A RESULTS





   y     
jet





   y   for electroproduction ensure a good containment of the system X in
the detector All distributions are corrected for acceptance and smearing eects using Monte
Carlo simulations
The Monte Carlo simulations use the programs POMPYT 	
 for photoproduction and RAP
GAP 	
 for electroproduction Both are based on the factorisation of the jet production cross
section into a ux of objects with a partonic structure emitted from the proton followed by a
hard interaction with a photon at a scale chosen in the photoproduction case to be the trans
verse momentum p
T
of the partons in the hard process and in the electroproduction case the
photon virtuality The ux distribution of the exchange is parameterised as a superposition of
a pomeron and a meson component following the analysis of inclusive diractive data in DIS
	
 The parton content of the pomeron is obtained from a QCD analysis of the same data and









is the fraction of the P momentum carried by the gluon At the higher
scale values of the present analyses radiation tends to atten this distribution The meson is

modelled following the pion structure function 	
 and is thus rapidly decreasing with   is
the momentum fraction of the exchanged object carried by the struck quark The POMPYT
simulation includes for the photon a resolved and a direct contribution the latter corresponds
to x















 the sums extending in the numerator over
hadrons forming the jets and in the denominator over hadrons in the X system The z direc
tion is that of the outgoing proton and that of the pomeron whereas the photon longitudinal








 The variable z
P














is the invariant mass of the dijet system is related to the fraction of the pomeron or meson
momentum carried by the parton participating in the hard interaction In the case of the boson
















The photoproduction results are displayed in Figs  and  where the Monte Carlo predictions
for the pomeron and the meson contributions are shown separately The pomeron contribution
dominates over the meson even for x
P
  because of the dierence in the parton distri
butions and the kinematical eects related to the jet requirement Within the large errors
which do not include the uncertainty on the scale choice a reasonable agreement is observed
with the POMPYT Monte Carlo predictions both in normalisation and in shape In contrast
the data are incompatible with a soft parton distribution in the pomeron parameterised as
G  

not shown The shape of the z
P
distribution also disfavours the hypoth
esis of a super hard non QCDevolved gluon distribution in the pomeron As the POMPYT
predictions are based on an analysis of inclusive DIS diractive scattering the factorisation
hypothesis is supported by the present data within the limits of the measurement precision and
the uncertainty inherent in the choice of factorisation scale The x

distribution indicates that
both a resolved and a direct photon contribution are required
The electroproduction results shown in Fig  lead to conclusions similar to photoproduction
both the normalisation and the shape of the data being reasonably described by the RAPGAP
Monte Carlo The z
P
distribution is compatible with a dominating photon gluon fusion con
tribution with the gluon distribution in the pomeron obtained from inclusive diractive DIS
interactions Given the large uncertainties mainly of statistical origin the data can hardly
distinguish between the choice of Q or of p
T
as the scale for the hard interaction
In conclusion diractive dijet production has been studied for x
P
  both in photo and
electroproduction The data are reasonably well described by Monte Carlo simulations based on
the analysis of inclusive diractive interactions in deep inelastic scattering This gives support
within the precision of the present measurement to the hypotheses of a factorisable pomeron




   of high transverse energy jets 
p  jet  hadrons
 p provides a process which is sensitive both to the quark via 
q  qg and gluon via

g  qq densities in the pomeron The measurement of the diractive sructure function in DIS
	
 combined with the measured inclusive jet cross section in diractive photoproduction gave
the rst experimental evidence for the gluon content of the pomeron 	
 The measurements of
diractive dijet photoproduction allow the study of the fractional momentum spectrum of the
pomeron parton densities and of the underlying twobody hard processes At leading order two
types of processes contribute to jet production  the photon interacts directly with a parton in
the pomeron or the photon acts as a source of partons which scatter o those in the pomeron
resolved process The cross section dependence on the fraction of the photon momentum





of H is sensitive to the presence
of these two components The measurements of the dierential diractive dijet cross sections

have been made as a function of the pseudorapidity 
jet





 p centreofmass energy W x
obs










sample used in this analysis was collected with the ZEUS detector at the ep collider during 
and corresponds to an integrated luminosity of  pb


A DIJET CROSS SECTIONS





and   W   GeV with the mostforward going hadron at 
max
   The cross
sections refer to jets at the hadron level with cone radius of  unit in the   	 plane In all
gures the statistical errors are indicated as the inner error bars The systematic uncertainties
not associated with the energy scale of the jets have been added in quadrature to the statistical
errors and are shown as the outer error bars The dominant systematic error the uncertainty
on the energy scale of the jets is shown as a shaded band in each gure The contribution from
nondiractive processes to the measured cross sections has been subtracted Since diractive
hard scattering models account only for processes in which the proton remains intact after the
collision the contribution to the measured cross section from diractive proton dissociation has
to be taken into account when comparing to model predictions 	
 This contribution also has
been removed from the data as an overall subtraction Diractive processes were simulated using
POMPYT 	
 The parton densities of the pomeron in POMPYT were parameterised according
to the form described below The cross section ddE
jet
T
has been measured in the range of E
jet
T
between  and  GeV integrated over   
jet
  and is presented in Fig  The cross
section dd
jet






  GeV The measured cross section ddW is shown in Fig  In twototwo parton
scattering the momenta of the incoming partons can be calculated from the two partons in the
nal state Let x

and  be the fraction of the photon and pomeron momenta carried by the
initial state partons The variables x

and  can be expressed as a function of the initial photon
momentum x
P
 and a sum running over nal state parton quantities Since the partons are not
measurable objects the observable x
obs














































 The variable 
obs
represents the




has been measured in the x
obs





  GeV and   
jet




with a tail that extends to low x
obs

values The comparison of model predictions
to the data gives evidence for a resolved and a directphoton components The cross section
dd
obs
has been measured in the 
obs




  GeV and   
jet
  and is shown in Fig  The cross section increases as

obs
increases and shows that there is a sizeable contribution from those events in which a large
fraction of the momentum of the pomeron is invested in the hard scattering
B DGLAP ANALYSIS
To improve the precision on the gluonic content of the pomeron stucture function a combined
DGLAP analysis of the ZEUS measurements of the diractive structure function 	
 and of the
measured dijet cross sections presented in the previous subsection has been performed following
the proposal described in 	
 The diractive structure function was extracted in the kinematical











and     
The ts to the DIS data are based on a full NLO QCD calculations whereas the ts to the
photoproduction data make use of LO QCD calculation based on POMPYT and include both
direct and resolved processes The Donnachie and Landsho 	
 pomeron ux factor has been






for the u 
 
  u  d 

d quark and for the gluon The c and s quark
distributions are assumed to be zero at the initial scale The parton distributions are evolved in

 
according to the DGLAP equations  The scale is set equal to Q for the DIS data and equal
to the transverse momentum of the outgoing partons for the photoproduction data The ts
were performed simultaneously to the ZEUS DIS 	






 ddW  and ddx
obs

 The measured cross section dd
obs
has not been

































































are free parameters of the ts are compared to ZEUS data in Figs  to  The






 is unable to describe simultaneously the measured diractive structure
function and the dijet cross sections in diractive photoproduction However the models  and
 which include a substantial hard momentum component of gluons at the initial scale describe
well the shape and normalisation of both sets of measurements The dd
obs
distribution
which was not included in the t shows a preference for the singular gluon distribution The




studied The contributions from direct dashed line and resolved dotdashed line processes
together with their sum solid line are shown in Fig  The sum of the contributions from
resolved and direct processes gives a good description of the data The shape of the contribution
of either a purely directphoton or a purely resolvedphoton is not able to reproduce the data
A resolvedphoton component is needed for values of x
obs

below  This represents evidence
for the presence of resolved and direct photon components in diractive dijet photoproduction
In conclusion the measured cross section ddx
obs

as a function of x
obs

 the fraction of the







   with a pronounced tail to lower values The comparison of model predictions to the
data provides evidence for resolved and directphoton components in diractive dijet photopro
duction A DGLAP analysis of the measurements of the diractive structure function in DIS 	










has been performed The pomeron has been assumed to have a hadronlike partonic structure
in the form of parton densities which evolve according to the DGLAP equations Fits with






of measurements have been made The results of a t in which the pomeron is assumed to be





do not describe simultaneously the measurements
of the diractive structure function and the dijet cross sections in diractive photoproduction






describe the shape and normalisation of both sets of measurements well A measurement

of the cross section for dijet diractive photoproduction as a function of 
obs
is presented The




increases and shows that there is a sizeable
contribution to dijet production from those events in which a large fraction of the pomerons
momentum is invested in the hard scattering The shape of the measured dd
obs
favors a
more singular gluon distribution

IV OUTLOOK
New data with much higher statistics obtained by both collaborations in   and 
will permit to put a harder test on the hypothesis of factorisation of the x
P
dependence of
the diractive dierencial cross section They will also deepen our insight concerning the the
pomeron partonic structure Q
 
dependence In particular they will help to answer the question
whether this dependence is fully described by the parton density DGLAP evolution
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and   W   GeV with the most
forward going hadron at

max
  black dots	 The inner error bars represent the statistical errors of the data and the outer
error bars show the statistical and systematic uncertaities 
not associated with the energy scale of the
jets
 added in quadrature The results of the DGLAP ts using dierent pomeron parton distributions
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  GeV in the kinematic re





and   W  GeV with the most
forward going hadron at

max
  black dots	 The inner error bars represent the statistical errors of the data and the
outer error bars show the statistical and systematic uncertaities 
not associated with the energy scale of
the jets
 added in quadrature The shaded band displays the uncertainty due to the energy scale of the
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FIG  Measured dijet cross section ddW integrated over E
jet
T
  GeV and 
  
jet
  in the








  black dots	 The inner error bars represent the statistical errors of the data and the
outer error bars show the statistical and systematic uncertaities 
not associated with the energy scale of
the jets
 added in quadrature The shaded band displays the uncertainty due to the energy scale of the
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  black dots	 The inner error bars represent the statistical errors of the data
and the outer error bars show the statistical and systematic uncertaities 
not associated with the energy
scale of the jets
 added in quadrature The shaded band displays the uncertainty due to the energy scale
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  black dots	 The inner error bars represent the statistical errors of the data
and the outer error bars show the statistical and systematic uncertaities 
not associated with the energy
scale of the jets
 added in quadrature The shaded band displays the uncertainty due to the energy scale
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For the D Collaboration
Abstract
We present preliminary results from the D collaboration on dijet production with
forward rapidity gaps in protonantiproton collisions at
p
s   and 	 GeV
 A class
of dijet events with a forward rapidity gap is observed at both centerofmass energies
 A
signicant excess of events with low particle multiplicity is observed above expectation for
colorexchange processes implying the presence of a hard single diractive process

  Introduction
The properties of elastic and diractive scattering are welldescribed by the phenomenology
of pomeron exchange where the pomeron is dened as a color singlet with quantum numbers
of the vacuum  	
 Ingelman and Schlein proposed in  
 that the observation of jets
would provide information about the structure of the object exchanged in diractive events
They introduced the eld of hard diractive scattering the subset of traditional diractive
interactions that have a high transverse momentum p
T
 scattering
The study of hard diractive processes has expanded dramatically in recent years Results
from UA HERA and the TEVATRON include studies of diractive jet production  

deep inelastic scattering in large rapidity gap events 
 rapidity gaps between high transverse
energy jets    
 and the observation of diractive W boson production 
 These
results are yielding new insight into the object exchanged in the production of diractive events
In this paper we describe a preliminary measurement of single diraction with high transverse
momentum jets and a rapidity gap using the D detector at Fermilab for centerofmass energies
p
s  GeV and GeV
 Hard Single Diraction
An experimental signature of hard diractive events is the presence of a rapidity gap 	 

lack of particle production in a rapidity or pseudorapidity
 
region along with evidence of a hard
scattering jet productionW production etc Since the pomeron is a color singlet radiation is
suppressed in events with pomeron exchange resulting in large rapidity gaps in these events 

 
pseudorapidity is dened as    lntan
 

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Figure  Particle multiplicities in Monte Carlo Study a Multiplicity of particles produced in
the region 	     for PYTHIA events with two jets above 	GeV in E
T
and produced in the
region    b Same distribution plotted for a POMPYT hard diraction simulation
In hard single diraction a pomeron is emitted from the incident proton p and undergoes
a hard scatter with the antiproton p typically leaving a rapidity gap in the direction of the
parent proton We thus examine the process p  p  jet  jet X inclusive jet production
and look for the presence of a forward rapidity gap along the direction of one of the initial beam
particles
The event generator PYTHIA  
 is used to study particle multiplicities for non
diractive jet events Generated events are required to have two jets with E
T
 	GeV and
   The multiplicity of particles opposite the jets in the forward region 	     is plot
ted in Fig a The particle multiplicity is t to a negative binomial NB distribution which
has been shown to describe multiplicity distributions in typical protonantiproton collisions 

No excess at low multiplicity is found with respect to the NB distribution implying that the
number of zero multiplicity background rapidity gap events using this nondiractive Monte
Carlo is consistent with multiplicity uctuations
The hard diractive event generator POMPYT  
 is used to study particle multiplicities
for diractive jet events POMPYT is based on PYTHIA and allows for the choice of a pomeron
as one of the beam particles The pomeron typically carries up to  of the incident proton
momentum Thus in the lab frame the jets produced are typically boosted and a rapidity gap is
expected on the side opposite the jets Figure b shows the forward multiplicity distribution
from the POMPYT simulation which is subject to the same kinematic requirements as the
PYTHIA simulation This sample is clearly dominated by events with low multiplicity in the
interval from 	     opposite the jets Three dierent structure functions for the pomeron
are available in POMPYT a hard gluon structure function which is equivalent to a 	gluon
model a soft gluon structure function approximating the average gluon content of the proton
and a light quark structure function For this plot a hard gluon pomeron structure has been
chosen a hypothesis which has some experimental support from UA 
 and H and ZEUS 

However all three pomeron structure functions have the same characteristic peak at low particle
multiplicities
In our detector we cannot count the number of particles but we can approximate this mul
tiplicity with the number of calorimeter towers with an energy above some threshold Figure 	
shows the multiplicity of calorimeter towers in the region 	  jj   for a POMPYT sample

Figure 	 Monte Carlo calorimeter tower multiplicity after full detector simulation for the hard
gluon structure function using the long gap denition
generated with a hard gluon structure function and passed through a full detector simulation
The same calorimeter energy thresholds are applied to the Monte Carlo and data samples dis
cussed in Sec  The distribution is sharply peaked at zero particles with an energy less than
the threshold calorimeter energy are not counted but still has a small tail extending to larger
multiplicities The multiplicity distribution for the quark structure function is similar to the
hard gluon structure function but the large multiplicity tail in the soft gluon structure function
is more pronounced not shown The interacting parton in the soft gluon case carries less of
the pomerons overall momentum which leaves more energy in the other partons to produce
particles
We dene the gap eciency as the fraction of diractive events that are accepted by our ra
pidity gap tagging method In order to have a high gap eciency with as little model dependence
as possible we allow events with up to ve hit calorimeter towers to be tagged as diractive
With this denition we measure the gap eciency to be about  for the hard gluon pomeron
structure and  for the soft gluon Due to this large residual model dependence we do not
currently apply the gap eciency correction to the data Ideally we would like to measure the
pomeron structure rst and then apply the corresponding eciency correction 

The signature of a diractive signal in the experimental data is a larger number of low mul
tiplicity events in the forward calorimeter multiplicity distribution than would be expected from
the nondiractive background Given sucient detector resolution sensitivity and statistics
the two components in the multiplicity distribution can be resolved and the relative fraction of
rapidity gap events in excess of expectations from a smoothly falling multiplicity distribution
can be extracted
 Data Analysis
The D detector 
 is used to measure the fraction of jet events with forward rapidity gaps
This analysis primarily uses the uraniumliquid argon calorimeters with full coverage for a
pseudorapidity range up to jj The transverse segmentation of the projective calorimeter
towers is typically     Jets are reconstructed using a cone algorithm with




  We use the forward calorimeters to tag the number of particles
opposite the jets the electromagnetic calorimeter in the region 	  jj   and the hadronic
calorimeter in the range 	  jj  	 A particle is tagged by the deposition of more than
	MeV of energy in an electromagnetic calorimeter tower or MeV of energy in a hadronic
calorimeter tower The last layer of the hadronic calorimeter is stainless steel with a lower
noise rate so the threshold for a particle can be set lower at MeV of energy Each of these

thresholds was chosen to maximize the sensitivity to particles while keeping the noise which
can ruin rapidity gaps at a negligible level Two forward scintillator arrays Level detector
which cover the region   jj   are also used to tag rapidity gap events
The data used in this study were obtained using an inclusive trigger requiring at least one
jet above GeV in E
T
or a forward trigger requiring at least two jets above 	GeV in the the
region    or    Based on Monte Carlo studies the forward trigger is expected to
provide an enriched sample of diractive events O ine the trigger requirements are reinforced
and events with multiple pp interactions in the same bunch crossing are removed from the sample
as well as events for which either of the leading two jets fail standard quality cuts 

We study the gap fraction for several dierent denitions of the interval used to study
multiplicity For the near gap the multiplicity is counted in the region 	  jj   The
long gap spans the full range from 	  jj  	 adding  units of pseudorapidity to the
side with the outgoing proton This restricts the possibility of an undetected excited proton
lying between   jj  	 maximum diractive mass  	GeV The far gap region
is from   jj  	 which reduces the possibility of an excited diractive state as in the
long gap and in addition improves the diractive mass acceptance When the pomeron has
a larger momentum higher mass systems are created which can give more forward particles
Consequently the far gap region is more eective at tagging high mass events
The number of towers n
CAL
 above the energy threshold is measured opposite the leading
two jets in these three regions for both center of mass energies Figure  shows the n
CAL
distribu
tion for the near gap long gap and far gap for the forward trigger at GeV Figure  shows
similar multiplicity distributions for the GeV forward trigger sample The distributions all
show a peak at zero multiplicity in qualitative agreement with expectations for a diractive
signal component The leading edge NB ts used to extract the signal are also shown
For the GeV sample the t ranges from   n
CAL
  which gives a reasonable lever
arm to extrapolate to low multiplicity The small signal variation with the exact choice of starting
and ending bins is incorporated into the systematic error The rapidity gap fraction is dened
as the number of events in excess of those predicted by the t over the range   n
CAL
 
divided by the total number of events in the sample Studies have shown that integrating over
the rst ten bins produces a stable signal fraction
Lower mean multiplicities are produced with lower centerofmass energy so the optimized
t range for the GeV forward trigger sample is   n
CAL
  A fractional excess of
rapidity gap events at GeV is dened as the number of events above the t in the range
  n
CAL
  divided by the total number of events in the sample
Table  shows the measured gap fraction in the forward region at both GeV and
GeV center of mass energies where the error includes statistical uncertainties and the sys
tematic error from the tting procedure The systematic t error is found by varying the
parameters of the negative binomial by one standard deviation and by varying the starting bin
by two and the ending bin by ten As a crosscheck we t the atter multiplicities with a
straight line and observe that the gap fraction is typically within the systematic error For the
few distributions with more curvature we conservatively add an extra systematic error large
enough to accommodate the straight line t Cross checks indicate that the observed fractional
excess is insensitive to the calorimeter energy threshold and that this procedure is unbiased
The slight decrease in the gap fraction from the near gap to the long gap observed in Table 
is qualitatively consistent with the restricted possibility of a low mass diractive state The
increase in the gap fraction from the long gap to the far gap is qualitatively consistent with
improved diractive mass acceptance The gap fractions at GeV and GeV are of the
same order of magnitude about  with the GeV signal tending to be a bit larger

Figure  Number of calorimeter towers n
CAL
 above threshold for the three gap regions see
text opposite the jets in the forward trigger sample at center of mass energy GeV The
curves are NB ts to the data as described in the text
Figure  Number of calorimeter towers n
CAL
 above threshold for the three gap regions see
text opposite the jets in the forward trigger sample at center of mass energy GeV The














Figure  Forward gap fraction as a function of 
boost
for the GeV data using the far rapidity
gap Data from the inclusive trigger are shown as open squares the forward same side trigger
data point is shown as a solid circle
Table  Detector Options for the FPD
Detector Pro Con
Silicon Superior Dead Area
Resolution Trigger




The forward gap fraction measurement is extended to unrestricted jet topologies by use of an
inclusive trigger which provides a sample of events unbiased by any jet pseudorapidity selection
Events are selected with at least two jets of E
T
 GeV We measure gap fractions with this
sample and study the dependence of the fraction on the boost of the jets We divide each trigger






j	 of the leading two
jets and plot the far gap fraction as a function of the average boost in Fig  The gap fraction
clearly increases with 
boost
 Although the gap eciency varies for dierent pomeron structure
choices it is independent of 
boost
for any particular pomeron structure Table 	 shows the
measured gap fraction at GeV with the inclusive trigger Since the signal is averaged over
all  and not just taken at a large boost the gap fraction is correspondingly smaller This agrees
with qualitative expectations from the hard diractive Monte Carlo
 Conclusion
We have observed the presence of forward rapidity gaps in events with high E
T
jet production
with the D detector at Fermilab The fraction of forward rapidity gap events observed is in
excess of that expected to be produced via multiplicity uctuations at centerofmass energies of
GAP DEFINITION  FWD GAP FRACTION  FWD GAP FRACTION
Near Gap 	  jj    stat fit  stat 	fit
Long Gap 	  jj  	  stat fit  stat 	fit
Far Gap   jj  	  stat fit  	stat fit

Table 	 Measured GeV gap fractions with the inclusive trigger in the short gap long gap
and far gap regions The statistical error and the systematic error due to the t see text are
shown
GAP DEFINITION  INCLUSIVE GAP FRACTION
Near Gap 	  jj   	 	stat fit
Long Gap 	  jj  	 	 	stat fit
Far Gap   jj  	  stat 	fit
GeV and GeV This excess is consistent with expectations from hard single diractive jet
production and provides experimental evidence for this process at both center of mass energies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Diractive Dijet and W Production
in CDF
Konstantin Goulianos
The Rockefeller University New York NY  USA
Abstract Results on diractive dijet and Wboson production from CDF are re
viewed and compared with predictions based on factorization of the diractive struc
ture function of the proton measured in deep inelastic scattering at HERA
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we summarize the published CDF results on diractive di
jet  and W boson  production and compare them with predictions based







p   Xp deep inelastic scattering 
DIS at HERA  Our
comparison between CDF and HERA results has been reported in three previous
papers  parts of which are reproduced here
Hadronic diraction is believed to be mediated by the exchange of the pomeron
which carries the quantum numbers of the vacuum In the framework of QCD
pomeron exchange must involve the exchange of qq andor gg pairs in a color
singlet state However the question arises whether the pomeron although virtual
has a unique partonic structure as do real hadrons Such a structure if it exists
could be probed in hard diractive processes Figure  shows 
a a schematic
diagram and 
b the event topology for diractive production Since there is no
color exchanged between the colorless pomeron and the parent nucleon a rapidity
gap 
region devoid of particles emerges as a characteristic signature of pomeron
exchange Such gaps can be used to tag diractive production Another way
of tagging diraction is provided by the recoil p or p The CDF Collaboration
has obtained results for hard diraction in pp collisions at
p
s   GeV using
both tagging techniques The results we report here are were obtained using the
rapidity gap method




s   GeV diraction has been studied both in photoproduc
tion and in high Q

DIS The H and ZEUS Collaborations have measured the
diractive structure function of the proton and its internal factorization proper
ties Figure  shows the kinematics of a DIS diractive collision

DIFFRACTIVE
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(a) (b)
FIGURE  a Schematic diagram and b event topology for pp diraction dissociation
















FIGURE  Schematic diagram of a diractive DIS collision involving a virtual photon emit
ted by an electron and a virtual pomeron emitted by a proton


























 x  t 

where x and y are the Bjorken DIS variables f




and  is the fraction of the protons momentum taken by the pomeron The t
integrated diractive structure function F
D

 was determined from the data by
assuming R   in f
























 	  

where 	  x represents the fraction of the momentum of the pomeron carried





to predict the rate for diractive W production at the Tevatron and compare the
prediction with the value measured by CDF
THE CDF DETECTOR
The components of the CDF detector relevant to studies of diractive dijet and
W boson production using rapidity gaps are  the BeamBeam Counters 
BBC
the Central Tracking Chamber 
CTC and the calorimeters The BBC consist of
a square array of  scintillation counters placed at z position of  m from the
center of the detector The calorimeters have a tower geometry with segmentation







j   in  The 
coverage is






CAL plug   j
j  
CAL forward   j
j  
A particle is dened as a hit in a BBC a track with P
T
  MeV in the CTC






except for the region   j
j   for which the requirement is a tower energy
of E   GeV
DIFFRACTIVE DIJET PRODUCTION
CDF searched for diractive dijet production in a sample of  dijet events
with a singlevertex 
to exclude events due to multiple interactions in which the
two leading jets have E
T
  GeV and are both at 
   or 
   No
requirement was imposed on the presence or kinematics of extra jets in an event
Figure  shows the correlation of the BBC and forward 
j
j   calorimeter
tower multiplicities in the 
region opposite the dijet system The excess in the 
 bin is attributed to diractive production After subtracting the nondiractive
background and correcting for the singlevertex selection cut for detector livetime
acceptance and for the rapidity gap acceptance 
  calculated using the
POMPYT Monte Carlo program  with pomeron    the GapJetJet
fraction 




















    
Figure  shows pomeron distributions of dijet events generated by a POMPYT
Monte Carlo simulation for    and a hard gluon pomeron structure The jets
were required to have E
jet
T
  GeV and be in the region   j














































FIGURE  Tower versus BBC mul
tiplicity for dijet events with both jets











FIGURE  Monte Carlo
pomeron  distributions for diractive
dijet events with jet E
T
  GeV and
  j j  	
 generated by POMPYT
using a hardgluon pomeron structure
The shaded area represents the subset
of Monte Carlo events with zero BBC
and forward calorimeter multiplicities
corresponding to the data in the 
bin of Fig 	
DIFFRACTIVE W PRODUCTION
CDF made the rst observation  of diractive W s and measured the W pro






j   of E
T
  GeV and missing transverse energy E
T
  GeV In
searching for diractive events CDF studied the correlations of the BBC multi
plicity N
BBC











 event produced in a p collision with a pomeron emitted by
the proton a rapidity gap is expected at positive 
 
pdirection while the lepton
is boosted towards negative 
 
anglegap correlation Also since the pomeron
is quarkavor symmetric and since from energy considerations mainly valence
quarks from the p participate in producing the W  approximately twice as many
electrons as positrons are expected 
chargegap correlation
Figure  shows the BBC versus tower multiplicity for two event samples char
acterized by the correlation between the pseudorapidity of the BBC whose multi
plicity is plotted 

BBC































  Monte Carlo simulations show that
diractive W events are expected to have low BBC or tower multiplicities 
in the
range  and that there should be   times as many doublycorrelated than
doublyanticorrelated events This diractive signature is satised by the small
number of events at low multiplicities in Fig  The probability that the observed

excess is caused by uctuations in the nondiractive background was estimated
to be 	 


Figure  shows pomeron distributions of W events generated by POMPYT














































FIGURE  Tower versus BBC













FIGURE  Monte Carlo pomeron
 distributions for diractive W events
generated by POMPYT using a hard
quark pomeron structure  solid line
all events  dotted line events with a
central electron  shaded area events
with a central electron and   or  hits
in the anglechargecorrelated BBC
corresponding to the signal
THE GLUON FRACTION OF THE POMERON
By combining the diractive W and dijet results CDF extracted the gluon
fraction of the pomeron f
g
 Assuming the standard pomeron ux the measured
W and dijet fractions trace curves in the plane ofD versus f
g
 where D is the total
momentum fraction carried by the quarks and gluons in the pomeron Figure 
shows the  curves corresponding to the results From the diamondshaped
overlap of the W and dijet curves CDF obtained f
g
    This result
which is independent of the pomeron ux normalization agrees with the result
obtained by ZEUS  from DIS and dijet photoproduction 
dasheddotted line
in Fig  For the Dfraction CDF obtained the value D    In the
next section we will show that the decrease of the Dfraction from HERA to the
Tevatron can be accounted for by the pomeron ux renormalization factor 
The dashed lines are the  curves of the UA diractive dijet results  To
compare UA with CDF the UA fractions must rst be multiplied by the ratio





Within the errors the results of the two experiments are in good agreement









































FIGURE  Momentum fraction versus gluon fraction of hard partons in the pomeron eval
uated by comparing measured diractive rates with Monte Carlo predictions based on the
standard pomeron 	ux and assuming that only hard pomeron partons participate in the dirac
tive processes considered Results are shown for ZEUS dasheddotted UA
 dashed and the
CDFdijet and CDFW measurements The CDF W result is shown for two dotted or three
solid light quark 	avors in the pomeron  From the shaded diamondshaped region of overlap
of the CDF W and dijet production bands a gluon fraction of f
g
    and a momentum
sum rule discrepancy factor of D  
    were extracted  The latter can be consid
ered to be a discrepancy in the pomeron 	ux if the momentum sum rule for the pomeron is
assumed The measured value of the pomeron 	ux discrepancy is in general agreement with the
renormalized 	ux prediction 

FROM HERA TO THE TEVATRON
The diractive structure function F
D

measured in DIS at HERA 
Eq 
can be used directly to calculate the rate of diractive W boson production in
pp collisions at
p
s   GeV Such a calculation yields  R
W
  for
the ratio of diractive to nondiractive W production 
a similar result has been




  is smaller than the predicted  by a factor of
   The deviation of this factor from unity represents a breakdown of
factorization






scales to the total gap probability 
integrated over all available phase space it
has been shown  that the ratio of the scaling factors from HERA to the Teva
tron is  This ratio agrees with the discrepancy factor of   between
the measured R
W
and the standard factorization prediction as well as 
or equiv
alently with the momentum sum rule discrepancy D   obtained from
the comparison of the diractiveW and dijet rates Thus the diractive structure
function with a scaled gap probability provides a transatlantic diractive bridge
connecting HERA with the Tevatron 
The scaling of the gap probability in the diractive structure function is equiv
alent to the pomeron ux renormalization scheme proposed to unitarize the soft
diraction triplepomeron amplitude  Thus the breakdown of factorization
in hard diraction is traced back to the breakdown observed in soft dirac
tion 
In both cases soft and hard factorization breaks down to preserve unitarity
The interesting fact is that the breakdown occurs in a way that respects a scaling
law namely the scaling of the 
 tdierential gap probability to the total gap
probability integrated over all available 
 tspace for any given process 
CONCLUSION
Experiments at HERA and at pp Colliders show that the pomeron has a hard
partonic structure which consists of  gluons and  quarks Predictions
using the diractive structure function of the proton measured in DIS at HERA
are larger than the W and dijet rates measured at the Tevatron by a factor
of   This breakdown of factorization can be accommodated by scaling the
rapidity gap probability distribution which appears in the diractive structure
function as a dependent factor multiplying a function of Q

and 	 to the total
gap probability The scaling of the gap probability is equivalent to the pomeron
ux renormalization hypothesis introduced  to account for the sdependence of
the soft pp single diraction dissociation cross section

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Event shape charged hadron distributions and multiplicity structure of Large
RapidityGap events have been studied in ep collisions at HERA Results were




and p interactions and used
to test di	erent models of di	ractive production
I INTRODUCTION
The kinematics of the LargeRapidityGap LRG events can be discussed in terms of the
process
ek  pP   ek
 
  Xx  Y P
 
 
where hadronic systems X and Y are separated by the largest rapidity gap in the event

















	 q  P 
 
 The system Y is the nal state including the proton Incoming photon
ranging from low to high virtuality Q
 
 can be excited into a vector meson
or can dissociate
into a high mass state X In this paper
the topological structure and hadronic distributions of
the nal state X is investigated
The results presented are based upon data recorded by the H  and ZEUS  detectors in
 when positrons with energy GeV and protons of energy GeV were collided headon
in HERA
II EVENT SHAPE ANALYSIS IN DIFFRACTIVE DIS
In the centre of mass of a system X of N particles
 the thrust method determines the direction


















represents the momentum of particle i
 in the rest frame of the N particles The N
particles are then grouped uniquely into two subsets thrust jets with independent masses
 and
equal but opposite momenta Thrust values range from a maximumvalue of T 	  in the case
of any collinear conguration
 to a minimum value of T 	  obtained in an isotropic system
X with innite multiplicity
A transverse thrust jet momentum P
t
can be dened relative to a reference direction r here
the proton beam direction transformed into the centre of mass frame of the system X as
P
t




and r Since the momentum transfer squared
t is small in LRG events with a forward rapidity gap




where IP is the exchanged object

Sphericity is dened as




















are the unit vectors of sphericity axis
 n

is perpendicular to the event plane
Sphericity S 	  for fully spherical collinear conguration
Event shape of DIS events has been studied by both H  and ZEUS  experiments
Measurements have been made by H ZEUS over the range   W  GeV





 A diractive signal from the H






















  where 
max
is the pseudorapidity of the forward most energy cluster
in the calorimeter Using simulated events
the measured distributions for H have been fully


















intervals ranging from  to 











The slopes are comparable




are shown in Fig a for six M
X
intervals in the mass range from  to  GeV
 and
normalized to unity in each M
X
interval The data show




 demonstrating a dominant alignment
of the nal state thrust axis with the initial 

p collision direction
 a shape of the P
 
t
distributions nearly independent of M
X























 the correlation of  T  with P
t
of the system X is presented We observe that
events with larger values of P
t
have smaller values of  T  corresponding to a less aligned
structure of the events compared to the qq state In Fig a the value of thrust is compared with






with model predictions The data for sphericity S and thrust T for experiment ZEUS are shown
together with prediction of dierent models in Fig  In all these gures we can see that models
where the matrix element is included RAPGAP RG 
LEPTO  and VBLY  with 
and jet diagrams are more close to data than the RAPGAP version of model with qq mode
only which corresponds to simple Aligned Jet Model   All models however fail to describe




All decribed features of HERA data cannot be explained by pure qq conguration Substantial
contribution of higher multiplicity congurations like qqg  is required in X This is consistent
with the results found in 
III CHARGED TRACKS DISTRIBUTIONS
Charged particle distributions were measured by both H  and ZEUS  A diractive
signal from the H data is observed by requiring the same cuts as in the event shape analysis
For the calorimetric clusters required H ZEUS 
max
  and in addition
 in the ZEUS
analysis the cut on polar angle of the hadronic nal state was used 
H















 The kinematic range studied was for H ZEUS  
y  







  for H and   W  GeV for
ZEUS
In Fig a










compared with nondiractive events in p interactions  We observe the symmetry be
tween forward and backward hemispheres for diractive events indicating that exchanged object
pomeron is not a baryontype remnant In Fig b
 the dependence of  p
 
T
 as a function of
x
F
 Seagull plot is shown for both HERA experiments and compared with nondiractive
p interactions Overall
 the level of parton radiation eects appears to be much stronger in
the diractive scattering processes compared to the nondiractive interactions at comparable
masses of the hadronic nal state
The distributions of density of charged particles in LRG events are shown for dierent intervals
of M
X






 D data  and model
prediction of RAPGAP generator  Particle densities for diractive data are larger in the





 the diractive distributions are more symmetric than
nondiractive ones This can be explained again by larger gluonic contents of the diractive






The abundance of parton multiplicities higher than qq implied by properties of diractive pro
cesses in deep inelastic scattering is consistent with the gluondominated colour singlet exchange
found in QCDts  Equivalently
 in the proton rest frame
the diractive processes can be
understood as the processes when partonic uctuations of the virtual photon interact with the
target with N 

  qqg N 

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Figure a Normalized thrust jet P
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bin limits are   
     and  GeV

 b Average thrust hT i as a function of M
X
 for all events for events
with P
t
  GeV and for events with P
t





Figure a Comparison of model predictions with the M
X









































































Figure  Sphericity and one minus thrust plotted as a function of M
X









































plot showing fully corrected H data and ZEUS data  for 
max
  compared with
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DIFFRACTIVE DIJET PRODUCTION IN CDF
Michael G Albrow
FermiLab USA
For the CDF Collaboration
 March  
We have studied events with a highx
F
antiproton and two central jets in CDF
with pp collisions at
p
s 	 
 and  GeV These events are expected to be
dominated by diraction  pomeron exchange The jet E
T
spectra are very similar
to those of nondiractively produced jets but slightly steeper their azimuthal




In the era before QCD interactions among hadrons were described by Regge Theory which
was based on sound principles such as unitarity probabilities   	 scattering amplitudes
being analytic in continuous variables eg 
momentasquared stu	 and being symmetric









processes were described by the exchange of sums or towers of virtual hadrons in the tchannel
Regge trajectories with spin t		 giving the s and tdependences of the data The total cross
sections and elastic scattering of pp and pp related through the Optical Theorem	 can be
well described by the exchange of just two dominant eective trajectories One corresponds
to   fA







contribution of this to the total cross section dies away with energy like s
 
 The other is
the pomeron the subject of this Conference associated with a rise of the total cross sections
like s

with    The slope
d
djtj
of the pomeron is much less than that of the mesons namely
about  GeV
 
 The nature of the pomeron was not known but it is worth emphasizing that





In the late s and early s QCD became well established as the theory of strong
interactions Attention moved away from lowQ

processes which noone knew how to describe




	  not to be confused with trajectories t	 becomes
too large for perturbation theory calculations	 to largeQ

processes where the quarks and
gluons become manifest as partons FLow  and SNussinov  suggested that the pomeron
corresponds to the exchange of two gluons Twenty years later after a long period of inattention
this is still a good qualitative rst order picture The atter slope of the pomeron trajectory
compared to all the other Reggeon qq	 exchanges then corresponds to the gg force or string
tension	 being stronger than the qq force If at low Q

the pomeron is predominantly gg as Q

increases its structure would soften if it behaves like a hadron with the evolution of q q and more
g In  Ingelman and Schlein suggested 
 that the partonic structure of the pomeron could
be studied by looking for high E
T
jets in single diractive excitation SDE ie the process







in the cm z is the collision axis	 exceeds
about  or better  pomeron exchange in the tchannel dominates this process Dening
    x
F
as the fractional momentum of the exchanged object a rule of thumb is that
pomeron exchange dominates for  below about  and Reggeon exchange nondiractive
collisions	 is relatively more important for larger  This statement is sdependent in fact





 GeV and  GeV  the
cross over diractive  nondiractive	 occurs at    at 
 GeV and only  at 
GeV The relative amounts should depend on whether the event is soft or contains high E
T
jets
At the CERN SppS Collider UA observed diractive jet production  and claimed a hard






A superhard component with 	   was also suggested Data from HERA also suggest a

hard structure with a rather at 	distribution If this is the case events with jets will have a
higher pomeron component than soft inclusive events of the same  t Our experiment was done
to study these issues and eventually to measure the 	distribution and compare it with HERA
data In this paper we do not attempt to distinguish between pomeron and other Reggeon
exchanges but we use a highx
F
track to select a subset of high E
T
jet events with a leading
particle and tag the tchannel exchange kinematics
II APPARATUS AND POT TRACKING
The Collider Detector at Fermilab CDF	  consists of a large central detector with tracking




 to measure jets For the last two months
of the last Collider Run Ic which nished in February 	 we installed just in time	 three
Roman Pot detectors to detect quasielastically scattered antiprotons These were placed on
the inside of the Tevatron ring  m from the intersection point Antiprotons with    or 
  and large jtj	 are bent into the pot detectors by the  Tm dipole eld traversed Three
pots are placed  cm apart to measure the deected track in scintillating ber trackers which
have an area of  cm   cm and a resolution in x and y of approximately  m A small
square scintillator in each pot provided an input to a fold coincidence making a pottrigger
as well as providing pulseheight information Oline we selected signals consistent with a
single minimum ionizing particle Most of these have a clean point track in x  z and y  z
views Data were taken both with a potinclusive trigger PX pot track together with a
beam crossing	 and with a potdijet trigger PJJ	
After the beams had been accelerated and cleaned the pots were moved in to about  mm
distance from the beam The acceptance region for the pot detectors is  at t   from
   to  the  acceptance  range shrinks as t increases out to about  GeV


Outside this region the acceptance drops due to the restricted  coverage it drops rapidly for
   particles with smaller momentum hit the beam pipe upstream and shower Together






We generated by Monte Carlo POMPYT	 antiprotons with  t distributions given by ref 
as measured by CDF in  with an earlier set of Roman Pots The simulated distributions
of x and y dxdz and dydz agree well with the measured pot hit and track distributions So
do the  distribution and the jtj distribution to  GeV

 which is beyond where the previous
measurements were made We therefore believe we have a good understanding of the track
reconstruction
III  GEV DATA NONDIFFRACTIVE DIJETS AND POTDIJETS
In this talk for the  GeV data we will only compare dijets measured in events taken with
a pot  dijet trigger PJJ	 with dijets found in minimum bias events called nondiractive
JJ	 events Without going into details of the triggering and event selection for both samples
we required exactly one good vertex with jz
vertex
j 
  cm at least two jets with E
T
after
corrections above  GeV and a missing E
T






less than  The latter cleanup cuts remove cosmic ray and beam halo junk events
The pot track had to have  xhits and  yhits making a good recoil p track and the three pot
scintillators had to have pulse heights consistent with one mip The  of the pot track using the
central vertex as origin must be reconstructed and we cut on 
 
  




For these events we then looked at the multiplicity in the element BeamBeam Counters
BBC	 with  
  
  on the same west	 side as the pots There is a small component
piling up at high N
BBC
indistinguishable from that seen in typical ND	 dijet events together
with a broad low multiplicity distribution which is quite dierent This demonstrates both that
most of the events do indeed have the pot track and the jets coming from the same collision but

that there is still a small contamination which can be pileup with the pot track unassociated
with the jets It could be from a coincident soft diractive collision or beam halo it does not
matter these events are easily removed with a cut requiring N
BBC
west	 
  Note that we do
not expect to see any spike in this distribution in bin  because that would imply a rapidity
gap extending as far from the beam as 
 units considerably longer than expected from the
minimum  of 
 through the approximate relation   ln


	 The above selections leave
us with 
 PJJ events with E
T
above  GeV
A similar dijet selection was run on a minimum bias data sample with of course no selection
on forward track or multiplicity This left only  events out of an initial sample of about
M minimum bias events	
The E
T
distributions of the leading jets in the PJJ data and the JJ data from  GeV to
about  GeV where the statistics become marginal are indistiguishable The same is true for
the second jet although we can only make the comparison up to 
 GeV A dierence is
however seen in the third jet E
T
spectrum if there is one above  GeV in the events which
is steeper in the PJJ events than in the JJ events The fraction of events in the sample with
a third jet above  GeV is 

  stat		 and   stat		 in the JJ and PJJ cases
respectively
The azimuthal dierence  between the two leading jets is more peaked backtoback in the
PJJ events than in the JJ events This reects their lower activity as seen also in the fewer
and softer third jets
Where the largest dierence between the two samples shows up is not surprisingly in the
pseudorapidity distributions of the jets The mean rapidity of the two leading jets is trivially	
 in the JJ sample but  in the PJJ sample the dijet system recoiling against the
negative 	 antiproton
IV 	
 GEV DATA NONDIFFRACTIVE DIJETS AND POTDIJETS
We have made similar studies from data taken at
p
s   GeV during a short run when
the pots were newly installed For this we did not use a PJJ trigger but simply a pot inclusive







applying similar cuts to those described above for  GeV but without any central dijet
requirement we had 
 clean single potinclusive events of which 
 contained two jets
with E
T
  GeV and  had two jets with E
T
  GeV In this case we took a larger sample
of minimum bias data and out of 
 million events found  with two jets above  GeV
and  with two jets above  GeV
The acceptance of the pot system in the t   plane is the same as at  GeV in  but is
shifted to smaller t by a factor p

beam
 Therefore at small    we accept down to jtj  
GeV

rather than about  GeV

 giving access to much larger cross sections and hence larger
rates The t  distributions of the inclusive data agree well with equations derived from the
data in Ref  We mostly use the region        jtj    GeV

where the acceptance
is high and require again N
BBC
West	    The t distributions are exponential starting from
a kinematic t
min






The dimensional plot of the BBC  
  




 	 multiplicity on the west pot	 side shows a peak in the 	 bin falling o in
both directions quite dierent from nondiractive minbias	 events which peak at high values
We selected BBCW	    which removes some background overlaps	 The same plot for the
opposite east	 side peaks at high multiplities for both pot and minbias data in a very similar
way

630 GeV CDF Preliminary
FIG  Comparison between the E
T
spectra for
the two leading jets the mean  and the  distri
bution

630 GeV CDF Preliminary
FIG  Comparison between the  and the t dis
tributions for PX events and PJJ events
In Fig we compare the E
T
distributions of the leading and second jets in the diractive
 PJJ	 and nondiractive  JJ	 samples We see that they are very similar as at  GeV
with a slight tendency to be steeper in the diractive sample The mean  of the jets recoils to
positive values and the  distribution between the leading jets is slightly more peaked back
toback All these conclusions were noted above for the  GeV sample We show in Fig the
 and t distributions comparing the inclusive PX data with the PJJ data Not surprisingly




 No tdependence is seen although the range is
small but this is the rst such data down to t
min
which might have been special apparently
it is not The lego plot of BBCW	 vs N
tower
not shown	 is more peaked at 	 for the
dijet sample than the inclusive sample showing less forward activity Perhaps it is natural that
for events with a p taking 	 of the beam energy away requiring central jets leaves less
forward activity alongside the p We are studying this eect in simulations
V RATIOS
We can derive some interesting ratios which are free of most systematic errors The cross









s   GeV is approximately  mb The fraction of these events which have at least





   stat	 We measure the fraction of minbias
events with at least two jets above  GeV to be f
MB









   stat	
showing that pomeronproton collisions with
p
s   GeV are less likely to have jets than
 GeV pp collisions The observation that the diractive E
T
spectra are only slightly steeper
suggests a harder partonic structure of pomerons than protons For  GeV dijets at  GeV
the ratio of ratios is at a similar level

VI CONCLUSIONS
We have presented preliminary results on pp collisions at
p
s   GeV and  GeV with
a highx
F
antiproton measured in roman pots which tags a tchannel exchange believed to have
a large pomeron component The  and t distributions are consistent with expectations from
previous Tevatron experiments The multiplicity on the p side is low
High E
T
jet pairs are observed in these events with similar but slightly steeper	 E
T
distri
butions to those in nondiractive collisions The fraction of pot events containing jets is lower
by a factor  than the fraction of minbias events containing jets The dijets recoil in  away
from the p and they are more peaked at   

than in minbias events At
p
s   GeV
the jet events tend to have larger  and lower associated multiplicity on the p side than PX





We are now using the POMPYT Monte Carlo and studying the relative amounts of pomeron
and reggeon exchange or nontchannel processes	 and using the event kinematics to derive the
parton distribution functions in the tchannel
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DIFFRACTION FROM THE ORIGIN TO OUR DAYS
E Predazzi
Dipartimento di Fisica Teorica Universita di Torino
and INFN Sezione di Torino  Torino Italy
Abstract
The results from the electron proton high energy accelerator HERA and from the
protonantiproton FERMILAB Tevatron have in recent years brought about a
veritable rejuvenation of diractive physics This has triggered a renewed interest
in the origin and properties of the Pomeron It is therefore quite appropriate to
devote a major gathering to review the main developments that have marked the
growth of high energy diractive physics in the recent and not so recent past and
to assess the present state of the art This will also allow a better understanding
of the relationship between conventional diractive physics and the lowx physics
born from deep inelastic scattering Regrettably this paper can not and will not
cover the latest theoretical developments which would be outside the scope of such
a general talk
The plan is the following
	 Prologue what do we mean by diraction

 A brief historical introduction
 Resume of conventional diraction
 Present day diraction
 Concluding remarks
	
 Prologue what do we mean by diraction
The notion of Diraction appears to having been introduced in high energy
physics by the Russian school originated by Landau 	 in strict analogy with the
main ideas of coherent phenomena familiar in optics for a long time Among many
others let us recall the most prominent names associated with these early devel
opments as those of Pomeranchuk Feinberg Akhiezer Sitenko and of course
Gribov
In spite of this prominence however the rst authors to dene almost in mod
ern terms the basis of this idea appear to be Good and Walker 
 who nearly
 years ago wrote 			A phenomenon is predicted in which a high energy parti

cle beam undergoing diraction scattering from a nucleus will acquire components
corresponding to various products of the virtual dissociations of the incident par

ticle			 These diraction
produced systems would have a characteristic extremely
narrow distribution in transverse momentum and would have the same quantum
numbers of the initial particle			
Bringing us much farther back in time we nd that the use of diraction
like ideas applied to the realm of Maxwell equations 			 describes electromagnetic
waves correctly over at least  orders of magnitude from the Edison
Hertz to the
HERA wavelengths according to the reconstruction of T T Wu 
Thus diraction covers a very large span of phenomena from optics to nuclear
and hadron physics
In the following in order to set ourselves a simple guideline we will show that
basically diraction can be viewed in high energy hadron physics as emcompass
ing all those phenomena in which no quantum number is exchanged between the
colliding particles so that the particles diused will have the same quantum num
bers of the incident ones This will cover all cases i elastic scattering when
exactly the same incident particles will come out after the collision ii single
diraction when one of the incident particles will come out unscathed after the
collision while the other will give rise to a resonance or to a bunch of nal parti
cles whose resulting quantum numbers will be exactly those of the other incident
particle and nally iii double diraction when each incident particle will give rise
to a resonance or to a bunch of nal particles with exactly the same quantum
numbers of the initial particles
We consider the most general case by assuming that the reaction to be analyzed
is









have exactly the quantum numbers of a
and b respectively they may be any ensemble of particles produced in the nal
state or may coincide with the initial particle itself


According to our denition this reaction is indeed diractive since it corre
sponds to no exchange of quantum numbers between the initial and nal particles
It has become customary to refer to the case at hand by saying that reaction
		 implies or is implied by the exchange of a Pomeron
 
 Even though
the term is considered misleading by some illdened by others a nonsense by
still others we will occasionally refer to the exchange of no quantum numbers as
synonimous of exchange of a Pomeron As an example Fig 	 depicts the case of
single diraction dominated by Pomeron exchange
Figure 	 Pomeron dominance in single diraction
We are aware that this denition of diraction is oversimplifying the matter a
little

but at least it has the advantage of being simple and operational Admit
tedly it includes into diraction cases like the exchange of scalar systems which
a priori need not be diractive but these give an insignicant contribution at high
energy
	 A brief historical introduction
 
The term comes from the name of the Russian physicist IY Pomeranchuk one of the
pioneers of diractive physics

We are proposing a denition of diraction as if it were sucient that there is no exchange
of quantum numbers other than those of the vacuum for the process to be diractive In a way
things are the other way around it is necessary that there is no exchange of quantum numbers
other than the vacuum for diraction to be active in the process This however does not rule
out other contributions but these are quickly vanishing with energy and we are just assuming
that they can be neglected at high energy

	 The Sixties
If we have to take a starting point we can probably take the early Sixties
as the beginning of diraction in hadronic physics with the advent of the rst
high energy accelerators In these years diraction is a blend of exact theorems
the optical theorem the Pomeranchuk theorems the FroissartMartin theorem
plus a variety of highly sophisticated theorems derived by several authors such
as A Martin N N Khuri H Cornille Bessis Kinoshita and many others

 of
analyticity crossing and other powerful tools used in a more or less approximated
form such as for instance unitarity of clever representations of the scattering
amplitude devised to exhibit in an explicit and convenient form some features
of the data such as the eikonal and the Watson Sommerfeld representations of
various approximations and of intuitive or empirical properties tailored to describe
some specic or general aspect of the problem such as the Veneziano formula
which was the beginning of a totally new eld of theoretical physics The powerful
techniques of dispersion relations are employed together with the most naive in
retrospective intuition to provide a framework in which to describe the data
Distinctive feature of diractive reactions appear to be
 i very steep angular or momentum transfer distributions as predicted in


 ii cross sections that increase slowly with energy


 iii the slopes of angular distributions shrink i	e	 they increase slowly with
energy
The interest is focused on elastic reactions or in any case on exclusive reactions
see below for the denition of this term
The most notable development of this decade is probably the introduction of
complex angular momenta rediscovered by Regge  and the consequent use of the
socalled WatsonSommerfeld transform to represent the scattering amplitude 
a formulation that has proved most adaptable in describing high energy data We
shall come back to this point given the present renewal of interest in the Regge
poles It is in this context that is introduced the notion of dominant or leading
angular momentum trajectory i	e	 the Pomeron

It is impossible to give the proper credit to all those who have given contributions in this
eld we will simply refer the reader to a few basic textbooks 	 
  where details and original
references can be found





became available that one realized that total cross sections increase with energy until then the
prevalent belief was that they would approach asymptotically a constant and this was wrongly
considered to be a consequence of one of Pomeranchuk theorems

All in all we can say that high energy physics in the Sixties is characterized by
a clean mathematics but the physical issues are rather muddy All angular distri
butions are easily reproduced with a fairly limited number of Regge trajectories
and of parameters but the big op comes from trying to incorporate polarization
data in the t Spin considered till this moment a rather unessential complication
proves well to the contrary extremely subtle and dicult to cope with leading
in this case to the rst attempt of incorporating unitarity corrections and to the
introduction of Regge cuts
		 The Seventies
Partly due to the complications just mentioned partly due to the appearance
of the Veneziano model  and partly due to kinematical problems diraction
looses gradually ground and the interest of high energy physics shifts steadily from
exclusive to inclusive reactions With this terminology we mean the situation in









only one for instance is measured in the sense that its kinematics is completely











 is called inclusive to mark the dierence with eq 
	 which is
by contrast called exclusive In principle there may be single inclusive processes
like 

 would be or double inclusive if one measures two of the nal particles
etc A special and important case is that of a totally inclusive reaction It is easy
to see that the total cross sections fall in this class
Notice that apparently eq 

 is a twobody reactions like 		 was
X however is not a true particle its fourmomentum squared is not the mass





not necessarily true particles according to our general discussion Thus also an
inclusive reaction can be diractive For this it will be sucient that c
 
coincides
with either a or b For instance
a b  aX 

is both diractive and inclusive

A very remarkable theorem due to Mueller 	 will enable us to go a long
way into generalizing the optical theorem through a clever use of analyticity and
crossing and will reveal itself a fundamental tool to study diraction in present
days
Aside from the fact alreadymentioned that exclusive reactions become quickly
overburdened by kinematical diculties

 the main reason for diractive physics
to loose ground in the Seventies however is the explosion of interest in the physics
of Deep Inelastic Scattering dominated by Bjorken scaling 		
It is both enlightening and unexpected that it will be eventually largely from




The Eighties witness a moderate renewal of interest in diractive physics due
to a number of reasons
 i An empirically simple phenomenology of high energy physics emerges 	

Even though its merit has probably been overemphasized it has certainly
had the merit of shifting the attention back to diraction
 ii There begins a crude i	e	 perturbative understanding of the dominant
diractive component the Pomeron as made of two gluons 	 that will
lead eventually to the perturbative or BFKL Pomeron 	
 iii The rst anticipation of the potentially role to be played by ep physics
in diraction is oered 	
	 The Nineties
In the Nineties diractione makes a grandiose return from both the theoretical
and the experimental points of view On the theoretical side Bjorken points out
a new exciting signature of diractive physics predicting large rapidity gaps as
consequence of it 	
These rapidity gaps are indeed found experimentally both at the Tevatron
and at HERA 	 	 Diraction at HERA started when an unexpected sudden

It is easy to check that if n particles are produced in the nal state the number of variables
necessary to study reaction  is altogether n   	 For an elastic reaction n this gives
indeed a total of just  independent variables the total energy and the scattering angle or the
momentum transfer By contrast in an inclusive process at least one of the nal products X
is not an onshell particle and one needs one extra variable As a consequence reaction 
for example would have a total of three independent variables instead of the two that describe
the elastic process





 was found at
low Bjorkenx That in fact such a growth was not at all unexpected can be
seen from the comparison of the subsequent data with the anticipation from the
	 b  see Fig 

Figure 
 The expected growth of the gluon distribution from Ref 	b with the
subsequent data open squares shown for comparison
The main issue of the late Nineties however concerns origin properties and
proper assessment of the Pomeron both perturbatively 	 and beyond We shall
briey return to some of these issues but basically these remain at present fairly
open problems Compared with the situation as understood in hadronic physics
the present status marks a great improvement because we have now a number of
dierent variables that can be turned on and o to monitore our understanding
As a consequence the hope remains that
	 The Third Millenium
will witness a full understanding of the origin and nature of the Pomeron i	e	
of diraction The diculties to be surmonted however remain formidable be
cause solving them amounts most likely to solving most of the basic issues of
nonperturbative QCD and probably to mastering unitarity


 Resume of conventional diraction
As we have mentioned already conventional diraction is a very complex mix
ture of a lot of dierent ingredients ranging from exact theorems following from
analyticity unitarity and crossing to a number of very clever representations and
models of the scattering amplitude the eikonal the Watson Sommerfeld and the
geometrical scaling models are some examples using clever intuitive arguments
and relying on a vaste collection of properly collected and adjusted data This
is clearly not the place for an exhaustive discussion of all these aspects as a
consequence we will focuse on the one issue which seems at present both most
interesting and at the same time half forgotten after so many years of obliv
ion The reader interested in a more complete description of the subject may in
addition to the literature already quoted see Ref 


 An introduction to complex angular momenta
		 General properties of elastic scattering amplitudes
The continuation to complex angular momenta in particle physics was the
result of trying to prove analyticity of the scattering amplitude in potential scat
tering  see also 
	 for more details For this it is rst of all necessary
to establish the convergence domain of a given representation of the scattering
amplitude to make sure that it allows us to analytically continue it to where we
are planing to investigate it for instance to innite energies if we are interested
in the asymptotic limit

































such a reaction could be pp pp etc As already stated such a reaction is
completely described by two scalar variables

 These variables can be for instance
the CM momentum k and the CM scattering angle  Alternatively one often
































s  t  u  m


brings back the count of independent variables to 
 In the case at hand the













	  cos  b
so that s is the squared CM energy of the reaction 	 and t is minus the
squared momentum transfer Any other choice of variables would be equally
good the above variables both lab and CM however would be rather akward
at HERA where an asymmetric reaction takes place  GeV protons hitting 
GeV electrons with a corresponding total CM energy of 	 GeV
What is important to notice is that the physical range for the reaction at hand







 t   b
k

 u   c
We shall refer to the above situation i	e	 the one where the squared total CM
energy is s and the range of variation of the dierent variables  is as given in
 as to the s
channel reaction
		 Crossing and relativistic invariance
By relativistic invariance and crossing we can consider an incoming particle of
momentum p as an outgoing antiparticle of momentum p and viceversa Thus
to any schannel reaction 	 we can associate other two crossed reactions We
can thus dene the t





































In the appropriate CM systems one would then have relations similar to 
which we will not write explicitly they are obtained by cyclic permutations i	e	

s t and s u respectively The proper physical range of variations of these




What all this means is very simple if the scattering amplitude has decent
analyticity properties the same function of the Mandelstam variables s t u will
describe the three dierent physical reactions 
 b c in dierent domains
of these variables If therefore we knew the analytic properties of the scattering
amplitude in any given channel we could in principle analytically continue it to
the other channels
This in a nutshell and chopping out all the frills was the program of An

alyticity Crossing Unitarity of the Sixties in the hope of solving the SMatrix
program While altogether too ambitious this approach was rather successful in
many aspects of which we are now going to discuss a few
		 Convergence of the partial wave expansion	
Given an s
channel reaction one writes the usual partial wave expansion or



















k  	 
in terms of the partial wave S matrix amplitude The latter in turn is dened









The above representation is by denition well dened in the physical schannel
domain 
 The question that arises at this point is the following does the
expression 	 converge in a domain of the complex s t and u variables larger
than just 	 if so does it converge in a domain large enough to contain also the
physical domains of channels t and u If yes can we use the same representation
to study all the physical reactions related one to the other by crossing if not can
we nd dierent representations that allow us to connect these various channels
one to the other Can we nally nd the proper behavior of fs t as either s
or t  
Amazing as it may seem answering these abstractseeming questions and us
ing only general properties one derives enough physical insight to describe the
asymptotic behavior of high energy data

Actually each channel has also its time reversed reaction for instance the time reversed of




 a  b






obtained using the asymptotic expansion of P

cos  when  is real and  
P

cos   Oexp j

j 		
and the series  converges only if as  
a

k  exp k 	

Accordingly convergence in the complex  plane is insured in a strip parallel to
and symmetric with respect to the imaginary  axis of width k
j

j  k 	
Setting 	  ch k which is always 
 	 the corresponding convergence domain












This domain is an ellipse of foci 		 with semiaxes determined by k known in
physics as the Lehmann ellipse
The above result implies that the usual partial wave expansion converges in a
domain which although larger than the simple physical domain 	  cos   	
to which it reduces if k    never allows to go to arbitrarily large values
of the complex variable cos  Translated into the language of the Mandelstam
variables  this means that for any nite s the expansion  converges
in a nite domain of the jtj and juj variables Thus should we want to continue
the amplitude to regions where t or u can become arbitrarily large this would
be the case in the t or in the uchannels where t or u would now be the squared
energies we could not use the expansion  because as we just found out this
does not allow a continuation to arbitrarily large values of t or u
It is straightforward to see how the situation would change if the expansion




k  expjjk 	
as    i convergence would be insured in in a strip parallel and symmetric
with respect to the real axis in the complex  plane i	e	 in j
 
j  k In this
case setting cos k  Y which is always  	 the convergence domain in the












i	e	 an open domain a hyperbola with foci		 with convergence is insured outside
one of its halves This hyperbola in addition overlaps in part with the Lehmann
ellipse This guarantees that if we can continue  to imaginary  values the
new expansion represents the same analytic function in a domain which allows jtj
or u to become arbitrarily large
The problem therefore arises of how to continue  to imaginary or com
plex values of  given that complex angular momenta have obviously no direct
physical meaning
		 Continuation to complex angular momenta
The program outlined at the end of the previous Section requires that sucient
properties of the partial wave amplitudes can be obtained to continue  to
complex  values
This can be done explicitly in ordinary nonrelativistic Quantum Mechanics
where owing to the properties of the Schrodinger equation for suitable classes
of the interaction potential we can gather sucient information to perform an
explicit analytic continuation
We will not go into these mathematical developments but simply refer the in
terested reader to Refs  and 
	 where the problem is analyzed in great details
for the case of generalized Yukawa potentials For these classes of interactions one
can prove
 i 	





where  is the lowest mass that can be
exchanged This allows the analytic continuation of the scattering amplitude
fk  to complex  values since one can write









cos  S k 	 	
where   	
 S k is the analytic continuation of S

k The contour
of integration is shown in Fig
 ii The analytic continuation of S k in 	 is unique
 iii For Re 
  the only singularities of S k are a nite number N
of simple poles which lie in the upper quadrant of the complex  plane






 n  	 
 N the positions of these poles which will
in general be functions of k and by S
n
k their residues







 v The integrand in 	 tends to zero faster than  along any direction
in the complex  plane when Re  
 
Figure  The contour of integration of eq 	
Using the above properties general theorems of the theory of analytic functions
allow us to open the contour of integration in Fig  as shown in Fig  This
doing we pick up the contributions of all simple poles When we let the radius
of integration of such a contour to go o to  this term vanishes and we are left
with an integral along the imaginary  axis plus the residues of the N simple poles
in the complex  plane i	e	































The above expression was obtained long ago  and is known as the Watson
Sommerfeld transform	 It was rederived by Regge  as a new representation of
the scattering amplitude through the explicit analytic continuation outlined above
of the partial wave expansion to a domain within which we can allow t and u to
go to 
		 Asymptotic form of the Watson
Sommerfeld representation

Figure  Opening of the contour of integration to obtain eq 	

The crucial point we recall is that aside from the nite sum which poses no
problems of convergence the integral in 	 as a function of the complex 
variable is well dened in an open domain This implies that inside its conver
gence domain we can take jcos j    while s remains constant Keeping only
the leading contribution we nd







where we have lumped into s all the sdependent factors coming from the
leading contribution in 	 and where  was dened previously 	
It will always be understood that 
 holds up to logaritmic factors


The obvious objection to all we did so far is of course that in the frame of
potential scattering jcos j cannot exceed 	 so that this whole exercise may appear
rather academic

	 The relativistic case
		 Asymptotic expansion
The relativistic case diers from ordinary Quantum Mechanics since as we
have seen in Section 	
 one has three coupled channels which we have called
s t and u We will assume that the developments of Section 		 hold this is a
priori far from obvious i	e	 that the analytic continuation to complex angular
momenta can be performed in the relativistic case and that properties i 
 iv of
Section 	 are still valid


In this case recalling  we see that we can reinterpret 
 as the asymp
totic behavior when jtj juj    at xed s
 	
 In this case we rewrite 
 as the
jtj    limit at xed s i	e	
lim
t









	 T s t u is the invariant scattering amplitude proportional to fst via
some kinematic coecients which have been reabsorbed in the factor for which
for simplicity we have used the same symbol s used previously in 


Here we are simplifying things considerably
	
Concerning this point there is nowadays sucient evidence that the relativistic case is
indeed considerably more complicate for instance other singularities like cuts are present
beside poles in the complex angular momentum variable
 

This brilliant idea is originally due to G Chew and collaborators  and it is what converts
this mathematical trick into a useful physical approach

Eq 
	 is a fundamental result which can be reinterpreted as follows The
dominant complex angular momentum singularity rightmost real part in the an

alytical continuation of the scattering amplitude in a given channel determines the
asymptotic behavior in the crossed channels Thus the asymptotic behavior s 
at xed t is determined by the rightmost complex angular momentum singularity
in the crossed t
channel It was shown by Gribov that when all complications
coming from having two crossed channels are carefully taken into account one
obtains for the invariant scattering amplitude the following asymptotic behavior
as s tends to  at constant t











where t takes the name of residue function which may well be a complex
quantity  can be either 	 or 	 and takes the name of signature notice that
the signature arises precisely because of having three channels inherently linked
together and its role will now be briey discussed
We shall discuss below what are the consequences of this result and how this




	 however represents only the dominant contribution to the asymp
totic behavior of Tstu At subasymptotic energies other contributions in 	
may be nonnegligible and we may have to retain a few additional nexttoleding
contributions Before we discuss very briey this point however we need to
reconsider the result just obtained in more physical terms
		 Regge trajectories
In order to understand the physical consequences of 

 let us notice that
the denominator vanishes whenever t crosses an integer As we have seen for
t physical a singularity in the complex angular momentum plane is in general
complex and t will become integer only at some nonphysical complex in
general value of t















 are small whatever this precisely may mean In this
case the last factor in eq










Notice that according to 
 increasing s means increasing the CM momentum k and in
this case t and u are denite negative If however t has to remain constants this implies that
as k increases the scattering angle  becomes smaller and smaller ie that we get closer and
closer to the forward direction This comment will be used soon Section 






 has the typical structure
of BreitWigner resonance
This result will hold whenever the real part of t is close to an integer Thus
a pole in the complex angular momentum plane interpolates an a priori arbitrary
number of resonances of increasing angular momentum i	e	 spin  When such
a situation occurs for real and positive values of t i	e	 where t is a mass squared
again the denominator in the last factor of 

 blows up every time t crosses
an integer
In this case we say that we have a family or a trajectory interpolating many
bound states or resonances whose spin increase by one unit at the time In the
case of 

 however owing to the signature factor 	   exp it also
the numerator vanishes at every other integer value of 
As a consequence a trajectory with positive signature   	 interpolates
between even angular momentum resonances whereas a negative signature  
	 trajectory interpolates odd angular momentum resonances
A simple way to visualize these trajectories is to expand t in power series
around t   In this case for t small enough we can write




Quite unexpectedly when interpolating resonances having the same quantum
numbers other than the spin one nds that the expansion 
 which a priori
is justied only for small t values holds actually for rather large values of t In
addition this is true for both mesonic and fermionic trajectories The situation is





the  are shown they are all superimposed together with the Pomeron much
atter The main fermionic trajectories not shown would have a very similar
slope 

 but a considerably lower intercept
Many comments are in order
First notice the unexpectedly large interval of masses for which the trajectories
are basically linear Next for all trajectories other than the Pomeron the slope






 This universal value is
nowadays called string tension in the language of string theories The third point
is that all mesonic trajectories are essentially degenerate i	e	 they all lie one on
top of the other This property is in the literature called exchange degeneracy
Thus even though in principle each trajectory interpolates among even or odd
angular momenta according to whether it has positive or negative signature in




 are undistinguishable from   	
trajectories the  and the 
The last and perhaps most important comment concerns the one trajectory
which appears so markedly dierent from the other the Pomeron The latter





 the  all
superimposed and much atter the Pomeron
to be briey discussed later on from the point of view of being the dominant
trajectory for diraction a priori is expected to behave dierently because its
recurrences should be glueballs rather than conventional resonances In Fig 
a tentative candidate shows that the trajectory is indeed expected to be much
atter than the others This is in line with what one nds from tting elastic high
energy scattering data We will also discuss why this trajectory is expected to
have intercept   	 considerably higher than the other trajectories
 
 of Fig 
whose intercept is   	

 
A careful analysis of the various mesonic trajectories would reveal that the exchange degen
eracy displayed in Fig 
 is only approximate the  intercept for instance is slightly higher
than that of the  which reects the fact that the  mass is slightly lower than that of the 






Going back to the general discussion about Regge trajectories the important
message to be learnt is that the behavior 

 is due to the exchange of a family
of resonances in the crossed channel Understanding this point is fundamental
since it claries the nature and the role of a singularity in the complex angular
momentum Notice incidentally that this is in line with the original message
from the Yukawa conjecture about the existence of the meson The novelty is
that this role of dominance of the exchange in the crossed channels is now trans
ferred to the asymptotic behavior Summarizing our ndings we can state that
the asymptotic behavior in a given channel is provided by the exchange of an inter

polation of resonances in the crossed channels This would be an extraordinarily
powerful result if unrestricdedly correct As it turns out however the situation
is tremendously more complex for instance as we have already mentioned the
dominant asymptotic trajectory the Pomeron escapes the general rule and more
complicated singularities are presumably present in the complex angular momen
tum plane such as for instance the cuts induced by unitarity corrections Only
the advent of QCD has made this issue somewhat more clear
 
but we are still a
long way even from a semiquantitative understanding of the Pomeron
Trying to pin down the very physical meaning of a complex angular momentum
trajectory we saw that it corresponds to the interpolation of families of resonances
which have all the same quantum numbers except the spin Thus dierent reac
tions will in general receive dierent contribution from the various trajectories
or stated the other way around the various trajectories contribute to dierent
reactions in dierent combinations These according to our general discussion will
depend on the quantum numbers that the given reaction exhibits in the crossed
channels Elastic and diractive processes however share one common feature
the same trajectory with the quantum numbers of the vacuum gives the domi
nant contribution It is this trajectory known as the Pomeron which has a more
complex origin than the other trajectories it does not result from interpolating
ordinary resonances but glueballs and seen from the direct channel from the
exchange of gluons in a very complicated way One could argue intuitively that
the origin of the Pomeron must be related to the unitarity constraint but we will
not discuss this point here


 Brief discussion of elastic data
This is not the place to discuss in details how combining a handful of Regge





Qualitatively are the gluons which make up the Pomeron
 
For a summary see Ref 
 for a quick introduction to the subject and Refs	 and  for a

As an example of how things work in Fig  we show how the eect of the
mesonic trajectories plotted in Fig  reproduces the high energy pp data in the
forward i	e	 t   direction Similarly in Fig  we show how the few basic
fermionic trajectories would reproduce the data in the backward i	e	 u  
direction
Figure  pp elastic forward high energy data as reproduced by the basic mesonic
Regge trajectories
Let us just add that this seemingly very good description of the data which is
displayed in Figs and  fails when one tries to incorporate polarization data in
the t Even though the latter are just a small fraction of the data this proves
that the agreement is just only qualitative To make it more quantitative one
would have to enlarge the picture to include also other singularities in the complex
angular momentum plane cuts besides the poles This would bring about the




p elastic backward high energy data as reproduced by the basic
fermionic Regge trajectories
appearance of logarithms which turn out to be a prominent feature of high energy
physics

 Unitarity constraints on the Pomeron
Let us go back to the picture where one retains just the dominant trajectory




The following very clever use of unitarity on this leading trajectory was pro
posed by Froissart 

 let the complete twobody unitarity equation be written
as the sum of the elastic Est plus the inelastic Ist components
ImT s t  Es t  Is t  

While Es t can be written explicitly in terms of the scattering amplitude T st
as



















which in turn are connected one to the others through the usual three
	
dimensional angular composition About Is t we know nothing other than
Is t 





 however the positivity of Is t is sucient to prove
















 not to be violated
As it turns out the upper limit 
	
 	 applies to the Pomeron for total cross
sections not to exceed the unitarity limit its signature must be positive   	





in order to reproduce the
high energy data More precisely using unitarity not only one nds the restriction








which is known as the FroissartMartin bound 

Often ignoring the above limitations particularly simple empirical forms have
been used in the literature which taken at face value would conict with unitarity
but are useful parametrizations to reproduce the data in a very economical way
The most celebrated such form 	
 makes use of a power of swhich slightly exceeds
unity As an example we show in Fig  the pp and the pp total cross sections
tted by a superposition of a Pomeronlike contribution plus a subasymptotic








Notice that the rst term in 	 would correspond to a Pomeron intercept

	
 	 in violation of 
 The only reason to mention here this point is
that we will have to come back briey on a related topic in Section 

 Inclusive processes and the triple Pomeron vertex
We have already dened what we mean by exclusive and inclusive reaction and
we have exemplied it in eqs 
	 and 

 respectively In particular we have











  X 

where we have indicated the momentum of each particle is diractive according
to our general denition no exchange of quantum number dierent from those of


Figure  pp and pp total cross sections as reproduced by the empirical form 	
see Ref 	

the vacuum As mentioned earlier in this case we have to introduce one extra
variable as compared with the elastic case where two variables k and  or s and
























not introduce them here
Using once more the property that an outgoing particle can be viewed as an
incoming antiparticle reaction 










   X 
Graphically the above property is depicted in the rst line of Fig  Doing so
we have formally arrived at a generalized form of the optical theorem 	 and
following the logical developments of the second line of Fig  we come to the

following statement the inclusive reaction 	 can be viewed as the imaginary
part or more correctly the discontinuity over the variable M

X
 of the elastic
three
body amplitude a  b  a

  a  b  a

where the initial and nal states
must be identical
Figure  Generalized optical theorem !a la Mueller









we can use the same asymptotic expansion obtained when performing the analytic
continuation to complex angular momenta Thus if R
i
are the Reggeons with the
right quantum numbers to be exchanged in the crossed channel the inclusive cross
section for  in the conguration  can be written symbolically as the






















































 t to be dominated by the







































is the appropriate residue function

On the other hand we could develop directly the j j

in the second of the

























































Figure 	 Triple Pomeron contribution to diraction dissociation
If nally at this point we make use of the fact that particles a and a

be
ing identical the reaction is diractive Pomeron exchange gives the dominant
contribution to  In this case diractive dissociation is dominated by the
















which seems in reasonable agreement with hadronic data
 
see Fig		 see also
Section 
 for the discussion of the HERA data on this point
 Present day diraction
 Diraction at hadronic machines
 





behavior of the inclusive pp distribution
Diraction at hadronic machines of which waiting for LHC the FERMILAB
Tevatron is presently the most prominent example does not dier basically from
what we have analyzed as conventional diraction If anything going so much
higher in energy than any other previous hadronic accelerator the Tevatron makes
all signals a lot cleaner
The cleanest signal for diractive physics at very high energies was pointed
out by Bjorken 	 resides in the socalled Large rapidity gaps The idea is
beautifully simple If no quantum numbers are exchanged between the upper and
lower vertices of eq		 no particles can be radiated in the exchange process
without altering the quantum numbers In this case however it is no longer
the dominant trajectory the Pomeron that will be exchanged but some other
subleading contribution The latter however would be strongly depressed at
high energies Thus going from the upper vertex i	e	 from the rapidity of particle
a to the rapidity of particle b at the lower vertex no particles are expected to be

emitted along the entire rapidity or pseudorapidity   ln tg
 interval
This is precisely what is meant by large rapidity gap
Some of the topologies to be expected are illustrated 
 in Fig 	
 in the
pseudorapidity vs azimuthal angle diagram i	e	 in the " legoplot Proceeding
from top to bottom of Fig 	
 rst we have a typical nondiractive event in
which particles are showered all over the " plot The second event corresponds
to the case of single diraction SD when the upper vertex is undisturbed a
 
in
eq 		 coincides with a while b
 
is a diractive excitation of b which dissociates
normally into two jets well visible in the plot The third event is more subtle
and corresponds to the case in which each hadron emits a Pomeron and these two
Pomerons collide giving rise to two jets half way between the two vertices Finally
the bottom diagram is the case of double diraction each hadron is excited and
deexcites emitting one jet on each side
Several other topologies exist but the above examples illustrate the point ad
abundantiam large rapidity gaps are well evident in hadronic machines
Several other signatures of diractive events are found or expected at the
Tevatron and we refer the interested reader to the various contributions presented
in these proceedings by various authors see e	g	 Refs 
 
 
 see also Ref
	 but we believe the point is already clearly illustrated in the above examples
	 Diraction at HERA
Diraction at a leptonproton accelerator such as HERA is not as obvious
or expected as at a hadronic machine but its subtlety makes it if anything more
interesting as we will see
		 Introduction to Deep Inelastic Scattering
We will have to assume that the reader has some knowledge of Deep Inelastic
Scattering i	e	 of the beautiful and by now classical leptonhadron process








 is an incoming outgoing charged lepton h is the hadronic target and
X represents some hadronic state In a terminology introduced earlier the above
process is a fully inclusive one for which a total of three independent variables is
necessary Aside from the incoming lepton energy E in the hadron#s rest frame
the other two independent variables in terms of which reaction 	 is described
are usually chosen among the following ones


























where q  k k

is the fourmomentum transfer from the leptonic to the hadronic
vertices The last equalities in eqs
a and 
c are written in the hadron#s
rest frame the lab system
Unless one goes to very high vaues of Q

 	 is dominated by onephoton





  which is why one introduces Q

as dened in 
b
What is called Deep Inelastic Scattering DIS is the regime in which both 
and Q

become arbitrarily large but x eq 






We will neither derive nor discuss the basic result of DIS but simply refer the
interested reader to Ref  for an exhaustive introduction to the subject In the





































are known as the structure
functions of the hadron h whose mass is m In the last two decades the amount
of information over the structure functions has piled up so that nowadays we may
safely assume to have a good knowledge of them
Even though diraction was not the main issue at the beginning in DIS in
fact it was not even among the motivations of the original proposal for building
HERA Diractive Deep Inelastic Scattering DDIS turns out simple interesting
and clear

 Elements of Diractive Deep Inelastic Scattering





















 could be a resonance or any other general hadronic system but we will
consider the simplest case in which h

is a bona de particle in fact we will be
specically interested in the case when h

is the same incoming hadron h In this
case obviously the hadronic part of reaction  i	e	 the one in which the

electromagnetic vertex is ignored is clearly diractive according to our original













 to be protons this reaction is formally very similar to our original
diractive reaction 		 and we can say
 	 		 is diractive i	e	 corresponds to no exchange of quantum numbers
since being the same the particles at the lower vertex also those at the
upper vertex must have the same quantum numbers In particular the




like the incoming 
 
 i	e must
have the quantum numbers of a vector meson as a particular case it can
indeed be a vector meson    J$% etc
 
 such a situation does not correspond to the case of elastic scattering
discussed in Section 
 for at least two reasons i 
 
is a virtual photon
whose virtuality Q





the nal hadronic system X is an independent variable Both reasons give
us much more exibility and a more ecient lever arm than in the elastic
case with 
 independent variables only In particular one can access a




 in which one can
speculate about the possible existence of a hard Pomeron in addition to the
usual soft Pomeron It is our belief 
 however that these speculations
arise from our imperfect understanding of what a Pomeron is
The very rst hint of a possible diractive component at HERA has been the




 at increasing values
of 	x This is related to the 
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p increases much faster than predicted for instance by the
model of Ref 	
 even though this had been anticipated by a number of authors
see Ref 	 and Fig 





values is exhibited in Fig 	 Notice that the curve reproduces
very well the data at Q

 
In order to describe the data of reaction  we need to introduce a few more
variables besides those in eqs 











Figure 	 Diagram for the reaction of eq 
	




data from the model of
Ref 	












































































and  all vary between  and 	 x
IP
is the fraction of momentum carried from
the upper to the lower vertex i	e	 in our conventional slang by the Pomeron 
is the fraction of momentum carried by the parton directly coupled to the virtual
photon t is the conventional fourmomentum transfer of hadronic reaction


The socalled Regge limit in which we can presumably apply the asymptotic































the kinematical factor that appears in the denition of the dierential e   eX
cross section
 
 we can dene various multidierential cross sections for the case

















One can subsequently choose to integrate over t the statistics is rather low going








 and if necessary also over x
IP
going back to
the case  The ax D or D or D
 marks the qualitatively dierent
situations of diraction we wish to explore
The old weapon for this new situation is the same generalized optical theorem
developed by Mueller for inclusive processes and described earlier see Section 
and Fig  It is graphically quite evident that the diagram of eq  Fig
	 depicts a situation which in a profoundly dierent physical context we have
now two and possibly three legs oshell is qualitatively the same as in Fig 
We can therefore repeat essentially the same procedure used earlier Fig 	
and come to very similar predictions
We will not repeat this analysis here rather we proceed directly to discuss the
signatures to be expected and the present evidence of diractive events in DIS
 Evidence of Diraction at HERA
It is believed that in its interaction with the hadronic matter a virtual photon
uctuates into qq pairs whose spatial resolution is proportional to 	Q

therefore
it sees smaller and smaller spatial congurations the larger is Q

 and whose
lifetime is proportional to 	x therefore it has a longer time to probe the target
the smaller is x The possibility of reaching very low x values and large Q

#s is
what makes HERA an ideal machine from this point of view Certainly it does
not reach the energies of the Tevatron or in perspective and much less so of
 









are the structure functions encountered earlier eq		 The only reason to
do it is that such a quantity is known to be very slowly varying in DIS and believed to do so
also in DDIS

LHC but it provides a clean and complementary picture We will not dig much
into the details of this but we simply limit ourselves to listing a number of points
in particular we will not discuss the evidence for large rapidity gaps at HERA
we have illustrated this point in connection with diraction at the Tevatron
		 Leading proton
A scattered unbroken proton can be detected at the ZEUS Leading Proton
Spectrometer and although its limited acceptance implies a limited statistics the
signal is very clean Fig 	











This point already discussed in connection with the Tevatron data see Fig
		 is a prediction of the generalized optical theorem !a la Mueller The con
rmation of it at HERA is shown in Fig 	 where in a logarithmic scale the
contribution of diraction is seen above the non diractive background straight
line The diractive component increases when W





Figure 	 A sample of data ZEUS showing the diractive data over the non
diractive background solid line
		 Triple Regge
Fig 	 compares the present HERA and earlier xed target data to see how
they conform to the triple Regge form  Subasymptotic contributions very
important for xed target data are still quite relevant at HERA The Pomeron
intercept determined this way

IP




is very close to the conventional value of model 	
 	
		 Vector meson production
Another very interesting analysis concerns the slope of inclusive vector meson
production as measured by ZEUS Both at low and at large Q

 the slope for

Figure 	 Fit to the data with the triple Regge formalism upper line xed
target data lower line H	 at HERA





The case of vector meson production at HERA is both extremely interesting
and instructive For a comprehensive account see Ref 

Many more sets of data could be discussed to illustrate the importance of
HERA for diraction For further information the interested reader is referred to
the literature already quoted
 Conclusions
There are no conclusions in the strict sense of the world After decades of
somnolent interest in diraction both the theoretical and the experimental com
munities of high energy physics have discovered the great interest of diractive
physics and the unescapable necessity of understanding it if we wish to come to
terms with hadrons We believe that the interest has just been aroused and that
exciting days of discoveries are ahead of us

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ROMAN POTS  OLD AND
NEW
Invited talk at the Workshop on Diractive Physics LISHEP
Rio de Janeiro February 
GMatthiae Universita di Roma II and Sezione INFN Roma Italy
  The classical Roman pots
The measurement of elastic scattering and diraction dissociation at high energy
hadron colliders requires observation of particles emitted at very small angles At
the Fermilab Tevatron typical angles are a fraction of a mrad while at the LHC
the protonproton collider to be built at CERN the angles become as small as 
or 	 rad
This implies that detectors have to stay very close to the circulating beams
In practice this is achieved by placing the detectors into special units mounted on
the vacuum chamber of the accelerator which were 
rst used at the CERN ISR in
the years 	 by the CERNRome group
 
 They have become known as
Roman pots We note however that the concept of the Roman pot had been
discussed earlier in the context of proposals for new accelerator techniques
 	

In its retracted position the Roman pot leaves the full aperture of the vacuum
chamber free for the beam as required at the injection stage when the beam is
wide Once the 
nal energy is attained and the circulating beams are stable the
Roman pot is moved toward the machine axis by compressing the bellow until
the inner edge of the detector reaches a distance of the order of one millimeter
from the beam There is no interference with the machine vacuum
In Fig a picture is shown of the 
rst Roman pot used by the CERNRome
group
 
 The unusual shape of the object is at the origin of the name which was
later adopted The pot itself was about  cm wide The detectors inside these
Roman pots were small hodoscopes of scintillation counters The scintillators were
few mm in size The light guides were realized from thin rods of lucite which were
bent to the required shape A sketch of this detector is shown in Fig	
In the next generation of experiments at the SPS collider and at the Tevatron
the design of the Roman pots was improved A rigid cylindrical structure was
used with a open part to locate a thin window while the section toward the beam
was shaped to allow a closer approach to the beam itself
In Fig the picture of a Roman pot of modern design built at CERN but
similar to those used at Fermilab is shown The pot itself is about  cm wide
The  mm thick window is  cm x 	 cm in size This design is at present being
considered for the TOTEM
 
proposal at LHC
The detectors in the Roman pots are so small that there is generally no problem
to attain the best spatial resolution oered by available technologies There is

Figure  The rst Roman pot used at the ISR by the CERNRome collaboration The name
of the device originates from its peculiar shape The ange which is connected to the machine
vacuum chamber by a bellow is visible below the pot
Figure 	 The scintillation counter hodoscope used at the ISR by the CERNRome collab
oration in the rst Roman pot experiment for the measurement of elastic scattering at low
momentum transfer

Figure  A modern Roman pot designed at CERN The section facing the beam is concave
in shape This allows a closer approach to the beam
however a speci
c technical problem  the need for having the detectors ecient
even very close to the physical edge of the detector itself In other words the
detector has to be frameless on one side  the side which is touching the bottom
window of the Roman pot ie facing the beam This is a special and really
peculiar requirement of all experiments using Roman pots
The overall mechanical structure of the Roman pot system used at the SPS
collider by experiment UA
 
is shown in Fig together with a sketch of the de
tectors The vertical coordinate was obtained from drift time while the horizontal
coordinate was measured by a hodoscope of scintillating 
bers The drift chamber
has a special Ushape frame with very thin window on the beam side in the 
gure
the drift wires run horizontally
In the recent experiments by the ZEUS collaboration at HERA and CDF at
Fermilab silicon detectors with strips or pads have been used The detector of
CDF
 
 shown in Fig has a small drift chamber with four sense wires which
induce a signal on a delay line for measuring the other coordinate In addition
there is a silicon detector
The protonproton elastic scattering experiment
 
in preparation at the BNL
collider RHIC also plans to use silicon detectors
Detectors with planes of scintillating 
bers are used at present by the CDF
collaboration
 
in a system of three Roman pot stations for accurate measure
ment of the momentum of the antiprotons which are scattered quasielastically in

Figure  The Roman pot system used at the SPS collider by UA The overall mechanical
structure is shown together with an exploded view of the detectors
	
diraction dissociation
Figure  Sketch of the CDF detector A small drift chamber was used together with a silicon
detector
 New developments
A new concept was recently proposed by the Fermilab collaboration EE
 

The idea was to use a bundle of scintillating 
bers oriented along the beam di
rection and placed directly inside the vacuum chamber of the machine Particles
corresponding to the events of interest travel along a 
ber thus producing a large
signal The scintillation light is trasmitted to image intensi
ers by a bundle of
clear 
bers A sketch of this detector is shown in Fig
In principle the problem of the residual dead space between the physical edge
of the detector and the edge of the Roman pot is solved by this new design
Experiment E has recently operated this detector at the Tevatron to measure
elastic scattering at low momentum transfer
 

A dierent concept is proposed by the LHCb collaboration
 
 Their vertex
detector is composed of a series of silicon detectors which are located together
with the frontend electronics in a vacuum chamber This chamber is separated
from the main vacuum of the accelerator by a thin aluminium foil which provides
shielding of the electromagnetic noise In this scheme the problem of deformation
of the thin window of the pot at the interface airvacuum is clearly avoided
Another interesting development is being pursued by the D experiment at
Fermilab For their forward proton spectrometer
 
they have designed a new
system which is simple and compact The detectors are hodoscopes of small scin
tillation counters  mm wide Light is transmitted by clear 
bers to multianode

Figure  The new detector of the E collaboration with a bundle of scintillating bers
placed longitudinally along the beam direction

photomultipliers As shown in Fig the system is a single block where the detector
is integrated with the walls and windows of the pot
Figure  The new Roman pot system designed by the D	 collaboration Each hodoscope
contains six planes of small scintillation counters oriented in the u
v and x direction with active
area of  cm x  cm

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Hard Diractive at the Tevatron
Andrew Brandt
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For the CDF and D Collaborations
Recent results on hard diraction at the Tevatron including diractive jet
and Wboson production hard double pomeron exchange and hard color singlet
exchange are discussed	
I INTRODUCTION
The properties of elastic and diractive scattering are welldescribed in Regge theory by the
phenomenology of pomeron exchange  where the pomeron is a color singlet with quantum
numbers of the vacuum	 It is not clear how to combine the nonperturbative Regge theory
with Quantum ChromoDynamics 
QCD which has been very successful at describing strong
interactions in the perturbative regime	 Ingelman and Schlein  proposed that the observation
and study of jets in diractive events would probe the partonic nature of the exchanged object
giving insight into the pomeron	 This paper introduced the eld of hard diractive scattering





Since the initial discovery of diractive jets by UA  much experimental progress has
been made in the eld of hard diraction both at HERA  and the Tevatron 	 At this
workshop seven parallel session talks on new hard diraction results from the Tevatron were
given on the subjects of hard single diraction hard double pomeron exchange and hard color
singlet exchange	 Rather than reprinting those talks here this paper gives a brief overview of
those talks which can then be referred to for the details	
II HARD SINGLE DIFFRACTION
Figure  shows the diagram for hard single diraction producing two jets a scattered p and a
rapidity gap 
region with no produced particles	 This picture diers from traditional diraction
only in the production of jets	 In the language of Ingelman and Schlein this process could be
viewed as occurring in two steps	 First the pomeron is emitted from the p with an emission
probability described by the pomeron ux factor	 The p is scattered but remains intact while
the pomeron interacts with the proton in a hard scattering producing jets and a rapidity gap in
the region near the p	 The charge conjugate diagram where the proton remains intact and the


















FIG	 	 The diagram for a hard single diractive interaction resulting in a 
nal state with a scattered
p and two jets	 The  plot shows the distribution of particles in this event including a rapidity gap
near the scattered p and the circles which represent the two jets	
This topology is tagged at the Tevatron using two dierent methods the presence of a forward
rapidity gap  or the presence of a scattered antiproton 	
The D analyses use the rapidity gap method searching for an excess of dijet events with




s of GeV and GeV on the order of  of all dijet events	 The
dependence of the fraction on gap interval and the boost of the leading two jet system are
qualitatively consistent with expectations from hard diractive models	 Studies to extract the
pomeron structure from these data are in progress	
CDF has analyses that employ both methods	 Using the rapidity gap method CDF has
observed an excess of diractive dijet events and diractive Wboson events 
both analyses at
p
s  GeV 	 The combination of these two results with the IngelmanSchlein framework
allows them to infer that the pomeron has a dominantly gluonic structure 
  gluons and
  quarks	 They also observe a diractive fraction of about  which is interpreted as a
breakdown of factorization as predictions using the HERA diractive structure function give a
rate about six times larger than the observed CDF rate	
In addition to the rapidity gap method CDF also employs a Roman Pot spectrometer to tag
scattered antiprotons allowing the study of diractive jet production at
p
s of GeV and
GeV 	 Tagging the antiproton allows measurement of the momentum transfer 
jtj and
diractive mass which cannot be done precisely with rapidity gap tags	 At
p
s  GeV the
fraction of diractive events with jets is observed to be six times less than for minimum bias
events	 The reduced eective centerofmass energy in diractive events is expected to yield a
lower rate of jet production	 Comparisons with Monte Carlo in order to extract the pomeron
structure are in progress	
III HARD DOUBLE POMERON EXCHANGE
In hard double pomeron exchange both the incoming proton and antiproton can be said to
emit a pomeron and the two pomerons interact to produce a massive system	 As shown in Fig	 
the lack of color ow in these events leads to a topology with two rapidity gaps in conjunction
with central jets	 Observation and measurement of hard double pomeron exchange would pro
vide a third process 
along with photonpomeron and protonpomeron for understanding the
pomeron structure and ux	

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FIG	 	 The diagram for a hard double pomeron exchange interaction resulting in a 
nal state with
a scattered proton antiproton and two jets	 The  plot shows the distribution of particles in this
event including forward and backward rapidity gaps and the circles which represent the two jets	
CDF combines the two tagging techniques to search for hard double pomeron exchange events
with a scattered antiproton a rapidity gap and two jets 	 They observe an excess of events
with a rapidity gap on the side opposite a tagged antiproton in a sample of dijet events
corresponding to about  of these p dijet events	 This fraction is found to be in good
agreement with a double pomeron Monte Carlo based on the IngelmanSchlein model when the
same factor of six suppression observed in their diractive Wboson analysis is applied	
D performs a double pomeron search using the rapidity gap method by searching for double
gap events in a single gap dijet sample 	 A clear excess of events with two jets and two
rapidity gaps is seen both at
p
s of GeV and GeV	 The observation of high E
T
jet
events with two gaps at
p
s  GeV is quite surprising given the small eective centerof
mass energy expected for double pomeron events 
 GeV	 For a given
p
s the transverse
energy distributions of jets with zero one and two gaps are observed to have similar slopes
despite the presumed large dierence in the eective centerofmass energies	 It remains to be
seen whether the IngelmanSchlein model can adequately describe this data	
IV HARD COLOR SINGLET EXCHANGE


















FIG	 	 The diagram for hard color singlet exchange resulting in a 
nal state with a central rapidity
gap between jets with a large rapidity separation	 The  plot shows the distribution of particles in
this event where the pseduorapidity    lntan 
 
 
 is a function of the polar angle  and  is the
azimuthal angle	
This topology could be due to very large momentum transfer pomeron exchange 
a class of

double diractive events with jtj   GeV
 
compared to the previously mentioned processes
which typically have jtj   GeV
 
	 The fraction of dijet events with a central rapidity gap is
typically on the order of  	
CDF observes this class of events at both centerofmass energies with little dependence on jet
transverse energy or pseudorapidity implying that the color singlet couples in a similar manner
to quarks and gluons as standard single gluon exchange 	 The gap fraction at  GeV is
observed to be about twice the fraction at  GeV	
D has also made measurements at both centerofmass energies using larger data sam
ples 	 While the two experiments have consistent data within errors D observes an increase
in the gap fraction with transverse energy and pseudorapidity	 Comparisons to Monte Carlo
show that the data favor a soft color model  where the hard interaction is a standard
QCD exchange and the rapidity gap is generated by a cancellation of the color by soft radiation	
Twogluon models for the pomeron do not describe the data well	
V CONCLUSIONS
Signicant progress has been made recently at the Tevatron in the eld of Hard Diraction	
The analyses are becoming more sophisticated and the data precise enough to begin to distin
guish between dierent models of the pomeron	 Final results from Run I are expected soon and
Run II should provide even better data 	
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THE SURVIVAL PROBABILITY OF LARGE
RAPIDITY GAPS
E G O T S M A N
School of Physics and Astronomy
Raymond and Beverly Sackler Faculty of Exact Science
Tel Aviv University Tel Aviv  ISRAEL
Abstract
The energy dependence for the survival probability of large rapidity gaps
	LRG
  j S j
 
 is calculated in an Eikonal model assuming a Gaussian opacity
The parameters determining  j S j
 
 are evaluated directly from experimen
tal data without further recourse to models We nd that  j S j
 
 decreases




Large rapidity gaps 	LRG
 have been studied both at the Tevatron and
at HERA  LRG are expected whenever we have a process where a colour
singlet is exchanged in the t channel A prolic amount of data on LRG has been
accumulated for dijet production which is the channel that we will concentrate
on in this letter
Historically both Bjorken  and Dokshitzer et al  suggested utilizing
rapidity gaps as a signature for Higgs production in the WW fusion process in
hadronhadron collisions As pointed out  the fraction of events for which a










where  j S j
 
 denotes the survival probability ie the fraction of events for
which the spectator interactions do not ll the rapidity gap of interest F
s
is the
fraction of events due to tchannel singlet exchange Bjorken  by comparing the
rate for the exchange of two gluons in a colour singlet state to the exchange of
one gluon in a colour octet state estimated F
s
to be about   Other authors
    have suggested alternative ways to estimate F
s
 with results that are
not too dierent from that of 
In this note we only concern ourselves with evaluating the rst term in eq	

ie the survival probability Experimentalists use a more practical denition of
f
gap
 At the Tevatron f
gap




cross section for dijet production with LRG
inclusive cross section for dijet production
The jets are required to have a transverse energy E
jet
T




  GeV at CDF
The survival probability is easily dened using the eikonal model in impact
parameter space Normalizing our amplitude so that
d
dt

















































schannel unitarity implies that j a	s b



























s channel unitarity is most easily enforced in the eikonal approach where assuming
that a	s b














 is a real function
Hence P 	s b
  e
 sb
is the probability that no inelastic interaction takes
place at impact parameter b
It is expedient to assume that the opacity 	s b




























The Gaussian input eq	
 corresponds to an exponential behaviour in tspace


































With the amplitude in this form the integrations in eq	
 can be done ana












































































and C  





only depends on the factor 	s

Following  the survival probability 	see eq	

  j S j
 
 is dened as the
normalized product of two quantities The rst is the convolution over the parton
densities of two interacting projectiles presenting the cross section for the hard
partonparton collisions 	dijet production
 under discussion The second term is
P	sb
 ie the probability that no inelastic interaction takes place in the rapidity
interval of interest





















where P 	s b
  e
 sb





















































interaction area for soft collisions



























Numerical evaluation of  j S j
 

Previous estimations of the LRG survival probability   were derived from var
ious models assumed to describe the soft and hard interactions Our approach
here is to determine the parameters on which  j S j
 
 depends in the Eikonal
Model directly from the relevant experimental data without further recourse to
models
The survival probability is sensitive to the value taken for the radius of the
hard interaction R
H
 We wish to evaluate this radius directly from the ex
perimental data namely from the cross section of the double parton interaction
measured by CDF at the Tevatron  Indeed the CDF collaboration have
measured the process of inclusive production of two hard jets with almost com
pensating transverse momenta in each pair and with values of rapidity that are
very similar Such pairs can only be produced in a double parton collisions and
their cross section can be calculated using the Mueller diagram given in Fig

















where the factor m is equal to  for dierent pairs of jets and to  for identical
pairs The experimental value of 
eff
 	  	  	 mb In Fig 
eff
is
obtained by integrating over momentum transfer 




















Comparing with the experimental value of 
eff






Recent data from HERA  indicate that the photo and electro production of
J is a hard 	short distance
 process Data has 
H
	  p J  p
  W

while the analagous soft process 
s









   GeV
  
 while for the inelastic diraction process
















appear to be independent of Q
 
and W as one would expect for a hard process
This experimental observation may suggest that the proton is a two radii object






 This value is smaller than than has been assumed up to now
  This is a conservative choice and it is possible that future experimental
data will dictate an even smaller value of R
 
H
   GeV
  
 as the CDF data
for the double parton cross section suggests

























can thus be determined

directly from experimental data The second parameter which is required to





 Using experimental values from pp and pp





we can nd the corresponding value of 	s











for pp scattering is shown in
g




  the survival probability can
be determined from eq	
 In Fig we display  j S j
 
 as a function of 	s

and a	s
 In Fig we show a contour plot for  j S j
 





Recently D  have measured LRG in dijet production in pp scattering at center
of mass energies of
p




s  GeV 
 




s  GeV 














s   GeV 

 	  	
The ZEUS collaboration  reported a value of f
gap
     at a center of
mass energy   W   GeV in the photoproduction of dijets
The survival probability  j S j
 
 increases as we go to lower energies which
corresponds to lower values of 	s
 and a	s
 	see g
 In g we have marked
the values of 	s
 and a	s
 which correspond to
p
s   and  GeV We
would like to stress that the input data used in calculating  j S j
 
 was taken
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  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 	  	
 
Prelimenary results presented by J Perkins  at the LISHEPWorkshop reported a new





Recent measurements at HERA  provide us for the rst time with a value for
the radius of the hard interactions ie about  GeV
  
 Assuming a one radius
model for the proton and a Gaussian form for the prole in impact parmater
space gives us an explicit expression for  j S j
 

We note that the LRG survival probability  j S j
 
 decreases with increasing
energy 	see Fig










 increasing with s This trend is consistent with the











s  GeV 

 	 	













 	  	












 	  	
This is consistent with F
s
 the singlet to octet colour exchange contribution
	see eq	

 being mildly energy dependent as suggested by Eboli et al  or
energy independent as proposed by Buchmuller and Hebecker 
The main results of this paper that the survival probability decreases with
increasing energy and the predicted rates are in agreement with what is observed
at the Tevatron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Figure  Pictorial denition of f
gap
 where P and G represent respectively the





Figure  The Mueller diagram for the double parton interaction 

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A scaling Law in Diraction
Konstantin Goulianos
The Rockefeller University New York NY  USA
Abstract The pomeron ux renormalization hypothesis is reviewed and presented
as a scaling law in diraction Predictions for soft and hard diraction based on
pomeron ux scaling are compared with experimental results
STANDARD POMERON FLUX











is the zbeamcomponent of the leading proton in the nal
state is dominated by pomeron exchange 	
 In Regge theory the pomeron








































t  	    

t is the pomeron trajectory 
IPpp
t is














the fraction of the momentum of the proton carried by the pomeron and s

is an
energy scale parameter not determined by the theory and usually set to 	 GeV
 
the hadron mass scale
The term in brackets in 	 has the form of the IP p total cross section Thus
the process hp  Xp can be viewed as a ux of pomerons emitted by the proton




















where K  
 
IPpp
	 and F t is the proton form factor Ingelman and Schlein
IS 
 proposed using this standard pomeron ux factor in calculating hard single
diraction dissociation cross sections In such calculations one assumes that the
pomeron has a partonic structute and lets the partons of a IP coming from the
proton interact with the partons in h
There are two problems with the IS method in using the standard pomeron ux
to calculate hard diraction rates

	 The normalization of the standard ux depends on the energy scale s














is not determined by the theory the value of 
IPpp
 and therefore
that of the standard ux normalization is arbitrary
 For any given value of the energy scale s

 the diractive cross section grows
as s
 
 overtaking at high energies the total cross section which grows as s


in violation of unitarity 





s itself violates the
unitarity based Froissart bound which states that the total cross section cannot
rise faster than  ln
 















 as well as by the sdependence of the b   value of the elastic
scattering amplitude in impact parameter space which has already reached a





for both the elastic and total cross sections unitarization can be achieved by
taking into account rescattering eects using the eikonal formalism 
 Attempts
to introduce rescattering in the diractive amplitude by eikonalization 
 or by
including cuts 
 have met with moderate success Through such eorts it has
become clear that these shadowing or screening corrections aect mainly the
normalization of the diractive amplitude leaving the form of theM
 
dependence
almost unchanged This feature is clearly present in the data as demonstrated by
the CDF Collaboration 
 in comparing their measured diractive dierential pp
cross sections at
p
s  and 	 GeV with pp cross sections at
p
s   GeV
Motivated by these theoretical results and by the trend observed in the data
a phenomenological approach to unitarizing the diractive amplitude was pro
posed 
 based on renormalizing the pomeron ux by requiring its integral over
all available  and t to saturate at unity Such a normalization which corresponds
to a maximum of one pomeron per proton leads to interpreting the pomeron ux
as a probability density simply describing the  and t distributions of the ex
changed pomeron in a diractive process
RENORMALIZED POMERON FLUX
The renormalization of the pomeron ux is based on a hypothesis rather than
on a calculation of unitarity corrections and therefore can be stated as an axiom
The pomeron ux integrated over all phase space saturates at unity
Mathematically the renormalized pomeron ux is given by
f
N







The renormalization factor N
min



















the coherence limit 	

The renormalized ux overcomes the two probems of the standard ux
	 The normalization is no longer arbitrary since the energy scale factor s

cancels out in dividing the standard ux by its integral























and thus respects the unitarity bound
The renormalization factor is a function of 
min
 which is process dependent Thus
conventional factorization breaks down The scaling of the pomeron ux to its
integral can be viewed as
A scaling Law in Diraction
which unitarizes the diractive amplitude at the expense of factorization
COMPARISON OF RENORMALIZED FLUX
PREDICTIONS WITH DATA
Predictions made using the renormalized pomeron ux have been compared
with data for both soft 
 and hard 		
 diraction In this section we
summarize briey the results of such comparisons
Soft Diraction
 The renormalized ux prediction of the sdependence of the total pppp single
diractive cross section is in excellent agreement with the data 










for pppp is independent of s






 This scaling behavior which holds over six
orders of magnitude is predicted by the renormalized ux 
 and disagrees




Hard diraction has been studied at HERA and at pp colliders In this section
we discuss results on the pomeron structure obtained at HERA and at the Teva
tron and compare measured diractive production rates with predictions based
on the standard and renormalized pomeron ux

Results from HERA
At HERA both the H	 and ZEUS Collaborations used deep inelastic scat






	 	  where  is the fraction of the momentum of the pomeron taken













in which the variable  factorizes out into an expression reminiscent of the pomeron
ux factor Therefore it appeared reasonable to consider the term AQ
 
	  as





	  This term was
found to be rather at in  suggesting that the pomeron has a hard quark struc
ture For a xed  AQ
 
	  increases with Q
 
 By interpreting the Q
 
depen
dence to be due to scaling violations the H	 Collaboration extracted the gluon






	 	  The ZEUS Collaboration determined the gluon fraction
by combining information from diractive DIS which is sensitive mainly to the
quark component of the pomeron and diractive dijet photoproduction which
is sensitive both to the quark and gluon contents Both experiments agree that
the pomeron structure is hard and consists of gluons and quarks in a ratio of
approximately 	 	 In both cases the extracted gluon fraction does not depend
on the pomeron ux normalization
Results from the Tevatron
Both the CDF and D Collaborations have reported that the jet E
T
distri
butions from nondiractive ND single diractive SD and double pomeron
exchange DPE dijet events have approximately the same shape Since in going
from ND to SD or from SD to DPE a nucleon of momentum p is replaced by
a pomeron of momentum p the similarity of the E
T
spectra suggests that the
pomeron structure must be harder than the structure of the nucleon by a factor of
 	 Assuming a hard pomeron structure the CDF Collaboration determined





 by comparing the measured
rate of diractive W production which is sensitive to the quark content of the
pomeron with the rate for diractive dijet production which depends on both the
quark and gluon contents These results which are independent of the pomeron
ux normalization agree with the results obtained at HERA






 the measured W
and dijet rates are smaller than the rates calculated using the standard ux by
a factor D  
	 
 
 This ux discrepancy factor is consistent with the
pomeron ux renormalization expectation 	

The CDF Collaboration also measured the rate for DPE dijets and compared
it with the rates for SD and ND dijets and with calculations using the standard

pomeron ux To obtain the measured DPESD ratio the standard ux in DPE
must be multiplied by the factor D for both the proton and antiproton This result
supports the hypothesis that the suppression factor relative to the standard ux
calculations is associated with the ux rather than with screening corrections
as proposed by other authors 

From HERA to the Tevatron






	 	  		
 Using conventional factorization the expected SD to
ND ratio for W production is  	
 while by scaling the normalization of
the 	
n
















becomes 	 in agreement with the data
CONCLUSION
We have reviewed the pomeron ux renormalization hypothesis and compared
expectations for renormalized soft and hard diraction rates with available ex
perimental results In all cases considered soft and hard the renormalized ux
predictions are found to be in excellent agreement with the data The renor
malization procedure consists in simply scaling the standard pomeron ux to its
integral over all available phase space This integral is process dependent and
therefore conventional factorization breaks down Thus the renormalization of
the pomeron ux can be viewed as a scaling law in diraction which unitarizes
the diractive amplitude at the expense of conventional factorization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Abstract
Diractive production of  	 	  and J mesons is observed at the Her
mes experiment at DESY Hermes scatters the 
 GeV longitudinally polarised
positrons of the HERA storage ring o an internal gas storage cell target Polarised
and unpolarised gas targets of dierent types are used The exclusive   production




N shows coherent and incoherent





contribution is smaller than for H and D The nuclear transparency T has been
extracted as a function of Q

and  and shows no signicant signal of color trans
parency eects The polarisation of beam and target at Hermes will allow for the
worlds rst measurement of doublespin asymmetries in combination with decay
angle information This will allow a nearly complete characterization of the angular
momentum structure of the reaction First results for the longitudinal and linear
polarisation of  mesons and for the ratio of the longitudinal versus transverse cross
section of  mesons as a function of Q

are presented J mesons are observed at
Hermes in the muonic and the electronic decay channel As they are produced by
photongluon fusion processes	 the observed spin asymmetry from polarised target
data contains information about the gluon spin distribution in the nucleon As
the available statistics is marginal for a determination of G	 Hermes currently
performs an upgrade of the spectrometer A ring image

Cerenkov detector	 a muon
detector and a small angle spectrometer will be installed in  and an additional
vertex detector in  The upgrade will improve the identication of charmed
and strange mesons	 the detection of heavy decaying and slow recoil particles and




The original motivation of the Hermes experiment   was to study the spin puzzle
ie to solve the question about the origin of the spin of the nucleon in terms of quarks
and gluons The pioneer measurement of the EMC  in 	
 showed that the spin
structure of the proton is more complicated than naively expected in the most simple
quark picture Hermes uses deep inelastic electron nucleon scattering DIS as a tool
to extract the spin distributions of the quarks The experiment was built in a way that
besides inclusive also semiinclusive polarised measurements could be performed By
selecting certain hadronic nal states the avor of the scattered quark can be tagged
and thus the spin distribution of the nucleon can be extracted separately for dierent
quark avors As an unavoidable byproduct a certain fraction of the Hermes event
triggers originate from diractive instead of deepinelastic processes These diractive
 
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
events are subject of this paper As they contain potentially interesting physicsHermes
found ways to enlarge the sample of nonDIS events by dedicated hadron triggers and
dedicated runs with unpolarised high density targets of dierent nuclei This gives
Hermes three unique potentialities
Nuclear Eects in Diraction By comparing diractive processes in dierent nu
clei and at dierent kinematics it is possible to study the hadronic structure of
the photon and to test nuclear transparency and color transparency eects In
this context the nuclei can be regarded as a femptoscopic laboratory
Spin Eects in Diraction By using a polarised beam and target and observing the
decay angle information of the vector mesons the angular momentum structure
of the reaction can be nearly completely analysed
Gluon Spin By measuring spin asymmetries of mesons that contain charm quarks
the gluonic contribution to the nucleon spin will be directly extracted Besides
statistical limitations in the precision of the results there are also still theoretical
uncertainties about the question which of the various charm production reactions
can be used to relate the measured spin asymmetry to the spin of the gluon
 The Experiment
Hermes is based on two novel techniques an internal gas storage cell target and a
longitudinally polarized beam circulating in a storage ring The  GeV positrons in
the HERA storage ring at DESY become naturally transversely polarized due to syn
chrotron radiation SokolovTernov eect  Spin rotators in front of and behind the
Hermes target rotate the spin into the longitudinal direction and back to the transverse
direction at every revolution  Despite the presence of potentially strong depolarising
resonances in a high energy storage ring it is managed at HERA to maintain polariza
tion in routine operation at high levels with typical polarization values of  at beam
currents of typically  mA
The target consists of a thinwalled storage cell which is fed by a high intensity
source of polarised gas  The storage cell acts as an impedance to the polarised gas
and increases the target thickness by two orders of magnitude compared to a free gas jet
Hermes has three options to feed the storage cell an atomic beam source for polarised
H or D with polarisation values of 





laser driven source for polarized






and unpolarised gas targets of various types The density of
unpolarized targets is only limited by the life time reduction which the target induces






Table  gives an overview of the targets which have been used at Hermes so far
Besides the polarised targets which were in operation most of the year Hermes had
short runs with high density unpolarised targets The increased target density allowed
to obtain in a few weeks event statistics which were superior to the statistics of the
rest of the years running on polarised targets In 		 for the rst time large nitrogen
densities were injected which signicantly reduced the life time of the electron beam In

Table  Overview of the targets and running statistics of Hermes
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 D 
order not to disrupt the operation of the HERA collider experiments the density was
only injected shortly before the dump of the electron ll Within short runs of about
 hour signicant nitrogen statistics could be achieved The total statistics of vector
mesons obtained in the years 			 are listed in Table 
Table  Approximate numbers of reconstructed vector mesons for the years 

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One big advantage of the storage cell gas target is that there is no reinteraction of
the beam and the nal state particles in the target due to the low density of the gas
and the absence of windows in the storage cell The Hermes detector  is an open
spectrometer with a dipole magnet and tracking chambers in front inside and behind
the magnet A

Cerenkov counter a transition radiation detector a preshower hodoscope
and a calorimeter allow for particle identication especially for an excellent electron
hadron separation Figure  displays a typical event in the Hermes spectrometer
The     and J vector mesons are observed in the experiment The particles
































The numbers in brackets indicate the branching ratios The J meson is observed as
well in the muonic as in the electronic decay channel Figure a shows the invariant
mass peak of the observed  mesons The two charged decay pions are reconstructed in
the spectrometer and the two decay photons from the 

are measured in the calorimeter
Figure b shows the invariant mass of  mesons from the decay into charged kaons
The threshold




























Figure  A typical event in theHermes spectrometer Three tracks	 the scattered positron and
two oppositely charged hadrons are reconstructed The detectors are almost free of background
The additional hits which appear in the TRD are not related to background particles They are
just an artifact of the multiplexed readout electronics which mirrors every hit
Figure  Invariant mass distributions of the  and  mesons

 Diractive   Production
Figure  shows the diagram of diractive   production A positron e is scattered and
emits a virtual photon 

 The kinematics of the virtual photon is completely dened
from the measured angle and energy of the scattered positron e
















 Here 	 is the energy transfer of the photon to the nucleon in




is the virtuality of the photon The virtual photon generates
a vector meson with four momentum v which decays in the case of the   meson into
two pions The invariant mass of the vector meson is measured in the experiment from











 The squared four momentum transfer t to
the target is extracted from the four momentum of the virtual photon and of the vector
meson according to t  q  v













 jqjjvj  	E
v
 is the minimum value of t which is obtained when the
vector meson is produced along the direction of the virtual photon t

is approximately
the squared transverse momentum transfer p

t
 Figure  shows the background corrected
invariant mass peak for the   production In the analysis a cut of
 GeV  M

  GeV 
is applied In order to eliminate  background a cut of
 GeV  M
K

is applied where M
K
denotes the invariant mass of the two reconstructed decay par
ticles with the assumption that the particles have the kaon mass instead of the pion




















  E is a measure for the inelasticity of the event
and is exactly zero for the case of exclusive elastic   production The gure shows a
clear peak of exclusive events around  E   Experimentally the cut
 GeV   E   GeV 
is applied to select exclusive events A cut of  E   GeV selects nonexclusive events
 Nuclear Eects in Diraction
By using dierent nuclear targets Hermes is able to study nuclear eects in the pro
duction of vector mesons Figure  illustrates the length scales which are relevant for
the interaction
Coherence length The coherence length describes the duration of hadronic q!q uc








































Figure  The diagram of diractive   electroproduction
The    mass.
signalρ
Figure  The invariant mass distribution of  mesons The open circles are all events	 the
solid points are background corrected The line is a BreitWigner t

Figure  The distribution of  mesons as a function of the inelasticity E The exclusive















Figure  The coherence length l
C
and the formation length l
F
are relevant quantities to
understand the vector meson production in nuclear medium

Formation length The formation length describes the distance between the interac












is the characteristic squaredmass distances of the low energy vector
meson states    GeV


Transverse size The transverse size r

of the hadronic uctuation is related to the







Table  shows typical values of the length scales at Hermes in comparison to those
of the experiments E at Fermilab and NMC at CERN Hermes is in the fortunate
situation that as well the coherence length as the formation length are comparable
to typical nuclear dimensions By varying the kinematics Q

and 	 and the size
of the nucleus by using dierent targets Hermes is able to modify the inuence of
the coherence length and the formation length on the diractive scattering process
This way it will be possible to distinguish dierent models of initial and nal state
interactions Figure  shows the t

distributions for exclusive   production on H D

He
Table  The Hermes kinematics leads to coherence and formation lengths which optimally








HERMES   
E   
NMC   
and
 
N targets The logarithmic plots show the expected exponential decrease of the













 there is evidence for a second component which originates
from coherent diractive scattering o the nucleus While the slope for the incoherent
contribution stays the same for all targets the coherent part increases for heavier nuclei




  The ratio
of the coherent and incoherent contributions has been extracted for the

He target as
a function of Q

 Figure 












 lower plot According to model calculations 

the ratios are expected to be a strong function of the coherence length The data are
consistent with such a tendency But not only the coherent contribution is dierent
for dierent nuclei also the incoherent contribution is expected to be modied by the
















N target as a
function of t
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is expected to be smaller than unity T
A
  for exclusive vector meson production due
to absorption eects of the hadronic component of the virtual photon in the nucleus
Figure 	 shows the transparency T for

He as a function of 	 The data show that even
for a light nucleus like

He the ratio is indeed smaller than unity however within the
current statistical uncertainty there is no signicant 	 dependence of T  Similarly no
signicant Q

dependence is observed as shown in Figure  The gure includes data
from E and a model calculation The E results are calculated as an extrapolation
for











 The model calculations are from Kopeliovich et al 
 and
take into account coherence length eects Color transparency eects are not needed to
explain the data but also not excluded by the limited statistical precision of the data
The
 
N data which are not yet nally analysed show a much larger nuclear eect and
the hope is that those data and future high statistics results at Hermes will be able to
separate Q

and 	 dependencies and thus allow to distinguish between coherence length
eects and eects of color transparency
Figure 	 The nuclear transparency T for
 
He as a function of 
 Spin Eects in Diraction
The polarisation of the beam and the target in combination with the observation of the
decay angular distribution allowsHermes to obtain an almost complete characterization
of the angular momentum structure of the diractive   production Due to the large
number of polarisation degrees of freedom many angles and matrix element are involved
The picture simplies signicantly if certain model assumptions are assumed Assuming
schannel helicity conservation SCHC the number of relevant angles reduces in the
case of an unpolarised target to only two 
 and "  # where 
  and # are dened
as sketched in Figure  The angular distribution of these angles is described by two



















Figure  The nuclear transparency T for
 
He as a function of Q

 The open circles are Her













where the matrix element r




















describes the linear polarisation of the  meson in relation to the linear polarisation
of the photon Figure  show the measured angular distributions for cos 
 and " From













follows which can be tested by the data in Figure  Numerical values are not yet
available from this analysis With r






being the transverse polarisation of   the ratio R of the longitudinal
versus the transverse cross section can be directly related to the measured matrix ele

























being the ratio of the longitudinal and transverse photon uxes Figure
 shows the extracted cross section ratio R as a function of Q

 The Hermes data for
RQ









 The Gluon Spin Distribution
The EMC spin result lead to the conclusion that the basic origin of the spin of the nu
cleon is not explained by the valence spin distribution but has a signicant contribution
from either the strange quarks or from the gluon or from angular momentum The sum















The valence spin contribution will be determined by semiinclusive pion asymmetries
and the strange spin contribution will be determined by kaon asymmetries at Hermes
The gluon contribution of the nucleon spin is one of the open questions which is very
di%cult to access experimentally The almost only direct access is by making use of the
photon gluon fusion process as shown in Figure  While at very high energies eg at
HERA collider energies this process can be identied by jet production at lower
energies this graph can be distinguished from ordinary quark scattering only in the

Figure  The ratio R of the longitudinal and the transverse cross section as a function of Q


The Hermes results closed circles smoothly connect the world data at lower and higher Q


case where the produced q!qpair is a charm quark pair This can be understood from
the fact that charm quarks do almost not exist in the nucleon and are dominately
produced by the fusion process There are two hadronisation channels of the charm
quark pair the production of open charm mesons and the production of J mesons
The open charm channel is theoretically very clean and has an analyzing power which
can be calculated reliably Experimentally at Hermes energies this channel is not very
easy to identify because of large background On the other hand the J channel has
an excellent experimental signal however the analyzing power ie the relation between
the measured asymmetry and the gluon polarisation has large theoretical uncertainties
Basically three J production mechanisms can be distinguished
 The inelastic J production as described eg by the color singlet model
 The nondiractive J production as described eg by the color octet mecha
nism
 The diractive elastic J production
Naively one expects that the diractive process is described by the exchange of a colorless
O

object see Figure  As the object has spin zero the process cannot be sensitive
to the spin of the gluon in the target and therefore the analyzing power should be zero
However there is a model calculation by Ryskin 	 which explains the process by the
exchange of a twogluon object which may have a spin structure Ryskin clames a very






Figure  The photon gluon fusion process provides a way to access directly the gluon spin
distribution of the nucleon In order to discriminate this graph experimentally from ordinary
quark scattering	 the produced qq pair has either to be of high energy jet production or
to be a cc pair
p
?
γ * J/ ψ
Figure  The nature of the diractive J production has to be understood before this
process can be used to measure the gluon spin distribution of the nucleon

tool to measure the gluon spin distribution It is clear that this point needs further
theoretical clarication
The accumulated J statistics from polarized target data at Hermes is not yet
large enough to make any statement about the gluon polarisation Figure  shows the









 Most of the events are from unpolarised target data
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Figure  The invariant mass distributions of the J mesons for the electron left plot
and the muon channel right plot The background is understood and compares to the gray









 Future Plans of Hermes
Hermes has several upgrade plans of which the most important ones are
A Ring Image

Cerenkov RICH Hermes installs a dual radiator
RICH in spring 		
 with the aim to positively identify pions kaons and protons
The main goal is to tag the strange quarks by the observation of negative kaons
in the nal state It will also improve the identication of D mesons as part of
the open charm channel in the gluon spin measurement Also the  vector meson
identication will be improved
A Muon wall A muon wall will be installed in spring 		
 It consists of an iron
absorber wall behind the calorimeter followed by a hodoscope and will improve
the muon identication
A Forward Spectrometer A forward spectrometer will be installed in one of the
quadrupoles downstream the experiment in spring 		
 It will allow to measure
the scattered positron at small angles of the order of 
  
 mrad It is needed to
dene the kinematic of the low Q

events which provide a signicant fraction of
eg the J events

A Silicon Vertex Detector It is planned to install in 			 a silicon vertex detector
around the storage cell It will increase the acceptance of Hermes for particles
at large scattering angles The main aim is to observe low energy recoil particles
as well as decay products of heavy particles like &'s and J mesons
	 Conclusions
First data on electroproduction of     and J mesons have been shown The
coherent and incoherent contributions of diractive exclusive   production have been
separated for various nuclear targets The nuclear transparency for   production on

He has been measured as a function of Q

and 	 Within the limited statistics the
transparency ratio is independent of the kinematic variables and does not show any
signicant eect of color transparency More precise data on
 
N are currently being
analysed In future Hermes aims to distinguish coherence length eects and color
transparency eects by more precise data on various nuclei
Two spin matrix elements have been measured for polarised   production Many
more are accessible by Hermes and are currently being analysed The ratio R of the
longitudinal versus the transverse cross section has been extracted as a function of Q


J mesons have been analysed in the muonic and the electronic decay channel
After an upgrade of the spectrometer Hermes hopes to gain enough statistics to make
a rst direct measurement of the gluon spin distribution of the nucleon
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Scale Issues in HighEnergy
Diractive VectorMeson Production
JA Crittenden
Physikalisches Institut Universitat Bonn
Nuallee  	 Bonn Germany
Abstract
Recent measurements of diractive vectormeson production with the generalpurpose
detectors H and ZEUS in electronproton interactions with  GeV centerofmass en
ergy at the HERA accelerator complex have stimulated great interest in the question of
whether perturbative QCD pQCD can provide an accurate description of such diractive
processes	 The high 
ux of quasireal photons from the 	 GeV electron beam has allowed
highstatistics studies of vectormeson photoproduction to be compared to the deeply in





	 Specialpurpose electron detectors





where the pQCD prediction for the dominance of pointlike congurations of qqpairs is ver
ied	 Data samples characterized by high momentum transfer to the  GeV initialstate
proton   jtj   GeV
 
 have now become available and the results lend support to the
proposition that pQCD calculations should accurately describe the inelastic vectormeson
production processes in highjtj photoproduction	 Measurements of the energy dependence
and the jtjdependence of the elastic cross sections for    and J	 production have
provided tests of the proposal that the mass or size of the vector meson provides a third
scaling variable for studying the transition to the domain of pQCD applicability	 A prelim
inary result on elastic  production has also been announced by the ZEUS collaboration	
These issues of scale will be discussed in the context of topical phenomenological models
comparing the HERA results and those from xedtarget experiments at lower energy to
the wealth of calculations available in the contemporary literature	
 
  Introduction
The successful operation of the HERA electronproton collider
 
at the German national lab
oratory DESY Deutsches ElektronenSynchrotron has opened a new era of experimental in
vestigation into diractive vectormeson photo and leptoproduction The ability of the HERA
accelerator physicists to bring 	
 GeV electrons into collision with 	 GeV protons results
in a kinematic limit of  GeV for the centerofmass energy in the resulting photonproton
interactions equivalent to that of a  TeV photon beam incident on a stationary proton target
This extension of the accessible energy range by more than an order of magnitude over previous
experiments is of particular importance for studies of diractive processes since sensitivity to
their characteristically weak energy dependence is thus enhanced and since energydependent
background processes are suppressed The high ux of quasireal photons from the electron
beam further provides a copious source of photoproduced reactions which can be compared
to deeply inelastic processes a comparison spanning more than eleven orders of magnitude in
photon virtuality

This article concerns the diractive production of vector mesons a subject with a rich
history having been studied since the  s Bauer et al  published a comprehensive review
of the subject in 
 In  Holmes et al 	 reviewed the status of investigations of J
photoproduction A summary of the investigations at HERA prior to 
 and of the recent
theoretical work stimulated by these measurements was published last year  These processes
are characterized by forward scattering of the proton or of the associated hadronic system in








































Figure  Schematic diagrams for diractive
vector meson production in electronproton in
teractions distinguishing a elastic and b pro
ton dissociative processes See text for deni
tions of the variables and fourvectors
dissociative It also illustrates our denitions of the kinematic variables dened in terms of the
fourvectors for which we specify here the ranges relevant to the results covered in this article
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The results discussed in this talk were obtained from data recorded since  a period during which HERA
operated a positron beam in collision with the proton beam In our treatment of highenergy diraction we will
ignore eects associated with the sign of the initialstate lepton and refer to it as 	electron
 in generic fashion




Although the initial state for all interactions studied at HERA consists of an electron and a proton the
HERA collaborations ZEUS and H have adopted a convention of referring as 	photoproduction
 to neutral
current reactions in which the nalstate electron escapes detection in the central detector by exiting via the
beam pipe at small scattering angle since in this case the typical values for the photon virtuality lie several




indicating the vectormeson mass m
p










The characterization of the process in Fig  a as elastic is a misnomer since rest mass is
created in the reaction The creation of rest mass results in a kinematically required minimum
momentum transfer to the proton jtj
min







 with respect to the average value of jtj motivating the use of the term elastic to
distinguish this process from those in which the proton dissociates For investigations at HERA
where the nalstate proton is not detected the dissociative process typically represents a 
	 background correction for the extraction of the elastic cross section for jtj   GeV

 but
dominates at high jtj
Phenomenological interest in recent years has been spurred by indications that these dirac
tive processes are calculable in the context of perturbative quantum chromodynamics The
purpose of this article is to discuss the proposition that the hard scale necessary to the pertur






 Signatures for Perturbative QCD
Several types of experimental evidence for the applicability of perturbative QCD pQCD cal
culations serve our discussion of scale issues Some arguments will be based on the consistency
of the measurements with specic predictions of pQCD calculations Others will refer to the
absence of eects known to be of nonperturbative origin This section serves to introduce these
arguments in order to facilitate the subsequent presentation of recent experimental results
Energy Dependence of Elastic Cross Sections
The initial observation of elastic 

photoproduction at HERA with a cross section comparable
to that measured at an orderofmagnitude lower energy and with an exponentially falling t
dependence served as convincing evidence for the diractive nature of the observed reaction 
An amazingly successful phenomenological description of total hadronic cross sections and of
forward elastic cross sections via the optical theorem had been obtained by applying Regge
theory and postulating a mixture of Pomeron and Reggeon exchange  This parametrization
of the energy dependence yields agreement with measurements over four orders of magnitude in
centerofmass energy the Pomeron contribution dominating above  GeV According to this
prescription diagrammed in Fig 	 a the dierential p 






















The attendant logarithmic decrease of the exponential tslope with energy 
 is discussed below























This weak power dependence on energy proved to give a good description of the HERA 

pho
toproduction cross section the eective exponent reduced to   
 owing to the integration
over the tdependence in the range covered by the data
The calculations of diractive vectormeson production based on perturbative QCD dene
the exchanged object as a colorless twogluon state see Fig 	 b Ryskin  calculated a
cross section for J photoproduction proportional to the square of the gluon density Brodsky
et al  pointed out that the pointlike congurations of a qq pair expected at high photon
virtuality must be longitudinally polarized and calculated the diractive 

production cross
section for longitudinally polarized photons also obtaining a dependence on the square of the























Figure 	 Diagrams illustrating two types of elastic diractive vectormeson production mecha
nisms a Pomeron exchange calculated in the context of Regge phenomenology and b exchange
of a gluon pair calculated via perturbative QCD
above for the total hadronic cross sections since the gluon density has been measured by the




  To illustrate
this point we show in Fig  the total 
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As mentioned above QCD considerations lead directly to the expectation that the longitudinal
cross section will dominate at high Q







Dependence on the Momentum Transfer to the Proton
The exponential slope of elastic cross sections is directly related to the sizes of the scattering






 Since QCD predicts the size of the qq pair to decrease with
increasing photon virtuality this slope is of particular interest Brodsky et al  emphasized
their prediction of a avorindependent slope at high Q

 the slope determined by the twogluon
form factor alone
The hadronic cross sections show an energy dependence in this slope called shrinkage since






















Such an eect results from the analyticity and unitarity properties of the asymptotic elastic
scattering amplitude 
 and is unrelated to a QCD description of the cross section Thus the
absence of shrinkage is a positive indicator for the validity of a pQCD approach







The amplitude for the diractive production of the 

meson and its decay to a pair of pions
interferes with that for the continuum production of a pion pair   The resulting skewing of
the dipion mass resonance has been extensively studied and discussed  
 While the eect

The neutrinonucleon total cross section at low energy is another example of a steeply rising cross section
proportional toW
 
 This energy dependence was successfully described by the Fermi theory of weak interactions
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Figure  The value of the total photonproton cross
section 

p as a function of the squared centerof
mass energy for various values of Q

as measured by
the ZEUS  and H 	 collaborations and by the
NMC collaboration  at CERN The curves represent
calculations using the ALLM proton structure function
parametrizations  The dashed line connects points
where x
The curves result from structure
function parametrizations which
cover the transition through the
hadronic mass scale region in photon
virtuality  Further information
on these cross sections and their
interpretation can obtained from the
talk by A Bornheim Here we point
out rst the interesting threshold
behavior for x  
  where the
proton diameter exceeds the virtual
photon lifetime in the the proton
rest frame The origin of the steep
energy dependence at high Q

and
high W  the HERA discovery is
clearly in need of an independent
explanation The cross section
rises much more steeply than that
for quasireal photons where the
energy dependence is comparable to
that of the total hadronic cross sec
tions The behavior of these cross
sections at energies higher than
those reached at HERA remains an
open and intriguing question

 	
is interesting and may allow the extraction of the total pionproton cross section at an energy
much higher than that at which it has been directly measured this skewing is irrelevant to QCD
considerations
Vector Meson Production Ratios
In 
 Bauer et al  referred to a serious weakness in the understanding of the ratio of  and


photoproduction cross sections citing a factor of two suppression relative to the expectation
from Vector Dominance Assuming a pointlike electromagnetic coupling to the valence quark
content of the vector mesons the ratios are given by 

     J  
    	    	
The rate for J photoproduction was found in 
 to be three orders of magnitude lower
than this value excluding Vector Dominance as a sucient description of vectormeson photo
production

Thus we will consider the production ratios to serve as an indicator for pointlike
perturbative couplings
These are the physical phenomenawhich we will use in the following discussion to address the
question of applicability of perturbative QCD calculations to diractive vectormeson produc
tion At each step we will discuss the issue of hard scale and whether it can be given by photon
virtuality momentum transfer at the proton vertex or the mass of the vector meson The sta
tus of the experimental results from the H and ZEUS collaborations is that at the time of the
International Europhysics Conference on HighEnergy Physics in Jerusalem last August 
 Energy Dependence of Elastic Cross Sections
 Elastic VectorMeson Photoproduction
Figure  shows the measurements presently available for the elastic photoproduction of 

 
 and J mesons comparing these cross sections to the total p cross section of which elastic


production accounts for about 
 at high despite the validity of the same argument as was
used for the  meson Since the ranges covered in both Q

and t lie far below the hadronic mass
scale this measurement indicates that the J mass alone accounts for the observed consistency
with pQCD calculations of the energy dependence The predictions of such calculations using
various gluon density parametrizations are shown in Fig  The quality of the measurements
at high energy clearly allow one to discriminate among the shapes of the parametrizations
Fig   compares the measurements of J photoproduction to those at higher values of Q


The energy dependence at high Q

is consistent with that observed for photoproduction but
statistical limitations prevent conclusive distinctions between the various calculations presently
available 	 	 		 which dier signicantly in their predictions for the Q

dependence
The H and ZEUS experiments will be presenting further results on the diractive production
of heavy quarkonia in the near future Figure 
 shows the 	S signal reported by H last







BR is consistent with the prediction of the color dipole model 	
This model predicts particularly striking Q

dependent eects in the diractive production of
the radially excited states
 Production of 

Mesons in Deep Inelastic Scattering
The weak energy dependence of elastic 

photoproductionwas one of the prime indications that
a process similar to that observed for the total hadronic cross sections is operative Here we

I thank B Kopeliovich for pointing out that for models in which a avordependent suppression mechanism































Figure  Measurements of the elastic photoproduction
cross sections for 

   and J mesons versus en
ergy compared to the total p cross section The lines
indicate the slopes of two types of powerlaw depen
dence
energy The resonance contribu
tions to the 

and  cross sections
at low energy are clearly observed
Their absence in  production has
been used to identify diractive 
production as a process particu
larly suited to the study of Pomeron
exchange The H collaboration
have used their lead scintillating
ber calorimeter to obtain a sample
of J mesons boosted in the direc
tion of the initialstate electron mo
mentum corresponding to values
for W greater than 	 GeV 
The steeper energy dependence for
J photoproduction far beyond
the threshold region is striking
Clearly Pomeron exchange yields













Figure  HERA measurements
of the elastic J photoproduction
cross section compared to those at
lower energy and to pQCD calcula
tions employing various gluon den
sity parametrizations 
 
Figure   Comparison of the elastic
J photoproduction cross section
to those measured at highQ

by the
ZEUS and H collaborations
Figure 
 Signal for the photopro
duction of 	s reported by the
H collaboration 	
 
The ZEUS collaboration has
used their combined data sample
from the datataking period 

 to extract a dimuon invari
ant mass spectrumwhich exhibits
clear peaks at the J and 	S
mass values as well as about
thirty events in the  region 	
as shown in Fig  The mass






a result for the combined elas
tic production cross section in the
energy range   W  	 GeV
which is about  of the elastic
J photoproduction cross sec
tion
Figure  Dimuon mass spectrum showing J
	S and  peaks presented by the ZEUS collabo
ration 	
address the question of the energy dependence for 

production at high Q

 Figure  shows the



























along with lines intended to indicate weak and strong types of energy dependence The correction





described in Sect  This correction is small compared to the accuracy of the
measurement owing to the narrow range in  covered by the data 

    
 The
statistical power of the highQ

measurements does not allow a sucient determination of the





 obtained with a specialpurpose calorimeter installed in the ZEUS experiment
near the beampipe in the electron ight direction BPC show a dependence similar to that
for photoproduction At higher Q

 comparison to the lowenergy experiments suers from a
discrepancy in the results from the NMC and E   experiments a discrepancy clearly evident in
the E   publication 	  Furthermore at the highestQ

andW points there is an inconsistency
in the H and ZEUS results of approximately a factor of two A conclusion thus awaits more
work and or measurements Figure  exhibits an attempt by the ZEUS collaboration to extract
an energy dependence from their data alone 	
 A trend toward steeper energy dependence at
higher Q

is only weakly indicated by the data
  




tions The lines serve to indicate weak and
strong powerlaw energy dependences
ZEUS 95 Preliminary
Figure  Energy dependence of the elastic


electroproduction cross sections measured




 Momentum Transfer to the Proton as a
Perturbative Scale
 Exponential Slopes
As described in Sect 	 the exponential tslope in elastic scattering yields information on the
spatial extent of the interaction which has contributions from the size of the proton and the
size of the vector meson The momentum transfer t is closely related to the negative squared
transverse momentum of the elastically produced vector meson in the laboratory frame! the two
quantities dier by less than the value of Q

 Thus the tslope is accessible even when neither
the nalstate proton nor the nalstate electron is detected provided Q

is limited to less than
a few GeV

 a condition satised by requiring the electron to have escaped the central detector
via the beam pipe in the electron ight direction Figure  shows the extraction of the jtj
dependence by the ZEUS collaboration in elastic J photoproduction 	 a the dependence




 b the factor F  required to relate the p

T
dependence to the jtj dependence derived from
simulations c the jtjdependence of the J elastic photoproduction cross section The result








 is compared to values obtained for
the 

  and  mesons in Fig 	 The trend toward smaller qq congurations at higher
vectormeson mass is clearly observed The value for the J is consistent with the value of
about  GeV determined for the proton alone from pp elastic and single dissociative scattering
measurements from which one can conclude that the J is smaller than the proton
 Shrinkage
A question important to the determination of the fundamental physical process underlying
diractive vectormeson production is whether a value for 	
 
IP
see Sect 	 can be measured


















































Figure  Elastic J photoproduction cross




the conversion factor F  calculated via simu




the jtj dependence and c the result for the






















ZEUS (γp → ρp)
ZEUS (γp → ωp)
ZEUS (γp → φp)
ZEUS (γp → J/ψp)
H1   (γp → ρp)





Figure 	 Exponential slope in the t
dependence of the photoproduction cross sec
tion plotted as a function of mass for each of




range covered by the elastic


leptoproduction measurements at HERA is
shown in Fig  together with E   results
at low energy A trend toward decreasing size
of the qq conguration with Q

 as predicted
within the framework of QCD is conrmed
Figure  The exponential slopes of the elas
tic 

production cross sections as a function
of photon virtuality Q

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 
Figure  shows a comparison by the
ZEUS collaboration 	 of their mea
surements for the exponential slope b
with those at low energy in order to
test consistency with Eq  Despite
the long lever arm in energy provided
by the HERA data the measurements
do not allow an unambiguous conclu
sion A t to the ZEUS data points












is shown as the line in Fig 
Figure  The exponential slope of the t distribu
tion for elastic 

photoproduction as a function of
the centerofmass energy W  The line indicates
the t result described in the text 
The H collaboration has presented an analysis of the average transverse momentum of J
mesons in elastic photoproduction  comparing the result to ZEUS results and to measure







and for no tdependence at all The data are consistent with each of the
two assumptions

















Figure  The average transverse
momentum of elastically photopro
duced J mesons as a function of
the centerofmass energy W
Last December A Levy put out a preprint describing an analysis  in which he attempted
to determine 	
IP
directly by tting the exponent in an assumed powerlaw W dependence for
the value of ddt in ve distinct tbins employing ZEUS H and lowenergy data from the
EMC and E experiments







 since he restricts his consideration to theW dependence The quantity  p
 
T
 employed in the H analysis




factor see Eq 
 
The results are shown in Fig   and exclude
with a high degree of condence the shrinkage
exhibited by the total hadronic cross sections
Along with the steep energy dependence of the
elastic J photoproduction cross section this
absence of shrinkage points to the validity of
a pQCD approach in describing this process
Figure   The value for 	
IP
as a function of
t determined from ts to the W dependence
for the dierential elastic J photoproduc
tion cross sections as described in the text 
The result excludes a shrinkage eect of the
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mass spectrum in lowjtj 

photoproduction exhibits an asymmetry which can be





































The ZEUS collaboration has employed a data set based on their beampipe calorimeter to




 	  as shown in Fig 

Extracting the elastic 

cross section from the result they studied the Q

dependence by





with the results at high Q

and found the








 as shown in Fig 
The ZEUS collaboration installed another small electron calorimeter near the beam pipe






 In this manner they isolate a sample of high jtj 

mesons identifying the
transverse momentum of the 

with the momentum transfer to the undetected proton This
extends the study of the mass spectrum skewing to higher jtj than was possible with the high
statistics elastic photoproduction investigation without the photon tag 	 as shown in Fig 
The results clearly show the relative contribution of the nonperturbative continuum to decrease
with jtj and to become consistent with zero for jtj   GeV


 VectorMeson Production Ratios
The H collaboration has studied J photoproduction at high values for the J transverse
momentum as shown in Fig 	 They nd that a good description of the measurements is given




































Mρ=773 ± 3 MeV







ant mass distribution for elastic 

production





are the result of a t to the function in Eq 	
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<W>=52 GeV
<W>=56 GeV
n=1.94 ± 0.12 (stat) ± 0.18 (sys)






































ZEUS 1994 Preliminary (Elastic Photoproduction)
ZEUS 1995 Preliminary (44m Tagger, Proton Dissociative) Figure  Ratio of the B to A








mass region as presented by the
ZEUS collaboration 	   
  
The same tagged photoproduction sam
ple was used by the ZEUS collaboration
to study the production of  and J
mesons relative to that for the 

as a
function of t Figure 	 shows the ra
tios to be rising toward the values of
	  and   expected from a avor
independent pointlike electromagnetic
coupling to the quark content of the
vector mesons
Figure 	 Ratios of  and J produc
tion to 

photoproduction as a func
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|t|>1 GeV2 :  pQCD model with α_ s=0.207
|t|<1 GeV2 :  Non-pQCD model
Non-pQCD model for all t
Figure 	 The J photoproduction cross
section as a function of the squared transverse
momentum of the J as reported by the H
collaboration  The solid line is the result
of the pQCD calculation described in ref  
  	
 Helicity Analyses
A rm prediction of QCD for the diractive leptoproduction of vector mesons is that the cross
section for longitudinally polarized photons will exceed that for transversely polarized photons
at high Q

  The present status of the HERA analyses of the vector meson decay angular




only under the assumption that helicity is




transition SCHC While this assumption
is justied by the results of lowenergy experiments and is supported by consistency checks using
the HERA data the statistical power of the data has not yet permitted a complete determination
of the spindensity matrix elements The purpose of this section is to introduce the mechanics




 Decay Angle Distributions and sChannel Helicity Conservation
The diractive dissociation of a real photon into a massive vector meson presents two funda
mental questions  How do the two polarization degrees of freedom of the photon relate to the
three degrees of freedom available to the vector meson# 	 We expect helicity to be conserved
in this strong interaction but in what frame# A priori it is unclear whether spin should be
quantized along the photon direction or along the vector meson direction Schilling et al 

addressed the rst question by decomposing the 

decay angular distribution into contributions
from the various polarization states of the photon









































































are the degrees of circular and linear polarization The angles are dened




are the polar and azimuthal
Figure 		 Schematic diagram of the planes
in diractive 

production used to dene the
helicity angles as specied in the text
angles of the momentum of the positively charged vectormeson decay product in the coordinate
system where the z axis is dened to be along the the vectormeson momentum in the p
centerofmass frame and the y axis is perpendicular to the vectormeson production plane and
where $
h
is the angle between the vectormeson production plane and the electron scattering
plane They derived expressions for these angular distributions in terms of the spindensity
matrix elements describing the vectormeson spin state theW









represents the probability for producing a longitudinally polarized vector meson from
unpolarized transverse photons 
 
  
corresponds to the interference between the amplitudes
  
for producing vector mesons in the helicity states  and  from linearly polarized photons in
the helicity state  and so on




photoproduction in a bubble chamber using a linearly polarized backscattered laser
beam They compared the matrix elements calculated from the decay angular distributions
in a coordinate system where the spin quantization axis is aligned with the photon direction
the GottfriedJackson frame with those calculated in the schannel helicity frame where the
spin is quantized along the vectormeson direction in the p centerofmass frame Figure 	
shows the sine of the angle between those frames as a function of t for 

  and J mesons
It is particularly interesting to note that for J photoproduction signicantly higher values
of jtj must be reached before the discriminating power between the two hypotheses becomes
comparable to that in the case of the 

or  meson Figure 	 shows the measurements by




 which represents the probability to produce longitudinally polarized 

mesons from the
transverse photons is consistent with zero for jtj  
 GeV This measurement prompted
Gilman et al to point out that the result is inconsistent with the hypothesis of tchannel
exchange of a spinless particle 
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Figure 	 The sine of the angle between
the GottfriedJackson and schannel helicity
frames as a function of t for 

  and J
mesons
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as a function of t measured by Ballam et
al 
Schilling and Wolf  generalized this treatment to the case of virtual photons R  
They noted that the decay angular distributions for unpolarized transverse photons are indis
tinguishable from those for longitudinally polarized photons and therefore dened the following





































The R dependence of these terms identies them as arising from transverse or longitudi
nal amplitudes or from the interference of the two Circular photon polarization 	   in
leptoproduction requires longitudinally polarized initialstate leptons so the H and ZEUS ex
periments will not have information on r

ik
until spin rotators are installed which is a few years
o However the E   experiment has published results 	  for circularly polarized photons
the initialstate muons are produced longitudinally polarized via pion decay and the HERMES
experiment  is also sensitive to these matrix elements due to their spin rotators
 Measurements of the Q

Dependence of R















































The polar angle distributions measured by the ZEUS collaboration using data from their
beampipe calorimeter and the resulting values for r


 along with those determined from the
measurements at higher Q

 are shown in Fig 	 	  These results clearly show a trend
toward increasing contribution from the longitudinal cross section with increasing Q

 Figure 	 
compares these results to those from E   	  and H which support the conclusion that
R increases with Q

as predicted in pQCD The HERMES collaboration is also presenting
measurements of R in this region of Q

at this workshop 


















































Figure 	 Polar decay angle distributions for
the ZEUS 

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Figure 	  Values for R as a function of Q





under the assumption of SCHC
 SpinDensity Matrix Elements at High jtj
The 

photoproduction data from the ZEUS m electron detector can be used to address the
question of whether the ratio R also rises with jtj The rst attempt at such an investigation
is shown in Fig 	  where the polar angular distributions in four t bins and the resulting t
  
Martin et al 	 have calculated the Q

dependence




pares their results for various assumptions of the par
ton distribution functions with the ZEUS and H mea
surements
Figure 	
 Values for the ratio R measured at high
Q

at HERA compared to the pQCD calculations of
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photoproduction in four t bins measured
using the ZEUS m tagger e the value for r







are shown No signicant deviation from the SCHC expectation is observed
ie the results are consistent with no longitudinal component at high jtj
The analysis of the azimuthal angular dependence in this data set yielded a surprising result
the dependence exhibited in Fig 	 shows a deviation from r

  
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photoproduction in four t bins
measured using the ZEUS m tagger and e the value for r

  
derived from the azimuthal
angle distributions 
contribution from the interference of helicityviolating amplitudes However the interpretation
of these results is complicated by the dependence of the spindensity matrix elements on the
invariant mass of the pion pair in the 

mass region No such violation is observed for 
production in the m sample! further details are available from the talk by J Whitmore 
 Conclusions and Outlook
Investigations into highenergy diractive vectormeson production at HERA are yielding in
triguing indications that perturbative quantum chromodynamics may provide an accurate de
scription of these processes in specic kinematic domains The energy dependence of the elastic
J photoproduction cross section is inconsistent with the Pomeron exchange which describes
total hadronic cross sections but consistent with perturbative QCD calculations assuming the
exchange of a colorless gluon pair A cross section for the photoproduction of 	S mesons has
been reported by the H collaboration and ZEUS has reported the observation of a signal for 
photoproduction promising interesting comparisons with pQCD calculations which invoke the
vectormeson mass as the hard scale The pQCD calculations for 

photoproduction predict




electroproduction but the statistical power of
the data available at present do not allow a conclusion concerning this prediction
The slopes of the exponential dependence on t which yield information on the spatial extent
of the interaction show a decreasing tendency both as a function of vectormeson mass and as
a function of photon virtuality in the case of 

electroproduction The slope for J photopro
duction is consistent with the size of the proton alone indicating that the J is signicantly
smaller than the proton Several attempts to quantify an energy dependence in these slopes
shrinkage eects have proven how dicult the measurement of such a logarithmic dependence
can be However a recent analysis by A Levy excludes for J photoproduction the magnitude
of the shrinkage eect observed in the total hadronic cross sections encouraging a perturbative
approach in describing this process
  

Highstatistics measurements of 

photoproduction by the ZEUS collaboration and isola




background relative to that for resonant 

production The relative contribution is observed to
decrease sharply with increasing jtj reaching a level of less than  for jtj   GeV

 The rates
of  and J photoproduction increase with increasing jtj relative to that for the 

meson ap
proaching values expected in the case of avorindependent pointlike photonquark couplings
Measurements by the H collaboration of J photoproduction at high jtj support the claim
that the dominant interaction mechanism for jtj  	 GeV

can be described perturbatively
The highenergy HERA analyses of vector meson decay angle distributions yield results con
sistent with the schannel helicity conservation SCHC observed at low energies Deriving
values for the ratio of longitudinal to transverse contributions to the elastic 

cross section
as a function of Q

under the assumption of SCHC the ZEUS collaboration conrmed E  





as a transition region to dominance of





show the ratio R continuing to increase consistent with detailed pQCD calcula
tions of the Q

dependence The ZEUS collaboration has used their highjtj sample to address
the question of whether the longitudinal contribution also increases with jtj in photoproduction
but found no conclusive evidence for longitudinal 

polarization
The future of these investigations at HERA is very promising The multivarious tests of
pQCD already available have shown that the HERA data is sensitive to the transition region in




 and t With the exception of the ZEUS highjtj and  analyses
the studies described in this report are based on data recorded prior to  
Figure  shows the yearly integrated lu
minosities at HERA for the years 	

 One can conclude that an increase
in statistics of a factor of ve will be ob
tained when the presently available data
have been analysed The planned HERA
luminosity upgrade program will provide
a factor of about ve in instantaneous lu
minosity with a goal of  fb
 
by the year
	 more than an order of magnitude
greater than that recorded to date
Figure  The yearly integrated luminos
ity delivered by HERA during the years
	
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The statisticslimited studies such as those at high photon virtuality and those of heavy
quarkonia production can therefore be expected to improve signicantly both on short and
intermediate time scales Given in addition the electron polarization program for the H and
ZEUS experiments which will extend the helicity analyses we can expect many fruitful inves
tigations of diractive vectormeson production at high energy in the years to come
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Abstract
The diractive dissociation of  GeVc  
 
into dijets is considered
together with production of vector mesons in Deep Inelastic Lepton Scatter
ing DIS	 Common features are observed	 The measurements of the pion
diractive dissociation were carried out using data from Fermilab E
	
Preliminary results show that the jqq  Asymptotic wave function which





	 At these values signals of color transparency are expected
and indeed observed through the Adependence of the yield of the dirac
tive dijets	 Results of J photoproduction E and of 

production
in DIS E are also consistent with color transparency predictions	
  Introduction
The diractive dissociation of high momentum pions into two jets can be de
scribed like the inclusive DIS and exclusive vector meson production in DIS by
factoring the perturbative high momentum transfer process from the soft unper









Figure 	 Factorization of inclusive DIS vector meson production and pion disso
ciation
 




This factorization allows the use of common parameters to describe the three
processes The Virtuality of the process is given by Q
 
 the mass of the vir
tual photon in inclusive and exclusive light vector meson DIS In exclusive DIS
production of heavy vector mesons this mass equals that of the produced meson
J For diractive dissociation into two jets the mass of the dijets is playing
this role From simple kinematics and assumimg that the masses of the jets are







is the transverse momentum of each jet and x is the fraction of the longitudinal
momentum of the pion carried by a quark in the innite momentum frame see
Fig  In all cases the nal state can be expanded in terms of Fock states	
  jqq  jqqg  jqqgg   
The rst component will be dominant in large k
t
short distance processes
 The Pion Momentum Wave Function
 Theoretical predictions
Two Functions have been proposed for the jqq  conguration The Asymp
totic function was calculated   using perturbative QCD methods and is thus










Using QCD sum rules Chernyak and Zhitnitsky  proposed a function that










Figure 	 Two predictions of
the wave functions of the pion
Asymptotic function	 dashed
line and CZ function	 solid line
The wave functions are plotted in Fig 
and as can be seen there is big dierence be
tween the two The authors compared pre
dictions made with these functions to various
experimental results such as elastic and inelas
tic form factors decay modes of heavy mesons
etc and obtain good agreement The problem
is that comparisons with these observables are
not sensitive to details of the wave function
and thus cannot provide critical tests of the
xdependence of the functions An open quse
tion is also what can be considered as high
enough Q
 
to qualify for perturbative QCD
calculations and what is a low enough value
to qualify for a treatement based on QCD sum


rules An experimental study that provides information about the momentum dis
tribution of the jqq  in the pion will be described








Figure 	 measurement of the
quark momentum wave function
of the pion by measuring longitu
dinal momentum of the two jets
from diractive dissociation
The concept of an experiment that maps the
pionmomentumwave function is shown in Fig
 A high energy pion dissociates diractively
on a nuclear target imparting no energy to the
target so that it does not break up This is a
coherent process in which the quark and anti
quark break apart and hadronize into two jets
If in this fragmentation process the quark mo
mentum is transferred to the jet measurement














Fig  the measurement can map the x dependence for dierent
jqq  sizes




distributions of dijets from in





Fermilab experiment E  recorded


events from interactions of
a  GeVc 

 
beam with C and
Pt targets The trigger included
a loose requirement on transverse
energy deposited in the calorime
ters by particles coming from the
interaction Precision vertex and
tracking information was provided
by  silicon microstrip detectors

 upstream and  downstream
of the targets ten proportional
wirechamber planes and  drift
chamber planes Momentum was
measured using two dipole mag
nets Two multicell threshold

Cerenkov counters were used for 

K and p identication


The data was analysed by selecting events in which  of the beam momen
tum is carried by charged particles This reduced the eects of the unobserved
neutral particles The selected events were subjected to the JADE jetnding
algorithm 
 The algorithm uses a cuto parameter m
cut
 that describes the
mass of individual jets Its value was determined from Monte Carlo simulations to
optimize dijet detection The dijet invariant mass was calculated assuming that
all the particles were pions Only twojet events were selected for further analysis
In order to insure clean selection of the events a minimum of k
t
  GeVc was
required








is the square of the transverse momentum transferred to the nucleus and b is




distributions of dijet events from platinum top and carbon bottom
The dierent slopes at low q
 
t
in the coherent region reect the dierent nuclear
radii
	 Results
Figure 	 Monte Carlo simulations of the two
wave functions at the quark level left and
of the reconstructed distributions of dijets
as detected
The basic assumption that the mo
mentum carried by the dissociat
ing qq is transferred to the di
jets was examined by Monte Carlo
MC simulation Two samples
of MC with 
 GeV mass dijets
were generated with dierent x
dependences at the quark level
One sample simulated the asymp
totic wave function and the other
the Chernyak Zhitnitski function
The two samples were allowed
to hadronize through the LUND
PYTHIAJETSET simulation and
then passed through simulation of
the experimental apparatus In
Fig  the initial distributions at
the quark level are compared with
the nal distributions of the de
tected dijets including distortions
in the hadronization process and inuence of the experimental acceptance As
can be seen the qualitative features of the two distributions are retained
For events in the coherent region described in the previous section the value


of x was computed from the measured longitudinal momentum of each jet eq
 The resulting x distribution after subtraction of noncoherent contributionis
shown in Fig 
 Superimposed on the data is a t to a combination of the
two simulated nal dijet distributions of Fig  The preliminary result under
the analysis conditions as described is that the data can be tted well with 
 of the asymptotic wave function The requirement that k
t
  GeVc can




msec  This shows that for these Q
 
values
the perturbative QCD approach that led to construction of the asymptotic wave
function is reasonable
Figure 
	 The preliminary x distribution of the diractive dijets for platinum
target The line is a t to a wave function with  asymptotic and  CZ
 Pion Diractive Dissociation and Color Trans
parency
 Theoretical Predictions
Diractive dissociation of pions to dijets with k
t





can be associated with a jqq  system with size  r 
jqq
 Q  fm
Such a small size conguration is expected to exhibit the eect of color trans
parency namely a reduced interaction with the nuclear medium The condition
for observation of the eect is that the system does not expand while traversing
the nucleus The distance that the system passes before it decays and expands












where M is the dijet




 In E p
lab
  GeVc Using M 

 GeV the result is l
c
  fm which is larger than all nuclear radii
Bertch et al  proposed that when high momentum pions hit a nuclear
target the small jqq  component will be ltered by the nucleus and materialize
as diractive dijets Frankfurt et al  proposed that diractive dissociation
of pions to high k
t
dijets selects the small size jqq  Fock state with the size
controlled by k
t
 They calculate the cross section for this diractive dissociation of




























t   
Namely that the cross section is proportional to A
 
which is a very unusual













 Expected Diractive Di
Jet A
dependence
Realistically it is impossible to measure the cross section at t   for two reasons	
there is always a minimal t transferred to the target as a result of excitation of
the pion to a heavy mass and the statistical and systematic uncertainties near t
  make it di cult to obtain precise results
The minimal t transfer can be estimated from simple kinematics The result for
a pion being excited fromm

to the dijet massM
jets





























For a numerical estimate we use	











































The minimal longitudinal momentumsquare transferred to the nucleus as a





































While this value is small it is not negligible compared with the t values for Pt
In order to avoid this problem and to increase the precision of the measurement
we integrate the data in the diractive region This modies the expected A




























the transferred transversemomentum squared From the numerical esti
mates we see that q
 
























































In the particular case of E using the numerical values of the nuclear radii






















! x   










 Analysis and Results
In order to obtain the A dependence of the diractive yield from the experimental
results of Fig  we must realize that these results are a combination of three
elements	 coherent nuclear diraction incoherent nuclear diraction interaction
with individual nucleons and smearing of both components by the experimental
apparatus In order to extract the coherent nuclear diractive yield we simu
late the coherent and incoherent q
 
t
distributions of the dissociation by assigning
them the two nuclear and the nucleon form factors respectively The simulated
distributions are passed through the simulated experimental system so that the
individual reconstructed distributions are obtained At this stage a combination
of the reconstructed distributions of the Pt nucleus and that of the nucleon is


tted to the data from the Pt target giving the ratio of coherentincoherent yields
and an overall normalization factor between the data and the simulation The
same is done for the C target Results of these ts are shown in Fig 
The nal results are obtained by integrating over the diractive regions of Pt
and C in the generated MC multiplied by the total normalization factor between
MC and data The PRELIMINARY result is	
  A

     k
t
  GeVc




distributions of dijets for C and Pt targets The lines are ts of the
MC simulations to the data
 Vector Meson Production and Color Trans
parency
	 Photoproduction of J 
Photoproduction of J was studied with average photon energy  E
	
  
GeV in Fermilab experiment E
  The photons hit a liquid Hydrogen tar
get followed by solid Be Fe and Pb targets The dimuons from leptonic J
decay were detected in an earlier version of the Tagged Photon Spectrometer
 The mass and q
 
t
distributions from the solid targets were simultaneously
tted to combinations of coherent and incoherent distributions and the coher

















 studied the exclusive production of 

in  GeVc
muon deep inelastic scattering on Hydrogen  The produced hadrons were
detected in a spectrometer consisting of dipole magnets a calorimeter and wire
chambers followed by a hadron absorber Muons were detected by a hodoscope
positioned behind the absorber The Q
 
dependence of diractive 

production
was measured in the range of    GeV
 
 The results agree with VDM predic
tions and were used by Pichowsky and Lee  to connect to the 

internal quark








 is found to decrease with
Q
 
 This shrinking of the slope has been predicted as resulting from a decrease

























size  This eect is also related to increase of the ratio of longitudinal to














distributions from several targets H C Ca Pb the nondiractive
yield was extracted by requiring jt
 
j   GeV
 
 Assuming that the cross











 They show that the negative slope of T A is decreasing as Q
 
increases




 This is consistent with expectations that
with increased Q
 
decreased size the nuclear interaction will decrease hence the
Transparency increase
 summary
The following observations have been made	
 Diractive dissociation of hadrons can be used to study their internal quark
structure







  GeVc by the Asymptotic wave function










 The cross section for diractive photoproduction of J mesons is propor
tional to  A





dependence of diractive production of 

mesons in DIS provides
information about the internal quark structure of the 

 The slope of the
diractive distribution decreases with increasingQ
 
 as expected by the color
transparency eect
 The cross section for incoherent 

production in DIS is proportional to A

and  is rising with increasing Q
 
 as expected by the color transparency
eect
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Diraction studies at HERA are introduced with reference to other communi
cations to this Conference	 Motivations and speci




Diractive scattering of hadrons see Fig  is closely related to elastic scattering and thus to
deepest principles of quantum theory waveparticle duality and unitarity through the optical
theorem and the Froissard and Pumplin bounds see eg 	

FIG	 	 Diractive scattering of hadrons with double diractive dissociation	
In the schannel approach diractive scattering is explained by the dierential absorption
by the target of the large number of hadronic states which coherently build up the initial
state hadron and scatter with dierent cross sections 	 The implied reorganisation in the
outgoing system leads to the production of hadron states with dierent mass and  or quantum
numbers but obeying denite selection rules Whereas elastic scattering is intimately related
to the amount of inelastic scattering optical theorem and happens over the full target volume
diractive scattering is due to uctuations in the inelastic amplitudes It is of a peripheral
character since the absorption cross sections for the dierent hadronic states vary more in the
outer grey region of the target than in the center black core A limitation of the s
channel approach is that it does not provide ab initio calculations but requires for any practical
purpose the use of badly known cross sections and of nondiagonal scattering properties
In the tchannel approach 	 the scattering properties are related to the characteristics of
exchanged virtual particles with t the squared fourmomentum of the exchange using general
properties of unitarity crossing symmetry and analyticity of the amplitudes In particular the
energy dependence of the cross section is governed by the spin of the exchanged particles In a
 
Paper presented at the LAFEX International School on High Energy Physics LISHEP  Rio de
Janeiro February 	 The present paper follows closely the content of the talk presented at Rio
with the exception that reference to preliminary results have been updated to published papers where
available a few additions have been included mainly in the form of footnotes	

generalised form this leads to the concept of Regge trajectories in the t   angular momentum
plane real particles with squared mass t   and virtual states with t   are observed to
lie on linear trajectories characterised by a denite set of quantum numbers and parameterised
as
t    
 
 t 






This approach met tremendous success in the description of total elastic single and double
diraction scattering cross sections see eg 	
 In particular the celebrated Donnachie
Landsho parameterisation 	 describes the elastic cross section for numerous reactions in terms




t     t 
t being measured in GeV





t    
 t 
which carries the quantum numbers of the vacuum and to which no known particle is associated
except maybe for a glueball candidate 	 At high energy elastic and diractive scattering
are dominated by pomeron exchange which leads to a slow increase of the cross section with s
In spite of this success the need of consideringmultireggeon and cut exchange led to intricated
mathematics More fundamentally questions concerning the nature of the pomeron and the lack
of a microscopic theory led in the s to the death of the Reggeon approach 	
With the advent of QCD as the theory of strong interactions models were proposed in order
to understand diraction in this framework In the simplest form the pomeron was modelised as
a twogluon system 	 and this approach was actively pursued by several authors At the end
of the s the observation by the UA experiment of jet production in diractive pp scattering
	
 conrmed the assumption by Ingelman and Schlein 	 that the pomeron may be built of
partons subjected to hard scattering
The major discovery of the ZEUS and H experiments in deep inelastic scattering DIS was
the observation in 




 x is sharply rising for small
x values ie high energy This hard behaviour observed even for low Q

values 	
contrasts with the soft behaviour of highenergy hadron hadron cross sections eq 

An analysis by Cudell et al	  gives for the pomeron intercept a preferred value  
IP
    with
extreme acceptable values of 	 and 		


FIG	 	 A typical diractive DIS event in the H detector	 The electron is scattered on the right
in the backward electromagnetic calorimeter	 No activity is detected in the forward part of the liquid
argon calorimeter nor in the forward detectors in particular the forward muon detectors on the left	
A second major result was the Observation of Events with a Large Rapidity Gap in Deep





conrmed by H with  nb

of data taken in  	 These large rapidity gap LRG
events attributed to diraction were observed to make a contribution to the DIS cross section
at a level of   with a leading twistQ

dependence They are characterised see an example
in Fig 
 by the absence of activity in the forward part of the detectors

In contrast for non
diractive usual DIS events a colour string extends through the forward region connecting
the proton remnant and the struck quark which leads to particle emission
It is true to say 	 that this observation was a surprise for many experimentalists few papers
dealing with diraction in DIS were presented at the  and Workshops on HERA physics
	 no diractive Monte Carlo in DIS was available and the detectors were not well equipped
for diractive studies nor for lowx physics in general It was also true to state as written
in the rst experimental HERA paper on diraction that until recently Regge theory and
perturbative QCD have been subjects without much overlap 	
In the last few years however considerable progress have been made in both experimental
and theoretical research as testied by the large number of published papers and of workshops
devoted to diraction In addition to HERA diraction has been intensively studied at the
Fermilab Tevatron 	
 Interactions between experimentalists and theorists have intensively
developed the complexity of the subject making the guidance of experiment important for the
progress of theory
II INCLUSIVE MEASUREMENTS OF THE DIFFRACTIVE CROSS SECTION
Huge eorts have been invested by the experimental collaborations to achieve a precise mea
surement of the inclusive diraction cross section at HERA Common denitions of the relevant
variables have been accepted the concept of diractive structure functions has emerged as a
useful tool and most important experimental procedures and their interrelations have been

In the HERA convention the forward  z direction is that of the outgoing proton beam unless
stated otherwise the transverse direction is de
ned here with respect to the beam direction	

discussed and claried in particular the question of nondiractive background subtractions
in order to dene precisely and unambiguously the object of the studies
A Kinematics Diractive Structure Functions
Largest Gap in 






YY  (M  )
XX  (M  )2W
FIG	 	 Deepinelastic diractive interaction	
Diractive ep interactions are sketched in Fig  The characteristic feature is that the
nal state hadronic system with centre of mass energy W 

is divided into two subsystems of
signicantly lower mass separated by a large gap in rapidity the system X of massM
X
 which
corresponds to photon dissociation and the system Y  of mass M
Y
 which consists in a proton





feature is that the size of the gap in rapidity is signicantly larger than implied by particle
density uctuation during the hadronisation process for nondiractive interactions and is thus
attributed to the exchange of a coloursinglet system specically reggeon or pomeron

In the particular case where the proton remains intact the diractive process
e p eX  p 
is dened up to an azimuthal angle between the electron and the proton scattering planes by




 	 and t where Q

is the
negative of the squared fourmomentum of the photon t is the squared fourmomentum transfer
to the proton and x
IP



























being the fraction of the incident proton energy carried by the scattered proton
The variable x
IP
can be interpreted in the proton innite momentum frame as the fraction
of the proton momentum carried by the exchange reggeon or pomeron and 	 is the fraction





being the proton mass	 Note that





s is the e  p centre of mass energy	

As will be mentioned below  section III B approaches have also been proposed for LRG event pro
duction which do not refer to diraction as a speci
c process but are based on colour reorganisation
through soft processes	

of the exchanged momentum carried by the quark struck by the photon These variables are







 by the relation
x  	  x
IP
 
Kinematics imply that at high energy a large gap in rapidity is created between the system X
and the scattered proton when x
IP
  ie M
X
 W 
In analogy with nondiractive DIS scattering the measured cross section is expressed in the



































 	 t 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is the ratio of the longitudinal and
transverse diractive cross sections R
D
has not been measured so far
	
Its value is commonly
put to  for extracting the diractive structure function which has a small impact on the
measurements performed in the presently accessible y range
Experimentally the t variable is usually not measured or is integrated over Results are thus







 	 The latter

























  hti    

For pomeron exchange and if factorisation holds the factor  x
IP
 can be interpreted as de





 	 describes the
pomeron structure 	 playing the role of x for hadron structure functions




the deepinelastic data The challenge for experimentalists is to measure a welldened quantity
not depending on models for background subtraction and to minimise the contamination of non
diractive events and of diractive events with proton dissociation

The measurement of R
D
would be of great interest since various models make dierent predictions
for the longitudinal cross section  see the review 	

The term diraction is often used in a wide sense for events with a large rapidity gap strictly
speaking it applies to pomeron exchange	

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and  values with the  data	 The curves show the results of the Regge 
t with
interference	 The dashed curves show the contributions from the pomeron alone the dotted curves the
pomeron plus interference and the continuous curves the total	
A natural way to study diraction experimentally is to select events with a large rapidity

gap since the latter is kinematically related to small values of x
IP
and thus at high energy to
pomeron exchange
This procedure is used by the H experiment which takes advantage of a good coverture of
the forward region Specically events are selected for which hadronic activity is observed in
the central detectors whereas the pseudorapidity

of the most forward track or energy deposit
in the central calorimeter is 
max
 
 and no activity is registered in the forward detectors
ie the plug calorimeter the forward muon detectors and the proton remnant tagger These
detectors overlap in acceptance and are sensitive to primary particles emitted at small angle
and to secondaries due to rescatterings in the beam pipe wall or adjacent collimators For these
events no hadron emission is thus observed in the large rapidity region 
     The
















using only the main calorimeter The implied relatively small gap in rapidity the calorimeter
extends up to    required the use of Monte Carlo simulations to estimate the contamination
of nondiractive events with a gap due to particle density uctuation during hadronisation and
of events with proton dissociation
With the integrated luminosity of     nb

accumulated in  the H and ZEUS




a function of x
IP




 Within the measurement precision
factorisation in the sense of eqs  and  was observed
The integrated luminosity of 
 pb





in a total of  bins in 	 and Q








  the kinematically accessible x
IP
range varying from bin to bin see Fig
 	
 This measurement has been extended by H to low Q












 using the statistics accumulated in    	







distribution the apparent factorisation of eq  was broken This feature was explained
















































 	  interf 
From a Regge t of the data to eq  the reggeon trajectory intercept is found to be

IR
   in agreement with the expected value eq  and the pomeron intercept is
measured to be 
IP
  
  higher than for soft interactions see discussion in section
II E
In the case of an incoming virtual state the strength of the interference between pomeron
and reggeon exchange is not known 	





The pseudorapidity  of a detected object is de
ned as     log tan   being the emission angle
de












































and  values with
the  data	 The lower curves correspond to the reggeon contribution only the upper curves to the
summed reggeon and pomeron contributions	
The detailed contributions of pomeron and reggeon exchange are illustrated on Fig  The
reggeon contribution is larger for larger values of x
IP
 which correspond to smaller energy for
given Q









 It is also larger for small values of 	 which
is consistent with the expected decrease with 	 of the reggeon structure function following the
meson example whereas the pomeron structure function is observed to be approximately at in
	 see Fig 
 below
Within the precision of the measurement no evidence is found for factorisation breaking of
the pomeron term itself also when the lower Q







The ZEUS experiment 	
 has also exploited the fact that diractive interactions are
characterised by a nonexponentially suppressed rapidity gap For xed values of the hadronic
centre of mass energyW  this corresponds to a nonexponentially suppressed contribution to the
M
X
mass distribution at amall M
X
 as reconstructed in the central detector

The diractive
contribution is observed in Fig  for small values of M
X
 whereas for largeM
X
the distribution
can be parameterised as a single exponential the falling ange at largest M
X
values is due to
detector acceptance

The pseudorapidity gap  is related to lnM
X









































 right for the ZEUS  data	 The shaded histograms
show the distribution of events with 
max
 	 The straight lines in the righthand side 
gures give
the nondiractive contributions as obtained from an exponential 
t to the data	
The diractive cross section is thus extracted for several Q

and W intervals see Fig 
after subtraction of the exponentially falling nondiractive background The ZEUS detector
acceptance implies that events are selected with M
Y
  GeV For the selected M
X
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values	 The solide curves show the result of 
tting the diractive
cross section for each  W  Q

 bin separately as a power of W  the dashed curves show the result of the

t when the power of W is assumed to be the same for all bins	

D LPS Measurement the t Slope
Finally the ZEUS collaboration has also measured the diractive structure function using
their leading proton spectrometer LPS 	
The use of proton spectrometers which detect protons with energy close to the beam en
ergy provides a clean measurement of the diractive cross section since the scattered proton is
unambiguously tagged avoiding contaminations due to proton dissociation events and to par
ticle density uctuations in the central detector Another advantage of the LPS is that the
proton momentum measurement leads to a direct determination of x
IP
see eq  However
the drawbacks of the present ZEUS and H proton spectrometers are the limited statistics the











implies that the cross section estimate requires an extrapolation in t of the measurement
The diractive structure function measured by ZEUS with the LPS is presented in Fig 
together with the ZEUS lnM

X
and a subsample of the H measurements Given the large












ZEUS (Mx) 1994     MN< 5.5 GeV
H1 1994                   MN< 1.6 GeV
ZEUS (LPS) 1994   MN= MPROTON
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with the  data ZEUS LPS data  stars ZEUS data with the lnM

X
method  solid points and a
subsample of the H measurements  open squares	
Proton spectrometers have also the unique ability of providing a measurement of the t distri
bution for inclusive events The ZEUS LPS has been used to measure the t distribution both












 GeV and   jtj   GeV

 the t distribution has been measured with the
ZEUS LPS to be exponential with a slope
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dependence of the slope is observed in the electroproduction data A photoproduc
tion measurement gives a very similar value 	
 This has to be contrasted with the strong
dependence with Q

of the  meson production slope
E Soft and Hard Inclusive Diraction
Although soft diraction may be only an eective concept it will be used here as referring
to a mild energy dependence in the parameterisation of eq 
 typical of hadron hadron scat
tering at high energy cf eq  in contrast with the stronger energy dependence characterised
by a pomeron intercept of the order of 
    as observed in inclusive DIS 	 and in
diractive J
 production 	
In photoproduction measurements of the inclusive diractive cross section have been per
formed by the H 	 and ZEUS 	 experiments In both cases the energy dependence was
found to be consistent with soft diraction A tripleRegge analysis was performed of the W
andM
X
dependences of the H data complemented with lower energy data While this analysis
indicates the presence of a sizeable nondiractive contribution the tted pomeron intercept is

IP
    
The description of the ZEUS data in the range   M
X
 
 GeV with a purely triplepomeron





a substantial nondiractive contribution is found to be necessary at low mass
In contrast in DIS diractive scattering the pomeron intercept 
IP
 is inconsistent with a





 stat  syst  model 
with no signicant 	 or Q








measurements are similar also with no signicant Q

dependence over the measured range

	
 see Fig  Both measurements lie signicantly above the soft pomeron values
although they seem to be below the hard values measured in inclusive DIS This suggests that
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FIG	 	 Measurement of  
IP
  for H  the measurement limits are indicated as the dotted lines
and for ZEUS  dots	
III PARTONIC STRUCTURE OF DIFFRACTION
Given the fundamental aspect of diraction in hadron hadron interactions its understanding
in terms of partons is a major challenge for QCD This understanding is helped by the use of
two complementary pictures photon hadronic uctuations and pomeron structure function
The parton densities in the pomeron extracted from the study of scaling violations can then
be extended under the assumption of factorisation to the study of inclusive nal states and
semiinclusive processes
A Two Complementary Pictures
In a traditional approach of diraction LRG events are attributed to the exchange in the
tchannel of a colourless object the pomeron which is sensitive to hard interactions is avour








of the vacuum In this context
diractive interactions can be conveniently visualised in two dierent Lorentz frames
In the proton rest frame see Fig ac or any fast moving frame with respect to the
photon relativistic time dilatation implies that photon uctuations into hadronic systems qq
qqg etc taking place at a long distance from the proton appear as frozen during the
much shorter interaction time with the proton In this approach the diractive cross section
is thus calculated as the convolution of three factors corresponding respectively to the long
lived photon hadronic structure the short time diractive interaction between the photon












"  qq   qq   p qq   p  "qq   hadrons

These calculations are usually performed in the impact parameter space b
T
 and only the rst
Fock states qq qqg are considered The pomeron is parameterised as a two gluon sytem or a
Lipatov ladder which meets the requirements of colour neutrality and avour blindness


The pomeron structure function approach is developed in the pomeron or proton innite
momentum frame and views the pomeron as a colour singlet partonic object emitted from the
proton In this approach if the concept of ux factorisation a la IngelmanSchlein 	 holds the
virtual photon probes the pomeron structure similarly to the probing of the proton structure by
the photon in normal DIS

The DGLAP equations may then describe the QCD evolution of
the pomeron structure function see however below section IIIC
FIG	 	 Photonproton diractive interaction ac visualised in a frame moving fast with respect
to the photon the photon uctuates in a qq  a or a qqg Fock state  c wich subsequently diractively
scatters on the proton  here the pomeron is modelised as a twogluon system and only one of the
relevant diagrams is shown bd visualised in the Breit frame the pomeron being parameterised as a
qq system with direct photon quark coupling  b or as a gg system with photongluon fusion  d	
These two complementary pictures of diraction have of course to be consistent with each
other In a semiclassical approach they have been shown to be equivalent in the case of soft
gluon emission o the photon a qq soft g Fock state 	
B Alternative Approaches
In recent years models have been proposed to explain the production of LRG events in excess
over expectations for particle uctuation without reference to the specic concepts of diraction
or pomeron exchange Here the formation of LRG events is seen as a twostep process The
rst step is similar to normal DIS events a quark being ejectecd o the proton by the photon
In a second stage soft colour interactions SCI modify the colour properties of the outgoing
system leading to the formation of two colourneutral systems separated by a gap in rapidity
In a semiclassical approach 	
 the propagation of the struck parton through the proton
colour eld is accompanied by soft colour rotation which leads for a fraction of the events to
colour neutralisation
The concept of SCI has also been implemented into the LEPTO Monte Carlo calculation
	 where before hadronisation parton reconnection takes place through the exchange of soft
gluons leading to the formation of colour neutral systems
 
Although factorisation is not expected to hold when transporting parton distributions extracted in
DIS diraction to the case of hadron hadron interactions or of interactions with a resolved photon
 it was shown to hold for diractive DIS and direct photoproduction 	

C Parton Distributions in the Pomeron
Fig 














as a function of 	 for several Q

values In strong contrast to the hadron structure
function at high x the pomeron structure function is large for high 	 values even for relatively
large Q

 In Fig  the H measurement is shown as a function of Q

for several 	 values
Scaling violations with a positive slope are observed up to large 	 values which suggests that
the pomeron is dominated by hard gluons
H1 1994
Q2=4.5GeV2
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  interpolated to x
IP
  as a
function of  for several Q

values	 The superimposed curves represent a a DGLAP 
t with quarks





 b the preferred QCD 
t with quarks and gluons at the starting
scale	
  
At this low x
IP
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  interpolated to x
IP
  as a
function of Q

for several  values	 The superimposed curves represent a a DGLAP 
t with quarks





 b the preferred QCD 
t with quarks and gluons at the starting
scale	
To analyse quantitatively the pomeron structure DGLAP ts to the  diractive structure
function presented in Fig  have been performed by H for the two contributions of eq 
thus assuming factorisation 	


The reggeon contribution is parameterised using the pion
structure function 	 and two cases are considered for the pomeron structure function In







! this gives a poor 

  for  dof   see the curves superimposed on Figs 
a
a In the second case gluons are also allowed to contribute at the starting scale and a good




   see the curves on Figs 
b b
From this DGLAP analysis parton distributions are extracted The distributions correspond
ing to the best t to the H data t  in 	
 are presented in Fig  as a function of z
the pomeron momentum fraction carried by the parton entering the hard interaction note that
	  z for quarks but 	 	 z for gluons This distribution shows an enhancement of the gluon
contribution at high z for small Q

values the turnover at high z was forced into the t in
order to avoid a singular behaviour of the gluon distribution A nearly equally good t t 

in 	
 also presented in Fig  is obtained with a gluon distribution at in z at the starting
scale In both cases the gluons amount to 
  of the pomeron partonic content in the present
Q

range and the parton distribution functions are dominated by hard gluons
Similar studies were performed by the ZEUS collaboration 	 see also 	 In this case







 	 distributions in DIS and to the jet
diractive photoprodution cross section These analyses also lead to the conclusion that gluons
 
Including the  shifted vertex low Q

data does not change the results of the analysis 	

dominate the pomeron structure at a scale of  GeV

 the ZEUS analysis indicates that the
fraction of the pomeron momentum carried by gluons lies between  and  Note however
that in such a simultaneous t possible factorisation breaking eects eg related to secondary
interactions of photon remnants with the proton in the resolved regime of photoproduction are
not taken into account nor a possibly dierent interplay between hard and soft diraction
for the two processes
From an empirical point of view a major merit of these DGLAP analyses is that they pro
vide good ts to the data based on simple assumptions and that the results can easily be
implemented in Monte Carlo simulations in order to test in various semiinclusive analyses the
universality of the extracted parton distributions
H1 1994
(a)  Q2=4.5 GeV2 Gluon, fit 3
Gluon, fit 2
Light Quarks, fit 3
Light Quarks, fit 2
(b)  Q2=12 GeV2




















FIG	 	 Parton distributions for three Q

values as obtained from DGLAP 










  as a function of z the pomeron momentum fraction carried by
the parton entering the hard interaction	 The curves represent the gluon contributions for the best 
t
 
t  dasheddotted curves and for the case of a at gluon contribution at the starting scale  
t
 dashed curves the lower curves correspond to the light quark contributions	
It is important to note however that the use of the DGLAP evolution equation may not
be valid over the whole 	 range It has been stressed see eg 	 that three dierent
contributions with dierent Q

evolutions may dominate dierent 	 regions qqg at small 	
large M
X








longitudinally polarised qq systems for large 	 values giving a higher twist contribution The
importance of the longitudinal contribution at high 	 is supported by the observation of a
dominant longitudinal cross section for vector meson production following eq  low mass
vector mesons are generally produced with large 	 values A simple DGLAP analysis through
the whole kinematic domain can thus be dubious especially since the superposition of the three
contributions could mimic the distributions in Fig 
 see Fig  taken from 	 However
it should be noted that the H conclusions are basically unaected if the t domain is restricted
to 	  

 
Since the Rio Workshop a model  of which the general lines are based on an analysis of jet dirac
tive production   has been proposed to describe inclusive diraction 	 This model provides a

FIG	 	 Shape of the three contributions expected to contribute to inclusive DIS diraction qqg Fock
states at small  values  dashed line F
c
 transversely polarised qq states at medium  values  dotted
line F
a




D MonteCarlo Programs RAPGAP and LEPTO
MonteCarlo programs provide basic tools for experimental studies they are used to correct
the raw data for acceptance e#ciency and smearing eects and modelise theoretical predictions
in a form directly comparable to the measurements
In the eld of diraction two main MonteCarlo simulations are available for DIS interactions
the RAPGAP and LEPTO programs
The RAPGAP program 	
 based on a factorisable pomeron ux uses parton distribution
functions in the pomeron evolved following the DGLAP equations At the starting scale the




violations or any other form The photon interaction thus takes place directly on a quark in the
pomeron Fig b or via bosongluon fusion Fig d In both cases a pomeron remnant
is present a quark in the rst case a gluon in the second case Higher order contributions eg
the QCDCompton diagram hadronisation processes and QED radiation are incorporated
The LEPTO  Monte Carlo program 	 is the implementation of the concept of SCI in the
framework of the Lundmodel LRG event are produced as for normal deepinelastic scattering
using standard parameterisations of the parton densities in the proton but parton reconnection
by soft gluons with pure colour exchange and no kinematics modication generates neutral
partonic systems Compared to normal DIS interactions the only adjustable parameter in
LEPTO  is the amount of soft colour interactions and the program is thus highly constrained
For photoproduction the POMPYT program 	 is a diractivespecic extension to
PYTHIA containing both direct and resolved photon interactions
parameterisation of the three major contributions  leading twist longitudinal and transverse cross sec
tions and higher twist longitudinal contribution	 This model has been compared to the ZEUS  and
H  measurements	 The two experiments give dierent numerical results for the 
tted parameters
which can be traced to the dierences in the measurements visible in Fig	 	 More precise measurements
and a better understanding of systematic uncertainties are thus necessary before a detailed interpreta
tion of the 
t results is possible	 However a common feature for both experiments is the need for a
signi
cant contribution of the higher twist longitudinal cross section at high 	 Two models based on
BFKL dynamics  were also compared to the H measurement 	

IV INCLUSIVE AND SEMIINCLUSIVE FINAL STATE STUDIES
The H and ZEUS collaborations have performed numerous studies of the features of inclu
sive and semiinclusive diractive nal states the photon dissociation system X The most
inclusive studies concern the event shape thrust and sphericity charged particle multiplicities
total multiplicity rapidity distributions forwardbackward correlations energy ow and single
particle properties x
F
distributions transverse momentum spectra the seagull plot Semi
inclusive studies have been performed of jet and of charm production These measurements are
reviewed in detail in separate contributions to this Conference 	 and only motivations
and general features of the analyses will be presented in this introduction
Although denite theoretical predictions are presently lacking especially for the overall fea
tures of diractive nal states an experimental study of the data has provided useful informa
tions on the structure of diraction This information was gained both through model inde
pendent comparisons of the characteristics of diractive events with those of other processes
and through the confrontation to the data of Monte Carlo predictions In particular RAPGAP
calculations are used to test the sensitivity of the nal state features to the input parton distri
butions as obtained from DGLAP ts to the total inclusive diractive cross section see section
IIIC The pomeron modelisation as a qq system although inconsistent with the ts to the
structure function measurements is often used for comparison
A Expected Qualitative Features of Diractive Final States
It is useful to contrast as a rst order approach the implications for the hadronic nal state
of two basic underlying parton topologies two and threebody nal states as illustrated in Fig

The lefthand side diagrams ac of Fig  correspond to the photon uctuation picture
the strong interaction between the proton and the photon hadronic uctuations modelised in
the simplest case as twogluon exchange is illustrated by one of the relevant diagrams The
righthand side diagrams bd illustrate the pomeron structure function approach
The upper two gures correspond to twobody nal states the qq Fock state of the photon
a and the qq contribution to the pomeron b
The lower two gures correspond to threebody nal states The lefthand side diagram c
corresponds to the qqg Fock state of the photon In the righthand side picture d the pomeron
is a twogluon object which interacts with the photon through bosongluon fusion BGF
The characteristic feature of the twobody case is a jetty structure of the X system aligned
with the photonpomeron direction Photon uctuations into qq pairs with large transverse
momenta Fig a have small interaction cross section with the proton because this topol
ogy corresponds through the uncertainty principle to a small transverse distance between the
quarks which thus screen each other and form a nearly colour neutral system when seen from
the proton This screening eect damps the large p
T
contributions and favours an aligned jet
topology Note that in the structure function approach for a qq pomeron Fig b QCD
Compton emission can induce an increase of the nal state sphericity and the generation of large
transverse momenta but this process is suppressed by an additional power of 
s

Threebody nal states are characterised by a dominant eective colour octetoctet interaction
	 In the qqg Fock state picture of Fig c both the fast qq system and the soft gluon are
colour octets The topology is similar for Fig d with a forward going qq system and a
pomeron remnant The octetoctet interaction between the forward and backward regions in
Fig cd leads to an increased activity energy ow particle multiplicity in the central region
compared to the triplettriplet case of the two body qq nal states of Fig ab expected to be






B Inclusive Final States
The event shape of diractive events has been studied by H 	 and ZEUS 	 The X
system is mostly aligned with the photonpomeron direction However a signicant fraction of
the events have a large P
t
 the component of the thrust jet momentum transverse to the photon
direction in the X system rest frame see Fig a In addition for the same kinematic domain




interactions and the sphericity is larger see
Fig b

These features suggest that compared to a basic aligned jet twoparton topol





multiplicities are also at work in diraction This is conrmed by the comparison with RAP
GAP predictions thrust values for a purely qq pomeron are signicantly higher than observed
whereas the gross features of the data are reasonably reproduced by a gluon dominated pomeron
following the parton distributions obtained from the inclusive cross section measurement






intervals b the average thrust as a function of M
X













Both HERA experiments have also measured the momentum distributions of charged parti
cles in the forward photon and backward pomeron hemispheres of diractive events 	
These spectra have been compared by H to those obtained in xed target nondiractive DIS





 Whereas in DIS a
strong asymmetry is observed between the photon hemisphere and the proton remnant region
characterised by a reduced particle emission the momentum spectra are similar for both hemi
spheres of LRG events see Fig  left 	 and they are softer than for DIS The distribution
of the average transverse momentum squared with respect to the photon direction in the X
system rest frame as a function of x
F
seagull plots   Fig  right show that charged
particles in LRG events have larger transverse momentum than in DIS events These features
point towards a signicant role of photon uctuation topologies of the type qqg or equivalently
towards a gluonic pomeron
 




results they are aected by large
errors and are also compatible with the LRG results of H  and ZEUS 	

Multiplicity 	 and energy ow 	 studies reinforce these conclusions The central charged





 left which is attributed to stronger parton radiation in the eective octetoctet structure of




data The role of gluons is conrmed
by the comparison of the data with predictions of the RAPGAP model the central activity
both for particle multiplicity and energy ow is well described by the RAPGAP Monte Carlo
when using the parton distributions as obtained from the DGLAP t to the inclusive cross
sectionmeasurement whereas the prediction is signicantly too low for a hypothetic qq pomeron
Finally the correlations in the multiplicity distributions between the backward and forward





lepton hadron interactions which correspond to triplettriplet topologies In contrast they are
of comparable strength to those in soft hadron interactions where the strong correlations are
attributed to the number of overlapping strings in phase space
It must be noted that most features of the diractive nal states are not only well reproduced
by a gluon dominated pomeron as implemented in RAPGAP but also by the LEPTO SCI model
This is consistent with the major role attributed to gluons in diraction since the low x parton
distribution functions with an important gluon contribution are input to the LEPTO model
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FIG	 	 Measurements with the ZEUS LPS  closed circles and by H  stars of the scaled longi
tudinal momentum x
F
 top and of the average transverse momentum squared  with respect to the
photonpomeron axis as a function of x
F
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FIG	 	 Left charged particle multiplicity distribution of DIS LRG events measured by H for three
intervals of M
X





by the JETSET calculation	 Right correlations between the backward and forward hemispheres for




interactions represented by the JETSET calculation	 The curves are predictions of several Monte
Carlo models RAPGAP with the parton distributions extracted from a DGLAP 
t to the inclusive
diractive cross section  
t  or with quarks only at the starting scale  
t  LEPTO JETSET	
C Jet and Charm Production
The studies of inclusive properties of the diractive nal state are complemented by semi
inclusive studies of the characteristics of jet and charm production in diraction
The particular interest of these processes is in the presence of a well dened hard scale jet p
t
or charm mass which provides an access to perturbative QCD calculations Unfortunately the
cross section for jet production is small and stringent experimental selection procedures have to
be imposed to select open charm events The full potential of these processes for understanding
hard diraction has thus not been exploited yet
Jets with transverse momenta larger than  H or  GeV ZEUS dened with respect to
the photon direction in the rest frame of the system X have been studied in photoproduction
both by H 	
 and ZEUS 	 and in DIS by H 	


In photoproduction the distribution of the x

variable which describes the fraction of the
photon momentum entering the hard interaction requires the presence of both a direct x

 
and a resolved x

  contribution see Fig IVC left
Both for photoproduction and DIS jet production a sizeable contribution is observed of events
where a large fraction z of the pomeron momentum enters the hard interaction! however the
cross section increases as z decreases suggesting the presence of pomeron remnants see Fig
IVCb right This supports the hypothesis of a small jet cross section for a qq Fock state due
to screening eects see section IVA as demonstrated by the fact that the predictions of a
relevant model 	 and of the RAPGAP Monte Carlo with a qq pomeron at the starting scale
are signicantly too small The bulk of the data is thus explained by qqg states as expected
both in perturbative QCD calculations see eg 	 and in a semiclassical approach of soft
colour interactions 	
The results of both experiments support models where the partonic structure of the pomeron
is dominated by hard gluons This is shown by ZEUS using a simultaneous t of the inclusive
diractive DIS cross section and of the jet production cross section and by H by implementing
in the RAPGAP calculation the parton densities obtained from the ts to the scaling violations
in inclusive DIS H observes that parton distributions in which the pomeron gluon structure is
relatively at t 
 in 	
 describe the data better than those in which the gluon distribution
is peaked at large z t  In resolved photoproduction a possible underlying interaction
between the proton and the photon remnant can be parameterised as a survival probability
	 The best description of the combined DIS and photoproduction data is obtained when
a rapidity gap survival probability of  is applied to the at gluon distribution but the
measurements are aected by large uncertainties
Diractive exchange is also manifest in a class of events containing jets and characterised by
the absence of hadronic activity between the jets In photoproduction both ZEUS and H have
observed a signal for such events in excess over the exponential fallo expected from usual
colour exchange and hadronisation properties see Fig 
 left This signal is attributed to the
exchange between the hard partons producing the jets of a couloursinglet object presumably
the pomeron
Following a suggestion to relax the requirement of observing the two jets in the main detector
	 the H collaboration has selected photoproduction events characterised by the presence of











	 In the selected kinematics range a signicant excess of events is
observed above the expectation for standard photoproduction processes see Fig 
 rightThe
measurement is performed dierentially in x
IP
 and allows direct comparison with predictions
based on perturbative QCD calculations 	 although the absolute nor!alisation is uncertain
the slope is well described in contrast with the case of standard Monte Carlo simulations
Both experiments have also reported the observation of a signal for diractive production of














and the charge conjugate
where the particle noted 

s
is a slow pion 	
 see Fig 
 left The fraction of diractively
produced D

mesons is measured by ZEUS to be of    which is consistent with
the fraction of the total DIS cross section attributed to diraction see Fig 
 right The study
of charm production is a promising eld to discriminate between several models of diraction
	 An important role is assumed to be played by the gluonic content of the pomeron charm
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  GeV and    
jet
  as a function of x

 the fraction of the photon momentum
entering the hard interaction the shaded area represents a systematic uncertainty due to the absolute
energy scale of the jets the curves represent the resolved  dotdashed line the direct  dashed line and
the resolved  direct contributions based on the pomeron parton distribution parameterised as hard
quarks and hard gluons in a joint QCD 
t of the inclusive DIS diractive cross section and the dijet
diractive photoproduction	 Right H measurements of the cross section of diractive dijet photopro




  GeV and    
jet
  as a function of
z the fraction of the pomeron momentum entering the hard interaction the shaded bands show the
overall normalisation uncertainties the data are compared to the predictions of the POMPYT  pho
toproduction and RAPGAP  DIS Monte Carlo models with parton densities dominated by a at
 
t  or peaked  
t  gluon distribution at the starting scale in the photoproduction case the
POMPYT prediction for the at distribution is also shown for a survival probability of 	 in the
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FIG	 	 Left ZEUS measurement of the fraction of dijet photoproduction events separated by the
interval  in rapidity with no hadronic activity between the jets as a function of  the distri
bution is 
tted as the sum of an exponentially falling contribution  dotted line attributed to events
with usual colour exchange properties and of a constant contribution  dashed line attributed to
coloursinglet exchange between the jets	 Right H measurement of the cross section dierential in
x
IP
 of photoproduction events with fourmomentum transfer squared jtj 
  GeV

 the solid line is
the prediction of a standard photoproduction Monte Carlo the dashed line is the prediction of a model
based on perturbative QCD calculations  with well de
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a clear signal for diractive DIS charm production of     events	 Right ZEUS measurement
of the fraction of diractively produced D

mesons as a function of Q

and W 	
V EXCLUSIVE VECTOR MESON PRODUCTION
Abundant and very interesting data have been accumulated on exclusive vector meson pro
duction which have only partly been interpreted theoretically
The most striking feature in this eld is the observation of a fast increase with energy of the
photoproduction cross section of J
 mesons This increase can be related to the fast increase
at low x of the gluon density in the proton and the understanding of these data is probably the
greatest theoretical success so far of perturbative QCD studies in the whole eld of diraction
It is true to say that the low x behaviour of the proton structure function and the energy

dependence of J
 photoproduction are the two denite evidences of a hard behaviour of
strong interactions at HERA
As this rich sample of experimental data has been reviewed in detail in the present Conference
	 it will not be discussed in this introduction
VI CONCLUSIONS
In the last few years high energy diraction has been the subject of great interest as tes
tied by a large number of publications both experimental and theoretical and of specialised
workshops where experimentalists and theorists actively interact
The large amount of results accumulated at HERA complemented by data collected at the
Tevatron have renewed the experimental approaches total cross section measurements have
been complemented by studies of the inclusive diractive nal states in the deepinelastic regime
charged particle distributions and multiplicities energy ow event shape of diractive jet and
charm production and of exclusive vector meson production On the theoretical side in the
light of the experimental results emphasis is placed on the interpretation of diraction in terms
of QCD
Inclusive interactions of real photons with protons and light vector meson photoproduction
are governed as for hadronhadron total cross section by soft diraction with a mild energy
dependence of the cross section On the other hand high Q

deepinelastic scattering and J

exclusive production both by real and virtual photons reveal a strong energy dependence of the
cross section characteristic of hard processes related to a fast increase of the gluon content
in the proton at high energy low x values As for total diractive cross section and light






 they present evidence for
an interplay between hard and soft diraction ie between perturbative and nonperturbative
QCD features
The available data are consistent with the interpretation of diraction as due to the exchange
in the tchannel of a gluon dominated object A DGLAP analysis of scaling violations of the
total diractive cross section in the form of the F
D 

structure function possibly complemented
by a large higher twist contribution at large 	 favours the dominance of hard gluons in the
pomeron Assuming factorisation of the cross section into a pomeron ux in the proton and a
hard scattering process the corresponding parton distributions propagated eg through the
RAPGAP calculation give a good description of the inclusive nal states and of jet production
whereas the data are inconsistent with a quark dominated pomeron Seen from the proton rest
frame the data can be interpreted as due mainly to the uctuation of the photon in a qqg Fock




It should be noted that many features of the experimental data can also be reproduced by
models specically the LEPTO calculation which do not refer to diraction as a specic process
but use the concept of soft colour interactions in the proton the hard interaction being driven
by the gluon dominance in the proton at small x
More theoretical work is needed to progress in the understanding of diraction in terms of
QCD In particular it is important to formulate predictions for the most accessible experimental
characteristics of diractive events event shape energy ow multiplicity distributions as well
as for jet and charm production
On the experimental side a better understanding of the data is necessary in view of resolving
the remaining discrepancies between H and ZEUS for the total cross section measurement
Major progress is expected from a signicant increase of statistics in particular for the study








 vector meson production
and particularly high t interactions for which the present data are very limited In addition a
measurement of the diractive longitudinal cross section would be a precious tool to discriminate
between models and to specify the domain of applicability of DGLAP evolution equations
A bright future is open for the study of diraction and its understanding in terms of QCD

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Abstract
We extract diractive parton densities from diractive data on deep
inelastic scattering DIS  and photoproduction of jets We use the
tted parton densities to predict the diractive production of jets and
of W s in pp collisions at the Tevatron and diractive open charm
at HERA The charm predictions are consistent with preliminary
data The predictions for the Tevatron cross sections are substan
tially higher than data	 this signals a breakdown of hardscattering
factorization in diractive pp collisions
I INTRODUCTION
In view of counterexamples   to the conjecture of factorization  of hard
processes in di	ractive scattering it is important to test 
 factorization experi
mentally In this talk we present some results to this end based on ts to data from
the ZEUS and H collaborations on di	ractive deep inelastic scattering DIS 
and on di	ractive photoproduction of jets  We use these ts to predict cross
sections for hard di	ractive processes in pp collisions with the assumption of
factorization we nd that the predictions fail badly
Factorization for di	ractive hard scattering is equivalent to the hardscattering
aspects of the Ingelman and Schlein model  where di	ractive scattering is
attributed to the exchange of a Pomeron IP   a colorless object with vacuum
quantum numbers Ingelman and Schlein treat the Pomeron like a real particle
and consider that a di	ractive e  p collision is due to an e  IP collision and that
a di	ractive p   p collision is due to a p   IP collision Therefore they propose
that di	ractive hard cross sections are obtained as a product of a hard scattering
coecient or Wilson coecient a known Pomeronproton coupling and parton
densities in the Pomeron
As was already known  before the advent of QCD factorization is not ex
pected to hold in general for di	ractive hard processes Furthermore on the

basis of a breakdown of the tripleRegge theory for soft singledi	ractive excita
tion Goulianos has proposed  to renormalize the Pomeron ux in an energy
dependent way The agreement between data and his calculated cross sections is
evidence that hardscattering factorization is likely to break down in di	ractive
hadronhadron collisions
Recently factorization has been proven  for those di	ractive hard pro
cesses that are lepton induced these include di	ractive DIS and di	ractive direct
photoproduction of jets The proof fails for hadroninduced processes In this
formulation the primary nonperturbative quantities are di	ractive parton den
sities   in the proton Although we will use the terminology of parton
densities in the Pomeron this mainly gives a useful way to describe the kind
of parameterization we use for the di	ractive parton densities together with an
indication of the quantum numbers that we believe to be exchanged There is no
requirement that the object we call the Pomeron is the same as in soft scattering
In principle the parton densities in the Pomeron can be extracted from di	rac
tive DIS F
 
 measurements alone Since the Pomeron is isosinglet and is its own
charge conjugate there is only a single light quark density to measure these data
suciently determine the quark density The Q
 
dependence of the structure func
tions enables one to determine the gluon density but a more direct measurement
of the gluons can be made in photoproduction since the leading order processes
have both quark and gluoninduced terms
The main features of this work are a t to both di	ractive DIS and photo
production data and a calculation of the cross sections for di	ractive jet and W
production so as to test factorization by comparison with data from the CDF and
D experiments and a prediction for di	ractive open charm in DIS for comparison
with HERA data
II PARTONS IN THE POMERON
We present a series of ts of parton densities to four sets of di	ractive HERA
data
 DIS data obtained by ZEUS using the rapidity gap method 
 DIS data obtained by ZEUS using their Leading Proton Spectrometer LPS

 DIS data obtained by H using the rapidity gap method 
 photoproduction data obtained by ZEUS using the rapidity gap method 
A Deep Inelastic Scattering
Di	ractive structure functions are related to the di	erential cross section for





























where corrections due to Z

exchange have been ignored Here x
IP
is the fractional





and the variables Q
 
 y and x
bj
are the usual DIS variables
Except for the ZEUS LPS data the momentum transfer t is not measured so
we make ts to the structure function integrated over t and write the structure




















We next use hard scattering factorization  to write the di	ractive structure





















  NLO corrections 
valid to the leading power in Q The hardscattering coecients are the same
as in ordinary inclusive DIS The predictive power of this equation comes from
the DGLAP evolution equation obeyed by the parton densities and from the
universality of the parton densities they can be used to predict the cross sections
for certain other di	ractive hard processes
We now assume that x
IP
is small so that it is sensible to use a parameterization
motivated by Regge theory If Regge factorization is valid then the dependence on
x
IP
is of the form given by Regge theory and can be represented by a Pomeron ux
factor f
IPp
 that is related to the p IP coupling measured in pp elastic scattering
We do not necessarily expect Regge factorization to be valid Nevertheless we
will assume that a suitable parameterization of the x
IP
dependence is of the Regge
form but possibly with di	erent parameters than in pp elastic scattering So we
write the di	ractive parton densities as a Pomeron ux factor times what are
































































is the Pomeronquark coupling and
t  
IP
 t is the Pomeron trajectory We treat 
IP
as a parameter of our
ts
The only use we make of the t dependence of the DL ux factor in Eq  is
to give a convention for a normalization factor that is convenient for comparisons

with other work Since the same factor appears in all our cross sections its value
will be irrelevant to our phenomenology Any change in the normalization factor is
compensated by changing the parton densities by an inverse factor and we obtain
the parton densities from tting a set of data without any a priori expectations
as to their normalization However the normalization does a	ect the question of
whether the momentum sum rule is obeyed by the parton densities in the Pomeron
Since it is not at present understood whether the sum rule is a theorem this issue
will not a	ect us The momentum sum rule is not assumed in any of our ts
We will use Regge theory to make one further assumption this is in e	ect
that the Pomeron has a denite charge conjugation parity and is isosinglet This
implies that the distributions of u d u and

d quarks are equal
B Photoproduction of Jets
Similar formulae apply to photoproduction For the direct di	ractive photo
production of a jet 	p jetXp we let E
T
and 
 be the transverse energy




























is the hardscattering coecient for the production of a jet in
the collision of a photon and a parton of type a It is the same as in inclusive
photoproduction The Pomeron ux factor f
IPp
and parton densities are the same
as in the previous section
The proof  of the factorization theorem indicates that factorization is valid
for the direct part but probably not for the resolved part of di	ractive photopro
duction of jets Fortunately most of the cross section is from the direct process
This is known from the experimental data  and is also veried by our Monte
Carlo calculations Beyond leading order the separation between the resolved
and direct processes is not unambiguous At the level of accuracy of the present
data  Fig   we do not think that this is an important enough issue to a	ect
our results




data we restrict our attention to the subset of the data that
is in the truly di	ractive DIS region For the purposes of this work we dene
the di	ractive component of a cross section to be the part corresponding to the
leadingpower x
IP
dependence Our restriction to di	ractive data is mainly a
matter of convenience to reduce the number of parameters and to be in a region
of x
IP
common to the four sets of data to which we make ts With this denition
the cross sections reported by the ZEUS experiment    are the di	ractive
components

In the data obtained using the rapidity gap method  the outgoing proton
is not detected Thus such data include doubledissociative contributions where
the proton is excited to a state that escapes down the beampipe and thus misses
the detector Factorization works for such nal states but since we also wish to
t data where the outgoing proton is detected we prefer to correct the data to
remove the doubledissociative contribution In the case of the ZEUS rapidity
gap data  it was estimated that there is a contribution of   ! to the
measured di	ractive F
 
from doubledissociative events In obtaining our ts we
have corrected the relevant ZEUS data to take this into account For the case
of photoproduction data we make the corresponding corrections due to double
dissociation and to nondi	ractive contributions as well No corrections have been
made to the H di	ractive F
 
data for which nucleon excited states up to  GeV
are included
The H data  include both nondi	ractive and di	ractive components as
is evidenced by their t to their data with two powers of x
IP
 To restrict our t
to the di	ractive region we impose the following cuts on all the DIS data at
   or  we require x
IP
   
 







 and at    we require x
IP
   
  
 The H data at
   and   
 are also eliminated by this criterion
Another signicant constraint is that we must restrict our ts to the truly
deepinelastic region Outside of this region the leadingtwist QCD factorization
theorem for DIS does not hold In fact some of the H data lie in the resonance










     GeV ie at the
 resonance While there are perturbative QCD results that apply in this region
they certainly do not include the usual inclusive factorization formula Eq 
Therefore we have chosen to discard the    data
With these cuts the set of data which we t comprises  points of which
 are from ZEUS DIS data obtained with the rapidity gap method   from
ZEUS DIS data from its LPS  
 from H DIS data  and 
 from the ZEUS
photoproduction data 
D Fits







for the u u d and

d quarks and for the gluon The other quark
distributions are assumed to be zero at this scale For the DIS cross sections we
used full NLO calculations with full evolution and with the number of avors
set equal to  while for the photoproduction cross sections we used a modied
version of POMPYT 
 with the same evolved parton distributions as for DIS
The ts were made by minimizing 
 
 with the experimental systematic errors
being added in quadrature to the statistical errors no attempt was made to handle
pointtopoint correlated errors The program used to perform the evolution was

that of CTEQ 
Since it is timeconsuming to generate MonteCarlo events for the photopro
duction process and since the number of photoproduction data is small we rst
made some preliminary ts to DIS data alone and determined suitable values for

IP
 as listed below Since the 
 
is not strongly dependent on 
IP
 this seems to
us to be sucient
We next tried ve functional forms for the parton densities which we label
A B C D and SG For each of these ve forms Eqs  and  below we
determined the values of the parameters that give the best t given in turn each





  This represents an appropriate value for a conventional




 This approximates the best value of 
IP
associated with any of
the parameterizations except D
 
IP
  This gives the best t associated with parameterization D
Four of the parameterizations labeled A B C and D use conventional shapes























with a series of constraints on the parameters Our rst parameterization A




  Then in C
we allow a soft quark term while keeping no gluon term so that a
g
  In B
we allow an initial gluon distribution but do not allow a soft quark term so that
"a
q
  Finally in D we remove all the constraints
The nal t has a gluon distribution that is peaked near    as suggested
by the t  obtained by the H collaboration we call this our superhard gluon






















ie the quark has a hard form and the gluon is strongly emphasized at large 
The exponents for the gluon distribution were chosen somewhat arbitrarily with
no attempt being made to t them
In Figs  and  we compare our ts to the H and ZEUS DIS data One
important property of the ts is that the overall normalization of the quark dis
tribution is quite well determined as represented by the coecient a
q
 This is not
surprising since the DIS cross section is dominated by a quarkinduced process








 and the DIS data from H  that were
used in the ts Fit A is represented by the dashed line t B by the dotted line t C by
the dot	dashed line t D by the solid line and t SG by the heavy dashed line





 and the DIS data from ZEUS 
  that





The code for the lines is the same as in Fig 





 and the ZEUS photoproduction data 
used in the ts The code for the lines is the same as in Fig 
preferred This can easily be seen from the comparison to the photoproduction
data in Fig  With an initial gluon distribution that is zero the cross section is
over an order of magnitude below the data
The relative sizes of the gluon distributions can be seen in Table I which gives
the momentum sums for the initial at Q

  GeV parton distributions for each




Now let us examine the ts in turn
Fit A has no gluons and no soft quark term A good t to the ZEUS DIS data
is obtained However only a moderately good t is obtained for the H data
The LPS data show a mild preference for a small value of 
IP
 but this tendency
is overwhelmed in the 
 








  However the photoproduction
data are not reproduced at all
Fit B di	ers from t A by allowing an initial gluon distribution Not sur
prisingly this allows us to t the photoproduction data much better The Q
 
and  dependence of the di	ractive structure functions as shown in Fig 
 illus
trates the strong inuence of the gluon density on the evolution We do not get a
particularly good t to the H data
We next examine the e	ect of a soft quark term in t D Although in general
Regge theory suggests that there should be such a term in the parton densities at

Fit Quarks Gluon Total
A   
B   
C   
D   
SG   






  at Q  Q















 The code for the lines is the same
as in Fig 

some level what is surprising is that its coecient "a
q
 is negative This result is
in fact the best of all our ts including an excellent t to the photoproduction
data The negative softquark term cannot represent the whole story since it
makes the initial quark densities negative at small  The evolution induced by
the large gluon density is suciently rapid that the structure function is positive
over the region in which we t data It is interesting that the restricted set of
data to which we t provides no signicant hint of a softquark term if we restrict
to parton densities with no initial glue  as is seen in t C
Our nal t SG has an initial gluon density that is peaked at large  to
mimic the one in the ts presented by H  Interestingly we get a good t to
all but the H data
Finally we comment on the value of 
IP
 The only reliable theoretical con
straint is from the universality of parton densities in those processes to which
the factorization theorem applies The same value of 
IP
must apply to all
such processes to the extent that a single power of x
IP
suces to t the
data We nd we prefer the value 
 for Fits A B C and SG However
Fit D gives a value of  While these are larger than the value for a soft
Pomeron the Fit D value is quite consistent with the value preferred by H 

IP




Although the value of 
IP
is di	erent in the Fit D result the tted values of
the quark and gluon coecients are also di	erent However the resulting curves
and the predictions for Tevatron processes see below are the same to better than





E Shape of diractive parton densities
Since there are DIS data for a range of values of  the data provide information
on the shape of the di	ractive quark distribution For example we are able to
obtain signicant information on the soft quark parameter "a
q
in Eq 
However we do not yet have similar information on the shape of the di	ractive
gluon distribution We have two ts D and SG that provide good ts to the pho
toproduction data but with dramatically di	erent shapes A direct measurement
of the shape of the di	ractive gluon distribution can be made in di	ractive dijet





tudinal momentum of the jet pair relative to the Pomeron In the leadingorder
parton approximation 
OBS
is exactly the momentum fraction of the parton in
the Pomeron initiating the hard scattering
We see the implications of these observations in Fig  where we superimpose
our predictions on data  for the di	ractive photoproduction of dijets as a
function of each of several kinematic variables The only plot that enables us








 and the  ZEUS photoproduction
data  The code for the lines is the same as in Fig  A proton dissociation contribution
of   has been subtracted from the data These data were not used in the ts
gluon is evidently preferred In the other plots both D and SG reproduce the
normalization and shape of the cross section
III CROSS SECTIONS FOR HADRONINDUCED PROCESSES











 W  pX 
We take the Pomeron to be emitted from the antiproton
A Diractive jet production
Consider the di	ractive cross section for the production of a jet with rapidity
y in a hadronhadron collision We will assume hardscattering factorization 

At leading order LO the hardscattering process is    at the parton level











































where the sum is over all the active parton quark antiquark and gluon avors
The integration variables are E
T
 the transverse energy of the jet y

 the rapidity
of the other jet and x
IP
 the momentum fraction of the Pomeron The momentum



































 are the number densities of partons in the
proton and Pomeron respectively while f
IPp
is the same Pomeron ux factor





t is the partonic hard scattering
coecient and  is the factorization scale which we set equal to E
T
 The limits
on the integrations are determined by the experimental conditions
The di	ractive cross section given by Eq  has the same structure as the fac
torized form of the corresponding inclusive cross section ie without the di	rac
tive requirement except for the Pomeron ux factor and the parton densities in
the Pomeron The same hard scattering coecient and nucleon parton distribu
tion functions appear in both cross sections The cross section given by Eq 
has contributions from a range of subprocesses The indices a b labeling the in
coming partons range over the gluon and all the avors of quarks and antiquarks





t may be found
in 
B Diractive W production











































































are momentum fractions of partons from the Pomeron and proton



















  and zero otherwise
where q denotes a quark avor e
q









which is relevant for gluoninduced scattering The hard scattering function

ab
in the MS scheme and to nexttoleading order NLO in the QCD strong
coupling 
s












A ! ! !
B 
! ! !
C ! ! !




TABLE II Diractive fractions R
W
for W production when either p or p diracts
C Inclusive cross sections
Since we are interested in the percentage of events that are di	ractive we
also need to calculate the inclusive cross sections ie those without the di	ractive
requirement on the nal state The analog to Eq  for the inclusive cross































































































IV NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS OF W PRODUCTION
For the calculations in this section the factorization scale in the parton distri
butions was set to M
W
 The values of the electroweak parameters that appear in
the various formulae were taken from the particle data handbook  and we use




We present in Table II the di	ractive fractions for W production when either












  The Pomeron ux factor allows for the x
IP
dependence but to ensure maximum compatibility with the HERA data without
the assumption of standard Regge behavior the same cut should be applied to
the cross sections in hadronhadron collisions This results in the fractions shown
in Table II which therefore represent our most accurate prediction of di	ractive

W production given only the assumption of hard scattering factorization which
of course we wish to test Notice that with this cut the di	ractive fractions are
over an order of magnitude smaller than with x
max
IP
  The large reduction is
due to the fact that we are not far from an e	ective kinematic limit the cut on
x
IP
gives a maximum protonPomeron energy of  GeV and partons typically
do not carry the whole of the energy of their parent hadrons
Fits A and C do not have the large gluon content that is necessary to t the
photoproduction data so cross sections computed using these ts cannot be said
to represent good predictions However their parameters have been adjusted to
t the DIS data so that for example a comparison of predictions using ts A
and D pinpoints situations where the large gluon distribution has a big e	ect
The quark distributions in t D are about ! higher than in t A However
the cross sections for W production for t D exceed those for t A by a substan
tially larger factor particularly at x
max
IP
  where the cross section is more than
a factor  higher This arises because of evolution the large gluon distribution in
t D increases the quark distribution at  M
W
compared with the case without
the large gluon distribution The increased quark density is most pronounced
at small fractional momentum Thus the e	ect is larger at x
max
IP




  since in the rst case the quark from the Pomeron that makes the
W has a smaller fractional momentum relative to the Pomeron The rates from
t D A are ! ! for W production
The CDF collaboration has presented data on di	ractive W production from
pp collisions at
p
s  GeV The W #s are produced with a rapidity gap in
either of the two regions 
  j
j  
 They nd that the fraction of di	ractive
to nondi	ractive W production is R
W
   stat  syst! 




From Table II we see that for x
max
IP
  the rates are an order of magnitude
smaller while for x
max
IP
  the rates are of the same order as the data However
the preferred ts with a large amount of initial glue BD and SG yield rates
which are about two to three times larger than data For x
max
IP
  our rates
are a factor three to six larger than the CDF data
V NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS OF DIFFRACTIVE JETS
In this section we present our results for jet production and make comparisons
with data on di	ractive dijet production from CDF and D at
p
s  GeV
CDF has measured dijet production both with a rapidity gap requirement and
with Roman pots along the antiproton beam direction In the rst case the




 is measured Each jet is required to have a minimumE
T
of  GeV
and rapidity   j
j   They also measure the dijet cross section without a
rapidity gap ie what we refer to in this paper as the inclusive cross section The
di	ractive fraction they measure is R
JJ












A ! ! !
B ! ! !
C ! ! !
D ! ! 
!
SG ! ! !
TABLE III Diractive fractions R
JJ
for dijet production when either p or p diracts
and using cuts on E
T
and y appropriate for the CDF rapidity gap data
Fit A B C D SG
R
JJ
! ! ! ! !
TABLE IV Diractive fractions R
JJ
for dijet production when only p diracts and




and y appropriate to the CDF Roman pot data
The data are corrected for x
max
IP
   The fractions that we obtain using
the above cuts and our ts with 
IP
 




 Our calculation assumes that either the antiproton or the proton
is di	racted The rates obtained with t D or B are from  to  times larger
while those obtained with t C or A range from being about ! smaller to being




The rates using t SG are also signicantly greater than the data but smaller
than the rates with ts B and D This reects the low number of gluons in t
SG they were more e	ective in the photoproduction at producing jets because of
their relatively large fractional momentum relative to the Pomeron
With their Romanpottriggered di	ractive sample CDF has measured a
di	ractive fraction of R
JJ
     !  The data in this
sample correspond to the range   x
IP
  with the jets having a minimum
E
T




 are presented in Table IV In this case our calculation assumes
that only the antiproton is di	racted The fractions obtained with ts D B and
SG are from  to 
 times larger than the data while those obtained with ts C
and A are about twice as large
Finally D also has some preliminary data on di	ractive dijet production













  ! 
 Our calculated fractions are shown in Table V as
with our previous calculations we use the ts with 
IP
 
 and assume that
either the antiproton or the proton is di	racted The realistic ts with a large
gluon content are well above the data by factors of   and 
 for ts B D and
SG respectively The cross sections obtained from ts A and C are a bit smaller


Fit A B C D SG
R
JJ
! ! ! ! 
!
TABLE V Diractive fractions R
JJ
for dijet production when either p or p diracts




and y appropriate for the D data
than the data these ts give a correct normalization for di	ractive DIS so again
we see the importance of the photoproduction data in demonstrating a breakdown
of factorization
VI NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS OF DIFFRACTIVE CHARM AT
HERA
The motivation to study DIS charm production as another di	ractive process
comes from the hard scattering factorization proof  which expects di	ractive
DIS processes to obey factorization Furthermore since F
cc
 
is a large fraction 
! of the inclusive F
 
 it could be expected that charm constitutes a signicant
fraction of di	ractive DIS It is also known  that open charm production is
dominated by the photongluonfusion process so it is a good test of the normal
ization of the di	ractive gluon density
For the calculation we have combined the NLO xedavor FFN   pQCD
calculation of Harris and Smith  with our di	ractive parton distributions from
Fits ASG Both H and ZEUS have reported preliminary cross sections for di	rac
tive D

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  The cross section includes proton dissociation with masses up
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syst pb includes proton dissociation with masses up
to 
 GeV Subtracting ! for the double dissociation process yields






Our predicted cross sections for the ve di	erent ts are shown in Table VI
We see that the predictions of Fits B and D which have a hard gluon are consistent
with these preliminary results but that the other ts are not in agreement This
observation is conrmation of hardscattering factorization in di	ractive DIS and
of the large gluon density we have determined from other processes
Note that the charm cross section is particularly sensitive to the gluon distri
bution alone since the quarkinduced hard scattering cross section is a factor of



















TABLE VI Diractive cross sections in pb for D

production in DIS using the cuts






smaller than the gluoninduced cross section Thus although the gluon distri
bution in Fit D is one order of magnitude larger than the quark distribution in
Fit A see Table I the ratio of the predicted charm cross sections is two orders
of magnitude The ratios of cross sections predicted by Fits B and SG are also
approximately proportional to their gluon sums in Table I
VII CONCLUSIONS
We have presented parton distributions in the Pomeron resulting from ts
to di	ractive DIS and photoproduction data at HERA In order to explore the
sensitivity of the data to di	erent aspects of the parton densities we show several
ts with di	erent assumptions for the initial parton densities Only those ts with
a large amount of glue are able to t the photoproduction data Three of our ts
A B C t the DIS data reasonably well but underestimate the photoproduction
data The others D and SG t all the data
From these ts we predict the cross sections for W and dijet production from
di	ractive pp interactions at the Tevatron The rates represent a realistic predic
tion of the cross sections given the assumption of factorization The measured
cross sections are a factor of several below the predictions The lack of agree
ment between the predictions and the data indicates a substantial breakdown of
factorization in di	ractive pp interactions
On the other hand we nd that the predicted cross sections for D

produc
tion in DIS at HERA are consistent with the expectation that hardscattering
factorization should be valid for heavy quark production in DIS Further tests of
factorization are needed at HERA For example we do not expect it to be valid
for any resolved di	ractive photoproduction process
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A model for the production of large rapidity gaps being implemented in the
Monte Carlo event generator Phojet is discussed In this model highmass
di	raction dissociation exhibits properties similar to hadron production in non
di	ractive hadronic collisions at high energies Hard di	raction is described using
leadingorder QCD matrix elements together with a parton distribution function
for the pomeron and pomeron
ux factorization Since this factorization is im
posed on Born graph level only unitarity corrections lead to a nonfactorizing 
ux
function Rapidity gaps between jets are obtained by soft color reconnection It
was previously shown that this model is able to describe data on di	ractive hadron
production from the CERNSPS collider and from the HERA leptonproton col
lider In this work we focus on the model predictions for rapidity gap events in
pp collisions at
p
s   GeV and compare to TEVATRON data
I INTRODUCTION
The Phojet event generator is a Monte Carlo implementation of the twocomponent Dual
Parton Model This model combines results obtained within Regge theory Gribovs reggeon
calculus 	 and AbramowskiGribovKancheli 
AGK cutting rules 	 with perturbative QCD
predictions for hard interaction processes 
see for example 	 a review is given in 	
The Dual Parton Model describes highmass diractive hadron production in terms of en
hanced graphs like the triplepomeron graph 	 As already discussed in 	 within this
approach diractive processes can be considered as collisions of a color neutral object the
pomeron with hadrons photons or other pomerons However it is important to note that the
pomeron cannot be considered as an ordinary hadron It is only a theoretical object providing
an eective description of the important degrees of freedom of a certain sum of Feynman dia
grams in Regge limit 
eg the available cm energy is large compared to the momentum transfer
characterizing the scattering process In this sense pomeronhadron or pomeronpomeron in
teractions can only be discussed in the framework of collisions of other particles like hadrons or
photons
Experimental data support the interpretation of diractive particle production in terms of
pomeronhadron or pomeronpomeron collisions It was found that highmass diraction dis
sociation exhibits similar features as nondiractive hadron production where the mass of the
 
The Phojet code and writeup can be obtained from
httpleptonbartoludeleduengphojethtml

diractively produced system corresponds to the collision energy in nondiractive interactions
	 Furthermore it is well known that in order to obtain a reasonable Monte Carlo descrip
tion of nondiractive hadron production multiple partonic interactions between projectile and
target are needed at high energies 	 Given the striking similarities between diractive
and nondiractive multiparticle production one may expect that multiple soft as well as hard
interactions may also play an important role in pomeronhadronphotonpomeron interactions
Another consequence of the triplepomeron graph interpretation is an energydependent nor
malization of the pomeron ux Experimentally the pomeron ux in target diraction dis
sociation is given by the cross section for rapidity gap events divided by the corresponding
pomerontarget cross section However since at high energies additional projectiletarget inter
actions are likely to ll the rapidity gap with hadrons the experimentally observable pomeron
ux is smaller than the ux implied by the triplepomeron graph Furthermore it may depend
not only on projectile but also on target properties
However in the case of a large rapidity gap between the jets in twojet events as observed
at TEVATRON 	 at least one pomeron has a large virtuality and standard Regge phe
nomenology cannot be applied Therefore one has to introduce a new kind of process like soft
color reconnection 
SCR 	 or perturbative gluonladder exchange 	
The Phojet Monte Carlo is a rst attempt to built a model which accounts for both eects
multiple soft and hard interactions between the constituents of the projectile and target as
well as multiple interactions in the pomeronprojectile pomerontarget and pomeronpomeron
scattering subprocesses The model includes also SCR in hard scattering processes similar to
	
II THE MODEL
The realization of the DPM in Phojet 	 with a hard and a soft component is simi
lar to the event generator Dtujet 	 for pp and pp collisions Interactions of hadrons
are described in terms of reggeon 
IR and pomeron 
IP  exchanges The pomeron exchange
is articially subdivided into soft processes and processes with at least one large momentum
transfer 
hard processes This allows us to use the predictive power of the QCDimproved
Parton Model with lowestorder QCD matrix elements 	 and parton distribution functions





of about  GeVc to the scattered partons The pomeron is considered as a
twocomponent object with the Born graph cross section for pomeron exchange given by the
sum of hard and soft cross sections
a) b) c)
FIG  Enhanced pomeron exchange graphs considered in the model a triplepomeron b
looppomeron and c doublepomeron graphs The zigzag lines represent pomeron propagators
Highmass diraction dissociation is described in the following way In order to get an ecient
parametrization of Born graph cross sections describing diraction within Gribovs reggeon
calculus we calculate the triple loop and doublepomeron graphs shown in Fig  using a
renormalized pomeron intercept 

IP
   

IP
  The corresponding formulae are given
in 	
Shadowing corrections are approximated by unitarizing the enhanced graphs together with the
leading onepomeron exchange 
including soft and hard contributions in a twochannel eikonal
model 	

In case of diractive multiparticle productionwe have to consider in addition to the shadowing
contribution from multiple pomeron exchange between projectile and target also rescattering
eects in pomeronhadron and pomeronpomeron interactions For the cross section calculation
the introduction of a renormalized pomeron trajectory takes this eect into account However
for the calculation of particle production a model for the hadronic nal states which corre
spond to the unitarity cut of such a renormalized pomeron propagator is needed Following
Refs 	 we assume that the pomeronpomeron coupling can be described by the formation
of an intermediate hadronic system h

the pomerons couple to Assuming that this intermediate





















being the pomeronpion coupling G is a schemedependent constant Hence
pomeronhadronand pomeronpomeron scattering should exhibit features similar to pionhadron
and pionpion scattering respectively
To introduce hard interactions in diraction dissociation the impact parameter amplitude of
the exchanged 
renormalized pomerons in pomeronhadron and pomeronpomeron scattering






















































































































is the parton model cross section for hard pomeronA scattering 
A can be a hadron
photon or pomeron In all calculations the pomeron PDFs proposed by Capella Kaidalov
Merino and Tran 
CKMT 	 with a hard gluon component are used
To estimate the sensitivity of the model results to nonfactorizing coherent pomeron contri
butions as proposed in 	 we use optionally also a toy model with a direct pomeronquark
coupling 	 In this case the pomeron is treated similar to a photon having a avor indepen
dent unknown quark coupling 
 The corresponding matrix elements are given in 	
III SOFT COLOR RECONNECTION
Both the CDF and D collaborations have found dijet production by colorsinglet exchange
	 These JetgapJet 
JgJ events are not due to traditional diractive processes The
two jets separated by a rapidity gap are in polar angle backtoback correlated Certainly in
doublediractive events describing the diractively produced systems on both sides of the gap
by pomeronhadron scattering we would also nd jets but these jets would not be backto
back correlated Therefore we have to consider these events as mainly due to a new mechanism
of hard pomeron exchange
To describe these events within the Phojet Monte Carlo we introduce SCR between hard
scattered partons in nondiractive events following Eboli Gregores and Halzen 	 This mech
anism is quite similar to the the soft color interaction mechanism described by Ingelman 	



















The simplest hard qq event where SCR leads to a rapidity gap between two jets is an event
with just one single hard valencequark  valencequark scattering In normal events in the
Dual Parton Model we get two color strings each being stretched between one scattered quark
and the diquark of the other hadron no rapidity gap is present in such events In events with
SCR we get a color reconnection caused by the exchange of soft gluons now the color strings
connect the hard scattered quark and the diquark of the same hadron these are events with a
rapidity gap
The simplest hard gg event where SCR leads to a rapidity gap between two jets is an event
with just one hard gg scattering In normal events we get again two color strings connecting
the 
soft valence quark of one hadron via the hard scattered gluon to the 
soft diquark of the
other hadron In events with SCR the color strings are stretched from the 
soft valence quark of
one hadron via one hard scattered gluon to the 
soft diquark of the same hadron Such events
might have a rapidity gap
In most events we have multiple soft and hard interactions even if a rapidity gap appears
in one of the multiple collisions the gap might be lled by hadrons resulting from the other
collisions The Monte Carlo simulation of complete events incorporates this eect in this way
Phojet accounts already for the gap survival probability 	
IV PREVIOUS COMPARISONS WITH HADRONHADRON AND
PHOTONHADRON DATA
A Diractive cross sections
Studying diractive cross sections is not the primary concern of this paper Results on dirac
tive cross sections were already presented using the Dtujet model in Refs 	 and using
the present Phojet model in Refs 	 we include updated results for these cross sections
here





 s It is to be noted that the data on single diractive cross sections at
collider energies are subject to large uncertainties Nevertheless the rise of the cross section
from ISR energies to the energies of the CERN and FERMILAB colliders is less steep than
expected from the Born level expression which is the triple pomeron formula However within
our model a renormalized pomeron ux as proposed in 	 is not needed There are two reasons
this

i The eikonal unitarization procedure in the model suppresses the rapidity gap survival
probability This eect is well known 
see for example 	 and can be tested directly
comparing diraction dissociation in deep inelastic scattering and photoproduction at HERA
	

ii The graph for doublepomeron scattering has cuts which correspond to single diraction
dissociation However due to the negative sign of these contributions the diractive cross
section is signicantly reduced at high energies as compared to a model with an eikonalized
































































FIG   a Single and double di	ractive p  p cross sections as a function of the center of mass
energy
p
s Model results are compared to data on single di	ractive cross sections  In addition
some experimental estimates for the cross section on double di	raction dissociation  are shown
 triangles  b The energy dependence of the central di	raction cross section We compare the cross
section as obtained from Phojet with unitarization using a supercritical pomeron with the cross section
obtained by Streng  without unitarization and with a critical pomeron Both cross sections are for




and Feynmanx of the scattered hadron x
F
 
 upper curves and   lower curves
In Fig b we compare as function of the energy the central diraction cross sections in
protonproton collisions which we obtain from Phojet with the cross section calculated by
Streng 	 In Phojet we use a supercritical pomeron with 

IP
  whereas Streng 	
uses a critical Pomeron with 
IP
  Note that also the doublepomeron cross section grows




 This rapid increase is damped in Phojet by
the unitarization procedure At high energies contributions from multiple interactions become
important The rapidity gaps are lled with hadrons due to inelastic rescattering and the cross
section for central diraction gets strongly reduced In contrast Streng calculates only the Born
term cross section Figure b illustrates the dierences obtained using dierent theoretical
methods We stress both methods use the measured single diractive cross sections to extract
the triplepomeron coupling
B Diractive hadron and jetproduction
There are some experiments on diractive particle production at colliders which we have
studied previously using Phojet 	 Generally we have reached a good agreement We do
not present these comparisons again here
Among others the following experiments have studied hadron production in single diraction
dissociation at the CERNSPS and DESYHERA and colliders
 The UA Collaboration 	 measured pseudorapidity distributions of charged
hadron production for dierent masses of the diractive system We have already twice
compared earlier versions of the Dual Parton Model 	 to this data New in the
present model is hard diraction and multiple interactions in the diractive hadron pro
duction therefore we have again compared to this data and we nd a reasonable agreement
	 In the model multiple interactions and minijets lead to a rising rapidity plateau in
pomeronproton collisions in a similar way as observed in hadronhadron collisions
 Hard diractive protonantiproton interactions were investigated by the UA Collab
oration 	 In this experiment the existence of a hard component of diraction was

demonstrated for the rst time Because of the importance of these ndings we com
pared them already in 	 to our model and found the model to be consistent with this
experiment Therefore we will not repeat this comparison here
 Results on single photon diraction dissociation and in particular hard single diraction
were presented by both experiments at the HERA electronproton collider 	 The
ZEUS Collaboration 	 has presented dierential and integrated jet pseudorapidity cross
sections for jets with E
jet
 
  GeV The absolute normalization of these data is given
This allows a severe check of the model In 	 we have compared the dierential jet
pseudorapidity cross sections from ZEUS 	 to the model
V COMPARING HADRON PRODUCTION IN DIFFRACTIVE PROCESSES TO





































































































































































































































FIG   a Jet transverse energy distributions in nondi	ractive pp and  collisions compared
with the jet transverse energy distribution in central di	raction  pomeronpomeron collisions For
the latter channel we give the distributions separately for the full model the model without multiple
interactions  s and the model with a direct pomeron coupling  d The distributions were generated with
Phojet the cm energy  di	ractive mass is  GeV in all cases  b Jet pseudorapidity distributions
in nondi	ractive pp and  collisions compared with the jet pseudorapidity distribution in single
di	raction  pomeronp scattering The distributions were generated with Phojet again the cm
energy  di	ractive mass is  GeV in all cases but the pseudorapidities in the collisions with pomerons
given refer to the
p
s   TeV pp collisions used to generate the di	ractive events
In Sections II we have already pointed out that our model for particle production in pomeron
hadronphoton collisions and pomeronpomeron collisions has the same structure characterized
by multiple soft collisions and multiple minijets like models for hadron production in non
diractive hadronhadron collisions Therefore again we expect the main dierences in com
parison to other channels in the hard component due to the dierences between the pomeron and
hadron structure functions and due to the existence or nonexistence of a direct pomeronquark
coupling
The dierences in the parton structure functions of protons photons and pomerons lead to
quite dierent energy dependences of the hard cross sections In all processes where pomerons
are involved single diraction and central diraction hard processes become important already
at lower energies For pomeronpomeron scattering at low energy the hard cross section is about
a factor  bigger than that of pp collisions At high energies the opposite happens the hard
cross sections in all processes where pomerons are involved rise less steeply with the energy than

in purely hadronic or photonic processes The reason for this is the dierent lowx behavior of
the parametrization of the structure functions used However nothing is known at present from
experiment about the lowx behavior of the pomeron structure function
In Fig a we compare jet transverse energy distributions in pp and  collisions with
the ones in IPIP collisions In the channels with pomerons we present again the distributions
according to our full model according to the model without multiple interactions and the model
with a direct pomeronquark coupling In all nondiractive collisions we have
p
s   GeV
and the diractive events are generated in
p





dierences in the jet transverse energy distributions between the channels are as to be expected
more pronounced than in the hadron p
 
distributions We observe an important reduction in
the jet distributions in the model without multiple interactions The eect of the direct pomeron
coupling is as dramatic as the eect due to the direct photon coupling The E
 
distributions in
the IP and IPIP channels extend up to the kinematic boundary In the latter two cases as
in the case of  collisions the entries at large E
 
come only from direct processes
In Fig b we compare jet pseudorapidity distributions in pp  and IPp again all
collisions at
p
s   GeV with the diractive events generated in
p
s   TeV collisions For
the jets we observe substantial dierences in the shape of the pseudorapidity distributions
VI SINGLE DIFFRACTION AND CENTRAL DIFFRACTION AT TEVATRON
In Figs  to b we present some cross sections calculated using Phojet at TEVATRON
energy The distributions are mass distributions in single and central diraction 
Fig  and jet
pseudorapidity distributions in single and central diraction using E
 
thresholds of  and 
GeV 
Fig a and b In all Figs we give the plots for three dierent cuts for the Feynmanx
of the diractive nucleons x
F
   and  It is obvious that all distributions and cross
sections depend strongly on these cuts





















Within the Phojet model one gets the following cross sections
Nondiractive interactions 
ND 	
ND   mb
Bothside single diraction dissociation 
SD 	
SD   mb
Central diraction 
CD 	
CD   mb




















Despite the fact that no experimental acceptance has been considered for these Phojet results
it is interesting to nd the 
CD
ND ratio so close to the D value given above
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FIG  Distribution of the di	ractive mass in single di	raction dissociation  pomeronproton and
central di	raction  pomeronpomeron at TEVATRON with
p
s   TeV for three di	erent cuts of
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FIG   a Pseudorapidity distribution of jets with E

larger than  GeV and  GeV in  one side
single di	raction  Pomp at TEVATRON for three di	erent cuts of the Feynmanx of the di	ractive
nucleon The upper curves with the same plotting symbol are generally for E

  GeV the lower curves
are for E

  GeV  b Pseudorapidity distribution of jets with E

larger than  GeV in central
di	raction  PomPom at TEVATRON for three di	erent cuts of the Feynmanx of the di	ractive
nucleons
VII DIFFRACTIVE DIJET PRODUCTION AT TEVATRON
Data on dijet production in single diraction dissociation using a rapidity gap trigger were









  GeV in the jet pseudorapidity window   j
jet
j   The gap trigger did demand
no charged hadrons in the range   jj   opposite to the jets and no calorimeter hit
above  GeV in the range   jj   opposite to the jets The ratio of dijet events with
gap 
JJg to dijets without gap 









    

Using Phojet we got so far good statistics only for E
jet
 
  GeV when using the CDF
pseudorapidity restrictions We obtained the cross sections 	
JJ
  b and 	
JJg
 
b This gives the ratio R
JJgPHOJET
  There are two possible reasons for this ratio

being smaller than the one found by CDF 
i the dierent E
 
cut and 
ii The CKMT pomeron























































































































FIG   a E
jet






distributions in JJ and JJg events obtained with Phojet using the CDF trigger
In Figa we present E
jet
 
distributions calculated from Phojet for the JJ and JJG events
Within the statistics of the Monte Carlo calculation both distributions seem to have the same
shape




distributions for the JJ and JJg events Again within the
statistics both distributions seem to be quite similar However in the JJ events we nd more
often additional jetpairs than in the JJg events Therefore we would expect a more narrow
correlation of the two jets in the JJg events
VIII DIJET PRODUCTION BY COLORSINGLET EXCHANGE AT TEVATRON
We will refer here only to the data on dijet production by colorsinglet exchange published
by the CDF and D Collaborations 	 More preliminary data have been presented at this
meeting





  dijets with E
jet
 
  GeV and j
jet
j   The















CDF 	 uses opposite side jets with E
jet
 
  GeV and   j
jet
j   with a gap at jj 









    














   

Here  background JgJ events with only an accidental gap was subtracted this background
was determined in a run without the use of SCR









































































FIG   a Monte Carlo predictions for the fractions of gg gq and qq hard scatterings in the JJ
events  without gap trigger JgJ events obtained with SCR and background  bg JgJ events  obtained
without SCR for the CDF trigger  b The fractions of gg gq and qq events for JJ events  without
gap trigger JgJ events obtained with SCR and background  bg JgJ events  obtained without SCR
for the D trigger
In the Phojet Monte Carlo we can subdivide the hard scattering events into gg gq and
qq scatterings In Fig we plot for the CDF and D triggers the fractions of gg gq and qq
events for JJ events 
without gap trigger JgJ events obtained with SCR and background JgJ
events 
obtained without SCR At both energies we nd that qq scattering dominates the
JgJ events but gq and gg scattering contributes also For the qq events the fraction of JgJ
events due to SCR 
background subtracted is always smaller than  of the qq scatterings
without gap In principle we could calculate from this separately the gap survival probabilities
for qq gq and gg scatterings with the present statistics of JgJ events however we prefer not
yet to give such numbers In JgJ events we nd generally only one or two pairs of jets whereas
in events without a large gap the average number of jets is denitely larger than this




distribution calculated with Phojet for the JJ and
JgJ events for the CDF trigger together with the corresponding distribution published by CDF
	 All distributions are rather similar However with bigger statistics we expect to see a
more narrow correlation in the JgJ events in which further jets are much less frequent than in
the JJ events In Fig b we present the calculated E
jet
 
distributions Within the statistics of
the Monte Carlo runs we do not nd dierences between the distributions corresponding to the







































































































































distributions corresponding to the CDF trigger   b The E
jet



















D preliminary  TeV
e
e























 Preliminary data from the D Collaboration  are
compared to the Phojet results obtained with SCR





was studied by the D Collaboration 	 A modest rise of
the color singlet fraction with E
jet
 
was found In Fig  we compare the Phojet results on R
JgJ




compatible with the data





s   GeV to be
a factor   larger than at
p
s   TeV The ratio of R
JgJ
at these energies calculated
with Phojet is consistent with the data see Fig 
IX CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY
The processes implemented in Phojet allow to study hard and soft diraction 
eg IPp IP
and IPIP collisions in many channels We hope that this tool and forthcoming data on hard and







soft single diraction dissociation and central diraction from TEVATRON and HERA help to
answer important questions like 
i Is soft color reconnection the correct mechanism to describe
color singlet exchange processes between jets Could this mechanism be responsible for other
features of diractive processes as well 
ii Can hard diraction consistently be described by
pomeron structure functions What is the lowx behaviour of the pomeron structure function 

iii Are there multiple soft and multiple hard collisions in diraction like in pp p or 
 interactions 
vi Does a superhard component of the pomeron exist 
eg can the data
interpreted with a direct pomeronquark coupling 
Singleinclusive jet pseudorapidity distributions show only a small sensitivity to a possible
superhard structure of the pomeron 
see Fig b By contrast it is possible to use the jet
transverse momentum distribution to explore a superhard pomeron structure Furthermore
in the model diractive events containing jets produced by direct pomeronparton scattering
exhibit much less soft hadronic background than other JJg events This soft underlying event
feature might allow for a crucial test of the models on a superhard pomeron However with
out using pomeron PDFs tuned to the latest HERA data reliable predictions for TEVATRON
energies cannot be obtained
All features of the JgJ events observed at TEVATRON so far are qualitatively well described
in the Monte Carlo implementation of the SCR model 	 However rst comparisons with
data indicate that the ratio JgJJJ obtained with a simple SCR model is too small Further
investigations higher statistics in the Monte Carlo events and more precise data are required to
draw denite conclusions
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Abstract I discuss radiative corrections to the BFKL equation for high energy cross
sections in perturbative QCD Due to the gluon Reggeization in the nexttoleading
ln s approximation the form of the BFKL equation remains unchanged and the cor
rections to the BFKL kernel are expressed in terms of the twoloop contribution to the
gluon Regge trajectory the oneloop correction to the ReggeonReggeongluon vertex
and the contributions from twogluon and quarkantiquark production in Reggeon
Reggeon collisions I present the results of the calculation of the BFKL kernel in the
nextto leading logarithmic approximation the estimate of the Pomeron shift and the
nexttoleading contribution to the anomalous dimensions of twist operators near
j  
IINTRODUCTION
The BFKL equation  is very popular now mainly due to recent experimental
results on deep inelastic scattering of electrons on protons obtained at HERA
 which show growth of the gluon density in the proton with decreasing of the
fraction of the proton momentum carried by gluon It can be used together with
the DGLAP evolution equation  for the description of structure functions for
the deep inelastic ep scattering at small values of the Bjorken variable x 	see
for instance 
 and references therein The equation was derived for scattering
amplitudes in QCD at high energies
p
s and xed momentum transfer
p
t in the





 This approximation leads to a sharp increase of cross sections
with cms energy
p
s In fact calculated in LLA the total cross section 
LLA
tot
grows at large cms energies as a power of s
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is the LLA position of the most right singularity in the complex momen










N ln  	











is violated in LLA
The reason of the violation is that the schannel unitarity constraints for scattering
amplitudes are not fullled in this approximation The problem of unitarization
of LLA results is extremely important from the theoretical point of view It is
concerned in a lot of papers 	see for example  and references therein
The violation of the Froissart bound means that LLA can not be applied at
asymptotically large energies But in the region of energies accessible for modern
experiments it seems that the most important disadvantage of LLA is that neither
the scale of s nor the argument of the running coupling constant 
s
are xed in
this approximation These uncertainties diminish the predictive power of LLA
permitting to change strongly numerical results by changing the scales From
the practical point of view since the results of LLA are applied to the small x
phenomenology it is extremely important to remove these uncertainties Another
important problem is the determination of the region of energies and momentum
transfers where LLA could be applicable To solve these problems we have to
know radiative corrections to LLA
Therefore the radiative corrections to the BFKL equation are very important
as they give the possibility to x the argument of the running coupling to dene
the scale of energy and to determine the region of applicability of the results
obtained My talk is devoted to these radiative corrections
The outline of the talk is the following In Section II I remind the derivation
of the BFKL equation in LLA and the solution of this equation In Section III I
discuss the general form of corrections in the nexttoleading logarithmic approxi
mation 	NLLA and present the twoloop correction to the gluon Regge trajectory
and the contributions to the NLLA kernel from the oneloop correction to the one
gluon production and from the twogluon and quarkantiquark pair production in
the ReggeonReggeon collisions In Section IV all the contributions are collected
together the cancellation of infrared singularities is performed the estimate of the
shift of the Pomeron intercept and the nexttoleading contributions to anomalous
dimensions of twist operators near j   are presented


IITHE BFKL EQUATION IN LLA
Despite the fact that the BFKL equation was obtained more than  years ago
till now a simple derivation of this equation does not exist though attempts to
do it continue 	see for examlpe  In the original derivation  the key role
was played by the gluon Reggeization in QCD  In fact the derivation can be
performed without large diculties if we adopt the Reggeization It is worthwhile
to stress here that the gluon Reggeization in QCD means something more than
usually assumed Namely it means not merely that there is the Reggeon with
gluon quantum numbers negative signature and trajectory
j	t    	t 	
passing through  at t   but also that only this Reggeon gives the leading
contribution in each order of the perturbation theory to amplitudes with the
gluon quantum numbers in channels with xed momentum transfers Due to this
property it is not dicult to calculate the leading contributions to the imaginary
parts of elastic scattering amplitudes with arbitrary quantum numbers in tchannel
at large s and xed t using the unitarity condition Full amplitudes are easily
restored through their imaginary parts The BFKL equation emerges from the
representation of the amplitudes in the particular case of the forward scattering
with vacuum quantum numbers in t  channel












 t  q
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are the particleparticleReggeon 	PPR vertices In LLA for the




























and D  
   is the spacetime dimension A nonzero  is
introduced to regularize Feynman integrals The integration in Eq	 is performed
over 	D  dimensional momenta orthogonal to the initial particle momentum





















jAi stands for a matrix element of the colour group generator in the
corresponding representation 	ie fundamental for quarks and adjoint for gluons
In LLA the helicities 	
P
of each of the scattered particles P are conserved so that















































































is the amplitude of
production of n particles with momenta k
i














is the element of the nal particle phase space We admit all
particles to have non zero masses 	reserving the possibility to consider each of them




such that momenta of

















































































































































In the unitarity condition 	 the contribution of order s which we are interested
in is given by the region of limited 	not growing with s transverse momenta


of produced particles Only this region is considered in the following Large
logarithms come from integration over longitudinal momenta of the produced
particles Therefore in LLA where production of each additional particle must
give the large logarithm 	ln s they are produced in the multiRegge kinematics
	MRK By denition in this kinematics their transverse momenta are limited




 i    n   are strongly ordered 	in
another words the produced particles are strongly ordered in the rapidity space




















In this case the 











































of any pair of produced
particles i and j are large In order to obtain the large logarithm from the inte
gration over 
i
for each produced particle in the phase space 	 the amplitudes
in the rhs of the unitarity relation 	 must not decrease with the growth of
the invariant masses It is possible only in the case where there are exchanges
of vector particles 	ie gluons in all channels with momentum transfers q
i




























































































































































are the gluon Regge trajectory and the PPR vertices given by












 are the eective vertices of produc







in collisions of Reggeons 	ie Reggeized











In LLA all produced particles P
i
must be gluons therefore the masses of pro









































are the matrix elements of the SU	N group generators in the ajoint
representation d
i









































































entering the unitarity relation 	 can be obtained from
Eq 	 by the substitutions A  A
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for projection of twogluon colour states in
t channel in the unitarity condition 	 on the irreducible representations R of









































Well be interested in the singlet 	vacuum and antisymmetric octet 	gluon rep













































































































































































































































is the part of the scattering amplitude corresponding to the denite
irreducible representation R of the colour group in t channel It is convenient to



















































































where  is the signature and coincides with the symmetry of the representation R
For the gluon representation the Born contribution must be added into the rhs
of 	 The term with  takes into account the contribution to the amplitude
from the u channel imaginary part Pay attention that the only antisymmetric
representation contributing to the decomposition 	 is the representation with
the gluon quantum numbers Therefore only for this representation the contri
butions of s and u channel imaginary parts do not cancel each other It means













into the partial wave coming




















































































































































































































































































































For the singlet representation the index  takes only one value so that we can


















whereas for the antisymmetric octet 	gluon representation the index  coincide





















































for quarks and C
P
































The integration over s
i
in Eq	 is performed from some xed 	independent
from s value to innity Note that the essential integration region in Eq 	
is   	ln s


















 It corresponds to the statement that in LLA the



























































































































Then for the function G
R

	which can be called Green function for scattering of

















































































































































































consists of two parts the rst of them so called virual part is expressed in
terms of the gluon Regge trajectory and the second related with the real particle
production is given by Eq	









for the Reggeized gluon scatter












































































































































































Exactly the same result one gets substituting Eq	 in Eq	 So we have a
kind of bootstrap we input the existence of the Reggeized gluon and obtained
it as the solution of the equation derived from the unitarity
Strictly speaking this bootstrap although being very impressive and mean
ingful can not be considered as a rigorous proof of the gluon Reggeization For
such proof we have to reproduce not only the form 	 of the elastic amplitudes
but also the Reggeized form 	 for all inelastic amplitudes It was actually
done in LLA in Ref  so that in this approximation the proof of the gluon
Reggeization really exists

Let us turn now to the most interesting case  vacuum quantum numbers in t
channel From now only this case will be considered with additional simplifying




 B q   Instead of the




































































































































































 q in Eqs	
 	





 dont depend really on q
P
in LLA We indicate this dependence
having in mind possible generalizations to the cases of scattering of other objects
























































































































































Taken separately the virtual 	 and real 	 contributions to the kernel 	





















whereas the real contribution 	 gives the term of order  after integration




  These singularities cancel each other in Eq	





 In fact only the averaged kernel is relevant until we dont consider
spin correlations because in this case the impact factors entering Eq	
 depend
only on squared transverse momenta Its clear therefore that the high energy
behaviour of cross sections is determined by the averaged kernel
Performing expansion in  and keeping only the terms giving nonvanishing



































































































The representation 	 permits to nd easily such form of the kernel for which






































with 	   Evidently the mentioned form is not unique The one adopted in




























































































































Of course the representations 	 and 	 are equivalent Both of them
make explicit the scale invariance of the kernel due to which its eigenfunctions
are powers of q
 
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The cross section exists only if the impact factors possess a good infrared be
haviour otherwise it turns into innity In fact it is innite for scattering of











 The maximal value of 
B
	 on the integration contour in Eq	
is 	  







 ln  At   
B
P
the partial wave has the branch point that leads to the
growth 	 of the cross section


III THE NEXTTOLEADING APPROXIMATION
The nexttoleading logarithmic approximation 	NLLA means that all terms




have to be collected It was argued in Ref  that
in this approximation we can use the approach which coincides in the main fea
tures with that used in LLA In general the programme of the calculations is
analogous to that in LLA The nal goal is the elastic scattering amplitude It
has to be restored from its s and uchannel imaginary parts The s channel
imaginary part is given by the unitarity relation 	 Evidently Eqs		
expressing the elastic scattering amplitudes in terms of their schannel imaginary
parts remain unchanged In the multiRegge kinematics 	MRK in NLLA as well
as in LLA only the amplitudes with the gluon quantum numbers in the chan
nels with momentum transfers q
i
do contribute It was mentioned after Eq	
that in each order of perturbation theory these amplitudes are dominant because
only for them there is no cancellation between s and u  channel contributions
Moreoverfor the same reason only in these amplitudes the leading terms are real
whereas in other amplitudes they are imaginary Therefore the appearance in
the rhs of the unitarity relation 	 of amplitudes with quantum numbers in
t
i
channels dierent from the gluon ones leads to loss of at least two large loga
rithms and therefore can be ignored in NLLA Evidently it is a peculiar property
of NLLA In the approximations next to NLLA such amplitudes do contribute
As before the key point in the calculation of the amplitudes contributing in
the unitarity relation is the gluon Reggeization In MRK the real parts of the
contributing amplitudes 	only these parts are relevant in NLLA because the LLA
amplitudes are real are presented in the same form 	 as in LLA So in this
kinematics the problem is reduced to the calculation of the twoloop contribution

 
	t to the gluon Regge trajectory 	t and the corrections to the real parts of
the PPR and RRG vertices Let us note here that the PPRvertices as well
as in LLA enter the expressions for the impact factors 	see Eq	 but not
the expression for the kernel 	see Eq	
	 so that the corrections to these
vertices appear at the intermediate steps of the calculations only The oneloop
corrections to the PPR vertices were calculated in Refs  Though they
are necessary for the calculation of the corrections to trajectory and RRG vertex
they dont enter the kernel explicitly therefore I dont present them here
But in NLLA contrary to LLA MRK is not a single kinematics that contributes
in the unitarity relation 	 Since we have a possibility to loose one large loga
rithm 	in comparison with LLA the limitation of the strong ordering 	 in the
rapidity space can not be implied more Any 	but only one pair of the produced
particles can have a xed 	not increasing with s invariant mass ie components
of this pair can have rapidities of the same order This kinematics was called 
quasimultiRegge kinematics 	QMRK We can treat this kinematics including
together with the onegluon production production of more complicated states
in the ReggeonReggeon 	RR collisions  gluongluon 	GG and quarkantiquark

Q 
Q as well as production of an additional gluon in the Reggeonparticle 	RP
collisions ie in the fragmentation region of one of the initial particles Therefore
the partial wave 	 can be presented in the same form 	 but with modied
impact factors and RR Green function In the denition of the impact factors 	
we have to include radiative corrections to the PPR vertices and the contribution
of the gluon production in the fragmentation region The equation 	
 for the
RR Green function remains unchanged as well as the representation 	
 of the







and the part related with the real particle production must contain together with
the contribution from the onegluon production in the RR collisions contributions
from the twogluon and quarkantiquark productions The onegluon contribution
must be calculated with the oneloop accuracy whereas the twogluon and quark
antiquark contributions have to be taken in the Born approximation In the
following we consider only the case of the forward scattering and present the part































Here there is a subtle point Calculating the twogluon production contribution
to the kernel 	as well as the contribution to the impact factor from the gluon
production in the fragmentation region we meet divergencies of integrals over
invariant masses of the produced particles at upper limits 	let us call such di
vergencies ultraviolet These divergencies correspond to the uncertainties of the
lower limits of integrations over s
i
	see Eq 	 in MRK which were not im
portant in LLA but can not be ignored in NLLA Of course the reason for the
divergencies is the absence of a natural bound between MRK and QMRK In order
to give a precise meaning to the corresponding contributions and to treat them
carefully we introduce an articial bound 	which of course disappear in nal
results The discussion of the separation of the MRK and QMRK contributions
presented in subsection  is based on the paper 
In the next subsections well discuss various contributions to the kernel
The Reggeized Gluon Trajectory
The twoloop corrections to the gluon trajectory were obtained in Refs 

They were expressed in terms of discontinuities of QCD scattering amplitudes





t in the twoloop approximation The processes of

the quarkquark gluongluon and quarkgluon elastic scattering were considered





























































































































Eqs	 and 	 give us a closed expression for the two loop correction to the
gluon trajectory The independence from the properties of the scattered particles
which appears as the result of remarkable cancellations among various terms
sets up a stringent test of the gluon Reggeization beyond the leading logarithmic
approximation
The twoloop correction to the trajectory contains both ultraviolet and infrared
divergencies The former ones can be easily removed by the charge renormalization
in the total expression for the trajectory Since the trajectory itself must not be
renormalized we have only to use the renormalized coupling constant g

instead





































and calculation of the integrals in 	 	 gives 


























































































The remarkable fact which occurred is the cancellation of the third order poles in
 existing in separate contributions to the gluon part of 	 This cancellation
is very important for the absence of infrared divergences in the corrections to the
BFKL equation As result of this cancellation the gluon and quark contributions
to 
 
	t have similar infrared behaviour Moreover the coecient of the leading
singularity in  is proportional to the coecient of the oneloop  function This
means that infrared divergences are strongly correlated with ultraviolet ones The
correlation is unique in the sense that it provides the independence of singular
contributions to 	t from q
 
 Indeed expanding Eq 	 we have












































































Eq 	 exhibits explicitly all singularities of the trajectory in the twoloop
approximation and gives its nite part in the limit    Let us stress that the
independence of the singular contributions to the trajectory from q
 
is necessary
for the cancellation of the infrared divergencies in the BFKL equation
OneGluon Production Contribution













































It is worthwhile to remind that the MRK amplitudes beyond the LLA have a
complicated analytical structure For the oneparticle production amplitude as




 from general require


































































































































are real in all
physical channels Fortunately as it was explained at the begining of this section
in NLLA only real parts of the production amplitudes do contribute  because
only these parts interfere with the LLA amplitudes which are real Therefore for
our purposes we can neglect the imaginary parts and present the amplitudes in










































































	t is the oneloop contribution to the gluon Regge trajectory
The right and left RRG vertices R and L were calculated in Refs  The cal
culations were performed in the spacetime dimensionD  
 but terms vanishing
at D  
 were omitted in the nal expressions Unfortunately such terms should
be kept because integration over transverse momenta of the produced gluon leads
to divergency at k

  for the case D  
 Therefore in the region k

 
we need to know the production amplitude for arbitrary  The corresponding
calculations were performed in 
Let us note here that whereas the dependence of the Regge factors from the
energy scale s
R
was beyond the accuracy of LLA in NLLA it has to be taken
into account though we can use an arbitrary scale It means that the RRP
vertices as well as the PPRvertices become dependent from the energy scale s
R





















 From the physical requirement






































































































































In Refs   the PPR vertices were extracted from the elastic scattering




were used for these vertices In turn the production vertices R and L were
extracted from the onegluon production amplitude using the representation 	
with the scale in the Regge factors equal the renormalization scale 
 
 but with




 So several scales were mixed in the
onegluon production amplitude Though such mixing of scales is not forbidden it
is quite inconvenient when we consider production of arbitrary number of gluons
Therefore well use for denition of all vertices the representation 	 with the
single scale s
R



















and vertices R and L taken from Refs 
















































































































































































































































































































































separately they can be found taking into
account that the combination R  L does not contribute in the LLA 	see 	













































































































































































































































































































































































































































One can check that substitution of 	 	 into 	
 gives 	
It will be shown in the next subsection that for the appropriate separation






















































































































































































































































































Separation of the MRK and QMRK contributions























 and introducing s

as the argument of the partial wave because








into the partial wave coming from production of n gluons























































































































In order to give the precise meaning to MRK we introduced here the parameter
s

 By denition MRK means that all squared invariant masses are larger than








depends on this parameter although we dont indicate
this dependence explicitly The dependence from this parameter disappears in the

































acquired the upper index B v for the denotation that they represent the sum of
the Born 	LLA contribution and the virtual correction as well as the additional
argument to show their dependence from the scale s
R
used in the Regge factors in
Eq	 Remind that besides the presented contributions the total NLA impact
factors contain the contributions from the gluon production in the corresponding















































represents the contribution of the gluon production with the oneloop accuracy



























































































































































































































































































In the last equality we performed the expansion in 	  
i
 and have taken into
account the rst terms of the expansion only as it should be done in NLLA Let
us note for deneteness that for n   in the last factor in Eq	 only the two
last terms remain whereas for n   the whole factor is equal unity because in
this case in Eq 	 instead of integrations over partial s
i
we have an integration
over the total s which has to be performed from s

to 
Now let us turn to QMRK Pay attention that since the contribution of this
kinematics is subleading we can ignore the dependence from the energy scale

























 for twogluon and quarkantiquark






gluon production in the fragmentation region of the particle P in the process of
scattering of this particle o the Reggeon so that the amplitudes of production of
n particles in the QMRK are given by Eq 	 with one of the old vertices































































































































































































 denote the Born 	LLA values for the impact
factors 	






 means the corrections to the impact factors due to the real gluon







 appears as the contri
bution to the kernel from QMRK The last two values depend on the boundary
s

between MRK and QMRK though we dont indicate this dependence Tak
















































































Here the sum is taken over colours of Reggeons and all quantum numbers of




can be quarkantiquark as well

































Note that in the case of the twogluon production the gluon identity must be
taken into account by the limitation on the integration region We can represent








































 is the total cross section of the twoparticle production in colli















colours of the Reggeons and I
RR




















































 to the impact factor due to the real gluon
emission in the fragmentation region of the particle P at collision of this particle
with momentum p
P






































































Here we have taken into account that with the normalization used the matrix




transition coincides with the corresponding eective
vertex whereas for PR G

P diers from such vertex by factor
p
s
Note that with the NLLA accuracy the corrections obtained by the expansion
in 	  
i
 in Eq 	 for the case of the 	n  particle production can be


































































































Therefore from Eqs 	 	 we obtain that with the NLLA accuracy the total













































































































































































































































































In the last two equations the MRK boundary s

have to be taken much larger
than typical squared transverse momenta so that the dependence from s

disap
pears due to the factorization properties of the Reggeon vertices in the regions of
strongly ordered rapidities of produced particles Namely the twogluon produc




































































are momenta of the produced
gluons and the vertices for the gluon production in the fragmentation regions are



























































































Investigation of the twogluon production contribution was started in Ref 
the next step was done in Ref  The nal result was obtained in Ref 
by calculation of dierential cross section of the twogluon production in the RR
collisions and integration of this cross section over relative transverse and longi









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































is introduced in 	 to exclude divergencies of separate terms This
parameter should be considered as innitely small In the total expression for the




Note that taken separately some terms in the rhs of Eq	 contain ultra




j but these divergencies are articial in the sense





In the infrared region for    all terms have no more than logarithmic di
vergency All divergencies ultraviolet and infrared can be regularized by the











  we should be careful in
performing the expansion in   in order to keep all terms which give nonvanishing




 The result of







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































  All others are spurious and singular terms cancel each





  Eq 	 contains all terms which give





 For the terms which are infrared divergent at D  























in powers of  in such terms Note that





 It is quite a nontrivial task to notice a reason for this symmetry in
the starting expression 	 Nevertheless this symmetry is hidden there It
is a consequence of the invariance of the expression inside the curly brackets in




 under the leftright


























































































































































































































































































































IVBFKL POMERON IN THE NEXTTOLEADING
APPROXIMATION
Now we have all contributions to the NLLA kernel Remind that it has the
same form 	 as the LLA one where the gluon Regge trajectory in the twoloop






 related with the real particle
production 	 contains the contributions from the onegluon 	 twogluon
	 and quarkantiquark 	 production in the ReggeonReggeon collisions















































of the LLA contribution expressed in terms of the renormalized coupling constant






































































































































































































































































































































































































The remarkable fact exibited by Eq	 is the cancellation of the infrared sin



















in powers of  This expansion is not




















The singular contributions given by this region are canceled in turn in the BFKL
equation by the singular terms in the gluon trajectory 





is relevant until we dont consider spin correlations For the averaged







































































































































































































































































































changing correspondingly the virtual part Using Eqs 	 	 	 it is
























































































































































































































































































































in the twodimensional transverse space with 	   Of course the dependence
from 	 disappears when the kernel acts on a function Moreover the representa
tion 	 permits to nd such form of the kernel for which this cancellation is





























































































































































































































































































The   dependence in the right hand side of this equality leads to the violation
of the scale invariance and is related with running the QCD coupling constant

The form 	

































































































































































  	 






































































	 in the sym
metric point    corresponding to the eigenfunction of the LLA kernel with









































































It shows that the correction is very large

In some sense the large value of the correction is natural and is a consequence








  If we
express the corrected intercept 
P


























 does not look very large Moreover it corresponds to the
rapidity interval where correlations become important in the hadron production
processes
Nevertheless these numerical estimates show that in the kinematical region of
HERA probably it is not enough to take into account only the nexttoleading













 ln   
 the relative correction for n
f



















The maximal value of 
P





But it is necessary to realize that rstly the above estimates are quite straight
forward and do not take into account neither the in!uence of the running coupling
on the eigenfunctions nor the nonperturbative eects  secondly the value of
the correction strongly depends on its representation For example if one takes
into account the nexttoleading correction by the corresponding increase of the






   turns out
to be only two times smaller than its Born value
The above results can be applied for the calculation of anomalous dimensions of





















































































































































































 of the twist opera









































































for    For the low orders of the perturbation theory we reproduce the known








































































The results presented in this Section were obtained in Ref  They dier from
the corresponding results of Ref 
 because the results of 
 were obtained
for so called irreducible part of the kernel and therefore are incomplete After
appearance of Ref  the results obtained there were conrmed in Ref 





 which is determined by the position of the extremum of the function
	 	 In LLA this extremum is reached at 
B
max
  independently from

s
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Abstract
This paper discuss the prospects of CDF and D for Diractive Physics in Tevatron
Run II A summary of the technical aspects and physics to be done is presented
I INTRODUCTION
One of the main present eorts of the particle physicists is to understand
the Pomeron which is responsible for hard diraction and how it ts into
QCD The interest in this subject has been demonstrated by the increasing
number of papers on this subject and the prospects for collider experiments
DESYBNLFERMILAB The number of presentations in this workshop makes
us enthusiastic for the next century with a very attractive future for diractive
physics
Strong interactions has two aspects with dierent formulations one for the soft
and another for the hard interactions 	
 In the language of the Regge Model
RM the Pomeron is the trajectory characterized by vaccum quantum numbers
It is the trajectory responsible by the Diractive soft scattering Hard diraction
was recently discovered by the UA experiment with the observation of the di
jets produced diractively 
 In this workshop progress of the theoretical and
phenomenological ideas was shown as well nice results of the current experiments
at Tevatron  CDF and D  for p p for early results see references 
 and
Hera H	 and ZEUS for e p scattering 
 Soft diraction is well described phe
nomenologically by the RM with a hadronic pomeron 	
 For hard diraction

 we have several models proposing dierent congurations of the pomeron as
a composite object Among the leading models for a hard pomeron we have the
economical twogluon model 
 and the hot spot of gluons or the BFKL
pomeron 
 Many of these aspects were discussed during this workshop showing
a more clear picture of the Diractive physics in the future with the insertion of
the new detectors as we can see in this Proceedings
 
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This paper concentrates on the possibilities for CDF and D for the next Run
II to produce events in the Diractive region of the p p scattering The Tevatron
itself has been submitted to a series of upgrade for the next Run II See Ref 	

for more details about plans and upgrades of the Tevatron Hard diraction can
be best studied at the Tevatron due to the large Diractive mass accessible For
p
s   TeV hard single diraction can produce M
x
 GeV and for double
pomeron exchange M
x
	 GeV where M
x
is the Diractive mass produced by
interactions with pomeron We believe that the Pomeron is a good bridge between
the soft RM and hard QCD interactions In the next chapter we present
the main motivation to extend the diractive capabilities of the detectors at the
Tevatron taking into account the planned Tevatron upgrade The third chapter
will show the plans and developments for CDF and D followed by a concluding
chapter
II MOTIVATION
We have many motivations to continue our studies about the Pomeron and
Diractive Physics First a comment on the situation before QCD Going back to
before the J  discovery strong interactions was well described by Regge model
and particles were organized by their quantum numbers in SU multiplets repre
senting resonances and bound states in the hadronic world Quarks concentrated
the quantum numbers apropriated to build hadrons and their symmetries The
dynamics of strong interactions is governed by the exhange of quantum numbers
If a well dened set of quantum numbers correspond to a particle we say that
a particle is exchanged And we had the ideas comming from the bootstrap
hadrons interact with hadrons via hadrons  The Pomeron in this context is a
hadron It is then the Pomeron the Regge Pole responsible for soft diraction
With the discovery of the J we had an experimental proof of the existence of
quarks and QCD became the theory of hard strong interactions Then to exploit
this new reality new machines and new detectors were designed to observe all
phenomena of high p
t
physics The hunt for quarks was strongly stimulated
Since soft strong interactions was described by Regge Model the Diractive
component as an important part of the cross section also was well described by









 Q  B  S     with intercept one saturating the
Froissard Bound 		
 is called Pomeron Pomeron exchange is responsible then by
the soft diraction But the discovery of hard diraction by the UA experiment
with the observation of the dijets produced diractively change again the picture
Then we have to understand QCD for all components of strong interaction or to
understand now what is the hard Pomeron
Let us see now some kinematics aspects and the apparatus available to under
stand hard diraction The Tevatron will be up to the  the only machine
with the possibility to provide Diractive events in p p scattering The Tevatron







 a larger number of bunches of particles from  to  and
many other new parameters Fig 	 shows some upgrade parameters machine for

FIGURE  The new parameters for the next Run II at the Tevatron
the Tevatron More detail see Ref 	

Then to take into account these modications in the Tevatron both detectors
D and CDF are being submitted also to a series of upgrades making it possible to
produce better results and enlarging the possible phase space including diractive
physics To summarizing the upgrade of these detectors and avoid repetition
gures in this proceeding we show only the D gure of the upgrade since the
CDF detector has being exaustively presented in other talks of this workshop and
published in this proceedings 	
 Fig  shows the main upgrade regions of the
D detector
To study the diractive region we use a set of appropriated variables like the








where P is the fourmomentum of the proton or antiproton
The scattered proton momentum fraction will be represented by x
p
and the
Pomeron momentum fraction by







FIGURE  The new parameters for the next Run II at the Tevatron

FIGURE  The distribution in t of the represented parametrization








For the Tevatron we have the following values for the Diractive Mass
M
x
  GeV for p p pX 
M
x




  GeV for e p epX 
Two distributions that are very important for the future analysis and identi
cation of the diractive topoly events Figure  shows a simple parametrization






with b   GeV
 
 a  	 and t in GeV
 
 The curve in this gure show the
importance of this distribution and the variation of the dierential cross section





distribution shown in the gure  presents the possibility to separate two
contributions of the Pomeron with a clear enhancement in the region of x
p
 
The lowest curve indicates the nondiractive component All these variables will
be very useful and adding to the rapidity gap analysis as has been shown in
this workshop 	
 we will have a very powerful number of conditions to get
unambiguos events of the dierent topologies of diraction
	
FIGURE  The distribution in t of the represented parametrization
To build a lego plot and identify a rapidity gap the variables used are the






where 	 is the polar angle dened relative to the proton beam direction
This set of variables bounded by the phase space available imposed by the Teva
tron and detectors are very useful to study the dynamics governing the diractive
physics Soft and hard Diraction have to be investigated in order to have only
one global theory The UACERN experiment 	
 shows the existence of jets
produced diractively compatible with a hard structure of the Pomeron 	
 and
possibly a superhard structure when all momentum of the Pomeron participates
of the hard scattering 
 The other result come from the diractive structure
function provided by HERA in the Deep Inelastic Scattering DIS studies with
a big rapidity gap and found a F
D
 
dominated by a gluonic component
To identify the diractive physics we particularly show some possible topologies
to be studied in the next Run II of the Tevatron Fig  presents two soft and
two hard processes We can see the dierence of the topologies of soft and hard by
the presence of the jets in the lego plot  versus  In the elastic scattering soft
process we have to tag the proton and antiproton scattered and no particles are
produced in the phase space available in the  x  lego plot The structure of the
double Pomeron exchange is dened by the presence of two central jets and two
gaps in the rapidity

 These diractive jets have been observed at Tevatron in two
energies at 	 GeV by CDF and D and at  GeV by D collaboration 

The diractively produced W boson has been observed by CDF But the samples
of the diractive production are still statistically poor and the lack of information
of t and  dependence at Tevatron does not allow denite conclusions about many
known results All these comments explain why it is important to upgrade the
Tevatron and detectors CDF and D for the next Run II

It is known that the rapidity gap lack of particle production in a rapidity or pseudorapidity
region is a good experimental signature for a Pomeron	 or a hard diraction process along with
a hard scattering jet production	 W production	 etc

            
FIGURE  The distribution in t of the represented parametrization

It is known that D and CDF are two general purpose detectors 	
 Then
practically all physics topics studied by these detectors will benet with the up
grade for diractive physics We know also that the next almost ten years the
only machine with the parameters presented here for high energy physics is the
Tevatron Adding the facts that the measures of some processes like diractive
dijets have to be done more accurately and the hard double pomeron have to be
tagged directly by tagging the scattered proton and antiproton we certainly val
idatethe proposals presented during this workshop for the future Let us present
now a list of possible physics topics to be pursued in Run II of CDF and D
	 Diractive Jet Production DJP
 Hard Double Pomeron Exchange HDPE
 Diractive Heavy Flavor Production DHFP
 Diractive WZ boson production DBP
 Inclusive Double Pomeron IDP
 Inclusive Single Diraction ISD
 High t Elastic Scattering HtES
 Total Cross Section TCS
 Diractive Production of Glueballs Centauros DGC
	Diractive Structure Function Studies DSFS
This is not an exhaustive list of topics to be studied but rather a starting point
Experimental results can be decisive to chose a model for Pomeron
III NEW PLANS FOR DIFFRACTIVE PHYSICS AT
TEVATRON
During the workshop we had specic talks for each part of the proposals and
plans for next Run II at Tevatron so here we will summarize the plans for dirac
tive Physics at Tevatron the upgrades for CDF and D We will talk much
more about D since CDF has specic talks about the upgrade available in these
Proceedings
The main point for CDF upgrade in view of the diractive physics are
	 Improve dipole spectrometer existing Roman Pots This will allow the
experiment to accumulate more luminosity since the pots were added at the
end of the Run I
 Implement a miniplug for triggering on Diractive events This device is
composed of  of 	 inches thick lead plates corresponding to a total of
 interactions lengths and  radiation length The  signal towers are
read out by 	 multichannel photomultipliers of 	 channels each The total
weight is  tons
 Add new scintillating counters at large rapidity

FIGURE  The Forward Proton Detector
As we said above all details about these  main points of the CDF can be found
in this Proceedings 	

The proposal for the D diractive physics upgrade it to add a Forward Proton
Detector FPD to the D detector To have a complete information about the
D FPD proposal see Reference 	
 We will consider rst the position of the
FPD on the beam line Figure  shows the set of detectors of the FPD A
indicates detectors in the scattered antiproton side and P indicates detectors
in the scattered proton side Q and D are the superconducting quadrupole and
dipole magnets respectively S indicates the electrostatic separator of the beams
The scale shows the distance from the interaction point in metters The FPD is
the series of the 	 Roman Pots 	
 forming  independent spectrometers One
Dipole Spectrometer for the antiproton region and  Quadrupole Spectrometer for
both proton and antiproton regions Each Quadrupole Station has four pots up
and down for Y direction and left and right for X direction This set of detectors
gives ability to measure the t and  of the scattered protons and antiprotons
In order to insert the detectors in the beam line we need modications to the
lattice which should not degrade normal Tevatron operations Preliminary studies
indicates that only minor modications are necessary The quadrupole stations
will be inserted at either end of the separator inside a extended cryogenic bypass
The quadrupole station has four pots with four sets of detectors to encircle the
beam as is shown in Figure   With this design we can have good acceptance as
we will see later on this paper
This gure shows the format of the cross for the quadrupole station and the four
position of the detectors around the beam prole Now just to give an idea about
the mechanical part of the quadrupole station we show in Figure  a preliminary
sketch of a quadrupole station During the workshop a complete model of this

            
FIGURE 	 The gure at left side shows the four entrances of the Cross Roman Pots The
elipse in the right side gure represents an approximation of the beam prole and position of
the detectors
design was presented The interested reader should go to Reference 	
 of this
Proceedings
Inside of the pots we have the detectors which are presented in Figure  There
are six planes in dierent positions u u v v and x x This conguration will
suppress possible ambiguities in the position of the tracking reconstruction The
frame and other major details are given in Reference 
 of this proceeding
Scintillating bers are connected to clear bers that will bring the signal to the
multianode photomultiplier as shown in the gure In this design there are 
channels per plane with a total of  channels
We would like to call attention for the fact that the combination of the
quadrupole and dipole spectrometers gives
	 The possibility to tag protons and antiprotons For example double pomeron
events can be directly identied  elastics can be used for alignement calibra
tion and luminosity monitoring early time hits in the opposite spectrometers
can be used for halo rejection
 Good acceptance for low and high t
 The advantage of overconstrained tracks for understanding detectors and
background
These points represent a real progress in experimental diractive physics Figure
	 shows that the dipole station which will be on the antiproton side only has a

            
FIGURE 
 The Cross Roman Pot mechanical detail

FIGURE  The Detector to be used inside of the pots
better acceptance at low t and large   A complement of this is observed with
the quadrupole stations which will be on both sides proton and antiproton and
have better acceptance for high t than the dipole station To get this result the





Figures 		 and 	 show the geometric acceptance of Fig 	 integrated over
 t for the dipole and quadrupole spectrometers
More detail about acceptance is presented in the talk of Reference 	
 in this
proccedings The FPD will not requires special conditions for data taking A few
dedicated global triggers for diractive jets double pomeron and elastic events
will be necessary to exploit all possibilities of the available hardware proposed to
be installed The readout to be used will be the same used for track triggers which
are completely D standard To reject fake background from multiple interac
tions like single diraction plus dijet the L timing silicon tracker longitudinal
momentum conservation and scintillation timing will be used Everything pro
posed has a primary concern to not cause any negative impact on the standard
D physics program while adding new physics topics to this program Some esti
mation for FPD possibilities on the Run II shows that with a sample of 	 fb
 
D
can record 	 diractive W bosons  hard double pomeron and Table 	
shows a comparison with other experiments conrming the positive contribution
that can be done by D

            
FIGURE  Results about the acceptance studies for FPD The size of the box is proportional
to the acceptance

            
FIGURE  The FPD acceptance studies for dipole spectrometer
            
FIGURE  The FPD acceptance studies for quadrupole spectrometers

















TABLE  Comparison between the possi
bilities of the D FPD and other experiments
producing diractive events
The FPD will allow us to make some interesting measurements and hard dirac
tive processes will be a priority in order to cover many questions discussed in this
workshop In Figure 	 we show the dNdt distribution for two regions corre
sponding to the dipole station antiproton side and the quadrupole station The
exponential behavior of the Monte Carlo data is clear in both regions An in
teresting measurement is the ratio of cross sections since many systematic errors
cancel In this gure 	 we show the cross section ratio of Single Diraction
producing Jets and the cross section of Single Diraction producing everything
for the same values of E
t
and  If this ratio shows any tdependence it would be
clearly observable as shown by our prejected error bars for 	 fb
 

The top part of Fig 	 shows the ratio of jet events with and without a tagged
proton This can be used to distinguish between dierent models for the Pomeron
The bottom plot in Fig 	 shows a kinematic variable jet  in one  and t bin
which is sensitive to the pomeron structure The dependence of the structure on
M and t can be measured using this and similar variables
IV CONCLUSION
In this talk to give an overview about the future plans at Tevatron for Diractive
Physics with the two main detectors CDF and D  Both CDF and D have plans
and studies to upgrade their possibilities and produce new results better statistics
than Run I and more accurate results to determine the hard component of the
Diractive Physics The Pomeron is still a puzzle that has aspects in both the
hard and soft region of strong interactions The FPD will be a subdetector totally
integrated in D and certainly will open new subjects to be treated in the physics
program of Run II Hard diraction exists and needs to be better understood and
for this it is necessary to produce new samples of data to decide between theoretical
and phenomenological models The combination of the spectrometers formed
by the quadrupole and dipole stations will give the possibility to tag scattered
protons and antiprotons Tagging both proton and antiprotons will allow original
measurements of particular events like double pomeron exchange and the physics
associated with this production mechanism It is clear that high energy and high
luminosities is a primary requirement to realize these measurements with the CDF
	
            
FIGURE  Possible measurements that can be made by FPD

            
FIGURE  Possible measurements that can be made by FPD

and D detectors We acknowledge the support of the US Department of Energy
and the collaborating institutions and their funding agencies in this work We
would like to thank the nancial support from CNPq FINEP PETROBRAS and
CBPF to this workshop
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Future Diraction at HERA
H Jung
Physics Department Lund University PO Box    Lund Sweden
 March  
Future prospects of hard diraction at HERA a reviewed A selection of pro	
cesses which can be calculated in pQCD is given with emphasis on the separation
of soft and hard diraction The main focus will be put on the energy dependence
of diractive processes and signatures for the hard pQCD pomeron Problems in
the experimental detection of these processes and the expected signi
cance of
future measurements at HERA are discussed
I INTRODUCTION






represents the scattered proton or











































































 where e 
e
 
 are the four vectors of the incoming 
scattered electron the Bjorken x
variable x  Q








 are the four vectors
of the incoming 
scattered proton q  e  e
 
is the four vector of the exchanged photon and
IP  p  p
 
corresponds to the four vector of the pomeron which here only serves as a generic
name These variables are dened independently of the underlying picture of diraction In
analogy to Bjorkenx one can dene   xx
IP
 In terms of experimental accessible quantities



























being the invariant mass of the diractive 
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In the following I shall concentrate on the question of the mechanism responsible for dirac
tion In section  I shall briey describe dierent approaches to deep inelastic diraction and
their expected signicance The question of the energy dependence of diraction will be ad
dressed In section  I shall discuss a personal selection of main open questions in diraction
and in section  I will concentrate on the most promising processes suited for a separation of
soft and hard pQCD contributions to diractive scattering at HERA Main emphasis will be
put on processes that can be calculated in pQCD and on the pQCD description of the pomeron
II PRESENT KNOWLEDGE OF DEEP INELASTIC DIFFRACTION AT HERA
Three dierent approaches to deep inelastic diractive scattering are mainly discussed in the
literature	

 Resolved pomeron a la Ingelman and Schlein and diractive parton densities
In the model of IngelmanSchlein  F
D 

can be written as the product of the probability
f
p IP

























In analogy to the quark  parton  model of the proton  can be interpreted as the fraction






 can be described
in terms of momentum weighted quark density functions in the pomeron
Eq
























where the sum runs over all partons with charge e
i









 t and F
IP

is assumed The diractive parton densities can
be subjected to the same DGLAP evolution equations as used in non  diractive deep
inelastic scattering 
 pQCD calculation of diraction via two gluon exchange








dijet production and in the model of  estimates on the total inclusive
diractive cross section are given The calculation of diractive dijet production can be





q jets  or
for heavy quarks 
Since the processes discussed here are mediated by two gluon exchange dierent assump
tions on the nature of the exchanged gluons can be made	 in  the gluons are non
perturbative in  they are a hybrid of non perturbative and perturbative ones and in
 they are taken from a NLO parameterization of the proton structure function 






















 In the case of heavy quarks the cross
section is nite for all p
T











   
where m
f




which is set by the details of the interaction this type of processes violates Regge type
factorization
Due to the dierent gluon densities dierent x
IP
dependencies of the cross sections are
expected and are further discussed in  where also numerical estimates are presented
 Semiclassical approach to diraction and Soft Color Interactions








in a semi  classical approach where the partons interact with the color eld of the proton
The cross section of the rst process turns out to be of similar structure as in the pQCD
calculation of  and is proportional to a constant which can be interpreted in the
semiclassical approach as the gluon density squared of the proton The qqg process
is described with a usual boson gluon fusion subprocess involving an eective diractive
gluon density  In  it is shown that this semiclassical approach is exactly equivalent
to the approach using diractive parton density functions of quarks and gluons convoluted
with the proper partonic scattering amplitude Therefore the semiclassical approach will
not be discussed separately in the following
In the Soft Color Interaction 
SCI approach events with large rapidity gaps are produced
by color reorientation of the colored partons originating from the hard interaction pro
cess  before fragmentation Also here no pomeron is explicitly introduced All
parameters in this model are determined by nondiractive deep inelastic scattering ex




From a phenomenological point of view the rst approach 
resolved pomeron and diractive




has been performed by the H collaboration  to describe theQ

evolution including an
estimate of the intercept of the pomeron trajectory 
IP

 and the parton distribution functions
of the pomeron Here F
D

was described including a contribution from subleading trajectories
giving a good description of the data At the present level of accuracy 
IP

 is consistent with




















 nonleading power of Q 

where  indicates the convolution of the diractive parton density f
D
i
 with the hard scattering
coecient C
i
and the sum is running over all partons i Therefore standard DGLAP evolution
equations are also applicable to F
D

 These diractive parton density functions can then be
used to model the hadronic nal state in close analogy to standard nondiractive deep inelas
tic scattering Therefore the full machinery of Monte Carlo techniques used in deep inelastic
scattering can be also applied to here  This approach is very successful in the description
of hadronic nal state properties 
see for example  However one has to note that if the
diractive cross section can be factorized into a diractive parton density and a hard scattering
process This implies that a softer part is left which can be identied with a pomeron remnant
This remnant does not participate in the hard interaction and has smaller p
T
than the partons
of the hard interaction




found in deep inelastic diractive scattering needs not to be the same as the one observed
in hadronhadron collisions and indeed measurements of 
IP





    which is larger than 
IP

   obtained from the total cross
section in hadronhadron and photonhadron collisions
From a theoretical point of view the second approach 
pQCD calculation of diraction via two
gluon exchange is more attractive since here diraction is related to the gluon density squared
of the proton and no free parameters are left except the gluon density Such calculations




than expected from the soft pomeron The intercept is essentially given by the rise of the gluon




hard subprocess this calculation predicts a violation of the Regge type factorization of the cross
section into a part which only depends on x
IP
and t and another part depending only on  and
Q

 Diractive processes described by two gluon exchange are not covered by the factorization
proof of  since all the partons in the system M
X
participate in the hard interaction and the
cross section is found to be of higher twist 
The pQCD calculations are quite complicated and presently only the most simple diagrams
have been fully calculated	 	

p  qqp both for light and heavy quarks and also the production
of vector meson bound states Even with only these processes included an impressively good
description of the hadronic energy ow and vector meson production could be achieved as is
shown in  The contribution for 	

p   qgqp has been estimated in a specic region of the
phase space where the gluon has much smaller transverse momentum than the quarks 
A more complete calculation of this process is just being performed 
Within the present accuracy of diractive measurements in deep inelastic scattering at HERA
all three very dierent approaches to hard diraction 
resolved pomeron model pQCD calcula
tion and soft color interactions are able to describe the experimental data reasonably well

FIG  The slope of F   x
  





areas obtained from F
D
 
 The ZEUS data on diraction have been corrected for 






It is however important to understand the relation of the energy dependence of the inclusive
structure function F

to that of the diractive structure function F
D

 The optical theorem
relates the total cross section of 	

p to the forward scattering amplitude of elastic scattering


























  holds which would indicate that the same mechanism 
or
the same pomeron is responsible for the rise of the total inclusive 	p cross section at small x





 is plotted 









shaded areas There is remarkable agreement between the measurement from
the total cross section and from diraction although the errors are still large The important
message is that  and 
IP

  is of the same magnitude and both are larger than the value





     This suggests that the same
mechanism responsible for the rise of F

at small x is also relevant in deep inelastic diraction
III MAIN OPEN QUESTIONS
One of the main issues to be understood is still the question of the mechanism responsible
for deep inelastic diraction If diraction can be mainly described by the approach using
diractive parton densities then a sort of soft pomeron remnant must be observable This just

follows directly from the factorization theorem in  because not all partons in the systemM
X
participate in the hard interaction On the other hand in the pQCD calculation of diraction
via two gluon exchange all partons participate in the hard interaction resulting in the absence
of a soft pomeron remnant Are there ways to unambiguously identify a IP remnant or on
the contrary is there a signicant set of events which denitely has no IP remnant and which
can be described by the pQCD mechanisms outlined above This point is directly related to
the question of a separation of hard pQCD processes in diraction 
where hard means that all
partons in the diractive system M
X
are perturbative from the part where soft processes are
also involved 
identied by the presence of a soft IP remnant




intercept is found to be 
IP





  Thus the question arises whether the pomeron in deep inelastic scattering is
dierent from the one seen in hadron hadron collisions and whether a superposition of a soft
pomeron with a hard QCD pomeron 
perturbative two gluon exchange is already observed But
the energy dependence of the cross section alone is not sucient to establish the existence of a
hard pQCD pomeron 
two gluon state As in the case of the inclusive structure function F

there could be a mixture of soft and hard processes resulting in an eective slope  as measured
It is however suggestive that the slope of the energy dependence as measured in the inclusive
diractive structure function F
D

is similar to the one obtained from the inclusive structure
function F

 from vectormeson production at large Q

and from J production Vectormeson
production at largeQ

can be consistently calculated in pQCD at least for longitudinal polarized








If conrmed this would be one of the most important ingredients for a hard diractive pQCD
process
Understanding of diraction in terms of pQCD requires the separation of the soft from the
hard diractive regime Several processes have been proposed as signatures for hard pQCD
diraction The most promising processes for hard diraction accessible by pQCD I shall address
in the following sections
IV MOST PROMISING PROCESSES
In this section I shall discuss signatures for hard diraction calculable in pQCD	




 light vectormesons at small t and large Q

or heavy vectormesons
 vectormesons at large t
 rapidity gaps between jets
 deep virtual Compton scattering at small and large t
All these processes can be calculated completely in pQCD and they all have in common a specic
energy dependence which is dierent from the one expected from soft pomeron processes Thus
the observation and the measurement of these processes is a crucial test of pQCD calculations
of diraction and it will help solving the question of the relative size and the interplay of soft
and hard processes in diraction

A Dijets
The calculation of exclusive diractive dijet production ep   e
 
qqp can be performed using





q jets  Since both quark and
antiquark participate in the hard interaction they both receive the same transverse momentum
in the 	

IP system leaving no remnant behind This has to be contrasted to the approach using
diractive parton densities where also a qq state can be produced in a QPM process but there
the quarks have vanishing transverse momentum 
except from a small intrinsic p
T
 in the 	

IP
center of mass system and therefore one of the quarks serves as a pomeron remnant
The experimental observation of exclusive 
or lossless diractive dijet production would give
new and important information since this process is of higher twist nature and it cannot be
factorized into a diractive parton density convoluted with the hard scattering matrix element
Thus it is not covered by the factorization proof of 
The most striking feature of the perturbative QCD calculation of diractive qq nal states is
the  dependence of jet production Here  is the angle between the lepton and the quark plane
in the 	

p center of mass system Since it is dicult to identify the quark jet at hadron level
the jet with the largest p
T
can be used 
the partons have the same p
T
 but the reconstructed
jets not necessarily because of the jet reconstruction The azimuthal asymmetry obtained after
jet reconstruction is shown in Fig  where also a comparison with the azimuthal asymmetry
expected from a diractive BGF process with one gluon exchange 
from a resolved pomeron is
given Also at the hadron level the dierence between the two approaches is clearly visible










the cross section for ep   e
 
qqp is 
calculated with the RAPGAP Monte Carlo using the GRV
parameterization for the gluon density 
qq
  pb calculated with the RAPGAPMonte Carlo
using the GRV parameterization for the gluon density This should be compared to the cross
section of 
resIP
  pb also obtained from RAPGAP but within the resolved pomeron
model using the parameterization of the diractive parton densities by  However the pQCD
calculation of ep  e
 
qqp is only valid in a region of relatively small values ofM
X
or equivalently
medium values of    The diculty of identifying exclusive dijets is further discussed in

In the region of large M
X
the contribution from qqg states becomes important Estimates of
this cross section have been given in  in a region where the transverse momentum of the
gluon is much smaller than that of the quarks The nal state conguration is then similar to
the one obtained using boson gluon fusion convoluted with a diractive gluon density A full
calculation where no ordering in transverse momentum of the nal state partons is supposed
is just being performed  With this calculation a detailed test of the pQCD prediction for
hard diraction can be made	 the energy dependence of the cross section is still proportional
to the gluon density squared at a scale depending on the transverse momentum of the outgo
ing partons Thus an energy dependence stronger than expected from soft pomeron exchange
and a violation of Regge type factorization should be observed Additional information of the
































 RG res. pom.
 b.
FIG  a The  dependence of one jet with respect to the electron plane for high p
T
di jet events






  and p
jet
T
  GeV The solid line shows the
prediction from the two gluon exchange mechanism after jet reconstruction at the hadron level The
dashed line shows the  dependence from a BGF type process in diraction  one gluon exchange In
b the  dependence of the quark with the electron plane is shown for comparison The predictions are
obtained with the RAPGAP Monte Carlo 
B Charm  production
The calculation of a diractive qq state can also be extended to heavy quark production
 where the diculty of identifying high p
T
dijets may be avoided by the observation of
D





In Fig a the  dependence is shown for D

mesons produced by the two gluon exchange
mechanism and compared to the prediction from a boson gluon fusion process using a diractive
gluon density in a kinematical region typical for the analyzes of the HERA experiments 
 














j   This process
may thus also be used to dierentiate between the two approaches One should note that the
dierent  distribution observed here as compared to the ones from the jets is due to the cuts
in the laboratory frame used by the experiments to identify the D





cut the  distribution looks the same as for the jets In Fig b the  dependence at parton



































 RG res. pom.
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FIG  a The  dependence of the D

with respect to the electron plane in the kinematic region














j   The solid line shows
the prediction from the two gluon exchange mechanism after hadronization The dashed line shows the
 dependence from a BGF type process in diraction  one gluon exchange In b the  dependence of the
quark with respect the electron plane is shown without the D

acceptance cuts of a The predictions
arc obtained with the RAPGAP Monte Carlo 
Within the search regions of the H experiment 











  GeV and j
D
 
j   and the ZEUS experiment 











  GeV and j
D
 
j   the cross sections calculated with
RAPGAP for the two gluon exchange process ep   e
 
ccp including charm fragmentation into
D

are	    pb 
for H and    pb 
for ZEUS compared to the measurement of H












pb obtained from a luminosity of
L   pb

and L   pb

 respectively The D

cross section predicted from boson gluon
fusion convoluted with the diractive gluon density as obtained from a t to F
D

by H  is	
   pb for the H measurement and    pb for ZEUS measurement Given the
large errors on the measurement no rm conclusion on the underlying production mechanism
can be drawn

Charm production in deep inelastic diraction is one of the key processes for understanding
diraction in terms of pQCD Besides the measurements of the total cross section for diractive
charm production the energy 
or x
IP
 dependence will help to dierentiate between dierent
mechanisms Moreover as shown in Fig  the measurement of the  dependence is one of
the most interesting ones since it allows to unambiguously distinguish the hard pQCD process
involving  gluon exchange from standard boson gluon fusion processes However the cross
section is rather small and a large increase in luminosity is needed for a precise measurement of

In the meantime new results on diractive charm production have been presented at ICHEP  by
the H experiment  with much smaller statistical error The cross section for D

production in the










  GeV and j
D
 
j   is   
pb compared to a prediction from the two gluon exchange mechanism of    pb obtained from the
RAPGAP Monte Carlo program

diractive charm production as a function of x
IP
 It has been argued in  that a luminosity of
L  pb







The cross section for exclusive vector meson production 
light vectormeson production at
large Q

and heavy vector meson production even in the photoproduction region can be calcu
lated in pQCD via two gluon exchange similar to the one discussed in the previous sections on
high p
T
jet and open charm production Measurements 
for an overview see  of the energy
dependence of the vectormeson production cross section are consistent with the pQCD calcula
tions and show a much stronger rise with W than expected from soft pomeron processes How
ever only in photoproduction of J mesons the energy dependence could be determined from
HERA measurements alone with a reasonable precision It has been shown in  that 
events are necessary for a determination of the energy slope with an error of 
IP

   In
the  data H has   events for   Q






Even more important for the proof of a pQCD process responsible for vectormeson production













 as determined from soft hadronic collisions A conrmation of the reported evidence for
no shrinkage in J production  would be a clear indication of hard pQCD processes in
heavy vectormeson production However in the analysis  low energy experiments had




needs to be done within a single experiment This would require a luminosity
of   pb

for a determination of 
 
IP





 as shown in 
J production at large t can be calculated in pQCD because two large scales are involved
the J mass at the photon vertex and the large t   GeV

at the proton vertex For t  m

J
this process can be calculated using the BFKL evolution equation Measurements have been
performed and are in agreement with the pQCD calculations The t distribution becomes atter
at large t than expected from an exponential t distribution The W dependence of the cross
section would yield directly a measurement of the BFKL pomeron intercept At present the
statistics is too low for a precise measurement Besides the energy dependence a measurement
of the t slope as a function of W should show again the characteristic pQCD feature of no
shrinkage of the diractive peak
D Rapidity gaps between jets
Similarly to J production at large t the cross section for rapidity gaps between jets can
be calculated in pQCD Instead of the J mass and the large t value here the perturbative
scale is set by the transverse momenta of the jets This process is mediated also by two gluon
exchange If the rapidity gap between the jets is large enough a rise of the cross section typical
for BFKL should be obtained Measurements  show that a faction of   of the jet events
have a rapidity gap of    This fraction is a factor of  larger than in a similar search
at pp collisions
However one has to worry about the gap survival probability because of soft interactions
between the remnants of the photon and the proton The dierence in the fraction of events
with rapidity gaps between the jets as measured in pp collisions and in ep scattering might
be understood in terms of color transparency as argued in  Partons in a spatially small
conguration can screen each other!s color leading to color transparency and a small interaction
cross section with no nal state interaction On the other hand large size congurations will
have large cross sections and nal state interactions Hadron hadron interactions are of the

latter type having a large cross section In resolved photon processes in photoproduction the
nal state interactions will ll the gap between jets like in hadron hadron collisions resulting in
a smaller cross section for events with rapidity gaps between the jets In contrary direct photon
processes should yield a larger cross section because no nal state interaction will spoil the gap
It would be important to measure the fraction of events with large rapidity gap between the jets
as a function of x

 the fraction of the photon momentum carried in the hard scattering process




resolved photon processes are less important a even higher fraction of events with rapidity gaps
between the jets could be expected than observed in photoproduction and pp scattering
The limited detector acceptance also limits the size of the rapidity gap that can be observed
in the experiments Especially BFKL eects could contribute to large rapidity gap values This
very interesting process has experimental limitations coming from the jet requirement A similar
measurement but not relying on jets has been proposed in 





























































FIG  Basic diagram for deep virtual compton scattering





 is another example of a diractive process
which can be calculated in pQCD 
The virtual photon splits into a qq pair which then interacts via two gluon exchange with
the proton similarly to elastic vectormeson production but instead of a vectormeson a real
photon appears in the nal state 
Fig  This process is again proportional to the gluon density
squared of the proton The main advantage of this process over vectormeson production is
that it can be fully calculated in pQCD whereas in the case of vectormeson production a
main uncertainty comes from the poorly known wavefunction of the vectormeson and possible
relativistic corrections  A more detailed calculation showed that diractive virtual compton
scattering is sensitive to the o diagonal gluon density because a nite momentum transfer
is needed to put the incoming virtual photon on mass shell  At large Q

the energy
dependence of this process is expected to be similar to the ones of vectormeson production and
much stronger than expected from soft pomeron exchange
This process would then complete the measurement of vectormeson production at large ener
gies	 production of real photons    and J Very interesting would be the measurement
of the t slope and whether and how it changes with the nal state vectormeson Again if







Going one step further similar to heavy vectormeson production at large t deep virtual
compton scattering at large t can be studied This would then also be similar to processes with
rapidity gaps between jets where one jet is replaced by the real photon in the nal state Because
of the appearance of the photon in the nal state no nal state QCD interactions are present
which could spoil the gap compared to the measurement with rapidity gaps between jets The
main advantage here is that no jets nor vectormeson reconstruction are required and that
the detection of a high energetic photon is much simpler and it can even be detected at much
smaller angles leading to a larger rapidity region between the proton dissociative system and
the photon As argued in the previous sections having the largest possible rapidity range would
be promising for the search of new small x dynamics like BFKL
V SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
The main problems to be understood in deep inelastic diraction are the relatively large
diractive cross section and its energy dependence which is stronger than expected from soft
processes The energy dependencemight be understood in terms of pQCD calculations involving
 gluon exchange processes Such calculations are consistent with present HERA data but a
rm conclusion on the mechanism responsible for deep inelastic diraction cannot be drawn yet
A signicant increase in luminosity is needed for precise measurements of the energy depen
dence and the t slope in various processes in order to study the contribution from two gluon
exchange mechanisms If these are established experimentally it would be a major step forward
in understanding diraction in terms of fully calculable pQCD processes Even more this will
improve our understanding of the structure of the proton signicantly Such a major increase
in luminosity can be expected after the luminosity upgrade at HERA which is planned for the
year 
Given the importance of understanding diraction in terms of pQCD one should not forget the
attractive and unique possibility for future experiments measuring collisions between electrons
from a possible linear collider with protons from HERA 
 GeV e 	  GeV p In such
a scenario diraction and the structure of the proton could be studied at values of x
IP
or x a
order of magnitude smaller than presently accessible at HERA This could open a completely
new area in diraction
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I present some of the current ideas about a Very Large Hadron Collider 
which could eventually extend the high energy frontier beyond that of the Large
Hadron Collider  LHC or any other machine seriously conceived at this time	
I INTRODUCTION
After the termination of the Superconducting SuperCollider SSC in  the long term
future for High Energy Physics in the US looked bleak It would hopefully be possible to
become active participants in the European Large Hadron Collider LHC at CERN Geneva
and this has indeed happened However the LHC colliding head	on 
 TeV proton beams
would not have the physics reach of the SSC with its  TeV beams
 
 Without the SSC
would LHC come to stand for Last Hadron Collider In  at the Indiana Accelerator
Workshop  and again with growing enthusiasm at the Snowmass  Workshop  this
issue was addressed and creative ideas were developed on how it might be possible to make a
major step beyond the LHC Beyond in energy thinking in terms of an order of magnitude
higher energy with the implication that we should try to reduce the cost per TeV by a similar
factor And beyond in time The LHC and its two major detectors each involving about
 physicists is now under construction and scheduled to begin operation in  Whatever
the prole of discoveries and improvements to the complex it seems likely that a period of
diminishing returns will arrive after about  years It will get progressively harder to make
discoveries there than by making an energy jump to a new machine For many years now ideas
about an extremely high energy proton collider called the Eloisatron have been promoted in
particular by A Zichichi  The machine as conceived at Snowmass is called the Very Large
Hadron Collider VLHC  with  TeV colliding proton beams a factor  
 above the LHC
There is nothing magic about this factor except that it is the same as the factor between the
Tevatron  TeV beams so far  TeV in Run II starting in  and the LHC Still higher
energies would give higher physics reach the issues will be probably be economics and politics
rather than physics or technical The luminosity rate of interactions per unit cross section






initially but should be able to become higher if
the experiments can take it The LHC may reach this luminosity the large extension of the
physics reach of the VLHC comes from the beam energy Many of these points were discussed in
a VLHC Physics and Detector Workshop March 	 
 which attracted  participants
and resulted in a summary book  copies of transparencies
How is it possible to take seriously at this time a collider such as the VLHC when the LHC
is stretching the resources presently available for high energy physics over more than a decade
Several factors have to be made to work together
Number one is probably to nd big economies so that the machine will cost less per TeV
by a factor of several than the LHC The LHC was constrained to t in an existing tunnel
at CERN which forced the magnets to be the strongest technically feasible at the time The
VLHC tunnel is not built so one possibility is to make it very large hundreds of kilometers in
circumference with relatively weak cheaper magnets Tunneling technology is getting cheaper
I shall briey describe some innovative approaches which could conceivably bring about major
 
When both machines were under consideration the LHC proponents argued that some of this shortfall




TeV states the dierence becomes enormous	

cost reductions and which merit an intense Research and Development program over the next
several years
A second factor is to ensure that the project is really International High energy physicists in
Europe collaborated internationally and created CERN in the s in order to share expensive
accelerators The result has been a huge success by any measure and not least by demonstrating
that countries that were at war a decade earlier can work well together an example that spawned
many other international organizations Even though it was not possible to maintain research
accelerators at home with the exception of Germany physicists in the member countries found
ways of participating fully in the research through frequent travel periodic stays computer
links

and now videoconferencing I hope that the high energy physicists of the world will unify
themselves to the extent of not trying to get built two VLHC	like machines but collaborate on
one wherever it is By sharing the costs this should make it more aordable to all participating
nations as happened among the CERN Member States One of the reasons for the eventual
collapse of the SSC was I believe a misguided political desire to make it a national project
Other countries should be involved as early as possible already now in the conception and
RD stages
The question where must also be addressed although not necessarily right now The Euro	
pean initiative to build the SPS nearly died because all member states could bid for their own
green eld sites Much pain could have been avoided by considering seriously only the obvious
existing CERN site with its proton injector the PS and infrastructure Similarly allowing the
SSC to be on a green eld site with the resulting political decision to put it in Texas made
the whole project more expensive and contributed to its downfall My personal provocative
conclusion is that there are only three sites in the world that would make logical sense for a
VLHC	like machinenamely those that already have proton machines on the TeV scale and a
strong infrastructure These are Fermilab CERN and DESY Hamburg Being at Fermilab it
is self	evident to me that this is where it should be Being surrounded by a vast plain with ex	
cellent tunneling rock and nearly horizontal strata is a practical point Another lesson from the
SSC can be learnt here When an Illinois	based SSC site was on the table its position was spec	
ied from the beginning which was an unreasonable political constraint For a Fermilab	based
VLHC we still have time to choose its orientation one parameter 
FC
 the compass bearing
from Fermilab to the center of the ring and within some range of radius R A factor in this
optimization perhaps more important than geology is the minimization of potential diculties
in convincing the general public that this is a good project and should be supported Perhaps
we know that this tunnel  m below your home will have no negative consequences I speak
from personal experience the LEP tunnel was built exactly underneath my house while I was
there and that was less deep but we will have to persuade many people
The alternation between the USA and Europe for pp pp colliders at the energy frontier ISR
and SppS at CERN Tevatron at Fermilab LHC at CERN VLHC at Fermilab  could be
mutually benecial
II A BRIEF HISTORY OF HADRON COLLIDERS
Before 
 there were no hadron colliders We had a model that hadrons might be composed
of quark constituents perhaps with masses of a few GeV which could be liberated in suciently
energetic collisions The hypothetical charged carriers of the weak interaction W

 might
also have a mass in the GeV range The CERN Intersecting Storage Rings ISR started
in 
 and free quark and W searches found none But at the same time deep inelastic
ep scattering experiments at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center SLAC found evidence

Leading to theWorldWideWeb invented at CERN as a communications aid for high energy physicists
and leading who knows where

for point	like charged scattering centers within the proton which we now know to be quarks
conned within hadrons The ISR had an energy in the collision center of mass of up to 
GeV nearly a factor of  over the pre	existing possibilities at the CERN PS or Brookhaven
AGS and  over the Serphukov 
 GeV accelerator During the  years of the ISRs operation
Quantum Chromodynamics QCD became the accepted theory of strong interactions at the
quark gluon level The fourth and fth quarks charm and beauty were discovered in the USA
perhaps they might have been discovered at the ISR with better instrumentation they were
being produced with detectable rates Hard scattering between quarks and gluons together
with their connement was predicted to lead to high E
T
jets which were earnestly sought and
found most convincingly

in  the year before the ISR was closed
In  the CERN SppS Collider with  times the energy of the ISR started 
p
s  
GeV then  GeV High E
T
jets showed up easily as collimated bundles of high p
T
particles
in events with hard triggers Both c and bquarks were produced prolically and most
important the W and Z bosons mediators of the weak interaction were discovered
The SppS Collider was turned o in  in its turn eclipsed by the Fermilab Tevatron which
had started in  with a factor about   in energy at
p
s   GeV to be increased to
 GeV The extra energy and luminosity combined to make W and Z production prolic
with about  W s detected in W  e alone We learnt how to take advantage of the
intense b	uxes to be very competitive with other machines such as LEP or even ahead as in
discovering the B
c
meson Most important the top quark was nally discovered at around 

GeV more than a factor ten heavier than typical guesses after the b was found remember the
sequence for the scbt onium states 
 The Tevatron still has at least  years of
operation before the LHC will be producing competitive physics with machines and detectors
much upgraded to give a factor of perhaps  in sensitivity to new discoveries A Higgs boson
up to M
H
  GeV is discoverable which covers the expected region for the single H

of the
Standard Model or for at least the lightest Higgs of the Minimal SUSY Models The reach into
parameter space of Supersymmetry will be very signicant and SUSY might be discovered but
if so it will presumably be just a rst glimpse with handfuls not thousands of exciting events
In  the Large Hadron Collider LHC at CERN will be starting to produce physics with
p
s   TeV a factor 
 above the Tevatron Now t

t production will be relatively prolic
although their environment will be harsher even in single events background from QCD jet
production will be increased but at higher luminosity with a dozen superimposed events it will
be that much worse We are all expecting that LHC will produce a bonanza of new knowledge
Perhaps there will be a whole spectrum of SUSY partners and Higgses to measure everything we
can about! masses decay modes production rates spins etc Perhaps we will be concentrating
on studies that today we have no idea about through some spectacular unexpected discovery
Whatever will be the situation some 	 years from now the probability that we will have
written the nal chapter in the story of particle physics is vanishingly small There will still
be a frontier and still questions about what lies beyond and we will still want to explore and
answer those questions At present the only way we can conceive of producing particles with
masses in the  TeV range is with a hadron collider of  TeV or more another factor  

beyond the LHC Even for particles as light as  TeV such a VLHC has a major advantage
over the LHC Although we are very much in the dark about physics beyond the LHC we can
make many quantitative statements such as calculating production rates and discovery limits
for hypothetical particles

A controversial statement which I am ready to defend

III PHYSICS AT THE VLHC
A large amount of work has already been done towards preparing the quantitative physics case
for a  TeV collider Pre	eminent is the EHLQ Bible  prepared by Eichten Hinchlie
Lane and Quigg in preparation for the SSC Most of the  or so graphs include predictions
for
p
s  TeV Secondly we can justiably include many of the studies that have been done
for the  TeV LHC which now has some  physicists involved The Snowmass  VLHC
Study Groups reports are available  In March 
 the VLHC Physics and Detector Work	
shop had  participants organized into the following working groups! New Strong Dynamics
Supersymmetry Exotics Full Rapidity Physics Precision Measurements of Heavy Objects Is	
sues related to Multiple Interactions Particle Identication Tracking Calorimetry and Muon
Detection Summaries of these groups were produced  There was also a VLHC Study Group
through the summer of 
 co	ordinated by EMalamud with four sections! Accelerator Physics
Mishra Accelerator Systems Foster Construction Installation Lach and Physics and De	
tectors Denisov and Keller Material from these studies is available 
  Here I can only
give a few comments please consult the above references for more details
A Dierential partonparton luminosities
A key concept for hadron colliders is that of dierential parton luminosities The protons are
each broad	band beams of quarks and gluons in the naive parton model scaling violations are
ignored while in QCD the beam composition varies with Q

 Partons collide with cm energy
squared "s out of a total pp collision energy squared s let  
s
s
 We can then dene a dierential
luminosity "sdL d for each type of parton	parton collision vs
p
"s for dierent machines
This is shown for gg collisions in Fig  If we take the example of
p
"s   TeV we have  fb at
the LHC and about  pb at VLHC a factor 

 To go from these numbers to actual
















this gives of order  year gg interactions at 
TeV  # but a factor 

fewer ie none at the LHC
B SUSY
Supersymmetry SUSY has many beautiful features as a theory beyond todays Standard
Model and if true it will open up a whole new world for exploration and hopefully lead to an
understanding of many mysteries including why a Universe containing forces must also contain
matter SUSY of course is something of a misnomer because the fundamental symmetry is very
badly broken in the real world  the mass of the electronm
e
is very much less than the mass of
the selectron m
e
etc We expect the masses of most SUSY partners to be in the range  GeV
present experimental limits to  GeV required by naturalness in the theory This makes
for great interest in searching for SUSY at the Tevatron with signicantly better sensitivity in
	 running than up to now where it might be discoverable If so LHC will certainly
have a physics bonanza in studying all the new particles in detail! masses decays production
rates classications etc An analogy might be B	physics a sector which could be only glimpsed
at the ISR but where the Tevatron is having a eld day However perhaps our best eorts
will not nd SUSY at the Tevatron and then either the LHC will discover it or theorists may
have to abandon it hopefully nding some even more attractive theory in the process If LHC
nds SUSY we may still have a situation where a higher energy machine such as the VLHC is
necessary to cover the new ground properly Firstly production rates of such massive particles
will be a lot higher see Fig  the factor depending on the mass Second some SUSY particles
may well be much more massive than others It is also possible that SUSY breaking occurs by

gauge interactions involving so	called messenger elds  with corresponding particles in the






Although we do not yet have experimental handles on the cross	section for scattering of two
longitudinalW s W
L
 LHC will be able to begin to probe this physics The cross	section should
rise with energy and in the absence of any Higgs	particles would continue to rise eventually
violating Unitarity  unless we have something like strong electro	weak symmetry breaking
 which could give a rich structure akin to resonances in 	
T
WW  The analogies with hadron
interactions eg 	scattering could be realized including multi	W production interactions







"s   TeV the ratio of dierential luminosity is a factor 

with rates of about
 year at VLHC compared to  year at LHC While mentioning multiple	W production
there is a fascinating possibility that QCD	 or ElectroWeak instantons  could bemademanifest
at s of TeV Instantons are actually part of the Standard Model discussed by tHooft and
others and result from tunneling of the vacuum between dierent states A consequence could
be reactions like q $ q  
q $ 

l Cross sections are expected to be miniscule but might 
be enhanced by multi	gauge boson emission many Higgses and WZs This would be very
exciting and deep physics but I think one would have to be very optimistic to expect to see
such events
D Exotics
Of course beyond the Standard Model we have no idea what we will see Theorists and
experimenters have plenty of imagination and it is the essence of scientic progress that our
theories must be tested against reality ie experiment For a hypothetical particle with guessed
properties we can calculate the potential of future machines and the following gives a few
examples Scalar leptoquarks could be discovered or ruled out with mass up to about  GeV
at the Tevatron in Run II  TeV at LHC and about 





 are now ruled out by CDF and D% to about 
 GeV but VLHC
could see them up to about  TeV Excited quarks q

might be found up to  TeV and the
compositeness scale &
c
probed to about  TeV 
  
cm The search potential for these
new states is truly enormous 
I would like to quote a conclusion from the March 
 VLHC Workshop !
The VLHC should be designed to probe the TeV scale in detail since the physics associated
with electroweak symmetry breaking will be there If the LHC has discovered this physics the
VLHC will be able to explore it in depth If this physics lies just beyond the reach of the LHC
we will nonetheless know it must exist and the VLHC will catch it  While a compelling case
for studying the TeV scale exists far less is known about what might lie at higher scales A
challenge for theorists is to identify the possibilities for  TeV	scale physics
E Diractive Physics
Especially because this talk was given at the LISHEP Workshop on Diractive Physics it
is appropriate to say a few words of speculation about diractive physics at
p
s   TeV By
that time will we have a satisfactory understanding of that eld Will the pomeron still be part
of our vocabulary How could one do an experiment to measure 	
T
 What about 
 the ratio
of real to imaginary parts of the forward elastic scattering amplitude There is a feature of the
low	eld T VLHC magnet design that might make such experiments possible namely a room
temperature vacuum pipe with an exposed side One can imagine insertions of very small strip

or pixel detectors far downstream after hundreds of meters of magnet None of this has been
thought out yet but an intersection region with perhaps low luminosity but very long straight
sections is possible unlike the constrained situation of the LHC in the existing LEP tunnel
Whether or not we will still be using pomeron language the reaction we now call DPE or
Double Pomeron Exchange should be very interesting With both incoming protons losing less
than # of their momentum we can have a central system globally neutral vacuum quantum
numbers up to mass   TeV With larger rapidity gaps we would have purer DPE and could
still have masses of order  TeV When one realizes that this is comfortably above the threshold
for t

t production WZH production probably also 'g'g and other SUSY pair production it
should be clear that this could be a rich hunting ground for new physics Even in a model
where hard DPE is essentially gg  X followed by a soft color neutralization these will be
clean events to be studied at low luminosity single interactions in a  detector Gluinos
and squarks will couple to pomerons like gluons and quarks presumably DPE  H may only
happen via heavy loops eg top but who knows whether something surprising may happen
after all the pomeron and the Higgs both have vacuum quantum numbers
IV DETECTORS






 which is the design
luminosity of the LHC the VLHC has much greater physics reach Therefore we can take as a
starting point the vast amount of R  D which has been done for SSC and LHC detectors Oc	
cupancy and radiation levels grow roughly logarithmically with
p
s A reasonable extrapolation
of progress provided that further detector R  D is funded at the appropriate time probably







 We could then expect that later developments may push both the machine






 some accelerator physicists already consider this
possible
Probably the VLHC would have one  perhaps two  very large detectors in the CDF	D% or
ATLAS	CMS tradition measuring jets missing E
T
 electrons and muons photons and tagged
b	jets Note that a  TeV B	meson often travels tens of cm before decaying so it can leave a
track not just a displaced vertex Microvertex detectors will surely be standard using diamond
pixels for charm and  as well as b	tagging One will want to be able to measure  TeV
muons well this would today be expensive and is therefore an area where development could
pay o New ways of thinking for calorimetry probably aimed for electromagnetic calorimetry
at high precision and granularity without a commensurate cost increase are to be encouraged
A promising avenue for hadron calorimetry because it is cheap and very radiation hard may







 W 	bosons of generic P
T
and jets of low E
T
below about  GeV will be
dicult to detect measure
A case was made for the above Generic High E
T
detector to be complemented by another
detector covering the full  units of rapidity compared to about   or  for the above
detector I know that at this Workshop on Diractive Physics this idea will receive strong
support The central part of this detector could look like an upgraded with newer technology
CDF or D% detector together with forward tracking magnets and calorimetry for hundreds of







 This would enable study of processes with rapidity gaps from color singlet
exchange not only pomeron but also W 	exchange eg WW  X It would also allow a much
cleaner study of processes such as top	quark production and multi	W production
As far as detector techniques are concerned there do not seem to be show stoppers if tracking







In read	out electronics and computing we can expect major advances to continue between now
and then Tracking will probably rely on development of fast and radiation hard diamond
strip and pixel detectors and for outer muon tracking cheaper ways of covering very large areas
with precision measurements Hadron calorimeters will also be larger than at LHC so novel

ways of making them cheaper per m

 should be developed For electromagnetic calorimetry
precision with high granularity together with speed and radiation hardness will be at a pre	
mium Basically we need R  D for detectors in the LHC environment to continue in the era
when the rst round of LHC experiments are running both for LHC upgrades and for VLHC
V THE ACCELERATOR
The idea that an accelerator with  	  times the energy of the LHC

is thinkable is largely
based on the idea that we may be able to nd ways to reduce the cost per TeV by a similar
factor This will certainly require innovative ideas Two general directions are being pursued!
a high eld option and a low eld option The former is to try to push magnets perhaps of
the SSC LHC type to higher elds maybe 	 T would be optimum

 There are several
challenges! critical currents in the superconductor magnetic forces acting on the coils high
cooling capacity needed strength of steel if steel collars etc It is hard for me to imagine
a cost reduction factor of several with this approach An alternative being actively pursued
by Bill Foster and colleagues at Fermilab is a low eld T magnet Bob Wilson Fermilabs
Founding Director was thinking along these lines at a Snowmass  meeting  when he
said!
Whether the next large proton accelerator  TeV is built on a national basis or as an
international eort to be aordable innovations in construction must be made The design of
a superferric magnet ring buried in a pipe in the ground is explored here to see what reductions
in cost might result
superferric magnets an old idea have the advantage of simplicity of being more sparing
in the use of superconductor less sensitive to the position of the superconductor easier to
construct and perhaps more reliable to use

p
s   TeV is an option selected now to have a focus but perhaps it could be higher	

The Tevatron magnets are 	 T and the LHC are to be 	 T	

FIG	 	 Dierential luminosity  proportional to
interaction rate for gg
collisions vs
p
s for the Teva

tron   TeV LHC   TeV and VLHC   TeV
	
FIG	 	 Short model of a low
eld superferric
VLHC magnet	 The central top pipe carries liq

uid He and is wound with spiralling superconductor
and wrapped in insulation	 One of the two elliptical
beam pipes is visible at the left between the warm
iron poles	 Underneath are return lines for the cur

rent and Helium	
The basic idea is a single superconducting 
 kA transmission line with superconducting
cable helically wrapped on invar cryopipe This is wrapped in insulation the eld which cir	
culates around the conductor is concentrated in gaps to the left and right by warm iron poles
above and below as shown in Fig  The vacuum pipes in the gaps carry counter	circulating
proton beams There are many nice features of which perhaps the over	riding one is simplicity
compared to the SSC LHC cos  coil magnets There are no magnetic forces on the supercon	
ductor which sees less eld than the beams by a factor of at least  The cold mass is small
which allows a rapid cool	down These magnets might be produceable in long  m sections
to minimize the cost of end eects with eld correctors under stepping motor control Several
years of R  D are needed in developing such magnets and the accelerator physics that goes
with them before a real costed VLHC design could be produced
There are rapid developments now in warm liquid nitrogen cooled superconductors driven
by the power transmission industry which can invest far more into this R  D than we can We
should keep a close eye on this progress
One aspect of the low	eld concept is a very large tunnel perhaps about  km in circumfer	
ence This would be bored and there have been very rapid developments in this eld during the
last  years Today the cheapest tunnels per unit length have a diameter of about 	 feet the
cost depends on the geology A goal for about a decade from now would be! optimal diameter
	 feet very suitable and cost about ( per foot
	
 It is likely that robots will perform #
of the operations Note that a very small pipe seems to be not the cheapest solution and a
 tunnel leaves room for other machines a strategy that worked well both at Fermilab and

i	e	 about 	B for a  km circumference	

CERN In fact one advantage of the low	eld	big	tunnel option is that it prepares the way for a
higher eld machine in the really long term Even though a  km tunnel seems spectacular
it will not be the most expensive item Fermilab is keeping a close eye on developments being
a member of the North American Society for Trenchless Technology and the American Under	
ground Construction Association Among the many issues under study are ground motions and
survey alignment access times how many surface shafts property issues beam abort issues
and as I mentioned in the introduction minimization of environmental impact and optimization
of our public relations
VI OTHER USES FOR A BIG RING







s   GeV might be possible  well above the t

t threshold around  GeV where it






 Note that the dipoles for this machine would
only have about  Gauss The electron ring would allow ep collisions  at  GeV $
 TeV compared with about  GeV $  TeV for HERA a factor of  in
p
s Nobody
as far as I know has put much thought into xed target physics from  TeV proton beams







regeneration at the highest possible energies should go to zero this tests the
Pomeranchuk theorem and the possible presence of Odderons b testing Lorentz Invariance!
are K
o
lifetimes mass dierences CP 	violating parameters etc independent of the 	factor
in this very sensitive system c studying high mass hard diraction pomeron structure
with pion kaon and many other beams Just as LHC plans some operation with colliding
beams of gold nuclei to search for QCD phase transitions to quark	gluon plasma quagma so
could VLHC note! this physics has to do with the properties of the vacuum chiral symmetry
breaking restoration astrophysics both in the early Universe and in exotic stars and a eld of
QCD which might become very exciting Realizing all these possibilities led Gerard tHooft 
to suggest the name Omnitron for the complex of possible machines I like that
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Diraction Results and Conclusions
Konstantin Goulianos
The Rockefeller University New York NY  USA
Abstract We summarize the main features of available experimental results on soft
and hard diraction and draw conclusions about the nature of the pomeron
INTRODUCTION
The recent results on hard diraction from HERA and the Tevatron have caused
a urry of theoretical activity A variety of phenomenological models exist which
have been successful in describing certain aspects of the data However a QCD
based theoretical description of diraction is still lacking This is not surprising
since diraction invariably involves nonperturbative eects associated with the
formation of rapidity gaps The interplay between soft and hard processes in hard
diraction is of particular theoretical importance due to its potential for elucidat
ing the transition from perturbative to nonperturbative QCD In this paper we
summarize the main features of the available results on soft and hard diraction
and draw conclusions about the nature of the pomeron which is presumed to be
exchanged in diractive processes
GENERIC DEFINITION OF DIFFRACTION
The generic signature of diraction which applies to all soft and hard diractive
processes is the presence of one or more rapidity gaps in an event whose
probability of formation is not exponentially damped Generally the exchange
of a gluon a quark or a colorsinglet particle state such as a  meson between
two protons at high energies leads to events in which in addition to whatever
hard scattering may have occured the entire rapidity space is 	lled with soft
low momentum particles  underlying event The soft particle distribution is
approximately at in rapidity The at dNdY shape is the result of the x
scaling 
 of the parton distribution functions of the incoming protons The total
particle multiplicity is given by Ns 
R
  dY    ln s where   is the average
particle density in rapidity space and s is in GeV
 
 Elastic scattering occurs





 Thus on general 	eldtheoretical grounds the elastic scattering

cross section is expected to fall with increasing energy for any exchange that has
quantum numbers other than those of the vacuum since the acceleration of the
	eld associated with the quantum numbers of the exchange produces radiation
that results in a positive particle density   The experimental 	nding that the
elastic cross section at high energies not only does not fall but actually increases
with energy led to postulating a new kind of an exchange the pomeron de	ned as
a state with the quantum numbers of the vacuum Since no radiation is emitted by
the acceleration of vacuum quantum numbers pomeron exchange leads to rapidity
gaps whose probability is not damped exponentially Therefore such gaps are an
unmistakable signature for diractive production and can be considered as the
generic de	nition of diraction In QCD the pomeron can be thought of as a
colorsinglet state of quarks and gluons whose structure can be probed in hard
diraction processes
Rapidity gaps can be formed in all inelastic nondiractive ND events by
multiplicity uctuations The probability for a gap of width Y  Y  Y
min




Y     e
  Y

This probability is normalized so that its integral is unity A similar expression





Y   K  e
nY

Here the parameter n is positive and hence the gap probability grows with in
creasing Y  in accordance with our generic de	nition of diraction The actual
gap probability distribution in a class of diractive events will be the generic prob
ability modulated by the cross section of the associated pomeron which generally
depends on the width of the gap see below The normalization factor K is
obtained by setting the integral of the generic gap probability to unity Such a
normalization yields K  n  e
 nY
max
 which for pp pX where Y
max
 ln s
becomes K  ns
n
 Note that the normalization depends only on s and does not
aect the shape of the gap probability
A rapidity gap in SD is associated with a pomeron which carries a fraction 





In terms of  Eq  becomes
P
SD





Above we have assumed that n is independent of the momentum transfer t
taken by the pomeron that forms the gap We now assume more generally a

linear dependence of n on t which we parametrize as nt    

t and













where we have included the term F
 
t which represents the form factor of the pro
ton namely the probability that it remains intact after receiving a momentum
transfer kick t This formula has exactly the form of the pomeron ux in Regge
theory 
 where t is the pomeron trajectory except for one important dier
ence since it represents the mapping into  tspace of the generic gap prob
ability distribution it must be normalized so that its integral over all available
phase space in  and t be unity Such a renormalization of the pomeron ux
was proposed by this author 
 and its predictions have been shown to agree with
data on soft 
 and hard 
 diraction
RESULTS
In this section we examine results on soft and hard diraction and compare




 of pp and pp single diraction dissociation data has shown that
after subtracting the meson exchange contribution the cross section can be ex
pressed as a product of the generic gap probability represented by Eq  times








 Note that the gap probability in the SD event sample is no





IP  p total cross section
Hard Diraction at HERA
At HERA both the H and ZEUS Collaborations used deep inelastic scattering






integrated over t where  is the fraction of the momentum of the pomeron taken














in which the variable  factorizes out into an expression that has the dependence
of the standard Regge theory pomeron ux factor Therefore it appeared reason
able to consider the term AQ
 






  The AQ
 
  term was found to be rather at in  suggest





 By interpreting the Q
 
dependence to be due to scaling violations the
H Collaboration extracted the gluon fraction of the pomeron using the DGLAP





   The ZEUS Collabora
tion determined the gluon fraction by combining information from diractive DIS
which is sensitive mainly to the quark component of the pomeron and diractive
dijet photoproduction which is sensitive both to the quark and gluon contents
Both experiments agree that the pomeron structure is hard and consists of glu
ons and quarks in a ratio of approximately  to  The extracted gluon fraction





   for H or on the
normalization of the pomeron ux for ZEUS
Addressing now the question of normalization if the 
n
term in Eq 
represented the generic gap probability rather than the standard pomeron ux it






  be unity






































is represented well 











  must be largely independent of Q
 
 The asymptotic gluon mo
mentum fractions for a quarkgluon construct for      quark avors is
	 	 	 





with the fraction expected from the asymptotic rules The fraction found by H
is not relevant if the Q
 
dependence does not belong to the pomeron structure
Hard Diraction at the Tevatron
Both the CDF and D Collaborations have reported that the jet E
T
distri
butions from nondiractive ND single diractive SD and double pomeron
exchange DPE dijet events have approximately the same shape Since in going
from ND to SD or from SD to DPE a nucleon of momentum p is replaced by
a pomeron of momentum p the similarity of the E
T
spectra suggests that the
pomeron structure must be harder than the structure of the nucleon by a factor of
   Assuming a hard pomeron structure the CDF Collaboration determined
the gluon fraction of the pomeron to be f
g
 		 by comparing the measured
rate of diractive W production which is sensitive to the quark content of the
pomeron with the rate for diractive dijet production which depends on both the

quark and gluon contents The measured gluon fraction which is independent of
the pomeron ux normalization assumed in the Monte Carlo simulations agrees
with the result obtained by ZEUS
For a hard pomeron structure with f
g
 	 and f
q
 	 the measuredW and
dijet rates are smaller than the rates calculated using the standard pomeron ux
by a factor D  	 	 This ux discrepancy factor is consistent with the
pomeron ux renormalization expectation 
 and therefore consistent with the
generic distribution probability
The CDF Collaboration also measured the rate for DPE dijets and compared
it with the rates for SD and ND dijets and with calculations using the standard
pomeron ux To obtain the measured DPESD ratio the standard ux in DPE
must be multiplied by the factor D for both the proton and antiproton This result
supports the hypothesis that the suppression factor relative to the standard ux
calculations is associated with the normalization of the  probability distribution
rather than with screening corrections as proposed by other authors 

From HERA to the Tevatron






   
 Using conventional factorization the expected SD to





   by the nor
malization factors of the 
n




s to that at










 the prediction becomes
 
 which agrees with the data This result supports the hypothesis of an
underlying generic  probability distribution given by Eq 
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a generic de	nition of diraction which is based on the
formation of rapidity gaps that are not exponentially damped The formation
of a diractive rapidity gap is presumed to be associated with the exchange of
a pomeron de	ned as a colorsinglet state with the quantum numbers of the
vacuum The quarkgluon structure of the pomeron can be probed in diractive
processes that incorporate a hard scattering hard diraction Results on hard
diraction from HERA and from the Tevatron indicate that the pomeron struc
ture is hard and consists of gluons and quarks in a ratio of approximately  
A comparison of hard diraction rates at HERA with rates at the Tevatron con
	rms the hypothesis embedded in the generic de	nition of diraction that the gap
probability must be normalized to unity ie scaled to its integral over all avail
able phase space for gap formation The scaling of the gap probability violates
conventional factorization but respects unitarity and leads to an unambiguous
normalization Moving beyond phenomenology and providing a QCDbased pic
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